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“Take responsibility for your words,” Denise Levertov admonished her students in the late 1970s. She sat in her office in the erect posture of a ballet dancer, brown eyes sparkling, curly hair unruly, speaking to her graduate poetry seminar about Hopkins or Williams, or perhaps H. D. She chose her own words very carefully, often pausing between them, sometimes even calling our attention to their sounds: “Meeasure,” she said, mischievously drawing out the vowel sound in the first syllable, “it rhymes with pleasure.” Once, after class, when I showed her a poem of my own that anticipated future changes in my life, she turned to me and repeated the word revolution, trilling the r and flashing her gap-toothed smile in conspiracy. “It’s from the Latin, revolve re,” she said, offering historical validation.

Many years passed before I understood the importance of that word to Levertov. Not only did it connote political activism and momentous cultural change, as in the Beatles’ song, but it also meant something more radical: a reawakening of the spirit, of understanding, of empathy, and of the capacity for transformation. This is what poetry achieves for both poet and reader. As Levertov said in the late 1960s, responding to the political crises swirling around her, “If I speak of revolution it is because I believe that only revolution can now save that earthly life, that miracle of being, which poetry conserves and celebrates.” The title of my biography, A Poet’s Revolution: The Life of Denise Levertov, reflects this range of meanings.

My book also attempts to portray Denise Levertov’s creative development. “Who am I?” was an endlessly generative question for this poet. When she was asked to contribute to a collection of self-portraits by writers in the early 1970s, Levertov sent a paragraph she had written as a writing exercise with her students
titled “Incomplete Monstrous Self-Portrait.”

The prose was accompanied by a drawing of the creatures she had described, and above the drawing she scrawled, “It was beyond my capacity to depict the total monster, but please accept this account of the parts instead.” In this paragraph, she defines herself as having the traits of numerous creatures: In certain relationships she waddles “clumsily,” like a swan on dry land; in others she frightens people, like a “violently affectionate dog.” In her element, she can glide “regally,” like a dark-plumaged “waterbird,” and in the past she has been a “chameleon,” differing in form and type depending on her company. She concludes on a minor chord of astute capability linked with fervid vulnerability: she “can carry burdens from forest to sea as sagaciously as the elephant,” yet she “beat[s] on lit windows with the wistful passion of any moth.”

Playful and high-spirited, this piece illuminates Levertov’s state of mind at the time that it was written. To construe oneself as a “monster,” even in fun, is revealing, to say the least. The early 1970s was a period of profound growth for Levertov, a time of pain and guilt as well as of renewed artistic commitment. She had just completed the poems in *Relearning the Alphabet* (1970), having emerged as a social poet out of the protest movement during the Vietnam War. The title poem is an exploration of the meanings of relationship, both with others and, more deeply, with an estranged self that is newly recovered. Its context is Levertov’s close connection with students at Berkeley and at MIT, who helped her to “relearn the alphabet / relearn the world,” as she put it. When one considers the romances and political activities in which she was engaged then, one can well understand her feelings of self-division and monstrosity.

Levertov’s whimsical paragraph also foreshadows lasting issues of self-definition. Just two years before she died, she published a collection of “memories and suppositions” titled *Tesserae* (1995), referring to the small individual pieces of glass or stone that make up a mosaic. This book is the closest Levertov came to writing an autobiography. Although the playful sense of monstrosity is gone, the self-division remains: she chose to present her life in vivid pieces rather than as a coherent narrative. What are the implications of this choice? On the one hand, it presents a unique opportunity: Levertov offers these rich, discrete materials and the challenge is to discover and reveal the pattern implicit in them. On the other hand, it serves as a reminder that a person’s selfhood is fluid and unstable, dependent not only on social and political forces but also on shifting ways of seeing and thinking. Not only does a biographer have the challenge of discerning the relationship between public and private, official and secret selves. There is also the challenge of considering the extent and manner in which views of the self, as distinct from the biographical record, develop over the course of a life. My ultimate objective is to observe the connections between life and work in a way that illuminates the greatness of major poems, which are, after all, the most important “facts” in a poet’s life.
These challenges coalesce and intensify in Levertov’s case when we consider the implications of her various names throughout her life. These begin with her first given name, Priscilla, which was dropped in early childhood. (Even her mother stopped using it after Denise reached the age of two.) In one of her first pieces of juvenilia, Levertov adopted the nom de plume “Tittles” with which she signed a charming, illustrated novel about an eleven-year-old heroine, which she began at age twelve but never finished. She also signed this name on letters to her mother, some of them also illustrated, well into early adulthood. In its playfulness, “Tittles” is reminiscent of the “Incomplete Monstrous Self-Portrait” above. That she used it in letters to her mother is appropriate because it was her mother, from the very beginning, who encouraged Denise’s artistic and literary gifts.

Another early nickname that Levertov used, first as a child in England and then as an adult in the United States, was “Denny,” or “Den.” Neutral in gender identification, it reminds one that, like many young girls and women of her period, Levertov downplayed her femininity in relationships with friends, presenting herself as a tomboy. Although she never signed her work with this nickname, she did call attention to the lack of traditional female paradigms for an adventurous life. As she put it in her poem “Relearning the Alphabet”:

In childhood dream-play I was always
the knight or the squire, not
the lady:
quester, petitioner, win or lose, not
she who was sought.

In Levertov’s case, this male identification is particularly poignant because her most important female role model for a life of pilgrimage was her sister Olga, nine years her elder, who was the troubled daughter of the family. In the 1950s, Denise changed the spelling of her surname from “Levertoff,” which is how it appears in her first book, *The Double Image*, published in England in 1946, to “Levertov,” and it remained so for the rest of her life. She made this change in order to distinguish herself from her sister, who had published her own first book, *Rage of Days*, one year after the publication of *The Double Image*. Although Denise had greatly admired Olga in her childhood, she disapproved of her sister’s later behavior, and the two became estranged. In 1964, shortly after they reestablished contact, Olga died prematurely. As we see in the moving poems about Olga in *The Sorrow Dance* (1967), her death prompted Denise to reevaluate her own roles in the family and in the world, and she later wished she hadn’t changed her surname.

After Denise’s marriage to Mitchell Goodman in 1947, she often signed business letters with her married name, “Denise Goodman” or “Denise Levertov Goodman,” and she sometimes signed letters to friends “Denny Goodman.” Self-possessed professional that she was (and she was always self-confident as a poet),
she still deferred in her private life to the conventions for married women of that
day. She stopped this practice sometime before she and Mitch divorced in 1975,
and she began to use her own name exclusively, reflecting the impact of the
women's movement on women's public presentations of themselves.

Beginning in the 1970s, Levertov increasingly referred to herself both in pri-
vate and public simply as “Denise,” or “Denise Levertov.” By this time she had
fully realized the legend implicit in her preferred middle name. In her 1967 essay
“The Sense of Pilgrimage,” she claimed Dionysus as her “name-patron,” a mythic
association that blends well with her father’s Hasidic forebears and her mother’s
Welsh ancestor, Angell Jones of Mold.⁴ Dionysus is, of course, a savior-god iden-
tified with festive, rustic worship. In one of the many myths associated with him,
he was a beautiful youth, torn to pieces by a bull and reincarnated as a grapevine.
His later hero incarnation, Orpheus, was the same sacrificial god, torn to pieces
by the Maenads.⁵ The agony implicit here is part of the paradigm for Levertov’s
ongoing spiritual revolution.

Orpheus is also a poet and musician, instrumental in several founding myths
of poetry. Both qualities inform Levertov’s poem “A Tree Telling of Orpheus,”
which was first published in 1968 with drawings by the author. Taking the persona
of a tree who bears witness to an earth-shaking experience of the god, Levertov
shows here what poetry means to her (and potentially to all of us). She dramatizes
its power of transformation. The speaker is “wrenched from the earth root after
root” as she follows the lead of Orpheus’s music along with her “brothers,” the
other trees in the forest.⁶ In this, the most gestic of Levertov’s poems, the speaker,
as animated tree spirit, finesses the contradictions of gender identity, becoming
rapt in the “wars, passions, griefs” of humankind. This neutrality enhances her
freedom of movement as well as her courage, for she stumbles, leaps, and winds
in and out in an unrestrained dance that is ecstatic in its reach and intensity.

Most important, after the presence of Orpheus fades, she and the others are
changed forever by the memory of their experience:

But what we have lived
comes back to us.
We see more.

................................
The wind, the birds,
do not sound poorer but clearer,
recalling our agony, and the way we danced.
The music!

The splitting apart, the uprooting, although occasionally painful in the living,
was nevertheless necessary for the “poet in the world” that Levertov became. It
was also necessary for the future revolutions that characterized her later spiritual
struggles and transformations. Levertov grew from the precocious child who signed her work “Tittles,” to the young “Denny Levertoff,” who sometimes found femininity and family ties constraining, to the mature artist who transformed monster into myth. She fully embraced the Dionysian associations of her given name, Denise. In the lasting vitality it implies, revolution felt and remembered, this process of growth is the key element of her life story.
Part One

Listening to Distant Guns (1923–1948)
Ilford, Essex, with its two large parks, east and west of the River Roding, is notable for its semirural setting, yet it is only fourteen kilometers northeast of central London. A spirited six-year-old, Denise Levertov could easily walk the three blocks from her home at 5 Mansfield Road to the gates of Valentines Park, with its cultivated lawns and ample pleasure grounds. There, along the Long Water canal, she could wander alone among the stately London plane trees she grew to love and, seated in a leafy alcove, admire their reflection in the green water. Or she could pause in the romantic rose garden and imagine a scarlet bouquet gleaned from its pickings. Best of all, she could sit in a brick alcove at Jacob’s Well and make a wish, poised in reverie before the clear water. (This wishing well would inspire future poems.) If she wanted to play in a more ancient, wilder landscape as she grew older, she could ride on her scooter farther, to Wanstead Park, with its dense forest of firs and pines, its mysterious grotto, and its larger ornamental waters. She could pretend to sail “grassy seas in the three-masted barque Emanuela” and undertake daring adventures with a friend.1 In both parks there were hidden paths amid the hedges to stimulate her imagination and old mansions to awaken a historical awareness. Accompanied by her older sister, Olga, she could walk in the lush fields and farms beyond the town’s borders, which were then easily accessible by foot, or travel deeper into the countryside on the red double-decker, open-topped buses. Unencumbered by a regular school day—she was homeschooled by her mother—Denise roamed this landscape until age twelve and returned to it frequently thereafter in her work.

1

“The walls of the garden, the first light”

Beginnings (1923–1933)
In “A Map of the Western Part of Essex in England,” a poem she wrote after emigrating to the United States in 1947, Levertov adds depth and nuance to the emotional importance of this region:

the little streams of Valentines heard my resolves,
Roding held my head above water when I thought it was
drowning me. . . .
Wanstead drew me over and over into its basic poetry.2

Levertov’s birthplace provided a fundamental refuge from danger, an interest in the past, and a lasting penchant for imaginative transformation. As a child, Denise could not articulate the source of that danger, but she certainly intuited it, for, in the poem above, she links herself with her parents, who were themselves outsiders and immigrants in England. Estranged in a new environment, she now understands their predicament in her childhood. A sense of hazardous alienation lingers here, but Levertov does not dwell upon it. Rather, she reinforces a primary kinship with the places and people she loves, and she invests her childhood home with the remembered sweetness of a golden age: “the walls of the garden, the first light.”

Priscilla Denise Levertoff was born at 9:15 a.m. on October 24, 1923, at 24 Lenox Gardens, in the town of Ilford, Essex. She was the youngest of three daughters born to Beatrice Adelaide Levertoff, née Spooner-Jones, an artistic Welsh school teacher, and the Reverend Paul Philip Levertoff, a scholarly Russian Jew who had converted to Christianity and been ordained as a priest of the Church of England. Her parents had met in 1910 in Constantinople, where her mother was teaching in a secondary school run by the Scottish Church and her father was lecturing as a visiting scholar. They were married in England, lived in Warsaw and Leipzig before and during World War I, and settled in England soon after the war ended. Their first child, Philippa, born in 1912, lived only six months before dying of a respiratory ailment. She was buried in Leipzig, where in 1914 their second child, Olga Tatjana, was born. Nine years later, Denise arrived, the only one in her family born in England.

Cultural heterogeneity and personal loss marked the lives of Levertov’s nuclear family. Her parents (especially her father) were “exotic birds” in this ordinary English thicket. They had endured religious persecution, expatriation, family tragedy, and war, which could have crippled people with fewer intellectual and spiritual resources. Downplaying their privation, Levertov lauded these resources: not only were they all writers, her mother sang lieder and her sister was a fine pianist, and Denise emphasized the impact of the household’s foreign atmosphere upon her evolving identity. Even though she grew up with a passion for the trees, churches, and wildflowers of rural England, she viewed herself as an outsider: “Among Jews a Goy, among Gentiles . . . a Jew or at least a half-Jew . . . among
Anglo-Saxons a Celt; in Wales a Londoner . . . among school children a strange exception.” This sense of anomaly continued into adulthood—Levertov often felt English, or at least European, in the United States, where she was usually considered American, and American in England—but it did not inhibit her artistic development. Her family had given her such confidence that, though “often shy,” she “experienced the sense of difference as an honor, as a part of knowing (secretly) from an early age—perhaps by seven”—that she was “an artist-person and had a destiny.”

What were the attributes of the members of this family who invested the child Denise with such inner strength, despite their own earlier suffering? What clues to her future do we find in their backgrounds? A richly textured robe of family legend envelops each of them.

•••

Paul Philip Levertov was a traditional patriarch. Both his perceptions of the world and his emotional attitudes derived from the Russian Jewish shtetl in which he was born and raised. In that world, as a boy of exceptional intellectual ability and linguistic talent, he was devoted to the divinely decreed obligation to study Scripture, a duty and a joy that offered “a means of escape from dark reality,” whether it be domestic troubles or religious persecution. He also had a “bold heart” and a rebellious personality. As he grew into manhood, his theological studies carried him beyond the Pale of Settlement, areas in Eastern Europe in which Jews were allowed to live, and away from the mainstream of his people. After he read the New Testament, he became convinced that Jesus was the Messiah and embarked upon the project of reconciling the two faiths. For the rest of his life, he considered himself a Jewish-Christian.

In adulthood, Levertov saw this “bold heart,” the “certainty of wings” for the soul, as the essence of her father’s personality. In her poem “Wings in the Pedlar’s Pack,” and in her essay “The Sack Full of Wings,” she compares her father with Marc Chagall, his contemporary. Both men saw, as children, “an old pedlar . . . carrying a big sack over his shoulder,” trudging along the streets of Orsha, her father’s hometown, or through the city of Vitebsk, Chagall’s birthplace, which he made famous in his painting “Over Vitebsk.” This figure may allude to the Christian, anti-Semitic image of the Wandering Jew, who, in medieval legend, taunted Jesus en route to the Crucifixion and was then cursed to walk the earth as a beggar until the Second Coming. Paul Levertov’s Hasidic beliefs, imbued with the ardor of ecstasy inherited from his rabbinic ancestor, “the Rav of Northern White Russia,” contravened this noxious stereotype. He knew that the pedlar’s sack contained “wings which would enable people to fly like birds,” and he later interpreted that knowledge to incorporate the Gospel of Jesus as the Messiah.
Paul Philip Levertoff was born in Orsha, Belarus, a town south of Vitebsk on the Dnieper River, to Saul and Judith Levertoff. His birth date is unclear: one source states October 12, 1875; another states October 14, 1878. He preferred the latter. His birth name was not “Paul Philip,” a Christian name. In a letter in Hebrew, his father, Saul Levertoff, employs the Hebrew-Yiddish name “Feivel,” which was probably Paul’s given name. His family were originally Sephardic Jews who emigrated from Spain to Russia after the Spanish Inquisition and there intermarried with other Jewish families noted for their piety and learning. According to family legend, he was a descendant of the founder of Chabad Hasidism, Rabbi Schneur Zalman, who was his mother’s uncle. The family thus had strong Hasidic roots, part of Paul’s heritage that he never rejected. He cherished an inherited copy of his great-uncle’s central treatise, The Tanya.

Hasidism was one of two major social currents within Eastern European Jewry. Founded by Rabbi Israel Ba’al Shem Tov (known as the Besht), Hasidism was a popular communal mysticism that arose in Poland in the eighteenth century, and despite bitter opposition by the traditional rabbinate, spread rapidly. The Besht “emphasized the importance of prayer and obedience to the Law above the study of the Law,” where such study degenerated into mere intellectual exercise. Contrary to classical Jewish philosophers, the Besht also taught that divine providence extends not only to every individual but to every particular in the inanimate world as well, a view not unlike that of the pantheism of the Romantic poets whom Denise Levertov came to love. Further, “in the tradition of the Kabbala, the Besht taught that the end of Divine worship is attachment to G-d (devekuth), which is essentially a service of the heart rather than the mind.” Since God cannot be understood rationally, it is by means of emotional commitment and obedience to the divine will that the human being can come closest to his Creator. Hence the Besht emphasized the “intention of the heart (kavannah) in the performance of the Divine precepts. . . . Above all, the Besht endeavored to instill the quality of joy into Divine service.”

Dancing and singing are intrinsic to Hasidic religious worship, with special tunes for various occasions, such as the religious festival of Simhat Torah, which celebrates the completion of reading the Pentateuch. Hasidim may also dance after seeing their beloved rebbe face to face, honoring his leadership. Olga Levertoff fondly remembered that, in her childhood, her father often rejoiced upon reuniting after a separation from his family by dancing with her. In tune with his childhood, he sang a Yiddish-inflected nonsense song—“Yáchiderálum, pûzele, mûzele”—in accompaniment. The Hasidim even dance in mourning, in loving memory of the deceased. In this context, as in Levertoff’s poem “In Obedience,” written after she learned that her father “rose from his bed shortly before his death to dance the Hasidic dance of praise,” dancing allows a free expression of
grief, which often includes guilt, and takes one beyond these feelings. As Levertoff wrote, “Let my dance / be mourning then, / now that I love you too late.”

Hasidism spread across political borders. By the nineteenth century, half of all Eastern European Jews had joined its ranks, although different Hasidic groups interpreted the principles of the Besht idiosyncratically. Schneur Zalman was known for his intellectual enthusiasm. He insisted on the three pillars of “wisdom, understanding, knowledge” (which in Hebrew form an anagram for Chabad), and eventually became the leader of the Hasidim of Belarus. By the late nineteenth century, when Paul Levertoff was born, the breach between the Hasidim and their rabbincic opponents had been healed, and the Chabad branch had come to represent the ultra-Orthodox position in Jewry.

The Levertoff family was prosperous. Despite pervasive anti-Semitism, the czar had awarded Paul’s father, Saul, the status of “Hereditary Honorable Citizen,” a classification that customarily applied to influential or very wealthy townspeople.16 He is listed in one source as a “sometime Principle of Theological College, Poltava.”17 The Levertoff family claimed relationships by marriage to several wealthy Jewish business families in Saint Petersburg, including the Poliakoffs (bankers) and the Günsergs, who acquired titles. Saul Levertoff read and spoke Russian as well as Yiddish and Hebrew, and he was a good mathematician. He was acquainted with the local Christian intelligentsia, with whom he conversed, and as Levertoff wrote in her unpublished “Notes on Family,” “Most unusual for a pious Jew, he seems to have read some Russian literature—Tolstoy for one.”18 Thus, he probably was receptive to the ideas of the Haskalah, a second important Jewish movement in Eastern Europe.

About the same time as Hasidism was born in Poland, the Haskalah originated in Germany. The followers of this movement, the Maskilim, encouraged Jews “to abandon their exclusiveness and acquire the knowledge, manners, and aspirations” of their national homelands.19 They emphasized the study of biblical Hebrew and of the poetical, scientific, and critical parts of Hebrew literature, rather than the Talmud, and they opposed the superstition they associated with Hasidism. In turn, they were denounced as destructive heretics in Russian Jewish communities, where they were accused of hastening assimilation. By the mid-nineteenth century, when the Russian government began to introduce secular education among the Jews, the tide turned toward the Maskilim, and at the end of the century, all the new movements in the modern era grew out of the Haskalah. Jewish nationalism, and even Orthodoxy, adopted elements of its legacy.20

Both Hasidism and Haskalah existed in the context of the greatest threat to the Jewish world, a particularly virulent wave of anti-Semitism that pervaded Russia’s political factions after Jews began to live outside the Pale of Settlement. Among the radical Left, Jews were portrayed as "Western urban foreigners who
live at the expense of the Russian people.” Among conservatives, Jews represented “the West, introducing modernism into Russia . . . and undermining the old order.” Ironically, the reforms of Czar Alexander II exacerbated this situation, as Jews were granted new economic powers. According to the anti-Semitic press, which the government encouraged, the “Jewish exploiting leaseholder of the old type, who served the Polish aristocracy,” was now the “new Jewish capitalist,” who inflicted damage in his modern metamorphosis. The Jews of Russia were deeply disillusioned by these sentiments, but they could not stop their escalation. The pogroms that broke out in 1881, after Czar Alexander was killed, were a virulent culmination. Further, under the rule of the next two czars, Russian nationalism identified itself with the Russian Church, and religious persecution continued to assume brutal and anti-Semitic forms.

This was the turbulent, dangerous world into which Paul Levertoff was born and from which he extricated himself. Not surprisingly, he seemed to have few childhood memories. Typical of Orthodox Jews, he was one of many children. He spoke with emotion of one “little sister . . . who died at an early age,” Levertoff recalled in “Notes for Nikolai.” Later, after Paul’s own first child died in infancy, his wife, Beatrice, thought his deep depression revived this earlier loss. Paul also remembered that one “much older sister . . . had gone to study medicine in Zurich,” which Denise interpreted as meaning that she must have been among the “enterprising young proto-revolutionary women [Peter] Kropotkin writes about so movingly in his wonderful Memoirs.” Every year, when Denise was a child, a “certain delicious apple called Cox’s Orange Pippin” would remind her father of the shtetl garden, where similar apples grew. He also recalled that when “the ice was breaking up in the spring he and other boys used to jump from ice floe to ice floe for a ride down-river—very dangerous and of course strictly forbidden.” Denise treasured this memory, in particular, because she loved to think of her “studious” father, who “seemed so sedentary,” being so audacious.

Like other boys of his time and place, Paul Levertoff began to study the Torah and Talmud at a very early age. He was taught by his father and in a traditional Hebrew primary school (cheder). He first encountered the New Testament and Jesus when he was eight or nine, on the way home from playing with friends. Levertoff later recalled this family legend as follows:

As he trudged homeward my father’s eye was caught by a scrap of printed paper lying in the gray, trampled snow. Though he was a playful, disobedient boy . . . he was also . . . a little Talmud scholar, respectful of words; and he saw at a glance . . . that this paper was not printed in Russian but in Hebrew. So he picked it up and began to read. Could it be a fragment of Torah? Never before had he read such a story about a boy like himself who—it is said—was found in the Temple expounding the scriptures to the old, reverent, important rabbis!
He took the rescued page home to show his family, but instead of praising Paul, his father became very angry. He tore the page into pieces, thrust the pieces into the stove, and told his little son “to avoid such writings,” but did not explain why. The child was, of course, “awed to see written words destroyed—Hebrew words,” and his curiosity was awakened about the boy in the story.

After his bar mitzvah, Paul was sent to the Volozhin Yeshiva, in nearby Vilna, to continue his studies. He acquired an exemplary rabbinic education there, receiving his diploma early, in his midteens. Unsure about a rabbinical calling, he then considered becoming a doctor, but when he returned home and found the family mourning the passing of his little sister, he felt a “great horror of death” and rejected medicine as a career. Paul was sent instead to the University of Königsberg, in Prussia, to obtain a broader university education. A center of the Haskalah, Königsberg was a “world of cafes and open lectures and libraries and concerts, a world where Jews and Gentiles mingled in bewildering freedom.” There, two sons of a Lutheran pastor befriended him, taking him to meet their family, who made him feel welcome. On one occasion, when he went with them to church, Paul found in a pew a copy of the New Testament in Hebrew, and he was enraptured by the Gospel of Saint John, which he felt to be Hasidic. He was reminded of his childhood curiosity, and always a devout person, he felt that God had guided him to this new knowledge of Jesus as the Messiah.

Thus Paul Levertoff redefined his Jewish identity at a time when the traditional frameworks of social life had been undermined, but he felt this change as a deep religious experience, a spiritual revolution. As Levertov would explain, her father thought that those Jews who did not recognize Jesus were mistaken because “at the time of Jesus they had come to imagine the Messiah as a political leader who would free them from Roman rule, rather than as the spiritual reformer prophesied by Isaiah.” Paul’s Jewish scholarship strengthened his conviction, and “he didn’t—then or later—feel that he was turning his back on his own Jewish people, but on the contrary, that belief in Jesus Christ, a Jew, . . . was the fulfillment of Jewish hope.” When he went home to share his discovery with his family, however, they were dismayed. At first they thought he had gone mad; then they were terribly angry. Paul broke off relations with them, returned to Königsberg, and was baptized on August 11, 1895. He chose the name “Paul” to express his “affinity with the most passionately Jewish of Apostles.”

Since he was now without financial aid from his parents, Paul supported himself by tutoring and undertaking translations to and from the various languages he knew, which included Yiddish, Russian, Hebrew, German, and Greek. Also, because of his new religious status, he was now a full Russian citizen, and since he was of military age, he returned to Russia to do military service. Beatrice remembered Paul telling her that, while back in Russia, he stayed for a few days
in Vilna with relatives who secretly telegraphed his presence to his father. When
the two were reunited, his father persuaded Paul to return home and was almost
reconciled to his son’s baptism. But when they went to the synagogue, which Paul
did willingly, his father tried to prevent him from disclosing to the congregation
that he was now a Christian. Paul could not accept this denial, and he left home
abruptly a second time. Early one morning, he packed his belongings, climbed
out of the window, and fled to Saint Petersburg. There he became acquainted
with the librarian of the Royal Library, himself a Jewish scholar, who advised and
helped him. First Paul did military service at Tzarskoe Selo, site of one of the czar’s
palaces near Saint Petersburg; as a university student, Paul was automatically
a noncommissioned officer. He served there for ten months in the cavalry and
taught the peasant recruits to read and learn their drill. This duty over, Paul as-
isted the librarian until he had saved enough money to travel to Palestine, where
he went to study Aramaic in the place where it was spoken at the time of Christ.

Levertov gives us an alternative version of the motive for her father’s excurs-
ion to Palestine, a version that conveys his youthful charisma as well as his in-
dependence. According to her, during Paul’s stay in Königsberg, it was arranged for
him to lodge with an Evangelical pastor who had assisted in his baptism. Such
was Paul’s piety and reputed academic success that, despite his Jewish birth, this
pastor began to think of him as a highly eligible son-in-law. His elder daughter
welcomed this prospect heartily, for although he was not tall, Paul “was hand-
some, with curly dark hair, deep-set dark eyes, and rosy cheeks.” The pastor en-
couraged Paul to approach his daughter by commending “the security and com-
fort of a German academic career” and suggesting that “he may be blessed to
take holy orders.” Eventually matters became critical. When Paul realized that a
marriage proposal was expected, he “rushed upstairs to his bedroom and began
stuffing books and clothing haphazard into his trunk.” He fled from this “essen-
tially hypocritical society. His religious faith was intense and unwavering—but it
was not in order to be absorbed into a Gentile world that he had broken, in sor-
row, with his father and mother, but to be, as he believed, the more fully a Jew.”
After this experience, according to Levertov’s story, Paul left for Jerusalem.\(^\text{30}\)

In a scholarly account of Paul’s early career, Jorge Quiñónez wrote that, soon
after his baptism, in 1896, Paul found employment as a missionary with the Lon-
don Jews Society, a Protestant organization. He worked full time in this new vo-
cation until 1901, when he changed mission organizations and joined the staff of
the Hebrew Christian Testimony to Israel (HCTI).\(^\text{31}\) It is not clear why he made
this change, but Levertov speculates that her father found the first group “cultur-
ally ignorant” and felt he had been “manipulated into working for them as a
speaker at meetings.”\(^\text{32}\) The HCTI had been founded in 1893 by David Baron and
Charles Andrew Schönberger, themselves Jewish believers in Jesus, and Paul was
more comfortable there. Its headquarters were in London, which suited Paul,
Beatrice Levertoff later remembered, because he could use the British Museum’s library to work on his doctoral thesis. He traveled throughout Europe and the Mediterranean with David Baron, and he contributed essays to their periodical, *The Scattered Nation*, beginning in 1901.

For nearly a decade, Levertoff served as the HCTI’s principal Hebrew translator and writer. He was prolific, publishing seven original works and translations in Hebrew between 1902 and 1909 with several London publishers, including HCTI. In 1910, Baron announced in *The Scattered Nation* that Paul had accepted “an invitation from the United Free Church of Scotland Jewish Committee to take the position of Evangelist in Constantinople” and thus had resigned from their missionary board. Perhaps it was before assuming this position that Paul journeyed to Palestine, continuing on to Constantinople from there. In any case, in Constantinople in 1910, he met Beatrice Spooner-Jones, whose dark hair, intelligent brown eyes, and fervent soul complemented his own.

•••

Denise’s mother, Beatrice Spooner-Jones, was born on June 29, 1885, in Abercanaid, Glamorganshire, South Wales. Her father was Walter Spooner-Jones, MD, and her mother was Margaret Griffiths. Just as Paul Levertoff was of distinguished Hasidic descent, Beatrice claimed the mystic Angell Jones of Mold as an ancestor. (Walter Spooner-Jones was his grandson.) A master tailor by trade, Angell Jones was also a famed expounder of Scripture, and young men came from throughout Wales to work with him and to discuss the Bible in an exegetical style similar to that of the Eastern European Jews. Beatrice’s ancestry shared other similarities with Paul’s. Like the Jews, the Welsh were a conquered people, and for several centuries they remained quite untouched by English language and laws except along the border. They did not share the same class hierarchy that existed in England, and also like the Jews, they had the “typically Celtic reverence . . . for learning and for poetry and music.” People who excelled in these pursuits were considered Welsh aristocracy, even though they might be poor shepherds or shoemakers. In an early poem, Levertov proudly claimed the values of the “Illustrious Ancestors” on both sides of her family tree.

Beatrice’s father, Walter, studied medicine and surgery in Scotland, and after graduating, he married and brought his bride to the coal-mining village of Abercanaid, where he was the junior member of a medical team employed by the mining company. The safety conditions at the mine were poor and the incidence of tuberculosis and early death among the miners and their families high. Walter often had to go “down the pit to operate at the site of an accident,” despite the danger to his own health. When Beatrice was two and a half, her mother died in childbirth. Dr. Spooner-Jones, a young widower with a young child, soon remarried, but his second marriage was unhappy. Beatrice was increasingly neglected
by her stepmother, who became a drug addict and lay in bed most of the day. When Beatrice started school, she would arrive unkempt and usually late.

Despite these circumstances, Beatrice didn’t have an unhappy childhood in other respects: she enjoyed her freedom even though it stemmed from neglect, and she had happy times with her father. She sometimes accompanied him on house calls in the evenings, passing groups of miners singing on the streets. He also took her along when he socialized with friends, where she was frequently the only child, silent in the midst of adult conversation. Thus Beatrice developed habits of observation and reflection that made her an excellent storyteller. As Levertov wrote, “The music and the stars must have been mysteriously connected for the little girl, out and about when the other children of the village had been put to bed.” They later became connected for Denise, too, as she listened to her mother reminisce.

When Beatrice was ten, her stepmother died and she and her father went to live in an apartment above his office in nearby Methyr, where his coachman’s wife cooked for them and looked after Beatrice. When Beatrice was twelve, her father—still in his early thirties—passed away, another stunning blow. Now an orphan, Beatrice was taken to live in Holywell, Flintshire, where her maternal aunt Elisabeth (Bess) was the wife of a Congregational minister, the Reverend David Oliver. They were older and poorer than some of the other relatives, but they were more willing to take in a girl reputed to have “7 devils,” meaning that she “had opinions and a certain adventurousness.” Holywell was a big change for Beatrice: “Neglect and freedom were replaced by strict care and many duties, in a household from which most of the older children had gone . . . but in which her two youngest cousins were close to her own age.” Eventually the cousins went to a special boarding school for clergy daughters, while Beatrice had to settle for the local high school. Now the only child at home, she had to do domestic tasks alone. She “felt like a ‘poor relation’” and resented it.

Beatrice was fortunate to have teachers in high school who recognized her ability and encouraged her love of history and English literature. She wanted to go to university, but lacked money, so she became a “pupil teacher” and earned a teaching certificate. In these years in high school and teacher training, Beatrice “developed her beautiful singing voice,” read widely, and drew and painted. She loved Mount Snowdon, “with its sheep-cropped grass and tiny flowers” and “the sound of the distant sea you could hear in a clump of pines if you closed your eyes.” She also enjoyed the people of Holywell, whose eccentric behavior she described later in tales that she would perform, imitating their speech and manners in a comical way. Levertov persuaded her to record these tales and tried unsuccessfully to interest a publisher.

In 1904 and 1905, when she was around twenty, Beatrice was influenced by the religious revival. “People began to cry that something had to be done about the
lost” who attended services but then left “without hearing an invitation . . . to repent and believe.” All over Wales there arose congregations longing for revival, led by charismatic preachers who imparted new energy and vision. Young people were very much part of the excitement, which now included women as well as men. Before long, the “twin principles of worshipping and obeying the Spirit gave dynamic force to meetings held in every village chapel and town hall.” Seized by this fervor, Beatrice, like her husband, experienced a spiritual revolution early in life. Although its form of expression changed, it was an authentically deep experience and provided the foundation of an enduring faith she and Paul would later share.

When she finished teacher training, Beatrice wanted to go to Paris as a governess, but Reverend Oliver, her guardian, thought it a “sinful and dangerous place” for a respectable young woman. He consented when she applied for a teaching post at the Scottish Church School for Girls in Constantinople, however, because of its church auspices. Just before Beatrice left on this adventure, an old washerwoman expressed the sentiments of others in her small community when she cried, “Oh Miss Jones, I do admire your bravery!” The sights and experiences of that journey through the Austro-Hungarian Empire in 1909 remained with Beatrice for life, Levertov remembered, and when her mother described “the handsome, Serbian or Albanian, mustachioed young men in full ethnic regalia she had glimpsed,” her father got “quite jealous,” decades later.

Beatrice interrupted the long train journey in Budapest, where she was met by representatives of the Scottish Church who escorted her to their home-in-exile to spend the night in a flat on an upper story of a local building. In her vignette about that stay, called “A Dumbshow,” Levertov conveys her mother’s characteristic curiosity and imagination, which were, in addition to courage and pragmatism, key elements of her personality. When Beatrice awoke in Budapest early in the morning, “she raised the unfamiliar Venetian blinds . . . and looked forth into the summer morning from her lofty window.” She was amused to see a maid on one of the balconies below, hanging out feather beds and a pillow on the balustrade, something simply not done in the British Isles, lest the neighbors suspect fleas. Beatrice enjoyed the exoticness of this custom and the feeling of being far from home.

When she arrived in Constantinople in 1910, Beatrice had to acclimate herself to the awkward situation of being an unveiled woman there. The western European teachers could not walk alone in the streets but walked in twos, and even then they were exposed to rude remarks and pinches on their upper arms, so that they would sometimes return black-and-blue from a shopping or sightseeing trip. Beatrice had signed a five-year contract with the school, but after just a few days there, she met Paul, who had arrived in Constantinople for a lecture series.

All the church-related groups were eager to hear this young converted Jew from
Russia who was reputed to be an excellent speaker, and he was entertained by the head of Beatrice’s school. Thus Paul and Beatrice met and fell in love, and he remained in Constantinople and courted her over the next few months. He proposed, and she accepted, but there was consternation at the school both on the part of the administration, who were understandably angry, and the students, some of whom “wept at her departure.”

Beatrice and Paul wanted to marry in Britain amid a gathering of her relatives, but to travel alone together would have been scandalous, so a teacher returning home to Germany agreed to chaperone them. Their route differed from the one Beatrice had taken on the way to Constantinople. They traveled by boat to Piraeus, then along the coast of what is now Croatia, and then to Venice. On the boat was a large party of wealthy Roma, who, in their “gorgeous embroidered clothing” and gold jewelry, “flashed about the deck like birds of paradise.” One of them, the elderly “Gypsy King,” was very sick, but he could not make his needs known to the captain because of a language barrier. Fortunately, Paul, who spoke both languages, intervened on his behalf. The invalid received what he required, and when the ship docked, the leader of the whole group—“tall, moustachioed, jacket aglitter with silver braid”—made Paul and Beatrice a promise that became family legend. He said that “because of their help on this voyage, gypsies anywhere . . . would be grateful . . . : it would be necessary only to describe the event, and any Romany would be at their service.” Beatrice took this promise seriously.

After traveling through Germany, Paul and Beatrice arrived in Wales. Paul was duly introduced to Aunt Bess and Uncle David Oliver, but Beatrice thought Paul was not adequately appreciated because he was a foreigner, without family or secure income. So Beatrice went to Liverpool to stay with her cousins, the Barkers, during the customary time between engagement and wedding, while Paul went to London to undertake some paid scholarly work. According to a family story, the wedding did not take place on the original date, because Paul lost some of the money with which they were to embark on married life. How this occurred was vague, but the version Denise loved, probably apocryphal, is that “Daddy was gleefully counting his well-earned payment while crossing London Bridge, and the wind blew it up and tore it away!” Another version, which she felt was more likely—because he was “a lifelong magnet to schnorrers (freeloaders)” —was that he gave the money away. While he was in London, Paul sent Beatrice a love letter in Welsh, which greatly impressed her relatives. “He had found the words by correlating passages in the Welsh Bible and patching them into sentences.”

Paul and Beatrice were finally married in England, on March 1, 1911, by another of Beatrice’s cousins, a nonconformist minister, who performed the ceremony at his church. The reception was held at his home. The next morning they
left for Warsaw, where Paul had a job lined up with a missionary society. The start of their honeymoon engendered another family legend. In the hotel, hours after the wedding, Beatrice wondered if she had married a madman, as Paul “started to rush frantically around the room exclaiming, ‘Where’s the, where’s the, where’s the . . . ’ He had mislaid the key to his briefcase with the money, tickets, passports and everything in it.”47 That phrase—“Where’s the, where’s the”—passed into family idiom, and Denise and Olga would exclaim it to express utter exasperation.

Warsaw in 1911 was very sophisticated, and though under Russian rule, resembled Paris. Beatrice was impressed by the stylish Lajenki Allée—equivalent to the Champs Élysées—with its glittering shops, smart carriages, beautifully dressed people, and elegant cafés. Amused by the Polish language because it seemed all consonants, she asked Paul to teach her Russian. He told her to repeat after him, Llubyu, lyublyu, dorogoï moi, which she did enthusiastically, and when a passerby beamed broadly, Paul confessed that the words meant, “I love you, I love you, my darling.” That she returned the embrace of this new world is evident in the signature in her 1911 diary, “Beatrissa Pavlovna Levertov.” (She also called her husband “Pavel,” his Russian name.) One vivid memory was of a Sunday walk in the outskirts of the city, where Beatrice and Paul saw “a long line of Russian conscript soldiers—peasants—being marched back to barracks from the Russian Orthodox Church,” who sang “marvelously” as they walked. In the late poem “Representations,” Levertov fondly recalls this story of her mother’s. She pictures “the bride from a distant country” watching these singing Russian soldiers and feeling nostalgia for Wales, where one would hear “the dance of voices” of “the colliers practicing for an Eisteddfod, twilights of summer.”48

Warsaw was also an important book publishing center, and it is probably in that connection that Beatrice accompanied Paul on a visit to the home of “Zeitlin,” whom she describes as a “great man.” This was probably William Zeitlin, the Russian scholar and bibliographer, author of Bibliotheca Hebraica Post-Mendelsshnonia. Beatrice was dismayed by the disarray of Zeitlin’s home and by his unkempt appearance, but she enjoyed following the subtleties of his conversation with Paul about Hasidic and Kabbalistic literature. She was especially pleased that Zeitlin had “not only read Pavel’s books” but alluded to them in his work.49 In a later newspaper article, Paul mentioned having also been welcomed into the home of “the late Shalom Aleikem, the Jewish Dickens,” and that “[Joseph] Brenner, the famous Hebrew novelist,” had favorably reviewed his life of Christ.50

There were also other trips to spread the word in the surrounding area and abroad. On one memorable occasion in 1911, Beatrice accompanied Paul on a
monthlong journey to Scandinavia and Germany. The trip’s purpose was the International Jewish Missionary Conference held in Stockholm from June 9 through 11, but they stayed on to sightsee in other parts of Sweden and then traveled to Copenhagen and Berlin before returning home to Warsaw.

When Beatrice and Paul arrived in Stockholm, they went immediately to the conference location to socialize with other delegates. Beatrice attended several of the learned sessions at the conference, sketching some of the participants in her diary and commenting on their papers. (She was a talented amateur artist who later researched, wrote, painted, and published a foldout panorama of first-century Jerusalem.) She was delighted with the men’s choir, with the many languages spoken, and with the warm reception given to her husband’s work. Indeed, Professor Hermann L. Strack, one of the most distinguished attendees, confirmed her sense of Paul’s success among his colleagues. In the conference proceedings, Strack praised the work done recently “in the presentation of the life of our Lord to the Jews by Loewen, Levertoff, and Landsman,” mentioning also “Levertoff’s St. Paul: His Life, Works and Travels, 1907 (in modern Hebrew).”

Considering his strong reputation, it is not surprising that Paul soon obtained a post more suited to his scholarly abilities. As Quiñónez writes, “He was appointed to the position of teacher of Hebrew and Rabbinics with the Institutum Judaicum Delitzschianum, a postgraduate institute for Jewish missions founded by Franz Delitzsh in Leipzig, Germany.” The institute’s director publicized that Levertoff was relocating from Warsaw to Leipzig on April 1, 1912, to replace another distinguished Maskil, of Romanian Hasidic descent. Between 1912 and 1917, Paul taught a variety of courses, including ones on the Yiddish language, on the New Testament in Hebrew, and on various books of the Tanach based on traditional rabbinical commentaries.

Paul Levertoff flourished in his new job and the couple were very happy together. Their lives were soon filled with additional joy when Beatrice gave birth to their first child—a daughter, Philippa—on October 4, 1912. Denise remembered being told that Philippa was “a beautiful brown skinned baby,” and she added perceptively, “Two orphans had now founded a new family.” Then, when only six months old, Philippa became ill. She died within days, on April 9, 1913. Beatrice recorded her burial in her diary as follows: “Little body laid in the ‘Kindergarten’ April 12. We went up there to see it 13th . . . the record of a short, but Oh! so lovely little life. The victim of ignorance, for which God has forgiven but for which we can(not) forget or forgive ourselves till we see her again. Our darling!”

This death would have distressed anyone, but because Beatrice and Paul had no close family, it was especially grievous. Levertov felt that her father was particularly depressed because he did not have the experience with death that her
mother had acquired early, first in the mining village and then in Holywell, with its high incidence of infant mortality. “Paul became so run down in his depression that he lost all his teeth,” she wrote. However, it was not only her early experience with death that made Beatrice the stronger of the two in some respects. Hers was also the more grounded personality. Now, as in the future, she was the one in the family who reassembled the pieces of their temporarily shattered lives.

Beatrice went to Wales to visit her relatives in October 1913 while Paul traveled in Russia and lectured on Hasidism, but by January 1914, she was back in Leipzig looking for a larger apartment because they were expecting another child. On May 22, 1914, when Olga Tatjana was born, their lives brightened. As Paul put it, writing in Beatrice’s diary shortly after she gave birth: “Bubele Olga has come! Baby is a little darling and mother is a big one. Both are well.” Her labor had been easy, Beatrice added, describing the baby as a “dear little funny mite.” As was customary for people in their social position, the Levertoffs had domestic help—in this case, two maids, country girls called Big Martha and Little Martha. Both were caring, but Big Martha was especially so, and she became Beatrice’s best friend in these years.

Although a general declaration of war did not occur until August, after the assassination of the Austro-Hungarian archduke Franz Ferdinand, on June 28, 1914, the political situation in central Europe was becoming very unstable. Writing from Austria, where he was lecturing at a World Student Christian Federation meeting, Paul misses his family and expresses trepidation. He’s afraid that if war breaks out, international students at the meeting won’t get out, and he assures Beatrice that he’ll be home soon. When World War I did begin, Paul and Beatrice, as Russian and British citizens respectively, could have been interned in a civilian prisoner-of-war camp, as were many other foreign nationals, but the University of Leipzig arranged for Paul to continue teaching. Thus they were permitted to remain in their apartment. They could not leave Leipzig, however, and had to report to the police weekly. Once, Paul “threw a German sergeant down the stairs because he had come to the door with insults and threats.” During the war, it became increasingly difficult to buy food, especially for “enemy aliens,” who were resented by many people. “Paul used to take Olga on long walks into the countryside to see if they could scrounge up a bit of milk or some eggs for her.”

Little Martha returned home, but Big Martha refused to leave them, and she and Beatrice made meals with whatever was available, but by the time of the armistice they were almost starving. To make matters worse, people shunned them or said nasty things, so little Olga had few playmates.

Despite these hardships, Paul managed to continue to write and publish, in German now as well as in Hebrew. According to a later essay by Olga, the University of Leipzig commissioned him to write three books. While the first of these texts is extant only in manuscript form, and the second was not undertaken, the
last was published, and in 1923 Paul made a shorter, English adaptation of it, Love and the Messianic Age. \( ^{59} \) An attempt to explore the similarities between Hasidic and New Testament theology, this book was pioneering from a comparative religion perspective. According to family legend, the great Jewish theologian Martin Buber was influenced by Paul’s original German edition.

When the war ended, the “emaciated and impoverished trio” found a way to return to Wales via Denmark. But they were not so badly off as many others. On their way, in Berlin, they were shocked to see crowds of starving people pressed outside a restaurant window where they ate. To prepare for the ferry boat to Denmark, where everyone was searched, Beatrice sewed their valuables into Olga’s undervest. She was terrified that Olga would reveal this hiding place to the guard, but the woman empathized with “the child’s serious, innocent look and . . . motioned them on.” When they arrived in Denmark their distress abated. They were fed, housed, and clothed by a philanthropist, Mr. Plöm, and also by the Bernadotte family. Princess Bernadotte was charmed with little Olga and gave her a colorful embroidered vest, which Denise later wore, too. \( ^{60} \)

The fact that they had spent the war years in Germany, not in an internment camp, and that Paul was a Russian citizen—Russia was in the midst of a revolution—made the British authorities cautious about readmitting them into England. When they did return, they stayed with Beatrice’s cousins until, in 1919, Paul was appointed subwarden of Saint Deniol’s Library, where he served until 1922. The library, where he also resided, was in a mansion in Hawarden Park. It held a distinguished theological collection, which attracted researchers from all over the empire with whom Paul interacted. \( ^{61} \) Unfortunately there was no accommodation there for Beatrice and Olga, so they lived in lodgings nearby. Beatrice disliked this separation, but she and Olga loved Hawarden Park, where they frequently spent their days.

In 1922, while at Saint Deniol’s Library, Paul was ordained by the archbishop of Wales to the ministry of the Church of England. Paul missed family life and was unsatisfied with a purely academic post so, in 1923, he accepted the positions of director of the East London Fund for the Jews and vicar of Holy Trinity Church, in Shoreditch. The church lacked a vicarage, so the family rented a house in Ilford, a twenty-five-minute train ride away. While in this position, Paul edited Holy Trinity’s quarterly journal, The Church and the Jews, which featured essays by him and other scholars and often included pieces by Beatrice and Olga. As spiritual leader of Holy Trinity, he tried to realize his goal of having a Hebrew Christian church where Jewish believers in Jesus could worship comfortably. Expediently, he wrote his own Hebrew liturgy, Meal of the Holy King, which included music based on old synagogue chants, and he customarily dressed as a
Jew and read from a Torah scroll. Later Levertoff also conducted his Hebrew liturgy on Saturday mornings at Saint George’s Church in Bloomsbury. This persona, “Rabbi and Priest in one,” attracted the attention even of those “used to surprises.”

The Church of England hierarchy, although not crude proselytizers, assumed that as a converted Jew, Paul would want to work in a Jewish neighborhood. Shoreditch was solidly Jewish working class. It had been a Dickensian slum until the 1880s, when the philanthropist Baroness Burdett-Coutts, an early slum-clearance activist, began building large blocks of flats that had plumbing and windows. These buildings in London became occupied, not by the original slum dwellers, but by a wave of respectable Jewish workers who had fled from pogroms in Eastern Europe. Holy Trinity, the church in their midst, had been built as a settlement house and homeless shelter during the district’s slum days. In addition to the chapel, it had large meeting rooms, but, its original purpose lost, it lacked parishioners. People did start to attend Paul’s Saturday morning services, but they were English and European intellectuals from around the city, not people from Shoreditch. Hans Herzl, a Christian convert and the troubled son of Zionist leader Theodor Herzl, was an occasional congregant; he was also a family friend who especially loved Denise, then a small child.

Paul’s salary was paid by a church organization, but unlike other churches in England, Holy Trinity had no endowment. To supplement his income, on Sundays Paul was often a guest preacher at other churches in the area. He frequented the Jewish bookstores, where he participated in religious and philosophical discussions, and he was a member of various scholarly groups, like the Society for the Study of Religions, the Aristotelian Society, and the League of Saint Alban and Saint Sergius, becoming well known as a preacher and scholar. By 1933, with Harry Sperling and Maurice Simon, he had helped to translate the Zohar for the first time for Soncino Press. He was also known as an excellent debater. A debate with Mr. Meyers of The Jewish Times, on “Christianity vs. Judaism,” drew a crowd of four thousand people to the Jewish theater in Whitechapel, he reported in 1925. Yet Levertoff felt that the Church of England never appreciated her father. “The majority of clergy had standard upper class backgrounds, with Public School, then Oxford or Cambridge, educations—and were really quite insular.” Paul would have been more suited to a German academic setting. Of course, had they stayed in Germany, he would have perished in a concentration camp.

Denise’s sense that the Anglican clergy were bemused by Paul Levertoff is correct, as we find in the correspondence around the decision to award him an honorary Lambeth Doctorate of Theology, a process initiated by Beatrice, his loyal, enterprising wife. In 1929, she wrote a confidential letter to the archbishop of Canterbury, reviewing her husband’s education, distinguished publications, and
thirty years of service, which had had an international impact. Finally, with typical humor and self-deprecation, she engaged in some special pleading: “To come to the yolk of the egg, may I, as this man’s wife, beg your Grace to show him a sign of your approval of his activities now, and in the past, and confer on him the degree of Doctor of Divinity? . . . It would mean an enormous lot to him that the Jews should realize that the Church recognizes his work.”67

Paul could not have had a more charming advocate, albeit an unusual one. This was noted in the exchange of letters that followed.68 All agree that Paul Levertoff’s distinguished career merits this honor. Despite their respect, however, some of these colleagues don’t understand him fully, including the bishop of Truro, a personal friend. As he writes in a letter to the archbishop of Canterbury, in which he also jokes about Beatrice’s unusual petition, which had caused some consternation:

I know Mr. Levertoff very well and I have a great opinion of him as a scholar and as a person. He lived with us . . . sometime at Mirfield and it was from there that we
recommended him for Ordination in the rather exceptional circumstances arising out of his life and previous history. As to his learning there is no question about that. . . . [His is] not perhaps a very balanced mind but an extraordinarily receptive one; his capacity for putting forth his learning is shown by the fact that he has written leading books in Hebrew, Russian, German, and English. Besides that he is a modest, humble, and very zealous Christian Priest. I know Mrs. Levertoff too and perhaps the explanation is that she is Welsh! And we all know the capacity for flowery testimonials.69

This bemusement did not prevent Paul from being awarded the honorary degree on January 10, 1930, in Lambeth Palace Library.

. . .

Soon after the family moved to Ilford, Denise was born. In Beatrice’s diary of this period, “The Boffin Book,” big sister Olga, already given to dramatizing her feelings, has the first words. She bemoans the terribly long time she has had to go without a little sibling; so long, she had “quite given up hope . . . when Mother nearly made [her] faint, by telling [her] that in the Autumn she would have a little brother or sister.” Together they talked about and planned for the coming baby. Then “you came! The dearest, puzzliest [sic] . . . treasure of a darling girl-babe, that ever came to dwell on this earth!” Olga continues, ecstatically, “Sometimes, at first, I would wake in the morning and think I had dreamed about having a little Boffin with deep, brown eyes, but soon I would be reassured, and I’m sure no other big sister could be half so proud as I was, when I was allowed to hug you, or, (rare delight!) to hold you, my own, darling little Boffintoff!”

Olga’s effusions were followed by Beatrice’s. She reports that “Buble Boffin” arrived “quite suddenly” on the morning of October 24 at home, assisted by both a doctor and a nurse. As soon as they heard Boffin cry, “Father Toff” and a visiting neighbor “gripped each other and danced on the landing.” The birth’s timing was perfect, because Father had to lecture in London that day and was grateful that she arrived safely before he went. Beatrice continues in this excited manner, detailing the baby’s growth during the first months of breastfeeding until, when a year had passed, she had listed each new event of Denise’s infancy. Among the high points were “her first words, at six months,” which were “Gogga,” meaning Olga, and “Dadda.” Also, besides noting the baby’s “health, beauty, and intelligence,” Beatrice comments that the baby especially loves her two dolls, whom she “hugs, kisses, feeds . . . and chatters [with].” By year’s end, she has “a vocabulary of about thirty words” and understands many more.70

The family moved from Lenox Gardens to 5 Mansfield Road in July, when Denise was almost nine months old. In a later essay, she remembers how proud her parents were to own this “substantial five-bedroom double-fronted brick ‘semi-detached’ house” where she grew up and where her parents lived until her
father’s death in 1954.71 Their house was like the others architecturally, but it was furnished differently: its large front windows had no curtains, so passersby could look in. They could see “bookshelves in every room, while in the bay window of her father’s upstairs study was an almost life-size stone statue representing Jesus preaching,” which gave them pause.72 Downstairs, in the large drawing room, with bay windows looking onto the front garden, someone was always “reading or writing, practicing the piano, drawing, listening to the radio.”73 Her mother’s front garden was never “prim,” like some others on the street, but suggested “a foreign opulence,” especially when the California poppies were in bloom.74

It was soon clear that, like Olga, Denise was a child prodigy. She wrote, danced, and drew well and took these gifts seriously. At age twelve, without telling anyone, Denise sent T. S. Eliot some poems and received an encouraging letter of advice in response.75 (Eliot was acquainted with Denise’s father, with whom he had served on a committee.) In “The Boffin Book,” Beatrice records several important features of Denise’s childhood personality that prepare us for her future development. From the beginning, there is a playful duality regarding her name. At eighteen months, when asked, “Where is Priscilla?” she answers “here,” and pats her face, but on being asked, “Where is Denise?” she says “here,” and pats her knees, on which she likes to perch while riding in her pram. Already at that early age, she is extraordinarily imaginative. Her proud mother muses that she never knew “so young a child make-believe so.” Denise’s attachment to Olga is also evident from the beginning. When Denise is barely two, Beatrice finds the two of them playing duets on the piano. When Olga plays hymns, Baby brings her chair and plays on the treble. She sits beside Olga, “counting as they play, 1,2,3,4, come on!”

Denise is also expressive in her own right. Beatrice notes that “she makes such dear little faces as she explains things, her head on one side and a little blink of the pretty dark eyes.” In an early photo, we see a plump, round-faced tot in a shoulder-cape coat and large hair bow. Her gaze is determined and she clutches a sheet of paper in one hand, ready to perform. At the age of two, she can recite whole nursery rhymes from memory and loves to play school and other games with Olga, who has decided not to return to boarding school. In fact, it is Olga who records, before Denise’s third birthday, that Denise likes to make rhymes of her own. Upon seeing Denise toddle over to their maid, Amy, and say, “Pamie / I camie,” Olga comments proudly, “Sprouting poets round Ilford way!” Before long, Denise is scribbling all over everything, Beatrice notes, and though only two, she likes to joke. The phrase “the terrible twos” is inadequate to describe the first expressions of Denise’s strong will; both Beatrice and Olga note instances of it. On the day after Denise’s second birthday, Beatrice writes that she is “obstinate and . . . disobedient now.” She orders her Mama and Daddy away in high dudgeon and refuses to
The more she is told not to say something, the more she does; “even if smacked she will go on saying it through her sobs!!” At the same time, her forgiving mother insists, “she is the sweetest . . . most loveable of Babies that anyone can imagine, and ever so cuddly.” She hugs and kisses one with “such zest.” These qualities of willful determination, passion, and warmth are personality traits that endure and develop. In fact, “fierce” is the adjective her friends most frequently used when I asked them in interviews to describe the mature Denise. They usually meant that she was an energetic fighter for people, causes, and beliefs. Frequently, even in childhood, this intensity caused problems, like the prepubescent quarrel with her dear friend Jean Rankin, discussed in chapter 14. In adulthood, there were often bitter arguments and hurt feelings even with people she loved, usually followed by loving rapprochement.

Denise’s love of books, animals, clothes, the park, and the Holy Family is also evident very early. As a child, Denise slept in her mother’s bedroom. When Beatrice read aloud to her before bedtime, Denise would squeal appreciatively at a particularly well-turned phrase. She loved both the family kitten, whom she sang to, and her little dog, Gamzu, a Mischling (mixed-blood) terrier pup acquired when Denise was four. In fact, Denise identified with her puppy and encouraged him to be mischievous. She began growling at family members with whom she was angry. (Levertov would write many amusing animal poems.) An attractive woman herself, Beatrice made beautiful clothes for her little daughter—pinafores in summer and an amethyst, velvet party outfit trimmed in fur for winter—and Denise liked to dress up in Olga’s hat, climbing on her tiptoes to admire herself in the mirror. Her mother took her on frequent walks in Valentines Park, and all
the park habitués knew her. She came to love the park keeper, whom she called “Peekiepark,” and would run to him and clasp his legs.

Denise was also entranced with imagery associated with the Holy Family. Christmas was and would remain Denise’s favorite holiday, and Beatrice recorded a conversation in which, at age three, Denise shows how personal the holiday was for her. “Will I ever see Jesus?” she wonders. After Beatrice assures her that she will, Denise asks eagerly, “Would Jesus take me to see Mary?” and Beatrice reassures her once more. Then, after a pause, Denise asks again, with characteristic aplomb, “Do you think I’d like her?”

There is no question that Denise was tenderly nurtured, both by her mother and by Olga; she had, in many ways, the ideal education for a poet, with a strong emphasis on all of the arts and on performance. Denise began dancing classes at age three, and at age four she shone in a dance recital at the Ilford town hall. Also at age four, she started French lessons and “operatics,” a form of ballet practice then fashionable. Private piano lessons were added at age six. So much were music and dance beloved by seven-year-old Denise that, on many afternoons, she and her next-door neighbor, Margaret Courtwell, would hold private dance recitals in the Courtwells’ drawing room. One would take a turn on the player piano, while the other improvised a story in dance, leaping and whirling. As Levertov would write later, there was “no definite story” in these dances, but for her there was “a drama of unspecified Loss, Discovery, Flight, Sehnsucht, ecstatic Joy, Danger.”

There was “the sweeping passage of grand emotion” that she would recognize a few years later when, at ten, she first saw “Salvator Rosa’s dark landscapes.” This penchant for emotional transformation and for synesthesia, the perception of one sense modality in terms of another, became important features of Levertov’s later poetics.

By age seven, Denise had mastered reading, and she astonished her father when she was able to read, alone, Swartzwald Nina, a book he brought for her from Stuttgart. That year she began elocution lessons and started to participate in plays and dialogues. At home with her mother every morning, at a drawing room table, she also undertook lessons that emphasized history, literature, and studio art. Beatrice was very proud to report that, at age nine, Denise won the essay competition for nine- to eleven-year-olds at Ilford Library. That year she began to study drawing with Edith Taylor, a professional artist.

The whole family were avid readers and had a large home library. Thus, Denise could quickly move beyond children’s books to “grown-ups’ fare from Dickens to Tolstoy.” When she outgrew the family library, she turned to the public one, sometimes purloining adult tickets to take out extra books. Denise befriended Miss Farmery, the children’s librarian, who saved the “nicest new acquisitions” for her next visit. She fondly remembers her mother reading aloud in the evenings to the family, mostly nineteenth-century fiction and a few favorite
poems. With dramatic flair and Welsh fervor, Beatrice would also occasionally declaim Thomas Gray’s “Ruin seize thee, ruthless King! / Confusion on thy banners wait,” while energetically dusting. Paul Levertoff was the only family member who didn’t use the public library, for though he loved to hear his wife read aloud, his own research interests required more specialized resources.

Sometimes Olga would read aloud a poem of her own to Denise, but poetry was something Denise mostly discovered for herself. She started by reading R.L. Stevenson’s classic *A Child’s Garden of Verses* and the fairy poems of Rose Fyleman. Then came Palgrave’s “Golden Treasury,” Tennyson, Walter de la Mare, and soon Keats, Wordsworth, and Coleridge, followed by the “Georgian” poets, Norman Ault’s anthology of Elizabethan lyrics, some of George Herbert, and “anthologies by Walter de la Mare and Mark Van Doren.” As a child, Denise attended church every Sunday with her family, as well as catechism classes. Thus, she absorbed the rhythms and language of the King James Bible and the Book of Common Prayer. By age twelve, thanks to Olga, she was also reading contemporary British poetry—Auden, MacNeice, Day Lewis, and Eliot—then innovative poets. She did not give up one poet or period for another, but “went on enjoying the mannered eighteenth century in Thompson or Cowper, or the lush romance of the pre-Raphaelites, or poets of the recent past like Robert Bridges or Edward Thomas, concurrently with what was avant-garde.” With rare exception, this catholicity of taste would continue into Denise’s adulthood. She read, taught, and championed various kinds of contemporary poetry.

Denise began to speak poems as a toddler; she would dictate them to Olga, who would write them down. For a long time, Denise kept in her possession one such effort, a “rambling account of a visit to fairyland, with detailed description of the fairies’ wings and clothes. Fairyland was entered by way of a hollow tree.” Among her personal papers are two undated stories, “The Fairy in the Moonlight” and “The Treasure Cave,” by “Denny Levertoff.” They look like the work of a child who has just learned to write cursively. Probably a little later, around 1933, Denise—under the nom de plume “Tittles”—drew a comic strip, complete with text and illustrations, titled “The Tale of Titicaca and Blenkins of Gnufe: Their Habits and Adventures.” In a notebook dated 1935, there are three chapters of a novel about an eleven-year-old girl, Christina, and her friend, Russell, who is twelve. (Levertov’s poem “A Tree Telling of Orpheus” would later be accompanied by drawings.) This notebook of juvenilia also contains notes on “The Language of Flowers” and a sonnet.

In addition to encouraging Denise’s creative writing, Beatrice taught her to enjoy historical research and to think critically from a writer’s perspective. A typical “exercise” was to note the way a writer solved the problems his or her book presented, and Denise was also asked what she learned from reading any given book. Accordingly, one of Levertov’s exercise books from 1936 contains a history
of Wanstead Park and Wanstead Manor, as well as Denise’s comments on how Chaucer’s *Canterbury Tales* differs from the work of his predecessors. In addition to containing her own fledgling stories and drawings, Levertov’s 1938 “Journal of Reading” is very discriminating about the books she has read, whether they are by contemporary authors or “classics.” She judges Kate O’Brien’s *Mary Lavelle* “enjoyable” but not “first rate”; Anne Brontë’s *The Tenant of Wildfell Hall* better than expected. The latter’s main fault, she thinks, is a lack of humor, and she finds this also true of George Eliot’s *Daniel Deronda*.

The books Denise wanted to read or own also reflected Olga’s influence: Denise would like to have Cyril Baumont’s *Complete Book of Ballets and Design for the Ballet*, the score of Clementi’s *Sonatinas*, the *Collected Poems of Robert Bridges*, Gerstle Mack’s biography of Cezanne, and Tolstoy’s *War and Peace*. In fact, Olga could be a demanding taskmaster. She was convinced her little sister had the talent to be a ballerina and would drill her extensively, preparing her to take ballet examinations. Denise remembered one summer vacation, on the beach at Clacton, when Olga’s obsession with ballet practice became excessive. While Beatrice sat on the sand, reading and gazing out to sea, Olga “made up enchainments and urged [Denise] beyond [her] natural capacities and inclinations,” to the point where strangers watching became concerned for her welfare. But although she became tearful at times when Olga scolded, Denise actually enjoyed this “release of animal spirits.” One evening at sunset, alone on the beach, she “glided . . . twirled . . . invented steps and used [her] whole seven-year-old body to be at one with the luminous and now fading sky, the soft air, the farewelling of the waves.” These private dancing lessons enabled Denise “to express the ecstasy she felt,” and she was grateful to her older sister for the discipline they provided.

Although she was gifted in several of the arts and attentive to her younger sister, Olga did not always have a positive influence upon Denise. Olga was her father’s favorite, and her emotional tie with him had negative as well as positive repercussions. Perhaps because her birth followed the death of little Philippa, Olga spent an unusual amount of time with Paul, whose health had suffered from the bereavement. Beatrice felt that, as soon as she could talk, Olga was a “healing companion” for him; thus Paul often took Olga, a plump, pretty toddler “with dark curls and golden brown eyes” outside to play while Beatrice did domestic chores inside. Having spent most of her time in her parents’ company while they lived in Germany, Olga was very shy and timid with strangers, but she blossomed in England and became extroverted and charismatic. Intellectually precocious, she learned to read at age four, and at age eight she had a poem, sent by her father, published in *The Quest*, an English magazine. When the family settled in Ilford, she started music lessons and was found to be gifted. At about this time,
Olga wrote a poem to the Russian ballerina Pavlova, which she sent to her. This gesture “so enchanted Pavlova that she sent . . . an invitation to come and see her in her dressing room.” When Paul took Olga backstage, he conversed with the ballerina in Russian, and Pavlova expressed the wish that someday Olga would join her ballet company. This experience ignited Olga’s imagination, Denise remembered, and Olga always wished she could have been a dancer, but she started too late and did not have “the right build.” 79 Paul was interested in ecumenical action, and admiring the work of the nuns of the order of Our Lady of Zion, he and Beatrice sent Olga, at age ten, to their convent school. After less than a year, Olga came home with a bad case of tonsillitis and never returned to the convent. Her parents felt that the school wasn’t academically strong enough and had a “rather overwrought religious atmosphere.”

After she came home, her parents discovered that Olga was secretly going down to the Catholic church to talk to the old priest. They were upset, not because the church was Catholic, but because “she lied about it and even more because they felt . . . that the old priest was dishonorable in conniving with a child . . . and not talking to her parents.” Olga’s secrecy and lying continued. At age sixteen, with parental permission, she joined a touring theatrical company and got a small role in Oscar Wilde’s play *Lady Windermere’s Fan,* but at the same time she joined a sleazy company as a chorus girl, concealing this from her parents. She also started violin lessons with a famous teacher and won a scholarship for voice study, but she lied about her lessons, pretending she attended while she was elsewhere. 80 The cause of this duplicitous behavior was unclear. It could have reflected the growing pains of an experimenting young woman who felt constrained by her old-fashioned parents, or it could have signaled a serious emotional problem that today would merit professional attention. Much later, after reading about the symptoms of schizophrenia, Denise postulated that Olga may have suffered from this disease, but no one at the time suggested treatment.

In any case, Beatrice and Paul concealed from Denise their worry about Olga, and for a long time, they denied their fear for her even to themselves. Much later, after Olga’s death, Beatrice, then old and living in Mexico, told Denise of an encounter with a “gypsy” woman who foretold a future of suffering for Olga when she was only fifteen. The family was on holiday in Wales when this occurred, and Beatrice, always attentive to the Roma after the earlier experience with the “Gypsy King,” responded to this woman’s offer to tell her fortune. She proceeded in a predictable way at first, but when she saw Olga, her tone and manner changed.

After a “startled pause,” she drew a deep breath and began to prophesy in a low, hoarse voice, speaking penetratingly and “turbulently fast.” Her “hold on [Beatrice’s] hand tightened, she looked through her, not at her, as she told of many troubles that were coming,” both to Olga and, through her, to her parents. When the flow of speech ended, the gypsy dropped Beatrice’s hand and looked at
her pityingly. Beatrice had believed in second sight since her childhood and she was terrified by this prediction, but she did not share her fear with her husband or with Olga. She tried to convince herself that the gypsy’s warning was “nonsense and superstition” even when Olga’s life grew more turbulent.

This did not happen for several years, and in the meantime, Olga remained her father’s favorite. Perhaps her greatest youthful accomplishment in the arts was the organization, at age seventeen, of an amateur dramatic company that mounted in Ilford a successful production of Franz Werfel’s play *Paul Among the Jews*, translated by Paul Levertovf. (The play had previously been performed in London with a cast that included Laurence Olivier.) Two years later she gathered the same local actors and staged Turgenev’s *A Month in the Country*, playing a major role herself. Again, her father translated the play because he did not think the existing version was accurate. Olga also worked as her father’s amanuensis, and for a period, got very involved in his ideas, studying Greek and theology in order to better understand them. She even “gave a sermon, wearing borrowed cap and gown, at a church whose vicar had been dazzled by ‘Dr. Levertovf’s brilliant daughter.’” Denise could not help but be impressed by—and, at times, understandably envious of—all this attention given her older sister.
Olga’s influence upon Denise was not confined to the arts. Her brilliance, energy, and magnanimity, as well as her increasingly distressing behavior, left a complicated legacy of pride and sorrow that Denise would later express in her “Olga Poems.” Like her parents, Olga was committed to peace and justice, and when Hitler became chancellor in 1933 and the first German refugees arrived in England, she engaged in anti-Fascist activities. By this time, Beatrice participated in the League of Nations Union, which tried to win support for the league by informing the public, and Paul spoke regularly at the Hyde Park “Speaker’s Corner” in London. He had spoken there in the past, but by the time Mussolini invaded Abyssinia in 1935, he was passionately engaged in anti-Fascist protest. From then on, he and Beatrice, and for a while Olga, devoted considerable energy to rescuing people from Germany and Austria and finding homes and sponsors for them in England. In 1933, Denise was still too young to fully understand the implications of the rise of Nazism, but as she wrote later, in a story about an excursion with Olga and two Jewish refugee children, “Growing Up, or When Anna Screamed,” it seemed then that, as in some dreams, everything was “tuned a pitch higher.” Fear and anti-Semitism were in the air, a noxious, unforgettable odor.

On his frequent trips to Germany before World War II, Paul Levertov watched apprehensively as the Nazis and the effects of their propaganda grew in strength. He saw families divided and Jews beaten and arrested as the SS became increasingly ruthless. Yet emigration difficulties, ranging from economic harassment and government obstacles to psychological paralysis, prevented many Jews from leaving until 1938, when the situation became desperate following the annexation of Austria. By 1939 it was clear that anti-Jewish policies were being accelerated;
this became apparent in the violent expulsion from Germany of seventeen thou-
sand Polish Jews in Kristallnacht, and in numerous racial laws and policies.

England was not a favored destination for exiles compared with Palestine or
the United States. The Aliens Restriction Bill, enacted in 1905, restricted immi-
gration to the United Kingdom; up to the autumn of 1938 only eleven thousand
found refuge there. Although applied nonviolently and censored in public, anti-
Semitism in England increased during the thirties. In London’s East End, where
many working-class people were impoverished during the Great Depression,
Oswald Mosley’s British Union of Fascists had a strong following. In a 1938 sur-
vey conducted for the Mass Observation Archive, a repository of national opin-
ion, Jews were regarded as flashy, ostentatious, and loud by some and, because
many Eastern Jewish immigrants supported the Russian Revolution, as Commu-
nist sympathizers by others. An exception to the bill was made for the ten thou-
sand children who escaped to Britain after the pogroms in 1938. Under the um-
brella of the Refugee Children’s Movement, organizations such as the Society of
Friends, the Jewish Refugee Committee, and the Inter-Aid Committee organized
the “Operation Kindertransport.” Between December 1938 and September 1939,
children (aged two to seventeen) were brought via Holland to Britain, where it
was hoped that they would find a temporary homeland while they awaited re-
union with their parents, many of whom were later murdered.

Paul Levertoff’s rescue of a group of teenage Mischling boys (each had one
Jewish parent) occurred in this context, but it began earlier as part of the broader
effort of the Anglo-Jewish community, starting in 1933, to help German refugees. Paul was sensitive to the moral questions around converting these teenage boys to
Christianity and wrote, in his church quarterly, that although he was pleased to
house them at his church and to help them with their education, he did not want
them to feel obligated to attend services. In his words: “They kept asking whether
they ought not come to church, and I kept dissuading them. . . . We emphatically
do not want people to attend services in return for their lodging.” By July 1938,
after the Nazis annexed Austria (the Anschluss), Levertoff was a leader of the Jew-
ish Christian Union, chairing an interfaith drive to “Aid Austrian Refugees.” In
a plea to his congregation for help, he reviewed the increasingly dire situation
of European Jews and stated a plan to establish in London that winter a “hostel
where ten young Jewish Christian refugees of student age and type will be given
hospitality, taught English, shorthand and typing, and assisted to complete their
studies, with a view to finding them employment overseas after from two to three
years,” thus trying to inoculate the effort from accusations of worsening the dire
employment problem or encouraging surreptitious immigration.

Karl Guttmann, one of the ten boys Levertoff rescued, recorded in a diary his
memories of how the plan for the hostel originated and was implemented. Lever-
toff had a half-Jewish friend in Vienna, Robert Feinsilber, who knew of his efforts
to help refugees. After the Anschluss, Feinsilber persuaded Levertoff to help some ethnic Jews raised as Christians to escape by accepting ten of them as his “disciples, to help his missionary effort.” Levertoff and Feinsilber then recruited a pastor from the Swedish mission in Vienna to help find suitable candidates. Guttmann called on the Swedish mission for help in the late summer of 1938 and was accepted, but getting visas to enter England was difficult. Levertoff had filed an application with the Home Office, but had been ignored, so he turned to Olga for assistance. Olga “marched into the Home Office, demanding an explanation. It helped that she was 8½ months pregnant,” and, Karl was told, “she fainted right there in the Home Office, terrifying the officials, who could only think of getting her out of the place. They quickly issued her ten visas and ushered her out.”

The hostel at Holy Trinity was uninhabitable when Guttmann arrived in October 1938, so he was first taken to Levertoff’s home and then billeted temporarily by a member of the congregation. He had dinner in the rectory, where everyone gathered in the dining room and ate following a prayer—a new experience for him, since his family was secular. Chatting with people around the table, he noted that the other young men who were now Levertoff’s “disciples” were, like he was, still students. When the church hostel was ready, the great hall at street level was divided into cubicles, each containing a bed, chair, bookcase, and table. The cubicle walls were about nine feet high, and the hall itself was twenty feet high. It was unheated, and on cold mornings, they “could see fog swirling around the ceiling of the hall.”

After the boys were settled, Levertoff appeared, welcomed them, and announced that the following week they would begin their theology instruction. This puzzled Guttmann, because he assumed that their continuing study would be related to their particular fields. It came as a shock when he realized that the “unspoken agenda” for the whole rescue project was to create followers for the Jewish-Christian cleric Levertoff. What seems to have occurred was Levertoff’s expression of the clerical mission that had enabled him to obtain church support for the boys’ rescue. Guttmann was angry at first because he felt recruited under false pretenses, and he refused to pretend to religious feelings. When he expressed his discomfort to his host, Guttmann found that Levertoff was not truly a party to this deception. In fact, Levertoff obtained for Guttmann “a place at West Ham Municipal College, studying engineering.”

On the day when Levertoff announced that “he had arranged for all of [them] to be confirmed as members of the Church of England,” Guttmann was absent, and there were no hard feelings. Levertov confirmed Guttmann’s account, writing that her father “dreamed of young men” whom his ideas would inspire, but got a group of “secular-minded chaps who found all that an oppressive bore.” This initial awkwardness aside, Guttmann and the others were fond of both of her parents and remained grateful. When Paul Levertoff died in 1954, “the boys” paid for his headstone in the
Barkingside Cemetery with its moving, if unintentionally enigmatic, inscription: “In loving memory of the Reverend Dr. Paul Phillip Levertoff, Scholar and Saint, who departed this life July 31 1954, aged 75 years. ‘An Israelite in whom there is no guile.’ Erected by his wife and the boys he saved from the Nazis.” They took turns paying for the grave’s maintenance, and several continued to exchange letters with Beatrice Levertoff until her death. Among them, Reini Löbl was the only one to notice Denise’s existence when the boys lived at the hostel and she was just a kid with long braids, but others contacted her later. Olga was another matter. Guttmann remembered that, to her father’s “great sorrow,” Olga had, by the time the war started, become a “Christian Communist” and was “living in sin with an English gentile.”

Only a few years earlier, both Olga’s political activities and her social life had seemed promising to her parents, who themselves held liberal views. In the early 1930s, she joined the Communist Party of Great Britain, which, having argued that Fascism was the main danger to the worker’s movement, had allied itself with the Labour Party. Influenced by Olga, Denise also wanted to join, and she went alone to the party branch headquarters in Goodmayes to enlist both of them. They accepted Olga as a member, but since Denise was only eleven, and thus too young even for the Young Communist League, she had to settle for selling *The Daily Worker* door to door on Saturday mornings in the working-class streets off Ilford Lane. She did not tell her parents, who would have thought this was “going too far” for her age.

Stanley Robertson, a young party worker then, remembered meeting Denise at the branch office. When they chatted in the lounge, he was amazed to hear that “this little girl [Denise] knew so much about political affairs—the rise of Hitler in Germany, the happenings in Spain, even some of the ideas of Karl Marx!”

The experience of selling the *Worker* door to door made a profound impression upon Levertov. In 1945, after reading Rex Warner’s novel *Why Was I Killed?*, in which a dead soldier puts this question to people from across the social spectrum, she was reminded of one particularly chastening experience. That morning, she had been working a street through a poor neighborhood. As usual, she had knocked on many doors that were slammed in her face soon after she began her patter—some variation of “Can I interest you in the only real worker’s newspaper, for the workers, by the workers . . .” On this occasion, at an exceptionally dingy house, the door was opened “by an old man in shirt sleeves and slippers,” who was “tall, thin, and stooping, with a yellow face and a drooping moustache.” He didn’t interrupt until she’d said quite a lot, and then he broke in: “No. No, I don’t want none of that.” At first she continued, assuring him that if he took the *Worker*, he would help to eradicate “slums,” “unemployment,” hunger, but she was silenced by a disgusted look. He spoke again bitterly and with a “sense of
futility”: “No . . . You won’t do away with the rich and the poor, not in a thousand years.” He’d begun in a slum and would end in one, having been unemployed since he came out of the army in the last war—eighteen years ago. Who was she to talk about unemployment? He felt “worn away” by her spiel and was convinced that another war would employ able people again—“and after? The same thing again.” Then he turned away and shut the door.

In retrospect, Levertov wondered why more people did not show surprise at her youth, for she could not have “looked more than 12, with her short red pinafore-skirt, sandals, pigtails, . . . and round face.” But at the time, she felt acutely appalled at the man’s hopelessness, and especially at her own “impertinence, a well-fed optimistic child.” He became for her a tragic figure, a “Lear of the backstreets,” whom she never forgot.

During the Spanish Civil War, when she was twenty-three, Olga accompanied the Reverend Hewlett Johnson, nicknamed “the Red Dean of Canterbury” because of his Communist sympathies, to Spain on a friendship mission to support the Spanish government. Upon her return, a vivid account of her impressions was printed in *The Ilford Recorder* under the headline “Ilford Girl in Spanish Trenches.”15 Olga described a hospital in ruins and a church shattered, among other wreckage, but she assured readers that it was impossible for Franco ever to take Madrid, and that “the greatest freedom of religion was allowed.” However, she continued, the Spanish people suffered terribly from “lack of food.” To remedy this, on her way back, Olga addressed a meeting of French religious organizations in Paris and gained their support. Her job now, she thought, was “to get the Christian Youth organizations in England to push this scheme.”

Olga’s plan to organize the youth of England was not unrealistic; she was an unusually persuasive speaker. Stanley Robertson remembered that she shone in the limelight: “Place her on the rostrum and the faithful few became a gigantic crowd. . . . She had something considerably more than the gift of loquacity and good looks. Her personality flared up and shone out like a beacon in a storm.” It was not long before Stanley fell in love with Olga, becoming, as he wryly put it, her “unemployed fiancé with no prospects for the future.” He accompanied her to Saint George’s Church in Bloomsbury on Saturdays, where she would be called on to “supply solo and lead the community singing,” and he sat rapt even though he “understood little” of her father’s Talmudic quotations.16 Paul Levertoff suffered Stanley for Olga’s sake, and eventually gently lectured him “on the responsibilities of married life,” intending to discourage him. This proved unnecessary because, as Denise remembered, “it wasn’t long before Olga ran off with a much older man, one who was much less ’suitable’ than Stan, and there was grief and turmoil at home.”17

Olga had had earlier suitors as well, some of whom were acceptable to her parents, others not. One of the acceptable ones, Nigel Scott, was deeply involved
in slum clearance in London; another was Leonard Schiff, to whom she was formally engaged for a while. Like Paul Levertoff, Schiff was a Jewish convert who had been ordained, and he was planning to join the struggle against racial oppression in South Africa. Beatrice was disappointed when Olga broke her engagement with Schiff and felt that her “serious troubles” began then. Among the unsuitable suitors was Butov, a “Gypsy singer from Eastern Europe who had met [Olga] during one of her theatrical ventures when she briefly sang and danced with ‘Giorgescu’s Gypsy Band.’” Later, Denise wrote a charming account of Butov’s courtship of then seventeen-year-old Olga, from her perspective as a wide-eyed younger sister and intermediary who was given an unexpected first taste of romance. When Butov came to ask for Olga’s hand in marriage, and was denied, he departed “somberly,” relinquishing his pursuit. Denise did not consider Olga’s feelings when this occurred, only “[her] own regret.” She dreamed of assuring Butov of her continuing loyalty and of encouraging him to try again.

Denise was also privy to the worsening political situation in Europe through her participation in a family group called the “Fellowship of Goodwill,” comprised of her father as chairman, her mother as secretary, Olga as treasurer, and herself as editor of a family magazine they produced. According to their “Minute Book,” between 1935 and 1938 the group met regularly. Paul Levertoff set the tone of the meetings, opening with a summary of recent family events, and at first there was much laughter. His report on the achievements and failures of the family included those of their pets. (In one entry, Pushkin, the cat, was congratulated on
his dazzling acrobatics.) But in 1936, Paul’s tone began to darken. On July 16, he deplored the events of the past three months, when “political tragedy entered the iron into our souls.” By this time Italy had attacked Ethiopia but was not censured by the League of Nations, which was becoming increasingly marginal. Feeling betrayed by the league, Paul vowed to eschew it. In a later entry, considering the tragedy of the Jewish people, he prayed that Hitler would “soon die a natural death” and identified himself with the Jewish rather than the Gentile world. On October 24, 1937, Denise’s fourteenth birthday, Paul noted again the darkening international situation. He urged the fellowship to “pray with all our might for the triumph of Peace over War” and not to be egocentric or complacent. By 1938, Paul felt that they were living through an “apocalyptic period of history,” so that perhaps “silence is the better part of wisdom.” He spoke briefly of widespread suffering, saying that suicide in Austria was preferred to the torture of Nazism, and he mentioned letters from young Austrians begging to get out. He felt pressed to do more for them.

There were also references in the “Minute Book” to Olga’s having left the family to live independently, along with her father’s fervent hope that she would soon return. In March 1938, Paul said he was glad to see the treasurer “taking active interest in work again.” Considering Olga’s love of fashion, he tried to tempt her to return by offering her new clothes, a pathetic gesture to the avid young Communist she had become. She replied “definitely ‘no,’” responding to what must have felt like an insult to her independence, and insisted that she had her own responsibilities and her own home. Although she still identified with her father’s work, she continued, her primary interests lay with the man she had chosen.

Not long after she returned from Spain, Olga left home to live with Tom Strudwick, a passionate Communist Party leader twenty-six years her senior, who was married with grown children and whose wife refused to divorce him. For a distinguished clergyman’s daughter to live with a married man was, of course, scandalous, and a bitter shock to both parents—especially to Paul, who had idealized Olga. It was also acutely embarrassing and painful to Denise, who was fourteen at the time. Gone was the admired older sister who accompanied her on her first forays into London and who had introduced her to contemporary art and writing. At first Olga hid from her parents, but Paul found her, and since she was resolved to stay with Tom, “he decided it was his Christian duty to make the best of it, and consider they were ‘man and wife in the sight of God.’” In retrospect, Denise felt that this was a “truly large-spirited” gesture, given not only the present social circumstances but also her father’s nineteenth-century Orthodox Jewish background. Beatrice acquiesced, albeit reluctantly. When Olga announced her pregnancy, her parents helped the couple to rent a house in Romford, Essex,
where their first child, Iris, was born in 1938. When the war started and the Lon-
don area became too dangerous, Tom and Olga moved to Mylor, Cornwall. Three
more children—Julia, Richard, and Francesca—followed in swift succession.

Both Tom and Olga continued working and contributing to the war effort
while their children were being born. While they were doubtless in love, their
relationship was fraught from the start by the strains caused by the war, by Olga’s
repeated pregnancies, and by Tom’s unresolved earlier marital situation. In addi-
tion, they came from very different social backgrounds. Tom had grown up in a
poor family, left school at thirteen, and worked on the London Underground as a
porter, liftman guard, and eventually driver, before and after World War I, in
which he had served. (In 1908 he married and had children.) Wages and working
conditions were crushing in the 1930s, in spite of the trade unions’ attempts to
improve them. Tom worked extremely hard, but unable to support his family, he
joined with others to force an improvement in working conditions. By the time
he met Olga, he had been dismissed by the railways for his political activity.
He then found a number of odd jobs, and after the Second World War began, he
served on a ship.

Olga communicated with her family sporadically when she
lived with Tom, so there are few traces of her wartime activities, and Denise felt
increasingly estranged from her. Not only was she embarrassed by her unwed
sister’s pregnancies, she also did not approve of Tom as Olga’s partner. Even in
retrospect, she described him as “uneducated and . . . rather coarse-mannered,”
unsuitable for her cultured sister. Olga obtained “a war job in the Midlands” for
a whole summer after their third child was born, to join a woman with whom she
had become enamored. Denise, then seventeen, was recruited to look after
Olga’s two oldest children, Iris and Julia. (Olga placed Richard, the baby, in the
care of a nurse in Falmouth.)

Denise was appalled by the precarious situation of Olga’s children and sided
with her mother in arguments with Olga. Denise wrote to Beatrice, “Olga’s idea
is that small babies are no trouble because all you do is feed & wash them when
they yell, & the rest of the time dump them in the pram—remember how grubby
Iris used to look?” Denise also contacted Tom Strudwick, the children’s father,
intending to scold him for being inattentive to them, but she found that, though
upset by Olga’s decision, he was too intimidated by her to change anything. “He
is well-meaning and loyal, but fanatical & has no backbone,” Denise wrote. Beat-
trice sent clothes for the children, but to the family’s shame, the sanitary condi-
tions in Olga’s home were so inadequate that a welfare worker was alerted. Yet,
de spite the squalor, Denise was amused by the children’s antics. She reported
that little Julia followed her around murmuring “Wed Fwont,” mimicking Olga’s
Communist sympathies. Denise tried to make the best of the situation, but the
children’s unmet needs dismayed her.
Although Olga returned to Tom and was united with him long enough to give birth to Francesca, he and Olga became estranged soon after. Olga took the children with her to live with a Mrs. Bithell and her two daughters in a crowded apartment in London, where Olga started a school for dance and theater training. Out of this, she developed a dance troupe that she planned to take on tour after the war ended. After a short time, she left the Bithell household and, keeping Iris with her, deposited the three youngest children with her parents, but “without their ration books and without clothes, so that caring for them was difficult.”

Many years later, after Paul had died and Beatrice was living in Mexico, Beatrice reestablished contact with Olga’s children through an ad she placed in an English newspaper. In correspondence, Beatrice remembered them affectionately as mischievous and talented. As she wrote to her grandson, Richard, Olga had taught them “dancing and mime,” and she “put on some shows” in which he and Francesca “shone as child artists and were much applauded.”

When it was clear that Beatrice and Paul were unable to care for them, Olga then tried to relieve the situation by placing the three youngest children in Catholic orphanages. Richard was sent to a home for boys in the village of Horsforth, where the living conditions were pleasant, and he was treated kindly by the nuns. He was one of only about thirty boys living in a very large house with gardens and plenty of playtime; they attended a country school nearby. Richard claimed that, while being estranged from his parents was painful at first, he came to love being there and felt that he was raised among many brothers. His two sisters did not fare so well, however. They were placed in Mount Saint Mary’s Catholic Orphanage for Girls in Leeds (150 children), part of a large complex built around a concrete playground, with no grass or flowers or trees, where the food was terrible and they were beaten often. As Francesca remembered, “Mother Presentation always carried a stick under her ‘habit’ and it didn’t take much for her to use it. If not that, she would box our ears, or pinch . . . our cheeks.” At one point, Julia was so unhappy at the school that she and a friend tried unsuccessfully to run away. The situation improved when they had the opportunity to move to Saint Theresa’s “home,” a large mansion in the town of Knaresborough, where they could play in open green fields and where they attended the county school.

Olga’s decision to place the younger children in Catholic homes was made without Tom’s knowledge, and he was angry when she refused to reveal their whereabouts. Looking back twenty years later, Tom wrote to his son that his life with Olga was a “Constant Nightmare,” and that he deeply regretted getting involved with her. Through friends, Tom eventually located the children, visited them, and arranged to pay for their maintenance while they were in the orphanages. Olga avoided contact with the authorities to monitor her children’s welfare because she was unable to contribute any money to their upkeep.
claimed that she meant to retrieve the children when she had the money, but she never did, and she also “misguidedly believed,” remembered Denise, “that they were better off without her.” Iris fared better for a while, since she stayed in Ilford with her grandparents for two or three years between various schools and they provided her with a home life. (She later named her eldest son Paul Philip, after her grandfather.) Then Olga, who had become a theatrical manager, took her away “to make her a star.” In a sense, Iris replaced Denise as Olga’s protégée in dance and theater, and again Olga was a strict taskmaster. Olga’s plan was to make Iris a cabaret star—at age fifteen, Iris was the youngest dancer to go abroad with Dixey’s Revue—and Olga became her daughter’s manager. There ensued some years when the family had no regular news of them. When her money ran out, Olga would “reappear, make friends, . . . ask for and be given money, stay in touch for awhile, then have some sort of blow up with [her parents] and vanish again.” At one point, when Olga managed a theater troupe that she left unpaid and stranded, Iris broke with her. In love with Keith Levers, a musician and bandleader, Iris married him against her mother’s wishes. Vocal about her daughter’s romances as well as her career, Olga felt the marriage to Keith would wreck Iris’s career and make her neither happy nor prosperous, just when she was approaching fame. As Olga remembered, “He became dominant, she became sullen, I became hysterical. I was not wise; none of us were.” At the same time, Olga’s theatrical management business started to disintegrate, leaving her deeply in debt. Fighting for her independence, Iris refused to help. She left with Keith and wouldn’t see or hear from her mother. The rift lasted; the two were not yet reunited when Olga died with no family members present, which Iris later regretted deeply. Looking back in 1967, after she had found her siblings by placing an advertisement in the Yorkshire Post, Iris remembered her awe as a child at their mother’s “vitality and guts.” Olga could be “as tough as any man, as shrewd as any tycoon, yet sensitive to the beauties of music, painting, and poetry as any true artist.” And of course, there was her talent as an orator. Iris remembered that at one meeting in Trafalgar Square, when “it was pouring rain” and people had stopped listening, Olga got up to speak and silence prevailed while she spoke magnificently for over an hour. In retrospect, Iris felt that her mother did what she thought was best for her children, and that she “would not willingly have hurt anyone” she loved.

When Olga, in her early teens, was beginning to cause her family distress, Denise traveled to London every day by train to attend ballet lessons at the Legat School of Ballet and to study drawing with Miss Eva Noar, a former student at the Slade School of Art. Miss Noar’s flat and studio were on Penywern Road in the Tottenham Court Road area of London, and if it was not raining, they often went to
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sketch in Kensington Gardens, “near the Round Pond or in the vicinity of Kensington Palace.” Although at the time, the teenage Denise found her aging teacher comic, with her “Oxfords, tweed skirts, and short cotton smocks,” she later realized that she learned essential compositional and design principles from Miss Noar. “Pattern, pattern!” she would adjure, and she succeeded in helping Denise to see “beyond the individual beauties and graces of flower and leaf and cloud . . . to the complex interaction of three-dimensional objects in space, and their transmutation into compositions: form and color on a flat surface.”

At the same time, Denise began to “haunt the Victoria and Albert Museum and visit other art museums,” attending private gallery openings in the West End after she overcame her shyness. “Looking at art—particularly paintings”—became then, and remained, one of Levertov’s “greatest joys and interests”; it had a lasting effect on her writing “equal to the love of classical music, of nature, and of omnivorous reading.”

From the beginning, Levertov turned to the visual arts to express spiritual energy and force in poetry. As she put it in “Art,” an early poem in which she addresses artists in both media:

Incise, invent, file to poignance;
make your elusive dream
     seal itself
in the resistant mass of crude substance.

Denise sought respite in art museums from the threatening reality of prewar London. The art museum has been called “the shrine where all poets worship in a secular age.” In the poem “Winter Afternoons in the V. and A., pre-W.W. II,” Levertov remembers seeking shelter from the unceasing rain and darkening streets within the “lofty and vast halls” of the Victoria and Albert Museum. She writes: “Here was history // as I desired it: magical, specific, / jumbled, unstinting.” In that poem, the shoes of the girl in the museum “made no sound,” and Levertov chooses the contrast between speech and silence as the theme of other poems in Candles in Babylon, in which it appears.

The relationship between the human voice as pure utterance and a particularly receptive form of silence is the theme of “Growing Up, or When Anna Screamed,” the autobiographical story with which Levertov opened her 1981 collection of essays, Light Up the Cave. Levertov recalls the events of a day in 1933, when she and Olga set off on a long hike in the Essex countryside, accompanied for the first time by two German refugee children, Gerhardt and Anna. Such an occasion would normally be a time of “special happiness” for the Levertoff sisters, who would “wander all day . . . in the fields,” burdened only by a packed lunch and perhaps a book, and although they knew Gerhardt and Anna were “different” from others they knew, they took it for granted that the two could accompany them without “spoiling anything.” All that year, these two refugee
children, who were roughly Olga’s age, had been constantly at the Levertoff house, and their presence was enlivening. They were invited on this hike because it was thought that “back in Germany, before they became refugees, they’d been part of a world in which students wandered the countryside with poems in their rucksacks,” and so would easily comprehend the nuances of the occasion.

The day began radiantly. The four hikers “moved in a collective dream” through open fields, villages, and groves of trees, and “no one complained when it rained a bit.” They enjoyed a picnic lunch “under the elephantine protection of a beech,” while handsome, blue-eyed Gerhardt told stories about skiing in Bavaria and Olga told “outrageous” tales about her adventures. Anna never said much—“She had short curly hair and frowned a lot”—but on this day she tried to entertain them with a story about a dog she had in childhood. They talked a lot about music, for Gerhardt played the violin and Olga, the piano. Everyone hated Wagner and idolized Bach, whose fugues they knew well enough to whistle and sing. “For many hours it seemed that [they] danced the day, . . . and so would dance through life, even though Gerhardt and Anna were exiles and their parents still in Germany, where the Nazi oppression kept getting worse.”

Near sunset, they came to an enclosed field in which they felt “hushed . . . in wonder” because it seemed “no one had passed that way for a long time” except for clusters of rabbits. In this field they found an old barn, used now as a storage space for old farm implements. Up in the loft, where light poured through, “honey-gold and dense with motes,” there was a huge mound of “old but sweet smelling hay.” They dove into the hay’s “tickly softness” and were soon all “bouncing and sliding in it,” the three older ones gamboling, laughing, and exclaiming, the same as the delighted child, Denise. It was the apex of that joyful day and seemed “a way to gesture delight with [their] whole untried bodies.” Levertov continues:

But all at once, from silent Anna, Anna the frowning one, homesick for the Germany that had ejected her, unplayful Anna who today had played and joked, who had sung folksongs louder than anyone . . . from silent Anna came a chilling scream. We stopped in our tracks. . . . Horrified. And she opened her mouth and screamed again: she was staring at something. We looked—we saw it. It was a shining, grinningly curved scythe blade thrusting up through the soft warm gold.

The others stopped in silence. They did not need to say aloud that any of them might have died or been mutilated. That they had “escaped the event seemed less forcible a recognition than that the deadly crescent had so mockingly been there with [them] the whole time.”

The group returned home chastened, talking quietly about mundane matters and keeping their eyes on the ground. They “were still together, but if [they] were dreaming, it was not the same shared dream.” A few months later, Gerhardt got a work permit, went into business, and was never interned. Anna was not so fortu-
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nate. She went to join her family in Prague, and they were still there when the Nazis invaded, so her choice turned out badly. Also, Olga began to be absent a lot, started fighting with her parents, and soon “left home for good,” leaving Denise unhappy and “frightened.” The possibility of violence, of tragedy, had shattered both the surrounding, wider world and Denise’s playful, Edenic private world, and thus she associated it later with maturation.45

Levertov wrote this story in 1979, but she reported another, related instance of the horror she felt lurking beneath the surface of her childhood in a 1962 letter to Robert Duncan. She had been reading Duncan’s description of his Atlantis dream, in which he associates his dead mother with the lost island of Atlantis and describes a fantasy of rescuing himself by playing with words, so that in dream and caprice, “the most real emerged only in terms of what was most unreal.”46 Duncan’s dream reminded Levertov of her own “recurrent dream in childhood (which [she] learned to induce at will for a time): A great barn, filled with sweet hay-smell & candle-glow, & around the walls all kinds of animals sitting (in an almost human pose, or as dogs sit) . . . and I with them, and all in an atmosphere of mutual love and joyful peace. And then suddenly all blackens to a crinkling blackness, corrugated like iron & blackly twisting like burning paper.” She felt fearful upon awakening, she told Duncan, wondering, “Is it true then that we are of a generation that is to see an end in holocaust?”47 Although not directly a victim of the Holocaust, Levertov’s compulsion to repeat this nightmare is similar to the “repetition compulsion” that Freud described in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, as a means by which an individual copes with and masters trauma. More than a pathology, it is indicative of “a wound that cries out, . . . in the attempt to tell us of a reality or truth that is not otherwise available.”48 In fact, some critics have seen the need of authors like Duncan to recreate experience in writing as a means to impose order over the chaos of events, in these terms.49

While Levertov’s desire to become a poet preceded the period before World War II and was based primarily in trust and pleasure, not on repetition compulsion, the template of her life as a poet was being formed in a dark period of history. Her coming of age became connected with the intuition that, though she and the refugee children “were still together,” as she put it in the story above, they did not and could not “share the same dream.” Looking back at her childhood, Levertov marked this new awareness of otherness in the 1930s as the hallmark of maturity. Like the philosopher Emmanuel Levinas, whose Ethics and Infinity she admired, she saw responsibility for the other as a fundamental structure of subjectivity and of moral life, a point of view she expressed more fully in her seminal 1967 essay, “The Poet in the World.”

In the confusion of adolescence, Levertov’s life at ballet school took precedence over the horror of this historical moment.
In September 1939, as World War II began, the Legat School of Ballet was evacuated from London to Seer Green, Buckinghamshire, a village fifty miles northwest of the city. The evacuation measure had been taken to protect schoolchildren from the anticipated bombing of London, but that fall, in what came to be called “the phony war,” little happened besides the annoyance of blackouts and air-raid sirens. Sixteen-year-old Denise, who had never lived away from home, relished the move at first. Not only would she be able to study ballet intensively with the formidable Madame Legat, but she could also continue her piano and French lessons and study Russian as well, since the school had among its polyglot faculty several Russian refugees. Best of all, she expected to room with her best friend, Betty Mitchell. As it turned out, daily contact with Madame Legat proved more a scourge than a pleasure, the Russian lessons did not occur regularly, and Betty, who was older, took a job elsewhere. After seven months at the ballet school, however, Denise was emboldened by her independence. She extricated herself from the grip of Olga’s ambitions for her and committed herself to poetry, a pivotal step toward an independent sense of vocation.

Hastened by the war in some ways and retarded in others, Denise’s late adolescence and early adulthood were fraught with contradictions. She was, on one hand, growing rapidly in intellectual and artistic sophistication; on the other hand, in her relationships with men she was still a muddled schoolgirl. Her first book, The Double Image (1946), was divided thematically into two sections, “Fears” and “Promises,” which suggests opposed imaginative tendencies. But the divisions in Denise’s life were more pervasive and wrenching than she could then fully express.
The war seems a distant reality in Denise’s first enthusiastic letters home in the autumn of 1939. With typical adolescent self-involvement, she is concerned, rather, with having gained weight, a cardinal sin for a ballerina. “Everyone says I’ve gotten fatter, isn’t it awful,” she exclaims, eagerly outlining the typical daily schedule at the school. Breakfast is followed by a semiprivate ballet class. After lunch she is free until teatime, when she has a Russian lesson with Madame. Supper is usually about 8:00 and afterward she and the other teenagers read or talk until 10:00. She hopes that Mrs. Treswinsky, a faculty member who has studied at the Sorbonne, will give her French and German lessons and that, when a pianist is hired, she will be able to resume piano lessons. On Sundays, a group regularly goes to church, trying the nearby villages to find a service that suits their more sophisticated urban religious experience. If the sermons are disappointing, the countryside in autumn is not. In Denise’s exuberance at its beauty, even the blackout seems like a lark. When she goes walking with friends in the evening, the moon shines so brightly that they don’t need a torch.

By November 12, the tension pervading the country had begun to unsettle the rural quiet. That week, a Royal Air Force reconnaissance plane made a forced landing in a heavy fog on an oyster bed exposed by the tide. In order to fly again, the plane was forced to leave its bombs behind, amid a half million of Britain’s choicest oysters. At the behest of the local oystermen, who feared that their crops would be destroyed should the bombs explode, the Royal Air Force removed them as soon as possible. With the sangfroid characteristic of adult Britons at that time, Denise considered this potential danger “a farce.” In contrast, Mrs. Treswinsky and the older students were having intense “political-religious” conversations,” which often became heated. The threat of Hitler, whom she heard for the first time on the radio, was not merely abstract even to a sheltered adolescent like Denise.

A refugee from Berlin, Mrs. Treswinsky was eager to meet Reverend Levert-off, whose prewar rescue work she admired. Denise was sensitive to the Treswinsky family’s plight, having known the Austrian boys her father had housed in his church, as well as other refugees whom she had met through Olga. Here was an opportunity to continue her family’s philanthropic work. In letters home, she mentioned Mrs. Trewinsky’s financial need and asked to pay extra for her language lessons. Another refugee, a pianist, was coming to the school, and they all hoped he would stay there permanently, adding to the “refugee-ish atmosphere.”

Denise’s mind was usually more on her immediate activities, however. She wanted to impress her parents with her education at the school and downplayed personal disappointments or privations caused by the wartime shortages. She thanked her mother for sending her German dictionary and the Times Literary Supplement and rejoiced to her father that her earlier lessons with him helped with her current Russian lessons. She was now doing pointe work after tea as well.
as mime classes, and she especially enjoyed the “acting bits from Giselle and Lac des Lignes.” She continued to discuss books with her mother and mentioned enjoying Stefan Zweig’s novel Beware of Pity, because of its psychological depth and intensity. When she learned that Betty had joined a small ballet company in Exeter and would not attend the school, she was content to share a room with another ballet student. She asked her parents to send her photo of Bach, her favorite composer, to decorate the room. Have they had any trouble with food yet? she asked. She has had to go on “evening butter hunts,” but has enjoyed them; they remind her of her parents’ stories about life in Germany during World War I. Overall, the food at the school was good, especially her first taste of Russian borscht.

Levertov made several important new friendships and social contacts at ballet school. She formed lifelong friendships with two sisters, Giselle (Gici) and Jehanne-Marie Deutschbein, daughters of an American expatriate mother and a Dutch father. (Their mother was now remarried to the historian and publisher Milton Waldman.) When the school was evacuated to Buckinghamshire, the Waldmans rented a Cotswold stone house near Oxford, and they invited Denise for a weekend. The house had sloping gardens in front and back, Jehanne recalled. “What thrilled us was that the former tenants had set up a room in an annex with a ‘bar’ for dancing practice, and we were within bicycling distance from the (at the time uninhabited) Manor at Garsington, where the Bloomsbury group used to meet.” The sisters took Denise there to bathe in a “magical pool surrounded by statues and filled with water lilies.”

Denise described this visit with the Waldman family in letters home. On Sunday, Milton took the girls to Oxford, where they picnicked in Christ Church Meadow, saw several colleges, and had interesting conversations about “Capitalism, Imperialism, and the science of history.” “I am in love with Oxford! I adore it!” Denise wrote. Denise added to this account in a later autobiographical essay, commenting that she recalled “less of the history [Milton Waldman] imparted than of the terraced garden full of sweet peas and humming honey bees” and the delights of the Waldman’s guest room, where she “sat up all night reading Lamar-tine” and eating the chocolate biscuits on the bedside table. This visit was only the second time Denise had been anywhere by herself for a weekend. The first had been to Shoreham, Kent, where another ballet school friend, Audrey, daughter of Slade School professor Franklin White, lived in a house “full of her father’s drawings and of paintings by Augustus John. Her mother and sister looked exactly like Augustus Johns themselves.”

Several times while at ballet school, Denise visited Broom House, the nearby home of the poet and critic Herbert Read. Read’s wife, Ludo, acted as accompa-nist at the ballet school when the regular pianist was ill. Denise had been reading Read’s books on modern art since her midteens, and later his poems and literary
criticism, so she “seized every opportunity to be the bearer of messages from [her] teacher to Mrs. Read, in order to return to that magical house.” It represented the world of contemporary art and poetry, which she already dreamed of entering. Once at the house, she would “scan the wonderful paintings—one was a Miro,” and also the bookshelves. Even though her family home was replete with books, these were more enticing because here, for the first time, she saw “the bright bindings of . . . American books.” Mr. Read would sometimes appear on these occasions and she would gaze at him adoringly, but she lacked the courage to tell him that she, too, drew and painted and wrote poems, and that she longed to talk with him. It was not until she was eighteen that she wrote to him, “sending some poems and asking for criticism.” He responded with an encouraging, detailed letter, and gently reproved her for not having spoken up when she was his neighbor. They corresponded for twenty-seven years, until Read’s death in 1968.

Levertov’s familiarity with Herbert Read’s wide-ranging opus informed some of her most important aesthetic principles, intellectual proclivities, and friendships. In addition to being a poet and amateur artist, Read was the foremost British advocate of modern art and industrial design, through such books as *The Meaning of Art* (1931), *Art Now* (1933), and *Art and Industry* (1934), as well as many books of literary criticism, among them books on Wordsworth and Shelley. In fact, he defended Shelley against T. S. Eliot’s attack in *The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism* (1938) by claiming that Shelley’s originality as a poet stemmed from the nature of his personality. Unlike Eliot, who was unwilling to delve into the personal origins of poetry, preferring to discuss its uses, Read was an early proponent of psychoanalytic literary criticism. He saw poetry as a form of knowledge whose foundations could be explored, a view Levertov would espouse in the early sixties. (With the Bollingen Foundation, Read was responsible for the publication of the collected works of Carl Jung, another subject of Levertov’s interest.) Read’s deep engagement with the Romantic poets, which he saw as consistent with his interest in abstraction and surrealism, was informed by a belief in the organic nature of creativity—the inspiration of the artist welling up from the unconscious—which was undoubtedly an influence on Levertov’s 1965 essay “Notes on Organic Form,” a central statement of her poetics.

Further, Read was a lifelong anarchist, publishing *Poetry and Anarchism* (1935) and a selection of Peter Kropotkin’s writings. He believed in the abolition of the state and the creation of a cooperative commonwealth, espousing a pacifist version of that ideal. Read’s anarchism as well as his writings on art, literature, and design influenced some of the writers whom Levertov came to know during the war—Charles Wrey Gardiner, Nicholas Moore, Louis Adeane, and George Woodcock. As poetry editor at Routledge Press, Read published two of the anthologies in which this group of writers appeared, *White Horseman* (1941) and *The Crown and the Sickle* (1944). Anarchism was the political background to the
wave of neo-Romantic and Apocalypse poetry during the war years. In these circles Denise met the industrial designer Norman Potter, another disciple of Read, with whom she subsequently had an ill-fated love affair, but that was in the future.

As Christmas 1939 approached, Denise looked forward to going home for two weeks after the school’s much-anticipated ballet recital in the local village. She reported that her dancing had improved due to the small classes and “constant attention.” Her French was better too: she now spoke with good pronunciation and could read and write more easily. She listened regularly to classical music on the radio and recommended a book she was reading—René Béhaine’s novel *The Conquest of Life*. Before that she had borrowed Walter de la Mare’s anthology of poetry *Behold, This Dreamer!*, which she coveted. For Christmas her friends bought her E. M. Forster’s novel *A Passage to India*, and in early January she read Dostoevsky’s *The Possessed* and Willa Cather’s novella *Lucy Gayheart*. Denise had begun the lifelong practice of reading several books at once, often choosing books that balanced each other in mood or subject matter.

Life at ballet school during the winter of 1939 to 1940 continued like this, despite the increasing danger. Denise focused on her studies, assuring her parents that she was as safe in Buckinghamshire as she would be anywhere. There was an air-raid shelter at the school, she wrote, urging them not to worry, as well as “a refuge room” that is “sand-bagged, blanketed, and medicine-chested.” In any case, nowhere was really safe anymore, so she felt it pointless to fuss. When her parents suggested that she go to North America for the duration of the war, she dismissed the idea, insisting that all available ships were to be used for school-children under the age of fourteen. Much as she’d love to go in some ways, she declared, “Hitler is *not* going to make *me* give up my career.” Her role model, Madame Legat, had practiced “with bullets flying through the windows” during the Russian Revolution, she pointed out, and that was “a damn sight better than running away and throwing up everything you’ve worked for.” Besides, she refused to escape to safety across the Atlantic and leave her family in danger. Already resolute at age sixteen, she preferred to remain in Buckinghamshire until the fall, when she planned to seek a job in one of the small ballet companies that were forming in England. Courage was not Denise’s only attribute, however; her strong spirit manifested itself in other ways as well.

In early April, there was a crisis at the ballet school. A recital had been planned, to which, at the last minute, Madame had added an abbreviated version of *Swan Lake*. Costumes had to be made quickly by Madame herself since the local dressmakers would not undertake the task at such short notice; thus Denise and
others were called upon to help. Then, a “catastrophe” occurred: two of the lead dancers contracted mumps. Would the doctor forbid the show? Would all the work and expense go for nothing? Thank heavens, no. Replacements were proposed for the sick leads and the hum of sewing machines continued, whereupon Madame, capricious as ever, changed her mind and asked Denise if she knew the part of the Swan. “Go and try it over with the piano,” she commanded, and Denise obeyed. One can imagine her, back very straight, head erect, brown eyes aglow, rising to the challenge.

Moreover, on the big day, just before curtain time, Denise was informed that she was also to dance the Sugar Plum Fairy, a part she had never rehearsed. She knew it perfectly, she assured her parents, was not nervous, and was gratified to hear Madame praising her from the wings. But then she had to change costumes for the Spanish dance, her original part in the program, which she performed “completely wrong.” By the time she got to the Dying Swan, her shoes were completely gone, but that didn't stop her. When the music started, she went on stage “almost coolly.” By the middle, knowing her shoes wouldn’t last, she altered the steps to permit less pointe work. She relished the audience’s response, she wrote, when she “went all tragic, determined to show them what I could do.” To celebrate after the show, the performers were taken to the home of Herbert Read, where there was a magnificent banquet, including the “most marvelous creamy meringues.” Several days later, after the ecstasy wore off, Denise had a disappointing class, but on the whole she was encouraged. “I can dance now,” she wrote, “and I can feel that I will dance better.”

Denise’s letters to her parents from ballet school are a mix of girlish high seriousness, bravado, and determination. A budding “artiste” in several media (ballet, painting, and poetry), she genuinely wanted to be the prima ballerina Olga imagined, and she worked hard to please Madame Legat. We see only the merest hint of what would soon be a full-scale rebellion against the latter’s demanding and quixotic regime. A Russian ballet mistress of the old school, Madame Legat is reminiscent of Rumer Godden’s haughty fictional ballet teacher, Madame Holbein, in her intensely personal link with her students, who had to be “in entire submission or in conflict.” Twenty-five years later, in the essay “My Prelude,” Levertov claims that her rebellion, not the triumphs of recitals, was the defining moment of ballet school. She begins, “One spring morning, led by a surge of common sense and the hand of the Muse . . . I quit my ballet class never to return,” and then vividly describes the day the spell was broken. Lyrical and funny, “My Prelude” captures the international élan, faded glamour, and hothouse atmosphere of the Legat establishment. The names are changed, but here are the full company of émigrés and odd ducks, several of whom were relatives of the remarkable Madame: “There was dear Babushka, her mother—very old, very mumbly,
very moustached and bearded, with her two ancient and smelly Pekinese; she was to teach Russian.” There was “the brother, Vanya, a pianist in the blood-and-thunder arpeggio style,” and his wife, who “didn’t eat much.” There was at least one alleged “royal,” Alexey, a shell-shocked prince, now fit only to wash dishes. And also others who had nowhere else to go.

The students were equally colorful. Among them were “Rita, surely the original Lolita, a nubile and ravishing child of eleven,” and her “roly poly little sister,” as well as Sara and Laura (Jehanne Deutschbein and Gisele Waldman), “one tall and thin and the other short and plump, and probably the two most sensitive and intelligent of all the inmates.” The male dancer was “Peter—Peter the Partner, indispensable for practicing ‘double work.’” He was also a refugee and of considerable romantic interest to the young Denise since he was the only young man she knew. As for herself, the caricature is unsparing: in this period, she was “given to torrential weeping.”

Jehanne (Deutschbein) Marchesi remembered the atmosphere of emotional excess at the school, which encouraged “bursts of temper” in the students. It “was very Russian, and there often were spectacular fights—with much use of patronymics and formal address—between the various members of the Legat family, so a few outbursts of other members of the community probably went quite unnoticed!”

Most memorable, of course, was Madame Legat herself. Her late husband’s eminence as a dance teacher inflated her reputation, and though “tiny” and “aging,” she was fierce: “a dynamic drill sergeant rather than a teacher.” Most of the time she shouted abuse, but she was also given to “flattery, cajolery,” and guilt-inflicting “pathos.” To Denise, she was “a tragic figure” who would have been famous “if she had not broken a knee long ago . . . and whose kinder moments were glimpses into depths of tender wisdom.” By that spring, Denise had spent four years as her pupil. As she remembered the experience: “Elevation good; arms graceful. Denise, come to the front of the class and demonstrate that step. My moments of ecstasy. Turn-out poor, pointe work bad, fouettés terrible. Denise, what are you doing? Idiot! Shto takoi? Despair, and I stumble about in the back row, or retire immobile to a corner and weep, ignored.” Denise’s misery so overtaxed her ecstasy that finally she rebelled. One spring morning in 1940, when Madame yelled at her that with her right arm upraised and her head turned to the right, she looked as if she were smelling her armpit, Denise said to herself, “Enough,” and quietly left the room. Then, she removed her practice garb, left the house, and spent the whole day walking in the countryside. When she returned after supper, just before Madame called the police and her parents, she felt newly detached.

On that day, she felt pulled as well as pushed, Denise makes clear in her lyrical account of this long walk. Her passion for looking at the world was restored along with her commitment to poetry: after the previous night’s rain, the “leaves and
grass were that new light green I associated with the Middle Ages and with some of the earliest English poems.” Instead of walking like a dancer, she strode vigorously, “swinging her arms, singing out loud, and kicking stones along the road.” She’d often climb stiles and leave the road, not caring where she went, “as long as it was away.” When she came to Burnham Beeches, she imagined Macbeth and shouted to them in kinship with Shakespeare: “And Birnam Wood shall come to Dunsinane!” She felt “blessedly alone” among the massive beech trunks and primroses, and she thanked the “Patient Muse,” who watched over her that last summer of ballet studies. Though she returned to the school for the remainder of the summer and, for a little while, still hoped to be a dancer, she repudiated the devotion to Madame that had been blocking her poetry and wrote out of what she “really felt, really saw, instead of out of what [she] had been trying to feel and see.”

This transition in Denise’s inner life coincided with a change in the political atmosphere. By the spring of 1940, after the fall of France, the national mood turned against the refugees from Europe. As historian Andrew Sinclair has written, while earlier they had been seen as bringing their special skills and culture to London, now they seemed to be a potential fifth column of infiltrators who would undermine British institutions. By May and June, many were detained in makeshift camps around the country. Levertov’s letters to her parents in the spring and summer of 1940 began to express concern about the course of the war, but her comments about the bombing sound dazed and disbelieving at first. She found it incredible that Paris was attacked and was surprised that the pier at Brighton had been bombed, which explained why the esplanade had been disallowed for some time. Her anxiety about the plight of her refugee friends, some of whom were placed in internee camps, was more level-headed, as was her fear for Aunt Sally’s home in Wales. She was also developing a “passion for America,” having heard such wonderful descriptions of it from the Waldmans. She wouldn’t go now, of course, because “Europeans should stay put when Europe is in danger,” but she thought that after the war, even if we win, “America will be the only place fit to enjoy life in.” As for her immediate plans, she comments earnestly, “Do you realize in 2 and ½ months I’ll be seventeen?!” Although 1940 was hardly a good year to launch oneself, she didn’t want to “waste time,” even if she couldn’t find a job. She must continue working at dancing, French and Russian, and piano if possible, and continue her voluminous reading. She feels “energetic in spite of the situation!” This undaunted tone continues when, on September 3, she reports that they have “jerry planes” overhead nightly, and have heard “plenty of bombs and gunfire, but have seen no damage near us.”

Among the poems Levertov wrote before leaving ballet school was “Listening to Distant Guns,” her first to be published. Writing in Buckinghamshire, within earshot of the guns booming across the English Channel, she focuses on
the responses of flowers, birds, and the sky, rather than on that of people. Here is the first stanza:

The roses tremble; oh, the sunflower’s eye
Is opened wide in sad expectancy.
Westward and back the circling swallows fly,
The rooks’ battalions dwindle near the hill.  

Her poem captures the stoicism of her countrymen as they endure the loss of loved ones. It reflects a particular idea of eloquence associated with Romantic and Victorian moral idealism, a tonality that is high-minded and aspiring but in which there is often, in Matthew Arnold’s words, an “eternal note of sadness.”

This is not to suggest that the sixteen-year-old Levertov was merely an imitator, so much as to say that in her early poetry we can hear the result of her deep and loving immersion in the works of the great Romantic and Victorian poets. Levertov makes this influence very clear in her essay “My Prelude,” where she acknowledges her debt to William Wordsworth, from whom she takes her title. Wordsworth’s The Prelude: Growth of a Poet’s Mind is a paean to the natural environment of his childhood home, where his soul was “fostered alike by beauty and by fear.” Levertov’s title is fitting since her task is to convey a like development. She also quotes Wordsworth in an epigraph to her essay: “One summer evening, led by her . . . .” This line is from the passage in book 1 in which, remembering the sensation of a mountain chasing him across a lake, Wordsworth developed a theory of the shaping power of the imagination, realizing that what he saw was “the joint product of the actual configuration of things and his own emotions projected upon them.” At the end of her essay, Levertov returns to this section of The Prelude to convey her own growing sense of vocation, both quoting and differentiating herself from her Romantic predecessor. Like Wordsworth, whose boundary experience left him in a “grave and serious mood,” Levertov felt fermenting within her a sense of possibilities and limits. But over such thoughts there hung “not a darkness, as Wordsworth has it, but a little light.”

Though unacknowledged, another literary influence is evident during the years with which Levertov’s essay is concerned. Katherine Mansfield’s short story “Prelude,” in which she conveys the radiance of her New Zealand childhood as it is perceived by a community of women and children, was known and admired by the young Levertov. Mansfield lived the sexually liberated, bohemian life of the New Woman, and despite her tragic death from tuberculosis at age thirty-five, she transformed the art of the short story. Her Journal was also widely read. Like Virginia Woolf, her publisher and rival, Mansfield was a beacon to young women intellectuals. As Jehanne (Deutschbein) Marchesi remembered, Mansfield “revealed herself to us, when not many women did.”

There are several references in Levertov’s diary in the 1940s to “K. M.,” whose stories and
journal she discussed at length with her friend Betty Mitchell, preferring Mansfield’s work to that of Woolf, whose upper-class sensibility Levertov sometimes found alienating. She liked Mansfield’s ability to integrate her satiric and sympathetic impulses, all the while capturing the sensuous feel of life and, often, its ephemeral nature.

In her diary in the 1940s, Levertov compares Mansfield to another of her favorite writers, Anton Chekhov. She had discovered Chekhov’s plays while still an impressionable child, when her sister Olga directed an amateur performance of The Seagull. Then, in her early teens, she saw several of his plays performed in London. However, she came to love Chekhov’s stories even more than his plays because of their “intimacy,” and “the narrative, reflective element in them.” Most important, as she put it in a 1977 essay, “On Chekhov,” they conveyed a vision of life that she absorbed in her late teens and cherished throughout her life: a “particular balance of negative and positive—of despair at what is countered by a vision of, and aspiration towards, what might be.”

Denise’s best friend, Rebecca (Betty) Mitchell was three years older than Denise; she, too, struggled with failed aspirations to become a ballerina and, more broadly, with plans for her future. In this period of expanding but confusing options for women, Betty suffered what was then called a “nervous breakdown” and was confined to a wheelchair for a period in 1940 and 1941. When Denise visited Betty at Heath Mansions, her family’s home, Denise would wheel her over to nearby Hampstead Heath, where the two had often walked together before Betty became ill. Looking out from the open height of the heath on these occasions, she and Betty enjoyed reading Chekhov’s stories aloud to each other. They absorbed, unconsciously, Chekhov’s “compassion for the variously warped lives of individuals caught in the societal spiderweb,” and his “belief in life” and hope for amelioration. For despite Betty’s weakened physical state, Denise intuited that her soul was growing and becoming stronger. Levertov tried to capture this paradox in her early poem “For B. M.,” included in the “Promises” section of The Double Image. After several images of psychic gestation and longing, the poem concludes, “I know a questioner who is aware / That the answerer is sleeping somewhere.”

In the early 1940s, when she wrote “For B. M.,” Levertov was unable to fully articulate the specific psychosocial issues troubling the two of them during the war years. She returned to these issues in 1977, in “Chekhov on the West Heath,” a narrative poem written at the same time as her essay “On Chekhov.” By then, Levertov was not only accomplished as a social poet and political activist but had also recently undergone another profound change in her life, a divorce from her husband of twenty-eight years. “Chekhov on the West Heath” is a tribute to Chekhov, a memoir of her friendship with Betty Mitchell (Rebecca Garnett in the epigraph), a portrait of her younger self, and a testament to psychic renewal.
FIGURE 4. Betty Mitchell, June Mitchell, Audrey White (left to right in back), and David Mitchell (front), summer 1939. Collection of the author.
Levertov had also benefitted from the insights of the women’s movement into the forces that shape women’s lives; in the poem, her longest allusion to Chekhov reflects this awareness. As the poem begins, she depicts herself pushing Betty in a wheelchair to the heath. Recently decamped from ballet school, a budding artist, Betty is like the image of the young female artist in Corot’s *L’Atelier,* “upright, absorbed, / whose face we don’t see.” The war was in the background for such girls: it “is simply / how the world is, to which they were born,” and equally shadowy were their future lives as women. Having “not discovered men / or sex at all,” they were totally involved with one another. Like Betty, though not ill, Denise was in a state of anticipatory quiescence.

She and Betty live “intensely” in this state, and in their reveries on the West Heath, “Chekhov is with them.” What did Chekhov say to them, Levertov asks as the poem proceeds, when they “glimpsed invasion, England and Europe gone / down utterly into nightmare”? In the face of this bleak picture, Chekhov offered the possibility of being “open to life and hope,” both by portraying the reality of creative power, youthful daring, and joy, and (in stories like “The Betrothed”) in his understanding of the discrepancy between women’s social roles and their spiritual needs. As Levertov wrote,

> And the betrothed girl, who listens and listens to a different and useful life calling her, and does wrench herself free and go to study—and more, comes back and again frees herself, journeying forth (because a man dying, who himself could not be free, gave her his vision) into the hard, proto-revolutionary future, . . .

This was the Chekhov they knew when they were young girls preparing to enter adulthood, and this was the Chekhov they still loved when, in midlife, they continued to be open to change and challenge.

From the perspective of the late 1970s, Levertov could be sanguine about the successful resolution of the conflict between a woman’s gender role and her inner needs. But in the 1940s, her view of this issue was vexed by her firsthand awareness of the costs of her sister Olga’s unconventional behavior to those around her. By this time, Olga’s life was a constant source of anxiety to Denise’s parents.

In the autumn of 1940, the intensive bombing of London turned much of the city into a wasteland of burned brick, broken glass, and rubble, including Holy Trinity Church, where Paul Levertoff officiated. Denise returned to Ilford to be with her parents. Having given up her dream of being a ballerina, she joined the women’s land army, expecting to live in a style of rural life “nurtured by the many books
on English farming” she had read. With so many men called up for armed services, the women in the land army did all the jobs that were required to make a farm function, from milking cows to cutting down trees, and the work was physically demanding. Despite her enthusiasm, Denise was not enamored of her assignment at a turkey farm, which was very different from the idyll she imagined. To her friend Paul Lacey, she recalled how “terrified she was to approach the fence at feeding time and have thousands of madly shrieking turkeys rush at her. In panic, she would hurl handfuls of feed at them. ‘I practically stoned them!’” Fortunately she was allowed to resign since she was still underage for female conscription. At nineteen, facing the alternative of military service or defense-factory work, she joined the Civil Nursing Reserve, which gave basic training and sent its members to replace nurses in civilian hospitals who had gone to the battlefield. After a year, she transferred to a nurse training program, and passed her first exam. Then, despite real interest in physiology and medicine, she realized that the authoritarian structure of hospital life did not suit her. She dropped out of the program and continued as an assistant nurse at several hospitals in the London area until the war ended.

Levertov’s shifts were in keeping with the mood of England in 1940 when, after Winston Churchill became prime minister, the British air force repulsed the German hope of invasion. After the disillusionment engendered in World War I, there was little glorification of war or false patriotism, however, just a stoic acceptance of the task ahead. As the Blitz intensified, Churchill offered the country the sole promise of “blood and toil, tears and sweat.” Between the two world wars, the position of women had also changed considerably. Women had proved themselves by their work in World War I. The campaign for women’s suffrage had been successful, and by 1928 women over twenty-one had the vote and increasingly held jobs outside their homes. Also, the gulf that existed in the past between soldier and civilian was virtually nonexistent in World War II because danger from enemy aerial bombardment, whether on the front or in London, was a shared peril. As Vera Brittain wrote, “London, bombed, burned, and battered, became for two months the suffering symbol of England’s anguish.”

In this stoic spirit, after three years as a nurse, Levertov documented the more public aspects of her experience in her 1944 essay “Three Years.” By then she had worked at four different hospitals and was heading for a fifth. The impact of death was “less shocking” to her than that of “old age and poverty.” She had read pamphlets about “slum clearance schemes,” but now, “going out on Ambulance Days to bring in cases from shack towns in the Essex Marshes,” she “saw, smelt, and touched poverty.” The worst situation was “the combination of poverty with old age,” and she especially deplored the way the poor were publicly humiliated: herded into big wards and sometimes scolded for making messes they could not prevent.
Very “green and priggish,” at first she was alienated, feeling that most of the other nurses were “rough and hard-hearted,” but then she discovered that there was “comedy” as well as “sorrow” to be found on the wards, and she developed a “defensive humour.” Many of those nurses whom she had at first thought callous turned out to be likeable. Dividing the hospital staff into two main groups—“the Good,” who “spent their evenings writing home and making khaki socks,” and “the Gay,” who got out when possible and “drank hard, danced hard, swore hard, and were far more efficient and more genuinely kind”—she made friends among the latter and felt happier. She “learned to look away from misery, and to seek what was amusing,” and preferred night duty because there was less contact with authorities. Having been caught in several infractions already—smoking on the grounds, singing in the corridors, talking to a military patient, losing her temper—she loathed the “tradition of awe for the sacred precincts” that kept her in fear of being sent to the Matron’s Office, regarding its rampancy among the nursing staff as a form of “mass hysteria.”

Denise’s nursing experience was not all hard work and degrading conflict with petty authority: she enjoyed caring for patients. Singling out for praise a particular men’s ward, she praised their neighborliness and willingness to help. She also enjoyed the camaraderie among the nurses: “If [she] had stolen through the hedge after the gates were locked, the fire-escape door was sure to have been left open by some staunch friend.” Most important for her future life as an artist was the direct contact with tragic realities: “To feel death and poverty and disease and dirt, not merely to know them intellectually, made me appreciate the humour and gallantry and human virtues which sometimes spring from them like flowers from a wilderness, and I value them more than I could have done had I continued to live a ‘sheltered life,’ or if I had become a ballerina as I once desired.” She would have “avoided the horror,” she continued, but “never have seen the beauty.”

The emotional maturity and composure evident in this essay, written when Denise was twenty-one, is very different from the dreaminess and histrionics she had displayed in ballet school just a few years before. Yet, while doubtlessly she had matured, these earlier characteristics persisted. In a fundamental sense, Denise felt fragmented. As she recognized later, she had been thrown into a wholly unfamiliar social world as a nurse in London and was unable to integrate some of her new experiences or share them with her family. Her fellow nurses were mainly from much lower class backgrounds than her ballet school friends or than anyone whom she had known before. As she later put it in an unpublished autobiographical essay, they were “tougher” and more “worldly-wise.” The “lively ones,” to whom she was drawn, “went to dances with the soldiers from whatever training camp,” and she soon learned to go “and to drink beer and whisky and go to pubs.” This life contrasted sharply with anything in her past, and she was unable to integrate it with her home life or her inner life, though two close friends...
she made in those years, Marya and Joyce, were very intelligent, and with them she could have discussed this self-division. She feared that her parents would have been “shattered” if they had known about her behavior, so when she went home for her days off, she concealed almost everything from them. When she was home for a longer leave, she “relapsed with relief” into an earlier mode, only to experience a strong “reluctance” when it was time to return to work. Yet once back, “the strong collective atmosphere whirled her right back into itself after a few hours.”

The disjunctions in Denise’s relationship with her parents are evident in the salutations and signatures of her letters to them. Instead of “Dear mother and father,” she addressed them as “Darling Twain,” a poetic but rather Victorian construction. Denise also sometimes referred to her mother as “Janie,” a nickname that suggests a degree of ambivalence. On one hand, it implies an unusual degree of closeness, a friendship as well as a filial tie; on the other, an attempt at distance. By this time Levertov had completely dropped her first given name, Priscilla, using only her middle name, Denise, which she shortened to “Denny” or “Den” in her letters. She also occasionally signed her letters to her parents “Tittles,” referring back to the androgynous hero she had invented in the illustrated comic strip she composed in childhood, as if reluctant to relinquish that impish persona. Further evidence of this sentimental attachment to childhood was the presence, wherever she lived, of her beloved Monkey, a leather stuffed animal given to her by her sister, Olga, as well as a lifelong interest in children’s books.

Levertov was happy on the whole while she was a nurse. Her early poem “Casselden Road, N.W. 10,” dedicated to her friend Marya, conveys in a generalized way the excitement of their shared experience in London. It appears in the “Fears” section of The Double Image, but it is unclear of what the speaker is afraid. On rainy nights in the city, the “wind would fan the life-green fires that smouldered / under the lamps,” and “the street would fill / with phantasy.” There is no mention of the hospital or of the war in the poem, both important elements of her life at the time. Rather, the focus is on the two young women’s camaraderie: “the sound / of night and no one stirring but ourselves, / leaning still from the window.”

With the exception of one short poem, “The Dead,” written in 1958, Levertov was unable to write about her nursing experience in poetry until the early 1970s, when a scene in the film Sunday Bloody Sunday brought back a troubling aspect of those days, which she then expressed in the poem “The Malice of Innocence.” Reconsidering the love of order that characterized much of her work as a night nurse, she realized that when “Discipline, Order, Obedience, are considered as virtues in themselves and are pursued for their own sakes, the individual conscience and sense of responsibility are suppressed, and an initial innocence becomes malicious—evil.” In the poem, she incorporates her earlier ballet experience, using dance imagery to convey the choreographed quality of her nurs-
ing ritual, which is characterized not by compassion but by abuse. As she puts it: “we were gravely dancing” in a “well-rehearsed / pavanne of power.”

The worlds of ballet school and nursing were two of several subcultures Denise negotiated during the war years. Another was the world of literary London. By coincidence, her first nursing job, at a hospital in Billericay, Essex, led to her first literary friendship, with Charles Wrey Gardiner, a neighbor. Gardiner was a poet associated with the “new Romanticism” of the forties. He had become the editor of Poetry Quartery in 1940 shortly after it published Levertov’s first poem, “Listening to Distant Guns,” and he also directed the publishing firm Grey Walls Press. When Denise saw the logo of the press in the window she went in and introduced herself and they became friends. Gardiner was many years older than Denise, with a daughter about her age, but she had “a crush on him,” she remembered later, and through him met a number of other London poets: Nicholas Moore, Sean Jeunet, Alex Comfort, and James Tambimuttu, the founder of Poetry London.

Although she didn’t know these people well—Gardiner brought her to the occasional lunch or pub evening—she had begun to belong to a literary world. Levertov’s letters to Gardiner show that she greatly appreciated his interest in her work and his efforts to introduce her to other poets. As the friendship developed they become more intimate and a flirtation is suggested. At first she addresses him as “Mr. Gardiner,” and expresses enjoyment of the poems in his book Questions for Waking. His encouragement has led her to gain the use of an attic in the hospital as a writing studio, and she enjoys “the view from it of starlit roofs and chimneys.” By 1942, comfortable enough to address him as “Charles,” she nervously sends a new poem for him to critique, hoping it doesn’t reflect a step backward. Later letters are more poised. In the voice of an equal, she continues to show him poems and even asks about the progress of his work. Sometimes she comments on what she is reading, mentioning Alexander Pope, Thomas Hardy’s Desperate Remedies, Richard Aldington’s The Death of a Hero, and a biography of Richard Sterne. On Christmas Eve 1942, she thanks Gardiner for a poem he wrote for her: “It is quite the loveliest gift I have ever had, and I will keep it all my life.” In 1944, she comments on a second poem written with her in mind: “The Liverpool St. poem of yours—I can’t say anything adequate about it. What you and I really say to each other we say in our writing—that’s our form of communication.”

The poems Denise refers to are “For Denise,” and “Poem for Liverpool Street Station,” both in Gardiner’s 1944 collection The Gates of Silence. They are typical of his work, in their neo-Romantic language and in a portentousness that often verges on bathos. In the first poem, Gardiner compares “the holly berry landscape of
walking ghosts,” in a remembered scene, to “the bitter street” before him, claiming that he sees “All the last hope of the missed land’s end / Broken across the foam of an unceasing world.” The second poem, inspired by parting with Denise at a tube station, is about the strength of their connection. The first stanza reads:

In this casual sea of shadows without shape
Your white face and your dark eyes remind me
Of iron bridges across the river of our living
Too rigid for the ruin of our feeling. 41

Although Gardiner’s letters to Denise are not extant, he wrote an autobiographical account of the war years in 1946, The Dark Thorn, that contains several substantial references to her. His book is mainly an account of literary life in London during the Blitz, when he was operating Grey Walls Press, but it also explores his feelings for several women besides his wife, including Denise. Referring to intense conversations they’ve had in London and occasionally in Cornwall, where he goes to escape the din of the city, he writes: “We have that strange attraction for one another which is of the mind.” On one of these occasions, he has just gotten down to work in his office when he hears a knock on the door. It is Denise, smiling at him: “She is dressed in a leafy kind of green, looks very nice, in fact. I show her lots of things she has not seen. . . . She is a nice girl and has improved immensely in looks since I first knew her about two years ago.” He remembers an opportunity for sexual intimacy that they decided not to pursue and then continues to describe her.

Denise has eyes like ripe but unplucked fruit on an upper branch. Fugitive, resting, glancing. . . . She is the dead lines of poetry come alive, come true. She is the only person who has ever actually caused me to write a poem, a poem of departure, poem for Liverpool Station. We talk, but shyly, with a certain reserve, as of people who have loved and changed, but still cannot forget. . . . As I look at her white rather moon-like face looking up at me, its chiselled, slightly Mongolian features seem a flower in the wax-light of a still evening.

They can’t talk all afternoon in his office, so they go down the winding stairs laughing, out into the rain, and they are “almost happy, thinking of Cornwall” as they look into bookshops in the Strand. They have a drink before catching the train and talk of books they both like, but have no time to read: “We are lost, we are late, we are undefeated but have to part, to go, to catch that damn train from Liverpool Station. . . . In its crazy futile way this has been a perfect afternoon.” 42 It is a vivid account, by an older man, of his attraction to a young woman who is growing up quickly, but who remains out of reach.

In one letter to Gardiner, Denise mentions having enjoyed tea with his mother, a gesture that occasions a letter from Beatrice Levertoff that demonstrates her
part in Denise’s sense of self-division. Beatrice thanks Mrs. Gardiner for her kindness to Denise with the aplomb of a Victorian dowager. She confides:

It is a great anxiety to have a young girl pitch-forked into the world in this way, without being able to choose her environment for her. A girl of 19 is such a child, and Denise has had no experience of life, although her intellectual development is far beyond average. It is a great burden off our minds when we feel she is befriended by people much older and wiser than herself in the things of which she has had no experience yet. . . . She is so happy in Billericay in finding intellectual fellowship and unselfish kindness.43

Given this kind of loving but overprotective intervention, it is not surprising that Denise hid much of her social life from her mother.

Levertov acknowledged Charles Wrey Gardiner, along with Herbert Read and John Hayward, as mentors in the preface to The Double Image. She also included in the book a poem, dedicated to C. W. G., that has as its title a quotation from Gardiner: “The Sea’s Wash in the Hollow of the Heart . . . ” In it, she captures the rarefied air breathed by the neo-Romantic poets in wartime as well as their profound alienation. With Gardiner in mind, she admonishes:

Enter the turret of your love, and lie
close in the arms of the sea; let in new suns
that beat and echo in the mind like sounds
risen from sunken cities lost to fear;44

This poem has the self-indulgent melancholy of much of Gardiner’s poetry, as well as its overripe sonority, but Levertov was sincere in her tribute. Upon hearing from friends that he was in Cornwall, she wrote to him, “Dear Charles, I wish that I were there to share whatever you discover along that coast. You know, there will always be other people I will love . . . but there is a bit of me that is yours and nobody else’s.”45

. . .

Gardiner was affiliated with the Apocalypse group of poets who, inspired by D.H. Lawrence, Freud, and surrealist art, believed in the possibility of social renewal through the renewal of the individual.46 (Dylan Thomas was the most famous among them.) In The Double Image, Levertov included a tribute to a second member of this group, Nicholas Moore. Her poem “The Shadow” contains an epigraph from Moore: “Can we bring heaven nearer than a star, / Or lift the shadow of a world at war?”47 Moore’s poem had appeared in The White Horseman (1941), an anthology that identified the Apocalypse group. In its introductory essay, G.S. Fraser explains that the group wished to embody what is positive in surrealism, “the effort,” in Herbert Read’s phrase, ‘to realize some of the dimensions and
characteristics of man’s submerged being.” while renouncing what is negative there, the “denial of man’s right to exercise conscious control, either of his political and social destinies, or of the material offered to him, as an artist, by his subconscious mind.”

Further, Fraser contrasts the members of the “romantic” Apocalypse movement, interested in expressing the “complication and confusion of their private experience,” with W. H. Auden and his group, who are more “classical” in their interests and who, in the 1930s, had written poetry and verse drama informed by leftist political commitment, which they later disavowed.48 As Andrew Sinclair writes, “The defeat of the Republican Spanish government, the appeasement at Munich and the cynicism of the Nazi-Soviet pact which led to the outbreak of the Second World War . . . destroyed a literary movement that believed in a brave new socialist world.”49 And the decision of Auden, a member of the English ruling elite despite his leftist sympathies, to emigrate to the safety of America before the coming of the war, harmed his reputation in embattled Britain. Positioning themselves in opposition to him, the Apocalypse group of poets reacted against the mendacity of the entire contemporary political scene. As Fraser writes, “With the war, we are all forced . . . to become stoics—to depend on ourselves and the universe, the intermediate social worlds having been largely destroyed.” To write poetry is to exercise a specific human function: “to mount guard over the integrity of the imagination and the completeness of man.”50

Levertov’s poem “The Shadow” continues the stoic independence described by Fraser:

I need a green and undulating line
the hill’s long contours in my words, to tell
how by unwarranted grace I found this place

She conveys the ways in which “the shadow” of the historical moment hampers even “the green astonishment of spring” from being a source of creative release. The attempt to create art seems vain in the face of “the black confusion of war” and even the Romantic equation of spring with renewal is implicated.51

The poets in this anthology were all men, as was the literary pub scene to which Levertov was introduced, with few exceptions. But Denise didn’t really notice that she was usually the only woman at these gatherings, she claimed later, because she felt she was somehow privileged to be in it nevertheless. After the late sixties, when the women’s movement made her aware of how complacent she had been in this position, she wondered if she had been “unthinkingly accepted just because [she] did not expect not to be.” To her, “the camaraderie of art” was innocently taken for granted, and though uncertain of herself in “every other respect,” she knew she was a poet.52 This attitude—that if one believed in oneself
enough one would be accepted (*she was, after all*)—plus her exposure to the suffering of men as well as women in the war years, brought her into conflict with some of the attitudes of the feminist poetry movement later. As she said in a 1990 interview, she was “troubled by a certain kind of feminist self-pity,” in which “women who see exclusively the oppression of women tend to forget other kinds of oppression,” and she preferred a broader analysis of power relations.

Another poet with whom Denise bonded in London during the war was Dannie Abse: he was exactly her age, a medical student when she was a nurse, and a Welsh Jew. He, too, felt the connection, remembering her as “a strikingly beautiful brunette whose smile revealed a small gap in her two front teeth. In those days of post-war clothes coupons Denise seemed to own only one dress. A red one.” In fact, Abse felt so close to Levertov that a sexual overture seemed to him incestuous. Instead, he identifies her with his twin sister, dead in infancy, in a poem about the bisexual nature of his creative impulse. The poem begins, “Lady of black hair I see you dead in a red dress.”

In 1947, when Abse edited an issue of the magazine *Verse*, it included an untitled poem by Levertov that may be a response to his poem. Levertov’s poem is about elements of her own inspiration. It begins, “So you, too, are a part of me,” and it concludes, “you too a part of me. I enter the gates of your eyes, / my beggar, my brother, answer of the sea.” Through Dannie Abse, Denise met Emanuel Litvinoff, whose poems also appeared in *Verse* along with those of Charles Wrey Gardiner, Louis Adeane, and Fred Marnau. Later she singled out the Austrian poet Marnau, then a refugee from Hitler, as of particular interest. Though he and his wife were not much older than she, they were much more sophisticated. His poetry was “mystical, allusive, and seemed to grow from the same soil as the Rilke poems and letters [she] had begun to read.”

As a young poet, Levertov learned precious lessons about vocation from Rilke, she explained in her 1975 essay “Rilke as Mentor.” Levertov began to read him in 1942, in a bilingual edition of the *50 Selected Poems* given to her by her father. The edition, translated by C. F. MacIntyre, had a substantial introduction, and she responded deeply to a passage, quoted from Rilke’s *The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge*, about “what a poet must have experienced in life in order to write a poem, or even a single line, of value.” This was her first lesson from Rilke—“experience what you live: to the artist, whatever is felt through is not without value, for it becomes part of the ground from which one grows.” Rilke’s words reinforced her assumption that, to develop as a poet, she needn’t undertake academic studies. She need only to continue to read and write, and “to be open to whatever might befall [her]; the rest must depend upon [her] native abilities and the degree of intensity and persistence that [she] was prepare to devote to the service of the art.”
The next Rilke she read, in 1945, was the Reginald Snell edition of Rilke’s *Letters to a Young Poet*. Levertov took to heart as a validation of her own deepest impulse Rilke’s statements that “the underlying necessity was to ask not others but oneself for confirmation,” and that “a work of art is good only if it has grown out of necessity.” By “necessity” she meant both a sense of “calling” or “destiny” and an obligatory question, to be asked of each separate poem: do I need to write this? These ideas would become increasingly important tenets of Levertov’s “standard of aesthetic ethics” as she developed.58 Rilke also confirmed her intuition of the value of solitude, and when she obtained a copy of Rilke’s *Selected Letters*, translated by R. F. C. Hill in 1946, she read it so many times that she made her own index of themes. Several of these—“the savour of creation,” “each step an arrival,” “our conflicts a part of our riches”—would appear in her poetry.59 Rilke’s lifelong struggle to internalize experience became her own, not as self-absorption or social isolation but as a condition of experiencing otherness.

During the bombing of London the number of writers able to pursue their work was small and their facilities restricted, yet these conditions had paradoxical effects. “There was a huge increase in demand for whatever writers could produce; the writers themselves drew together in self defence.” Writers, poets, painters, musicians, and actors congregated in the Fitzrovia and Soho districts of London, “recreating a Bohemian atmosphere of unconventional behavior and artistic enthusiasm that dated back to the pre-Raphaelites.”60 Although she didn’t go to the Fitzroy Tavern or the Wheatsheaf Pub—which, according to writer Julian MacLaren Ross (an acquaintance), were at the center of the action—Denise was drawn to this storied area. In her 1995 essay “Café Royal,” she described frequenting this famous restaurant off Picadilly Circus on many free evenings while she was a nurse. “The large, red brasserie had been the meeting place of wealth and bohemia since the eighteen-nineties, when Oscar Wilde and Lord Alfred Douglas and their friends . . . had ruled the floor of the café and the balcony above.”61 Levertov knew it from books, thought of it as a place where artists went, and wanting to be part of this world, was attracted to its “exciting glitter.” She would sit in the bar at the back for a couple of hours at a time, sometimes with a friend but often by herself, “gazing and dreaming . . . armed with a book.” It made her feel “sophisticated” to do so, unlike “going to the cinema or to a soldier’s dance with one of [her] fellow nurses.”

Besides being meeting places for writers, places like the Café Royal were often starting points for sexual adventure. In her essay, Levertov explores this aspect of her experience. She had an extended relationship with Maurice de Montfaucon and his friend David Gold, both in their thirties and “invalided out of the army.”
Maurice had sent David to her table as his messenger on the pretense that he liked her face and wanted to see what book she was reading. A conversation ensued, followed by a number of meetings in the next months, sometimes with both men together, sometimes with each separately. Once, Denise drove around for a whole evening with David; looking back, she realized that this was “somewhat dangerous,” but at the time it didn’t occur to her. She never did find out who Maurice was or what he did. Was he really connected with the French aristocracy? Did he really have something to do with films, as he claimed? It was “precisely his flamboyance” that made him fun. Although embarrassed at his declarations of passionate love, Denise assumed he was just flirting and continued to see him, thinking “Why me?” since she didn’t consider herself particularly pretty.

Reconsidering her naïveté and lack of fear in those days, Levertov thought the latter a symptom of the general atmosphere of wartime denial. She wrote:

Most people in London were not in a constant quake of terror; of course, we felt terror often enough, during an actual bombing, but in between sirens people went calmly about their business. . . . At those periods when it seemed that Hitler might invade . . . that thought was utterly frightening . . . ; yet it was only a thought that came and went—one shuddered, and got on with whatever one was doing. This collective response made it seem, to a person of my age, as if other things about which one might otherwise have had doubts and hesitations were equally to be taken for granted.

Her naïveté was another matter. By the next time she saw Maurice, she had fallen in love with a young man her own age, and when she told Maurice about it, to her surprise he was furious. When she saw him again by chance, it was on the escalator in the London Underground, where they were headed in different directions. As he chased after her down the “up” escalator, he became “suddenly real, authentic,” and not a shadowy figure on the periphery of her life. Only then did she feel fear.

Levertov makes clear that, though “not a virgin,” she was “very ignorant and unawakened” in the Café Royal days. Her first serious love affair was with Stephen Peet, a young documentary filmmaker who had been in the Friends’ Ambulance Unit, was captured, and had spent time in a prisoner-of-war camp. They met near the end of the war in London, at a small gathering at the apartment of John Pick, a school friend of Peet’s. Pick had founded the magazine Gangrel, which published Levertov’s essay on her nursing experiences. They were all sitting around talking that evening, Peet remembered, when suddenly Denise rose, left the flat without saying good-bye, and ran down the stairs out of the building. He thought, “Hey, that is rather an attractive girl,” got up, and ran after her, following the sound of her footsteps. When he caught up with her, she told him that she had to
hurry back to Saint Luke’s Hospital in Fitzroy Square, where she had a curfew. He called her soon after and they began dating, eventually becoming lovers.\footnote{63}

. . .

In a photo of the period, Stephen Peet is a tall, slim young man with angular features, an intent gaze, a warm smile, and a head of tousled, wavy brown hair. From the time that he began seeing Denise regularly, in the autumn of 1945, to the following May, when he left for Switzerland to make fundraising films, he gradually became the focus of her life and the sounding board for her deepest feelings. Denise was preparing her first book manuscript for publication when she began seeing Stephen, and she shared with him her dejection when John Hayward, one of her mentors at Cresset Press (and T. S. Eliot’s close friend), invited her to his flat to arrange his books and then became “lecherous.” “It was horrid,” she wrote, “his hand CREEPING round my waist as I stood beside him.” She had “placed him on . . . a pedestal as an above-average mind and a scholar . . . and a real friend to me, and it was damn disillusioning.” She also expressed outrage at an anti-Semitic nun at Saint Luke’s Hospital, with whom she’d had an altercation at dinner. This woman had insisted that “half the atrocities committed in the Concentration Camps were by the Jews themselves on each other,” and Denise had responded at first verbally but then had become so upset that she left her meal unfinished, ran upstairs, “seized Monkey and sat on my bed absolutely SHAKING.” She continued, “I still inwardly boil at the recollection. . . . At times like that I feel so strongly Jewish. I get very ‘excited’ over colour prejudice too.”

Their relationship also brought to the surface Denise’s insecurities about herself as a woman when it turned out that she cared for Stephen more, or at least differently, than he cared for her. Denise often wrote to Stephen between their meetings in London, and although we have only Denise’s side of this early, undated correspondence, it is possible to comprehend what was happening and how they felt. There seem to have been sexual difficulties, in part around the problem of birth control, which was then an added source of tension for young couples. In one fragment, she asks anxiously, “The Sunday night (the one I dispensed with Machines) it seemed to me that all . . . was satisfactory to you as well as for me, and that we were very near to each other. WAS I DECEIVING MYSELF?” And Stephen seems to have felt that Denise wanted more of a commitment from him than he was prepared to give, causing him to withdraw. In one fragment, written after a lover’s quarrel, she wrote, “You’re bloody selfish, and you’ve got a weak character. I’m not being rude. I’m only trying to regain my sense of perspective.” In a second fragment, there was a radical about-face: “I know I’ve been a ‘huzzy’ [sic] and flung myself at you rather—and it’s a humiliating thing to know in itself, without feeling that I’m becoming a drag as well.” Then, in a long letter, written in the middle of the night, she provided the context for these fragments, explaining that she
didn’t know how to respond to Stephen’s having told her that he had an “‘indeterminate’ sort of feeling for her and no more.” It made her feel awkward: “Something of my self-respecting nonconformist maternal ancestors appears within me and says, ‘Fancy throwing yourself at someone’s head!’” She continues, “The trouble is that though I love you for wanting to share things—experiences—with
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me, I want the other feeling we don’t have—if you felt you wanted to feel I ‘belonged to you in any way’ . . . I’d be happy.”

Besides commitment, apparently, they have also discussed gender roles, and Stephen has questioned whether Denise really wants the life of a typical woman, for she agrees that she is “lacking in the domestic graces,” and perhaps in “prudence,” although she “lives by instinct rather than logic, which is supposed to be a feminine prerogative.” And he has suggested that perhaps he is in love with her mind only, provoking her to cry, “God! Is that the price of having a mind? I’m not an animated stone, I want warm human things, and all anyone sees . . . is how damn intelligent I am.” She then recants, suggesting that they compromise and “meet about once a week instead of not at all.”

The problems in Denise’s relationship with Stephen—the absence of mutual commitment, dissatisfaction with the feminine role—were common to young women of that era as they continue to be today. But the self-dramatization, the passion, and the locutions in which these are expressed—“hussy,” “throwing yourself at someone’s head”—seem more properly the stuff of nineteenth-century fiction than of modern life. In these letters, Denise seems a cross between two well-known characters: Jane Austen’s Marianne, the younger Dashwood sister, whose sorrow and joys “could have no moderation,” and Leo Tolstoy’s dark-eyed Cossack spitfire Maryanka, who is, in Tolstoy’s words, “quite savage, just like a wild filly.”

Perhaps because Denise never attended school and thus didn’t have the usual failed high school romances, in this love affair she behaved more like a precocious seventeen-year-old girl than like a young woman of twenty-two.

Denise’s passion for Stephen peaked in May 1946, when he took an opportunity to make fundraising films in Switzerland. She was devastated, writing to him the next day that his absence was like losing “an arm or my eyes.” Imagining his travels, she asks if he has read Katherine Mansfield’s story about her wartime journey through France (probably “The Journey to Bruges”) and wants to know “how the Swiss girls are,” admonishing him not to forget her. Four days later, responding to his letter from Paris, she explains her desolation at his departure: “And then suddenly—off you went—just sort of moving backwards away from me like someone in a dream retreating vaguely but—oh! irretrievably.” And on June 1, she reiterates feelings of unrecoverable loss: “Oh dear—what was, after all . . . ‘You-and-me,’ looking at the world, has so quickly broken—hasn’t it?” Referring to walking with him on the midnight streets, she comments on the difference when walking alone. She may talk to him when she’s walking along, “but [she] can’t put out her hand and find [his].”

Stephen’s departure for Switzerland coincided with Denise’s own leave-taking from the hospital at the end of June. Anticipating it, she wrote that, although she longed to be free, she would miss her little room in Fitzroy Square with the other
girls wandering in and out, and she was anxious about the future. This despite excitement at seeing her first book in production at Cresset Press. “I saw a dummy of my book,” she wrote. “It’s gorgeous, hand made paper and a nice binding but it looks terribly thin.” Although stressful, the war had cast an intense hallucinatory glow over the atmosphere and sanctioned a state of limbo. Now there were decisions to be made. A nightmare Denise had while packing to leave the hospital clearly expresses the psychological issues underlying her anxiety. She described it to Stephen:

I was on a voyage, and after a couple of days ashore . . . was rejoining the ship. I could see it in the bay, a big white steamer, and I knew it was due to leave at any moment, and everything combined to stop me getting into it—lost my suitcase, lost Monkey. . . . Then I was toiling along a dusty country road trying to get a lift, and every car refused because of my big suitcase. At last I got a lift in a donkey cart. . . . And the man didn’t know the way, and the donkey kept stopping, and the road was dead-end, and I kept getting cobwebs and spiders on my face—oh, it was DREADFUL.  

Ambivalence, insecurity, fear. Earlier that month, Levertov put some of those feelings into a poem titled “Solitaries,” which she enclosed in a letter to Peet, commenting that it was originally written in the first person but became “more impersonal” as she worked at it. (It was later called “Poem” in Collected Early Poems). Here she conveys the uncertainty, dream, and drift young people in London felt in 1946 when they confronted the most fundamental existential questions. The poem concludes:

The undertone of all their solitude
is the unceasing question, “Who am I?
A shadow’s image on the rainy pavement,
walking in wonder past the vivid windows,
a half-contented guest among my ghosts?
Or one who, imagining light, air, sun,
can now take root in life, inherit love?”

Katherine Mansfield’s influence on the young Levertov is evident in this poem. The last two lines, in which the speaker prefers to be one who “can now take root in life,” is very much like the end of Mansfield’s journal. Even as she is dying, Mansfield defines health as being able to live in close contact with natural elements and wants “to be rooted in life.” In fact, Denise had lent Stephen Peet her copy of Mansfield’s journal when he left for Europe, prompting her friend Betty to suggest that he have joint ownership as well. He became like a favored sibling to both these young women, just as Mansfield’s brother became for her a special emotional center.
In the poems in *The Double Image*, written when she was between the ages of sixteen and twenty-two, Levertov had not yet freed herself from the cultivated manner of such “craftsmen of the beautiful and agreeable” as Walter de la Mare, whom she mentioned in her journal and who influenced the neo-Romantic poets among her contemporaries. And the concept of “the double image” is very reminiscent of Thomas Hardy’s “antinomial” perception of reality. Hardy was, with Yeats, a major poet of the first quarter of the century. He was confronted by antinomies he could not resolve, and in the absence of a firm structure of belief, he made these the structural basis of his poetry. Levertov’s decision to divide the contents of her book thematically into two sections, “Fears” and “Promises,” harks back to Hardy. Levertov did not yet have her own voice in *The Double Image*, but she was working to acquire it.

It is not surprising, given her intense relationship with Stephen Peet in these years, that of the poems from her first book that she later reprinted in *Collected Earlier Poems, 1940–1960*, a majority are about failed relationships or about longing for love. The best of these have a resonance and insight that we associate with her mature voice. “The Barricades,” for example, begins to sound like her in its subtle movement from speech to song and, finally, to a form of prayer. It is about walls that arise, separating people who were once close. Here is the first stanza, where her focus is on the preoccupation of the other person:

If now you cannot hear me, it is because your thoughts are held by sounds of destiny or turn perhaps to darkness, magnetized, as a doomed ship upon the Manacles is drawn to end its wandering and down into the stillness under rock and wave to lower its bright figurehead; or else you never heard me, only listening to that implicit question in the shade, duplicity that gnaws the roots of love.

The versification is traditional iambic pentameter but roughened and irregular, giving the effect of heightened talk, with the enjambment adding melody and intensity. The comparison between thoughts, mesmerized by darkness, and ships, wrecked on the Manacle reefs off Cornwall, is Romantic—“doomed ship,” “bright figurehead”—but it is also deft, with Levertov’s characteristic clarity of perception.

In the second stanza, repetition of the verbal pattern lifts the poem into song as the speaker reflects upon her part in the breached relationship. She emphasizes the power of her own dreams, themselves now “unbroken battlements,” in prevent-
ing her from seeing the other. When, in her final simile, she turns to the natural world to imagine the other’s “distant life,” there is the yearning quality of prayer:

it is because those barricades are grown
too tall to scale, too dense to penetrate,
hidden the landscape of your distant life
in which you move, as birds in evening air
far beyond sight trouble the darkening sea
with the low piping of their discontent.\textsuperscript{71}

... 

When the war ended, Denise worked at the antique shop of Betty Mitchell’s father in Hampstead. The job was “badly paid,” she later wrote to American poet Kenneth Rexroth, but the antiques were interesting and “Mr. Mitchell was a comic character in whom a novelist would have rejoiced.”\textsuperscript{72} She was especially fond of Mrs. Mitchell, with whom she could discuss matters she couldn’t with her own mother. As she confided to Stephen Peet, Mrs. Mitchell would “never be shocked or angry and yet if she thought you were a fool she’d say so.”\textsuperscript{73} Then Denise worked briefly at a bookstore in central London, but her phenomenal math block (she had trouble making change) caused endless difficulties, so she spent most of her time on the telephone or taking stock. And she disliked the soullessness of the daily grind in the city. As she explained to Rexroth: “The morning rush on the tube—the sense that everyone . . . is a wage-slave; a sense of worry in everyone’s mind, ‘Will I be late?’ . . . All these people . . . spending their lives in absolutely senseless activity . . . the millions of clicking typewriters and scratching pens, the miles of invoices and duplicates and ledgers, the huge deafening jingle of MONEY.”\textsuperscript{74}

During this period she had lunch almost every day with the young poet Keith Sawbridge, who shared her feeling of being exiled in the city. In the brief hour they spent together, they found themselves bursting with talk, jumping into the most abstract subjects. Levertov’s 1946 poem “Interim,” dedicated to Sawbridge, expresses the refuge these meetings were for both of them. Each treasures “the soft gleam of words” shared, and they become “familiar angels” to each other.\textsuperscript{75}

Before beginning these jobs, however, Denise persuaded her parents to take her with them on holiday to Switzerland. There she had a final tryst with Stephen, after which they separated and went on to other partners. By this time, he had replaced Betty as her main confidant and soul mate. Even though he had rejected her as a life partner, she felt awakened by him, and this change was beneficial: “I may be a shadow or something to you, but I’m more real to myself somehow,” she wrote.
On July 5, 1946, Denise and her parents left by train for Sarnen, a small town on a lake in the mountains near Lucerne, where they stayed for several weeks in the home of Mrs. Huppert, whose children Reverend Levertoff had rescued from the Nazis. Denise’s letters to Stephen from Sarnen, in anticipation of meeting him there, shine with the exhilaration of release from wartime confinement. She also practices her powers of description on him, sometimes laughing at herself. She has fallen in love with a mountain called “the Stanzerhorn,” she writes. In the evening, after the sun has set behind the foothills and “the last of the light” has shone on it, she stands on her balcony, “talking to it in German terms of endearment.” Of this last bit, she comments, “There! Doesn’t that sound like a (10th rate) novel?” Her letter also describes the birds and flowers she has seen, the Swiss people she has met, the letters she has received from mutual friends, and it concludes with a message from Monkey that he is taking yodeling lessons and sounds “terrible.”

In Sarnen, when they were assembled in the evening, Beatrice Levertoff read aloud in the evenings, as she had at home in Ilford. Just then she was reading from Willa Cather’s My Antonia, which Denise admired, telling Stephen she wished she could write such beautiful descriptive prose. Having spent the morning in the woods, she practices describing what she has seen: a green fir cone she held in her hand, some unusual moss she discovered, the wind making the branches of a silver birch dance. She then exclaims, “It’s sometimes hard to believe that mindless things like flowers and trees have no feelings, either—they look so happy—don’t they?”

She seems to be preparing to write a poem in this letter. Levertov did in fact write a poem titled “Sarnen” in the autumn of 1946, after she returned to London, but its tone is different from that in the letters. In it, the sunny Swiss landscape seems glorified, but its neutrality and indifference to the speaker is stultifying. The “idle animals” seem to mock her, preventing the realization of her dreams, and there is “no need to escape / from the motionless mountain” or the “indifferent lake.” As these protestations imply, by this time Denise did need to escape, if not from the Swiss mountains, at least from the supervision of her parents, whose Victorian mores clashed with her own.

When Stephen joined Denise in Sarnen, they went alone together to Geneva for five days, having deceived her parents about where they would stay. (Paul and Beatrice were led to believe that Denise would sleep in a hostel for women.) But when Denise returned to Sarnen, Stephen’s letters to her (which her parents read) revealed the truth—that they had booked into a hotel together. Already deeply upset by Olga’s behavior, and concerned that Denise too could become pregnant, they questioned her until she admitted the truth. Her father then took the measure (not so unusual then) of writing to Stephen’s father to complain. By the time Denise heard from Stephen about her father’s action, she was back in London,
living in Hampstead with a group of friends, including a new boyfriend, and she was furious. She wrote:

BUGGER! Well, for goodness sake don’t pay any attention to my parents. They did read my letters, and we had a showdown some weeks ago in which I had to admit (without apologies) that we had had what I called for their benefit a “trial marriage.” . . . No, of course I am not going to have a baby. I’m living in Hampstead just now. I’ve changed since I last wrote you. I’m not longing to see you. . . . I’m going out a lot. Far away inside me I won’t ever forget you. But I’m alright. Don’t worry about me.79

Her parents’ concerns about her were, in fact, well founded, for once back in London, Denise had a second love affair, with Norman (“En”) Potter, during which she did become pregnant. She and Norman probably met through Potter’s brother, the poet Louis Adeane (a.k.a. Donald Potter), whose work she knew. Norman Potter was a handsome, charismatic young man, exactly Denise’s age, with thick, dark hair, and dark eyes that had “a very intense, burning expression.”80 A designer-artisan in the new functionalist mode, he also wrote poetry and was a disciple of Herbert Read, whose anarchist politics he shared. Like Denise, he was largely self-taught, having “grown up fighting off an appallingly militaristic boarding school,” which he left at age fourteen.81 Also like her, he had been influenced by the Victorian poet William Morris, whose strong sense of social justice had expressed itself in a belief in the virtue of individual labor and craft activity. “[Potter] was a romantic,” according to a British publisher who had been his student at the Royal College of Art, and “a brilliant arguer, fantastically strong in reasoning.”82 He had been a conscientious objector during the war and, having failed to convince a tribunal of the merit of his position, was sent to prison for six months. As his daughter, the filmmaker Sally Potter, put it:

His whole life was founded on the principles of rebellion and of questioning the existing order, and that manifested itself in his political ideas, in his personal life, and in his aesthetics. . . . He loved ideas, but he also loved to work with his hands. It wasn’t a world of ideas that was purely cerebral. . . . He was an autodidact who found his own way through the labyrinth of ideas and through books . . . His philosophical impulse was one of . . . inquiry into the nature of things. . . . He wrote poetry, but he would have described himself as a poet even when he was making a piece of furniture. It was a poetic sense of the object [he was after] as much as the object itself.83

Norman Potter’s ideas about the poetic sense of an object corresponded with Levertov’s views about craftsmanship, and their discussions about such matters prepared the ground for her later affinity with the aesthetic program of William Carlos Williams, George Oppen, and other “objectivist” poets.
Like Herbert Read, Potter considered himself a bridge between the worlds of literature and visual art, another stance appealing to Levertov. For several months in the autumn of 1946, Denise rented a room in the same house as Potter and other friends on Hollybush Hill in Hampstead, a part of London then inhabited by artists, bohemians, and Jewish refugees. They shared an “odd narrow house” near the houses of other friends, she wrote to Charles Wrey Gardiner. Members of the group would simply climb over the rooftops to gain access to each
other’s rooms. In her house, there was one room on each floor, and Norman Potter had a “magnificent gramophone,” making his room a center of social activity. Potter introduced Levertov to the poet and literary critic George Woodcock, another of Read’s disciples, who founded the anarchist magazine NOW, which published one of her poems. Woodcock and his sophisticated German wife, Inge, were about ten years older than Denise, and she confided in them when her romance with “En” Potter became confusing.

Levertov’s letters to Stephen Peet reveal intense sexual activity and psychic turmoil during this time. She explains to Stephen that, though her relationship with En is very exciting sexually, more satisfying in that way than her relationship with him, it is “far from perfect,” and she is not really happy. She misses talking to Stephen, the emotional closeness they had, and she feels very uncertain. “I’m confused—I don’t know which way I’m going. Nor what’s right and what’s wrong,” she writes, assuring Stephen that he should not take this to heart because he came into it only indirectly: “I have an ache when I think of you, but my present muddle was due entirely to my own actions.” Having moved out of the house on Hollybush Hill at the beginning of January, she feels “sad about En,” because she doesn’t know how much she feels for him. In order to resolve this confusion, Levertov has decided to go away for a few months to Holland, where George Woodcock has found her a job as an au pair with a Dutch family who are friends of his. She hopes that a period of absence will “clarify” her feelings about En and her future direction.

Set in its larger social context, Levertov’s behavior and “present muddle,” during and after the war, can be seen as part of the “lost girls” phenomenon, pervasive in the clubs and pubs of Fitzrovia and Soho. These were, in Andrew Sinclair’s words, “independent and adventurous young women,” who were “wayward and lonely and courageous, perfectly capable of existing without any thought of past and future.” After the war, however, this ethos clashed with the general desire to get back to home and family that led to the reestablishment of an ideology of domesticity that denigrated careers for women and lamented the increasing divorce rate.

In an essay Levertov wrote in the 1990s, we find another dimension of the bewildement she felt during that autumn of 1946. Denise’s torrid love affair with Norman Potter coincided with her decision to renounce her ambition to be a professional artist in addition to being a poet. As she explained in “Meeting and Not Meeting Artists,” after breaking up with Stephen Peet, she made “one more attempt to study art,” this time with the master painter Oskar Kokoschka. She went to Kokoschka’s Hampstead studio in a spirit of adventure, drawing block and charcoal in hand, hoping to pose as a model in exchange for lessons. But once in the artist’s drawing room, while waiting with “a supercilious young man” whose work was more advanced than hers, she realized that her pursuit of visual
art had been “half-hearted” and that her true vocation “had always been, virtually from infancy, poetry.” She realized also that what she had been looking for was “the old imaginary world of The Light That Failed and Trilby; a world of thrilling conversations and midnight oil and Bohemian camaraderie.” Not wanting to waste the time of a serious artist, she gathered her belongings and left quietly, eventually acknowledging more fully her identity as a writer and the fact that she could not be “a painter too,” as she had dreamed.

Levertov’s focus in this essay is not on the early love affairs that coexisted with these realizations, and Norman Potter is not mentioned, but her allusion to George Du Maurier’s popular novel Trilby is suggestive. Perhaps in the muddle of partially realized artistic dreams, sexual experimentation, and failed romances that occupied her life in 1946, part of her recognized that, while her life in Hampstead was stimulating in some ways, she was becoming like Trilby, hypnotized by Svengali. With a good deal of resourcefulness, Denise moved to extricate herself from this position, but she was not willing to give it up completely. On the boat to Holland, she wrote to Stephen that she wished she could roll him and En into one, resulting in “perfection for me.” And in a later letter, she mentioned feeling tired, continuing dismissively, “I suppose it’s a reaction from 4 months of working all day and talking all evening and making love half the night and sleeping about 4 hours.” Soon after that, she discovered that she was pregnant. In response to this crisis, her confusion and vulnerability intensified.
“Recoveries”

*Abortion, Adventure, and Marriage*  
(*1947–1948*)

Levertov arrived in Holland by boat in January 1947, during one of the coldest winters in European history. She was met by her employers, Jerry and Dini Lavies, friends of George Woodcock, who took her to their farmhouse in Reeuwijk, a rural area outside Gouda. The population of Reeuwijk was a mixture of city people who had weekend houses before World War II, where they resided full time during the war, and small farmers who scraped by, doing odd jobs and hiring out boats in summer. “The house stood on a tree-screened island of land at the centre of three artificial lakes divided from each other by long dikes,” Woodcock recalled.1 “At night the great stretches of ice would crack with noises like cannon shots.” Denise’s duties were to tutor the Lavies and their teenage children in English as well as to do some light housework. Although Mr. Lavies had been active in anarchist circles, the family was affluent and Denise had the use of their library and plenty of time to read and write. She was also taking frequent naps, awakening tired, but she did not yet suspect the physical cause of her fatigue. If her romance with Norman Potter were to end, she considered this sojourn in Holland to be a possible first leg in a more extended journey. She wrote to Stephen that “if it were not for En,” she would travel to France or elsewhere and that “if his letters grow fewer and colder towards the end of 3 months [she would] do that anyway.”2 In fact, when spring arrived Denise did go to Paris and, after that, to southern France and Switzerland.

Denise was slow to recognize and acknowledge her pregnancy, focusing rather on the adventure of traveling to Europe for the first time on her own after the restriction of the war years. She felt lonely at first, despite the kindness of the Lavies, because she was isolated from friends and literary contacts in the freezing Dutch
countryside. Yet her vocation as a writer prevailed even in these forbidding circumstances. Shortly after she arrived, she described the bleak beauty of the winter landscape in a letter to John Hayward, leavening its gloom with a characteristic flash of humor. She writes, first, of hearing “a strange clattering as the broken pieces [of ice] knock against each other in the reeds.” Then, of a “a loud quacking . . . one can hardly look at the water near the bank without seeing a duck’s bright amused eyes looking back at one.”3 She also mentions feeling “abandoned,” in a rare instance of self-pity, because she has received only two letters. She admonishes Hayward to write and encloses a poem for him to critique.

Levertov’s isolation was exacerbated by the severe cold, for which she was ill equipped. Although she owned a warmer winter coat, she had brought with her instead, for sentimental reasons, a gray raincoat that had been left at Norman Potter’s place in London by the artist Lucien Freud.4 To her lifelong regret, despite an attempt by the Lavies’ children to teach her, she did not learn to skate on the canal surrounding the village because it was too cold for her to stay outdoors long enough to practice. In fact, she was often cold even indoors, writing to her parents after two weeks that she had “gotten chilblains” despite “boots outdoors and central heating within.” Other complaints included stomach problems and insufficient reading material. Although she used the Lavies’ home library and had brought books, she joked that she had “ploughed steadily through all [her] Rilkeana, returned to annotate,” and was “now superannotated.”5 As a remedy, she sent for more books from the London bookshop where she had worked.

In February her spirits and self-confidence revived somewhat when her parents sent reviews of her first book. The Double Image was reviewed briefly, along with other books of poetry, by A. M. Hardie in the Times Literary Supplement and by Vita Sackville-West in The Observer. Titling his review “Femininity in Poetry,” Alec Hardie gave one paragraph each to new books by three women poets, opening with a generalization about the “essential femininity in their style and matter.” Such female stereotyping, no matter how unwitting, must have undercut the gratification of being reviewed in such an august publication, for Denise would later discourage journal editors from grouping her work with that of other women writers based on gender alone. In his paragraph on The Double Image, Hardie praised the “picturesque language” of Levertoff’s poems and remarked on her “concise style,” “sincerity of thought,” and ability to reveal the “suffering of the mind.” Vita Sackville-West’s review was not drenched in stereotype, but she covered eight books in two columns. Thus Sackville-West was only able to give Denise’s book a round of applause. Commenting that, were there more space, she would have liked to quote more fully from Levertoff’s “poignant” poem “Casselden Road, N.W. 10,” and that the last line of “To Death” reminded her of John Donne, Sackville-West wrote, “Let us welcome her, for she is undoubtedly talented.”6
Denise’s response to these notices shows her seriousness and ambition. She was not content with simple encouragement; she wanted criticism that would help her to grow. She wrote to Charles Wrey Gardiner that these favorable reviews “failed to warm [her] with a naïve flow of self-satisfaction.” Only Ernest Sigler gave her book meaningful attention, a one-page review in *Poetry Quarterly* that contained both praise and evaluative critique. Referring to “Christmas 1944” and “One There Was,” Sigler commented that, in her best poems, her images, “groping among destruction, do not reflect the ice of a carefully-planned corruption built on debris, but sanctify what has been lost and damned.” He found her poems moving but also gently chided her for an “inclination towards sentimental conclusions.” Denise was grateful for this constructive criticism. She also appreciated a congratulatory letter from Walter de la Mare, whom she had never met, but whose “rhymes and fairytales” she had loved since childhood.

When *The Double Image* was published in 1946, Denise was still using the original spelling of her family name, “Levertoff.” She continued to use that spelling until 1949, when she changed it to “Levertov” so that she wouldn’t be confused with her sister, Olga Levertov, whose book of poems, *Rage of Days*, had been published in 1947. Other, unspoken motivations for the change may have included unconscious rivalry with the gifted and politically engaged Olga, and some degree of shame at being associated with her. Olga’s political sympathies had intensified during the war, as her poems reveal. In “The Partisans,” for example, a poem about the Italian anti-Fascists whose brigades in the mountains and clandestine groups in the cities prepared the way for the Allied liberation of Italy, she gives voice to their “unquenchable” spirit. But no amount of poetic accomplishment or political activity on Olga’s part could minimize Denise’s embarrassment, at this time, at the reckless course her sister’s private life had taken. Unlike Denise, who would decide to terminate a pregnancy rather than bear a child out of wedlock, Olga had borne four illegitimate children and been unable to care for them. Olga was passionate to a fault, and given the outcome of her own romantic entanglements, Denise needed to disassociate herself. This name change was still in the future, however.

In Holland, despite the cold, Denise enjoyed the opportunity to travel around the country both on her own and with the Lavies. On occasion, she would bicycle to Gouda, the market town nearby. On one such trip an incident occurred that she described to her parents in sharp comic relief, in a manner reminiscent of Charles Dickens, whose *Hard Times* she had been reading. Denise was cycling through the snow in a trance, muttering to herself, “O dear. Snow. Cold. Keep to the right,” when she saw ahead an old man trudging in the same direction. She didn’t have a bicycle bell, so she “her-hummed” to warn him she was approaching when, just as she got near, he “sidestepped” in front of her. “Down went he, down went I, off rolled the bicycle towards the canal.” Fortunately the man was
not hurt or shaken, “just mildly surprised.” She brushed the snow off him, shook his hand, got on her bike, and “rode out of sight as quickly as possible.”

Denise also traveled to the major Dutch cities, sightseeing and visiting the art museums, but she often felt disappointed and discomfited afterward. She found Rotterdam ugly, despite “a few good modern buildings” and the Museum Boymans. The next week she visited the Hague and Scheveningen with Dini, after which they met Jerry in Amsterdam and went to greet the Woodcocks, who had come to visit. After that trip, Denise conveyed darker aspects of the postwar atmosphere, noticing subtle social distinctions. Amsterdam is “old and quaint and rather more cosmopolitan than the Hague,” she reported to her parents, “but a bit dead-alive like everywhere in Holland.”

The problem is less with the place than with the people, whom she finds “unattractive,” because of “a sort of mixture of Deutsch tactlessness (but without the Parisian aggressiveness) and English debilitated middle-class stupidity (of the tennis-playing kind).” The black market was very visible. Men and women, young and old, stood and called out their wares in “loud indifferent voices,” and uncharacteristically attentive to business matters, she expressed concern that, with the severe weather and a trade-union bureaucracy, England’s economy was in decline. Denise resented the “air of slight triumph with which the Dutch tell one so,” claiming that it brought out in her chauvinistic “John Bull tendencies.” She also visited the Rijksmuseum, where she saw some Rembrandts and Vermeers, and attended a Corbusier exhibit at the Stedelijk Museum before spending the night in Haarlem with friends of the Lavies. Both of these exhibits disappointed her.

Denise’s ill humor in this letter, unusual for her, is probably attributable neither to the cold nor to her disappointment with her milieu. Rather, by this time she had missed two menstrual periods, had begun to feel nauseated, and was unable to deny the pregnancy. This realization threw her into a maelstrom of conflict and anguish; even for an unwed mother-to-be, she was in an exceptionally complicated situation. First, although she felt passionate about her boyfriend, Norman (“En”) Potter, the father of the child, she still doubted the viability of their relationship and was unsure of his feelings for her. There is much discussion in her overwrought letters to him about the difference between loving and “being in love,” and Denise signed these letters as “Kristin,” a name (“follower of Christ”) that suggests obeisance. After seeing the doctor, who confirmed her pregnancy, she writes that her first reaction had been “irrational pleasure, rapidly suppressed.” She would never want to burden En with something clearly unwanted, but she wonders if he still wishes to marry her. If he does, she would return to England, introduce him to her parents, and try to minimize the pregnancy as premature. If, however, he favors an abortion, she is prepared for that, too. The doctor told her she has a month to decide.
In the following weeks, in response to letters from En, in which he probably wrote that it was impractical to have a child, given their poverty, and that she should return to England to have an abortion, Denise’s letters grow more frantic. If she returns it would mean telling her parents, which she could not do without making them terribly unhappy. At least in Holland, Jerry and Dini know the facts and are supportive. As for the “emotional desolation,” she continues, she is trying not to give way to “self-pity and loss.” At this point, even more damaging than the thought of an abortion is the undermining of her “already meager self-confidence caused by first Stephen and then you being damn fond but ‘not in love’ with me,” she writes accusingly. She is also “irritated” at herself for getting into this love affair last autumn with her “eyes open,” but she claims she simply “hadn’t the strength of mind not to let it happen.” Also, “on a deeper level,” she is not sorry. With typical defiance, she writes: “To have evaded it all would have been a denial of life, a dead, stony sort of action.”

Another complication came from a different source. By then, in separate letters from each of them, she knew that Norman Potter had been seeing Caroline Quennell, a beautiful, sensitive friend of hers. Without realizing what was happening to Denise, Caroline was writing “confidential letters,” asking advice about her own emotional involvement with “En.”

Denise and Caroline had met in Hampstead when they were both art students, and Caroline, seven years younger than Denise, was like a little sister, toward whom Denise felt protective. She wrote to En, telling him that she wanted their happiness, but that he must be careful not to hurt Caroline, who was “more vulnerable” than he seemed to realize.

As the deadline for her own decision approached, Denise insisted in her letters to En that she did not “have a positive resistance to abortion” and was not afraid, if it were done safely and did not prevent her from “having a child later.” But in February 1947, she wrote to Stephen Peet that she felt confused and was “waiting for a letter” that would “more or less decide [her] future fate,” thus appearing to leave this important decision to Potter. Denise had the abortion in the Hague at the end of March, and on April 3, before leaving Holland, she wrote to En that she had dreamed of walking with him in Cornwall. “Sea spray was blowing in our faces and I could smell the sea,” she wrote, apparently ready to move on.

By July, however, her feelings were more complicated. In a poignant letter to En from Paris, reconsidering their “brief and stormy” life together, she writes that she is having difficulty adjusting to his relationship with Caroline and to the choice she has made. Although outwardly she enjoys life, she feels “a weight on her heart.” Having awakened from dreaming about him, she wonders about the meaning of “all that has happened—the cold misery of Holland, the vivid but empty kaleidoscope of Paris.” At such moments, she feels “that in not having that child [she] committed a most awful mistake.” Denise concealed the abortion in
letters to other close friends, mentioning only that she had been “sick.” Although her distress was undoubtedly exacerbated by this concealment, her decision to keep the abortion private is understandable when one considers the complicated outcome of her romance and that, although abortions were not difficult to obtain in Holland in 1947, they were illegal. They remained so until 1980, despite a liberal social atmosphere.

Denise left further traces of her feelings about the pregnancy and abortion, however, both in unpublished poems composed in February and March 1947, and in letters to Kenneth Rexroth, written in Paris four months later. An American admirer of her poetry old enough to be her father, Rexroth was, she must have felt, at a distance safe enough for such confidences. Responding to a routine question about her well-being, she revealed not only ambivalence about her decision but also emotional honesty and self-awareness, as well as courage in the face of adversity. As in ballet school during the war, when she was determined to continue despite the threat of an enemy attack, she refused to permit herself to become depressed. But this time, because the loss was so deeply personal and, to some extent, self-inflicted, recovery and the achievement of equilibrium was much more difficult. She writes, expressing a lifelong inclination for introspection without self-pity:

How am I? I’m quite well and quite cheerful. I’ve discovered a way of making oneself happy by a kind of jumping into a forced happiness: no, that’s not it—but plunging into things, refusing to mope. What I never told you . . . was that while in Holland I found I was going to have a baby and when I stopped to think I decided I wanted it very much—if En did too—and would be prepared to go through with winning my parents over to the idea. . . . But En said our relationship was too unstable; so I went and had a rather sordid abortion instead.

Denise continues that, although she thinks En was right, she remains painfully ambivalent. Despite this, she claims to have learned from the experience: “I feel closer to being a whole person; and less afraid—nothing could be much worse, surely than the feeling of irrecoverable loss, and guilt too; . . . but one absorbs it, it becomes part of one. . . . I learnt that joy—a pure quality unlike happiness which is always related to circumstance—can’t be had without suffering—like coming into the clear wide air after a dark wood.” She also mentions Kathleen Raine’s poem “The Unborn Child,” wishing she had written it.

Rexroth replied that, had he known, he would have encouraged her to have the baby, but she responded that he would have been unsuccessful. She was sure that “both parents ought to want a child,” she wrote, adding that she could never have given it a fair beginning by herself, either “materially” or “emotionally,” and
that she could not bear the thought of giving it up for adoption. She also thought that to do so would have been a form of moral blackmail upon En, because if he had known her true feelings, he would have backed her and thus ruined his own plans. Revealing how traumatic the experience was, she continued that she would “never forget seeing it, because it was old enough to be pretty well-formed; intuitively I feel morally bankrupt over it—oh, a hollow feeling.”

In the first of these letters, Denise also mentioned several poems she had written in Holland, which remain unpublished. They include “Poem for Caroline,” dated “Holland—March ‘47,” in which she compares her friend’s uncertainties in love with the winter journey to the underworld of the Greek goddess Persephone, and a poem titled “Annunciation,” which Levertov then considered ready for publication. (She sent it to Kenneth Rexroth to consider for his New British Poets anthology, but it was rejected.) Writing after the confirmation of her pregnancy, she placed her intense feelings into a celebratory, Christian context. The poem is dated “Holland, February ‘47,” and has as an epigraph the phrase (probably Rilke’s) “Das Erwachen der Steine” (The Awakening of the Stone). It expresses the psychic turmoil Denise felt—despair followed by exhilaration—while she awaited En’s letter, having convinced herself that he would agree to having a child. Here are its last lines:

The stone awakens, and I live again,  
and know within my womb there lies  
a quickening life that can create its world,  
contain the darkness and create the light  
and feel the eager turning of the world.

Denise’s notebook also contains another poem, crossed out, that is nevertheless a powerful expression of her sorrow and sense of moral bankruptcy after the abortion. Dated “Holland, March 1947” and titled “Into What Darkness?” it begins with the plaintive question, “Into what darkness has my jewel fallen?” It continues, addressing the aborted child, “Your image burns my breast.” The speaker’s guilt and pain is also projected onto her frozen surroundings: “The wicked ice is black upon the lake.” Levertov takes responsibility for her painful decision and, attempting to ameliorate it, shows instead the futility of that attempt. Again, she addresses the unborn child, whose image continues to haunt her. The last line is poignant in its variation of the question with which the poem begins: “Into what darkness have I thrown my rose?”

Levertov chose never to publish these poems, but in 1980, six years after Roe v. Wade in the United States, and the year when abortion became legal in Holland, she wrote an autobiographical story about her experience, titled “Recoveries,” which she included in a group of three “Stories” at the beginning of her collection of essays Light Up the Cave. At this time, while Levertov acknowledged that
the accomplishments of the women’s movement in the realm of women’s rights had affected her life profoundly, she was neither a feminist activist nor a feminist poet. In the name of aesthetic integrity, she deplored women poets who thought of poetry as “a vehicle for their feminism,” as she put it in a 1979 interview. This nuanced position may account for the fact that, although the plot line of “Recov- eries” is clearly pro-choice, its tone is complicated.

Looking back as narrator from a distance of thirty-three years, Levertov is coolly detached from and critical of her younger self—even, at times, wryly amused. Her heroine is an unnamed “English au pair girl,” a young poet who is “ignorant and naïve, and accustomed to behave with dreamy rashness.” She is the type of young woman who, although nearsighted, refused to wear glasses, finding the world, when she did occasionally steal a close look at it, “unpleasing.” During the Blitz, “she never went to an air-raid shelter,” and several times she had gone off with men she didn’t know, but no one had ever “hurt her.” She felt as if “there was a ring of protective magic around her,” related to her artistic destiny. Yet now disaster had entered her life.

At first, she does not tell her employers that she needs medical assistance, but the possibility of her parents finding out about her pregnancy finally impels her: “Abortion was illegal and dangerous but she felt passive about it; ‘Having a baby’—that was unimaginable; but as long as it could be kept secret . . . perhaps it could be undergone?—although, no, there must be a way to avoid it, there must.” Anything was preferable to her parents knowing about her sexual life, which she had hidden from them. She knows “some kind of action must be taken” soon.

When visitors arrive on the scene, they undertake an overnight sightseeing trip that lifts her spirits. She temporarily forgets her problems and becomes “the poet again, losing herself in Rembrandt’s . . . long-gazing faces that were luminous with grief survived.” This trip also comes to include what could be construed as a rather louche Oedipal fantasy. The Dutch couple and the au pair girl spend the night at “the home of a socialist newspaper editor and his Jewish wife, people who had worked in the Resistance, been hidden, known great hardships,” and whose fourteen-year-old son lay, sick with tuberculosis, on a couch off the living room, “where he could breathe fresh air . . . as if there were a Magic Mountain here in the damp Netherlands.” The au pair girl feels at ease with the editor’s wife and she wishes she could stay longer in this house. She spends the night in this woman’s sewing room, wakes in the morning feeling nauseated and “unclean,” and is startled when the door bursts open and the newspaper editor bounds in, embraces her passionately, and declares rapturously, “How long I have waited for you!” before dashing out.

Levertov presents this bizarre turn of events with deliberate ambiguity, inviting the reader to imagine the emotional state of the vulnerable, imaginative girl who welcomes this distraction from her pressing problem. She writes: “Had these
few seconds really happened? Disbelief came not only from the suddenness of the event, but from her sense of how unattractive she had become: secretly preg-
nant, unloved, unwashed.” Yet it is enough to restore the girl’s spirits: “It was as if
she were reentering her circle of immunity and vagueness, but with the tokens
people in fairy tales bring back in proof of strange journeys.” At breakfast, she is
preoccupied with the editor, and in the days following, when she is back in the
farmhouse, she wonders if he had “felt she was a poet, that she had a destiny?”

This visit, with its accompanying fantasy, enables the English au pair girl to
seek the aid of her Dutch employers. They send her to their physician, who con-
firms what she already knows and recommends “a trained nurse in Rotterdam”
who will help her. Thus, “without reproach or excitement an abortion was ar-
ranged, when they had ascertained that was the alternative she preferred.” And it
was accomplished “efficiently,” although, because her pregnancy was so far ad-
vanced, “the event was not without fear and gruesomeness.”

The emotional climax of the story is the aftermath of the abortion. At first, the
girl feels suicidal and lies in bed refusing to eat, but after a few days, she experi-
ences a kind of rebirth, again with the help of her employers, who send her outside
“to work up an appetite.” Her sense of relief is undeniable. She feels powerfully
reconnected with her childhood self, and “the continuity of that past with the
long future she was walking towards.” When spring comes shortly, the black ice
thaws, and the au pair girl hugs “her employers good-bye,” and sets off for Paris.
She does not inquire about the newspaper editor, but finds out that “the young
boy with T.B. had recovered,” a recognition that explains the plural “recoveries”
of the story’s title. In Paris, in the unfolding of a more abundant springtime,
she begins “to feel that reality, with its disasters, was not so alien to her nor she to
it.” Yet, although she “made decisions and expected consequences” with new self-
possession, she remains somewhat confused. What was the relative importance
of the abortion compared with her still-vivid memory—was it a fantasy?—of the
editor’s embrace? As Levertov writes, in a passage reminiscent of Thornton
Wilder’s ruminations about the life of the spirit in The Eighth Day, a favorite
novel of hers: “What weight did an event have? How was one to measure its spe-
cific gravity? In the span of a few months, events of obvious importance in her
life story had occurred. But these events blended into one another as she thought
about them.”

The English au pair girl in Levertov’s story remains confused, just as Denise
herself was confused in the reality of that past moment. She did not realize that
this was a major turning point and would lead to new emotional and linguistic
horizons. What she lacked, the story implies, was an adequate psychological para-
digm for reproductive choice, one that did not stigmatize women artists who
rejected traditional female gender roles. Yet when we juxtapose the one poem
Levertov did publish in this period about the aftermath of her failed romance
with the role poet and editor Kenneth Rexroth played in her career after the war, we see that she was less conflicted, at least as an artist, than the story suggests.

The most striking difference between the account of her feelings in “Recoveries,” written much later, and in the letters to Rexroth written during this stressful time, is the relatively small role Levertov gave the boyfriend in the story. He is alluded to briefly as “Colin,” someone who fell out of love with the au pair girl after she left England, and to whom it wasn’t worth confiding in about the pregnancy because he had already fallen in love with someone else. Instead, she gave the newspaper editor much more psychological weight. But we have seen, in her letters to him, that Levertov loved Norman Potter passionately. In her poem “Solace,” composed in 1947 and dedicated to Potter, she conveys the impact of losing him and then subsumes this loss within her growing artistic sensibility.

“Solace” begins with an unfavorable comparison between repressed “memories,” which are “transparent and incredible,” and the shock of “an unforeseen access of longing in the blood,” which is powerful because it is more visceral. In the second stanza, the speaker reveals that she is in a sculpture hall—probably in Paris, where the poem was composed. She has attempted to turn to works of art for solace from the pain of her lover’s absence. Yet, in the course of gazing intently at the pieces of sculpture—the “head of Euripides or a tense / Egyptian cat”—she realizes that they are “not more distant than a lover / in a far country.” Instead, having invested the works of art with her feelings, she is vividly reminded of her lover’s familiar emplacement:

(does it rain there,
the small rain in the streets of home?
Do you sleep sound or hear the dripping eaves?)

When her reverie ends, the works of art are no less deeply felt than her recollections. The last stanza expresses this paradox:

Not less real, the melancholy, eager,
black-olive eyes of lost Byzantium
than recollected glances met
last year or yesterday, and now forgotten
even while longing strives to raise a ghost.

In the course of her meditation, the realms of life and art reinforce each other and she finds solace in the expression of intensified longing.

About a year after “Solace” was composed, Norman Potter married Denise’s friend Caroline Quennell. At about the same time, Denise married Mitchell Goodman, and the two couples became friends. However, after Caroline and Norman separated, Denise became closer to Caroline than to her husband, and she and Norman Potter lost touch. Denise was thus surprised to see him again after
her own divorce when, in the mid-1970s, she read her poetry in London and he attended the reading. By then he had suffered an accident that caused him to limp, and she almost didn’t recognize him. His unexpected reappearance in her life, looking “anxious” and “pale” and “lame,” inspired Levertov, in a poem titled “A Woman Meets an Old Lover,” to reevaluate the dynamics of their earlier relationship. She noted that he “wept on [her] shoulder,” and that

   He who seemed always
   to take and not give, who took me
   so long to forget,

   remembered everything I had so long forgotten.22

Not only were En’s feelings much closer to the surface than she remembered, Denise also acknowledged her own role in their earlier breakup, subtly reappportioning blame.

   . . .

Although a simple equation between the fictitious newspaper editor in “Recoveries” and poet and editor Kenneth Rexroth would be heavy handed, Rexroth’s role in Levertov’s life during this period must be more fully acknowledged. By the time Levertov confided in Rexroth about her relationship with Norman Potter and her aborted pregnancy, they had been corresponding for about two years but had not met. Levertov was an admirer of Rexroth’s work, for, as an American, he represented an exciting new literary world she hoped to explore. By 1946, he was well established in San Francisco as a littérateur with broad interests and as a political activist. Rexroth combined Communist sympathies and anarchist politics with a keen interest in such ancient Chinese poets as Tu Fu, whose mystical reverence for the natural world inspired him. Both his political orientation and enraptured connection with nature were attractive to Levertov.

Rexroth’s political consciousness had matured in response to the Great Depression and international crises. He supported neither side in World War II, viewing the war not simply as a conflict between democracy and Fascism, but as a “symptom of exploitative, authoritarian, dehumanizing, and disintegrating ‘civilization.’” Nor did he support the Soviet state. Like many pacifists, Rexroth “refused on ethical grounds to kill impersonal ‘enemies.’ . . . Instead of joining a war effort that he believed would perpetuate injustices,” he became a conscientious objector.23 After the war, Rexroth helped organize the Libertarian League for the study of revolutionary thought and action. He also organized weekly poetry readings at his home on Potrero Hill, which led, with help from others, to the establishment of the Poetry Center at San Francisco State College (which would later become San Francisco State University). Finally, he was instrumental in launching the first listener-sponsored radio station in the United States, KPFA,
which paved the way for what came to be known as the San Francisco Renaissance. As biographer Linda Hamalian writes, Rexroth became “a charismatic figure for artists and poets . . . who enjoyed the ‘Bohemian’ atmosphere of his soirees.”

After the war, Rexroth was becoming known to a small but important coterie of poets in England as well, especially such fellow anarchists and neo-Romantic poets as George Woodcock and Alex Comfort, with whom he established a correspondence. After Rexroth signed a contract with James Laughlin’s New Directions Press for his New British Poets anthology, he began corresponding with Levertov. In a tribute to Rexroth, published after his death, she remembered her reaction to his first letter to her in London in 1946 or 1947: “It was a thrill to me that a literary American knew of my existence.” When she visited George Woodcock’s Highgate apartment with Norman Potter, she noticed on Woodcock’s shelf a book of Rexroth’s poems, which she read and admired, and she responded to Rexroth’s request for poems (and a photo) with pleasure. In subsequent letters, Rexroth also reached out to her more personally, inviting her to come to San Francisco to live with him and his wife, Marie, a nurse, who would find Denise a job. She “fantasized” about doing it, but was too much in love, she told Rexroth. In the spring after her abortion, when she went to Paris, he gave her introductions to his friends there.

Levertov’s letters to Rexroth from Paris in 1947 show that, despite the painful consequences of her love affair with Norman Potter, she remained a naïf in the area of interpersonal relationships. As Rexroth biographer Rachelle Lerner notes, his imagination was so stimulated by the youthful enthusiasm evident in Levertov’s lyrical letters that he “thought he was having a long-distance affair” with her. Denise downplayed the potentially amorous aspect of their relationship, however. As she had Charles Wrey Gardiner earlier, Levertov considered Rexroth an important mentor and soul mate with whom it was important to exchange poems. She even offered one poem, “The Break of Night” (never published), as a gift to him: “Stony world, open your locked heart,” she writes, “as breaking night shakes out its flying hair / shake out your coils of fear, oh hypocrite.” But she did not admit to herself that he might find these histrionics seductive. Her letters to him could be interpreted as flirtation but are more properly examples of magical thinking, the selfsame “circle of immunity and vagueness” by means of which, to avoid responsibility, the au pair girl in Levertov’s autobiographical story “Recoveries” surrounded herself. For example, urging Rexroth to send poems and letters, Levertov compared her feelings for him to her feelings for Keats, whom she idealized. She wrote: “Even by poems and letters you are such a very real person to me, one of my most important people . . . more physically alive” even than her beloved Keats. She can almost touch his hand, so close does she feel.
Rexroth could not resist such blandishments. He was a man who had had affairs with many women, and by this time, his second marriage was foundering. Although he and Denise hadn’t met, Rexroth’s correspondence with others indicates that he had had romantic fantasies about her. In letters to Charles Olson, Rexroth referred to Levertov as “Dante’s Beatrice returned,” and before meeting her, he “confessed to Charles Wrey Gardiner that he was sure he could fall ‘madly in love with her.’”\(^\text{31}\) It should not astonish us then, as it did Denise, that in December 1947, after she met and married Mitchell Goodman and wrote Kenneth to tell him so, he was furious. She had described her husband as a Harvard-educated Russian-Jewish writer who had been a student of F. O. Matthiessen, and she later posited that Rexroth’s anger was “partly because he pictured me entering the American academic world as ‘a faculty wife, pushing a shopping cart in the supermarket,’ . . . and thus ruining my imagination; partly because he thought Matthiessen . . . was ‘a Stalinist.’”\(^\text{32}\)

Rexroth could be hot tempered and spiteful. He earned the nickname “Rex-wrath” and was the prototype for Rheinhold Cacoethes, the wild old anarchist in Jack Kerouac’s *Dharma Bums*, so it is not surprising that later there were other ragged moments in his relationship with Levertov. One quarrel involved Robert Creeley, whom Levertov staunchly defended when Rexroth claimed that Creeley had stolen Rexroth’s third wife, Marthe, and threatened violent revenge. Yet the two were never completely estranged. Levertov continued to regard Rexroth as a fine poet and never forgot that he was the first American to notice her poetry or that, through him, James Laughlin eventually became her publisher. In 1969, she dedicated her poem “3 a.m., September 1” to Kenneth Rexroth.\(^\text{33}\)

\dots

Although Levertov remained vulnerable after her abortion, she continued to progress. When spring came, she wrote from Holland to her ballet school friend Jehanne Deustchbein, then living in New York City, that she would stop and see her en route if she carried out tentative plans to visit Kenneth Rexroth in San Francisco. In the meantime, she was going to Paris very soon. How long would she spend there? Denise didn’t know; it depended on her success at supporting herself. In any case, she was “determined to *arrive* there and say ‘LEVERTOFF, YOU ARE NOW IN PARIS!!!’”\(^\text{34}\) Grand entrances aside, the imperative of finding work immediately was very real, for Denise set out for Paris with little money and no sure prospects. She had read George Orwell’s *Down and Out in London and Paris* and was caught up in the adventure of it. As she wrote to Charles Wrey Gardiner shortly before she left, she didn’t yet know her Paris address and thought it would be “quite disreputable.” She continued, “But it’s very exciting to think of going to Paris for the first time with a book of poems in one pocket and 6 pounds in the other, and not much else, and in April, isn’t it?”\(^\text{35}\)
Denise’s desire to see Paris had been heightened by her mother, who, as a girl, had longed to visit, but whose guardian had forbidden it. In a letter to her parents before her trip, Denise tries to appear sensible, but her excitement is palpable beneath the surface. A friend’s friend who runs a “social service organization” would employ her and “arrange accommodations,” she assures them. She has received introductions to people there from John Pick and Kenneth Rexroth. Best of all, she exclaims, she intends to depart on Good Friday, and so will be “in La Ville Lumière for Easter!” As usual, her letters to Stephen Peet tell a more complete story. Her train reservation ended in Brussels, and so she had been turned out to wait for the evening train. She used the layover to wander around Brussels with a French girl as companion. Upon her arrival in Paris, she called various people, all of whom were away for Easter, so she ended up staying in a “very shabby” YWCA and was now seeing the sights, since there was no point in trying to find work until after the holiday. She continues, in a state of romantic rapture: “I’m in a café in the Montmartre eating a hardboiled egg and pretzels having just been listening to a street concert very much like the beginning of [René Clair’s film] Sous Les Toits [de Paris].”\footnote{37}

In the next few weeks, Denise had rather more of an adventure than she had anticipated. At first job hunting was great fun, but eventually she found herself in an untenable position and the British Consulate had to come to her rescue. As she explained to Kenneth Rexroth, her first job was “dame de compagnie” to a dipsomaniac, aged thirty, “frightfully rich, with whom she had to pretend she was rich, too.” So there she was, “driving around in a Rolls Royce in the Bois without a cent.” After a couple of days, for which she was not paid, she quit. Through the British Consulate, which tried unsuccessfully to find something for her, she met a friend of Herbert Read who offered her his flat while he was away lecturing in Strasbourg. So there she was, broke, but inhabiting a sumptuous apartment. She walked around Paris holding a baguette, which she nibbled when hungry. She wasn’t unhappy, she insisted, because such interesting things kept happening. One moment she’d be “drinking beer with a slangy seller of ‘The Libertaire,’” and the next she’d be sitting “in the super-English-country-drawing-room atmosphere of a British chaplaincy” drinking a cup of tea. One night she’d get a good dinner at the expense of the British Consulate; the next, she’d “share a bit of bread with a beggar on a bridge.” Finally, she found work looking after three children at five pounds a week in an exceedingly dirty household—“hairs in the soup.” After the family refused to pay her, she walked out and “threw herself on the mercies of the Consulate,” feeling like a nuisance to the other people who had already tried to help her.\footnote{38}

The British Consulate found Denise a nursing job at the Hertford British Hospital in a working-class section of Paris. The wages were poor—two pounds per
week—but the hours and conditions weren’t bad and she was glad to have the work, as she was “beginning to feel parasitical.” Soon she felt much better, and she began to enjoy the busy café life along the Left Bank in the warm spring evenings, becoming acquainted with a few young Parisians. These young people included the “anti-surrealist” poet Lucien Feuillade and anarchist activist Giliane Berneri, the sister of Marie-Louise Berneri, whom Denise had met in London through George Woodcock. When, on occasion, an encounter was unpleasant, she shook it off with blithe indifference. For example, one evening, having stopped for a beer after strolling down the Boulevard Saint-Michel, she was pursued by an Algerian law student. She strode “firmly ahead saying never a word as far as the Place St. Michel,” finally getting rid of him on the platform of the metro after he’d wasted money on the fare. Looking back many years later, Levertov deplored her behavior in this period, commenting that her immaturity was exacerbated by myopia: she “would ‘cut’ people on the street because [she] wasn’t sure [she] really knew them.”

She soon learned which parts of the city appealed to her most and frequented those. As she wrote to her parents, after browsing in the bookstalls along the Seine, on May Day “all the republicans were wearing lily-of-the-valley,” so that Paris seemed scented with it. All the “Communists were demonstrating and the Catholics anti-demonstrating,” so she “found an Anarcho-Syndicalist meeting and went in.” Later in May, she went to a gathering of the “Jeunesses Anarchistes Francaises,” who were “very young and jolly and argumentative, all talking at once with much back slapping, and argot—about 35, girls and boys.” And she often visited the city’s many art museums.

She was still nourishing herself on Rilke, as she’d been doing for months, and as she wrote to Kenneth Rexroth, she found Paris “very much Rilke’s Paris.” Levertov’s poem “Fear of the Blind” reflects this view of the city, as well as darker feelings she kept hidden from her parents. In it she describes the blind men who are a common sight in Paris, tapping their way “from stone to stone,” “suncaressed / between the plane trees.” She listens “with closed eyes to the dry / autumnal sound of their searching,” and fears the barrenness their lack of sight implies. Levertov sent this poem to Charles Wrey Gardiner, but by the time it was published in *Poetry Quarterly* in 1951, her style had changed. Her poem concludes: “I fear the blind; they cannot share my world / but stop its spinning with their heavy shadows.” She asked Gardiner to print the place and date under it, explaining, “Paris because it is there that one sees and is oppressed by blind men always . . . and the date because I write very differently now and there’s a certain falsity somehow in leaving out dates when that happens.”

As her initial excitement wore off, Levertov grew restless. She felt herself losing “the intensity of feeling and living” she had in the last weeks in Holland and the first weeks in Paris. “Bondage of some sort seems unavoidable; what I want
to learn is how to be free within bonds.” She yearned for her own friends instead of new acquaintances. She found Paris beautiful and would “not mind living here again some day but with real people, not alone with amicable strangers.” It was not easy to leave, however, because she felt an obligation to the staff at the hospital, having said when she was hired that she would stay for a year. That obligation ended in July when she was fired from her nursing position after a visit to the hospital by the British ambassador, Sir Duff Cooper, who came to unveil a memorial plaque. The entire nursing staff was supposed to form a guard of honor on the front steps, but Denise refused, she remembered later, “because the idea seemed so militaristic” to her and “because the demand infringed on off-duty time.” Consequently, she was “fired, for insubordination.” Being let go not only suited her but also allowed her to “see more of France.”

Levertov’s friends Betty and David Mitchell came over from London, and the three spent an idyllic fortnight in the warm sun, wandering around the gardens of Paris, picnicking by the Seine, and reading to one another. It was a storybook existence, she wrote to Kenneth Rexroth: “Now we are sitting in a wood in the park at Versailles, [Betty] and I in our white dresses and David leaning against a tree reading Crashaw, all with our shoes off and friendly wasps humming about our sweet green grapes among the ivy leaves.” They also dangled their feet in the goldfish ponds in the Tuileries and sat in the garden behind the Musée Rodin. In the Luxembourg Gardens, they rode on “the primitive little round-about which Rilke wrote about (Das Karrussell, Jardins du Luxembourg).” It was lovely to have such close friends with her. Their presence allowed her to see her troubled recent past from a new perspective. It was blissful to come in at night and say, “It is good’ like a god, and go to sleep.”

After David returned to England, Denise and Betty hitchhiked for a month in the French countryside. This trip turned out to be “an adventure so rich in itself,” Denise wrote later, “that its . . . brief duration [did] not correspond with its importance in memory.” They traveled southward to the Mediterranean at Sète, then eastward into the Tarn, westward again to Toulon, and finally north through Haute Savoie to Geneva. In the beginning they stayed in youth hostels, but soon they began to go to farms instead and ask if they could sleep in haylofts. They were never refused. Farmers usually raked up fresh hay for them, and often they were given a bowl of café au lait in the morning after they washed at the farmyard pump. In the warm south, they “would simply lie down in a field, with [their] clothes strategically applied—e.g., legs thrust into arms of sweaters, a second sweater tied around [their] hips.” In the morning, when they spotted a vehicle, they stuck out their arms, “stepping out practically into the middle of the road.” They ate chiefly bread, cheese, tomatoes, and grapes, and milk in the richer areas.

During that summer of 1947, there were no Americans and few non-French hitchhikers. Gasoline was still in short supply, so almost all their rides were in
trucks. As Levertov wrote later, “The atmosphere in that brief idyllic time between the war’s end and the beginning of the Cold War was hopeful, generous, and unsuspicious.” The two young women were unafraid and were never threatened in any way. “Just one driver (of a private car) got a bit fresh,” whereupon they got out at the first opportunity and decided he had “undoubtedly been a collaborator.” That summer remained, for both Denise and Betty, “the most lyrical of [their] lives.”

Levertov’s diary of this trip and letters to friends provide vivid impressions of people and places that are colorful snapshots of postwar conviviality and euphoria. Particularly memorable are her descriptions of other travelers with whom she and Betty shared parts of the journey. For example, there was “a young goat-faced man with a Tyrolean hat and leather wine-bottle he passed around, who said he’d been out on the road ever since the war—couldn’t settle down again after hiding out with the maquis.” In the Loire valley, at a youth hostel, they met three boys traveling together and a young girl, with whom they decided to camp out in two tents on the dunes by the river. They swam in the river at sunset, floating on their backs to admire the sunset. Afterward they sent a postcard to Betty’s brother, David, that said, “sky in the river, river in the sky.”

Later in the trip, a farmer and his family made an indelible impression on Denise. When she and Betty first approached him, he looked “disapproving,” but then he not only gave them breakfast but also showed them around his “fine old kitchen.” His wife sat at the stove, cooking, and an adolescent daughter brought down the stairs a little boy about two years old, who was, Denise reflected, “the late, last, exquisite child of these swarthy, stocky, serious, aging parents.” The scene was like a living embodiment of “a seventeenth or eighteenth-century interior—Dutch or Chardin.” Equally memorable was an encounter with an old man who had passed by when they were sitting in a ditch on the side of the road near Nîmes. After a few preliminary remarks, he “plunged straight into a long disquisition on Provencal literature.”

Perhaps inspired by her love of painting, Denise recorded, with great visual acuity, her impressions of several landscapes. In a letter to Rexroth, she describes a “magic place,” a village on a hill near a youth hostel where she and Betty stopped to eat, which becomes, through the precision of her writing, a beautifully realized scene. After supper they climbed the hill, winding along a crumbling lane where goats grazed and peeked out of roofless cottages, and “an ancient woman picked her way goat-like among the stones . . . calling then with special words.” They passed the ruins of a church, gothic arches covered with vines, and they “climbed to the very pinnacle of the hill, clinging to rocks and bushes, and looked out over the plain where this peak seemed isolated like an island rising, dripping, from the sea and the horizons vanished in lavender mist and here and there the lights of farms and cottages glowed faintly. What a sense of peace and of Time
being infinitely slow and gentle, not swift and ruthless.” Then down they came, sliding on their bottoms, and “in the deserted village saw a light behind a big wooden door, like a barn door, and pushed it and peeped in.” They found “a kitchen with oil lamps,” and in it an old man and woman who “gave them bread and a drink of wine.”

This willingness to take life as it comes, to travel by the seat of her pants, was characteristic of Denise in her twenties. Guided by impulse, she and Betty changed direction and went north to Switzerland, just at the right moment. They hitchhiked with various people along the way and finally rode into Geneva with a young man who claimed he was a count, who “tipped the customs men to get through quickly.” In Geneva, Denise and Betty stopped at a youth hostel to find work, for by now it was fall and their money was running out. The war had impoverished most of Europe, but the Swiss had prospered from neutrality, so it was not difficult to find temporary jobs. (Denise soon found one, babysitting in the afternoon.) In the youth hostel in Geneva, they met two American GIs, Mitchell Goodman and Stanley Karnow, former roommates at Harvard, who were on their way from Italy to Paris. At the same time, by coincidence, Denise’s former boyfriend Stephen Peet reappeared. Having completed his work with the International Student Service in Czechoslovakia, he had stopped in Geneva to stay with his sister, who had an apartment there. One day, while he was in the post office, he ran into Denise, Betty, and the two American GIs. After warm introductions, Stephen invited Denise and Betty to stay in his sister’s flat, since she was away. Several romances resulted from this chance meeting: Stephen Peet would later introduce Stanley Karnow to Claude Sarraute (daughter of Natalie Sarraute, the novelist), whom he married; Betty Mitchell fell in love with Stephen Peet, and though each eventually married someone else, they remained close friends; and Denise fell in love with Mitchell Goodman.

Stanley Karnow remembered the moment Mitch realized he was smitten. He and Mitch were standing together on the road to Paris, waiting for a ride, when Mitch suddenly turned to him and said, “I changed my mind,” and then hurried back to be with Denise. In letters to her parents from Geneva, Denise recounted her side of the experience. At first she referred to Mitch casually, in the course of recounting other activities and plans: she was studying to become a Berlitz teacher, planned to give ballet lessons and, by the way, had met “a Russian Jewish American from Harvard, who might come to see you, if he comes to England.”

Not long after, with some initial hesitation, she wrote, “The point is—what would you say to my marrying the aforementioned American? He spent the entire evening trying to propose to me last night and finally succeeded at midnight, in old-fashioned style! ‘Will you be my wife?’ I’ve more or less said yes, but I can’t
feel happy or definite about it without you.” She continued that, although she wasn’t “romantically in love” in the sense of wanting to “run to the ends of the earth with him,” she had been “weighing pros and cons like a sensible 24-year-old,” which she nearly was, and she “really could visualize it as something good and happy.” She then proceeded to give them “the facts about him.” She wrote:

He’s 24, Jewish parents, has been through Harvard, had an interesting job there doing sociological research, to which he can go back some time, writes well (I wouldn’t even have considered him if he’d written badly!!) and is sending home articles on his impressions of Europe which are well-paid. Also he has a U.S. Government study grant. He’s tall and dark and though I can’t honestly say he’s handsome, he’s not ordinary or floppy-looking. And he’s good—he’s got a real damn-good-honest-to-goodness character.

By the way, she added as an afterthought, and apparently unaware that his name was Goodman, “his name is Mitchell Goodwin . . . and I met him in the Geneva Youth Hostel.”

Denise’s caveats in this letter were more in the service of appearing level headed to her parents than they were an accurate account of her feelings when Mitch proposed. That the proposal had been precipitous, however, was clear in her next letter, after she had received her parents’ approval. Thanking them “for being so lovely and for saying Mazeltov,” she confided: “I nearly made Bet die of hysterics last night by being unable to remember if I’d be Mrs. Goodwin or Mrs. Goodman! . . . I still don’t feel quite sure, I never take much notice of people’s surnames anyway! I’ll ask him at lunchtime.”

Denise and Mitch planned to stay in Geneva until the end of October and then go to Paris, a city they both loved, to get married in a registry office, with Betty and Stephen as witnesses. Since they didn’t want a church wedding anyway, Denise hoped her parents wouldn’t mind. Then they planned to come to England in mid-November to visit her parents, after which they would return to Paris for the winter, since living there was cheap for Americans, due to the favorable exchange rate.

Now that she had her parents’ approval, Denise wrote, she felt “so much calmer and more confident” than she’d ever felt about “any sort of happiness before.” Mitch is “so real and genuine—each time I see him I feel it more.” Little did she know, when she left for Holland last January, “that all this was going to happen,” she exclaimed, confiding further that, at that time, she had been “drearly and silently in love with somebody quite hopeless . . . and if anyone had told her what bright prospects” lay ahead she would have laughed hollowly. Now it was October, her favorite month, and the trees and sun and sky were more beautiful than ever. On the day her parents’ letter of response came, she and Mitch walked
out along a pier that extended into the middle of the lake. In the wind there were
large waves, “flying spray, and gulls wheeling,” she wrote, as if nature’s exuber-
ance were a form of applause.

That Denise agreed to marry Mitch so quickly can’t help but give one pause.
Her readiness for marriage is questionable, given her two recent failed romances
and the trauma of an abortion. Her passionate nature and penchant for romance
were undeniable, however, and perhaps her desire to go to America played a role.
We must also realize Mitch’s considerable magnetism and promise. Stanley Kar-
now, who had known Mitch since their days at James Madison High School in
Brooklyn, remembered Mitch as “a terrifically attractive guy.” He was “big and
tall,” “very dark, slightly swarthy,” with “tremendous energy,” such that he would
“throw a tennis ball against a wall” to expend some of it. He was also “absolutely
brilliant,” and “seemed to get perfect grades without studying.” He “wanted to be
a labor economist and seemed to be sailing through.” The academic programs of
both young men had been interrupted by the war. Mitch had entered Harvard in
1941 on a scholarship. In 1942 he joined the army and was sent to officer’s training
camp at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. He served in the field artillery from 1943 to 1945, but
he was not sent overseas, having received a medical discharge because of severe
asthma. He and Stanley Karnow roomed together after his discharge. Mitch
graduated from Harvard in 1946 and stayed for another year, becoming a teach-
ing assistant in the economics department, where he seemed headed for a PhD.

This was a difficult period for Jewish students at Harvard. Although by the
late 1930s anti-Semitism was abating, there was still an informal quota limiting
the number of Jewish students. This was to change during and after the war, but
for those admitted in that period, it was a complex social environment, in which
Jewish students “sought assimilation more than the retention of a separate iden-
tity.” Stanley Karnow remembered that the clubs were all closed to Jews and
that he and his friends frequented The Crimson because it had no such religious
or racial bars. “The editors were a kind of fraternity; everyone was called an edi-
tor no matter what they did.” Mitch Goodman was “taken by the whole Ivy
League atmosphere,” Karnow recalled. “When he joined the army, he had his
uniform made at Brooks Brothers.” In addition to being editors at The Crimson,
Karnow and Goodman belonged to the Signet Society, an exclusive group of cre-
ative people who lunched together regularly.

Anti-Semitism at Harvard had taken an additional toll on Mitch, all the more
painful because it had come from an unexpected quarter. Like Denise, he was on
the rebound from a failed romance when they met. At Harvard he had courted
Laurie Schwab, the sister of Armand Schwab, another friend, who later became
an editor at Scientific American. The Schwabs were well-to-do German Jews who
considered Eastern European Jews socially inferior, and they rejected Mitch as a
potential son-in-law. This kind of intra-Jewish class structure was new to Mitch,
who had grown up in a first-generation milieu in Brooklyn in which everyone was either an immigrant or the child of one. He was thus aggravated when, in June 1947, he set off for Europe with Karnow and another Harvard friend of theirs, Anthony Lewis (who became a distinguished New York Times columnist), having been given cheap passage on a shipping line owned by a friend of Lewis’s father. The three young men spent the summer in Paris, and after Lewis returned home, Goodman and Karnow set out for the provinces. According to Karnow’s memoir, “After stops at Nîmes, Arles and Aix-en-Provence, [they] descended the sunbaked, vine-covered slopes of the Midi to the Mediterranean and advanced along the Côte d’Azur from Marseilles and Cassis to Saint-Tropez. They gawked at the glitzy hotels, palatial villas and sleek yachts anchored in the harbor,” and then headed for Italy, visiting various cities before ending up in Geneva.57 Mitch was “not easy to travel with,” Karnow remembered, especially when it came to money. He “kept a little note-book with the cost of each thing they bought.” There were a lot of exchanges like, “I paid for dinner, so you owe me . . .”58 This less attractive side of Mitch’s personality was not apparent to Denise when she fell in love with him and made her wedding plans.

Denise and Mitch were not married in Paris, as originally planned, but rather in England, on December 2, 1947, with her parents as witnesses. In her diary, Beatrice Levertoff chronicled her first impressions of her future son-in-law. On the evening of November 14 Denise and Mitch arrived by car, “loaded with baggage,” “tired but full of beans.” Beatrice and Paul gave them a warm welcome. “Mitch is a real darling,” Beatrice wrote. “He towered over Denny’s head to peer at us” and squeezed Beatrice’s hand tight. She had prepared a meal, and Mitch followed her into the kitchen to help serve it. “I hugged him for a dear boy,” she wrote; he was “so natural at once with us. Denny is a lucky girl and we are so happy.” Over the next two weeks the happy couple attended the parish church and heard banns published, they went to the registry office to arrange the wedding, and Mitch bought the wedding ring. They also went into London to meet a number of Denise’s friends, including the Mitchells and Dannie Abse. One evening Beatrice had a small gathering at home in which she introduced Mitch to a number of their Ilford friends and neighbors, including Denise’s close childhood friend Margaret Courtwell.

Beatrice recorded the wedding day itself with a fine eye for nuance. After lunch, the four of them went to Seven Kings on the bus. Denise sat with Beatrice, and Mitch sat with Paul. As they walked to the registry office, “Denny took prancing steps” as she walked “hand-in-hand” with Mitch. She wore a “new coat over her grey wool skirt and black jumper which Mitch bought her in Switzerland,” Beatrice’s stockings (something borrowed), and Beatrice’s turquoise broach
(something blue). “She looked so happy.” The ceremony was “very solemn for the most part,” but at one point “Monkey created a slight disturbance.” Denise had wanted him present, but Paul demurred, so Beatrice “snatched him up and put him under [her] coat.” Then, at the bus station, Beatrice transferred Monkey to her husband’s overcoat, “much to Denny and Mitch’s joy.” At the ceremony, “he peeped out. The Stowaway,” Beatrice crowed gleefully. On the way home, the bride got her bouquet, “yellow chrysanthemums, big fuzzy ones,” and when they arrived, there were “tons of cables from relatives.” They had another meal and “Daddie got into his Doctor robes and gave them the Jewish blessing at table.”59 The newlyweds then went into London to dine with friends.

Denise and Mitch stayed on in Ilford after the wedding, traveling to London frequently to visit art galleries and see old friends. They saw, among others, Charles Wrey Gardiner and George Woodcock, who was preparing to leave for Canada, where he would play a major role in Canadian literature. Denise and Mitch had run into Woodcock in a bookshop and then went with him to a pub. In a letter to Kenneth Rexroth, in which she recounted this meeting, Denise described Woodcock as “his own nice, shy, humorous, genuine self,” but Woodcock had a more negative response.60 Sensing something untoward about Mitch, he recalled what was probably this meeting (although he dated it in 1948) in his autobiography as follows: “After we all returned to England, she married the American novelist, hooded-eyed Mitch Goodman.”61
Denise and Mitch left for Paris by train on December 13, Mitch’s birthday, planning to return to England again in the summer before going to live in New York. As a birthday gift, Denise’s parents gave Mitch a facsimile edition of Charles Dickens’ *A Christmas Carol*; both he and Denise were pleased, vowing to keep the family tradition of reading it on Christmas Eve. Mitch was very considerate of Denise’s feelings about Christmas. He knew she’d miss the family celebrations and the tree, and he brought her mistletoe and holly. They were living in a cheap Latin Quarter hotel where Mitch and Stanley Karnow had stayed earlier. It lacked bathrooms, but that was not a problem since they could bathe in the public baths for a nominal fee, and it was near the Sorbonne, where Mitch had enrolled with money from the GI Bill. It was also not far from Denise’s old friends Betty Mitchell and Stephen Peet. Betty was living in one of those “tiny servants’ attics, up in the mansards of so many French city dwellings,” and teaching English to a number of private pupils. Stephen lived in a similar dwelling. Denise would sometimes meet them for a meal at one of the many bargain restaurants in the neighborhood.

In this, Levertov’s third experience of Paris, she was meeting mainly American students, including some of Mitch’s friends from Harvard. One of these, the poet Mark Linenthal, who had been a staffer on the Harvard literary magazine, *The Advocate*, was there with his first wife, Alice Adams, who would herself become a writer. Linenthal remembered thinking of Denise not as “Denise Levertoff, the published poet,” but as “Denny Goodman, Mitch’s wife.” Denise and Mitch both seemed focused on Mitch’s career.

Levertov was also beginning to read American literature. Having grown up with no American poetry except for Whitman, T.S. Eliot (who was considered English), and Laura Riding, she had read others only in the selections that appeared in the *Faber Book of Modern Verse*. In Paris, she discovered William Carlos Williams and Wallace Stevens, and a little later, she began to read the essays of Ezra Pound and the poetry of H.D. and of William Carlos Williams. Williams would become extremely important to her as a poet and as a person. She also read Harvard professor F.O. Matthiessen’s influential critical study *American Renaissance: Art and Expression in the Age of Emerson and Whitman* (1941).

While she and Mitch were in Paris, Levertov introduced herself to James Laughlin, the director of New Directions Press, having been urged to do so by Kenneth Rexroth. Laughlin, who was well over six feet tall, was presiding over an exhibit of his books. Denise must have impressed him favorably, for he told her to call him when she got to New York. She, too, was impressed: he is “a bit mannered, perhaps, but a kind sensitive face,” she wrote to Rexroth, exclaiming, “My god but he’s tall!” Having decided to write a novel, Mitch spent a lot of time in Paris writing, and he and Denise read Henry James aloud. Another source of inspiration was Norman Mailer’s first novel, *The Naked and the Dead*, which was
just being published. Mitch was very excited about it, since Mailer had been an acquaintance at Harvard and was now living in Paris, just a few streets away. Denise described Mailer to her parents as a “nice Jewish boy from Brooklyn” who made good. Impressed that he had lent them the galleys of his novel before he received copies of the published book, she marveled, “He is an overnight success, with all sorts of offers . . . —but it doesn’t seem to have affected him a bit.” He is a “friendly, modest, humorous person—good to meet after the neurotic self-styled intellectuals around the cafes of Paris and the pubs of London.” Mitch was excited that “someone of his own background and age” had written a best seller.66

Although Denise and Mitch had planned to go to Prague to visit F. O. Matthiessen, they changed course and headed to Italy, where it was warmer. They planned to save some of Mitch’s GI Bill allowance and to live on only his freelance earnings and anything Denise could earn by giving English lessons, doing domestic work, and writing. Denise was proud that Mitch had already placed an essay about Paris in the American magazine Charm.67 In March, when it was cold and damp, they moved to Florence, where Denise found a job teaching English privately. The Ponte Vecchio was still standing, but the other bridges over the Arno had been blown up by the retreating Germans. “There is little other destruction in the city apart from this,” Denise wrote to her parents, and she and Mitch settled into an inexpensive rooming house.68

By now, Denise was accustomed enough to married domesticity to record her feelings about it. In one particularly charming diary entry, she describes washing Mitch’s socks in their room in a washbowl by an open window. After she wrings out each sock, she puts it “straight onto the windowsill in the sun.” There are ears of grain on the sill, left by a previous tenant, which she leaves intact for the pigeons. As she leans out the window over the courtyard, she sees on a narrow terrace below a young girl sweeping, moving in and out of the shadow. At the same time, she hears “several women singing” from their open windows. One young woman sings “an original version of Schubert’s ‘Serenade.’” And if she leaves the window, she can hear “Marina, the dear maid, singing away in her high-pitched tuneless voice, as she clatters pans in the kitchen sink.” Then her gaze falls on the books on the shelves and table, the coffee and cups for tomorrow’s breakfast, the milk in a shining metal can, the marble-topped washstand, Mitch’s papers and notebooks everywhere, and she muses, “All this is happiness. I am living here; the loud Italian voices crisscrossing the courtyard are not speaking to me, but they come in at my open windows with the sun . . . I rinse my husband’s socks in the cold water, and to do so is an act of poetry; to breathe, a joy. I am inside of life.”

Other diary entries, however, indicate that Denise was also experiencing a lot of emotional volatility. The very next day, she wonders why, now that she is
happy, she continues to be tearful, even depressed, and she attributes her mood swings, ruefully, to a persistent childishness, comparing herself unfavorably with Mitch, who seems to her more adult and worthy of respect. Recounting a conversation with Mitch, she writes that she has been behaving “like a moody child,” asking for his approval and needing his reassurance. Then she remembers she’s an adult, and she shakes off the childishness, “ashamed.” If only she could “not lapse into the semi-hysterical uncontrolled depressions that so often shame [her].”

That her tearfulness was, at least partly, a delayed reaction to having married on the rebound after an abortion is evident and comprehensible to us, but it was not so to Denise. She was bewildered by it and very critical of herself. Thinking back to “the worst period” in her life, the period in Holland, she muses that then, too, she had been “inside of life,” albeit through having “real undeniable troubles,” just as now she has “real joys.” Yet, ironically, she had behaved then “with a certain amount of dignity and restraint, instead of being tearful and bitter and complaining all the time.” She wonders why she cannot do the same in her happiness, and where “all these quick tears” come from. She feels lucky that Mitch doesn’t get tired of her and asserts that, for her to be happy, she must be worthy of his respect: “What if we are living on the edge of a volcano? Try to live with some grace, courage and order. He is right.”

While in Florence, Denise continued to read American literature, having discovered the United States Information Service library. In letters to her parents, she reported that she read Sarah Orne Jewett’s *The Country of the Pointed Firs* and Nathaniel Hawthorne’s *The House of the Seven Gables* in this interval, and in her diary, she recorded having read Stephen Crane’s *A Little Regiment*, comparing the style of Crane’s opening paragraphs to that of Thomas Hardy in the opening of *The Return of the Native*, which she had also just completed. She also wanted to remember James Agee’s “evocation of the gentle suburban evening dream, the wild pulsing of childhood, the glowworm light of the past—Knoxville—Summer of 1915.”

Nor did she neglect her reading of poetry, from America, England, and elsewhere. Commenting on Stephen Spender’s poetry, for example, she noted the debt to Blake and Rilke in Spender’s poems “Rejoice in the Abyss” and “September Journal.” In the latter, she wrote, “Rilke is almost paraphrased,” yet Spender succeeded in absorbing those influences successfully, she thought. And she compared Benjamin Britten’s music with the poetry of Pablo Neruda and T. S. Eliot, for whom the sea was a constant image. Noting that a Britten quartet, to which she had been listening, “suggested in its opening bars, the sea—the wild tormented sea of the storm in [Britten’s] *Peter Grimes*, the wailing of the sea-voices in [Eliot’s] *The Dry Salvages*, but especially the forlorn and desolate sea of Pablo Neruda’s “[The] Barcarolle,” she continued: “Once having thought of Neruda, it seemed to me the
whole way through that this music . . . was very closely parallel to Neruda’s atmosphere and idiom in another medium.” It seemed to her, upon rereading it, that Neruda’s poem “Celery” had “the very cadences of Britten’s music.” Fifty years later, Levertov would return to Neruda’s “Celery,” in her poem “Feet,” in which “celery the peasant, trudging . . . to market on poor / frayed feet” inspires a six-part meditation on the pathos of the human condition and the nobility of the human capacity for endurance. As Neruda’s translator John Felstiner has noted, what Denise held in mind all those years was Neruda’s “Apogeo del apio” (Apogee of Celery), one of three “material songs” composed in Madrid during Spain’s short-lived republic. In this poem, “Neruda wants to draw the celery’s firm veins and wounded voice, its ‘Fibrous darkness and weeping light,’ deep down into his own ‘heart’s mouth’ and song.”

Denise and Mitch stayed in Florence through Easter, and they spent the holiday hitchhiking around Tuscany, seeing some of the small towns. Among them was Pistoia, where they visited the Duomo, which was “unpleasantly done up” for the holiday, Denise reported to her parents. Although she would convert to Catholicism later in her life, at this point Levertov was outraged by the church’s opposition to the European left-wing political coalition. She abhorred such sights as “notices in every church to say that to vote against the church, or, in some, more plainly, ‘to vote for the Popular Front’ is a mortal sin, and those who intend doing so will be refused confession and excommunicated.” Denise and Mitch then got another lift to Monte Catini, where they stayed overnight in a “little old ladies best bedroom.” The middle-aged proprietor of the café where they dined spoke perfect English and “regaled [them] with tales of German, English and American occupying forces.”

Other places they visited included Pisa, which had suffered terribly in the war, and the town of Cortaldo. The latter consisted of two parts, a lower one that was newer and industrial, and a higher one, up a hill, where they found “an old monastery-turned-into-an-inn, where [they] stayed the night in a couple of narrow monastic beds!” Ascetic sleeping arrangements aside, they didn’t like it there, finding the people “uncivil” compared with the people in the lower part. Nevertheless, they enjoyed hearing “the women sitting in their dark doorways . . . singing old, dry songs” while they worked.

Levertov’s favorite place in Tuscany was Lucca, a small city with “a style and atmosphere of its own.” In particular she loved the wall that surrounds it, which she described to her parents, noting the “lovely tree-lined broad road” that runs around the top, allowing one to “look inwards at the city or out to a stretch of green . . . then to outlying clusters of houses, then the very beautiful fertile country and finally the mountains, near enough to be a real part of the scene” without making one feel “oppressively shut in.” She and Mitch were in Lucca on Easter morning and had stopped to visit the cathedral, where they saw “the Archbishop
ensconced on his throne and various other clergy clad in wonderful vestments.” There was “quite good music,” too, she wrote, but then dismissed the service as “a lively spectacle, but nothing more.”

In this letter, Denise saved space for Mitch, whose comments on their Easter walk through Tuscany complemented her own. In keeping with his earlier academic interests, he focused less on the beauty of the landscape and more on the social, economic, and political crisis besetting the country, which he gleaned not only from reading the papers but from observation and from talking to people as they moved from place to place. He was particularly sensitive to the reality that Europe’s political future was being decided between Washington and Moscow, and he feared, like many at that time, that Italy’s cultural integrity had been permanently destroyed by the war. He commented on the ways in which the varying economic conditions of the people from different towns affected their politics, summing up, “Italy can’t live without American aid, yet in the longer run she will choke on it. A tragic muddle.”

After this Easter trip, Denise and Mitch returned to Florence, but finding it cold and damp, they soon proceeded by train to Sicily, planning to return when the weather improved. En route to Sicily they stopped for a day and a half in Rome. “I never want to go there again,” Denise exclaimed to her parents. Levertov would return to Rome many times to visit her childhood friends Giselle Waldman and Jehanne Deutschbein Marchesi, who settled there later, but in this first encounter she was outraged by the abject poverty and venality that coexisted, matter-of-factly, with the wealth and grandeur. Although she was no stranger to examples of postwar cultural exhaustion in London and Paris, the cynicism, corruption, and hopelessness here seemed worse. Her descriptions of Rome, and later of Naples, remind one of Alberto Moravia’s novel *Two Women*, in their vivid depictions of postliberation anguish. When she and Mitch arrived in Rome, Denise wrote to her parents, there were “women and children begging; everyone trying to sell one something; . . . heavy opulent architecture; gaudy shops flaunting [their wares] in front of those miserable beggars—one little boy of 6 . . . selling bread in the rain at 10 o’clock at night.” She enjoyed seeing “the ancient city” at the center, but she had been far more impressed with other Roman ruins, which were less overrun with “guides and picture-postcard sellers.”

The trains were bad, so Denise and Mitch had to stop for the night again in Naples, which she found far worse than Rome. As she put it to her parents: “The same abject beggary, the same contrast of glittering sweet and pastry and luxury-clothes shops with this poverty.” But here the poverty was taken for granted, “each one out for what he can get, and ready to cringe and fawn and cheat to get it.” It was the most “corrupt place, and the unhappiest, either of us had ever seen.” She wondered how much was endemic and how much was due to the war itself. This negative impression was barely alleviated by the beauty of the bays
and harbor, the marvelous green sea, and Vesuvius in the distance. The next day, Denise and Mitch boarded the train again, and took a ferry across the Straits of Messina as the sun was rising. As soon as they got there, they felt much better, and they walked around the town until the afternoon, while waiting for yet another train, this time to Taormina. Messina is a big village, Denise wrote to her parents, with a colorful, vibrant street life very different from Naples. Although there had been much bomb damage, there was also “busy reconstruction” in this part of Italy’s agricultural south. To Denise’s delight, the strict food rationing in much of Europe after the war was not enforced here, and people were busy and happy. In painterly detail, she described the men in mule carts bringing to market mounds of colorful fruits and vegetables and the women “walking swiftly, barefoot, in sun-bleached pinks and blues, balancing bundles of oranges on their heads—small, small-boned people. The blue harbor with bobbing fishing boats, palm trees, bushes of mimosa. No beggars here.”

Denise and Mitch took a crowded local train to Taormina. The landscape here was truly dazzling. On one side there was “magnificent hill country, steeply terraced; on the other, the Mediterranean, and the heel of the boot of Italy over the way!” There were lots of wildflowers growing next to the track. Then, Taormina itself, which was unbelievably beautiful. Denise describes it in a long, inspired sentence worthy of Henry James in its multiple images and intricate rhythms:

The train runs down by the sea, but the town (a large village really) is right on top of a high steep hill—a bus grinds up the twisting road—and there is this strange, serene, ancient town, with its narrow, mostly cobbled streets; its balconied houses painted sand-colour and pink and cream, some gray and stony; its many battered-looking (some bombed, others more anciently ruined, others whole) churches, very old or baroque; its stillness at sundown and its morning clatter of children and markets and street salesmen and singers and guitarists and donkeys; its enormous views (perched on its height) of shining sea and sweeping coastline; and mysterious, remote, snow-and-cloud-topped Etna, the most beautiful mountain I have ever seen, brooding over it many miles away, wonderful green valleys and peaked ridges lying between with the cloud-shadows passing over them; and the sun and the wind, and the Sicilian air that makes one feel like climbing Etna almost!

The whole place looked very Greek, and she was reminded that it was in Sicily, at Enna, that the Persephone story was supposed to have happened. At the pumps and fountain, one saw “people filling ancient water jugs, Greek-looking—it’s beautiful to see such things in daily use.” Denise and Mitch were delighted that Sicily was almost empty of tourists, and they planned to stay there for about two weeks. Levertov’s experiences in Sicily became even more exalted in memory than they were in these letters. As she wrote later, remembering the sight of Etna
on the horizon, not until she came to know Mount Rainier in the Pacific Northwest did she encounter so powerful a mountain presence. 

• • •

Unlike the cheerful letters home, Levertov’s poems composed in Italy in 1948 contain strains of anxiety about her standing as a poet in the postwar world. One, composed in Sicily and titled “Too Easy: To Write of Miracles,” is about the difficulty of finding a perspective and a language that does justice to the experience of the war and yet is not haunted by it. In it she rejects religious language and earlier imaginative stances, which she deems inadequate, and we see her trying to move beyond her earlier neo-Romantic mode. “Too easy,” she begins, to “write of miracles,” to give way to “dreams where the famous give / mysterious utterance to silent truth,” to confuse “snow with the stars,” even “like the willow to lament” or “die in words and angrily turn / to pace like ghosts about the walls of war.” It is much more difficult now to express reality accurately. A new day, “innocent and cold,” has flown in like a bird, “returning / the brilliant shower of coloured dreams to dust.” How then

   to write
   of the real image, real hand, the heart
   of day or autumn beating steadily:
   to speak of human gestures, clarify
   all the context of a simple phrase
   —the hour, the shadow, the fire,
   the loaf on a bare table.

In the last stanza, there is a poignant tone of what psychologists have termed “survival guilt”—that is, guilt around living and being happy when so many have died, which can give rise to an avoidance of interpersonal intimacy.

   Hard, under the honest sun, to weigh
   a word until it balances with love—
   burden of happiness on fearful shoulders;
   in the ease of daylight to discover
   what measure has its music, and achieve
   the unhaunted country of the final poem.

A second poem, “The Anteroom,” also dated 1948, was composed in Florence; it is also uneasy in tone. In the first stanza, the anteroom, “whose light is broken,” is a metaphor for a state of anxiety and tentativeness. It is an “uneasy halting place of travelling ghosts.” In the second stanza, this distressing psychic space is expressed as a disturbed time. The speaker finds herself in a “season of uprooted hours,” “where love, / confused, can never touch or penetrate / a growing dream,
but hovers at its side.” In the third stanza, there are notes of hope and desire: both
love and dream “must travel / into wide landscapes where the heart has rest, /
and quietly . . . await their transformation into life.”

Stopping again in Paris en route, Denise and Mitch spent the late summer
and fall of 1948 back in Ilford with Denise’s parents. Ever a close observer of her
daughter, Beatrice Levertoff echoes in her diary the unease in the poems Denise
wrote in Italy and adds another dimension to it. She notes that “Denise looks sad.
She talks about going to be poor all the time! I wonder if she is disappointed. They
love one another I know but I wonder if she is disappointed in his prospects.”
Soon she talked with Denise, who reassured her that all was well. One wonders,
given Beatrice’s concern, if Denise had indeed begun to realize that Mitch had
problems around the issue of money but didn’t want to worry her mother with
her suspicions.

While in Ilford, Denise and Mitch took some excursions to visit friends,
among them Norman and Caroline Potter, who were living in Cornwall. To their
dismay, they found that Norman Potter had been imprisoned for six months as a
deserter. A number of friends also came to Ilford to see them, including Emanuel
Litvinoff, who joined them for tea and supper. Beatrice found him an interesting
man who has difficulty “getting recognition as a writer” because of his Russian-
Jewish name. Betty Mitchell also came to visit, and Beatrice marveled at how
good she looked, despite her earlier emotional problems. She and Denise had
quarreled about Betty, and Beatrice wondered why Denise seemed to regress
when she was at home, becoming “so childish and impatient, so suspicious of us.”
Later, Beatrice unwittingly provided a possible reason for Denise’s discomfort.
She wrote that “young people today lack modesty. D. doesn’t wear night gear!”

Denise and Mitch also visited relatives in Wales in late August. When they
returned, Beatrice heard from Aunt Sallie that they had made an excellent im-
pression. So much so, Beatrice thought, that her husband seemed “miffed.” Is he
jealous, she wondered? She remembered that her relatives weren’t so crazy about
him when he first went to Holywell. Perhaps the problem lay not with them but
with Paul, she mused. Although loved by so many, he loves only his own small
family, “Olga, Denny, and me.” She continues that Olga is the most crucial, despite
her hurtful behavior: “I wish she would come and I’d be content to leave them
together. They’d be utterly happy quarrelling together and making up, Olga con-
tinually deceiving Pav and Pav continually playing detective . . . cat and mouse, to
the End of time. I’d be aloft in a star watching the comedy and being annoyed at
Olga!” By this time Olga was in and out of her parents’ lives sporadically, having
left behind with them her oldest child, Iris, who had trained at Madam Legat’s
ballet school. Her broader education, the family felt, had been neglected, so Bea-
trice was homeschooling Iris herself now, just as she had done with Olga and
Denise, and Iris slept in Denise’s old bedroom.
Denise’s visit with her parents was not only fraught with friction; she also had some fun with her mother. In mid-September they went together to the film *The Red Shoes*, where they enjoyed seeing Moira Shearer, who had been in ballet school with Denise. She was especially happy to be present, on October 14, to celebrate her father’s seventieth birthday. In fact, by the time her departure was imminent, Denise was sad to leave. The whole family was present to give Denise and Mitch a happy send-off on October 22, the day of their departure for America. Beatrice, Paul, and Iris took the luggage themselves to Ilford Station, accompanied Denise and Mitch on the train to Liverpool Station, and then took a taxi with them to Waterloo. Olga appeared there to say good-bye, and when the train passed out of sight, all four—Beatrice, Paul, Olga, and Iris—went to lunch at a restaurant nearby. Then they sat and talked in the station until midafternoon, when Denise and Mitch called from Southampton. As Beatrice noted, “Daddie and Denny sang ‘Yachideralem’ together over the phone!” After the singing of this Hasidic nonsense song, a part of Denise’s childhood, the full realization of the loss hit them.

Denise would feel the loss as well, but it would take a while to penetrate, as she had been looking forward to this journey for a long time. At first the spectacle of New York City, the new relatives and friends, the challenges of making a home, and the entry into a new literary world would absorb most of her time and energy. Not least, she had discovered—this time with pleasure—that she was pregnant.
PART TWO

A Common Ground (1949–1966)
Levertov’s decisions to marry an American, emigrate to the United States, and bear a child were central after the war. She soon made friends with young writers and painters in the United States, energetically embracing the task of absorbing American culture while maintaining a connection with her European roots. Since American speech patterns were different from British ones, this meant learning to hear and speak in a new way. The poetry and presence of William Carlos Williams became crucial in this regard, as did the support of such contemporaries as Cid Corman, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Jonathan Williams, Robert Creeley, and Robert Duncan, poets who were her first publishers and critics. She also benefited from the moral support of women friends who, though less recognized by the literary world, were equally committed to creative vocations. Through these interactions, Levertov achieved the consolidation of style evident in her first two American books, *Here and Now* (1956) and *Overland to the Islands* (1958).

With American aid, Europe had begun to revive by October 1948, when Denise and Mitch boarded the SS *Washington*, a troop ship carrying British war brides to their new home. Although only statistically a war bride herself, because Mitch had been discharged from the army before he went to Europe, Denise shared the excitement of many of these young British women who imagined America as a land of freedom, plenty, adventure, skyscrapers, gadgets, and syncopated music. To Levertov, who had grown up in a politically active family in the 1930s, the prospect of America had an additional appeal—alleged freedom from religious and social prejudice. Very much in love, she imbued her husband with this ideal, describing his magnanimity as quintessentially American, even as she suspected that she was romanticizing her future home. It wasn’t simply her
“European romanticism,” she mused, that accounted for Mitch’s open-heartedness, but also the lack of a “malevolent,” prejudicial atmosphere that often plagued her contemporaries in England and Europe, causing neurosis. His magnanimity could be explained, she speculated, because in America there is enough “space and freedom” for a man “to grow unstrung as a tree does,” when it is unencumbered.1

These preconceptions about American culture became increasingly qualified when Denise experienced the realities of New York City. Her first impressions of the skyline, written immediately after she saw it, were cast, romantically, in terms of the European landscape she had just left. On that misty morning, she described first the appearance of “dim islands” and then “the famous skyline—the bases of the buildings invisible and the visible tops of them insubstantial.” The effect, to her, in the hazy light, was “singularly Venetian: . . . towering buildings emerging from the water.”2 Later, Levertov described a city of deceptive beauty and stark contrasts: on one hand, there were “downtown Manhattan’s towers evanescent in early morning mist and touched with pale rose”; on the other, clear signs of human misery. Most shocking was the Bowery, with its “dirt, litter, and drunken figures stumbling along or prone on the sidewalks—a sense of filth, poverty and decay” worse than anything she had seen in Europe and wholly inconsistent with her assumption that New York would be very clean and shiny.3 As she and Mitch drove across the bridge to Brooklyn, she had her first experience of culture shock. She noticed a huge electric sign, beaming “Kinsey, Kinsey,” which she thought indicated that best-selling books were advertised in lights in America. (She assumed it referred to The Kinsey Report.) Mitch and his younger brother were deep in talk in the front seat, so she did not discover until the next day that Kinsey was a brand of whiskey.

Denise and Mitch spent the first ten days after they arrived in New York in Brooklyn with Mitch’s family. His parents, Adele and Irving Goodman, and his younger brother, Howard (“Howie”), had been at the dock to meet them, waiting patiently as they progressed through the customs shed. As they crossed the barrier, Howie pressed a great bouquet of red roses into Denise’s arms and then they all hugged.4 In letters home, Denise described her new in-laws affectionately, assuring her parents that they could be happy to think of her among Mitch’s family. Adele was about her mother’s size, she wrote, and the “lovable person you’d think from her letters,” and Irving was also “a dear,” with his “sparse grey hair and very dark curranty eyes and rather brown skin and a definitely Jewish accent.” Their apartment in Flatbush, at 1600 East 18th Street, a shady, many-treed street, was extremely pleasant and well planned: “English people of the same income-level would give their ears for it.” There were so many lovely gifts from family members waiting for them when they arrived there; it was just like Christmas. Denise was equally effusive about her first impressions of greater Brooklyn. The next morning, Mitch and Howie and Mom Goodman took her to Sheeps-
head Bay, where they visited Riis Park Beach. Not only did she admire the expanse of sand, she wrote, but also “the hugest, soundingest breakers really rolling in” that she had ever seen.

As the festivities celebrating their homecoming continued, however, Denise became more ambivalent. Howard Goodman remembered a party in the newlyweds’ honor, given by his parents not long after they arrived, to introduce Denise to some of the other relatives. By this time, Denise’s idealistic view of American egalitarianism had become nuanced. In a letter to her parents about this party, Denise described the social differences between members of Mitch’s family in terms of money, the most important index of class in America. Irving’s family are “nice simple people,” she wrote to her mother. On Adele’s side, however, there are some “rich, snobby ones.” This was her first inkling of the pervasive materialism in New York that she would soon come to abhor. As she put it, “The fact of so many people huddled together for no reason but the need to earn, buy, sell, at various economic levels, is ugly, desolating.”

The subject of money was particularly charged with respect to Mitch’s family. Irving Goodman, who had emigrated from Russia as a child, had been traumatized by the Depression. During Mitch’s early childhood, he had owned a men’s haberdashery on Canal Street, but he lost it after the Wall Street crash of 1929. He then had to work as a salesman for a former competitor, and the family lived thereafter from paycheck to paycheck. This loss affected his self-esteem and his relationship with his sons, causing Mitch to polarize against what he felt was his father’s fixation on earning a living. Mitch’s mother, Adele, had been a schoolteacher before she was married. She was particularly proud of the educational accomplishments of Mitch, her oldest son, who had won a scholarship to Harvard and had excelled there as well. He certainly seemed headed for worldly success. At Harvard he had majored in economics and labor history, completing a senior thesis in 1946 on “Unauthorized work stoppages in the United Shoe Workers of America,” and despite the intervention of army service, he completed most of the requirements toward a master’s degree. Neither parent really understood the change in direction that Mitch had taken while he was in Europe. They were ambivalent about his new desire to write fiction and couldn’t understand why, after his return to America, he rejected opportunities to go into business or journalism.

These bourgeois values were different from those of Denise’s family, who, as members of the European intelligentsia, better understood the young couple’s literary ambitions. As Denise writes in a disgruntled letter to her parents, in which she places the values of Mitch’s family in their larger social context: “the preoccupation . . . with financial success” and material possessions in New York City, and the herd mentality increased by constant “shameless advertising,” make her and Mitch’s own values clearer to them. In fact, the couple had already
moved to separate themselves from this milieu by arranging to live in Greenwich Village, the center of bohemian life after the war.

While they were still in Europe, Mitch had contracted to sublet a friend’s top-floor apartment in the West Village at 52 Barrow Street. It was a ten-minute walk from Washington Square, an ideal location, and, happily, they could afford the seventeen-dollar monthly rent. For the first time, the young couple had a place of their own where “they could be entirely themselves.” They relished it, painting and cleaning and devising solutions for its deficiencies. There were three rooms, Denise wrote, in a letter illustrated with a drawing of the kitchen: “a tiny bedroom,” a “good-sized kitchen with a sink, wash-tub (no bath) and two-burner stove,” and “a good sized living room with two big windows.” Although the toilet was outside in the hall, they rigged a shower curtain over the kitchen sink that at least allowed them to bathe in the apartment. There was “plenty of hot water, a gas fire in the living room,” and “a small electric heater to warm the bedroom.”

They bought their furniture secondhand from the Salvation Army, except for bookshelves and a desk, which Mitch made himself.

These economies were part of the adventure. Like many young artists after the war, they were excited to be in an atmosphere of intellectual and social energy and openness. As Anatole Broyard remembered, the Village then was “charming, shabby, intimate,” and “accessible”: “rents were cheap, restaurants were cheap,” and “the streets and bars were full of writers and painters.” Though she did not often visit the Cedar Tavern frequented by some of her friends, Denise loved the social diversity and intimacy of this ambience as compared with other, grander parts of Manhattan, which could be impersonal and alienating. “Greenwich Village is something like [London’s] Soho,” she wrote soon after moving in. There was a similarly “foreign atmosphere,” especially in their neighborhood, where “you hear more Italian” spoken on the street than English. She found the people friendly, too. Both she and Mitch had time to enjoy the vibrant street life because, until July, Mitch did not need a job. They would be able to live on the readjustment allowance of twenty-five dollars per week that Mitch received from the U.S. government.

Denise had been nauseated on the journey across the Atlantic, a condition she suspected was due not only to the ship’s movements but also to being pregnant. She had discovered her pregnancy while still in England, and although she and Mitch had originally intended to wait a year to have a child, she was very happy, feeling that the conception of a child was allied with mutually gratifying sexual desire itself. Autumn had always been a season of beginnings, including her own birth, and the fact that her pregnancy coincided with the start of a new phase in her life—living in America—was particularly fitting for her as well as for Mitch, who was seeing his homeland anew after his return from Europe. They withheld the news of the pregnancy until they were settled comfortably on Barrow Street, however. Only then did they inform their parents.
When and how to tell her parents was a delicate matter for Denise, given the history of her childbearing experience. She had carefully kept secret the abortion she had undergone in Holland only two years before. Having miscarried soon after marrying Mitch, she confided to her parents that this only brought them closer as they now realized how lovely it would be to have a child. This time she decided to wait until the pregnancy was more securely established before telling them. Also, she realized that, in making this trip abroad with a husband whose plans were uncertain, she could cause them concern. She was sensitive to their having been sorely burdened by Olga’s improvidence, and she didn’t want them to worry about her, too. So she waited until she could assure them that everything was arranged before beginning a letter with the “exciting” news that “round about the first week in June . . . there are going to be three of us.”

As if anticipating their questions, she informs them that she is making the appropriate medical preparations at the nearby Judson Health Center, that she and Mitch are established in their new apartment, and that they will be able to cover the new expenses associated with the baby with the generous cash gifts they received as wedding gifts. Further, she reassures them that Mitch is making plans for work that will support them if his writing doesn’t prove sufficiently remunerative: “At the end of the ten months, if we find we can’t live by his pen . . . he’ll get a job, probably teaching.”

Denise also expresses sadness that her parents are far away, which she knows is hard for them as well as for her. She looks forward to telling Mitch’s parents about her pregnancy at dinner later in the week, but she wishes her own parents could be there too. Poignantly, she mentions a plan to make a visit to New York possible for them. Referring to the melancholy tone of their last letter, she writes: “I stood on the steps of the house . . . reading it and sniffing. We are going to investigate a nice lectureship for Daddy soon, so that you’ll definitely come over and see us (all three) maybe next autumn.” Mitch also wrote reassuringly to the Levertoffs. He stressed how strong his marriage to Denise was, noting that they had found no weaknesses in their “gladness and appreciation of each other,” and he put the pregnancy in the broader perspective of their recent experience of war: “When there is so much of the smell of death and war—arising from the garbage-strewn minds of perverse ‘leaders’—we feel a need of a clean fresh breath of life.”

Both sets of parents responded with great excitement to the couple’s happiness. The baby would be the Goodmans’ first grandchild and they eagerly welcomed the role of grandparents. “Excelsior! Halleluja!” Denise’s father wrote, and her mother claimed to have suspected all along that Denise was pregnant. They were tentative about the pragmatics of visiting in the fall, but they encouraged Denise to pursue that possibility, which she did. In the spring of 1949, she wrote to Reinhold Niebuhr and Walter Russell Bowie of the Union Theological Seminary in an effort to arrange for her father to lecture in New York. In response,
Niebuhr suggested a possible living arrangement for her parents. As the months passed, however, the Levertoffs didn’t feel they could manage the trip. Olga continued to trouble them, borrowing money that she couldn’t repay. They felt that they needed to be available to her and to her now ten-year-old daughter, Iris, both of whom lived with them intermittently. In fact, Denise would not see her parents again until December 1950, when she, Mitch, and their one-and-a-half-year-old son would stop in London en route to southern France.

In Denise’s letters home throughout the winter and spring of 1949, references to the progress of her pregnancy and concomitant housekeeping rearrangements are mixed with references to her creative life. She has felt the baby kicking; their bedroom will be the baby’s room and they will sleep in the living room. They have obtained a crib from a neighbor and Denise has purchased a layette. She also mentions books she has enjoyed, particularly Henry James’s *Portrait of a Lady,* and she indicates a new style in her poetry. She is now “aiming at a directness and hardness [her] earlier, romantic poems lacked,” she writes, reporting proudly that the long-awaited *New British Poets* anthology is out. She is pleased that Kenneth Rexroth has included three of her poems—“The Anteroom,” “Folding a Shirt,” and “Poem”—in the anthology and that he has praised her work in his introduction. Levertov would greet Rexroth in person for the first time that winter, when he stopped in New York on his way to Europe. She was impressed enough with his background in Jewish mysticism (he owned a copy of her father’s translation of *The Zohar*) to recommend that he visit her parents. She has also had new poems accepted in *Contemporary Poetry,* a Baltimore publication, an indication that her work was finding readers in America.

As her due date approached, Denise became increasingly exhilarated. Having read Grantly Dick-Read’s book *Childbirth Without Fear,* she subscribed enthusiastically to its thesis that, when fear is eliminated by relaxation exercises, labor pains are eliminated as well. Enclosing a newspaper article about natural childbirth in a letter to her mother, she admonished her not to worry. She was choosing this method rather than an anesthesia-assisted labor, she continued, because she wanted to experience the whole thing as much as possible. As she had hoped, the birth was uncomplicated and she participated in it actively. On June 11, 1949, Mitch cabled her parents the announcement: “Big Boy Nikolai Everybody Healthy.”

Two days later, Denise described the baby and the natural childbirth experience more fully to Stephen Peet and his wife, Olive, who were themselves expecting a child: “He was born on Saturday at 9 a.m. Name: Nikolai Gregor. Weight: 8 pounds, 9 ounces. Dark hair, slate grey eyes, fat cheeks, small feet, long hands, determined mouth; when he cries he goes crimson and his voice sounds as if it needs oiling, but he can look blissful as well.” Denise explains: “I had no anesthetic because I didn’t want to miss anything. . . . I never had the exercises so I
can't say it was painless but even so it was worth it, not at all frightening, just a big effort. . . . The only bad part was the stitches, and the emotional reaction 1/2 hour after. But that does not last long.”

Levertov’s responses to childbirth and parenthood in her work were more deeply reflective and nuanced than in the letters above. Beginning in 1949, she would write a number of poems on aspects of this subject, including “Who He Was” (1949), “The Bereaved” (1951), “The Son” (1964), “At David's Grave” (1967), “Despair” (1967), and “He-Who-Came-Forth” (1968). She brought to the best of these poems a range of tone informed not only by the exhilarating experience of birth but also by the memories associated with her abortion and its aftermath in postwar Europe. These immediate and inescapable contacts with the sources of life and death also informed her broader understanding of the role of the lyric poet. In her 1967 essay “The Poet in the World,” she employs the childbirth metaphor to represent both her self-conception as a poet and a central facet of her poetics, the connection between poetry and the achievement of community. In its opening pages, she conceives of herself as a poet in terms of a laboring mother, first, then of an amazed father, and then of a growing child who becomes increasingly engaged in all the facets of existence including, in times of crisis, political action. This case for the reciprocity between poetry and politics became a highlight of Levertov’s career as a social poet and peace activist in the period of American involvement in the Vietnam War. We can best appreciate the life experience behind the essay’s opening metaphor by examining its connection with Levertov’s earliest work about parenthood, the poem “Who He Was.” It is a testament to her integrity as a poet that the seeds of her stance as a political poet, inspired by reflection upon the social ramifications of childbirth, are already evident there.

“Who He Was” is dated “New York 1949,” but it was not published (except in the context of an essay) until 1979, when the women’s movement had created an audience for a poem about childbirth. It brilliantly distills complex feelings that stem from Levertov’s life as a woman over a period of time. Written largely from the perspective of a mother-to-be, it reveals gestation to involve a process of growth for both parents and child, with the mother, in particular, growing emotionally. Represented in the poem by a series of questions, this emotional growth intensifies during the nine months that the baby is in utero and continues in a different form after the baby’s birth. It culminates in the understanding that the beloved infant is not only theirs but is also a separate person who, they pray, will be welcomed into the larger human community.

The poem’s three stanzas consist of twelve, eleven, and nine lines, respectively. The first stanza contains a consideration of parenthood within the broad context of continuing generation, important in light of the salience of death in this postwar
moment. The pregnant speaker reflects upon carrying within herself the potential for a “stranger’s” whole life, pain as well as pleasure, death as well as birth. She addresses her husband close beside her as together they feel the baby kicking in her belly. In line 7, speaking for both herself and her husband, her questions begin. They indicate the strangeness, joy, and wonder of conceiving a child:

Who
is this rider in the dark? We lie
in candlelight; the child’s quick unseen movements
jerk my belly under your hand. Who,
conceived in joy, in joy,
lies nine months alone in a walled silence?25

The second stanza focuses on the pregnant woman’s intensifying emotional state. The emotional charge in Levertov’s words is better understood when one remembers her feelings after her abortion, discussed earlier. That the abortion continued to affect her is evident in a diary entry from January 1949, her fourth month of pregnancy. Recalling sensations “of death and rebirth,” she refers obliquely to her abortion as an “unimpeachable criterion, a touchstone by which to gage values.”26 Happily married and eager now to have a child, she has repressed the details of that traumatic experience. She is able only to remember feeling, in its aftermath, like Henry James’s heroine Isabel Archer, in The Portrait of a Lady, who, after Ralph’s death experiences an appetite for life that is stronger than any earlier desire for renunciation.

In this central stanza, composed entirely of questions, the emotional pace quickens as befits a pregnancy nearing term, when the mother-to-be is consumed by the physical demands of childbearing. There are psychological pressures evident, too. The speaker grows increasingly curious about “who” this person inside her womb will be, and “whose.” These questions culminate in an implicit awareness of the baby’s presence as a separate human being who will be drawn eagerly into life by her nurture out of a solitude beyond the reach of memory:

Who is this rider in the dark,
nine months the body’s tyrant,
nine months alone in a walled silence
our minds cannot fathom?
Who is it will come out of the dark,
Whose cries demand our mercy, tyrant
no longer, but alone still, in a solitude
memory cannot reach?
Whose lips will suckle at these breasts,
Thirsting, unafraid, for life?
Whose eyes will look out of that solitude?
By the third stanza (two lines shorter than the second), a leap in understanding has occurred and the questions cease. The speaker has realized that only well after the baby’s birth, when it has stopped being the subject of parental fantasy, will she and her husband see it as an “irrevocable third / looking into our lives.” Long weeks must pass before the baby can express more than basic needs. In the meantime, the speaker repeats her love for the child, as if it were a mantra. The word “love” occurs in each of the last three lines. She prays, not that her child’s life contain no darkness (an impossibility) but rather that “love [may] be constant” in it; that is, that the child may be accepted lovingly into the human community: “Love can never / wish a life no darkness; but may love / be constant in the life our love has made.”

The last stanza is particularly poignant given the wider context of traumatized memory in the post-Holocaust moment. In its opening lines, there is a sense of the uncorrupted possibility of renewal: “The wise face of the unborn” is “ancient and innocent.” Yet the poem closes with an awareness of human vulnerability. Loving human interaction is not taken for granted.

That members of the community could be vicious, even where children were concerned, was a fact Denise and Mitch were reminded of not long after Nikolai’s birth. They experienced prejudice at close range in the autumn of 1950, when a hostile neighbor on Barrow Street harassed them when the baby cried. As Denise wrote to her mother, “every time Nik opened his mouth she’d start yelling ’Damn Jew brat.’ . . . [I]t has been a real nervous strain knowing this fanatical anti-Semite was so near all the time.” The situation was so unsettling that they took the neighbor to court for disorderly conduct and won.

The idea that children could be matrices of love within a supportive social world was increasingly important to Levertov as she and her husband became active in the peace movement. When David Fussiner, the twenty-three-month-old son of their close friends Barbara and Howard Fussiner, died of heart disease in 1966, she and Mitch wrote a memorial essay that is reminiscent of “Who He Was,” in that it stresses both the child’s budding personhood and his embedment in a loving community of family and friends. “In his very brief life he made himself present to all who knew him as a person,” they wrote, evoking “all the kindness and gentleness [those around him] had in them.” “He knew nothing of anger, hatred, envy; nothing of cruelty, nothing of war,” they continued, words that resonated darkly in 1966, when American involvement in the war in Vietnam was beginning to escalate.

Shortly after, the memory of a loved one would become the subject of Levertov’s poem “At David’s Grave,” which she dedicated to the Fussiners. The name “David” means “beloved” in Hebrew, and thus the poem’s title refers both to the Fussiners’ child and, for those unfamiliar with the biographical context, to any loved one. In this poem, by means of the pronoun “we,” mourning is generalized.
Human connection, via the bond of memory, inspires the celebration of a peaceful, joyous life: “When we go, he goes with us.” Levertov would later include this poem in a group of elegies in *Relearning the Alphabet* (1970), a book fully engaged in witnessing the turbulence and pain of the sixties.

Barbara Bank (Fussiner) was Levertov’s first female friend in these early years in New York. Barbara had known Mitch’s brother Howard at Sarah Lawrence College, where they were both students. (After World War II, the then single-sex college admitted veterans.) In 1948, when Mitch and Denise visited Howard there, the two young women bonded immediately. Although not a poet herself, Barbara had read Denise’s poetry and had a strong feeling for the arts as well as for child development, which became her profession. Barbara was the only person besides Mitch whom Denise permitted to visit her in the hospital after Nikolai was born, and Denise would turn to her on many other occasions as well. She was delighted when Barbara later married the painter Howard Fussiner, whom she and Mitch also came to love. Throughout her life, Denise would often discuss her experience of paintings with Howard. He would become for her a model of the artist dedicated to a “life of creative vocation” who is also “able to give ungrudgingly to students and friends.”

Shortly after Nikolai’s birth, Denise and Mitch took him to Casco, Maine, where Mitch’s brother was the head counselor at Camp Mendota, a boys’ camp on Lake Sebago. In exchange for Mitch’s help with the campers, the couple was provided with meals and their own cabin. This plan suited Denise, who missed the fields and gardens of England. They had already taken Nikolai on a canoe trip, she reported, and she praised Mitch’s assistance: he gave Nik the bottle, walked the pram, changed his diapers. They enjoyed the trees, the lake, and the sunsets at the camp, which provided a welcome break from the heat of the city. This was to be the first of many summers spent in rural settings in Vermont and New Hampshire, as well as in Maine, which Mitch would finance by writing travel articles.

On the way home from the camp, they planned to stop for a few days in Littleton, New Hampshire, to visit the poet Robert Creeley and his family. Mitch had known Creeley slightly at Harvard and looked forward to seeing him again, regarding him now as a kindred spirit. Creeley was among the few of his contemporaries, Mitch felt, who continued to pursue their aspirations, rather than “get sucked into business” or literary activities like journalism and advertising that have “so little to do with literature.” Denise also knew of Creeley through a mutual friend, Jacob Leed, and she respected Creeley’s writing, which was to become increasingly important to her. After New Hampshire, Denise and Mitch traveled to Cambridge, Massachusetts, where they visited two of Mitch’s old college friends, Ken Lynn and Don Perry.
Denise looked forward to seeing firsthand Mitch’s alma mater, Harvard University, as well as places in Boston she knew from reading Henry James. She described the visit to Harvard to her mother, admiring especially some of the “very elegant 18th century buildings” facing onto Harvard Yard, and the grounds of Radcliffe College, with their “wonderful fruit trees—Japanese crabs, or cherry-apples.” They visited the offices of The Crimson, where Mitch had been editor, and the streets around his old digs, where there were “wooden houses of ample proportions, with stoops and screened porches . . . and shady gardens around them.” Denise loved New England architecture, the typically white “clap-board houses with gables and shutters usually painted dark green,” situated on “a bit of green lawn.” It is such a “good, functional style,” she wrote. She saw many such houses on the drive through Lexington out to Concord, where they visited Emerson’s Old Manse and the Alcott house. Whimsically, Denise described for her mother “a large tame crow,” sidling about the garden of the Manse and eating “peanuts from a small boy’s hand,” as well as the usual tourist attractions. This visit animated the reading in nineteenth-century American writers she had engaged in ever since Paris.

Back on Barrow Street in September, Denise often spent part of her morning with Nik in his carriage in Washington Square Park. Here she would see other mothers with their babies, students from New York University hurrying by with books, Italian shopkeepers playing chess or dominos, a few shoe-shine men, and some down-and-outers, whose numbers seemed to be increasing. As the weather grew colder, she saw more and more babies with “colored nannies” in the park, whose mothers “must be inside their centrally heated apartments.” This reminded her of recent accounts in The Guardian of “terrible anti-Negro, anti-Jewish riots in Chicago,” evidence of the racial and class tensions roiling the surface of American life but largely unreported except in left-wing weeklies. She also worried about Olga’s three youngest children, who were now in an orphanage. Having Nik made her feel the forlornness of their situation, and she wondered if she might at least be allowed write to Julia, whom she had cared for earlier, so that she would have someone on their side of the family attending to her.

Denise’s thoughts about Olga herself were torn between sympathy for her parents, from whom Olga had recently stolen money, and concern about her sister’s troubled emotional state. She saw Olga’s most recent behavior as “just one more indication . . . that she is not to be considered responsible and blamable. She is obviously mentally sick.” Denise’s reading had illuminated “aspects of Olga” that she recognized now as symptomatic. She could see that Olga was not either a “kind of terrible natural force, a devil incarnate” or “poor loveable Oggie,” but rather “both” of these entities. She and her family were responsible, Denise thought, for an abysmal ignorance of psychiatry, which, had Olga been diagnosed
and treated earlier, might have enabled her to develop differently. Perhaps if they could find a good psychiatrist and convince Olga of her need for treatment, she could still be helped.

Soon after he and Denise arrived in New York, Mitch renewed old friendships with other young artists, many of whom were painters. Among the couple’s best friends were Leland (“Lee”) Bell and his wife, the Icelandic painter Louisa (“Ulla”) Matthiasdottir, who shared with them the ideal of a companionate marriage where both husband and wife were working artists. Like Mitch, Lee Bell had grown up in the Flatbush section of Brooklyn; he was a distant cousin of Mitch’s as well as an old friend.33 Committed to being an artist from childhood, with a strong interest in jazz as well, Bell was establishing himself in New York by painting in a figurative style informed by abstraction.34 He was influenced by such European modernist masters as Paul Klee and Georges Rouault, whose work he studied in museums. Bell was mentored by such contemporary painters as Jean Hélion, whom he had come to know when he was the superintendent of an apartment building where Hélion had a studio after he escaped from a German prisoner-of-war camp in 1942. Later, the distinguished French artist’s spirit would inspire Mitch as well, when he borrowed Hélion’s cottage in Brittany.

In 1944, Bell married Matthiasdottir, who was studying at Hans Hofmann’s school, and the couple had a daughter, Temma, in 1945. When Mitch and Denise first lived in the Village, the Bells lived in the East Bronx, but the family often took the subway into the city to visit. Through the Bells, Mitch and Denise met the painter Albert Kresch, who had also studied with Hofmann. Through Bell, Matthiasdottir, and Kresch, Levertov also became friends with other members of the Jane Street Gallery, with which they were associated. Nell Blaine, a painter who liked to collaborate with poets, was one of these, meeting Levertov through a sketch group they both frequented. “We were a roving pack,” Blaine recalled, “traveling about to movies, plays, exhibitions, parties.”35 The two would be in a sketch group together again in Mexico in 1957, and when Blaine set off from New York for Europe in 1959, Levertov attended the farewell party. They kept in touch after Blaine, suffering from polio, returned to the United States, and in 1988, Levertov would spend a month in Blaine’s house in the Austrian Tyrol.

In the early fifties, Nell Blaine was close to members of the New York school of poets, such as Kenneth Koch (with whom she coauthored a book), John Ashbery, and Frank O’Hara. Levertov did not share this association. She found this group “rather slick,” she wrote to William Carlos Williams, discouraging him from contributing poems to one of their anthologies, which also included reproductions of contemporary paintings.36 Perhaps she had in mind O’Hara’s nonchalant tone in the “I do this I do that” poems, which were just then being published. By
1959, Levertov’s position had softened to the extent that she contributed several poems to a collaborative anthology of poems and drawings. This anthology, *A New Folder: Americans: Poems and Drawings*, edited by Daisy Aldan, with a cover drawing by Nell Blaine, included poems by Ashbery, Koch, O’Hara, and Barbara Guest, among others. Guest, who was friendly with Levertov in the fifties, was on the periphery of the New York school. Levertov had reservations about the volume, writing to Robert Duncan that despite some “exceptions there seems to be far too much of the pretentiously avant-garde in [it].” O’Hara struck her as “extremely talented . . . but fatally smart,” Koch as merely derivative, and Ashbery as uneven—sometimes “a true poet” but “then again . . . showing off for his friends.” She felt that this tendency—writing for an audience—was a danger for Barbara Guest as well: “[Guest] has moments of real inspiration but lacking the intelligence to construct with her god-given raw material she pastes images together with bits of irrelevancies she thinks will go down well with her friends.”

Detractors may be ruffled by these disparagements, especially when delivered in a catty tone, but one needs to understand that Levertov was staking out an independent position, an especially difficult task when evaluating the work of acquaintances and friends. Her honesty and integrity would become very important in the early sixties when she became poetry editor at *The Nation* and also at W.W. Norton, where she rejected the book manuscripts of several friends. As she would put it in a letter to the poet Paul Blackburn, who was then active in the poetry community on the Lower East Side: “I want to be perfectly straight with you: I do not feel committed to your poetry. . . . You are an old friend and besides I like individual poems of yours, but nevertheless . . . there are other poetries I feel much more involved with. . . . I hope you aren’t too angry, hurt, or whatever.”

Other artist friends in the early fifties included Peter Kahn, elder brother of Wolf Kahn, and Peter Deanna, both of whom lived downstairs with their families in the same Barrow Street apartment building. Several of Levertov’s poems, including “Kresch’s Studio,” “Living with a Painting,” and “The Woman,” reflect these friendships. The first of these is based on Denise’s participation in a life-drawing group organized by Kresch in 1952 that included Wolf Kahn, Fairfield Porter, and Larry Rivers. Kresch invited Levertov because he had been impressed with her drawings of Maine’s woods and rock-filled streams. She loved the experience, writing to her mother that the atmosphere of focused, dedicated professionals was itself salutary. Her poem “Kresch’s Studio” captures this intensity: it is about the “counterpoint” to the chaotic world outside provided by the artists’ work:

On paper, on canvas, stroke, stroke: a counterpoint:
an energy opposing
the squandered energy.
At the end of the evening, Kresch, a jazz lover, took Levertov to the Birdland club to hear Count Basie’s band. This was probably Denise’s first experience of live jazz. Like much else in America at that time, the music was a “foreign language” to her. She realized it to be an expression of African American culture, but she didn’t know how “to distinguish good from bad,” she wrote to her mother. Most of all she was fascinated by the other people at the club. At a table close to them were sitting “a group of smart well-to-do Negroes.” The men were not so special, but “the women—!” were outstanding. “Three tall well rounded women of from 25 to 30 with low cut evening dresses and beautiful sophisticated mobile faces—you never saw such vivacity, and a kind of humorous arrogance—they made a pretty, elegant blonde sitting near them look so brittle.” Denise’s animated response shows her openness to vitality and spirit in all its cultural and racial forms.

Albert Kresch would design the cover of Levertov’s 1958 book, *Overland to the Islands*, and at about the same time, he would introduce her to the painter John Button, whose luminous paintings of the sky above urban rooftops inspired Levertov’s poem “Clouds.” Button became a part of Levertov’s circle briefly. Levertov’s 1962 poem “Living with a Painting,” dedicated to Kresch, is a tribute to the spiritual nourishment she continued to receive from Kresch’s work. The painting—a still life of a vase, a lute, and a beaker—went on revealing itself. Kresch particularly liked the aptness of Levertov’s phrase “geometries in interplay.” “She’s wise about how one should look at a painting,” he said, speaking of the poem. She perceived the “armature that holds the images together.”

It is important to recognize that Levertov’s connections to the artists mentioned above reflected artistic proclivities as well as friendships. These artists persisted in a realist style during the height of abstract expressionism. With the exception of Mark Rothko, whose paintings she admired, Levertov did not like the work of the abstract expressionists. In a 1956 letter to Cid Corman, praising his new book of poems, *The Responses*, she objected to its cover design, commenting that she is “anti-Kline, Altoon, Laubies, etc.,” because although Franz Kline expresses occasional “raw violence,” a form of energy that may benefit him personally, she prefers to “look at Goya” or another master. She felt Kline’s followers lacked “real conviction,” that they “glorify[ed] every accident” and made something out of nothing.

Unlike the “action painters” (a group of abstract expressionists among whom Jackson Pollock was the most famous), who painted their reactions to emotional stimuli, her friends, painterly realists, painted their reactions to the natural world. They wished not to make inner reality objective, but rather to internalize the outer world. Further, as Gerrit Henry has noted, they painted not only what they saw, but how they saw. “The picture becomes not a record of itself, as with Abstract Expressionists, but a record of perceiving.” This emphasis upon re-
cording one’s perception of the external world is similar to Levertov’s definition of “organic form” as “a method of apperception, i.e. of recognizing what we perceive,” which she was beginning to formulate during this period.47

Levertov’s poem “The Woman” is dedicated to Leland Bell, who made many paintings of his wife, Louisa Matthiasdottir. (Its title also evokes Willem de Kooning’s “Woman” paintings, which ruffled the art world in this period.) The poem addresses the problem of how to depict the modern woman, for whom the cliché “beautiful and unhappy” is “not enough.” In the culturally conservative 1950s, as Betty Friedan has documented, a “feminine mystique” prevailed, whereby women were expected to find fulfillment solely in their roles as wives and mothers. Thus, the achieving woman felt like a contradiction in terms. Levertov has in mind the modern female artist in particular. She is

stretched proudly
ready to twang or sing at pluck or stroke.
Northward: now her green eyes
are looking, looking for a door
to open in a wall where
there’s no door, none unless she make it:
an ice-wall to be broken by hand. Northward

These lines may also have been inspired by a more specific artistic challenge faced by Matthiasdottir, who wished to reestablish contact with her Icelandic roots and the European tradition while maintaining her contemporary identity, a challenge Levertov shared.49 She was a great admirer of Matthiasdottir’s paintings, which, though they were immediately recognized by her peers, did not receive critical attention until later. As Levertov wrote to William Carlos Williams, “She’s a few years older, & was beginning to have a reputation in Iceland & Scandinavia, but here she’s been lost,” although she continues to paint.50

Levertov also could have had in mind another struggling artist, Midi Garth, a dancer with whom she took classes in New York in the fifties. Garth was an individualist in the Martha Graham tradition who gave regular but infrequent solo concerts in such venues as the Henry Street Playhouse, supplementing her income by teaching. Levertov thought she was “a great artist, at her best,” but she worried about her survival. After one of Garth’s concerts, Levertov wrote to Robert Duncan: “Wish you cd. see her. It’s terrible to think she has about 1 recital a year at most & often goes hungry.”51

The marginality of the modern woman artist was in fact a problem in the fifties not only for painters and dancers but for poets as well. Despite the fact that women’s poetry could be found in important poetry journals and in individual volumes appearing from publishers, issues of gender and sexual politics tainted the review process, preventing it from being taken seriously. As Edward Brunner
has written, virtually “all the poetry by women that was surveyed by men in book reviews in one way or another was reported as simply unable to meet basic norms of acceptability.” Male reviewers expressed this failure in coded language, but the gist of the matter was a perception of female emotional excess; women poets failed to achieve the arduous balancing act of emotion and intelligence “out of which emerged the powerful achievement of the concrete universal.” Female poets looking back on the 1950s typically remember it as a time when they felt frustrated and inhibited. Alicia Ostriker would characterize the fifties as a period in which the voices of many strong female poets were effectively silenced.

Levertov was able to avoid this fate in part because she had the imprimatur of Kenneth Rexroth, who had published her work in New British Poets and continued to promote it, and in part because of her early friendships with male contemporaries such as Robert Creeley, Cid Corman, and Robert Duncan. Among these, Robert Creeley was most important in helping her to make the transition from England to America. He supported her search for a style that would parallel, on the aesthetic plane, the complexities of her life as a recent emigrant who was also newly married and a mother. During her first years in New York, Levertov felt her poetry to be foundering, so great were the demands on her not only to fulfill this domestic role but also to hear and speak in a new way. Creeley also was just beginning to find a distinctive voice, having returned from the American Field Service in East Asia, married, and become a father. With Jacob Leed he tried to start a poetry magazine that would publish new writing in the tradition of Ezra Pound and William Carlos Williams, and he encouraged Levertov to submit poems, connecting her with a vital peer group. Levertov was delighted to meet a young American poet who already knew Williams’s poetry, which she had discovered while still in Europe and recognized as important, but could not fully appreciate because of differences in American speech.

Levertov’s relationship with Creeley blossomed in 1951 when Creeley lived near her in the south of France. In an effort to live cheaply and be closer to Denise’s parents, Denise and Mitch had rented a cottage in Puycard, a village north of Aix-en-Provence. Mitch could use his veterans’ education grant for their livelihood, having enrolled at the university, titularly, to collect the checks. They traveled there in December 1950, stopping en route for two weeks in London, where Denise introduced Nikolai to her parents, and to her relief, enjoyed seeing Olga, whom she didn’t find “crazy, or maddening or jealousy-provoking.” At the Goodmans’ suggestion, the Creeleys followed, settling about two miles down the road in Fontrousse. Creeley fondly remembered the mornings he and Levertov spent in Provence together. He’d arrive at about ten, after things had quieted down in his own cottage. Denise would say, “Shh! Mitch is working. We’ve got to
get outside of the house,” so they’d go out and sit in the garden, well away from the house, taking books with them. With Williams’s poems in hand, they would “rehearse how one might make the line carry the feeling, how words might move so possessed.” Creeley recalled: “She loved the apparent energy and the intensity of perception in [Williams’s] poems . . . but at first she couldn’t see any logic for the way he broke his lines.” One such morning, something happened that required Denise to get Mitch immediately. She was reluctant to bother him because they had an agreement that each should have clear time to work, but after she went in and discovered Mitch taking a nap, Creeley recalled, “you could have driven trucks through the house.”

With Williams’s poetry as a guide, Levertov had begun to write the poems she considered her first American poems, which Creeley helped her to revise and publish. Having lived in New York for two years, Levertov was beginning to adjust to the differences of usage and stress in American speech and had absorbed the initial jolts of culture shock. She found in Williams a poet for whom even “the ordinary details of everyday life . . . were experiences poetry could make one feel and value and wonder at.” She admired the “lack of sentimentality or squeamishness” with which he incorporated incidents from his life as a doctor into his poetry and his “elation at witnessing the timeless processes of life and death, the courage of the poor, the courage of women.” Most important, when she compared Williams’s responses to nature with those of the British Romantic poets who had formed her sensibility, Levertov came to realize “the degree to which language itself determines one’s relation to subject.” Her feeling for the English countryside, she came to see, was partially a displacement of her love for the phrases in which, for example, Wordsworth expressed his feeling for the hedgerows around Tintern Abbey. Reading Williams taught Levertov that “the way for feelings to be in the poem, in its very cells, and not tenuously associated with it as something called ‘subject matter’ which can be removed into paraphrase, is for the words to have a formal identity of inherent and equivalent interest.”

Williams’s formal concern was not ornamental, but integral, resulting from the pursuit of sensory and emotional accuracy. She wanted to express her responses to her new life with this degree of integrity as well. Williams’s work helped her to extricate herself from a diction and imagery merely received, not rooted in authentic experience.

Creeley had responded similarly to Williams’s theory and practice, though he emphasized the iconoclastic aspects of it more than Levertov did. In a letter to Denise before he went to Provence, he wrote, “I cannot think of one other who can teach as much—by example: with no use whatsoever for rules, except that it be good: poetry. And we have his statement on what makes that.” The statement he referred to was in a 1950 letter from Williams, who had written: “Bad art is then that which does not serve in the continual service of cleansing the language
of all fixations upon dead, stinking dead, usages of the past.” Among the dead usages Williams had in mind, Creeley later noted in a 1954 review of Williams’s Selected Essays, were poetic forms from the past. He stressed Williams's conviction that “the line must be ‘retaken,’ reasserted, in terms of an immediate context.” He also often cited Williams’s introduction to The Wedge (1944) as a personal credo, finding in Williams’s words “a place, of useful honor and possibility,” in an otherwise chaotic world.

This stylistic transition Levertov was making with Creeley’s guidance is apparent in letters to members of her earlier English poetry circle, such as Charles Wrey Gardiner, the editor of Poetry Quarterly. While she still sent poems to this journal, Levertov began to be uncomfortable with the neo-Romantic style characteristic of most of its contributors. Levertov’s poem “Fear of the Blind,” which Gardiner published in the journal’s spring 1951 issue, is an example. The poem had been written in Paris in 1947, and after she revised it, she asked Gardiner to print the place and date under it, explaining that she wrote very differently now. Utilizing her considerable analytical skills, Levertov then criticized in detail the “dreadful uniformity” of the poetry in the journal’s previous two issues, hoping Gardiner wouldn’t be offended by her critique. She listed as the main faults, first, “a stock in trade of imagery—some of it coming indirectly from Eliot and Dylan Thomas by way of Sydney Keyes and Henry Treece.” It seemed obvious to her that these writers were “filled with the rumor of other writers’ words,” which they used as “coinage” instead of “minting their own.” Second, she felt that their poetry was written in a “slack and insensitive line,” as if they had inherited “certain line lengths.” She realized, of course, that she had been guilty of these faults herself, but she felt that she “had shaken free of them,” and she advised Gardiner to be a more discriminating editor.

Through Creeley, Levertov also learned about Charles Olson’s concept of composition by field. Creeley had begun corresponding with Olson in 1950 and, under this influence, would write “Hart Crane” and “Le Fou,” the poems in which he first employed rhythms in his poetry that were associated with his own life. Creeley later credited Olson with helping him to distinguish between “poets of ‘content,’” whose poems “argue images of living to which the contents of their poems point,” and poets of process, whose poems are themselves a “structure of ‘recognition’ or—better—cognition itself.” The former group makes use of forms “either for discipline or solution”; the latter group goes “by ear,” by a “complexly determined response to work literally in hand.” Creeley included Levertov in the second group, although her tie to Olson was weaker than the others. While she appreciated Olson’s concept of the poem as an open field of intellectual and emotional activity, ultimately she would put that concept in the service of a practice that was more contemplative than kinetic. Levertov did not accept Olson’s idea of breath-spaced lines: she thought that line lengths reflected the poet’s “inner voice,”
which was engaged in a form of prayer. Also, she and Olson disliked each other: she thought Olson was “too bombastic and generalizing,” and he thought she was “speciously aggressive,” a woman who “needed to wear the pants” in a relationship, by which he meant that she was using a curiously brittle male image for her own presence. In a later letter to poet Jonathan Williams, Levertov would comment on the “male chauvinism” of the Olson atmosphere at Black Mountain College, something she felt “obscurely at the time,” since there were “no terms current in which to define it then.” For example, the accomplished poet, Hilda Morley, taught literature courses there, but her own poetry was not taken seriously.

These respective responses to Williams and Olson inform Levertov’s early poems “The Palm Tree,” and “The Bereaved,” as well as Creeley’s comments on them to her. When we compare her published poems with his suggestions for revision, we see the connections between matters of craft important to both poets and issues of psychic economy, which, when recognized, enabled Levertov to clarify, differentiate, and consolidate her position. In “The Palm Tree,” a fierce storm in the French countryside, which has stirred a “mule-eared palm” into “frenzy,” becomes a metaphor for Levertov’s eager desire for new insight: “What’s human here? what hope is here?” But when she pursues the undercurrent of analogy, she sees that only after “the wind / is quenched,”

does the scraping mind perceive
what is possible:
there are no miracles but facts
To see! …

Reminiscent of William Carlos Williams’s “The Wind Increases,” the poem demonstrates a new process of perception that privileges seeing mundane reality accurately over adhering to Romantic notions of vision. Creeley praised it on these grounds. He wrote: “You are NOT here concerned with the poem / as in a book / as to be read by a fire on a wintry evening … YOU ARE CONCERNED with it / just (JUST) as it is COMING / IS ABOUT TO: BE. THIS ACT / of the (call it): head & heart.” He went on to suggest that she reconsider words like “perceive,” which he thought “somewhat literary,” and that she cut other, unnecessary words that impeded the poem’s action. Levertov took most of his advice. In an early draft, she had apparently written, “The Palm tree is in frenzy,” and she cut the word “is” at his suggestion. As she recalled later, the most important sense she got from Creeley was that a poet must not “obstruct the act of the poem”; this was a “making manifest” of Olson’s dictum that “ONE PERCEPTION MUST LEAD DIRECTLY TO ANOTHER PERCEPTION—or what Williams spoke of as ‘taking up of slack.’” However, although Creeley’s comments on her second poem, “The Bereaved,” were equally acute, Levertov did not heed the most crucial of them, his negative
response to the poem’s ending. To have done so would have meant denying a dimension of symbolic reference to the supernatural, which was important to her, in favor of the more uneasy relation to the visionary, which was characteristic of Creeley. Creeley’s religious background had been largely civic and social; he didn’t accept the idea of a “communally experienced God.” Part of the attraction of Olson’s agenda for Creeley was a process of exploration that kept structures of belief open ended. For Levertov, however, that same process led to a manifestation of natural supernaturalism.

This difference is illustrated in “The Bereaved” and in Creeley’s response to it. In this poem, Levertov conveys the gulf that develops between a grieving countrywoman, who has lost two children in a fatal well accident, and the mourners, including the speaker, who fail to comfort her. The poem is about the group’s feeling of overwhelming inadequacy in the face of the grieving woman’s pain: the verb form “could not speak” is repeated three times without a subject. As the mourners “recoil from the abyss,” the woman’s sorrow is rendered unfathomable even as she, in the course of the poem, grows increasingly out of reach:

We did not touch her
(she may not have seen us)
by fear or wisdom
did not touch her . . .

Yet Levertov does not end on this note of social rupture. She concludes the poem with an image from nature that leavens the human tragedy:

She left early
Before violets opened
under the crumbled wall.

It was to that final image, with its hint of a Romantic, transcendent reality, that Creeley strongly objected. Having himself experienced the death of a child (and before that the death of a parent in childhood), it seemed “smug” to him. He had employed more troubled lyric surfaces that reflected his more exacerbated consciousness in poems such as “Le Fou,” which he dedicated to Olson. He wrote to Levertov: “I mean, it’s so damn pat . . . this woman gone off, you and yr violets. Opening. . . . But, dammit, isn’t it a little easy? To end it so ’smoothly’? . . . I seem, and in actuality, have that fear—to be afraid of ‘endings.’ But here I can’t believe that was the ‘end’ of it, & so feel, to put it so, not true.” Possibly sensing the constraining effect his words might have, Creeley prefaced this critique with the caveat that Levertov needn’t accept his comments if they didn’t suit her. He wrote, “can’t write yr poems, nor you mine . . . the best either of us cd do, wd be: to jar the other, to some new grip, on the thing in hand.” The fact that Levertov kept the ending suggests that he did just that: challenge her to a “new grip” on
her own necessities, which included revelation, access to the transcendent. She would acknowledge Creeley’s role in helping her to realize a coherent style at the Vancouver Poetry Conference in 1963, when she dedicated her poem “The Necessity” to him.

Life in rural Provence was idyllic in some ways for Levertov and her family. They lived in an old two-bedroom cottage with a large enclosed garden and a view of Mont Sainte-Victoire, the mountain immortalized by Cézanne. The artist’s work and life had inspired Denise since she was thirteen, when she read Gerstle Mack’s biography, and she would later remember a pilgrimage to Cézanne’s studio as a high point of her stay in Provence. Denise spoke French very comfortably and had friends in Puyricard, including the curate, who lent her a book about the village’s history. She also read other books in French, including François Mauriac’s novel Thérèse Desqueyroux. She had read Mauriac before only in translation, she wrote to Jehanne Deutschbein, who was then living in Paris. Wondering if Jehanne had read many of Mauriac’s books, Denise commented that his premises, “especially a psychology based on the belief in original sin,” repelled her, but that she admired his mastery as a storyteller. She was also reading the novels of D.H. Lawrence and F. Scott Fitzgerald.

Denise particularly loved the quietude of the French countryside, where she could hear the garden birds as she stepped out of her scullery. There is nothing like the “incomparable depth of real country quiet,” she wrote. At night she could hear “millions of happy frogs” and could even see the “beautiful eyes” of toads. Their cottage didn’t have running water or a bathroom, however. The toilet was outside and water was drawn from a well and heated in a special compartment of the stove with a tap attached. Denise particularly enjoyed drawing water from the well, a source that must have evoked childhood memories of Valentines Park, where the old wishing well was a beloved destination she later linked with the discovery of language. The well would become, in poems over the years, a metaphor embodying self-discovery and understanding at multiple levels. In the present reality, she loved to “haul up the dripping bucket . . . water an element again, not a utility merely,” Levertov wrote.

Once a week the family went to the public baths in Aix, which were Etruscan in atmosphere. Denise and Mitch would recline and converse from two big bathtubs and little Nik would slither delightedly on the tiles from one to the other. Denise also enjoyed the cathedral in Aix and the tapestry museum. The climate in Provence was good for Mitch’s asthma and he made progress on his novel. He would also write the first of many travel articles for the New York Times about Aix, having reconnected with Armand Schwab, an old friend from Harvard who worked in the paper’s travel section. The couple also exchanged babysitting
with Robert Creeley and his wife, Ann, and sometimes the three of them would bicycle down the long, steep hill to a concert in Aix. Denise remembered one such occasion that unexpectedly tested her survival skills. She was all dressed up, cycling to the music festival, when her brakes gave way at the top of the three-mile hill. She “sailed down at breathless speed, overtaking cars, pigs & people, [her] finger on the bell certain [her] end was approaching—admiring the sunset as for the last time—& saved [herself] by dexterous use of [her] feet on the cobblestones as [she] swept into the amazed populace of the Place Centrale.”83 Undaunted, she then proceeded with the others to the concert.

Near the beginning of Denise and Mitch’s stay in Provence, Joan Veitch, an old friend from England, came to visit. Denise had known her as a happily married woman with two children living in a pleasant house in Cornwall, but Joan’s life had taken a tragic turn. Recently, her son had become ill with a mysterious disease, dying while Denise and Mitch were en route to France. Denise kept in touch with Joan throughout this tragedy. Not only did Denise welcome Joan to Provence, but she also made every effort to help her find a job, enlisting her friends—including Jehanne Deutschbein, who was then working with children.
in Paris—in that project. This kind of effort on behalf of needy friends was typical of Levertov. Even in the early years, when she and Mitch were poor, she extended herself generously. As Jehanne put it in 2005, one of Denise’s most impressive qualities was her “gift of compassion.”

Denise and Mitch also sometimes left Nik in the care of their landlady, who lived next door, while they took long walks in the countryside. “In spring the fields were full of wild narcissus,” Denise noted, and “the shepherd leaned for hours on his crook, coat flung over his shoulders like a cape, or walked his flock to new fields.” There was wild thyme on the slopes of the low hills just north of them, and “little irrigation canals in which to bathe hot feet in the summer.” In the garden of a nearby chateau, “there were lichened 18th century statues, periwinkles around a fountain and many nightingales.” Denise enjoyed learning to cook on a woodstove and then, in hot weather, on charcoal. However, she and Mitch were increasingly plagued by the “multitude of half-feral, sick-looking cats” their landlords kept but did not take care of, which would “snatch food from the baby’s hands.”

In August they moved to Sori, Italy, a town on the Ligurian coast between Genoa and Rapallo where the Waldmans, parents of Denise’s friends Giselle and Jehanne, had a house. The Waldmans helped Denise and Mitch find an apartment in a small building opposite the village church, with windows looking out onto the pebble beach. The lower floors had no windows facing the sea because, though tideless, the Mediterranean beat fiercely on the thick stone walls during storms. Denise and Mitch’s flat was on the top floor, and when wind and waves were high the spray would fling itself through the open casement. At first, Levertov remembered, she thought they could “never bear the loud sound of jostling pebbles,” but they quickly became accustomed to it. The village itself was lively, full of small cafés and guitarists in the evenings. On most days, Nik went to the Asilo—a day-care center in the little town—and he was soon chattering away in dialect much of the time. To help her own Italian, Denise exchanged conversation twice a week with a local woman.

Various friends visited them while they lived in Sori, among them David Mitchell, Denise’s old friend from England, and Seymour Lawrence, the editor of *Wake*, whom Mitch had known at Harvard. In 1951 Lawrence published one of Denise’s poems in the magazine. Toward the end of their stay, Denise’s parents came. It would be the last time Denise saw her father, and both she and Mitch cherished the visit. This was not true of their earlier stop at her parents’ home in Ilford en route to France, which had been painful, perhaps because of high expectations. Her mother had expressed concern that Nik, who called his parents by their first names rather than Mother and Father, wasn’t being brought up with sufficient respect for his elders. After that visit, Denise wrote in her diary that she found her parents “sad in their wistful anxiety about old age.” She wondered
why they couldn’t simply enjoy Nik as he was instead of judging her and Mitch’s parenting. She mused, “Tragic, the cleavages in life; especially between parents and children, who love one another, but become strangers.”

To some extent, her parents’ visit to Sori eased this estrangement. Denise remembered her father, who was a fine linguist but knew no Italian, conversing in Latin with the nuns in Nik’s nursery school, and Mitch recalled walking with him around Genoa, looking at the old city. When they entered an old Gothic church in a small hidden plaza, Paul began to talk to Mitch about his beliefs: “He asked me if I knew what the word Holy meant, and the sense of the Holy and what it was. It was beautiful. He was a man of real depth.” It was with regret that Mitch and Denise left Sori to sail back to New York on February 15, 1952.

While in Sori, Levertov had mustered the courage to write to William Carlos Williams, having been given his address by Creeley, and shortly after the couple’s return to New York, she and Mitch visited Williams and his wife, Florence (“Flossie”), at their home in Rutherford, New Jersey. Levertov and Williams immediately struck up a warm personal relationship, enhanced by their mutual interest in the visual arts as well as in poetry, by Levertov’s experience as a nurse, which complemented Williams’s as a doctor, and by the fact that they were both proud of their hybrid ethnic backgrounds. (Williams describes his Puerto Rican and English descent in his Autobiography, which Levertov read, and he alludes to it in many poems.) Most important, of course, was Levertov’s feeling for Williams’s new measure, which he praised lavishly when she read her poetry for him. In a letter to her mother, she described this first meeting: “He made me read and was so enthusiastic—said actually that of any poet he knew, now writing, I had the best sense of music and ‘the subtle measure needed for our time.’”

Moreover, as Christopher MacGowan has pointed out, “Williams and Levertov were soon able to help one another.” By the time they met, Williams, who had been publishing since 1909, was beginning to receive widespread recognition of his achievement, but a series of strokes had made it difficult for him to read aloud. Levertov put him in touch with a speech therapist who enabled him to return to public readings. Williams’s encouragement, in turn, helped Levertov believe in the new direction of her work. Over the next ten years, until Williams’s death, she would visit him whenever possible, bringing poems for him to critique, and she cherished his letters. Gradually she gained the self-assurance to engage him in critical dialogue, growing from admirer to pupil to equal. After Williams’s death, Levertov published several important essays about his work, demystifying the triadic line in his late poems, pointing out the important element in his work of duende (or “soul,” in the African American sense), and defending him against the prevailing critical stereotype that his work was prosaic,
that it lacked adequate intellectual underpinnings. Williams’s work was also very important to Mitch. In the introduction to his 1970 anthology, *The Movement Toward a New America*, Mitch would identify Williams’s *In the American Grain* and *Paterson* as key sources. Levertov continued to write to Williams’s widow, Flossie, until her death in 1976. In 1964 Levertov wrote the poem “For Floss,” a “flower sketch,” and sent it to Flossie in a letter. As her many tributes show, thinking about Williams remained an important part of Levertov’s life even after she became famous in her own right.

The poems Levertov submitted to Creeley’s failed magazine were turned over to Cid Corman, who published them in *Origin*, a magazine that would become an important outlet for Olson and Creeley’s circle. Corman was a young poet who had been mentored by John Holmes and John Ciardi while an undergraduate at Tufts University. Having done graduate work at the University of Michigan, he returned to the Boston area in 1947 intent on fomenting a poetic community through a series of poetry discussion groups in public libraries. With the help of Nat Hentoff at WMEX, Corman started a poetry program on the radio in Boston that featured readings by local poets. Corman contacted Creeley to read on one of these programs, Creeley’s first public reading, and thus laid the groundwork for the launching of *Origin*. Despite ongoing financial problems, the journal would remain in print for twenty years. Its first series, published between 1951 and 1957, was an important challenge to the postwar academic American poetry canon, which was then dominated by the model of T.S. Eliot, whose essays informed the reading habits of New Criticism. By the time *Origin* began, “the New Critics had successfully rewritten Anglo-American poetic history to lead up to Eliot, and from Eliot to Lowell, Jarrell, Berryman, and Schwartz.” Corman’s magazine offered an alternative, devoting space to poets writing in open and experimental forms, associated with Ezra Pound and William Carlos Williams.

Levertov and Corman became good friends. Not only was he among the first to publish her poetry in America, he also connected her with a number of poets, among them Ted Enslin, Larry Eigner, and most importantly, Robert Duncan, who would become part of her closest circle. Corman also introduced Levertov to a number of Canadian poets. In June 1953, hoping to enlarge his base of subscribers and contributors, he hitchhiked up to Toronto and Montreal to meet with Raymond Souster, Margaret Avison, Irving Layton, and A. M. Klein. Souster was the editor of *Contact*, a Canadian little magazine devoted to new international writing, similar to *Origin* in its objectives. Souster published Levertov’s poems in his magazine and invited her to participate in the *Contact* reading series in Toronto on November 28, 1959, where she met Margaret Avison, with whom she would continue to correspond. The Rosenberg trial was in the news
when Cid stopped to visit Denise and Mitch in Vermont on the way back from Canada. Having hoped for a last-minute stay of execution, they were all depressed by the outcome.94

Levertov’s friendship with Robert Duncan began with a misunderstanding. He had read her poem “The Shifting” in Origin and, in May 1953, had sent her a fan letter that consisted solely of the text of “Letters for Denise Levertov: An A Muse Meant.” (This poem later became the lead poem in Letters, a collection of poems to his friends.) As Albert Gelpi writes, “When Levertov opened the envelope in New York, with no identification or explanation other than the San Francisco postmark and the cryptic initials R.D. at the end of the typescript, she found the text so puzzling in its verbal wit and oblique assertions that she took it as sly amusement at the expense of her poems.”95 Levertov had read Muriel Rukeyser’s review of Duncan’s first book, Heavenly City, Earthly City, several years before with the feeling that he was a kindred spirit, but this early poem was written during the period of Duncan’s imitations of Gertrude Stein, in a manner quite different from his earlier work. Levertov wrote to Cid Corman that she couldn’t understand this poem:

Presumably he’s objecting to me? . . . But I wish he’d be more specific. Sounds very interesting but he makes me feel stupid—what the hell does he mean?
It’s not Duncan is it?96

After an embarrassed exchange of apologies and assurances, this initial misunderstanding was resolved and Levertov and Duncan affirmed their mutual admiration.

In its dissent about the purpose and meaning of a poetic text, this minor episode is significant because it foreshadows future trouble. Despite many common enthusiasms, Levertov never shared Duncan’s fascination with Stein’s language games, a difference that was symptomatic of a more serious disagreement about the ends of poetry stemming from their different religious backgrounds. Duncan was adopted in infancy by parents steeped in gnosticism, a world-rejecting religion, radically dualistic in its conception of physical, moral, and spiritual life, that assumes as its first principle the irreconcilable opposition between God and man, spirit and matter, good and evil. God is not, as in the Judeo-Christian tradition, immersed in human history and made manifest by human beings, whose responsibility it is to overcome the capacity for evil. Rather, it is the task of those initiates gifted with “gnosis,” or spiritual insight, to overlook conflict in worldly affairs by means of consciousness expressed in language. In the sixties, during the Vietnam War, Duncan became increasingly critical of Levertov’s political engagement until, after twenty years of empathy, their friendship ended over the issue of “how poetry can and should address politics.”97

This rupture was years in the future, however. In the present, the friendship was confirmed when Levertov and Duncan first met in New York in February
1955, when Duncan and his partner, the artist Jess Collins, were en route to Majorca. Duncan in person was a charismatic figure, Levertov would remember. He was immensely sophisticated and erudite, could range from medieval studies to Freud, and lived in a “literary and sexual ambience [she] didn’t even know existed.”98 She wrote to him after their first meeting, “If I were to really write to you it wd. be a real crazy letter—something like a love letter, tho’ not that—dominated by some image of the moon, a full moon, for some reason—.”99 As the imagery here suggests, she was drawn most of all by the mystique of a visionary imagination akin to her own or, as she would later put it, to a shared “tradition of magic and prophecy and song.”100

Levertov’s early poem “Homage” captures elements of her admiration for Duncan. Its working title was “Homage to Prospero,” and the allusion to Shakespeare’s magus in The Tempest highlights the way in which Duncan’s presence made more accessible for Levertov the brave new world of America. In the first stanza, Levertov praises Duncan’s unique ability to enchant:

To lay garlands at your feet
because you stand
dark in the light, or lucent
in the dark air of the mind’s world
solitary in your empire of magic,
undiminished

As the poem proceeds, she turns to his courage and self-possession in the face of hostility. In a period rampant with homophobia and racism, Duncan had dared to connect the battle for the acceptance of homosexual love with a general battle for freedom and expression in his 1944 essay “The Homosexual In Society.” In the following lines, Levertov alludes to the hostile social climate in which he worked, showing that it did not diminish his vision or commitment to poetry:

and doors are slammed in your face
and stony faces pass you wideawake
and you sing
dreaming wideawake with stone eyes101

In Majorca, through Levertov’s introduction, Duncan and Jess met and befriended the Creeleys, who—with a young English couple, Martin and Janet Seymour-Smith—had started a book publishing venture there because of the low printing costs.102 By 1954, their Divers Press had published Charles Olson’s Mayan Letters, a selection of the vast correspondence between Olson and Creeley, and Robert Duncan’s Caesar’s Gate. There was also the perception that, having done its pioneering work, Origin was faltering, so Charles Olson, then rector of Black Mountain College, invited Creeley to edit the Black Mountain Review to
create additional possibilities. Olson’s 1950 essay “Projective Verse” outlined the main features of the journal’s aesthetic program. Like *Origin*, it was to extend into postwar American poetry the modernist experimentation that Pound and Williams had instigated earlier.

Creeley joined the experimental liberal arts community in North Carolina in 1954 and edited the *Black Mountain Review* until 1957, publishing the work not only of students and faculty but of others, like Levertov, who never set foot on the campus. It is unclear whether her other responsibilities made a visit to Black Mountain impossible in the midfifties or whether she was simply not invited. (Olson was allegedly unreceptive to women’s poetry.) Of the ten poets later categorized as the “Black Mountain school of poetry,” based on their publication in the *Review*, Levertov was the only woman. In a later conversation with Eavan Boland, Levertov would say that she was “in many ways . . . the token woman in the Black Mountain School,” but in the fifties and sixties she was glad of this association. Having lost a sense of country, she treasured the “fellowship of poetic practice and family feeling” that it offered.

Levertov became friends with other Black Mountain poets in addition to Creeley and Duncan, such as Edward Dorn and Jonathan Williams. She edited a special issue of *Origin* that featured Dorn’s poetry, and her third book, *Overland to the Islands*, would be published by Williams’s Jargon Press.

Despite her associations with Black Mountain, Levertov’s second book—her first published in America—was not published through this connection. Rather, as she explained later, in 1955 she received a letter from Weldon Kees, whom she knew only by name, saying that “he liked [her] work and wanted to publish a book of it in a small press series he and a printer friend were planning.” She was delighted and sent him a manuscript—with which he was pleased—but before the book went into production came news of his death by a leap from the Golden Gate Bridge. About a year later, Levertov got a letter from the San Francisco poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti, saying that the poems had come to him after Kees’s death and he would like to publish them in his City Lights Pocket Poets series. Not much later, she heard from Jonathan Williams, who also wanted to do a book, but because the Ferlinghetti–Kees offer came first, she extended to Ferlinghetti first choice of all the poems she had then accumulated and gave Williams the “rejects,” plus what newer work she had done in the intervening months. Thus, poems intended to be in a single book, because of their interrelationships, were arbitrarily divided between her second book, *Here and Now* (1956), and her third book, *Overland to the Islands* (1958).

The effects of this arbitrary division are evident in Levertov’s letters to Ferlinghetti regarding a possible title for her second book. She has found it difficult to decide on a title, she writes, and suggests a number of possibilities. Three possibilities are titles of individual poems—“Beyond the End,” “The Way Through,”
and “Everything that Acts is Actual”—and three are suggestive in other ways: “The Dolphins,” from a line in her poem “Zest”; “Sitting Up Late,” because that’s when she writes; and “A Fireplace of Stones,” which alludes to a beloved passage from Coleridge’s *Anima Poetae*. Six months later, now in Mexico and still concerned about a title, she comments that one Ferlinghetti has suggested—“The Blue Jungle”—might be okay, but she prefers to choose her own. She encloses the poem “Overland to the Islands” and suggests that it provide the book’s title, with “Here and Now” as a second possibility. “Here and Now” won out.

In a memorable review that appeared in the journal *Poetry*, Kenneth Rexroth used the occasion of the new book to recount Levertov’s entire career to date, calling her “incomparably the best poet of what is getting to be known as the new avant-garde.” He marveled at how quickly her verse had responded to “the life of speech” in her new country: “It would be easy to say that it came under the influence of Williams Carlos Williams. It would be more true to say it moved into the mainstream of twentieth-century poetry.”106 A letter from William Carlos Williams himself meant the most to Levertov, however. She sent a copy to Ferlinghetti, telling him to keep it private because it would embarrass her, adding that “it’s a damn nice letter to have just the same.”107 Williams wrote, “It’s a beautiful book! And that doesn’t begin to say it. It’s a wise book and reveals a mind with which I am in love. What is love? A fellow feeling, something we can understand and acknowledge as part of one’s own being. . . . I am really amazed and a little in awe of you. I didn’t realize you were so good though I had an intimation of it on that day in our front room when you were reading to me and I saw that you were really a poet.”108

Although “Overland to the Islands” became the title poem of her third book, not her second, it is perhaps the best example of the consolidation Levertov achieved in her early years in America. In it, the continuity between present and past is seamlessly expressed. She both proceeds “by ear,” as Creeley would have it, and offers an image of living to which the content of her poem points. The poem was composed in Mexico in July 1956. By this time, Levertov’s father had died in England, a life event she marked with the Hasidic dance of mourning depicted in “In Obedience,” another poem in this book. In “Overland to the Islands,” her connection with the sorrowful past he represented is less overt but still present as a subtext. The poem’s subject is the poet’s pleasure in the creative process, which she now shared with the Williams-Olson-Creeley-Duncan circle. It expresses their common engagement in a process of creation that is provisional and open or, as she puts it in the poem, “intently haphazard.”109 Her choice of a dog as a model—“Let’s go—much as that dog goes”—is both humorously self-deprecating and also extends the range of perception beyond the socially determined human one, an imaginative strategy particularly useful for an American woman poet in the conservative fifties:
—dancing

diedgeways, there’s nothing
the dog disdains on his way.

At the same time, although the dog “keeps moving, changing / pace and approach,” he has a clear sense of direction, the provenance of which precedes her contact with her American circle. The poem concludes with an illuminating quotation from Rilke, “every step an arrival,” at which point it shifts to another literary plane, the neo-Romantic plane of Levertov’s past.

It is important to recognize Williams’s special mediating influence upon this poem. The phrase “a radiance / consorting with the dance,” with which Levertov interprets the light on the dog’s fur, is reminiscent of the end of book 4 of Paterson, where the speaker emerges from the sea in the company of a frisky dog. Furthermore, Levertov’s central metaphor of imaginative travel harks back to “The Wanderer,” a poem in which Williams’s debt to Keats is evident even as he signals his developing objectivist aesthetic. In fact, on the manuscript of the poem, Levertov quoted a line from Williams’s essay “Shakespeare,” which she had just read: “It is the imagination that travels,” Williams wrote. “Pattern of the more serious interval between the serious travel of being born and dying.”

Williams’s comment may well have prompted the paradox that governs Levertov’s title, “Overland to the Islands”: in reality, one must cross water to arrive at an island; it is possible, only internally, to travel there “overland.” At this point in her life, desirous of fitting into her new American home, Levertov needed to repress the ocean separating her from Europe. Yet her European roots remained embedded in her language, charging her rhythms and appearing discursively in the quotation from Rilke at the end.

Both Duncan and Creeley saw the new book’s consolidation of her poetic project immediately. Duncan praised Levertov’s poems for bringing him “to that crossing of the inner and outer reality, where we have the wholeness of the universe.” Immediately after the book was published, Creeley wrote: “I think this book demonstrates your continuities, viz. your texture & person, much more than somehow could Here and Now.” The issue of integrating the present with the past as a necessity of her creative process eventually became clear to Levertov as well. In 1967, looking back in search of evidence of “the soul-journey” that comprised her life myth, she wrote, referring to Overland to the Islands: “Here, unconsciously, I was evidently trying to unify for myself my sense of the pilgrim way with my new American, objectivist-influenced, pragmatic, and sensuous longing for the Here and Now.”
Levertov’s postwar life in New York City was not only a period of friendships and growth, it was also marked by loss and marital tension, especially when her father died in 1954 and her mother came to live with her and Mitch. To accommodate this new situation, the family moved to Mexico for two years in the mid-1950s, and Beatrice Levertoff remained there until her death. These circumstances are evident in individual poems in *Here and Now* and *Overland to the Islands*. In her fourth book, *With Eyes at the Back of Our Heads* (1960), the first in which she arranged the contents, a newly conceived relation to tradition, informed by Mexican culture, governs the structure. Her sojourn in Mexico allowed Levertov to recuperate from the upheavals in her personal life and move forward.

Despite Denise and Mitch’s devotion to each other’s creative vocation, their marriage began to be strained by money worries, separations, and discomfort resulting from Mitch’s relative lack of professional accomplishment. In their first years in New York, after his readjustment allowance ended, Mitch had a civil service job in the welfare department, but he was unable to work on his novel on weekends in their small apartment when Nikolai was present. This was one reason they went to Europe. When they returned to New York, this problem recurred. Mitch completed the requirements for a master’s degree in economics and tried unsuccessfully to find a teaching job. Turning down offers of other jobs that he felt would preclude work on his novel, he preferred to write more travel articles, but that took him away from his family, sometimes for lengthy periods.

In the spring of 1952, with Nik at the Greenwich House Nursery all day during the summer, Denise assumed responsibility for the couple’s financial support for five months to help Mitch. Since she had no formal education, her opportunities
were limited. In letters to her mother, she reported a series of low-paying jobs: first at the British Book Centre, where there was too much typing; then at James Ewing Hospital as an assistant nurse, where the long hours and psychological demands of the patients exhausted her. By Labor Day she had gotten a job as a proofreader, which she found much easier than clerical work or nursing. Denise would continue to work off and on at such jobs for the next few years, explaining to her mother that she preferred working. In the evenings, she read, wrote, and saw her friends, while during the day the routine of work ordered and calmed her life in a way that she found difficult to create at home. She did not tell her mother that, too often, she lacked the patience to care for a rambunctious toddler, that Mitch was often unavailable, and that she resorted to angry tantrums, sometimes even hitting her son. Much later, when Nikolai was having academic difficulties in high school, she confided in her diary the fear that his problems were her fault, that she had damaged him when he was little. She was thus greatly relieved when Nikolai began to concentrate and improve, eventually demonstrating talent as an artist. (He would graduate from the Rhode Island School of Design in 1970.) In her poem “He-Who-Came-Forth,” composed in 1968, when Nikolai was nineteen, she expresses pride in him, as well as a nexus of mixed feelings about her earlier performance as a mother. Despite her failures, he

became a person,
whose subtle mind and quick heart
though I beat him, hurt him,
while I fed him, loved him,
now stand beyond me, out in the world.\(^1\)

A more capricious manifestation of her stress and overextension occurred in January 1953, when she lost her beloved doll, “Monkey Tunks,” on the New York subway en route to Brooklyn. She felt as if a person had died and not a doll, she wrote to her mother, feeling foolish. “He had been present at every joy and crisis of my life and I thought always would be; never angry, never disappointing, always seeming wise. It may be I myself who breathed life into him, but for all intents and purposes it was there.”\(^2\) Denise and Mitch placed written appeals in all the subway stops, describing the history and sentimental value of the “foot-long, black-eyed, black polled leather doll,” but it was never found. Denise believed that Monkey “was crushed by the train and later cremated.” She mourned this lost “homunculus” so keenly partly because it had been given to her in childhood by Olga, before she began her emotional decline, and partly because Denise associated it with the source of her artistic gifts. A transitional object of sorts, it had sung a nonsense song, understood only by her, about “a well, and about the wet stones around the wellhead.” In an essay, “The Pardoner,” Levertov characterized her feelings about losing Monkey in these terms and as a belated loss of
innocence. Now she would have to live “in the suspense of unpardonedness, simply to live.”

In 1953, Denise and Mitch moved from Barrow Street to a railroad flat on the fourth floor of a building at 249 West Fifteenth Street in Chelsea, where Denise’s close friend Barbara Bank also lived. They had six rooms, enough space for Denise to have a study behind the kitchen. Since Mitch required a quieter atmosphere, he rented a work space in a nearby apartment. Other friends in the building included the flutist Don Moffat, “the goatherd upstairs” whose “sweet flute” Levertov acknowledged in her poem “The World Outside.” Nikolai attended the nursery school at Saint Luke’s Church nearby. Although the additional space and close proximity of friends enhanced the quality of Denise and Mitch’s lives, tensions persisted. In April 1953, after Mitch had been alone in East Dorset, Vermont, for two weeks, working on his novel and writing travel articles, Denise replied negatively to his plea to join him there. She preferred to stay in the city and continue as a proofreader until mid-June, she wrote. She couldn’t relax and be happy there with so many unresolved problems.

That Mitch felt eclipsed by Denise is evident in a letter Denise wrote to Paul Blackburn, after Blackburn rejected poems she had sent to him on behalf of an anonymous “friend.” This “friend” was Mitch, who was trying to write poetry as a break from his novel. Mitch was not confident enough to send the poems himself but rather gave them to Denise to send anonymously, an action that reflects a serious imbalance. Blackburn probably guessed the truth, for he inquired about the poems’ author. Denise replied that she had decided not to reveal him because it would only cause discomfort all around. Mitch thought of himself as a novelist, and he wrote no more poetry for some time. But later, when he was becoming famous as an antiwar activist, he began writing poetry again, publishing a book of poems, *Light from under a Bushel*, in 1968. Then, after he and Denise divorced, he published a second book of poems, *A Life in Common* (1984). Looking back on his first efforts, Mitch wrote to the poet Hayden Carruth that he had wanted to write poems as well as fiction from the beginning, but that Denise “discouraged it.” This tendency to blame others for his failings was typical of Mitch.

The news from Levertov’s family in England was disheartening. In December 1953, Denise’s mother, Beatrice, had a gallbladder operation and her father, Paul, began to feel ill. Exasperated that Olga was unavailable to help, Denise was sad that she could not afford to be with her parents. In January 1954, when it became clear that her father had liver cancer, she wrote that she hoped to come to England within the year. By the spring, her father’s health began to fail dramatically, and Denise reassured Beatrice that she and Mitch wanted her to come to live with them after Paul died. On May 3, Denise wrote an anguished letter: much as she
would love to come to England to see her father for the last time, spending the
money now would make it impossible for Mitch to come over later to help her
mother arrange her affairs in preparation for coming to America. (In the end,
Mitch never did go to help Beatrice.) Denise was also worried about the prospect
of leaving Nik, who might feel insecure and abandoned by a separation of several
weeks. She wished she could communicate with Olga, whom she pitied, but Olga
had become estranged from the family. Denise wrote to her mother, “When she
finds out—perhaps too late—about Daddy’s illness it will be a terrible shock and
for all one knows she may feel a devastating remorse.” The next day Denise sent
a separate letter to her father, who was in the hospital. She and Nik had stepped
into a church after school, thought about him together, and wished him well. “As
you know,” she continued, “my feelings about religion are pretty indefinite and as
I hate hypocrisy and dishonesty I am unable to practice the forms of what I don’t
wholeheartedly believe, even if I respect it, and even if emotionally I have the
impulse to do so.” However, Nikolai insisted that she say a prayer, so she looked
up “a collect for the sick and read it aloud to him, much to his satisfaction.” She
wanted her father to know “the intensity” with which she wished to be there now
and “the many tears shed for [him] these days.”

In a letter dictated from his hospital bed, her father replied, “My dear child I
know that you love me and you know that I love you and no words are necessary
to confirm it.” Beatrice added that her father particularly appreciated her prayer
and that, much as they’d love to see her, neither of them wanted her to neglect
her primary duty to her own family. Denise was with them in spirit, her mother
insisted, describing an instance when she calmed her husband by asking what
message he wanted to send to Denise. After a pause, he replied that although he
was in great pain, his love for Denise was so great that he forgot his pain. As for
Olga, her mother continued, “I would be full of anxiety if she were to materialize.
Nothing would kill Daddie so surely, and as for me, she is the only thing I am
afraid of in life. I tremble in fear of her unscrupulousness.”

In June, Paul’s health improved enough for him to return home from the hos-
pital. Denise greeted news of this development as a reprieve. She had been remem-
bering her terror during the first air raid, she wrote, and how she’d held his hand
“tightly as the planes zoomed and the bombs and guns thudded and cracked, and
how warm and firm and comforting” he was. She took further comfort from
hearing that he still enjoyed the garden in Ilford. She, Mitch, and Nikolai were in
rural Vermont for the summer and she fervently wished that her parents could
enjoy its pleasures with them. Denise also reported attending a party for Sir Her-
bert Read at the home of the poet Babette Deutsch and her husband, the transla-
tor Avraham Yarmolinsky, who were interested in her father’s work and wanted
to see Olga’s biographical sketch of him.
When her father’s illness progressed, Denise became very anxious. She wanted to be there and blamed Mitch for not earning enough to make the trip possible. When she asked her mother for a “last message” from her father, her mother responded on July 1 with the following: “Tell her I love her, I love her, I love her, as she also writes . . . to me. I wish her a life full of happiness with her dear ones and in her work, her writing. And if she finds that God has long ago found her, I shall be so happy in that knowledge in the other life I’m going to.” He had the same message for Mitch and Nik, her mother continued, “for they are included in it.” Paul had also taken Beatrice’s hand and made her promise that she would from now on pray “that he would be taken out of this weary body.”

Paul Levertov died at home at the end of July and was buried on August 5 at Barking-side Cemetery in the London borough of Redbridge.

When her father became ill, Denise regretted having not asked him earlier about his youth in Eastern Europe, and she and Mitch embarked on the ambitious project of reading his work. Denise’s poem “In Obedience” expresses this regret as well as pride in her Hasidic heritage, which she had expressed in “a wild solitary dance among the fireflies in a New England garden” one night while her father lay dying. This impassioned “dance of love and mourning” was akin to the Hasidic dance of praise her father had danced shortly before his death, she learned later. She wrote that she could imagine a descendent saying, “We are of a line that dances in mourning and dances a joyful dance in the hour of death.”

Here were the seeds of legend that, together with her mother’s Welsh ancestry and such English classics as John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, would comprise a personal mythology centering on themes of pilgrimage and the interplay of joy and sorrow that are consonant with the larger project of revolution.

Over the next months, Levertov would keenly regret having been unable to see her father again after Sori. In remembrance, she began reading Martin Buber’s Tales of the Hasidim. Recalling that her father had once started such an anthology, she was particularly interested in the section on Schneur Zalman, an intriguing ancestor. When Mitch bought her both volumes for her birthday, it seemed like “a present from Daddy himself.” She also introduced Buber’s tales to her friends, reporting that after talking with her, Norman Mailer had bought both volumes the next day. Over the winter, she and Mitch began reading Buber’s own writings, for the first time really realizing their Jewish heritage. To Mitch in particular this was “a revelation.” (Jewishness for Mitch’s family was a fact of descent and ethnic identity but not of religious practice. Neither Mitch nor his brother, Howard, had had a Jewish education or a bar mitzvah.) Denise and Mitch also joined a Jewish book club, receiving Everyman’s Talmud, A Treasury
of Jewish Folklore, and Pictorial History of the Jewish People. Denise was amused to find in the latter a picture of Schneur Zalman, showing that his nose was like her father’s.

Levertov’s “Illustrious Ancestors” is one of several poems in which she allies her poetics with her religious heritage, drawing directly from Buber’s Tales of the Hasidim. Here she deftly alludes both to her father’s ancestor Schneur Zalman, “The Rav / of Northern White Russia,” and to Angell Jones of Mold, a Welsh tailor on her mother’s side “whose apprentices came to learn Biblical interpretations from him while cutting and stitching.” The form of the poem, brief but pointed anecdotes about these men followed by a declaration of mutuality, is true to the tradition as well. As Buber explains, the Hasidic legendary anecdote illumines in a few words not only the “entire destiny” of its subject but also “the meaning of life.” From the nineteen anecdotes about the Rav in Buber’s book, Levertov chose two as her touchstones: First, his rejection of the opportunity to learn the language of birds (as extraneous to his devotion to God) and his later discovery that this knowledge had been given him as a gift. Second, his reply to the question of what he prayed with—that he “prayed / with the bench and the floor” rather than “with the verse,” his son’s more obvious answer. As Levertov explained later, she had read, in Mircea Eliade’s Patterns in Comparative Religion, that becoming conversant with the language of animals, especially birds, “symbolizes access to the transcendent reality,” a concept that corresponded with her myth of pilgrimage, or “passage from one spiritual state into another.” Also, to pray with what was “at hand,” like both the Rav and Angell Jones, paralleled aesthetic principles that she absorbed from William Carlos Williams. As she put it in the final stanza of “Illustrious Ancestors”:

Well, I would like to make,
thinking some line still taut between me and them,
poems direct as what the birds said,
hard as a floor, sound as a bench,
mysterious as the silence when the tailor
would pause with his needle in the air.

Now that her interest in Hasidism was awakened, Levertov was eager to meet members of her father’s family. Some were welcoming; others not. In 1963 she met Else and Shlomo Levertov, distant relatives from Israel who were musicians in the Israel Symphony Orchestra. They invited her to visit them in Hamden, Connecticut, where they lived with their son, Gad, a violinist, who studied at Yale University. Through them she contacted Rabbi Moishe Levertov, a member of the Chabad group in Brooklyn. He answered her letters politely but denied Denise’s claim of kinship, refused her invitation to visit, and questioned her understanding of her father’s history, including his descent from Schneur Zalman.
He couldn’t consider her a relative, he wrote, because her mother wasn’t Jewish, and he wouldn’t feel comfortable visiting her in Greenwich Village. He thought it impossible for his grandfather, a very religious Hasid, to have sent her father to study in a secular environment, he continued. The story he was told was that Grandfather Saul wanted to arrange a marriage for her father while he was very young. Paul didn’t want to marry and ran away. Most important, Rabbi Levertov doubted her father’s descent from Schneur Zalman. “We are staunch followers of his and I was never told by my father about it. Had there been any ancestry involved my father would be sure to know it, and be proud over it.”

Denise was upset by this rejection; the questions the rabbi raised about her father’s lineage struck at her core. She was thus relieved when Else Levertov advised her to ignore him and consider Else’s family her real cousins. Denise also wrote to her mother, who replied in a long letter about her father’s family history. Her mother claimed that her father’s descent from the Rav was through his mother. She remembered that while they lived in Ilford a great-grandson of the Rav visited them “and called Daddie cousin.” Beatrice also denied the story about Paul refusing to marry someone his father chose and said that while his father was indeed upset about his son’s conversion to Christianity, the two were reconciled before his father died. “He forgave Daddie explicitly,” she insisted, and he also wrote to Beatrice as his daughter although he knew she was not Jewish. Although a dedicated foe of anti-Semitism, Beatrice disliked Jews like Rabbi Levertoff who repudiated her husband, she said. They had hurt him deeply and she rejected them.

•••

After her father’s death, Levertov’s homesickness intensified. She was particularly moved by a letter, from a family friend who had helped nurse her father, about a little Russian song her father had sung not long before he died. This friend also told of her mother singing “My mother bids me bind my hair,” which made Denise long for them to be together. She urged her mother, who went to visit the family in Wales after the funeral, to come to New York without delay, assuring her that she wouldn’t be a burden. She also asked her to bring all of her father’s books, especially a manuscript of her grandfather’s that her father had drawn upon in his work on Hasidism. However, Beatrice did not leave England until the following spring; she sailed from Southampton to New York on April 21, 1955.

Denise was very happy to have her mother with her in New York, but it was not easy for Mitch. Shortly after the initial excitement of her arrival, Beatrice became ill again with gallbladder disease and needed surgery. This meant that Mitch and Denise couldn’t travel as usual to Vermont and that, for some time, Denise’s life was geared to hospital visits. “Mitch is . . . feeling rather low,” she wrote to Cid Corman, and later she mentioned that Mitch suffered with “insomnia
due to worry” about money.24 They eventually did go to Vermont that summer, but Mitch’s anxiety persisted. He was by this time a successful travel writer, and he accepted an assignment from the Atlantic Monthly that took him to Scandinavia for a month in the autumn. In his diary from this trip he noted the beauty of the women there, “and the way they look you in the eye.”25 Also, for economic reasons, the family planned to go to Mexico in 1956 for a year or two. While Denise didn’t want this change and Nik was happy in first grade at Saint Luke’s, she realized that Mitch desperately needed it.26

Although Denise continued to be committed to Mitch, the strain in their marriage increased and both had affairs with other people. Denise’s relationship was with John Day, a young economic historian whom she met through Lee Bell’s sister. In love with Day, who returned her love, but determined not to leave her husband and son, Denise ended the affair abruptly on a street corner the day before leaving for Mexico in January, and she spent the first months there somewhat bewildered. Her poem “The Lovers” captures this adjustment period from the perspective, first, of the woman, who “cannot accept the silence” of her lover’s “absence,” and then of the man, who continues to see her at night in his mind’s eye, “a flower held in the / teeth of the dark.”27 In her poem “The Third Dimension,” Levertov expresses “the terrible dividedness of being in love with someone and yet loving [her] husband as much as ever—the hopeless confusion [she] was in.”28 As she puts it in the poem, she had been cracked open by love and after that, although alive to tell the tale, “a simple honesty is // nothing but a lie.”29 Also, she copied out in her journal the following quotation from Federico García Lorca’s Blood Wedding: “To burn with desire and keep quiet about it is the greatest punishment we can bring on ourselves. . . . When things get that deep inside you there isn’t anybody who can change them.”30 As she would explain to Seymour Gresser, a poet and sculptor whom she had befriended in New York, elaborating on her confusion, “I say ’was’ because the intensity of that is past—and yet having once been it’s a reality forever, but lulled—i.e. it’s still there even if I don’t feel it.” She added that the poems “The Lovers” and “The Marriage (I)” were written on the same day. “The Marriage (II)” was begun the day after “The Third Dimension” was finished. She asked Gresser not to mention her affair with Day in his reply, however, because she and Mitch don’t discuss it now and he “generally reads your letters.”31 Mitch made Denise feel very guilty about her affair. She did not learn until much later, when they were about to divorce, that he too had been unfaithful when he was in Scandinavia.32

In their first year in Mexico, Denise and Mitch, her mother, and Nik settled into a new pink stucco house in Guadalajara on a street on the edge of town, where the prairie began. It is “sunny all day every day,” she wrote to William Carlos
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Williams, and there is “a wonderful luxuriance of delicate flowers with an iron will to grow out of the dusty, cracked ground.”

“Guadalajara is rather Americanized,” she continued, “—has glossy supermarkets . . . and is growing like mad—but it has old houses, too, & beautiful jumbled-up markets full of strange smells and bright colours.” Her poem “A Supermarket in Guadalajara, Mexico,” is based on these first impressions. First titled “Old Mexico, New Style: Music While You Shop,” it conveys not only the incongruity of old and new, but also the slower pace and sensuousness of life in Mexico, where “girl cashiers, relaxed / in the lap of the hot afternoon, / breathe in time to the music.”

The new house is more spacious than any they’ve lived in before and has beautiful vistas, she wrote to Cid Corman. Her mother “enjoys the view (as we all do) of plains, mountains, cowboys, jacarandas, bougainvillea, horses, cows, donkeys.”

Mitch has an excellent workroom with a balcony. Denise works in their bedroom and also has a view. Freed from housework by a maid, she has been able to write a lot at her table by the window, and although unable to speak Spanish very well yet, she is reading it with a dictionary. She also swims every day in a local pool, explaining that she loves “being in another element, and the sense of solitude even when there are other people in the pool, & the pleasure of using one’s body.” It was much like the energy she got from ballet classes, which she had also resumed. Although she had taken classes in modern dance with Midi Garth in New York and Julie Loupatkine in Vermont, in Mexico she returned to classical ballet. She likes working, for a change, in “the strict discipline of a technique I know. Modern dance is so close to poetry that it torments me. Ballet doesn’t impinge and yet I get a physical exhilaration.”

Nik goes to the American School for three hours in the morning and enjoys digging in the yard with a new friend in the afternoon, so everyone has something, and although it is not as cheap as they had hoped, it is a big improvement over New York.

Denise expressed dissatisfaction with social life in Guadalajara, however. She complained that many people there have “vague yearnings toward writing or painting” but never act on them. This was irritating because they resent those who do, which “puts one in a sort of priggish self-righteous position.” She and Mitch were thus pleased to find the novelist John Hermann living nearby in Thaquepaque and visited with him several times, bringing regards from William Carlos Williams, who had praised Hermann in his Autobiography. Denise also made several women friends through Nik’s school. Among them was Virginia Barrett, the mother of one of Nik’s playmates. Barrett had given birth to twin girls in Guadalajara, and unable to support them in addition to her other three children, had given them up for adoption. She must have reminded Denise of her sister Olga, whose decision to give up for adoption three of her children Denise had deplored. In Levertov’s 1957 poem “The Earthwoman and the Waterwoman,” Barrett is the Waterwoman, whose children “are spindle thin.” She sings “gay songs in a sad
voice / with her moonshine children,” but leaves them in the evening to go
“dancing in the misty lit-up town / in dragonfly dresses and blue shoes.” She is
contrasted with the Earthwoman, another friend, whose children, “full of blood
and milk / stamp through the woods shouting,” and who sleeps contentedly in
her warm hut at the end of the day.39 While the poem recognizes the Water-
woman’s sadness and vulnerability, it also implies that she is a bad mother. When
Levertov resumed contact with Barrett (and the now thriving twin girls) twenty-
five years later, she saw her friend’s history in another light and wrote a second
poem, “Dragonfly-Mother,” “as an apology” to her.40 Levertov was by then herself
overextended with too many public engagements and very active in the protest
movement against the Vietnam War. In the poem, she describes a time when she
broke a promise to speak at a meeting in the name of a deeper commitment to her
life as an artist. Nurtured by the Dragonfly-Mother, whom she regards as a “mes-
senger” of this deeper commitment, she realizes

There is a summer
in the sleep
of broken promises, fertile dreams,
acts of passage, hovering
journeys over the fathomless waters.41

Friends from America also visited Denise and Mitch in Guadalajara. Among
these was Allen Ginsberg, who stopped by with Peter Orlovsky, Orlovsky’s younger
brother Lafcadio, and Gregory Corso for two days in early November, shortly
after Howl and Other Poems was published by Lawrence Ferlinghetti’s City Lights
Press. (Ferlinghetti would publish Levertov’s Here and Now in the same series a
year later.) Levertov had been very impressed with “Howl,” recognizing both its
authenticity and its debt to such sources as Walt Whitman and the eighteenth-
century British religious poet Christopher Smart. She wrote to Robert Duncan: “It
has the strength & truth of a man’s real voice—nothing put-up, contrived, smoothed
to please—yet it has variety within itself—it’s not a strident complaint.”

Ginsberg had been living in San Francisco, but he probably first met Levertov
in New York through Robert Creeley, a mutual friend. In any case, the visit to her
and Mitch in Mexico was a qualified success, with Denise liking the “gentleness”
among group members but questioning their aura of perpetual adolescence. “How
the hell do they manage to be quite so young?” she exclaimed.42 They played with
seven-year-old Nikolai, who was excited by their antics. (At one point they shed
their T-shirts and sneakers and jumped into the local swimming pool.) Nikolai
remembered his mother, concerned about Orlovsky’s overt homosexual behav-
ior, saying to him that “not everyone named Lafcadio behaves that way.”43 After
this trip, Ginsberg returned to New York, where he used the success of *Howl* to get the attention of publishers for his friends as well as for himself. He placed Levertov’s poem “Laying the Dust” in *Mademoiselle*, for which she was paid eighty dollars, a handsome fee. He also spoke to editors at several presses about her. While Levertov appreciated Ginsberg’s generosity, she was concerned that his efforts at promotion were a harmful distraction and would interfere with his own work.

Levertov’s admiration of Ginsberg’s poetry was ambivalent. After reading “Kaddish,” she wrote: “It is very fine. . . . I don’t feel the same about all the poems in the book; but ‘Kaddish’ itself is tremendous.” She also enjoyed Jack Kerouac’s 1957 novel *On the Road*, understanding its rhythm of “OUT & back, OUT and back” as characteristically American, but she did not like his poetry. It smacked of aspects of the Beat lifestyle and poetics of which she disapproved. In particular, as she wrote to Duncan after Ginsberg’s visit to her in Mexico, she disliked the use of drugs to enhance perception: “When they say to me I should take marijuana, peyote, etc. & see the natural world enlarged & intensified I look at . . . a pre-Columbian pot or warrior, or out of the window, & I feel no yen to see this other world mechanically introduced to the perceptions. . . . I want much more to make something of what I have.” She also lamented the lack of attention to craft in the work of some of Ginsberg’s imitators, explaining that the “‘vomit-it-all out’ concept of poetry was totally alien to [her] belief in the poet as both ‘maker’ and ‘instrument,’ and of poetry (not poets) as a *power*, something held in sacred trust.” By the early sixties, when she had returned to New York and was participating in the poetry community of the East Village, Levertov modified this stance. She wrote an introduction to an anthology of poems from *Les Deux Mégots*, a coffeehouse on East Seventh Street, and supported the readings that were held there, which included Beat poets. Cautioning that she “didn’t want to be responsible for any poems that showed no care for craft,” she nevertheless felt “honored” to be asked to write the foreword because of the group’s spirit of camaraderie and “love of the poem.”

Robert Creeley also came to visit Denise and Mitch in Guadalajara for a few days after Christmas, having taken a break from teaching at a boys’ school in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Denise and Mitch were away at the coast when he arrived, and Creeley had to break a window to enter. He was lucky not to be mistaken for a robber and shot when the maid’s husband came to make his daily inspection. He found Creeley sitting at the table “with some food & a book propped up; with his one eye & his beard you can imagine what a sensation he caused.” Creeley soon joined Denise and Mitch at the beach at Barra de Navidad, where they “ate fresh coconuts & lobsters, saw a most beautiful insouciant armadillo . . . walked in the palm jungle, caught some inedible fish,” and swam every day, until once they saw the water filled with enormous sharks, which prevented them
from continuing to swim. The armadillo would make another appearance in Levertov’s poem “Come into Animal Presence,” and she would portray her experience of the ambiguous nature of the sea in her poems “Action” and “The Sharks.”

“Action” can be read as a response to the “action painting” of some of the abstract expressionist painters, whose aggressive approach to their medium troubled Levertov. In her poem, the action consists of giving oneself over to the elements, of laying “everything down on the hot sand,” crossing the “whispering threshold,” walking “right into the clear sea,” and floating there,

my long hair floating, and fishes
vanishing all around me. Deep water.
Little by little one comes to know
The limits and depths of power.

Although the beach scene here is sensuous, one feels the contemplative spirit of a comfortless soul. This unease is intensified in “Sharks.” The sea becomes “sinister” when, for the first time, the speaker dares to swim out of her depth: “Dark fins appear, innocent / as if in fair warning.”

The awareness in Mexican culture that life and death are inseparable, celebrated in the fiesta of the Day of the Dead, for example, was important to Levertov. As she put it in a 1975 essay, “Mexican culture, with its memories of blood-sacrifice in the Aztec and other pre-Columbians periods, with the fatalism a subject people developed willy-nilly under the brutality of the Spanish conquerors whom they had not the power to throw off, and with, even today, a high infant mortality and relatively short adult life-expectancy—Mexican culture does not keep death in a closet.” She admired a mode of life that stayed in vital contact with the earth that sustained it. In Mexico City, en route to Guadalajara, she had reread William Carlos Williams’s essay “The Destruction of Tenochtitlan,” about the dramatic confrontation between the conquistador Cortez and the Aztec king Montezuma. As in other essays in In the American Grain, Williams contrasts the indigenous Indian spirit, conceived as living in harmony with the generative powers of nature, with the invading European one, conceived as life-denying and exploitive. Describing the beauty of the Aztec temples, he comments: “Here it was that the tribe’s deep feeling for a reality that stems back into the permanence of remote origins had its firm hold.”

Williams also mentions the graciousness of the people in the ancient city and describes their houses and gardens. The houses, carefully constructed, are decorated with cloths and carved wood and metalwork, “marks of a beautiful civilization.” Like Williams, Levertov was interested in the integrity manifested in every aspect of contemporary Mexican daily life, even in household culinary
objects. As she wrote to the poet Larry Eigner, she had gotten great pleasure from “primitive objects, e.g. pots, household work objects, sculpture engagé . . . whether African, American . . . or the handmade things here from Guatemala.” She admired their “vigor,” which was often imbued with “subtlety.” This aspect of Mexican culture reminded her of her early admiration of the British arts and crafts movement, which she had shared with Norman Potter. She wished she could make poems that would have the spirit of “an old pot that amounts to a piece of sculpture in its vitality and individuality—existing in its own right without reference to anything outside itself.”

Wondering if what she was after is outside the limits of language, she remembered that Gertrude Stein had similar goals. Unlike Stein, she wanted “to keep the sense, the (associative) meaning of the words,” just as the pot remains a functional vessel. Yet she wanted to “make something that is, rather than being ABOUT.”

Levertov’s engagement with Mexican history and culture intensified when she and her family moved in 1957 to the colonial city of Oaxaca, with its great archaeological sites nearby. As it is now, Oaxaca was then a center of Mexican cultural activity. Denise had been reading Frances Toor’s *Treasure of Mexican Folkways* and particularly enjoyed an Indian dance festival in Oaxaca in November, commenting on the “variety of styles & costumes,” the “vitality” and “seriousness” of the dancers. They showed that dancing is “a basic human activity,” she wrote.

The move to Oaxaca was precipitated primarily by Mitch’s discontent. In 1956, he published several short articles on Mexico in the *Atlantic Monthly*, and he traveled to Guatemala, the Yucatán, and the West Indies for the magazine. However, he did not regard this commercial work as genuine writing, and he resented the additional financial responsibility, incurred by the presence of Denise’s mother, that made it necessary. Beatrice Levertoff must have sensed his feelings, for she went to Oaxaca by herself in February “to be a paying guest for a few weeks” with a Mexican family in order to learn Spanish. Through the owner of a handicraft shop, she met the Abascal family—Elvira and David Abascal and their three children, Silvia, Henrique, and Carmen, who took her into their hearts. A fourth child, Lupita, was born after Beatrice arrived. Elvira Abascal knew some English and wanted to learn more in order to teach. Having lost her own mother, she particularly appreciated “the kindness and tenderness” that Beatrice offered. She invited Beatrice to stay on indefinitely, which she did, eventually becoming “the adopted grandmother—‘Abuelita’—and in many respects the mainstay of the household, bringing up the youngest daughter . . . on Beatrix Potter and *The Wind in the Willows.*” Denise, Mitch, and Nik followed her to Oaxaca in June.

The Abascal family owned an elegant old Spanish colonial house on Crespo Street, within walking distance of the lively zocalo at the center of town. There were several apartments off two spacious interior patios. Beatrice had a large room and bath and garden at the back of the house. Denise and Mitch had a
separate apartment, as did the Abascal family, and the two families would often eat together. Elvira and Denise became very close. It was she who introduced Denise to the work of Bernardino de Sahagún, the missionary and archeologist who transcribed the Nahuatl language of the Aztecs. Elvira had learned about Aztec culture from her uncle, Padre Rodolfo Eugenio Perea, who lived in a small village near Oaxaca, where he found traces of Nahuatl. Elvira was moved when, in an epigraph, Denise acknowledged her help in translating the poem “The Artist,” which she published in three versions: English, Spanish, and the original Nahuatl. In a 1973 interview, Levertov described the occasion of that poem, speaking gratefully of Elvira Abascal’s assistance. She said that she had found, “lying on the ground near the Bellas Artes department of Oaxaca University,” “a sheet of onion-skin paper” with “this poem in Spanish and Toltec.” It said which codex it was from but not who had translated it into Spanish. She took it home, where Elvira helped her with a particular word, “the word for a vulture, a Mexican vulture.” Levertov continued: “You can see it must be derived from xolopihltli, and in any case they had translated it into torpe, which would be torpid or slack, or lazy, but the root of the word is carrion, that which battens on, and so she gave me that word essentially.” Elvira continued to feel very close to Denise, considering her “not only friend but SISTER.” She later visited Denise in New York in the early sixties, and even after Beatrice Levertoff died in 1977, the two families corresponded.

Denise returned to New York with Mitch and Nikolai in the winter of 1958, having left Beatrice with the Abascal family. This was painful for her, and the pain festered beneath the surface equanimity of her marriage. But she felt Mitch needed to turn back, because America was his homeland and he became immobilized when away too long. Also, Nik was not as happy in Oaxaca as he had been in Guadalajara, where he had more friends, and Denise was concerned about his schooling. Aside from leaving her mother, she had come to love Mexico and cried at the prospect of returning to New York at first, especially when Mitch, who was there for a few weeks in September, described the difficult lives of some of their friends in the city: young painters and poets who were often depressed by the struggle to live as artists or who were forced to find gainful employment that seemed to them a sellout. Gradually Denise came to accept their inevitable return, declaring herself tired of the slow tempo of life in Mexico and ready “to get back and fight.” She then threw her resilient, spirited, determined self back into the fractious hubbub with renewed vigor. “It’s as though the whole time in Mexico were a long convalescence,” she wrote to William Carlos Williams. She conveys her ambivalence about leaving Mexico and returning to “the black air of ashcan
city” in her poem “Obsessions,” which can be read as a response in kind to Mitch’s obsession with the intensity of life in New York. She writes,

But no, the city has no monopoly
of intense life. The dust burned
golden or violet in the wide land
to which we ran away, images
of passion sprang out of the land
as whirlwinds or red flowers, your hands
opened in anguish or clenched in violence
under that sun, and clasped my hands
in that place to which we will not return.62

The prospect of returning to New York was sweetened for Levertov by Robert Duncan, who arranged for her to stop en route in San Francisco to give a reading at the Poetry Center of San Francisco State College, where he had recently been named director. She and her family spent ten happy days there in January 1958, staying part of the time with Mae Belle Beim, a friend from Guadalajara with a son Nik’s age, and part of the time with Mary and Hamilton Tyler, friends of Duncan’s, at their farm in the wine country. This was her first public reading, and Denise was both excited about it and a little nervous, asking Duncan how many poems an average reader reads in an evening and worrying that she wouldn’t have enough. In that case, she joked, she would “have to execute a Russian goop-pak and 3 conjuring tricks” to eke out enough material. Duncan and Jess took care to make the occasion special. With the help of Joe Dunn’s White Rabbit Press, they published a little pamphlet of Levertov’s recent poems to be sold before the reading along with copies of Here and Now. Also, Duncan’s introduction stressed elements of her work he knew were important to her, like the increased articulation her work received from her study of dance and “the sense of a unity that involves more than self.” The reading itself, held downtown on January 19, was a great success. Duncan later wrote to Levertov that she had won praise all around and that even he, who knew her work, understood things he had only felt before.

After the excitement in San Francisco, Levertov’s return to the Fifteenth Street apartment in January was enervating. Snow covered the ground, and New York seemed dirtier than ever. Although Mitch and Nik were thrilled to be back, Denise felt uncharacteristically sorry for herself. Nik’s bed was full of bugs and had to be discarded. A close friend was in a mental hospital. She wrote to Duncan, “Anyone who MAKES anything in New York is a hero—anything one can make, any richness of living one can accrue is a heroic act, a magic. I feel weak and deprived here.”63 But her mood improved as she renewed old friendships, made new ones, and in March, saw the publication of Overland to the Islands.
By summer, she and Mitch were happily ensconced above a boathouse in Pleasant Point, Maine, with Nik at a nearby camp. They had found the place through Arthur MacFarland, a boatbuilder, violinist, and contemporary poetry lover whom Denise regarded as an ideal reader because of his intelligence and freedom from partisan literary politics. Other new friends included the poet Robin Blaser, then a librarian at Harvard’s Widener Library, with whom they stayed in 1958 on their way home from Maine. Levertov was impressed with Blaser’s attempt to incorporate elements of a large poetic field in his long poem “The Transparencies.” While in Boston, she and Mitch visited Larry Eigner, whose courage in the face of cerebral palsy she greatly admired. One of her first essays would be an introduction to Eigner’s poetry (published in Migrant in 1959) that stressed his unusual angle of vision and the imaginative agility demanded of his readers. They also spent a day at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, one of Levertov’s favorite museums. The terracotta figurines in their Greek collection reminded her of the ones in the British Museum she discovered as a child.64 While they were in Maine, they had sublet their New York apartment to former Black Mountain student Mike Rumaker, toward whom Denise and Mitch felt parental, as he was younger than they. They were dismayed when, after they returned, he had a nervous breakdown and had to be hospitalized, and they stayed close to him over the next year when his emotional problems continued.

When Black Mountain College closed in 1956, members of its faculty resettled in the New York area. Among them were the poet Hilda Morley, who, with her husband, the avant-garde composer Stefan Wolpe, had taught there since 1952. Levertov felt a bond with Morley, who was roughly her age: both descended from Hasidic rabbis, spent formative years in England, and were educated informally, and their poetry shared a poetics based on Black Mountain School principles. Yet Morley’s work had not been published, partly because she was overshadowed by her famous husband. With the help of an essay by Levertov praising its excellence, Morley’s first book, A Blessing Outside Us (1976), appeared when the author was sixty. The poet and potter M. C. Richards, another émigré from Black Mountain, also became a friend after she and her husband, the pianist David Tudor, resettled in Rockland County in 1954 in another artists’ community founded by Black Mountaineers. Richards had a holistic approach to creativity, seeing the life of intuition as part of a continuum with that of daily consciousness and community. As she wrote, “It’s a matter of becoming perceptive at the sensory level as well as at the intuitive level about processes going on in the natural world or in another human being or in oneself.”65 Levertov’s poem “Bread” originated in one of several visits to Richards in Rockland County. It builds on Richards’s ideas about art as spiritual nourishment:
of endurance, to endure
ripeness if it come, or suffer
a slow spring with lifted head—
a good crust of brown bread for the hungry.\textsuperscript{66}

Levertov also became friends with the poet Galway Kinnell in 1958. Having recently returned from France, where he’d been on a Fulbright grant, Kinnell lived on the Lower East Side from 1957 to 1959. One day, having read a few of his poems, Levertov invited him to her apartment to talk about their work. Kinnell thought of her then as a more established poet than he, and he remembered feeling grateful to her for teaching him about the relationship of lines to syntax. Kinnell was reading the Old Testament in that period, and Levertov conveyed to him her excitement about reading Martin Buber. She particularly admired Kinnell’s poem “The Avenue Bearing the Initial of Christ into the New World,” which was Whitmanesque in its large scope and empathy. Levertov wanted to get more of the outside world into her own work and she saw this poem as exemplary. Shortly thereafter, Kinnell sublet an apartment in the same building as Denise and Mitch. He remembered her energy, intensity, and enthusiasm about poetry and also her “wonderful sense of humor.”\textsuperscript{67} In his poem “For Denise Levertov,” he addresses her as she recites her poetry. He refers to her “intense unmusical voice,” “Old World longhand,” and “gently uttered / Solitude,”

\begin{verbatim}
in a room
Of cigarette smoke and coffee smells
And faithful friends, the hapless
Witness crying again in [her] breast.\textsuperscript{68}
\end{verbatim}

Fruitful as her relationships with these poets were, by far the most important person to enter Levertov’s life after her return from Mexico was James Laughlin, the founder of New Directions Press. Levertov had first met Laughlin in Paris after the war, when he was beginning as a publisher. Kenneth Rexroth had brought her work to Laughlin’s attention and he told her to look him up in New York, which she did in 1955 when she was seeking a publisher for her second book. Although Laughlin liked her work and encouraged her to apply for prizes and grants, he did not feel that she had achieved sufficient poetic maturity until the appearance in 1958 of \textit{Overland to the Islands}. Levertov never forgot the thrill she felt when he phoned her in New York, invited her to lunch at an expensive French restaurant, and told her he wanted to publish a book of hers. It was similar to the thrill of having her very first book published in England, she said, but different too, “because while that had felt like a magic moment of destiny . . . joining New Direction’s list more than ten years later was a very much more substantial,
grownup kind of validation." It was “awe-inspiring” because of all that the press represented: being included with so many American and European writers she regarded as mentors gave her validation that no other publisher could impart. Over the years Laughlin would become a close personal friend whose literary judgment Levertov trusted completely.

Published by New Directions in 1960, *With Eyes at the Back of Our Heads* is the first book in which the order of the poems was decided by Levertov herself. She realized that “a book of separate poems can in itself be a composition, and that to *compose* a book is preferable to randomly gathering one.” Its distinctive frame is thus particularly noteworthy: the book begins with an epigraph, before the title poem, consisting of three versions of “The Artist” (in English, Spanish, and Nahuatl), and it ends with two poems, “Art” and “To the Snake.” The first of these closing poems is also a translation; it is based on a poem by Théophile Gautier that Levertov had copied into her notebook in French. Taken together with the opening poems, these last poems comprise Levertov’s version of T.S. Eliot’s concept of the relationship between tradition and the individual talent. The poems in the body of the book draw mainly on Levertov’s reading in Jewish mysticism, Jungian psychology, and mythography, as well as on events in her personal life, and they are written in the new American style she had consolidated earlier.

As her epigraph, “The Artist,” indicates, Levertov’s contact with ancient Mexican culture helped her to clarify her artistic goals. She took as her touchstone the Toltec distinction between the “true artist,” who “draws out all from his heart,” and the “carrion artist,” who “defrauds people.” By writing the poem in Spanish and Nahuatl as well as English, she underlined the importance of sources and of language as a bridge between cultures and historical periods. Levertov found support for these ideas in the work of the distinguished Mexican poet Octavio Paz. Her translations of two of his poems, “The Endless Instant” and “Hymn Among Ruins,” appeared in 1959 beside an excerpt from his essay collection, *The Labyrinth of Solitude*, in a special issue of *The Texas Quarterly Review* on “Mexican People and Places.” In both his poetry and his prose, Paz depicts the self-aware Mexican as engaged in a critical developmental moment. He was conscious of living in a land “inhabited by a number of races speaking different languages and living on different historical levels,” and he wrote,

> The solitude of the Mexican, under the great stone night of the high plateau that is still inhabited by insatiable gods, is very different from that of the North American, who wanders in an abstract world of machines, fellow citizens and moral precepts. . . . Our solitude has the same roots as religious feelings. It is a form of orphanhood, an obscure awareness that we have been torn from the All, and an ardent search: a flight and a return, an effort to re-establish the bonds that unite the universe.
Paz expresses similar feelings in “Hymn Among Ruins,” in the following lines translated by Levertov,

All is god.

Broken statue,
columns eaten by light,
living ruins in a world of living dead.\(^73\)

Although she didn’t construe it as unique to a single country, in recovering her own ancestral heritage Levertov was undergoing a similar experience. The title poem of her book, “With Eyes at the Back of Our Heads,” pays tribute to her father’s knowledge of the Zohar and of Jewish legend as well as, more broadly, to “the process of imagining,” which she compares to having an “inner eye.”\(^74\) As she explained, she was pleased to discover from Itsak Norman, a visiting Israeli writer, that this was “a Kabbalistic idea—in the Zohar angels have them [eyes at the back of their heads] & see over the mountains.”\(^75\) Although she hadn’t been conscious of knowing this when she wrote the poem, she felt she must have heard it in childhood from her father. Her response to the contemporary world, like his, included vision, dream, and a belief in the presence of the divine. In her poem “Notes of a Scale,” she includes quotations from “The True Wonder,” one of Martin Buber’s Tales of the Hasidim, to illustrate the mysterious quality of inspiration she wished to achieve. In the tale, the rabbi distinguishes between the wonder a magician creates, which is only for the beholder, and the wonder that overwhelms those “who work something because God gives them power to do it.” These “know of no whence and no how, and the wonder which arises out of their doing, overwhelms them themselves.”\(^76\)

The last lines of Paz’s “Hymn Among Ruins” may lie behind the conception of Levertov’s “A Ring of Changes,” an important poem in which her Hasidic heritage informs the central tree imagery and the emotional arc of the poem. In Levertov’s translation, Paz writes, “Man, tree of images, / words that are flowers that are fruits that are acts.” Levertov’s six-part poem was written over the course of a month, in the autumn after she returned to New York, and it works at several levels. First, it is a meditation on the speaker’s estrangement from her husband, in which she focuses on the recovery of meaningful communication. Second, it documents stages of an inward journey. Third, it explores the couple’s commitment to their life as artists. Throughout the first, fourth, fifth, and sixth sections, tree imagery is central.

The poem opens with what is seen in autumn, “Shells, husks, the wandering / of autumn seeds,” both as natural fact and with the inner eye. By means of the latter, the speaker imagines the fear of a cracking husk, “afraid / it may reveal a dirty emptiness.” In the second and third sections, after a determination to be honest, “to dig shame up, a buried bone / and tie it to my breast,” she attributes
the deterioration of her marriage to having unwittingly appropriated her husband’s dreams, and she determines to help him recover them. A fourth section in italics follows, in which she imagines her dead father, “Among the tall elders of the hereafter,” in the guise of a “blissful foolish rose / his face beaming from among petals.” Transformed thus, he has “found / a true form.” In the long fifth section, the ancient symbol of the “tree of life” gives the speaker the courage to reach out to her husband in empathy. A symbol that appears in many forms in religious art, both in the Kabbala, where it extends down from above and, like the sun, illuminates all, and in Christian art, where Jesus’s cross is often conceived as a tree, it enables the couple to bridge the gap between them: “The tree of life is growing in the room, / the living-room, the work-room.” In this section, the artist’s endeavor, represented by “Casal’s cello” on the radio, and the growth of the holy tree, are complementary. Guided by this insight, the speaker achieves what Buber would call an “I-Thou” relationship with her husband; she realizes that “We are in this room / together.” In the last section, the speaker is “we,” not “I,” a demonstration of this new mutuality. There is also awareness of “harmonies” and “correspondences,” and an early morning blessing. (In an early draft, this section was titled “A Morning Blessing.”) The “slanted / louvered light” fills the living room with “presence,” and it becomes “for a space of fine, finely-drawn, / November morning, a Holy Apple Field.”

Considering her father’s recent death and the important role played by Levertov’s Hasidic heritage, it is not surprising that writing “A Ring of Changes” was a necessary transition to writing “With Eyes at the Back of Our Heads,” as well as other visionary poems in the book. Levertov’s reading of Carl Jung is also relevant here. Her diary indicates that she began reading Jung in the early fifties, and in November 1957, she notes having finished his Essays in Analytical Psychology. Jung’s idea that marriage is a psychological relationship in which every woman carries within herself the eternal image of man (and vice versa for men) informed the structure of “A Ring of Changes,” and his work on dreams inspired other selections in this book. Further, Jung’s ideas about the social significance of art and the creative process provide a useful context for reading the final two poems in the book, in which Levertov stakes out her own position in relation to literary and cultural tradition.

Although Levertov opened With Eyes at the Back of Our Heads with a tribute to Mexican culture, she closed it with two poems closer to home, “Art” and “To the Snake.” In “Art,” after Gautier, she returns to her European roots and to her affinity with the visual arts, citing the words of Cézanne, Hélion, and Ruskin to support her commitment to rigor and precision in the practice of her art. She claims that through rigorous practice, she can construct a “counter-rhythm” that “mocks / the frenzy of weapons, their impudent power.” As she writes,
Our lives flower and pass. Only robust works of the imagination live in eternity,
Tlaloc, Apollo,
dug out alive from dead cities.79

Her poem embodies Jung’s belief that the social significance of art lies in the artist’s ability to educate the spirit of the age by activating archetypal images: “By giving [an archetypal image] shape, the artist translates it into the language of the present, and so makes it possible for us to find our way back to the deepest springs of life.”80

The last poem in the book, “To the Snake,” also Jungian in tenor, is a spirited personal testimony, full of pleasure in her vocation. The snake is an archetypal image pervasive in world mythology. Androgynous in nature, it has appeared, for example, as Kundalini, the inner female soul of man in serpent form, and as a male “seraph or earth-fertilizing lightning-snake” in ancient Mosaic tradition. Perhaps most important for Levertov, at this moment of full-blown recognition, the snake is a symbol of renewal. In the ancient world it was believed that snakes don’t die of old age like other animals, but “periodically shed their skins and emerge renewed or reborn into another life.”81

Levertov was also very familiar with D. H. Lawrence’s poem “Snake” and with H. D.’s admonition, in “The Walls Do Not Fall,” to “be ye wise / as asps, scorpions, as serpents.”82 However, unlike Lawrence, who feels he has “missed his chance with one of the lords / Of life,” and unlike H. D., who regards the serpent as an “eternal verity” rather than as a live creature, Levertov addresses her snake directly, “I” to “you,” emphasizing its contingent reality as much as its mythic potential.83 Her poem is an apostrophe to the “Green Snake”; she employs the vocative power of this figure of speech to express a heightened experience of vocation. In the poem, she has hung the snake around her neck, stroked its “cold, pulsing throat,” and felt the weight of it on her shoulders. Aware of its actual potential for destruction, but unafraid, she is willing to tolerate the risk it represents in exchange for the considerable joy of holding it. That is a joy,

which left
a long wake of pleasure, as the leaves moved
and you faded into the pattern
of grass and shadows, and I returned
smiling and haunted, to a dark morning. 84

The unabashed gladness in these lines outweighs the hints of darkness. That dynamic, another testament to Levertov’s courage, would persist as she continued to grow as an artist.
Back in Manhattan in September 1960, after the best summer of her life, Levertov noted the contrast between her growing good fortune and the ominous world news, where the intensification of the arms race between Russia and the United States and the collapse of a Paris meeting between Eisenhower and Khrushchev continued to make headlines.¹ This contrast would be short lived, however. Before long, personal sorrow would make itself felt in ways she could not deny and would coincide with public calamity to change the scope of her poetry. But in the excitement of her present happiness, Denise could not be expected to predict this confluence. For the next three years, her life would be enriched by increased literary activity, during which she positioned herself in relation to various literary factions and made new friends, as well as by more comfortable living conditions and her husband’s success. She also continued to benefit from reconnection with her European roots, a process begun in earnest after her father’s death in 1954, when she began to read deeply in Hasidic literature. The poems in *The Jacob’s Ladder* (1961), which show the results of this immersion, represent a significant development in Levertov’s growth as a lyric poet. If *Overland to the Islands* (1958) represented symbolically her emigration from England to America, employing as a major trope extension in space, and *With Eyes at the Back of Our Heads* (1960) articulated her relationship to the literary tradition, *The Jacob’s Ladder* integrated an engagement with time and eternity with these accomplishments, and Levertov achieved a new plateau of moral responsibility.

*The Jacob’s Ladder* opens with “To the Reader,” a poem about simultaneity, in which our reading is brought into synchrony with the actions, first, of an animal (“a white bear”), then of “many gods,” and finally with a numinous cosmic force:
“the sea is turning its dark pages.” This poem is followed by an epigraph, “The Ladder,” containing an interpretation of the biblical story of Jacob’s vision from Martin Buber’s *Tales of the Hasidim*. This ladder confers ethical obligations upon the beholder: “even the ascent and descent of the angels depend on my deeds.” Here, as in the title poem and other poems such as “The Depths,” Levertov is concerned with depth and elevation, with seeing man in a new perspective—vertically—in his relation to the divine. Her desired vocal register is “the uncommon speech of paradise.”

In a 1968 essay that recalls the inspiration for two more poems in this collection, “The Necessity” and “Three Meditations,” Levertov expresses the task of the poet in religious terms: “The poet—when he is writing—is a priest; the poem is a temple; epiphanies and communion take place within it. The communion is triple: between the maker and the needer within the poet; between the maker and the needers outside him . . . and between the human and the divine in both poet and reader.” By “divine,” she means something “vast, irreducible, a spirit summoned by the exercise of needing and making.” By summoning the divine in writing the poem, the poet thus makes possible to readers “their own dialogue with the god in themselves.”

Since she also believed that to realize “inner experience” in writing is “in itself an action towards others,” in this volume Levertov continues to affirm a lineage begun in such earlier poems as “Illustrious Ancestors” and “In Obedience.” In several poems, she connects herself in the present not only with her European ancestors but also with the origins of all things, an imaginative gesture that adds to her authority. In “A Map of the Western Part of the County of Essex in England,” for example, remembering the parks of her childhood with their ancient trees and streams enables an imaginative link between her life in America and her ancestors’ emigration from “Cordova and Vitepsk and Caernarvon.” “The Well” and “The Illustration” are important poems about the “origins—in memory and forgotten experience—of dream, vision, and synthetic intuitions.” That Levertov’s sense of cultural lineage also included a moral obligation to speak about the destroyed, about a people at the point of extinction, is evident in the volume’s closing sequence, “During the Eichmann Trial,” her first overtly political poem.

In the summer of 1960, Levertov’s happiness was enhanced by a more commodious living arrangement. Not only had she and Mitch grown intellectually and emotionally over the summer, but they had also bought an old farmhouse in Temple, Maine, where they planned to live half of the year. They had grown increasingly fond of northern New England, having visited Vermont and Maine each summer since 1949. Now they had a house and barn of their own on forty-five acres of land not far from the poet Ted Enslin, with whose help they had found a cabin to rent temporarily. Their new house in Temple was completely private, hidden from the dirt road that led past it. It lacked indoor plumbing, but
it was a veritable mansion compared with the primitive accommodations at the two-room cabin, where the roof leaked so badly that Denise put out pots to catch the dripping water. Also, the new house was only a short walk to Temple Stream, a quick, stony trout stream meandering through the forest, where they could bathe nude in a refreshing whirlpool at one special rock ledge. Situated on a knoll, the house had two chimneys, two asymmetrical gables, and beautiful views from the large windows. It “stands high so that one can see many miles away—wooded ranges, some pasture, a few distant farms,” Denise wrote to H. D.⁶

Levertov had written regularly to the legendary older poet ever since their lunch the previous May in the atrium café of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in the company of Robert Duncan, who introduced them. H. D. had made a rare trip to New York, from her home in Switzerland, to receive the first gold medal to a woman by the Academy of American Poets, an occasion enabled by Professor Norman Holmes Pearson, her benefactor at Yale. Pearson also wished to connect the reclusive poet with members of the younger generation in America who would appreciate her legacy. He had commissioned Duncan to write an homage to H. D. for her birthday (which became Duncan’s *H. D. Book*) and invited Levertov to read at Yale in February 1961. His efforts were successful. After meeting H. D., Levertov wrote to Adrienne Rich, asking if Rich liked H. D.’s poetry. Levertov confided, “Despite early pure-as-lily priggishness she is, I think, a very fine poet—who turned out to be a most charming and unpretentious old lady.”⁷

Levertov had given H. D. a copy of *With Eyes at the Back of Our Heads,* and H. D. had reciprocated by inviting Denise to tea in her hotel a few days after the ceremony at the academy. She gave Levertov a copy of her own roman à clef, *Bid Me To Live* (1960), about the painfully conflicted life of a woman writer in the context of the male literary avant-garde during World War I. Below her signature, H. D. had inscribed a line from Levertov’s poem “A Ring of Changes,” about the tension between life and work in the sometimes pained marriage of two writers. This inscription was important to Denise, who appreciated H. D.’s empathy. The experience of reading H. D.’s novel was a milestone for Levertov. She found it completely absorbing, reporting to Robert Duncan, “I have not felt so permeated by a book since I read *Dr. Zhivago.*”⁸ In subsequent letters to H. D., she is grateful for the older woman’s attention, sending new poems she thinks H. D. would like.⁹

In turn, H. D. tried to fulfill Levertov’s implicit desire for female mentors, noting that she had read Marianne Moore’s recent review of Donald Allen’s anthology, *The New American Poetry: 1946–1960,* and was glad to see Levertov favorably mentioned by her old friend Moore.

In fact, Levertov was the only woman Moore had quoted in her review of this groundbreaking anthology. Its purpose was to introduce a varied group of emerging American poets whose common characteristic was “a total rejection of all those qualities typical of academic verse,” following the practice and precepts of
Ezra Pound and William Carlos Williams, but there were only four women among its forty-four poets.10 (The others were Barbara Guest, Helen Adam, and Madeline Gleason.) Levertov also received her first award over the summer, the Bess Hokin Prize from Poetry magazine for “With Eyes at the Back of Our Heads.” This honor, along with an increasing number of readings in prestigious venues—Princeton and New York University in March and then Harvard in April—made her more determined than ever to be independent of current trends and poetic dicta. She even distanced herself from the poets of Black Mountain College with whom she was associated and who, influenced by Charles Olson, regarded “composition by field” as an improvement upon inherited forms. Levertov defended Olson’s statement on “Projective Verse” rather halfheartedly to Adrienne Rich, who had been dismayed at the “slovenly” prose of some of the statements of poetics in Allen’s anthology.11 Levertov argued that its main point needed to be reiterated despite the unintelligibility of Olson’s prose style, but she also confided that “much of his poetry is bombastic, overly didactic, willfully oblique, mannered,” and she agreed with Rich’s objection to those contributors (mainly Beat poets) who were “dogmatically against revision.”12 Levertov would revise Creeley’s Olson-based credo—that “form is never more than an extension of content”—to her own, more transcendentally oriented belief that “form is never more than a revelation of content.”13

Levertov’s letters to Rich express pleasure at having a female poet friend with whom she could discuss the life of poetry from a shared vantage point. The two had met in 1959 through their husbands, who were former Harvard classmates, and they felt immediate rapport. Rich was six years younger, but they were both accomplished poets who were married with children, then an uncommon position for serious women writers. Furthermore, according to Rich, “each had been praised by a different cohort of older male poets,” a prerequisite then for validation and success: Levertov by Kenneth Rexroth, William Carlos Williams, and Robert Duncan, and Rich by W. H. Auden and Robert Lowell. They soon exchanged drafts of poems and compared responses to earlier poets they both loved, “like Hopkins, Blake, Rilke, Lawrence, Hardy.”14 When possible, they also introduced each other to their male mentors. When Levertov read at Harvard in April 1960, sponsored by the college’s literary magazine, The Harvard Advocate, she stayed with Rich and her family in Cambridge. Rich was in the audience at the reading, as was Robert Lowell, to whom Rich introduced Levertov at the reception. At about the same time, Levertov facilitated a meeting between Robert Duncan and Rich when Duncan visited the Boston area. Recalling that meeting, which took place in her Cambridge kitchen where she was also tending a sick child, Rich mentioned the disjunction she felt between Duncan’s world, where the life of poetry was paramount, and her world, where the claims of motherhood superseded all others: “It was clear he inhabited a world where poetry and poetry only took precedence, a world where that was possible. My sharpest memory is of feeling
curiously negated between my sick child, for whom I was, simply, comfort, and the continuously speaking poet with the strange unbalanced eyes, for whom I was simply an ear.”

Levertov and Rich also debated about contemporary poets and poetics, questioning each other’s assumptions, clarifying their respective viewpoints, and learning from each other. Like members of the Black Mountain group who followed in the footsteps of Pound and Williams, Levertov eschewed traditional metrics. She defined literary form as a process of recording apperception, and she based line breaks and stanza breaks on the music of colloquial speech. After the Allen anthology appeared, Rich took issue with this attitude, claiming that the poets who were most important to her on both sides of the Atlantic had “lost nothing if and when they engaged themselves within formal schemes.” Even such apparent innovators as Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman, she wrote, based their daring departures on the hymnal, in Dickinson’s case, and in Whitman’s, on the King James Bible and “the rhythmic pulsation of the ocean—two sources of auditory enrichment which have nothing to do with breath or colloquial speech.” Rich found the “ear for spoken cadences” overvalued by Black Mountain poetics, considering it a relatively minor asset compared with the art by which some poets could create mood and shifts of feeling “through the manipulation of cadences which could never have existed spontaneously.” Rich thought that Whitman and Wallace Stevens were “the two great (non-living) American poets,” and although she agreed that “a totally structured metric is more . . . in abeyance today,” she argued that in the best poets its residue is nevertheless still present. Rich found herself unable to respond to much of the poetry in the Allen anthology, although she thought “pieces of Duncan very beautiful,” and she wrote that Levertov was the “most distinguished talent included.” She praised her “innately fine ear” and her “completely original and self-sustaining” measure, suggesting that Levertov’s “English Victorian literary background” was “working secretly to counterbalance [her] American discoveries.”

Pleased by this praise and stimulated by Rich’s critique of Black Mountain poetics, Levertov carried the debate forward. In her reply, Levertov agreed that it was an asset to have grown up in a literate European atmosphere, but she thought Williams should be included with Stevens as one of the “greats.” In fact, the two poets complemented each other, she wrote; each had what the other lacked. She, too, admired Whitman, whose Specimen Days she had been reading, but she thought Rich mistaken in preferring her work to Duncan’s, insisting that his had more “weight and density.” Also, in response to Rich’s comment that the first part of her new poem, “In Memory of Boris Pasternak,” was “sentimental,” Levertov defended it on the basis of its having been based on a real experience, a message from the dying Russian novelist (“I feel that we shall be friends”) whose letter she cherished. She wrote, “I think it is the rationalist in you that is object-
ing to the mystic in me,” and compared their debate to a similar one between Whitman and Emerson. It reminded her of “the unusual, non-rancorous (and stimulating) quality of our disagreements.”

Although she had emphasized Williams’s importance in her response to Rich, this exchange probably enabled Levertov to become independent from him. In a strong letter to Williams written one month later, she defended the diction in her poem “The Jacob’s Ladder.” She could not always put Williams’s ideas about the American idiom first, she wrote, because that would mean denying the great European poets who were an important part of her inheritance. She reminded him that, in fact, her “daily speech is not purely American,” and though viewing herself as an American poet more than anything else, she’s a “later naturalized, second-class citizen, not an all-American girl.” She continued, “I’m darned if I’m going to pretend to be anything else or throw out what other cultural influences I have in my system, whatever anyone says.” Her exchanges with Rich probably also contributed to Levertov’s refinement of Olson’s ideas about “breath-spaced lines” in her 1965 interview “Line-breaks, Stanza-spaces, and the Inner Voice,” in which she distinguishes between a poet’s everyday speech and the rhythms of his inner voice.

Levertov had replied to Rich in 1960 after returning from a visit to her mother in Oaxaca in mid-July. She had traveled by bus from Mexico City through the mountains and was moved to write a few poems soon after her arrival, which were later published in the group “Five Poems from Mexico.” She had been particularly grateful to find her mother in good health after the death of Mitch’s mother in February. Denise had loved and admired Adele Goodman, describing her as one of the “kindest people” she had ever met, and she shared Mitch’s grief. In contrast, Beatrice Levertoff’s cherished garden was in full bloom, a sign of her successful adjustment. There was also an unexpected shared interest. Her mother had always loved history and historical fiction, and she had recently read Ernst Kantorowitz’s *Frederick the Second*, which Denise borrowed while she was in Oaxaca. It was of special interest to her because Robert Duncan had studied with Kantorowitz at Berkeley. While in Oaxaca, Denise attended the religious festival “El Lunes del Cerro,” during which Indians from the region celebrate their pre-Columbian origins, and she was sufficiently impressed by their handicrafts to attempt, in her “intentionally adjectival” poem “The Weave,” to recreate the effect of “a close-woven tapestry in varied colors.” The visit had been further enhanced by the presence, for a week, of her good friends Jerome (Jerry) and Diane Rothenberg, for whom she enjoyed playing guide. Diane was an anthropologist and Jerry had been doing translations from Garibay’s version of the Nahuatl poems. They shared Denise’s interest in ancient Native American civilization in Mexico, evident in her earlier poem “The Artist,” discussed in chapter 6.
On this trip to Oaxaca, Levertov also visited the Church of Santo Domingo, with its two tiers of frescoes high on the walls of the nave, the lower ones of New Testament subjects and the upper ones of Old Testament subjects. Among the latter she found the fresco “Jacob’s Dream,” the inspiration for her poem “The Jacob’s Ladder,” which she began writing in that church. As in the fresco, where stone stairs on a diagonal from bottom left to top right dominate the picture space, her poem focuses on the stairway. She stresses its materiality as well as the differences between angels and human beings. It is not a “radiant evanescence / for angels’ feet” that “need not / touch” it, but rather a “rosy stone” structure that demands effort:

A stairway of sharp
angles, solidly built.
One sees that the angels must spring
down from one step to the next, giving a little
lift of the wings:
and a man climbing
must scrape his knees, and bring
the grip of his hands into play. The cut stone
consoles his groping feet. Wings brush past him.
The poem ascends.

When regarded in view of her poetic project, Levertov’s emphasis on the materiality of the ladder may intentionally echo the objectivists’ program, which, in George Oppen’s words, emphasized the “objectification of the poem, the making of an object of the poem.” However, Levertov’s materialism is also religious materialism. Her elaboration of the stone’s radiance is informed by other aspects of the biblical story of Jacob. When he awakens, Jacob will make the stone pillow he placed under his head into a sacred pillar, a witness to his dream and the accompanying divine promise (Genesis 28:18). Also, Levertov’s imagery of struggle (scraped knees, “groping feet”) suggests Jacob’s later grappling with a supernatural figure, out of which will come God’s blessing and Jacob’s new name, “Israel,” soldier of God (Genesis 32:28, 32:30, and 48:15–16). In fact, Jacob’s earlier history as the younger twin of Esau, who gained his father Isaac’s blessing through an act of deception encouraged by his mother, also resonated for Levertov. Although she had lost touch with Olga, her sister’s gifts and misfortunes were never far from consciousness. In this poem, Levertov affirms an artistic destiny that is fraught with obligations as well as privileges.

Levertov was happy to return to rural New England that summer. Although she found some aspects of city life stimulating, their neighborhood in Chelsea was
becoming noisier and more crowded. Several poems she composed in 1959 and 1960 contrast the often fractious vitality of the city with the simple life au naturel in Maine, where she and Mitch had privacy, space, and time. For example, in the third part of “The World Outside,” a sequence of three city scenes, the speaker hears a “profusion” of “groans” and “sighs” melded together; the voices in one apartment are fighting, while those in another make “the effort to be merry.” In “The Part,” she is dismayed by the materialistic rat race that tamps down the inner life of “sad everyman” in the city. His creativity, and by extension, “the pattern of all existence,” is being destroyed by “those nice green dollars” he eats for breakfast. Life in general, and married life in particular, was sweeter when she and Mitch were alone together in the country, as is evident in such erotic love poems as “Song for a Dark Voice,” “Luxury,” and later, “Eros at Temple Stream.” In the first of these, Levertov’s imagery alludes to the biblical “Song of Songs.” Mitch is her “black sun,” her “Odessa sunflower.” He stands “taller before me than the ten / towers of Jerusalem.” His skin tastes “of the salt of Marmora” and his arms keep her “from falling.” In the second poem, what greater “luxury” could there be than feeling “languor and strength” begin to mount in them as they head toward the river pool:

The sun
on my whiteness and your
    tawny gold. Without looking
  I see through my lashes the iridescence
on black curls of sexual hair.

In the last poem, they soap each other’s “slippery cool bodies” until their hands are aflame upon “quickened flesh,” and “no part of us but was / sleek and / on fire.” The “river in its abundance” enhanced their pleasure in each other.27

Thus it was with excitement that Denise and Mitch planned a move in October from their apartment in Chelsea to a much larger place near another river—the Hudson: a loft above a ham canning factory at 277 Greenwich Street, in the wholesale fruit and vegetable district. Though it was not a residential area, their friends the jazz pianist Race Newton and his wife lived in the loft below. The factory was in the basement and first floor of the building, and on the upper floors, the owner had built two apartments, which he rented. Their apartment had seven large rooms and access to the roof. There was an enormous front room with four huge windows facing the river and, next to it, an alcove with another window, which would be Denise’s study. (Mitch’s study occupied one of the bedrooms.) From the front room, one could see the New York World-Telegram newspaper building facing the Hudson, the Maxwell House coffee factory on the Jersey side, and the port traffic going up and down the river. Here it was much quieter than Chelsea, although a very large refrigerated truck would regularly arrive and...
dump a noisy load of hams down a chute into the basement, and every day “bloody
men in white food-processing uniforms and Nazi-ish black boots tromped up and
down the stairs” to eat lunch and to shower.28 Perhaps in response to this regular
disruption, Mitch and Denise placed a sign at street level that proclaimed, “Art-
ists in Residence.” They lived in the top loft for almost the decade, and after the
Newtons separated, the loft below was sublet, first to Galway Kinnell and then
to Wendell Berry.

In a poem composed soon after they moved, in mid-October 1960, Levertov
expressed joy at the new perspectives provided by this spacious apartment. Gather-
ing the washing on the roof and remembering a quarrel with her husband, now
resolved, she exuberantly records the panorama she sees: “a freighter / going
down-river two blocks away,” the “green wolf-eyes of the Harborside Terminal /
glittering on the Jersey shore,” and “Crates of fruit” being unloaded “across the
street on the cobbles.” Alert to the unseen dimensions of her surroundings as well,
she suggests that the crippled broom vendor, who appeared fortuitously the pre-
vious day and wished them luck when they bought a broom, may be one of “the
Hidden Ones.”29 Denise believed in divine destiny as announced by disguised
spirits. They had come to live in their new place, she felt, not simply by luck but
by design.

Certainly the house in Temple and this new apartment helped to ease the
strains in Denise and Mitch’s marriage. The poverty of the early years was eas-
ing, in part due to the extra money Levertov earned from poetry readings as well
other literary activities. With it they were able to send Nik to City and Country
School in New York, where he had a partial scholarship, and to pay for his sum-
mer camp. Mitch and Denise had a cooperative financial arrangement within
the marriage and Denise contributed to it willingly. As she wrote to Constance
Smith—then director of the Bunting Institute, which had established a new fel-
lowship for gifted women—Denise and her husband, a novelist and travel writer,
were “both committed, gladly . . . to being artists and not aiming for worldly se-
curity,” but sometimes the problems they had to face, “having made that com-
mitment, [did] seem to drain off too much of the energy that should go into one’s
art.”30 She was sure she could produce more with the household help a grant
would provide. She had been explaining this, Denise continued, for the past
three years to the Guggenheim Foundation, but thus far her grant applications
had been rejected, despite being backed by recommendations from a list of liter-
ary luminaries, including T.S. Eliot, Sir Herbert Read, Karl Shapiro, William
Carlos Williams, and Babette Deutsch. She did not know it then but her persis-
tence would soon be rewarded. She won the Guggenheim Fellowship the follow-
ing year (1962–1963), and with the proceeds she bought various household appli-
cances, including a dishwasher, washing machine, and dryer, which she exhibited
delightedly to her friends as Guggenheim spoils.31
Mitch had been successful in publishing his freelance travel writing, but he considered it hack work that prevented him from sustained effort on his second novel, which was proceeding slowly. He had had difficulty placing the first one, *The End of It*, an antiwar novel that chronicled the U.S. Army Field Artillery’s involvement in Italy, and he attributed its rejection to the commercialization of the market for serious books. His was not the typical war novel, a kind of “adventure-story-for-men” that pandered to “men’s taste for blood,” he pointed out. Rather, it showed the way “the individual loses himself amidst the corporate machines of modern war.” Publishers agreed it was well written, but they did not think it would be a best seller, like his friend Norman Mailer’s war novel, *The Naked and the Dead*. As Denise explained in a letter to her old friend Jehanne Marchesi, these rejections, combined with the need to support a family, had taken a psychological toll: “It’s a vicious circle. If he were engaged in creative work he would have the surplus energy to also make a living—and yet he never can get properly started because there always are practical needs looming up and interrupting.”

When *The End of It* was accepted in 1961 by Horizon Press, Mitch and Denise were both enormously excited. A paperback deal was in the offing, and Mitch got an advance of five hundred dollars. When the book came out in October, it carried endorsements by Mailer and Galway Kinnell and was praised by distinguished readers such as Norman Holmes Pearson. Mitch felt gratification at last, and he publicly acknowledged Denise’s support. In response to a questionnaire from *Library Journal*, he wrote that, although sidetracked in college, he had wanted to be a writer since childhood and “began to find himself in Europe after he married.” It was their hope, of course, that having had some success, Mitch would now have fewer writing blocks and make faster progress on his next novel.

In the meantime, Denise was in increasing demand as a reader, teacher, translator, and editor. In April 1959, she read in the 92nd Street YMHA’s “Poetry Center Introduction” series, along with Daniel Berrigan and Franklin Reeve. Berrigan was to become a friend and outspoken ally in antiwar activities later in the sixties, and a member of the Catonsville Nine. Reminiscing later, Denise wryly recalled the evening when she met Berrigan, then “a reserved, buttoned up little Jesuit whose later flamboyant personality had not yet shown forth!” At James Laughlin’s suggestion, Denise had been invited to read at the YMHA by Elizabeth (Betty) Kray, then the director of its poetry program. Betty Kray had started the “Introduction” series to present young, unknown poets to the New York audience. She and Denise became good friends, and she gave Denise other reading opportunities in the regional poetry circuits she established, at first nearby and later, when Betty became director of the Academy of American Poets, all over the country. As Denise gained experience, she became a particularly strong reader, whose style became a model for younger poets. As Kathleen Norris remembered:
“Levertov’s style of reading—natural, yet with a dignified pace and tone,” made her aware that her “own shyness was a form of pride” that she must shed if she were to “communicate effectively with an audience.” Further, Levertov gave her a sense of “what a poetry reading could be.” Norris had been paired that evening with another younger poet, who “prefaced each poem with a lengthy explication that made the poem . . . appear superfluous” and exhausted the audience. When Levertov took the stage, Norris felt “as if [she] had been refreshed by a glass of cool water”: “No clever surfaces here, but only words that mattered, words with authority. . . . Levertov brought the world in, and allowed me in as well, and the darkened auditorium became a sacred space, a place of prayer and meditation.”

But that was years later. In early November 1960, Denise read at the University of Pittsburgh, with Betty Kray’s help, and later in the month at Muhlenberg College, in Allentown, Pennsylvania. At Muhlenberg she had a workshop experience that was memorable in itself and that prepared her for the rewards of future teaching. She had been invited there by William Kinter, a member of the English department with whom she felt connected. He seemed to her a “saint” of sorts, she wrote, because of his “innocent eye” and “a fervor that is almost Hasidic,” and she was impressed by his ability to awaken even mediocre students to the possibilities of poetry. During the workshop she felt “reciprocation” at a level “quite different from any other audience [she’d] had.” Later she had a “brief but quite wonderful experience—of in-sight”—when Kinter showed her some abstract “Stations of the Cross” in the student chapel. The whole three days had been so inspiring that on the way back by bus, she “saw the landscape with a wordless intensity.” As she later put it,

I saw

without words within me, saw
as if my eyes
had grown bigger and knew
how to look without
being told what it was they saw.

She had a similar sense of heightened communication in February 1963, at SUNY Buffalo, when David Posner invited her to visit the Lockwood Memorial Library Poetry Collection and she met with Jerry Martin’s classes. She could see evidence, in their papers, that his students had understood her poetry more personally than the average reviewer. In fact, she was stimulated enough by one student’s interpretation of her poem “The Thread” to respond to it in an extended passage in her diary in which contemplation of her destiny as an artist leads to a deeper understanding of the crucial importance of death as the completion of the life cycle:
The Thread—not exactly Death nor Love . . . but rather an individual Destiny, the revelation at times of a pattern in my life, a not merely fortuitous series of happenings, . . . one’s destiny as an artist making itself felt in the miraculous things that occur. Of course this thread of life ends in death but death is not a thing in itself but a part of life, the condition of mortality is with all that lives from the instant of conception.

She then quotes Hegel’s claim that without death, individuals are reduced to the status of mere modes in the one infinite and eternal substance of Spinoza. By summer of that year, despite having never attended school herself, she welcomed the prospect of teaching a college workshop of her own.

This opportunity arose in August 1963, when Denise and Mitch were visiting their friends Barbara and Howard Fussiner on Little Deer Isle in Maine. The Fussiners introduced them to John Bicknell, then chair of the English department at Drew University. At Bicknell’s invitation, Denise and her family came along with the Fussiners for a swim on their shore. John had been impressed with Denise’s most recent book, and once he saw the vitality of the author, he convinced the administration at Drew to offer its first creative writing workshop, with Denise as the teacher. As Bicknell remembered later, he joined her on a rock in the water and proposed the idea. Then he invited her to Drew in the spring of 1964 for a few days to read her poetry and talk with faculty and students. Everyone was as delighted with her as he was. In 1965 to 1966, commuting from New York City, she taught a weekly class at Drew, and during the same interval, another one at the City College of New York (CCNY).

Levertov’s classes at Drew and CCNY were her first at the college level, but she had already taught a poetry workshop for adults, some of whom were already experienced poets, the preceding year at the 92nd Street Y in New York City. Admission to the class, which consisted of twelve evening sessions, was contingent upon Levertov’s approval of submitted work. The students included Richard Lourie, Jason Miller, Emmett Jarret, and Phyllis Schub, with whom she remained in contact. Levertov kept detailed notes on each class. The topics discussed included the following: writing only out of deep need; the poem as a voyage rather than a statement of what one knows; the function of the personal pronoun; poems as sound structures; the audience as the “other” within the self as well as outside it; the nature of energy in a poem; and the connections between poetry and music. Levertov suggested that the members of the class keep track of their inner lives in a journal and that they read such exemplary texts as Rilke’s Letters to a Young Poet, parts of Pound’s Cantos and H. D.’s Trilogy, selected poems by William Carlos Williams and Wallace Stevens, as well as contemporary poems by Robert Duncan, Robert Creeley, Paul Goodman, and William Burford.

In the late sixties, Denise described these early teaching experiences in “The Untaught Teacher,” an essay written for a book about innovative, nonauthoritarian
teaching methods, in which she documented her college teaching experiences at Vassar (1966) and Berkeley (1969) as well. By this time she saw her lack of formal schooling as an advantage that allowed her to offer a “quality of improvisation” that her students found stimulating. Also, she had benefited by attending meetings of teachers and writers held in several locations in the New York area, along with her friends Grace Paley and Jane Cooper. At these meetings, writers from outside the academic community came together with teachers of writing to suggest ways in which writing could be made more attractive to students. The objective was to open up the standard writing curriculum. Levertov mentions having been influenced by such master teachers as Sam Moon, whose essay “Teaching the Self” she singles out for praise, as well as by Florence Howe and Paul Lauter, whose summer experiments with high school teachers were inspiring. Thus her short stints as visiting poet in the early 1960s led to a distinguished college teaching career that she would pursue well into the 1990s.

Having contributed translations of the work of Antonio Machado to an anthology of Spanish poetry, Levertov was becoming increasingly interested in translation as a means of sharpening her craft and deepening her engagement with international poetry. In the early 1960s she also translated works by other Spanish writers—Octavio Paz, Nicanor Parra, and Juan García Ponce—having met the latter in Mexico. In 1961 she edited Peter Lee’s translations of Korean poetry, continuing this interest in Asian texts two years later by collaborating with Edward Dimock on translations of Bengali songs, which were published in In Praise of Krishna. Because of her father’s background, Denise felt a special affinity with the Russian language. In the early sixties, she studied Russian at the New School in order to facilitate her translations of the Russian poet Marina Tsvetaeva, which she made from literal prose translations by Andrew Field. Denise had studied French as a child and knew the language well, so it is not surprising that she translated poetry by Jules Supervielle in the early sixties or that she included in The Jacob’s Ladder two poems (“Ce bruit de la mer . . .” and “Stems”) written under his influence. This act of inclusion reflected her view of the virtues of translation. As she wrote, to translate works with which one empathized could release “untapped reserves of language” within oneself. That her own work was being translated into other languages also pleased her, especially the Italian translations by Ezra Pound’s daughter, Mary de Rachewiltz, with whom she became friends.

In April 1961, Denise began a three-month position as interim poetry editor at The Nation, a job she would resume in 1963 and hold for two years. M. L. Rosenthal, the poetry editor, had increased the amount of poetry in the magazine and then appointed a series of poets as interim editors, including William Merwin, Paul Blackburn, David Ignatow, and A. R. Ammons. This position paid only fifty dollars a month for one day of work per week, but it connected Denise with many peers. She had a fairly free hand and was determined to accept only poems she
really liked. She had some good poems ready by H.D. and William Carlos Williams and had already turned down poems by “famous bores,” but, she wrote to Duncan, she was not planning to ask Olson or Louis Zukofsky for poems. She explained that she disliked much of their poetry, and it would only offend them if she didn’t like the poems they might send.\textsuperscript{46} The poets Levertov published in 1960 and 1961 were eclectic in style and subject matter, ranging from Richard Wilbur to LeRoi Jones.\textsuperscript{47} Despite her initial reluctance, she also later included Zukofsky.

Levertov’s editorial skills and openness to new poetry of different kinds made her a valuable resource for New Directions as well as for the annual that Laughlin published. Laughlin would often ask Levertov her opinion about manuscripts he received, and she would suggest work to him that she thought merited publication. For example, in 1962 Denise praised Russell Edson’s originality, hoping that Laughlin would publish a book of his poems and drawings.\textsuperscript{48} Laughlin agreed, and the next year Levertov edited and introduced Edson’s first book, which she titled \textit{The Very Thing That Happens}. Other poets whom she recommended to Laughlin include Roy Fisher, Gael Turnbull, Robin Blaser, Cid Corman, and Barbara Moraff. Her editorial acumen also won her a position on the board of Wesleyan University Press’s poetry series in 1963 and the post, in 1964, of poetry editor at W. W. Norton. There she initiated the publication of books by Louis Zukofsky, Helen Wolfert, Adrienne Rich, Margaret Avison, Jim Harrison, Joel Sloman, Ronald Johnson, and William Burford.

Though barely solvent herself, Levertov helped poet friends whom she felt were in greater financial need, and sometimes she used her influence with Laughlin and others to do likewise. In 1963 she came to the aid of her friend John Wieners, who was very sick with hepatitis, helping him with rent money. She admired Wieners’s poetry and asked Laughlin to give him an advance on his second book even if the manuscript couldn’t be published for a long time.\textsuperscript{49} Laughlin replied with a check, which he asked Denise to give to Wieners anonymously, but he did not agree to the publishing contract. At Denise’s urging, Wiener’s \textit{Ace of Pentacles} was eventually published by Bob Wilson of the Phoenix Book Shop. She also recommended Wieners’s work to Betty Kray, urging her to reread Wieners despite some negative comments by David Ignatow, another friend. Levertov’s comments to Kray are typical of her receptiveness to a wide range of poetry, if she felt the poet had integrity. She wrote, detailing the different texture of Wieners’s and Ignatow’s work, “I love them both. (Both textures of language.) But it is like comparing Mies van der Rohe with William Morris.” Wiener’s work may not be “modern,” but that is because he is a “Romantic” by nature and she respects his integrity.\textsuperscript{50}

\textbf{\ldots \ldots}

The success of Levertov’s literary activities did not mean that her professional life was always harmonious, however. There were discords and disagreements that
complicated her relationships. Levertov had had an unpleasant experience with the objectivist poet Louis Zukofsky, which may account for her initial editorial caution as poetry editor of The Nation. Levertov had met the Zukofskys socially and liked Louis’s “gentle scholarly presence” as well as the “purity” of his poetry.\textsuperscript{51} Her Hasidic ancestry positioned her well to appreciate his roots in a tradition of Jewish scholars, and she supported the central premise of objectivist poetry, that a poem is an epistemological exploration arising from sincere engagement with particulars of the actual world. Thus, when she reviewed Zukofsky’s book “A” 1–12 for Poetry in 1960, she quoted liberally, exceeding the word limit, and sent Zukofsky a copy of the review in advance as a courtesy, fearing that it would be cut by the editors of the journal. In it she had praised the “fastidious deliberation” of his poetry, calling it “the voice of a man of refined, meditative intelligence speaking with intense seriousness.” Then, in fairness to readers, she had also noted that the very “sense of travail” that made it good sometimes made its weakest passages “impenetrable.”\textsuperscript{52} Although her review was not “a eulogy,” Levertov wrote him, she had had “a marvelous time reading and rereading the book,” and she hoped that, one day soon, he would “be willing to explain” to her those parts that were puzzling.\textsuperscript{53} But Zukofsky was unhappy with the review; he called her, angrily, to say that she should have asked him, before she wrote it, about anything she didn’t understand. Levertov felt compromised and patronized by this response, which, she thought, was “loathsomely immoral.” Although she continued to admire some of Zukofsky’s work, she told Robert Duncan that she no longer respected him “as a man.”\textsuperscript{54} This storm abated when Zukofsky apologized, but it was symptomatic of Levertov’s problems with the role of female acolyte in what was then still a predominantly male milieu.

One can see similar problems in her relationship with George Oppen. Levertov had a great respect for Oppen, and he returned this regard.\textsuperscript{55} Both admired the poetry of William Carlos Williams, whose open-form line both had adapted to their own purposes, and they had similar political views. By the time he returned to New York City in 1960, Oppen was no longer a Communist, but he continued to ally himself with the political Left. So did Levertov, who, by 1961, had begun to become involved in the peace movement. She reviewed books for The Nation and The New Leader, left-wing journals that were critical of the administration’s policies, and she participated in demonstrations organized by the Greenwich Village Peace Center to protest the municipal air raid shelter program. She was present at the demonstration held on May 3, 1960, when ten minutes before the sirens were scheduled to blow, about five hundred persons assembled in City Hall Park. Other writers present that day included Nat Hentoff, Dwight MacDonald, Norman Mailer, and Kay Boyle.\textsuperscript{56}

After The Jacob’s Ladder was published in 1961, however, Oppen became disturbed by certain tendencies he saw in Levertov’s work: a “too-easy importation
of political opinions into the poetry, a tendency to make the poetry a vehicle for pre-formed opinions,” and a propensity to arrive at comforting conclusions, rather than, as he would prefer, a “test of truth.”\textsuperscript{57} As he put it in “The Mind’s Own Place,” an essay that had been rejected by The Nation, he preferred poems that kept their focus on “clear pictures of the world in verse which means only to be clear, to be honest, to produce the realization of reality,” and he quoted lines from Levertov’s poem “Matins” as exemplary. He also warned against poetry that “gives to political statements the aura of eternal truth,” although he didn’t say in this stricture that he had other poems by Denise in mind.\textsuperscript{58} This became clear in a 1962 letter to his sister, in which Oppen complained that Denise had missed the point of his essay. He singled out as bad poems Levertov’s Eichmann sequence, her first overtly political poem, as well as “Song for Ishtar,” in which she breaks the taboo of female selfishness.\textsuperscript{59} His selection of the latter indicates a political agenda of his own of which he was probably not fully conscious.

Oppen was a man who was “fascinated by ‘the feminine’ in poetry and by the task of women poets, about which he was both forthright and ambivalent,” as Rachel Blau DuPlessis has written.\textsuperscript{60} Nevertheless, he was a product of his era, when most married women with children did not pursue ambitious careers, and his critique of Levertov reflected this bias. As he put it, “Denise says it [his essay] was extremely hard to follow. And must find it harder than that. Of course, she may not be in a position to permit herself to follow it: she is very determined to be (or become?) a good mother, to enter political (anti-bomb, at least) activity, etc—The essay very nearly tells her to stop writing for awhile—if she must, just now, arrive at edifying conclusions.”\textsuperscript{61}

Levertov may have intuited this change in Oppen’s attitude toward her. One evening, when she and Mitch were having dinner with the Oppens in their Brooklyn apartment, she asked George where he would rate her among contemporary poets. This was not an innocent question, given Levertov’s keen ambition and the mixed messages she was receiving from him. She must have felt uncomfortable socializing with him under a false pretense of mutual admiration. Oppen, who prided himself on his honesty and integrity, tried his best to parry the question and avoid answering it, but she was insistent. Finally, he said that if she continued to write as she was writing then, she would be remembered as a competent textbook poet. Denise didn’t appreciate this opinion, and Mitch never forgave Oppen for it. Although both sides later regretted that exchange, they weren’t ever as friendly again.\textsuperscript{62}

In fact, one can see an ongoing argument between Oppen and Levertov, both in the poems Oppen wrote in response to her (“Technologies,” “The Mayan Ground,” and “A Narrative”) and in later letters. In a 1963 review of Oppen’s book The Materials, Levertov wrote that some of Oppen’s poems seem examples of the “romantic anti-romantic” in that they “rise up with an effort out of inner con-
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In a letter thanking her for the review, Oppen disagreed with her designation of him as “anti-romantic,” pointing out that in life he was as romantic as anyone else. In poetry, however, he did not accept romance “as an eschatology,” and did not look for it, but rather “for the rare poetic quality of truthfulness.”

Despite such disagreements, Levertov continued to regard Oppen as an important arbiter of poetic judgment, considering him “an honest man of strong feeling, contentious mind, and a sort of nervous subtlety” that sometimes made her “aware of what’s blunt and almost simple-minded in [her]self.” When he objected to her 1963 review of Paul Goodman’s *The Lordly Hudson*, accusing her of partiality to Goodman’s pacifist politics, she sought confirmation of her good opinion of Goodman from Robert Duncan.

As she gained in reputation and experience, Levertov became adept at maintaining her independence amid rivalries within the male literary establishment and she could respond when challenged. Her relationships with James Dickey and Robert Lowell are relevant cases. As coeditor with Donald Hall of Dickey’s *Buckdancer’s Choice* (1965), Levertov had fought both against cutting the manuscript and against what she felt was Hall’s patronizing attitude towards Dickey’s work, particularly his poem “The Firebombing,” which was controversial. (In it the speaker, a bomber pilot in World War II, is confused by the excitement he experiences when flying high above his human targets, a moral drama Levertov thought important despite her pacifist inclinations.) Dickey responded by asking Levertov instead of Hall to be his literary executor, a task that she accepted at first. However, only a year later, in 1966, she asked Dickey to release her as executor. She explained that, should Dickey die, managing his estate would be too time consuming, and more tellingly, she could no longer stomach his views regarding the escalating Vietnam War.

Levertov had also praised Dickey’s stand against Robert Lowell, then the éminence grise of the Boston–New York poetry scene. In a 1963 lecture, “The Energized Man,” Dickey had called for a “poetry of responsiveness and affirmation different from the gloomy, anger-and-guilt laced confessional poetry” written by Lowell and his followers. By 1966, when Levertov was in the second year of a Radcliffe Institute Fellowship and was traveling to Cambridge regularly, she responded to Lowell herself. The occasion was a small gathering in Cambridge at the Acacia Street apartment of Albert and Barbara Gelpi. Albert Gelpi, then an assistant professor of literature at Harvard, invited Denise to read at Lowell House, and the party after the reading was in her honor. Though Lowell’s own verse had become relatively irregular by the mid-sixties, he was still considered the monarch of the “academic” style, and there was contention between this style and that of the avant-garde led by Charles Olson. Levertov’s poetry was associated with Olson’s, whose ideas about line lengths based on the poet’s breathing pattern Lowell thought wrongheaded. The conversation turned to Emily Dickinson’s
eccentric punctuation in Thomas Johnson’s recent edition of her poems, especially the dashes that Johnson claimed were a musical device. In a low-key but deliberate way, Lowell opposed the restoration of Dickinson’s dashes. As Albert Gelpi remembered, one couldn’t be certain whether he was serious or being facetious. Gelpi “got the sense that Lowell picked that issue because he assumed that Levertov would be on the other side (because of her own open form poetics) and chose to tackle her in that way.” Levertov rose to the occasion and defended Dickinson’s dashes vigorously. She pointed out that they were “breath marks to measure out the rhythm and pace of the words.”

Lowell then backed off to reconsider.

This exchange left Levertov with a very negative impression of Lowell. Not only did she take his apparent obtuseness about Dickinson’s dashes seriously, she resented his attempt to patronize her. As she later reported to Duncan, referring to that evening, she found Lowell “aurally stupid” and was dismayed by his sense of entitlement. She continued: “I wouldn’t have supposed him to be that unthinking. . . . But I suppose it is characteristic not only of him & his followers but of the whole school of critics from whom he learned—they never have been accustomed to listen.”

Given these tensions with some older male poets, it is not surprising that Levertov welcomed the clear support and friendship of Muriel Rukeyser, whom she first met in 1961 when they both read at the Graduate English Society at Columbia, another male bastion, in company with Anthony Hecht, who, Levertov wrote, was “all manner and mockery.” In contrast, her meeting with Rukeyser was “like a thunderclap, we practically rushed into each others’ arms. I thought her a quite wonderful Giantess, a kind of Great Mother terrible and encompassing, with her hem coming unsewn and hanging down and a vast Pentacle on her pinky (a silver ring).”

Levertov also appreciated Rukeyser’s humility. When a shy engineer asked what he thought was a foolish question—“What should [he] bring to poetry to get the most out of it?”—Rukeyser took his question seriously. After a moment’s silence, she replied, “One must ‘make a fool of oneself’ and ask these questions.” Whereupon Denise added, “You must bring to poetry neither more nor less than one must bring to life itself (or, to anything in life that one truly lives)—that is, all of yourself.” She felt that the exchange was “a beautiful spontaneous thing,” she wrote to Duncan, reminding him that it was Rukeyser’s review of his *Heavenly City, Earthly City* that was her first introduction to his poetry when she and Mitch were living in Italy.

Over the next few years, Levertov and Rukeyser became good friends. Muriel was the same age as Olga, Denise’s older sister, and she shared aspects of Olga’s
political sympathies, passionate activism, and star-crossed life. Like Olga, Muriel had gone to Spain during the Spanish Civil War and supported the Loyalists. Like Olga, she had had a stormy relationship with her parents and a doomed love affair. Unlike Olga, however, Muriel was the devoted mother of a son, and she promptly took Nikolai under her wing as well, becoming like an aunt to him. The two women were friends until Rukeyser’s death in 1980, and their trip to Hanoi together in 1972 further consolidated their friendship.

They exchanged manuscripts and calls to political action. In 1965 Muriel sent Denise her poem “The Outer Banks” and the flyer for “Artists for SANE,” the Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy. In the same year, Denise sent Muriel a copy of her poem “Psalm Concerning the Castle,” which she wrote after visiting the Fogg Art Museum at Harvard, where she had seen a case containing a two-foot-high object called “Pottery Watchtower, of the Han Dynasty.” She commented, “As I looked at it I felt it was the Self, or rather that it was in one as well as in the case . . . and I went away and wrote this. I don’t know if it’s a poem or a psychological document but I thought you’d like it anyway.” This letter also contains a critique of Rukeyser’s prose work The Orgy, in which Levertov praises the fact that Rukeyser’s condensed prose is sometimes indistinguishable from poetry. She calls it a “bildungsnovella,” a “thrilling creation” too complex to understand in any simple way, yet representative of the Irish zeitgeist. It was the quality of revelation that Denise most admired in Rukeyser’s work, a quality that she thought was the product of a special receptivity to all kinds of experience and to “The Unknown,” as she put it in a poem she dedicated to Rukeyser. This poem contains an epigraph from Rukeyser’s study of Willard Gibbs, the physical chemist who invented the law of phases that provided her with “a language of transformation.” It celebrates the aspect of Rukeyser’s imagination most meaningful to Levertov. As Levertov wrote in a commemorative essay, Rukeyser understood “the way the unconscious works at a different pace from our willful intentions, and surfaces—bringing us clues, keys, rewards—only after strenuous efforts have been put aside and replaced by a surrender that is receptive.”

Of course, not all of Levertov’s relationships with other women poets were as positive as this one. Nor, in the early sixties, did she like the work of female poets to be grouped together categorically by editors, fearing it would not be taken seriously. As she wrote to Fred Eckman, who had proposed such a grouping in the Texas Quarterly, she was not “happy about the Women Poets idea.” If a woman is a good poet she can “stand with other good poets, men or women.” Many readers, she thought, would be “sufficiently put off by the idea of a grouping of women poets . . . (like ‘a gaggle of geese’) for their distaste to impede their direct relation to individual poems.” Levertov expressed a similar concern when invited to read with May Swenson at the 92nd Street Y in 1963. She wrote that, although she
had “great respect—& enthusiasm” for Swenson and her work, she feared the reading would look “like Ladies’ Night” and worried that Swenson might object on those grounds, too.\(^7\)

There were occasional conflicts and misunderstandings with individual women poets as well, particularly when Levertov was in the role of mentor. Kathleen Fraser remembered both Levertov and Carolyn Kizer as “queen bees” who didn’t support beginning women poets, compared with Barbara Guest and Adrienne Rich, who did.\(^7\) Levertov also had a troubled relationship with Carol Bergé, who admired her poetry and wanted to be friends. Ever since meeting Denise at her 1959 NYU reading and discovering that they both had young sons, shared a Jewish heritage, and had mutual friends, Bergé felt a kinship. However, while Levertov thought Bergé’s poetry was promising, she did not return this feeling. She accepted some of Bergé’s poems for *The Nation* and critiqued others, advising her about where to send them, but she did not choose to socialize with her.

Bergé was persistent. She pursued Levertov in New York and elsewhere, wrote poems both for and about her, and sent her emotional letters asking for advice that also criticized Denise for holding herself aloof.\(^7\) The tensions between the two women became pronounced after the Vancouver Poetry Conference in the summer of 1963, where Denise had given a reading. Carol Bergé, who was in the audience, sent Denise a poem in which she compared Denise’s “sneer” to the “beak of a beast turtle” and implied that she wasn’t the “gentle lady” she seemed, “with lace cap, medieval belt,” but was rather a creature more akin to “Roi Jones’ Green Hornet,” although Jones “wouldn’t be caught dead saying / bosom, would say tits, or breasts.”\(^7\) Although Bergé pretended to admire Levertov in the poem’s second half, her hostility was clear. Denise’s reply seems a model of good grace. She thanked Carol for the poem, commenting, “I like it, even tho’ it is based on your continued assumption that most of the time I’m putting up some big front, lady-like or whatever—which happens not to be true.”\(^7\) In fact, Levertov felt hurt by Bergé, and at one point she wrote to Robert Duncan that she wished she hadn’t gotten involved in the first place.

Still, Levertov’s respect for poetic quality predominated even when she disapproved of the lifestyle of a fellow woman poet. For example, when James Laughlin asked her what she thought of Diane di Prima, who had sent him a strange prose book he thought was an example of female Beat, Denise replied with a sardonic description of the latter’s freewheeling, hippie ménage: “The house is always full of people doing various things in various rooms: sleeping, talking, rehearsing plays or modern dance, making love, nursing babies, reading, eating. It seems like the millennium or the early Christians at first but afterwards begins to be depressing because it is so dirty and because lots of people on closer ac-
quaintance seem so unhappy." But she began with a fair-minded assessment of di Prima’s poetry and expressed respect for di Prima’s integrity, encouraging Laughlin to show the manuscript to June Degnan, who might publish it.

Levertov often confided in Robert Duncan in the early sixties. While there were others whose literary opinions she regarded highly, Duncan was her best friend and most important literary adviser. His responses to her work helped her to clarify her position in relation to others, and he gave her confidence in her ability to write critical essays. By 1961, Levertov aspired to articulate a theory of the imagination. For a long time, she had recorded essential texts in her notebook—that is, helpful statements by other artists about the task of the poet and the essential nature of his or her work. Now she was beginning to reflect upon these statements. In an attempt to grow as an artist, she was defining her artistic goals and searching for a way to characterize what was wrong with the language of some kinds of contemporary poetry that she felt was too intellectually sophisticated, and thus flat. She noted in her diary in 1960 that what was needed was language on the level of sense perception, like that which Evelyn Underhill described in her book *Practical Mysticism*. Underhill had written that innocence and humility distinguished the outlook of great poets and artists from “the arrogant subjectivism of common sense.” They shared with mystics a childlike state of “pure receptivity, of perfect correspondence with the essence of things.”

Denise drew upon this idea in 1962 when she introduced Duncan at a reading in New York City. Having said that his “wide range—his magical craftsmanship, his ear for the music of poetry—. . . alone would make him outstanding,” she continued that of “great importance” was his ability to help us “understand what poetry is and what a poet is.” His gifts are “not used for their own sakes in a display of virtuosity, but brought to the art, to the spirit of poetry, as gifts to the altar. All the elements are subservient to the whole.”

Levertov also had been reading Carl Jung’s writings, had been in therapy with a Jungian analyst, Mrs. Van Waveren, and was actively engaged in analyzing her dreams and recording them. In 1961, when she was writing her poem “The Well,” she recorded the following questions about Jung’s ideas in her diary:

How is it that in “The Well” I see the muse or anima as a female goddess, if the unconscious of a woman is masculine? Is it that I make a mistake in making the assumption that Muse and anima are one and the same—isn’t the Muse the Goddess, the Sancta Sofia, Ishtar, Isis, who was attended by priestesses? (And seen by H.D. too.) I would like to clarify with Van W[averen] the confusion I seem to make here, always tending to forget I have not an anima but an animus and that such female figures must be something else.
This point of difference was not important. As she indicates in “A Note on the Work of the Imagination,” an essay inspired by a dream, Levertov was energized by the idea that the imagination was larger than the self, that it wasn’t subject to human contrivances.\textsuperscript{84}

Levertov’s ideas about the relationship between the imagination and the external world led her to disagree with the views of some of her contemporaries, and she sought Duncan’s validation of her objections. For example, in 1960 and 1961, Levertov had reservations about the “deep image” poetics articulated by Jerome Rothenberg and Robert Kelly, who claimed that certain ways of “seeing” were keys to the poetry of other times and places as well as continuing sources of power.\textsuperscript{85} Levertov was a friend of both poets. She admired Rothenberg’s translations and had published a poem in his magazine-anthology, Poems From the Floating World, that linked contemporary American poetry with (surrealist) European poetry and the archaic or primitive poetry to which it was spiritually connected. It was Robert Kelly’s version of these ideas that discomfited her. In an essay, Kelly stressed “the superior rationality of the dream” as “an effective impetus for the movements of deep image,” claimed that “supplying the image in its fullest force” was “partially a function of language,” and concluded that the “language of deep images restores the poetry of desperation.”\textsuperscript{86}

Levertov was sympathetic with the group of young poets publishing in Trobar (Robert Kelly, Jerome Rothenberg, Armand Schwerner, George Economou), but their poems did not satisfy her. Although she, too, appreciated the worlds of dream and vision, their premises seemed “shaky” to her: “There is no moral backbone, no sharpness of necessity,” she wrote to Robert Duncan, fearing that Kelly’s program was “too deliberate.”\textsuperscript{87} She enclosed a response to Kelly’s piece for Duncan’s perusal, remarking that she hoped she could disagree with these friends without causing ill feelings. In her response, she argued that when the “deep image is consciously sought,” the result is often superficial and not truly archetypal, and that it was better to aim for “clarity and fidelity to . . . experience” than for depth. She cited outstanding contemporaries, such as Creeley and Duncan, who followed Ezra Pound’s ideas about the sources of poetic strength, and she claimed that in their poems “the objective and the subjective as they experience them exists . . . in dynamic interplay.” She also feared that in focusing on the deep image, Kelly had underestimated the mediating function of language. She urged him not to forget Pound’s dicta that “poems are made with words.” In her opinion, the “truly deep image comes when it is not pursued. The primary requisite is that the poet should have something to say.” She objected to Kelly’s statement that it is necessary to restore a poetry of desperation, arguing that “if a poet is desperate he will write desperate poems—or perhaps he will write poems of a ferocious gayety.”\textsuperscript{88} Robert Kelly reacted to Levertov’s critique with equanimity, noting that she offered it “as recognitions and conflicts within the area of some amity.”\textsuperscript{89}
Duncan’s positive response to the substance and style of her “argument” with Kelly gave Levertov the confidence to define herself further in later essays, such as “Some Notes on Organic Form,” one of the first extended explanations of her poetics. Although she cites Hopkins’s ideas about the poet’s perception of intrinsic form as seminal in that essay, her sense that organic form is based on “a method of apperception, i.e. of recognizing what we perceive,” is also influenced by her exchanges with the deep imagists. Her poem “Matins,” a seven-part sequence, also reflects this controversy over poetic necessity. “The authentic!” the speaker exclaims as the poem begins. She then proceeds to explore various manifestations of it, ranging from mundane reality—“verisimilitude” in bathrooms and kitchens—to dream and vision, in the more elusive but no less real legend of a “country / beneath the waves.” After linking these realities, the poem concludes with an apostrophe to “Marvelous Truth,” which is personified. The speaker asks Truth to “confront us / at every turn, / in every guise,” and

dwell
in our crowded hearts
our steaming bathrooms, kitchens full of
things to be done, the
ordinary streets.
Thrust close your smile
that we know you, terrible joy.

Her poem elicited praise from George Oppen—whose ideas about sincerity as an ethical criterion enabled her to achieve a kind of dialectical correction of deep imagism, although she was less wedded to situational accountability than he—as well as a playful poem from Armand Schwerner entitled “Epistle Dedicatory to the Poetry of Need.”

The friendship between Duncan and Levertov strengthened during the autumn of 1961, when Denise stayed with Robert and Jess in their apartment on Twentieth Street in San Francisco at the end of her first big reading tour. During the summer, she had experienced a combination of emotions in relation to two of her mentors. Nik was in camp, and she and Mitch had taken a trip to Italy and Greece for six weeks beginning in July. It was their first trip to Europe since they had lived there in the early fifties. Having never been to Greece, Denise reported to H. D. how excited she was to sail from Brindisi to Patras, and how much she enjoyed eating dinner in Athens in a taverna near the Acropolis, having then “climbed the hill to see it floodlit with the changing lights of the ‘Son et Lumière’ spectacle.” They also visited Delphi and Lesbos, and she wished she could go to Zurich to see H. D., too. Not much later, she heard from Duncan that, while she was away, H. D. had had a stroke that left her without speech. This was the second blow of the summer as, before she left, Denise had received
a chilling letter from William Carlos Williams, who was impaired after his most recent stroke.

In the preceding months, Levertov and Duncan had exchanged several letters about H. D.’s late work in the context of Duncan’s *H. D. Book*. By the time H. D. died in September, both had written poems that were memorial tributes to her: Duncan, “Doves,” and Levertov, “September 1961,” which she dedicated “to the memory of H. D.” With the failing health of William Carlos Williams and Ezra Pound in mind as well as H. D.’s approaching death, Levertov expressed loss at the end of a literary generation and perplexity about the meanings of their legacy. She and her peers were responsible now for carrying the language forward: “We have the words in our pockets / obscure directions.” Denise also wrote a prose “Appreciation” of H. D., in which she singled out as most important to her H. D.’s War Trilogy. The older poet “showed a way to penetrate mystery,” she wrote. This meant “not to flood darkness with light so that darkness is destroyed, but to *enter into* darkness, mystery, so that it is experienced.” Duncan was so moved by this essay, he “read it twice over trembling.” In 1963, after hearing a tape of H. D. reading *Helen In Egypt*, Denise was deeply stirred again. She wrote to Norman Holmes Pearson, “What fire, how very far from the false image so many have of her.”

The perplexity Levertov expressed in “September 1961” stemmed from her ambivalence about Pound rather than from her relationship with either Williams or H. D. When Levertov arrived in the United States, she had read only a minimal amount of Pound (anthologized in a Faber anthology), but she recognized his importance to her colleagues and mentors. Like her friends Robert Creeley and Robert Duncan, she valued Pound’s literary criticism and the practical aspects of his poetics. In a letter to William Carlos Williams, she mentions taking Pound’s *ABC of Reading* and *Cantos* to Mexico. She was more comfortable with the former than the latter, however, appreciating the ways in which Pound, in his literary criticism, gave the young writer practical advice. In a 1965 interview, she mentioned Pound’s concepts of *phanopoeia, melopoeia,* and *logopoeia* within the context of his definition of literature as “language charged with meaning,” and she specified Pound’s influence upon her movement away from an emphasis upon visual imagery in a poem and toward the idea that sound can best convey the poem’s meaning and emotion. In this interview she also indirectly expressed discomfort with Pound as a precursor. In response to the question “Do you like Pound’s work?” she hedged and then became defensive: “Although I read it, I don’t trace in myself any direct influence from his poetry.” Parts “are marvelous, but there is a great deal of the *Cantos* that I don’t understand.”

Levertov’s discomfort with Pound was due not only to the difficulty of the *Cantos*, but also to his anti-Semitism, which particularly rankled during this period of heightened awareness of her Jewish roots. It was increasingly hard to
reconcile Pound as a literary role model with her knowledge of her father’s history as a Russian Jew who had experienced the violence of pogroms. There is evidence that Levertov was trying to put Pound’s politics in context as early as 1961. In her diary, she mentions reading Charles Norman’s biography of Pound, in which details of Pound’s Fascism and anti-Semitism in his radio broadcasts are documented. Clearly the problem of Pound’s politics weighed heavily upon Levertov when she wrote her essay “Grass Seeds and Cherry Stones” for a Pound symposium in the mid-sixties. She distanced herself from his politics, writing that “racial and rightist views are abhorrent to me,” but she then excused them in Pound as “an aberration,” and explained his Fascist affiliations as having been made originally “not in support of brute authoritarianism and cynical contempt of the individual, but because he mistakenly supposed the economic changes he correctly saw as necessary for a more decent human life would be made under Fascism.” What she valued most in Pound, she wrote, was the permission to be critical of received ideas; he stirred her into “a sharper realization of her own sensibility.”

Having thus disavowed Pound’s politics, in this essay Levertov was able to respond more fully to the Cantos. Earlier she had been able to appreciate only the lyrical parts in them. In the mid-sixties she found the “mosaic of documentary material” central. Pound’s use of historical and political referents became important to her when she was rethinking the connections between poetry and politics and refashioning herself as a social poet. The process of working through her ambivalence about Pound would inform Levertov’s reconceptualization of herself as a “poet in the world” whose poetry nevertheless is the product of an inner dialogue.

Robert Duncan shared Levertov’s ambivalence about Pound as well as her connection with H.D. Commenting on the “Cantos 85–95,” he was pains by Pound’s bilious voice, given to words like “kikery,” that insistently interrupted the ecstatic evocations. This shared literary ancestry and sense of mission were in the background when Denise took her first long reading tour in the fall of 1961, sponsored by the Paterson Society, an organization that arranged poetry readings at colleges and universities across the country. Denise traveled from October 22 until November 13. In her diary, she recorded highlights of the trip, which culminated with several readings in the Bay Area beginning on November 8. These were arranged by Mark Linenthal and James Scheville at San Francisco State College’s Poetry Center, Louis Simpson at Berkeley, and Mae Bell Beim at Mills College.

Duncan and Jess welcomed Denise when she arrived in San Francisco. Robert rearranged his work space so that she could stay in it, and he planned a big party with many people he knew she would want to see, including Cid Corman, Robin Blaser, and Helen Adam. At the event, Denise talked Robert into a more informal gathering, and Robin Blaser had a smaller dinner at his place on
the evening of the reading at San Francisco State. With all the readings and recep-
tions in the Bay Area, the visit was tremendously exciting. On the plane home, flying high over the Rockies, Denise wrote separate thank-you letters to Robert and Jess, telling Robert she loved him. In turn, Duncan wrote an eloquent letter, calling her a “companion in art” and a “poetic conscience.” When he visited New York on a reading tour the following April, he rented a room in the Village to be near her.

Levertov’s letters to Duncan after these visits reflect shared values and deep concerns. For example, on August 16, 1962, she copied two long passages from the first volume of Thomas Mann’s *Joseph and His Brothers*, in which Mann describes the world of Joseph’s father, Jacob. In the first passage, Mann connects Jacob’s expressiveness with his inclination to associate his thoughts with myths and legends. Levertov thought Mann was very like H. D. in this passage, and she knew that Duncan would enjoy his creation of a world in which “intellectual value and significance—the words taken in their most actual sense—depended upon the copious flow of mythical association of ideas and their power to permeate the moment.” The second passage from Mann explains that Jacob’s fear that Joseph might fall into the well is tempered by his knowledge of the wider meanings of those depths; that is, the idea of the lower world and the kingdom of the dead as “a place of filth and excrement, but also of gold and riches.” This passage has a connection with H. D. as well, Levertov points out. She must also have had in mind her own poem “The Well,” known of course to Duncan, in which she locates the Muse similarly in the deepest springs of history and myth. It begins

The Muse
  in her dark habit,
  trim-waisted,
  wades into deep water.

Perhaps still under the spell of Mann’s novel, on the next day Levertov responded to Duncan’s description of a childhood dream that he regarded as fundamental to his poetic identity. Duncan had lost his mother at birth and he came to associate this loss with the mythical lost island of Atlantis and also with his beginnings as a poet, whose play with words could be construed as a countervailing power. His account, recorded in his *H. D. Book*, inspired in Levertov a comparable memory. She wrote, describing her “own recurrent dream in childhood (which [she] learned to induce at will for a time),” discussed in chapter 2, in which she sits with animals around a fire. Commenting plaintively on the part of the dream where “suddenly all blackens to a crinkling, crinkled blackness, . . . twisting like burning paper,” she asks, fearfully, “Is it true that we are of a generation that is to see an end in holocaust?” Here we see her revolutionary fervor take unconscious shape. Almost a decade later, Levertov would recast this dream in
the third part of her long poem “Staying Alive,” in which her imaginative response to the violence and turmoil of the late sixties was conditioned, in part, by youthful memories of a similar nightmare.

... Darkness, the Holocaust, and the continuing threat of nuclear annihilation had been in the back of Levertov’s mind for some time, occasionally erupting in dreams. In 1957, she noted in her diary a dinner with her mother and a refugee friend from Nazi Germany. They had discussed the conspiracy of silence about the concentration camps, the fact that rumors about them were treated as “propaganda.” A nightmare resulted. In 1958, she recorded another dream of being forced—in a manner unstated—to be an added torment to Jews who are being shot in Nazi Germany. A few months later, in 1959, she recorded having written her poems “The Well” and “A Window.” The first, discussed above, is about the source of her poetic gift in the depths of her European heritage; the second is about the persistent illusion, “visible only to weak and distant eyes,” of “seraphic or demonic flames,” signs of intense life, behind a single window in a vast building. Shortly after that, in an undated entry, Denise recorded a partial draft of her essay “The Pardoner,” about her lost toy, the beloved leather monkey handed down to her by her mother and sister. Ever since she lost him (when she was almost thirty), she has learned “to live in the suspense of unpardonedness, simply to live.”

Given these glimpses into her diary, it is not surprising that Levertov was deeply stirred by the trial of Adolf Eichmann, which began in Jerusalem in April 1961, continued until August, and concluded in December. The trial was a watershed in awareness of the Holocaust as historical memory and moral burden after the war, and it was reported in major newspapers around the world. Until that time, many people had tried to ignore that appalling chapter of history, finding it convenient to label Nazism “an atavistic outburst from some hidden stratum of bestiality” that had been successfully subdued. Eichmann’s trial, with its revelations, shattered this complacency. As Gideon Hausner, the prosecuting attorney, put it: “The inspection at close range of the techniques employed in the systematic extermination of a nation shocked the world. It was the human details that made the events real, for the mere statistical facts were well known.” The trial stressed the principles of personal responsibility and accountability in the hope that, in the future, if a person found himself assigned a task similar to Eichmann’s, the knowledge of history’s verdict would stop him. It also had the indirect effect of registering a grave moral indictment against the world: that it stood by passively and did not offer refuge while a people was being led to the slaughter.
Denise followed the testimony closely in the newspapers. Her poem “During the Eichmann Trial” reflects both horror at the human details it revealed and a sense of heightened moral responsibility. She published the first section, “When We Look Up,” in *The Catholic Worker*, a left-wing paper published by the Catholic Workers Movement, a group that was deeply ashamed of the church’s silence during the Holocaust and whose pacifist and communitarian ideals she shared. (In the seventies, Levertov would meet Dorothy Day, who, with Peter Maurin, had founded the movement.) An extended version of the poem, with a second and third part, was published in *The Quarterly Review of Literature* later. In the first section, the epigraph, “When we look up / each from his being,” grounds moral responsibility in human connection. It is from Duncan’s poem “Variations on Two Dicta of William Blake,” a celebration of the unitive power of the imagination when people engage each other fully. In the body of Levertov’s poem, it is the failure of such engagement that is problematic. She indicts both Eichmann and her audience in the free world for not really seeing the individual faces of Hitler’s victims: “Count them. / Who are five million?” Then she quotes from Eichmann’s testimony, showing that his main defense—that he was obediently following orders as he had been brought up to do—is in fact an admission of spiritual death:

> “I was used from the nursery
> to obedience
> all my life . . .
> Corpse-like
> obedience.” . . .

Because Eichmann is completely self-centered, even his innocent childhood memories of his favorite color, yellow, the yellow of “autumn leaves” and the sun, abet his murderous actions. When yellow becomes the color assigned to the Jews, he does not recognize his connection with them. Addressing Eichmann, Levertov’s poem continues:

> It was the yellow
> of the stars too,
> stars that marked
> those in whose faces
> you had not
> looked. . . .

Eichmann’s capacity for evil is the result of a failure of imagination, and thus of empathy. Instead of creating a bond with others, his childhood memories of the color yellow became deadly tokens of difference, permitting him to transport Jews to their deaths as if they were beasts to be slaughtered: the sight of their blood gushing from the earth meant nothing to him. This sight moves the speaker, how-
ever. She sees the fountain of blood as a “sign,” if recognized, of human communion in the future. Levertov invites readers to pity Eichmann, “isolate in a bulletproof / witness-stand of glass,” and to differentiate ourselves from him. He is a reflection of ourselves unless, awakened by his example, we realize something he does not know, that “we are members / one of another.”

In the second section, “The Peachtree,” Levertov takes up the challenge posed in the first part, to “see” at close range one of Eichmann’s victims, an adolescent Jewish boy who was murdered, she imagines, for merely taking a peach from the garden beside Eichmann’s villa. As her note indicates, although this section was also inspired by testimony from the trial, some of the details were “what [she] envisioned,” rather than those that were published. In fact, in a later statement, the witness, then a young friend of the victim, remembered Eichmann and one of his men beating the boy to death in a toolshed for allegedly stealing some cherries. The case was introduced by the prosecution as an example of Eichmann’s personal participation in the murder of an individual Jew. In her poem, Levertov contrasts the story of the Jewish boy’s temptation with the biblical story of the Fall, which, though it was associated with original sin, was often interpreted by Christian theologians as “fortunate” because it led to the joy of man’s redemption by Christ. In Levertov’s poem, we are not in the Garden of Eden, however. She imagines the boy haunted by dreams of a peach tree in “the Devil’s garden.” As Eric Sterling has noted, “Death, not God, controls this Garden.” The boy senses that the place is dangerous but cannot withstand the temptation of a particular ripe yellow peach, which is “no common fruit” but one that “holds some secret.” He scales the wall and takes the peach, whereupon “death pounces”:

mister death who rushes out
from his villa
mister death who loves yellow
who wanted that yellow peach
for himself
mister death who signs papers
then eats

Both Levertov’s repetition of the phrase “mister death” and the mythic resonance she gives the boy’s story remind one of a poem by Paul Celan that came to be considered a landmark in poetry after the Holocaust, “Todesfugue,” or “Death Fugue.” In Celan’s poem, the sentence “Death is a master from Deutschland” is repeated several times after Celan has personified death in sharp detail as an SS lieutenant in a concentration camp. As John Felstiner has pointed out, this poem drew more passionate attention than any other from the war, partly because of its array of cultural and historical signals, which, taken together, indict Judeo-Christian culture. Perhaps this is what Levertov, too, intended. The Christian
concept of the felix culpa, or “fortunate fall,” provides a deeply ironic shadow in her poem. There is no redeeming Christ figure here. Instead, like Celan, Levertov uses repetition to convey the grossness and mindless cruelty of men like Eichmann, who

telegraphs simply: **Shoot them**
then eats
mister death who orders
more transports
then eats

Levertov was familiar with Celan’s poetry through Jerry Rothenberg’s early translations of it into English in his first book, *New Young German Poets* (1959), and from the journal *Poems From the Floating World*, in which Celan’s work appeared beside her own. More specifically, she heard Rothenberg read “Death Fugue” in 1959.

In the third part of Levertov’s poem, the progression to “Crystal Night” is telling. It suggests, ironically, that only when we confront our connection with Eichmann will we feel the terror of his victims and open our eyes:

```
yes, now it is upon us, the jackboots
are running in spurts of
sudden blood-light through the
broken temples
```

The atrocities committed by the Nazis cannot be camouflaged or ignored. They return to shatter our dreams, compelling the world to confront its history anew:

```
it is Crystal Night
these spikes which are not
pitched in the range of common hearing
whistle through time
smashing the windows of sleep and dream
smashing the windows of history
a whiteness scattering
in hailstones
each a mirror
for man’s eyes.
```

In the course of the sequence, the pity for Eichmann urged upon readers in the first section does not lead to his exoneration. Instead, empathy with his victims becomes a basis for renewed political commitment.

Later, after she was well established as a critic of America’s involvement in the Vietnam War, Levertov considered “During the Eichmann Trial” a milestone in her poetic development, because it was her first overtly political poem. Yet
reviewers damned it with faint praise or were explicitly critical of it in their otherwise favorable reviews of *The Jacob’s Ladder*. Although James Wright called the sequence “difficult” and “harrowing,” he quickly turned his attention elsewhere; Gilbert Sorrentino disliked the “loose prosy manner” of the depiction of Eichmann as “mister death.” Robert Pack seemed to echo George Oppen’s privately expressed concern, described earlier, about Levertov’s tendency to import political opinions into poetry and to arrive at comforting conclusions. He detects a limitation in Levertov’s worldview: “Mystic vision without sufficient doubt or terror, without a firm grasp of unequivocal evil, easily becomes sentimental.”

Denise was disturbed enough by Pack’s comment to question herself in her diary:

*A lack of direct dealing with Evil—can this not sometimes reflect a more acute sense of evil than those writers have who preoccupy themselves with it? Not always: but there are writers whose almost obsessive treating of evil seems to indicate a need to make it real to themselves; whereas I suspect in myself, in my own work, that if . . . I seem to ignore evil, or at least insufficiently acknowledge it, it is because I have such a strong sense of disaster, so that to speak of it seems almost—would seem, that is—like a calling up of dark forces.*

She muses further that “the idea of Evil” as a “separate, autonomous force” is not something in which she believes: “I am no Manichean. The Devil has never seemed to me more than a fancy. What is destructive within us is not some alien force.” This concept of evil as privative has a long history in Judeo-Christian thought. Levertov may well have learned it from her parents. She drew upon these musings in her 1968 essay “Origins of a Poem,” in which she asserts, “There can be no self-respect without respect for others, no love and reverence for others without love and reverence for oneself; and no recognition of others is possible without the imagination. . . . Man’s capacity for evil, then, is less a positive capacity, for all its horrendous activity, than a failure to develop man’s most human function, the imagination, to its fullness, and consequently a failure to develop compassion.”

In his positive reaction to the poem, Robert Duncan was an exception. Responding to Oppen’s criticism that Levertov had not, in the Eichmann sequence, stuck to “the stone staircase” of her title poem, “The Jacob’s Ladder” (that is, to something she had actually encountered), Duncan commented: “The Eichmann sequence is testimony to conditions where the stone staircase wasn’t,” continuing, “We’d never be able to touch upon war or tyranny, or courage etc. any area of disturbed, unlocated feeling” if we stuck to Oppen’s criteria. Duncan recognized Levertov’s deep need, regardless of her distance, to witness the Holocaust through her imagination as a condition of her own spiritual survival despite all the attendant difficulties of language and the risks of desecration and trivialization.
Robert Duncan’s superior understanding of Levertov’s work reflected a shared concept of the poet’s task. Both poets saw themselves as servants of Poetry’s power, not as masters of it. Both believed in words as powers rooted in a mysterious source, rather than as tokens employed at will. Out of need, the poet accesses this source by closely attending to his subject. “Writing poetry was a process of discovery, revealing inherent music,” Levertov wrote.¹ It was then the poet’s obligation as a craftsman to realize that music in the poem. Later, in the seventies, after their friendship had ceased, Levertov described this view of the poet’s project as a sense of “aesthetic ethics,” claiming that her differences with Duncan originated here as well. For her, the need to write was related to having something at heart to say, and thus “to a high valuation of ‘honesty,’” whereas Duncan was concerned that her emphasis upon honesty could become “a form of self-coercion, resulting in a misuse of the art.” In the early sixties, however, Denise was not concerned with what ultimately would divide them. She was grateful to Robert for the reentry into her life of “the magic, the ‘romantic,’” which she had temporarily waived under the influence of such mentors as Williams and Creeley, who emphasized “a kind of economy.”² Duncan continued to help as Levertov turned inward in response to marital difficulties and losses, the most grievous of which was the illness and untimely death of her sister. In the process of mourning Olga’s death, within an atmosphere of increasing political unrest and violence, Levertov would come to see herself not only as the recipient of a gift from a mysterious source and as an attentive observer, but also more fully as a participant in the social life of her time.
Levertov had the opportunity to clarify her ideas about the poet’s task when both she and Duncan were invited to the Vancouver Poetry Conference at the University of British Columbia in the summer of 1963, along with Robert Creeley, Allen Ginsberg, Charles Olson, and Margaret Avison. The conference was organized by Creeley, who had taught at UBC the previous year, and by Warren Tallman, a faculty member interested in open-form verse. At the three weeks of seminars and readings, these established poets joined younger poets and critics from North America, several of whom were editors of *Tish*, an avant-garde Canadian poetry magazine patterned after *Origin* and *The Black Mountain Review*. The atmosphere there was informal; it was a prelude to the “be-ins” of the late sixties. Although Levertov arrived a week late, after visiting a friend, Seattle poet Eve Triem, she found the company stimulating and genial. Levertov met Olson for the first time, shared a house with Duncan, and enjoyed seeing Avison again. Perhaps most important, there was also a rapprochement with Ginsberg and Creeley around issues of poetic inspiration and craftsmanship.

Creeley had been a close friend, of course, ever since Levertov had arrived in the United States, and particularly when the Creeleys lived near Denise and Mitch in France, but since 1960 they had seen little of each other. This was partly because Creeley had been living in Guatemala and New Mexico, and partly because Denise and Mitch had felt hurt by a perceived insincerity in Creeley’s letters. Denise continued to admire his poetry, but she felt Creeley’s need to curry favor overrode his critical sense. Referring to a letter from Creeley to LeRoi Jones that Jones had handed around at a party, she wrote to Creeley that his letter to Jones discomfited her because it expressed friendship to a relative stranger in the same words as he’d used to them, his old friends. She was disturbed by Creeley’s seemingly excessive gratitude for Jones’s interest. Although she liked LeRoi Jones as a person, she continued, she thought *Yugen*, the magazine he edited, “largely a shameful mess,” and she wondered what had happened to Creeley’s critical acumen. Similarly, she was disturbed to hear that Creeley had lionized Ginsberg’s work, another sign of the distance between them. While she liked Ginsberg and was moved when she heard him read, she did not think many of his poems withstood close scrutiny later. Creeley replied that he disagreed with her about *Yugen*, that the magazine published people who were important to him.

Perhaps because Duncan was there to mediate, Levertov’s differences with Creeley and Ginsberg around issues of inspiration and craftsmanship were resolved without rancor. At one of the seminars at which Creeley presided, the discussion turned to artificial aids to inspiration such as alcohol and drugs, which were used by Ginsberg and his circle. Denise disavowed the usefulness of such practice, claiming that feelings experienced through artificial means would not be qualitatively equal to those experienced through natural sensitivity. People don’t
use their natural resources fully, she argued: if you gave something your full attention it would give itself back to you. Although Ginsberg remained silent because everyone knew his view, much rumbling in the audience followed her remarks. Duncan dispelled the tension, offering the possibility that some people hadn’t the ability to come to this openness, a statement with which Levertov reluctantly agreed: “If you have to un-numb yourself by having to take drugs, well okay.” By the time she gave her reading, Denise felt comfortable with both Ginsberg and Creeley. When she read her poem “The Necessity,” she introduced it by acknowledging its debt to Creeley, and back in Maine, she attributed the conference’s success to the fact that “in varying degrees we were all friends already and had in spite of differences (with Allen G. at one end of the scale . . . and R. Duncan at the other) a genuine common ground; and because there is in Vancouver a nucleus of young poets already attuned to that scale!”

According to George Bowering, then one of those young poets, Levertov’s informal participation in the conference was a success as well. She had had a reputation for abstemiousness, even primness, but with Duncan’s encouragement, she relaxed. Bowering remembered her lounging on the kitchen floor one evening, wearing a man’s trousers. At that point, for him, the false image of her “as a delicate British lady” was dispelled forever.

The bonhomie in Vancouver was a respite from more serious concerns. In O Taste and See (1964), we find not only the sacramental view of the world implied by the title poem, but also a deepening engagement in the inner dialogue that Levertov thought essential to the poet’s task. One result was a new realization that women’s identity is partially socially constructed, a view that we now identify as feminist but that Levertov, in that prefeminist period, associated with her immersion in Jungian thought and therapy. James Breslin has noted that many poems in this book are about returning to the past in order to proceed. The muse is often female (the moon) and male presences appear in the poem as guides whose limited wisdom the poet must integrate and “pass beyond.”

The book was originally titled “Grief and Dreams,” a phrase from the poem “A Cure of Souls,” in which Levertov praises the work of the contemporary psychologist whose function is similar to the curate of old:

The pastor
of grief and dreams
guides his flock towards
the next field
with all his care.

Denise had been analyzing her dreams with the help of Jungian therapists since the late fifties, and this book contained, she confided to James Laughlin, “a
greater number of strange poems” whose origins she couldn’t trace. They seemed to come from a “submerged world,” she continued, mentioning “Song For Ishtar,” “Hypocrite Women,” and “Earth Psalm” as examples. In 1984, Levertov demystified the context that inspired one of these poems, “Hypocrite Women,” in a letter to the poet Lewis Ellingham, who had inquired about her relationship with Jack Spicer, the “white sweating bull of a poet” to whom she had responded in the poem. (Spicer had read a misogynist poem at a party in honor of Levertov and Helen Adam in Mill Valley in 1958.) In her letter to Ellingham, Levertov distinguished between her 1963 chastisement of “hypocrite women” for failing to acknowledge their own doubts (about the beauty of their genitalia, among other things) and her later realization that “much of women’s self-deprecation came from macho-male attitudes.” When she wrote the poem, however, she cast her challenge to male authority in Jungian, not feminist, terms: “No, they [our cunts] are dark and wrinkled and hairy, / caves of the Moon . . .”

In her diary, Levertov recorded the gist of some therapy sessions in which she had achieved new insights. For example, in discussing the psychic link between sons and mothers and daughters and fathers with her therapist, Mrs. Van Wa- veren, she had realized the resemblance between herself and her father, even though she felt somewhat distant from him during much of her childhood. Like a poet, he was “inspired and intuitively wise in certain ways” and had “a marvelous way of perceiving correspondences, connections.” On the negative side, however, “he was very vain and often insensitive to the needs of people close to him, and he could be quite tyrannical.” Her therapist suggested that she needed to shake off the influence of her father in her work in order to achieve something truly original, a view Levertov initially rejected: “His idea of the Shekinah is what I believe I really connect with in much of my work—the indwelling of the Divine in the temporal.” But then she acknowledged an “inner censorship” stemming from imagined parental disapproval, “lessened with the years,” but still present. She lists “Song for Ishtar,” “Melody Grundy,” “Gone Away,” “Puñal,” “Into the Interior,” “Threshold,” and “The Ache of Marriage” as poems that are freer.

As for the “grief” in the working title of the book, there were sources of it both in her private life and, later, in the world, about which she was slowly becoming more fully aware. In helping her to analyze her dreams, Denise’s therapist had also helped her understand ongoing problems in her life, particularly the marital tensions that continued to be exacerbated by her professional success contrasted with Mitch’s lack thereof. The respite in their problems had been short lived. After her reading tour, in December 1961, Denise recorded sexual frustration in her diary, blaming herself in part for it and also blaming Mitch, who, she thought, did not handle his problems adequately. She felt “affection” for him, but not “passion,” she noted, and though her work was often very demanding, she enjoyed the contact it provided with responsive people. Although she couldn’t tolerate
quarreling with Mitch for long, sometimes she felt a sort of grim resignation. Since she couldn’t give or find satisfaction in her marriage, she would devote herself to her work—“not the ‘literary life’ in the busy-busy sense but ‘the life of the mind’ and the life of the creative imagination.” Meanwhile, she would work to improve as Nik’s mother, because she still believed in possibilities there. Radical change in the marriage, she felt, must come from Mitch: he must try to discover “why he is unconfident and learn to function better sexually on the most practical physical plane.” She thinks she could respond to such a change in him, “but meanwhile would focus on those things that do work for [her].”

Later the same day, Levertov wrote the three poems that she placed first when *O Taste and See* was published: “Song for Ishtar,” “The Elves,” and “The Ache of Marriage.” The first depicts Ishtar, the Babylonian goddess and muse whose name means “star,” as a sow, and herself as “a pig and a poet.” She relishes the sow’s attention and thus defies the prevalent social censure of female desire and self-actualization. “The Elves” is about a beautiful species of men, set aside from other men and from most women, “unless a woman has that cold fire in her / called poet.” Originally dedicated to her friend Robin Blaser, it was probably inspired by Levertov’s warm reception by the community of male writers in the Bay Area, many of whom were gay. The title of the third poem speaks for itself. In the first stanza, the speaker locates the “ache of marriage” in the bodies of the married couple: “thigh and tongue, beloved, / are heavy with it, / it throbs in the teeth.” She then deftly and ironically adduces the institution of marriage itself as both the problem and (hopefully) the solution. Being married is compared to living within two biblical stories: that of Jonah and the whale (“leviathan”) and that of the Flood, from which righteous Noah was saved to make human life on earth again possible. The effect is bittersweet:

It is leviathan and we
in its belly
looking for joy, some joy
not to be known outside it
two by two in the ark of
the ache of it.16

This time the tensions in their marriage were alleviated by a brief separation. In April 1963, Mitch went to France for a month to work on his second novel, hoping for new inspiration. First he flew to Paris, where he visited an old friend, the artist Leland Bell. His letters to Denise during this time reveal nostalgia for their early years together. On the streets near the Seine where they had lived, an old lady still made crêpes at a sidewalk stand. “My God how young we were, innocent, not knowing what to do,” Mitch wrote, wishing they had appreciated more. But after several days he became critical: “Everyone is now bourgeois with
a vengeance,” he complained. He was glad to go to Belle-Île-en-Mer in Brittany, a
place with long beaches, a few villages, and a fishing port. He stayed in a stone
cottage lent to him by another old friend, the artist Jean Hélion. It was perfect for
him, simply furnished and quiet, “the kind of place it is good to be alone in.”
Gradually Mitch was able to proceed with his book and agreed with Denise that
they had been “too close, too much all over each other all the time. We wear one
another out.”17 He was very moved by her poem “The Novel,” which she com-
posed during the first week he was away, and which was based on pages of the
work in progress he had left behind in his study. (Mitch’s second novel was about
a couple’s “struggle to make a marriage.”)18 The speaker of Denise’s poem recog-
nizes that the characters in the novel resemble her and Mitch: “they argue, make
silence bitter, / plan journeys, move house, implant / despair in each other.” De-
spite their problems, however, they continue to care for each other and thus she
imagines—albeit tentatively—that they experience days of grace:

| and then in the nick of time |
| they save one another with tears, |
| remorse, tenderness — |
| hooked on those wonder-drugs.19 |

The time apart was salutary for both of them. After Mitch left, Denise felt
newly energetic. She hadn’t realized until then how her own fatigue was related
to his anxiety, she wrote to Robert Duncan, although at first she felt ashamed at
feeling buoyed by his absence. She had always loved Rilke’s concept of marriage
as a “mutual guarding, bordering and saluting of two solitudes.”20 While Mitch
was away, she enjoyed reading Doris Lessing’s feminist classic *The Golden Note-
book* and Erich Neumann’s *Psyche and Eros*, recording in her diary that, accord-
ing to Neumann, for Psyche to succeed, the masculine must be independent.21
These ideas are embodied in the poem “About Marriage,” which Denise com-
pleted just before Mitch’s return. In it she describes a relationship between two
people, who, like members of different but compatible species of birds, meet and
enjoy each other “in a green // airy space.” She distinguishes between this con-
cept of marriage and the one implied by the word “wedlock.”22 This poem was
inspired by a letter from Mitch. He had written her, after reading D. H. Lawrence’s
poem “Wedlock,” that perhaps the old word should be restored, commenting
that he needed his connection with her if he were “to stay with [him]self and
meet the world with intensity.”23 In response, Denise wrote in her diary: “Wed-
lock is claustrophobic and seems to imply no continuing choice. *Marriage* im-
plies meeting.”24 She worried that Mitch’s dependence upon her was unhealthy.

A second source of private grief in this period was the failing health of Mitch’s
father. Since his wife’s death, Irving Goodman had become increasingly de-
pressed and forgetful. Denise and Mitch began to feel that he could no longer live
alone, and he came to live with them for six weeks starting in February 1963. Then, reluctantly, the decision was made in March to place him in an old-age home. It seemed a sad end to a life that had been irreparably marred by the Depression.\textsuperscript{25} Mitch, especially, saw Irving’s fate as a cautionary tale. He thought that Irving’s desire for financial success, combined with his inability to achieve it, had prevented him from fully loving those closest to him, including Mitch and his younger brother, Howard. Fear of being like his father may have informed Mitch’s own difficulties, although he had made radically different life choices. Denise expressed some of these thoughts and feelings in her poem “The Old Adam,” a portrait of a pathetic man, driven by economic concerns all his life, whose “floating / sense of loss” in old age stems from his having never realized the fundamentals of his life, including the love of his sons. In this context, his failure of memory resonates with irony. The old man’s anxious questions about “the smallest certainties” of daily life are poignantly futile. He seems to ask, too late, “Where is my life? Where is my life? / What have I done with my life?”\textsuperscript{26}

Then, on March 4, 1963, William Carlos Williams died—a profound loss to Denise. He had been her first important mentor in America, and in that respect, had played the role of literary father. She attended his funeral with James and Ann Laughlin, and Robert MacGregor, an editor at New Directions. The day was wet and windy, the kind of spring day Williams loved, but the townspeople, many of whom he had brought into the world, seemed to ignore his advice (in “Tract”) that such ceremonies be simple. A police patrol car led a long procession out to Hillside Cemetery. Other young poets who felt indebted to Williams also arrived in time to say good-bye, including Gilbert Sorrentino, LeRoi Jones, and Joel Oppenheimer.\textsuperscript{27} There was “foolish music,” Denise reported to Robert Duncan. When one of Williams’s poems was broadcast over the loudspeaker, it came as a relief.\textsuperscript{28} Levertov’s grief at Williams’s death was tempered by acceptance and admiration. In contrast to her father-in-law, Williams had lived fully, continuing to grow until his death despite a series of debilitating strokes. In her obituary for him, published in \textit{The Nation}, Levertov emphasized the role his devotion to poetry had played in this continuing energy. Each time she visited him, even near the end, she would leave feeling exhilarated. He would “astonish [her] again with his vitality, his shrewd humor, his undeviating, illuminating attention to what concerned him—the poem, the poem.”\textsuperscript{29}

Undoubtedly the deepest source of grief came in a letter from her sister Olga, on October 18, 1963, informing Denise that Olga had had surgery over the summer for cancer of the rectum. Olga now wore a colostomy bag, she wrote, having had her rectum, part of her colon, and one fallopian tube removed. Joking that she named the bag “Marmaduke” and stressing that she was now 100 percent cured
of the disease, Olga faced the surgery bravely. Yet this news was a serious blow. The letter had arrived on the day before Denise’s fortieth birthday and it reminded her, starkly, of the contrast between her own good fortune and the pain of her sister’s life. As she noted, thinking of Olga’s humor and courage: “I wept to think of her lovely body as it was when I was a child and didn’t think of it as lovely but nevertheless registered the picture of it forever—now 49 and all chopped up.”

Little more than one year later, after Olga’s death, Denise would recast these memories in the first section of the “Olga Poems,” her moving memorial to her sister:

Sixteen. Her breasts round, round, and dark-nippled—
who now these two months long is bones and tatters of flesh in earth.

Denise’s reaction to Olga’s terrible news was particularly poignant because she had recently begun to reevaluate her sister’s life, seeing it in the context of the larger family dynamic. In 1962, through Olga’s efforts, the estranged sisters had begun to correspond again. Olga had seen Mitch’s book reviewed in a London paper and had written him through his publisher, asking eagerly for news of Denise and their mother, whom she hadn’t seen since before their father’s death. Olga had given up the dance production and theatrical management work she had done after the war and was now a full-time organizer for an activist group, the Daily Peace Picket and Parliamentary Lobby in London, work that brought back memories of her father. Sadly, there had been a painful rift with her oldest daughter, Iris, with whom she had always been very close. She hinted that many other things had happened, “outwardly and inwardly,” that she would recount later if Denise wished. She concluded, “Tell Denny I constantly dream of her—sometimes she and Iris get mixed up in these dreams. I love her and long to hear from her.”

After Denise replied, Olga wrote a long, passionate letter. She explained why she had disappeared shortly before their father’s death in 1954, claiming that she didn’t know the seriousness of his illness, nor of his death, until some weeks later. During this period, Olga was Iris’s stage manager, and although Iris was a great success, money was always scarce. Paul had lent Olga four pounds, and since she had a history of borrowing money from the family, Olga didn’t want to write until she could repay him. Recounting the “ghastly shock” of hearing the news of her father’s death from an acquaintance, she also expressed profound hurt that, when she did write, their mother returned her letter. In her words,

I wrote to Mother and she sent it back. That is how it was. Of course, one shouldn’t anyway be silent for 5 months. But when you have had such a lot of past money things with a person; and when, as well, you are touring, you do often drop out a
bit. I would NEVER have stayed silent, or away, if I had known. . . . I believe I went on crying . . . for many weeks. I never tried to phone or write to Mother as I felt she must be allowed free choice. I die daily from then till now, and always will until we are reconciled.

Olga also described the issues that resulted in Iris leaving her, the events that caused her to give up theater management, and the inner changes that led up to her present peace work. Despite being her manager, Olga had given Iris control of their finances, leaning over backwards so as “not to be possessive, not to repeat Daddy’s mistakes with me.” But she was still vocal about her daughter’s romances. It was ultimately Iris’s love for Keith Levers, the man she would marry, that came between them. At the same time, Olga’s theatrical management business started to fail, thus burdening her with debt. The coup de grâce occurred not long after. In 1958, Olga was falsely accused of placing a prostitute who was underage and sick with gonorrhea as a dancer in a club. When the club was raided by the police, the owner blamed Olga to protect himself. The ensuing scandal ended her career as an agent.

After that, Olga had nowhere to live and she “starved more thoroughly than ever before.” Eventually she found a place in suburban Romford, where she took several low-paying jobs while receiving national assistance. She described an eighteen-month period of poverty and soul-searching during which she tried to understand, through reading and meditation, her wrong turns. She often visited an ancient church, Saint Peters on the Wall, “possibly the oldest place of worship in Britain—there on the Essex shore, reached by a grass path, close to the beatings of the sea.” She felt the family close to her there and she now wanted very much to be reconciled. As she wrote, “It is queer that we are the most tight-knit of families—almost one heart-beat—yet so riven apart! I always loved Mother so terribly, and it was only in quite late years she stopped loving me. I do wish she did.”

In her letter, Olga took complete responsibility for the rift with Iris and expressed remorse for having hurt other people close to her.

In the “Olga Poems,” written after Olga’s death, Denise draws upon this account to imagine her sister’s life in these years of estrangement and anguish, contrasting the camaraderie of their childhood hikes in the countryside with her sister’s later lonely penance. She compares Olga, cold and suffering, with mournful Niobe, the Anatolian mountain goddess whose children were killed by the Olympian gods as punishment for her hubris:

How cold it was in your thin coat, your down-at-heels shoes—
tearless Niobe, your children were lost to you
and the stage lights had gone out, even the empty theater
was locked to you, cavern of transformation where all
had almost been possible.
When Olga turned to her present activities in this long letter to Denise, she was as lively as ever, claiming to look “18 from a distance.” As for her dark hair, it was “red for a long time, then silver blonde,” but since she only has it bleached when she models, there are long periods when it is “black for 2 inches and the rest straw-like.” Her “uniform” in the winter is “beatnik—trousers and duffle coat (and Peace Badges),” and her face shows little evidence of “tragedy, starvation and blows of fate.” Her “eyes are still big and clear and head still bloody well ‘Nefertiti.’” She suspects that “all the strain [was] worked off on those I have hurt—as though I were Dorian Gray and my raddled portrait bore my sins.”

Olga also mentioned the loving companionship of Harry Green, a Jewish World War I veteran who was devoted to her and with whom she shared her peace activities. In 1959, she had begun speaking in Hyde Park again on a Christian Socialist platform and was drawn into politics. At Christmas of that year, she organized a vigil for peace at the Cenotaph in Whitehall, which led to her position as full-time organizer of the Peace Picket, an action group that lobbied the parliament weekly for nuclear disarmament, world friendship, and civil liberties, and also fought against fascism and apartheid. She received no salary and lived in a committee member’s house at first, wore castoffs and ate from whatever money was left over. This was real “Early Xian Holy Poverty,” as she put it. “Lovely—no money, no worries, live by faith.” Harry Green had often been in the audience at Hyde Park and, disgusted with Tory policy, had become the treasurer of the peace group. At one point, when again Olga had nowhere to live, he took her into his place, where there was a vacant room, and paid her rent as his picket obligation. Eventually she came to love him as he had loved her all along, and now they were together as a couple, living on the edge of Soho in an old house that was “scruffy but fun.”

In her reply to this letter, Denise chided Olga for a failure in empathy and a desire to dominate that, Denise felt, ruined her relationships with those she loved. She knew that Olga loved her family—without question. But Olga didn’t understand that their needs could be different from her own, and thus she tried “to fit them to [her] pattern and thought she knew ‘what is best for them.’” This was her sister’s “basic tragic mistake.” Nevertheless, Denise was deeply moved by Olga’s words, especially by the life force that burned within her despite her suffering. She replied, “For that I love and admire you, Og, and feel humble because however much I feel you’ve done wrongs to people . . . I feel there’s a certain largeness and boldness about you which I know I don’t have. It’s as if I were a regular human being, with my good points and my bad points; while you are a fallen angel, still shining in the dark.”

This image of the fallen angel is both engaged and transformed in the “Olga Poems,” where Denise remembers the inflamed conscience behind her sister’s brooding intensity: “Black one, black one, / there was a white candle in your heart.”
After responding to Olga’s letter, Denise tried to reunite her sister with their mother. Beatrice refused to reestablish contact at first, wanting evidence of genuine repentance. She reminded Denise of Olga’s earlier lies and misdeeds, called Olga “a consummate hypocrite,” and discounted the motives behind her peace work. Bitterly, she wrote, “She trades on poor cheated Daddy still.” She regretted that even Iris, whom she remembered as a “kindly and trusting” young woman, had finally had to face Olga’s “deceptions and dishonesty.” Denise persisted, pleading Olga’s case when she visited their mother in Mexico during the summer. By the winter of 1963, Olga and Beatrice were corresponding and Beatrice reported a change of heart: “In connection with Olga I do really think she has begun . . . to repent . . . not just have a sentimental remorse. I am so glad, for nothing could be so cleansing for her spirit.” Nine months later came the news of Olga’s surgery. Both mother and daughter were deeply grateful to be reconciled.

Denise expressed some of the complex feelings around the news of Olga’s illness in a deeply ironic poem, composed in the fall of 1963, about the humanizing effects of agony. Titled “As It Happens,” it is set in Mexico and thus associated with her visits to her mother. It consists of an extended simile that refers only obliquely to Olga’s reappearance in their lives. The arrival of agony is compared with that of “furless, sore, misshapen” Mexican dogs. Like such dogs, it has “eyes of kindness” and comes wanting love. If you give it some, even in the form of a “dry tortilla,” it runs off scared. But it will “return. A friend.” As Olga’s condition worsened, Denise considered going to England to see her, but she was discouraged from doing so by Olga’s insistence that she was getting better. Their separation during this painful time reawakened Denise’s profound connection with her sister, which she expressed in her poems “Face to Face” and “A Lamentation.” Although “Face to Face” was placed in a different section when the poems were published in book form, it was originally an early draft of “A Lamentation.” In it, Levertov imagines facing her sister again across the “dark river” that separates them. As they “plunge” toward each other, “the waters / cleaving and closing upon us,” they merge and sink. In “A Lamentation,” she dramatizes her thoughts and feelings about the habit of denial that led to her estrangement from her sister, and she reveals the unfortunate family dynamic that had hampered both of them. As she explained to Robert Duncan, “this poem is about my pollyannaism, my stiff upper lip,” commenting further that she deplored the fact that grief itself, “which should be an acknowledged part of our lives like our shadows, like night—[is] despised and rejected.”

In this poem, Levertov adapts the lament, an ancient, near Eastern literary form used to memorialize disasters (see, by way of comparison, the Book of Lamentations in the Hebrew scriptures), to break this pattern of denial. Reminiscent of its biblical antecedent in its use of parallelism and antique diction, her poem
opens with a dramatic pair of lines—a call-and-response—that is admirably suited to confession:

Grief, have I denied thee?
Grief, I have denied thee.

Blaming herself for having not made more of an effort to understand her sister’s problems, the body of the poem also portrays the family system that separated them from childhood. They had been assigned different and unequal roles, as if in some ancient ritual drama:

That robe or tunic, black gauze
over black and silver my sister wore
to dance Sorrow, hung so long
in my closet. I never tried it on
And my dance
was Summer—they rouged my cheeks
and twisted roses with wire stems into my hair.
I was compliant, Juno de sept ans,
betraying my birthright pour faire plaisir.
Always denial. Grief in the morning, washed away
in coffee, crumbled to a dozen errands between
busy fingers.

Only Olga danced the role of “Sorrow.” Denise was a child-sized version of her mother, and was assigned the role of “Summer,” with which she complied. Their parents are depicted as shadows in the background, whose coping mechanisms Denise adopted in order to please, thus betraying her birthright to own a full range of feelings. As the poem progresses, even the blue sky appears to have participated in this masquerade; it harbors “phantasmagoria.” Yet a closer look reveals that although grief is denied, it doesn’t disappear: there are “hidden corners of sky” that are “choked with the swept shards, with pain and ashes.” Over time, she, as well as her sister, has paid a great emotional price. Denial of grief decoys eros, the life instinct that makes for union and wholeness: “Corrosion denied, the figures the acid designs / filled in. Grief dismissed, / and Eros along with grief.” The result is desecration: “The emblems torn from the walls, / and the black plumes.”

Levertov did not include these poems inspired by Olga in the manuscript of her new book, then titled Grief and Dreams, although they were composed before the book went to press. The hesitancy in her explanation of this decision suggests lingering defensiveness as well as awareness of growth: the poems “would begin
Instead, Levertov preferred to emphasize the more positive aspects of her response to life. Her new manuscript title, *O Taste and See*, from the poem of that name, reflects this decision. This poem works from Wordsworth’s sonnet “The World Is Too Much with Us: Late and Soon” (itself based on a psalm), to express the essentially Wordsworthian view that passionate, imaginative contemplation of all aspects of the world, as God’s creation, is a way of confronting and transforming even grief and death, and hence a way of living with depth and passion. This emphasis is also evident in the few overtly social poems in *O Taste and See*, poems that acknowledge pain and unrest in the external world but that struggle against this perception for fear of becoming mired in it. The poem “Who Is at My Window” is a typical expression of this struggle. In it, Levertov expresses both an explicit recognition of unrest in her social environment and the equally strong desire to counter this unrest. She rejects the voice of the “blind cuckoo” outside her window, because it sings an “old song . . . about fear,” and insists instead on facing the “when” of specifically demarcated past disasters. She wants to move “deeper into today,” to refocus on the connection between the present moment and eternity. That is, in a time of increasing dread, she found it even more important to remember the imaginative springs of vitality.

Levertov’s struggle against fear in “Who Is at My Window” reflected the fact that the world was rapidly becoming more unsettled. Although the decade had begun with Americans feeling optimistic, a number of startling events tested the nation’s optimism during the latter part of John F. Kennedy’s presidency. As historian Peter Levy wrote, “In South Vietnam, Buddhist monks set themselves on fire in protest against the American-backed Diem regime. In Oxford, Mississippi, whites went on a rampage to protest against the enrollment of a black man, James Meredith, at the University of Mississippi. In Birmingham, Alabama, Sheriff ‘Bull’ Connor attacked nonviolent demonstrators with water cannon and vicious guard dogs. Even more disturbing, the Cuban missile crisis of October 1962 left many fearing that the world was on the verge of a nuclear holocaust.”

Since the late 1950s, Levertov had protested this arms buildup with members of the Greenwich Village Peace Center, and though she and Mitch did not participate in the budding freedom movement in the South, they were sympathetic with that movement’s deep concern over the failure of the nation to deliver on promises of racial equality. With the exception of her poems about marriage, however, which she would not then have seen as political, Denise was only begin-
ning to bring politics into her life and poetry directly. Up until 1962, with the exception of her Eichmann sequence, she had not taken specific political events or attitudes as subject matter for poems. As she had put it in 1959, although she thought poems had a social function, she believed that function was to express an “inner harmony in utter contrast to the chaos in which they exist.” Gradually, beginning with O Taste and See, she would begin to express her political sympathies more overtly, testing the strength of that inner harmony.

The poems “Another Spring” and “A March” reflect this new political dimension. Each is about an aspect of civil unrest in the country. In the first, Levertov contrasts “the pervasive testing of death,” an allusion to nuclear testing, with the way death is always already present in the natural world, represented in this poem by a golden flower, the “Calavera of Spring.” Ironically, in the context of these “new ways of dying,” she is reminded that living is already a considerable risk. In “A March,” Levertov responds hopefully to the effect that the African American struggle for civil rights could have on fair-minded white Americans, many of whom acknowledged the humanity of blacks for the first time during the marches of the early sixties. The poem was written after the August 1963 March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom, when 175,000 African Americans and 50,000 whites walked to the Lincoln Memorial together and listened to speeches from civil rights and labor leaders, including Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech. The previous June, violence had erupted in Birmingham, Alabama, in response to police brutality. President Kennedy had sent a civil rights bill to Congress, and the march on Washington, which supported Kennedy’s bill, was a marker in the ongoing debate within the civil rights community about nonviolent versus violent resistance. Older civil rights leaders, like King, were being challenged by newer, more forceful groups. The main question, as A.B. Spellman wrote, was, “Can we change the class structure of the U.S. through petition and reason or do we have to make white people afraid of [blacks] before they realize that our interests, especially when they are labor interests in the strictest sense, are the same as theirs?” This debate was waged in the writings of black and white artists and intellectuals as well, with James Baldwin standing with King, for example, and LeRoi Jones allying himself with the more militant groups.

In “A March,” Levertov’s position in the debate is clear. The poem’s epigraph is a passage from James Baldwin’s The Fire Next Time, which calls for blacks and whites to unite in ending the racial nightmare before the desire for vengeance prevails. In the excerpt quoted by Levertov, Baldwin locates the source of “black beauty” in the long struggle against racism, and he wonders what will happen to it. In her poem, Levertov answers Baldwin’s question by imagining an enlargement of white consciousness. She focuses on the person of one man, who, though “astonished” at first by this beauty, is able to internalize it:
The mind
of a fair man at the intersection
jars
at the entering of this
beauty, filing
endlessly through his blue
blinking eyes into
the world within him

Levertov’s focus above, on the changes within a white observer, is also expressed in her response to a questionnaire that LeRoi Jones sent to various friends asking about the current agitation. She thinks civil rights, as external events, are “bound to be won,” she writes, but she is less sure of people’s hearts. Even then, however, using herself as an example, she is optimistic. “And yet . . . already, something internal has happened, surely—that is, this past winter and spring in New York I saw more startlingly beautiful young Negro men and women than ever before; and I think what made me so aware of their beauty was their own new awareness of their own value. They were not under-rating themselves.” She believes in nonviolence, she continues, but “only if the people practicing it really are non-violent within themselves.” As for her personal contribution to the struggle, she very much admires “the freedom riders and sit-inners, as I admire those who are active in the peace movement.” But as far as action is concerned, she boycotts the stores that CORE asks people to boycott, attends occasional demonstrations, signs protests and appeals, sends money to civil rights organizations, wears her peace button prominently, but that’s all. “Why not more?” she asks, anticipating Jones’s question by stating that she doesn’t believe in “the value of actions done out of duty alone” and feels “a great distaste for ‘joining,’” per se. It was also “a question of energy,” she continues, mentioning her husband and child, and her vocation as a poet. Besides her priorities, this answer reflects Levertov’s scrupulous personal integrity and honesty, qualities that obviated political correctness and earned the respect of people who differed.

By the fall of 1963, however, it became more difficult for Levertov to express political attitudes with this degree of self-containment, because suddenly she and the world around her were grief stricken. President Kennedy’s assassination on November 22, 1963, threw the entire nation into a state of shock. The fact that people heard about it instantaneously, saw pictures of it in the papers, and watched the funeral on television added to their dismay. Denise was no exception. She began a new notebook on November 24, 1963, with the assassination of President Kennedy, in which she recorded, as if in slow motion, her gradual realization of the tragedy’s scope. She noted that she first learned of the shooting as
she stepped out of the house to go grocery shopping for a party she and Mitch were giving that evening in honor of Adrienne Rich and her husband, Alfred Conrad, who were staying with them. At that moment, when a neighbor told her the news, Kennedy was thought to be still alive. By the time she left the grocery store and returned to the apartment, his death was acknowledged. In the meantime, Mitch and the others, who had gone out to get wine, had heard about it too. Adrienne Rich remembered “people standing hushed outside shops listening to radios. Coming back to their loft, Denise racing down the stairs to meet us, her wordlessly expressive gesture, throwing out her hands.”

Two days later, Denise’s feelings were more explicit. She wanted to reach out to those closest to her and wished Nik were there with them, instead of away at school. A greater sense of disaster fell the next day when she and Mitch went downstairs to read the papers with Wendell Berry and his wife, Tanya, who were renting the loft below. At first they were all sure the assassin was a Birchite or other rightwing fanatic, she wrote. “It was an added shock to find out he had leftwing connections.” After she watched the televised funeral cortege and the coffin lying in state she felt even more overwhelmed. She commented that, as a writer, she felt “inadequate to this occasion, to put it mildly,” unlike Virginia Woolf, who could write “memorably, of current events.”

One also sees the increasing pressure of world events on Levertov’s conception of the poet’s task in her 1963 application for a Radcliffe Institute Fellowship. Although she had contacted Radcliffe first in 1960, Denise did not actually apply until 1963 because of the program’s requirement of residency in Cambridge, Massachusetts. She had not wanted to leave her young son behind in New York City. By 1963, however, Nikolai was fourteen years old and a freshman at the Putney School, a boarding school in Vermont, so she was more independent. With five books published, several grants and prizes, and significant editorial work behind her, she was a strong candidate for the fellowship. She also had an excellent character reference from Ann Laughlin, who had deep Radcliffe connections, and strong endorsements of her artistic promise by the poets Adrienne Rich, Muriel Rukeyser, and Anne Sexton, the latter herself among the first class of fellows. Not surprisingly, Levertov was awarded the fellowship for the 1964–1965 academic year, and it was renewed for 1965–1966. Since she was awarded less than half of the three thousand dollars she requested, an arrangement was made allowing her to commute from New York to Cambridge, where she rented a furnished apartment on Brattle Street for five days each month.

Denise’s project was to write a book of prose on “The Art of Poetry,” as well as more poems as they evolved. She had been considering ideas for the book for a while. She thought it might be a mosaic, comprised of *ars poetica* notes, quotations from her notebook, excerpts from letters, poems and their backgrounds. As models, Cyril Connolly’s *The Unquiet Grave* came to mind, as did Konstantin
Fedin’s *Cities and Years* and William Carlos Williams’s *Kora in Hell*. She was after an “oblique and ‘by field’ technique,” with the goal of throwing some light onto the creative process. As a working title she chose a phrase from an early poem by Robert Duncan, “looms and altars,” and she thought she would begin with the following quotation from García Lorca: “The poet who is going to write a poem has the vague sensation of going to a nocturnal hunting party in a wood a long way away. An unaccountable fear whispers in his heart. To calm himself, it is always useful for him to drink a glass of cold water, and to make black pen strokes with no meaning.”

In her application for the fellowship, Denise envisioned this book as a major act of consolidation that would help her to clarify the connections between her inner life and an outer life of action and events, which were not yet in synchrony. As planned, it would consist partly of meditations upon quotations in her private notebooks—“from Rilke, Thoreau, William Carlos Williams, Wallace Stevens, Pound, Pasternak and many others”—examining their meaning to her as a working poet; “partly of excerpts from diary notebooks, past and current, the kind of notations that may be seeds of a poem,” along with finished poems, “so that the relation between notebook and poem may be seen if it exists”; and partly of technical and critical ideas she had developed out of her practice. Finally, she wanted to respond to “the futility that besets an artist in face of nuclear annihilation” and to express “the urge to live and build which is at the root of his art.”

The prose book, as envisioned in her proposal, was not completed during the period of Levertov’s tenure at Radcliffe, but she did undergo the process of consolidation she hoped for, and in 1973, her first book of essays, *The Poet in the World*, accomplished some of her goals. The title essay of this collection opens with an extended use of the birth metaphor, which conveys powerfully the sense of rebirth as a social poet Levertov achieved during the fellowship period. Between 1964 and 1967, she had found a political stance that was commensurate with her deepest impulses. As she puts it in a key passage from that essay: “A poet driven to speak to himself, to maintain a dialogue with himself, concerning politics, can expect to write as well upon that theme as upon any other. He can not separate it from everything else in his life. But it is not whether or not good ‘political’ poems are a possibility that is in question. What is in question is the role of the poet as observer or as participant in the life of his time.”

Ironically, the sad news of Olga’s death, on March 31, 1964, against a backdrop of growing political unrest, was instrumental in this consolidation and rebirth. In the process of contemplating the meaning of her sister’s life, particularly her peace and human rights activism, Denise moved from being an observer of the world around her to being a participant. Denise’s good friend Betty Kray was with her when she received word of Olga’s death, and looking back, Betty recounted Denise’s response insightfully: “You read me some things about her
[Olga], told other things, and then it seemed to me you were considering whether you should take up some of her work. It seemed an idea hovering about in the atmosphere, a kind of atmospheric quiver over your head, around your body. You did become politically active shortly after, and I have always connected her death to your sense of engagement, as if it not only helped resolve your mind but also charged your spirit with energy.”

In the passage above, Betty may have been remembering the letter from Harry Green that reported Olga’s death. He had written Denise that Olga’s courage throughout her illness was admired by everyone in the hospital and that she would be widely mourned by people throughout the world for the work she did “for Human Brotherhood.” In fact, this opinion was not exaggerated. In a later letter, Harry sent Denise an obituary from Peace News describing Olga’s work for human rights in laudatory terms. After Olga’s death, Beatrice reiterated how happy she was that they had been reconciled earlier, and she felt that Olga knew she “loved her and had completely forgiven her.” Gradually, Denise began to see the meanings of her sister’s life in a new light. A month later, she wrote in her diary, “The major event of the spring was Olga’s death March 31. . . . I have to come back to this, write about my sense of her life’s meaningfulness. So strange . . . that this is ‘how it all turned out in the end’ and that I never saw her again . . . . Her ‘kindness and goodness’—she whom for years we thought a monster perhaps in the end became a saint.” Here was the emotional shape of the “Olga Poems” in outline, but it would be several months before Denise would be able to complete them.

To the extent that any one poetic sequence can be said to have enabled a fundamental change in a poet’s understanding of self and world, Levertov’s “Olga Poems” comprise that sequence. In writing the “Olga Poems,” Denise found ways to represent the negative dimensions of her sister’s life as well as the positive ones, and in doing this, she underwent a catharsis. As she put it in a later poem:

To speak of sorrow
works upon it
moves it from its
crouched place barring
the way to and from the soul’s hall—

That process would extend the range of her subject matter and lead to a more provisional style in later books.

The “Olga Poems” did not come easily, however. Denise began them in May, a month after Olga’s death, but she did not complete them until the end of August. The draft of a stanza titled “Olga I’ve Stopped Crying,” which was crossed out but
retained in a manuscript folder, suggests the pain and guilt that overwhelmed her at first:

Olga, I’ve stopped crying.
I’ll never see you again,
and what I had to say to you
only came to me now,
came because you are dead.
I’m crying (I’ve stopped).\textsuperscript{57}

A letter from Adrienne Rich in June, containing her poem “After Dark,” helped Denise to move beyond this impasse. She wrote in her diary, “[Adrienne] dealing with her father’s old age and severe illness makes me so acutely aware of how blocked I seem to be from coping with Olga’s death in a poem.”\textsuperscript{58} Rich’s poem, about her intense, deeply ambivalent relationship with her father, seemed to offer Denise permission to express a similar complexity. In the same diary entry, Denise remembered, remorsefully, her adolescent shame at Olga’s then profligate behavior: “Olga’s having a baby! An illegitimate baby, as I thought of it. Sometimes there is no way to turn, in my thoughts, without painfully bumping against some remorse. And I do blame my parents for not instilling in me a more human regard for Olga at that time.” Her mother, in particular, had been “hard, bitter, censorious.” Later that day, Denise notes, “stimulated by Adrienne’s work I got down to 3 Olga poems.” It is likely that, at that point, she had found the poems’ focal point, the paradoxical realization that Olga had been both a nightmarish muse of undeniable sorrow (“Black one, incubus”) and a shining beacon of compassion (“a white candle”).

To her delight, out of the struggle to express her mixed feelings about Olga, Denise also experienced a renewed trust in the creative process itself, expressed in the short poem “Message,” which she wrote the same day. For inspiration Denise reread Louis MacNeice’s poem “Selva Oscura,” which had been dear to her sister. In it the speaker, once haunted by a sense of loss and confusion, experiences a sudden psychological “clearing.”\textsuperscript{59} And she reread Yeats’s poems about his beloved Maud Gonne, the Irish beauty who rejected him for a fellow revolutionary. Perhaps Denise turned to Yeats to see how he employed myth in order to distance himself from Gonne in such poems as “No Second Troy.” Denise mused that she needed to employ “a reverse process, in a way, with Olga.” That is, she wanted, in her poem, to close the distance between herself and her sister.

Yeats’s use of mythological analogue suggests important elements of the tone and structure of the “Olga Poems.” Levertov’s six-part elegy is organized around two myths she later came to recognize as central to both her own life and her sister’s—that of the sorrow dance and that of life as a pilgrimage. The first myth, learned from their father, has to do with the ecstatic, troubled spirituality of the
Hasidic dance of praise, which Denise describes as “a dance of love and mourning.” As children, she and Olga had often danced it with their father, and shortly before his death, he had risen from his sickbed to praise God for the last time. When the “Olga Poems” were later published in *The Sorrow Dance*, Denise concluded the book with “The Ballad of My Father,” composed by Olga, giving her sister a prominent voice in the book. Olga’s ballad is a poignant interpretation of this Hasidic dance, full of anguish and gallows humor. In it she imagines the bones of her father’s Jewish ancestors, who emerge from age-old ghettos and “graves new and old” to join him and to reclaim him. They cry:

“Hail, dear Rabboni! We would not leave you lonely!
We come from the limepit where millions were thrown!”

In an increasingly manic rhythm, Olga declares her enduring solidarity with them and with her beloved father:

“faster and faster the measure we tread!
Your hand in my hand, your foot to my footzele—
partners for ever, the living and the dead!”

The second myth is of a purifying spiritual journey. After recounting the many poems in her oeuvre that embody this journey, Denise singled out the “Olga Poems” as the only ones that bring the pilgrim to the end of his pilgrimage. Speaking of Olga as if she were still speaking of herself, she wrote: “All the others are written, one might say, on the road; this one looks back at a life that has ended, or come full circle.” In other words, she had integrated the pain and suffering of her sister’s life and thus could also acknowledge the purity and beauty of her spirit. She continued: “But the purpose of pilgrimage that I hope emerges is not merely what is known as ‘a good death’; the candle doesn’t just get re-lit at the end of all the darkness, but is somehow to be miraculously kept alight all the way through.”

Shortly after she wrote the “Olga Poems,” Levertov described their form as she discovered it in the writing process, indicating that she had handled the issue of psychological distance by manipulating the point of view. She wrote: “One idea in the ‘Olga’ poems was to approach the focal point from different distances and in different moods etc. So that tho’ it is a sequence it is I hope more importantly a wheel of sorts. . . . This accounts for some poems speaking of her and some of ‘you’; and in some, switching from one to the other.”

In fact, Levertov’s alternation between childhood memories of her older sister’s life, both its suffering and its joys, and an adult view of these same memories, served to reunite her with Olga. Even the painful scenes she recounts are informed by a new understanding of Olga in the context of her own changing values and reappraisal of the meaning of their shared history. In exploring the
ways in which her sister was different from yet linked with her, Denise gains new insights, some of them unpleasant. One of the great strengths of the poems is the unflinching honesty with which she handles these differences. For example, in the second section, having remembered Olga’s extreme intensity and willfulness, traits that made her difficult to live with even as a child, Levertov now realizes these traits were driven by Olga’s superior social conscience:

What rage
and human shame swept you
when you were nine and saw
the Ley Street houses,
grasping their meaning as *slum.*
Where I, reaching that age,
tezed you, admiring
architectural probity, circa
eighteen-fifty, and noted
pride in the whitened doorsteps.

Though both had been raised in a family dedicated to fighting injustice and helping the poor as well as to the arts as expressions of the spirit, Denise had focused on aesthetics, blocking out the human suffering that Olga saw.

As the poem progresses, Denise depicts Olga’s worsening problems as overdetermined by her place in their family’s history, a place that was the same yet very different from her own. As sisters, they had grown up in the same English garden and played in the same green woods, but Olga, the eldest and her father’s favorite, had been “ridden, ridden.” Denise could see now that the fierce “lash of her will” in adolescence, when Olga directed a noted production of Franz Werfel’s play *Paul Among the Jews,* had originated in their father’s passionate determination to bridge the gulf between the two religious groups. As Denise drew closer to her sister imaginatively, she understood that, in part, the “rage for order” that “disordered her [sister’s] pilgrimage,” was inherited, a “bloodbeat.” To the extent that Olga was a nightmare figure, an “incubus,” that nightmare was historical. One powerful image is redolent with the violence of Russian horsemen and pogroms:

Black one, incubus—
she appeared
riding anguish as Tartars ride mares

In another, Olga bears age-old signs of female poverty and debasement:

I saw her in dream
haggard and rouged
lit by the flare
from an eel- or cockle-stand on a slum street—
was it a dream? I had lost
all sense, almost, of
who she was, what—inside of her skin,
under her black hair
dyed blonde—
it might feel like to be, in the wax and wane of the moon,

Olga had shared with their parents an earlier, traumatic wartime experience, and
Denise was only now recognizing its impact on Olga’s later behavior:

I think of your eyes in that photo, six years before I was born,
the fear in them. What did you do with your fear,
later? Through the years of humiliation,
of paranoia and blackmail and near-starvation, losing
the love of those you loved, one after another,
parents, lovers, children, idolized friends, what kept
compassion’s candle alight in you, that lit you
clear into another chapter (but the same book) . . . .

Another rhetorical strategy in the “Olga Poems” is the use of contrasts and
oppositions. The black/white imagery is particularly striking. As we have seen, in
“A Lamentation,” Denise had already associated Olga with the color black within
the context of the sorrowful side of her heritage, where “blackness” can be asso-
ciated with anti-Semitic denigration, and we are reminded of the deadly “white”
imagery in the “Crystal Night” section of her Eichmann sequence. When she
read the “Olga Poems” at the 92nd Street Y in 1965, Denise introduced them with
a much earlier poem, “Relative Figures Reappear,” which was written when she
and Olga were estranged. In this poem, also, Olga is “my black sister,” the black
sheep in the family whom Denise fears is “prying” into her world. Yet she con-
tinues to love her. In this earlier poem, the implicit drama is only partially real-
ized, whereas in the elegies to Olga, the unresolved feelings are identified, owned,
and imbued with historical consciousness. Mourning the trials of an individual
life becomes witnessing the moral disasters of an era.

By the end of the decade, Denise would make the “Olga Poems” the core of her
1967 book, *The Sorrow Dance*, and she would later reprint them in the “Preludes”
section of *To Stay Alive* (1971). She gradually came to view her identification with
her sister as instrumental in her commitment to the ideology of the New Left.
In that context, the black/white imagery resonated with the ideas of radical
psychopolitical theorists, such as Herbert Marcuse and Norman O. Brown, who
united Freudian depth psychology with social theory in an attempt to under-
stand how social authority is internalized, as well as with the ideology of the civil
rights movement, with its slogan, “Black is Beautiful.” Also, the concept of “sis-
terhood” was a mainstay of the budding feminist movement, where a knowledge
of women’s history was understood to be an important facet of self-actualization. Although Denise would later object to aspects of feminist poetry, in this sequence she dramatized brilliantly the emotional reality of this central tenet. As usual, Robert Duncan recognized the scope of her accomplishment and found it inspiring. He thought she had “workt a miracle here of the immediate and the flowing in one mode,” so that what had been personal became communal.  

Writing the “Olga Poems” enabled Levertov not only to express her sorrow but also to transform it. She achieved a new way of dealing with grief both private and public. In the early sixties, she sought ways to turn more deeply inward in her poetry; after Olga died, she turned outward and engaged the world more directly. Olga’s death occurred shortly before the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, enacted by Congress in August, granted President Lyndon Johnson the power to expand American involvement in the war in Vietnam. When Levertov began her fellowship at the Radcliffe Institute, in the fall of 1964, few Americans understood the implications of the expansion of the conflict and few objected to the resolution. They embraced the “domino theory” that Communist victory in Vietnam endangered the other pro-Western countries of Southeast Asia and endorsed American support of the right-wing regime in Saigon against the Communist-backed local guerillas, the Vietcong. Gradually, as Johnson escalated first the air war and then the ground war, the antiwar movement grew. By the time she finished the fellowship, in 1966, both the war and the protest against it had grown, and Denise had become an active member of the protest movement. Her poetry increasingly reflected that change.

By 1967, Levertov realized that the “Olga Poems” were a culmination of her career thus far. As she put it, “The spirit of here-and-now I had learned from Williams is united here with the romantic spirit of quest, of longing to wander towards other worlds.” Yet the sequence ends with a sense of mystery about the meaning of her sister’s life:

```
so many questions my eyes
smart to ask your eyes, gold brown eyes,
the lashes short but the lids
arched as if carved out of olivewood, eyes with some vision
of festive goodness in back of their hard, or veiled, or shining,
unknowable gaze . . .
```

The question of how to keep compassion’s candle lit in the face of numbing horror and frustration would be one of the most perplexing issues to face Levertov in the coming years, as her commitments were renewed and tried by increasing American involvement in the Vietnam War.
PART THREE

Life at War (1966–1974)
In 1966, Levertov was interviewed by public television for a series on American poetry featuring individual poets, live and up close. The setting was Levertov’s Greenwich Street apartment in New York City, where she was filmed in black and white, sitting at a round table with her students, as if conducting a poetry workshop. The interviewer, anonymous and off camera, began with questions about Levertov’s early life in England, moved on to her marriage to an American, and led up to her most recent poetry. She was then asked to read selections from her work, which she did later in another room in the apartment. Although only thirty minutes long, this film shows Levertov in the midst of an emotional transition of which she was, at the time, only partially aware.

In the opening close-up, we see just Levertov’s head. Despite a gap between her teeth, she is an attractive woman in her early forties, with fair skin, short dark hair, and expressive dark eyes. She gazes directly at the camera through black cat-eye glasses and explains unaffectedly, with a slight English accent, that she began writing poetry as a child and always knew she was a poet. As the camera backs away, she notes that, although raised in England, she never really felt English; rather, she felt Welsh and Russian Jewish, in alliance with her parents. She was still immature at twenty-four, when she married and came to America, she says, laughing self-consciously, and thus she was “fit material for the melting pot.” Further comments are again punctuated with laughter; she seems demure, almost diffident. Not until the camera moves around the table do we see that her husband is also seated there. We are then shown an exterior shot of their apartment building, with its “Artists in Residence” sign on the door, and he is identified as “the novelist Mitchell Goodman.”

“Revolution or Death”

Mitch then describes the occasion of their first meeting in Switzerland, while Denise smiles appreciatively, adding that they’ve been married now for eighteen years. They both talk about their writing habits. The intended impression is of a successful, mutually supportive pair of writers. Yet Denise repeatedly wrings her hands when she speaks and Mitch is unsmiling, even dour. Confident as a poet, she appears insecure as a wife. When she moves to her study in the second part of the interview, she chooses to read, first, her poem “The Ache of Marriage,” as well as others that belie the surface equanimity of their life together.

In the second half of the film, Levertov introduces her poems “A Vision” and “Life at War” with a preamble indicating another inner conflict, one that foreshadows a rift between her and Robert Duncan, the second most important man in her life. She says that “Life at War” was revolutionary for her because, although her political convictions were clear to her, it was the first poem she had written from an antiwar perspective that referred explicitly to Vietnam: “burned human flesh / is smelling in Vietnam as I write.” She explains that she hadn’t written much recently because, although she felt the need to write a poem about the war, she wasn’t able to do it, and as a result, she couldn’t write anything else. Then one day she had a waking vision that paved the way for “Life at War.” The first poem, “A Vision,” is largely a visual description. In it, two giant angels of essentially different dispositions are “poised / on the brink of dispute,” which, if engaged in, would mean a “fall from angelic stature” and a “shrinking to opposites.” They prevent this diminishment through a silent but meaningful interchange whereby, as “dreaming angels,” each is “imbued with the mysteries of the other.”

This vision of angelic harmony afforded Levertov an alternative perspective from which to imagine disputation—one removed from the violence wrought by nations at war or, for that matter, from the more mundane conflicts between and within individual people. She recognized a deep connection between the two poems, she said, but did not fully understand that connection: the interview concludes on this note of respect for the mysteries of the inner life. Just as Levertov’s poem about the ache of marriage revealed a deeper story than the one implied in conversation, these poems drew upon her unconscious in ways that were inscrutable to her, but which she welcomed unconditionally. In order to grow as a poet—to write strong, fresh poetry—she was ready to take risks and seek out new ranges of experience.

When this interview took place, Denise and Mitch were active in the protest movement. American bombing raids on targets in North Vietnam had begun in February 1965, and in March, President Johnson had increased the deployment of combat troops. In April and May, the first antiwar demonstrations were held, both in Washington and at colleges around the country. By early April 1965, Denise and Mitch had organized a group of writers and artists against the war; they put a full-page ad in the New York Times to recruit members. That spring they
also attended meetings at the Greenwich Village Peace Center, where Grace Paley, Carl Bissinger, and others had started Support in Action, an organization to aid draft resisters. In May 1965, Mitch was in the audience at the Academy of Arts and Letters in New York when Lewis Mumford, its president, passionately attacked the Johnson administration’s agenda in Vietnam. Many in the audience cheered, and Denise, who was awarded a grant from the academy that day, “clapped like a wild thing on the platform,” Mitch wrote. In June, Robert Lowell joined the protest movement when he refused to attend a White House Festival of the Arts and, in a letter to the New York Times, said he was “conscience-bound to refuse [the President’s] generous invitation.” In an immediate sequel, organized by Stanley Kunitz and Robert Silvers, twenty prominent writers and artists signed a telegram endorsing Lowell’s rebuff.

Meanwhile, Mitch organized several antiwar activities. A member of Veterans Against the War, he planned a parade of veterans of World War II down Fifth Avenue. As he later told Jessica Mitford, although it was a “solemn march in which [they] carried a coffin with a simple sign on it” stating the number of war casualties, it had “a tremendous impact on the passers-by . . . and it got nationwide TV coverage.” In the summer of 1966, while in Maine, Mitch spoke to groups of Rotarians about the history and conduct of the war, informing them about the horrors of napalm. He also distributed leaflets to returning soldiers at the Port Authority Bus Terminal in New York and talked to students at the Putney School in Vermont, where Nikolai was a student, about the criteria for conscientious objector status. That Nik would soon be of draft age motivated the resistance work of both his parents. They expected him to be eligible for a student deferment, an advantage they thought discriminatory against the blacks and the poor, and although college bound, Nik planned to register as a conscientious objector.

By autumn 1966, Mitch was working with the poet Robert Nichols and the actor Peter Schumann (of Bread and Puppet Theater), to organize a week of “Angry Arts” to be held in New York City the following winter. The events were intended to respect the Vietnamese people, and they brought together actors, poets, writers, dancers, and theater groups who performed in various venues around the city. In February, at Community Church, the poet Robert Bly presided over what was called a “Napalm Poetry Reading.” The program began with Robin Morgan, who read her translations of Vietnamese verse, followed by Muriel Rukeyser, Denise Levertov, Robert Creeley, John Logan, and Joel Oppenheimer, who read their own poems or those of friends. Interspersed with these readings, colored slides of napalm-maimed Vietnamese children were projected on a screen. At the end, Robert Bly spoke about the facts of weaponry, quoting from government sources and news magazines, and Mitch led a call for action. Quoting Shelley’s claim that “poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world,” he asked: “Where were we three years ago before any of this happened?” He then read his
own poem “Too Late,” an agonized self-indictment, following it with an appeal to aid the Committee of Responsibility, which sought to treat wounded Vietnamese children by transporting them to the United States or Switzerland.

Mitch was clearly energized by these antiwar activities, but he continued to struggle with writer’s block on his second novel, and sexual problems in the couple’s marriage persisted. He presents a familiar form of self-defeat: initiative, intelligence, and eloquence diverted somehow into private dramas—someone who desires success in a companionate marriage but for some obscure reason can’t perform. In the summer of 1965, Denise expressed worry about Mitch’s continuing lack of self-confidence and her helplessness in the face of it. She feared they had been “forsaken by Eros,” she wrote in her diary, and that “humane understanding of each other” didn’t increase the erotic feeling between them. This is the emotional background of several poems about married love in The Sorrow Dance (1967), in which Levertov expresses the anxiety as well as the joy of relationships. In “Abel’s Bride,” for example, she fears for Abel, who must go out “alone to his labors,” his sex “unhidden,” “blind and questing.” His bride is less vulnerable, and thus “lucky,” but she is also “sad.” When she pauses to consider herself, she realizes “that her being / is a cave, there are bones at the hearth.”

Underlying marital unease is also the subject of Levertov’s nakedly autobiographical 1966 story, “In the Night,” in which a married couple lie next to each other in anguished silence, pretending to be asleep: “Their many years of marriage seem annulled by this anguish, shared and yet not shared, their bodies so close but as if lifeless to one another . . . in an abyss of silence.” The tension is still present beneath the surface even after they turn on the light: “They have not spoken to one another of anything except trivialities . . . the questions are there, and the wan hope and the dull fear are subtly, quietly pulsing.”

A second aspect of Levertov’s emotional transition is evident in the developing rift between her and Robert Duncan. Not long before the 1966 television interview recounted above, on Boxing Day 1965, Levertov described more fully her conflicts around writing about the war in a letter to the poet William Burford, whose political poems she admired. She confided that she had felt for some time, as the seed of a poem, words spoken by their mutual friend Ted Weiss: “The disasters of our time numb within us.” (A version of these words would eventually become the first line of “Life at War.”) These words were linked in her mind with the somber insights of the Nicaraguan revolutionary priest Ernesto Cardenal, which she translated as follows: “The dictators are within ourselves, the H Bomb is inside us; it emerged from our interior. All the evil mankind has done we carry in us; political regimes are only objectivizations of what we are.” Like Burford, she thought it important to write about the war, but she was blocked by a fear of
misusing her gift by writing propaganda. However, she was determined not to “fret herself into silence with the guilty sense of failure at not writing some willed poem,” and she resolved to hold herself “open and ready for whatever poems may come.” She was grateful when her poem “A Vision” resulted from this receptivity and again when, a few weeks later, it was followed by “Life at War.” She felt that the latter poem, like the former, had not been willed; rather she had been impelled to write it by the pressure of feelings and convictions.

In “Life at War,” Levertov builds on the insights of Weiss and Cardenal. With anguish and dismay, she expresses the knowledge that the imaginative capacity of humankind for tenderness, mercy, and loving kindness, manifested in all that is best in human life, is overshadowed in wartime by our capacity for the most gruesome violence. This violence is evident in such atrocities as:

the scheduled breaking open of breasts whose milk runs out over the entrails of still-alive babies,
transformation of witnessing eyes to pulp-fragments,
implosion of skinned penises into carcass-gulleys.

We do these terrible acts, she continues, and convince ourselves that they are necessary, despite the fact that we “have believed one another / mirrored forms of a God we felt as good,” and despite the fact that, since our victims are fellow human beings, it is “our own . . . human flesh” that we are destroying. This capacity for violence so infects our lives that “nothing we do has the quickness, the sureness, / the deep intelligence living at peace would have.”

Levertov also sent the poem to Robert Duncan, on whom she customarily depended for an insightful response. She had at last been able to write an “absolutely direct” antiwar poem, she wrote, and although unsure about its quality, she was tremendously relieved to have spoken out. Duncan waited before responding. At this point, he and Levertov were writing to each other less frequently, in part because the Vietnam War was eliciting differences in their views about how the imagination should respond to violence, and about how poets should engage in the political scene.

Like Levertov, Duncan was strongly opposed to the war. He thought that American involvement in Vietnam represented the aggressive policy of a capitalist system bent on oppression at home and imperialism abroad, and his outrage had already erupted into poetry in several segments of his serial poem “Passages.” He was becoming concerned, however, that the imagery in some of his antiwar poems had failed—that it lacked the imaginative detachment needed to attain the “gnosis,” or elevated consciousness, that he thought a successful work of art embodied. (His scatological depiction of Hubert Humphrey’s head emerging from Lyndon Johnson’s “asshole,” in “Earth’s Winter Songs,” is an example.) As a gnostic dualist, Duncan believed in the irreconcilable opposition between
spirit and matter, good and evil. In such a belief system, war is “the inevitable condition of mortal life,” and though Duncan regarded it as evil, he thought opposition to it was futile because it was “inherent in the dialectical law of nature and human nature.” Thus Duncan saw his primary responsibility as an artist to be one of illumination, divorced from political action. As he would put it in a 1971 letter to Levertov, who, he feared, had become the mouthpiece of a political faction: “Poetry’s function is not to oppose evil but to imagine it: what if Shakespeare had opposed Iago, or Dostoevsky opposed Raskalnikov—the vital thing is that they created Iago and Raskalnikov [so that] we begin to see betrayal and murder and theft in a new light.”

In 1966, just as Levertov was beginning to write poetry that expressed her opposition to the war, Duncan was becoming convinced that his own outrage, “however morally justified, implicated him in the violence and betrayed his deepest responsibilities as a visionary artist.” Although he attended demonstrations early on and wore a black armband and peace button, Duncan gradually detached himself from the protest movement and stopped writing until he found better ways to reframe the political issues troubling him. After the publication of *Bending the Bow* (1968), it would be sixteen years before he published *Ground Work: Before the War*. Moreover, in 1966, Duncan feared that Levertov’s imagination was becoming similarly corrupted by her outrage, and his belated response to “Life at War” reflected this concern. In a letter written six months after receiving the poem, he asked Levertov what “root in [her]” had given rise to the violent imagery in the lines (quoted above) that refer to the “scheduled breaking open of breasts” and other physical horrors.16

Looking back in 1975, after their friendship had ended, Levertov remembered Duncan’s question about the violent imagery in “Life at War” as the beginning of a loss of mutual understanding. It was an example of his tendency to attribute to others “his own . . . hauntings,” she wrote.17 But in 1966, she was more defensive and replied to his letter almost immediately. She explained that, first, she had been struck by the “extreme strangeness of men actually planning violence upon each other.” Second, she wanted to keep her participation in the peace movement “in a real relation” to her feelings. This involved trying to imagine “what does happen in war,” so that one doesn’t let the “horror” of war be just “an empty word.” She felt that peace, too, had to be not merely a “future ideal” but a “daily experience,” something “realized.”18

Levertov’s letter reveals not only the seriousness with which she took Duncan’s charge but also the difference in their religious and moral orientation. Although she did not belong to a religious community at this time, considering herself a syncretist, Levertov had been raised in the Judeo-Christian tradition, which holds that evil is not inevitable, but privative: the failure to recognize goodness. In contrast to gnosticism, the Judeo-Christian tradition proclaims not just a per-
sonal God, but a God immersed in human history, whom man makes manifest in acts of individual and collective responsibility. Thus, Levertov explained, her impulse to join other protesters in public demonstrations that denounced the evil of the war was a moral imperative rooted in her family history and religious upbringing. She could not “compartmentalize her life, personal from public, even at the risk of inner vision,” which yearned toward epiphanies of inherent order.\footnote{19}

In the same letter to Duncan, Levertov also mentioned having composed her 1967 book, The Sorrow Dance, of which the “Olga Poems” are the core. She organized the poems in the book into seven sections on the basis of shared themes, instead of chronologically, an arrangement she hoped would allow the poems to echo one another. Denise’s elegy to her sister is in the fourth section, along with nine other poems. It resonates with the other poems in its section and also with Olga’s poem, “The Ballad of My Father,” which Denise placed last, in a section of its own, to acknowledge its importance. When we consider Olga’s poem in relation to “The Wings,” the first poem in the book, we see more clearly that Paul Levertoff’s history underlay the insights and convictions of both of his daughters. While Olga was alive, Denise had defined herself primarily in relation to her mother (as her poem “A Lamentation” demonstrates), but now, in the aftermath of Olga’s death, her relation to her father has become a subject of a new imaginative engagement.

Olga’s view of Paul Levertoff informs the tone of The Sorrow Dance. In the “Olga Poems,” Denise alludes to Olga’s close relationship with their father, whose determination to bridge the gulf between Christians and Jews informed his life as a priest, but she downplays the anti-Semitic society in which he grew up and later functioned as a converted Jew. In Olga’s poem “The Ballad of My Father,” Paul Levertoff’s vulnerable historical situation is the primary focus. Although she interprets the meaning of his “Hasidic dance” in terms that indicate his commitment to Christianity, Olga positions him squarely within the history of anti-Semitism that culminated in the Holocaust. In this context, his conversion to Christianity does not protect him from the stigma of being Jewish, even though he escaped the tragedy that befell his people. The speakers of the poem are, alternately, his dead Jewish compatriots, who come from “concentration camps” and “gas chambers” to claim him in death, and Olga herself, who joins them in mourning. The poem builds toward a climax in which the dead make a mordant plea for an end to religious strife. Christ as redeemer is overshadowed by their historical experience of persecution:

\textit{“Come, tread the winepress! The blood of the ages squeezed from our flesh shall be our loving cup: Red river of life, drawn from martyrs and sages, shall bear you on its tide till your Lord shall raise you up!”}
Olga’s poem illuminates the unstable, ephemeral sublimity of “The Wings,” a remarkable poem in which Denise considers shame as an “inimical”—that is, hostile—element of her own imaginative flight. Here Levertov invites us to consider a “heavy,” “black” “hump” on her back, which, if reevaluated, becomes “white,” a source of illumination instead of a burden. As in the “Olga Poems,” the black/white imagery suggests the weight of racial memory, but in “The Wings” Levertov is speaking of herself, not her sister, and acknowledging “blackness” as a personal burden. The poem proceeds by means of rhetorical questions. In the first of these, referring to the contents of the hump, the speaker asks:

What’s in it? Don’t tell me
you don’t know. It’s
what you told me about—
black
inimical power, cold
whirling out of it and
around me and
sweeping you flat.

This address to an imaginary “you,” which Levertov italicized for emphasis, sets up an intense I-you exchange that implicates the reader in the speaker’s drama of exposed fragility and spiritual suffering.

We are then invited to reflect further, to participate in the strong claims implied by the remaining rhetorical questions, which offer an alternative explanation of the hump’s contents. It may be black only because the energy it contains is pent up.

What if released in air
it became a white
source of light, a fountain
of light? Could all that weight
be the power of flight?
Look inward: see me

Levertov’s engagement of her readers here is deft and artful. When we consider that shame is an interiorized sense of socially censured boundaries, she is questioning the validity of the powers that have maligned blackness or, more broadly, ethnic difference. She reveals the sometimes noxious myths through which bodies are bound to history, causality, biological and social identity. Her final claim, again phrased as a rhetorical question, is that the hump contains two embryo wings—one “feathered in soot,” the other, “pale / flare-pinions”—both of which she needs in order to fly. Although her father is not mentioned in this poem, near the end of her life Levertov would connect this “hump” directly with her paternal heritage in her essay “The Sack Full of Wings,” in which she com-
pares her father’s childhood within the Pale of Jewish Settlement in Russia, where the threat of persecution was constant, with that of the painter Marc Chagall, whose spiritual resilience and mystical worldview he shared. To both men, the childhood image of an old pedlar carrying a heavy sack was a symbol of magic; the bearing of a heavy burden, a preliminary to imaginative flight.

In grieving Olga’s death and, simultaneously, studying her father’s history, Denise confronted the “othering” phenomenon that enables anti-Semitism and other kinds of racism, including vilification of the Vietnamese. As we see in the poem “A Note to Olga (1966),” Denise’s active commitment to the peace movement, which had roots in the civil rights struggle, was inspired by the memory of her sister’s fight for human rights, beginning in the 1930s. Olga’s spirit, encased in a “reliquary” hung about Denise’s neck, galvanized Denise to participate in nonviolent protests against the war in Vietnam. In this poem, Denise imagines her sister’s voice among those marching with her in Times Square, singing, “We Shall Overcome,” and it seems to be Olga, “limp and ardent,” who is shoved into the paddy wagon by the police.

If the dehumanization of “others” led to war, perhaps recognizing their humanity could prepare the way for peace. That is the hope offered, albeit tentatively, in several poems in The Sorrow Dance. In one of these, “What Were They Like?” Levertov conveys the limits of empathy as a moral force. This poem was inspired by meeting Thich Nhat Hanh, the Vietnamese Zen master, and hearing the Vietnamese language spoken. As she wrote to Robert Duncan, she found the language “melodious, the most caressive language-sounds [she’d] heard except for Zapotec.” In this poem, she explains, she has imagined a “future” in which an innocent questioner, “quite without malice” but having “no conception of the outrage he is skirting,” asks a “very old, very weary” survivor of the war in Vietnam about the nature of the vanquished Vietnamese people.

The poem is organized as a questionnaire, a common way of eliciting public opinion, as if to underline the collective urgency behind the endeavor. The first stanza consists of the questions; the second, the answers. The last question is, “Did they distinguish between speech and singing?” To which the survivor answers:

```
There is an echo yet
of their speech which was like a song.
It was reported that their singing resembled
the flight of moths in moonlight.
Who can say? It is silent now.
```

The tone Levertov is after in the survivor’s replies is a weary, not bitter, sadness. Like “The Wings,” this is a chastened, beleaguered testament, informed by Levertov’s having opened herself to the spiritual suffering of her dead father and sister, both of whom had persisted in arduous resistance.
This reawakened connection with her family’s struggle against Fascism also informed Levertov’s language in a 1966 statement in *Authors Take Sides on Vietnam*, a collection of position papers by writers from the English-speaking world inspired by responses to the Spanish Civil War compiled by Nancy Cunard a generation earlier. The editors asked each author to answer two questions: (a) Was he or she “for, or against, the intervention of the United States in Vietnam?” and (b) “How . . . should the conflict in Vietnam be resolved?” Speaking as a pacifist and an artist committed to “remembering the creative and joyful potential of human beings,” Levertov declared herself “absolutely opposed to the U.S. war of aggression.” She was appalled, in particular, that the war was being waged “by means of atrocity” (emphasis added) and that napalm was being “used deliberately on a civilian population.” Nothing could justify such crimes, she argued. “ Violence of this magnitude, even if the ultimate holocaust it is swiftly leading to is averted . . . promises a dreadful future for America, full of people tortured and distorted with the knowledge . . . of what we have done” (emphasis added). This applied not only to bomber pilots but also to Americans who did nothing to stop the war. Levertov believed that the “cessation of all violence and withdrawal of all troops from Vietnam” was the “only right action for the U.S.,” followed by the penitent presentation to the people of Vietnam of food and supplies.

In 1966 Levertov also contributed poems to Walter Lowenfels’s anthology *Where is Vietnam?* (1967) and to *Poets for Peace* (1967), a collection published by American Writers Against the Vietnam War. By the summer of 1967, she had compiled and edited her own anthology for the War Resisters League, *Out of the War Shadow: A Peace Calendar and Appointment Book* (1968), which she dedicated to peace activist A. J. Muste. The poems she selected were written with the awareness that we were all participants, no matter our physical distance from the bombing. To convey the calendar’s historical context, she quoted a letter by the German poet Friedrich Hölderlin, who had been an early supporter of the French Revolution. Hölderlin had resolved “to arouse and shape half-grown and half-dead faculties in [himself],” lest he “escape into a sad resignation,” a response he considered utterly inadequate.

By August 1967, Levertov’s reawakened connection with Jewish suffering in Europe resulted in an exchange of letters with James Laughlin, in which she expressed long-harbored misgivings about Ezra Pound’s anti-Semitism. The occasion was the World Poetry Conference, to be held in Montreal in early September in connection with Canada’s centenary celebration. The Canadian poet Louis Dudek, who was on the planning committee, had invited Pound to speak, and Pound had accepted, despite his declining health. The invitation had proven controversial, however, and there were protests against it. Earlier in the year, the second Arab-Israeli war had triggered repressed grief and dormant memories of the Holocaust among Jews around the world, and Montreal was home to a large
number of survivors. Levertov, who was representing America at the conference, asked Laughlin to clarify the basis for this hostile reception by local groups. Although she did not want to see Pound publicly humiliated, she wrote, neither did she want to be called upon to defend him. Aware of Laughlin’s long friendship with Pound, she asked, “Did he ever make definitely anti-Jewish, pro-Hitler statements? I don’t want to put myself in a false position.”

In the end, Pound canceled, so the problem never arose, but Laughlin’s reply proved cathartic for Levertov. Not only did he summarize the anti-Semitic content of Pound’s Rome broadcasts during the war as well as relevant passages from the *Cantos,* he also made his own position clear: although he understood Pound’s anti-Semitism as part of his illness, he did not pardon it, which was why his relationship with Pound was “so uneasy.” This reply led Levertov to express her exasperation on the back of Laughlin’s letter: “He [Pound] should be preserved in alcohol for a museum. Who invited him??” More importantly, knowing that Laughlin shared her feelings about Pound’s anti-Semitism would enable Levertov to recast herself as a social poet both with and against Pound when, a few years later, she wrote the long poem “Staying Alive,” about her experience as an antiwar activist in America in the sixties. Employing some of Pound’s poetic strategies, she mixed lyric passages with prose, incorporating letters and public documents into a Poundian montage, but she did not share Pound’s view of history and she distrusted the impersonality of his stance. Pound omits “the element of narrative, the presence of a hero protagonist,” she wrote in a 1975 essay, referring to his famous definition of an epic as “a poem including history.” Unlike Pound’s panoramic view of history, in Levertov’s view, history is an ongoing process in which the individual, in solidarity with others, takes responsibility and political action. Levertov would include autobiography in her poetry much more fully than Pound.

As her reputation as a poet and activist grew, Levertov was increasingly in demand as a lecturer and teacher. During the 1966–1967 academic year, she taught at Vassar, commuting from Manhattan to the Poughkeepsie campus two days each week. She enjoyed her engagement with students there, both inside and outside the classroom. In addition to teaching her courses, she encouraged the college’s Students for a Democratic Society group to devote its energies to the antiwar movement rather than to curricular reform, and she worked with the Peace Council. In mid-March 1967, Levertov appeared on campus with others in the Vassar community in a presentation titled “Poetry and Crisis,” a combination lecture, slide show, and poetry reading with a format similar to that established during the week of the “Angry Arts.” According to the campus newspaper, her objective was to inspire students to act, whether by learning more about the war
or by participating in, for example, the massive national antiwar protest scheduled for April 15 in New York and California. 31 This is the context for Levertov’s poem “The Cold Spring,” which she wrote at Vassar. The following year, during a leave from teaching, she was invited to give similar presentations at campuses across the country. When asked in 1968 if she felt that this political activity had become the driving force behind her poetry, she replied that it was, in fact, the reverse. Long before her political involvement, she had said things in poems that had “moral implications.” She felt that she had an obligation “to back them up with actions.” 32

Beginning in 1965, Mitch also taught part time at a number of schools, including Hofstra, Drew, and the City College of New York, but he found teaching jobs in the New York area increasingly scarce. He was thus pleased to be one of eight “writer-teachers” selected to participate in the “Voice Project” at Stanford University for ten weeks in the spring of 1967. There he encountered the student resistance movement for the first time, and he was impressed by the “courage and sincerity” of such student leaders as David Harris, president of the Stanford student body, who were willing to relinquish their 2-S (student) deferments and “risk prison for the sake of their principles.” Emulating other adult supporters of draft resisters, Harris appealed to the Stanford faculty, circulating a pledge of mass civil disobedience designed to stop the war. Fifty faculty members signed the pledge, including eight professors in the medical school, members of the campus ministry, and “many of Stanford’s most distinguished professors in the sciences and humanities.” This was “the germ of the idea of adult support to the draft resisters,” which would later take the form of direct action. 33

Denise joined Mitch at Stanford in May 1967, at the conclusion of the spring term at Vassar. When they returned east, they met in their Maine kitchen with Henry Braun, a poet and summer neighbor, to write a “call” to professional people above draft age to form a support group of this kind. 34 They had the call printed locally and sent it out to about three hundred people. At the same time, a group of east-coast intellectuals, including Dwight MacDonald, Noam Chomsky, and Seymour Melman, sent out a separate “Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority,” which was printed in The New York Review of Books and The New Republic. Since the mission of the two groups was identical, they joined forces. Mitch felt that they should have some specific action that could be coordinated with the planned return of draft cards across the country on October 16. He went to New Haven to talk with William Sloane Coffin Jr., chaplain at Yale University, and returned with the idea of a direct act of civil disobedience: a visit to the Justice Department in Washington by notable public figures to deliver the draft cards collected around the country by the resistance.

Coincidentally, the dates chosen by the resistance for the first national draft card demonstration and by the National Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam for a fall march on the Pentagon were five days apart: Monday,
October 16, for the former and Saturday, October 21, for the latter. “Resist,” the adult support group for the resistance, decided that the draft cards turned in on October 16 should be delivered to the Justice Department on Friday, October 20, the eve of the march. They held a press conference at the New York Hilton to publicize their call for action, at which members of the adult support group (including Mitch and Reverend Coffin) spoke, along with members of the resistance. On October 20, during what came to be called “Stop the Draft Week,” more than five hundred people from across the country answered their call. They included several Nobel Prize winners in the sciences, many clergy, professors, and doctors (including Benjamin Spock, the famous pediatrician), as well as a number of well-known writers, among them Robert Lowell, Grace Paley, Adrienne Rich, and Norman Mailer. The group gathered in Washington at the Church of the Reformation, where they signed a statement testifying to their knowledge of the penalties incurred under the law for interfering with the draft. Then they walked two miles with representatives of the student resistance group to the Department of Justice building on Constitution Avenue. After a short blessing, a delegation led by William Sloane Coffin took a briefcase with the collected draft cards inside to the office of John McDonough, the assistant deputy attorney general. Various speakers, including Norman Mailer, Noam Chomsky, Mrs. Jane Spock, and Denise, addressed the crowd waiting on the steps.

Late the next morning, a throng assembled at the Lincoln Memorial for the largest antiwar demonstration yet held in the capital. As historian Charles De Benedetti put it, “Children played. The Bread and Puppet Theater performed. Phil Ochs sang, as did Peter, Paul and Mary. . . . Mostly young and overwhelmingly white and middle class, the crowd milled about in a spirit that suggested the carelessness of a summer picnic.” At 1:30 P.M., under the cover of army helicopters and following a huge “Support Our GIs, Bring Them Home Now!” banner, some fifty thousand protesters walked over the Arlington Memorial Bridge into the north parking lot of the Pentagon. There the peaceful tenor of the march broke down. When a small group rushed the building and were repelled by military police, the scene grew increasingly chaotic. After midnight, government troops and marshals used “counterinsurgency tactics to reoccupy the grounds of the Pentagon yard by yard—dispersing, arresting, and sometimes beating nonresistant demonstrators in intermittent advances into their ranks.” Nikolai Goodman was one of those arrested.

Although this series of events was widely covered by the media, most columnists, critics, and politicians sided with the federal marshals, deploving the demonstrators’ disloyalty to the troops and blaming the demonstrators for the violence. As TV commentator David Brinkley put it, the Pentagon march was “a coarse, vulgar episode by people who seemed more interested in exhibitionist displays than any redress of grievances.” This negative media coverage angered
Levertov, who felt that even the more thoughtful members of the press had ignored the less sensational actions of the preceding week and thus had failed to place the antiwar protest in context. In “The Intellectuals and the War Machine,” a rare foray into public journalism, she pointed out that the protest was conducted not by “riff-raff and drop-outs” but by “a growing number of deeply conscientious citizens,” some of whom were highly respected members of the intelligentsia. Detailing the credentials and earnest actions of Mitch and his associates in Resist, she insisted that those who attended the rally and crossed police lines to sit in on the Pentagon terrace “were overwhelmingly the same kinds of people and their younger counterparts: members of the most thoughtful, courageous, and well-informed segment of the educated and privileged classes.” While it was true, she said, that there had been violence at the Pentagon, this had been caused not by the nonviolent protestors, who were “armed with nothing but their bare hands and their earnest consciences,” but “by the military and police forces massed there,” who were armed with “billy clubs, tear gas, rifles, and bayonets.”

What had been achieved, she concluded, was not the defeat of opposition to the war but rather its opposite, as evident in the increasing actions of the peace movement in the following weeks.
The events of October 20, as well as the march on the Pentagon the next day, were also recorded by Norman Mailer in his 1968 nonfiction novel, *The Armies of the Night*, about the factions within the New Left. Ironic, self-dramatizing, and slyly disparaging of other writers, the book includes a cameo portrait of Mitch Goodman that is shrewd, if unflattering. Crediting Mitch with having invited him to the protest, Mailer wrote that he participated reluctantly, despite sympathy with the cause, because he didn’t like to associate with “losers.” Mitch was “an old friend and lugubrious conscience whose instinct for the winning move was not—on the face—spectacular,” he explained. They had first met twenty years earlier in Paris, when Mitch was a “tall powerful handsome dark-haired young man with a profound air of defeated gloom,” who was “married to a charming and most attractive dark-haired English girl” whom everyone liked. He hadn’t seen much of them over the years, so it was hard to realize that she was now “Denise Levertov of whom everyone spoke as an exceptional and splendid poet.” Yet nothing had really changed: “Bless her, she was still cheerful. Bless Mitch—he was still gloomy.”38 Later in Mailer’s book, Mitch appears again as a bungler when a microphone wire gets caught under his foot at one of the official gatherings.

This view of Mitch was not contradicted by literary critic Paul Lauter, who, with his wife, Florence Howe, was active in Resist and helped to organize the events. “Mitch was not a good organizer,” Lauter recalled. “I was the one who made the arrangements with the police.” Denise and Mitch stayed with Lauter and his wife that week in their apartment in Washington. To her disappointment, Denise hurt her knee and could not attend the march on the Pentagon, so she stayed in the apartment. She got the idea of “helping” the protestors by sending Florence’s good Irish linen blankets so they wouldn’t be cold overnight. In the morning, when the protestors were rounded up by the soldiers, the blankets were left behind. This kind of impulse—well-meaning but oblivious—was typical of Denise at that time, Lauter said.39 She was not so much inconsiderate as she was careless of consequences if she thought an action was beneficial.

The previous weekend, between October 13 and 16, Denise had participated in a conference on “Parable, Myth, and Language” at the National Cathedral in Washington, which brought together poets and theologians to compare the uses of myth in literature and religion. Besides Denise, the poets invited were Robert Duncan and Hollis Summers, and the theologians were Robert Funk, Samuel Laeuchli, and James M. Robinson.40 In his introduction to the published proceedings, poet and Methodist minister Tony Stoneburner pointed out that the seminar did not consist only of paper readings and discussions. There were also readings of “Vietnamese protest poems, by Denise Levertov,” who invited the others to join her and Robert Duncan in the war protests the following week. The participants also met Senator Eugene McCarthy one afternoon and heard predictions of his candidacy for president on a platform of opposition to the war. Their engagement in...
“worlds of politics and resistance gave an edge of actuality” to their discussions of poetry and religion, commented Stoneburner. This was certainly true in Levertov’s case. By this time, the religious impulse, central in her work from the beginning, had taken a crusading turn evident in her lectures on trips around the country.

Not long after the protests in Washington, for example, Levertov embarked on a two-week poetry-reading and lecture tour to four college campuses, which she viewed as an opportunity not only to confer with student writers but also to inform potential war resisters. She wished “to activate the apathetic” and to “encourage isolated activists” by putting them in touch, she reported in a letter to Resist, the newspaper of that organization. Her first stop, on December 4, was the University of Arizona, where, having previously contacted a local representative of the resistance, she was able to support their demonstrations. She was interviewed by the local newspaper, and she used the occasion to make public statements about the war and in support of draft resistance. An account of the interview appeared under the headline “Poet Backs Draft Card Burners,” with a photo of a student demonstrator being arrested. Levertov also addressed several classes, and on the last day, she spoke at an open-air forum on campus, where she read poems and made a speech about draft resistance, and she gave a well-attended public reading in the evening.

Levertov’s next stop was Union College, in Barbourville, Kentucky, where, since there was no peace organization, she met with people informally in an attempt to establish a “foundation of basic anti-war feeling” on which a resistance movement could be built. Then, on to the University of Kentucky, where she read her poetry and again met with student activists. In her spare time, in December, she flew to Chicago, where she gave a benefit reading for the Chicago Cadre and met war resisters in the area. Dennis Riordan, whose trial for draft resistance was to be held two days later, acted as master of ceremonies. Levertov took Riordan and Chuck Matthei, another war resister, with her when she went to tape an interview with Studs Terkel, a signer of the conscientious resistance statement. Her last stop was at Saint Teresa’s College, in Minnesota, where she was very impressed with Jennie Orvino, a senior whose fiancé, a Catholic Worker draft refuser, was in the federal penitentiary. (Matthei’s name would later appear, along with those of Riordan, Orvino, and other members of the youthful revolution whom she met and corresponded with, in Levertov’s poem “From a Notebook: October ’68–May ’69.”) On none of these campuses did she feel a conflict between her responsibilities as a poet and her political activities, nor did she receive any disapproval or criticism from the faculty.

Levertov’s visit to the University of Kentucky had been arranged by her friend Wendell Berry, who taught in the English department and lived on a farm in nearby Port Royal with his wife, Tanya. Levertov stayed with them. On a Sunday
afternoon in December, Berry arranged a trip to the Trappist monastery at Gesta-
hemani to visit the poet and priest Thomas Merton, who had been an early ad-
mirer of Levertov’s poetry. (In response to receiving a copy of With Eyes at the
Back of Our Heads, Merton had written to James Laughlin that she was one of the
few contemporary poets with whom he was in complete understanding and agree-
ment.) The photographer Eugene Meatyard, a friend of Merton’s, came along for
the visit. They talked a lot about Vietnam, Berry remembered, and Meatyard took
photos of the three of them.43

When she returned to New York, Denise mentioned in a letter to the Berrys
how inspired she had been by the youthful draft resisters she had met on this trip.
She singled out Chuck Matthei, whom she hoped they would invite to Kentucky
to speak to peace groups in the area. He is “a war resister (pacificist) of the most solid
kind . . . and very articulate,” she wrote, pointing out that last winter he had walked
with two others through Arkansas, where he spoke at schools and churches.44 Le-
vertov would correspond with Matthei and Dennis Riordan over the next couple
of years, and both of them later visited her.

On January 5, 1968, a few months after the action at the Justice Department,
Mitch Goodman and four others were indicted by a federal grand jury in Boston
and charged with “having conspired with each other and with others to counsel,
aid, and abet violations of the Selective Service law and to hinder administration
of the draft.” The group included Dr. Benjamin Spock and Rev. William Sloane
Coffin, as well as Marcus Raskin, codirector of the Institute of Policy Studies in
Washington, and Michael Ferber, a twenty-three-year-old graduate student at
Harvard. Because of the quality and prestige of the defendants, major newspa-
pers predicted a trial that would make social and legal history. To editorial writers
at the New York Times and The Washington Post, it would provide “the forum for
a court challenge to the legality of the Vietnam War and hence of the draft, a
crucial test case to explore and define the permissible limits of dissent guaran-
teed under the First Amendment.”45

Exhilarated by this prospect, Resist held public meetings and vigils in support
of the five men. On January 14, a particularly successful rally was held in New
York City. According to Levertov, who reported on the meeting in Resist, a crowd
of fifteen hundred people filled Town Hall, including Norman Mailer, Robert
Lowell, and Susan Sontag. Professor Douglas Dowd of Cornell University, acting
as emcee, introduced Mitch and Michael Ferber, whose appeals for intensified
resistance to the draft were received with frequent outbursts of applause. Exhib-
ited at the meeting was a scroll that urged people to “counsel, aid and abet” young
men who refused to serve, several of whom were on the stage with Goodman and
Ferber. Over five hundred people filed onto the stage to sign the scroll, many
with tears in their eyes, to participate in this “historic public act of complicity.”

When the last participant had signed the scroll and left the stage, the evening was concluded with a poetry reading by Levertov and Allen Ginsberg.

It was in this context that Denise made a fiery draft resistance speech at a women’s rally in Washington that evoked a worried response from Robert Duncan, who had seen the speech on television. He was concerned that, in her zeal as a reformer, Denise was sacrificing her soul and individuality to a “demotic persona,” he wrote, explaining his own “resistance to Resistance” in a long letter in which he wrote that his sympathies as a writer lay not with “Liberationists” in Vietnam, but with the “people of the land who are not fighting to seize political power but are fighting to remain in their daily lives.” Here Duncan’s response to Levertov reflected his longstanding contact with anarchist ideas dating back to his undergraduate years at Berkeley in the forties. As an anarchist, Duncan believed in the individual’s freedom to act and think without compromising his or her individuality. Mutual aid and cooperation among groups of people were good, but he was opposed to “uniformity, a mass reaction caused by coercion, and the loss, therefore, of individual will.”

He saw Levertov’s solidarity with the draft resistance movement as a relinquishment of her individual volition to just such a coerced uniformity. Later, with this television image still in mind, he characterized Denise as Kali, the Hindu goddess of destruction and death, in his poem “Santa Cruz Propositions,” which he sent to her:

SHE appears, Kali dancing, whirling her necklace of skulls,
trampling the despoiling armies and the exploiters of natural resources
under her feet. Revolution or Death!

Busy with logistics related to Mitch’s trial, Denise did not reply to Robert’s concerns immediately, but when she read his poem, she was hurt by this characterization of herself as demonic. She denied its veracity and explained it to herself as connected with her “dynamic side, that which is feared and admired and is related (as energy),” to the “inimical,” as in “The Wings.” In the autumn of 1971, in a long letter that addressed other aspects of Duncan’s critique as well, she responded that the agitation captured on TV had come not from an “ideology or political stance or calculated rabble rousing,” but from the circumstances of the rally, where she had been “rushed onto the stage,” given “exactly three minutes” to speak, and told to “make the most of it.” Levertov also responded to Duncan’s characterization of her in a poem of her own. In the fourth section of “Staying Alive,” she wrote, “No, / I am no Kali, I can’t sustain for a day / that anger.”

Levertov’s conflict with Duncan aside, she and Mitch were exhausted in the winter of 1968. After Mitch’s arraignment, on January 29, they flew to Puerto Rico for three weeks to recuperate from the furious pace of phone calls, rallies, and vigils that had interfered with their writing. While there, Denise worked on
translations of poems by Eugène Guillevic, which facilitated her artistic renewal. She had met the French poet in Montreal at the World Poetry Conference the previous fall, and she felt nourished both by the “scrupulous simplicity of his diction” and by his Celtic background and political orientation, which resonated with her own. Guillevic had grown up amid the sacred stones of Carnac, a place of Celtic ritual. “In such landscapes the senses are undistracted from the elemental: rock, sky, sea, are there not backgrounds but presences,” she wrote in the introduction to her book of translations. That sense of “irreducible presence in all creation, animate and inanimate,” was also behind Guillevic’s indignation at depersonalization by industry and the military, she felt, and behind his Marxist understanding of historical process.

Perhaps Guillevic’s essay “Seers?” was particularly helpful to her. In it, he emphasizes the poet’s special rapport with language, “the confessional of the people,” claiming that “the poet is a seer because he listens” to the voices of others and thus is enabled “to speak for all, to foretell.” These observations are closely related to Levertov’s concerns in “An Interim,” a seven-part poem about her state of mind in this waiting period, also written in Puerto Rico. In the opening sections, she meditates on the soul-destroying debasement of language prevalent in the United States as the war continues, whether it be the words of a little boy in a laundry, whose exchange with a little girl mimics the double-talk he’s heard from adults, or the words of an army officer, who said of a Mekong Delta village strafed by American B-52s during the Tet offensive, “It became necessary / to destroy the town to save it.” In a series of apostrophes, she turns outside this noxious atmosphere, personifying language in her yearning for inspiration:

O language, mother of thought,
are you rejecting us as we reject you?
Language, coral island
accrued from human comprehensions,
human dreams,
you are eroded as war erodes us.

In the next three sections of the poem, Guillevic’s influence is also apparent in Levertov’s appreciation of the elemental aspects of the Puerto Rican landscape, in her memories of childhood in England, and in her dreams. The immensity of sea, sky, sun, and sand on the island are restorative. From this refreshed perspective, pushing the limits of lyric form, she opens the poem to the words of more courageous Americans, like the Antioch coed De Courcey Squire, who, having been arrested in an antiwar demonstration and imprisoned for contempt of court, was fasting in jail. (She quotes from news reports of Miss Squire’s increasingly dangerous medical condition.) Levertov then remembers the English seashore near the cliff of Beachy Head, where, recuperating from measles at age
fourteen, her mother read aloud to her from George Eliot and she discovered Richard Jefferies’s *The Story of My Heart*, an account of his inner awakening in the English countryside. Peace, she reflects, could be “that grandeur, that dwelling / in majestic presence” both of landscape and of spirit. She is not free of unsettling dreams, however. The “cocks crow all night” in Puerto Rico and she dreams that she and Mitch are jailed with Miss Squire in one of five “moated fortresses” with “monosyllabic / guttural names” in a city that is “half Berlin, half Chicago—.” When they are led through the streets dressed in brown prisoners’ robes, “people watched us pass / and waved to us, and gave us / serious smiles of hope.”

These dream images of bystanders’ inaction, which recall the beginning of the Holocaust, prompt the last two sections of “An Interim,” which include a diary entry and a news report as well as more traditional lyrics. Reminding herself and her readers that “Mitch and the others have a great deal of support” and are not to be pitied, Levertov is angered by “the mild, / saddened people,” whose hearts ache for them instead of for the “crimes of war” or for Miss Squire. In the hearts of such people, “feeling flows in the wrong directions and at the wrong intensity.” She includes herself as a poet in that group, in that all she can produce out of her own anger “is a few flippant rhymes.” Better to take as models “the great savage saints of outrage,” Norman Morrison and Alice Hertz, who immolated themselves in protest, or A. J. Muste, who devoted his long life to building “islands of compassion” on which others could build. Unlike the duplicitous words quoted earlier in the poem, the words of draft resisters like Dennis Riordan and Bob Gilliam, alive and free in jails, are still good: “language draws breath again in their yes and no, / true testimony of love and resistance.” Levertov rededicates herself to the cause of peace, “Not to forget but to remember better” both the historical record and the courage of young people like De Courcy Squire, with whose words she concludes: “I have a medical problem that can be cured / only by freedom.”

The trial of Coffin, Ferber, Goodman, Raskin, and Spock—who became known as “the Boston Five”—began on May 20, 1968, in the Federal District Court in Boston. It proceeded until June 14, when the jury found all the defendants except Raskin guilty of conspiring to aid and abet draft registrants to refuse service in the armed forces, and of conspiring to interfere with the administration of the draft. Although the defendants and their supporters hoped the trial would be the forum for a court challenge to the legality of the war (and hence of the draft), the government prevented this from happening, in part by the way it tailored the indictment. In this respect, the conspiracy charge was key. In Jessica Mitford’s summary,
The conspiracy law relieves the prosecutor of the necessity of proving any actual wrongdoing by the defendant. As Clarence Darrow put it, if a boy steals candy, he has committed a misdemeanor. If two boys plan to steal candy but don’t do it, they are guilty of conspiracy, a felony. Because of this extraordinary feature, conspiracy has long been favored by prosecutors as a means to convict union organizers, . . . opponents of government policies, and other troublesome individuals who could not otherwise be put behind bars.\textsuperscript{55}

Also, the presiding judge, Francis J. W. Ford, was notably sympathetic to the government’s point of view. Then eighty-five and emerging from semiretirement, he had a reputation for toughness, for fairness, and for confining proceedings in a way that avoided the larger philosophical issues.

For the duration of the trial, Denise and Mitch stayed in the Cambridge home of John and Barbara Hammond, whose son, Louis Postel, had been in school with Nik at Putney. Each morning Denise and Mitch went together to the courtroom, where Denise sat all day, from ten in the morning to four thirty in the afternoon, in the benches reserved for the defendants’ families. The defendants’ children also appeared in court occasionally, and Denise was particularly moved when Nikolai, then eighteen and active in the peace movement himself, observed, “I’m one of the few people of my generation who can respect his parents.”

The defendants held that their actions were protected under the First Amendment guarantees of freedom of speech, assembly, and petition for the redress of grievances. Thus they argued that the speeches, press conferences, meetings, and written statements put forward by the prosecution as evidence of their guilt were challenges to statutes and government activities they believed to be illegal. They did not seek to defy the law; rather, they sought a forum to protest it. Yet such actions, however innocent they may have been individually, “take on criminal implications if considered in light of the doctrine of conspiracy, as Judge Ford repeatedly emphasized.”\textsuperscript{56}

Each defendant testified at length on his own behalf. Mitch Goodman, whom prosecutor John Wall described as the “detail man” of the conspiracy, came across as “honest and thoughtful,” according to a report in Resist.\textsuperscript{57} His demeanor was “far more open than many observers of the trial would have predicted,” since—dressed in a black fedora—he looked to be, said one spectator, “precisely the sort of person who would be ready to put a bomb in a shopping bag.” In his testimony, Mitch enabled the audience to visualize the human side of the events, describing the genesis of the “Call to Resist” and other actions as pathetically disorganized. “‘We were,’ he said, ‘very inefficient, rank amateurs,’ and hardly the people to plot a nationwide conspiracy.”\textsuperscript{58} When the prosecutor, on cross-examination, attempted to discredit him, Mitch became fiery. As Mitford noted, he was forceful enough to cause Mr. Wall to denounce him during a
bench conference as ‘a fraud and a liar,’ in such thunderous tones that it was picked up by the sharp-eared press.” In contrast, Mitch’s counsel, Edward Bar-shak, argued quietly but impressively that, “despite the fifteen volumes of words that constituted the trial transcript, the fundamental fact of the case was scarcely in the testimony at all—the war in Indochina, which in the fall of ’67 was ‘tearing apart the American people,’ and which created the climate for the case.” When the verdict was announced, Mitch stormed out of the courtroom, angrily exclaiming, “The Vietnam War is an overwhelming atrocity. . . . A man has to live by his conscience.”

On July 10, 1968, Coffin, Ferber, Goodman, and Spock were sentenced to two years in prison and fined five thousand dollars each, except for Ferber, who was fined less. The defense lawyers announced that they would appeal, and the defendants were freed on personal recognizance under bonds of a thousand dollars each. One quarter of the legal fee was supplied by peace groups and other well-wishers, and most of the remainder was also raised by a professional fundraiser. After the sentencing, the defendants were joined by more than a hundred pickets, who had been circling the courthouse. They led a march of seven thousand people toward the Boston Common, about two miles away, where they spoke at a press conference. Henry Braun, who accompanied Mitch Goodman on this march, remembered him saying, “I’m not really interested in this,” which Braun took to mean that Mitch felt that the role of “political radical” was not his real self. Yet Mitch gained in the arena of political protest some of the recognition that had eluded him earlier as a novelist, and his fame enabled him to publish. His first book of poems, *Light from Under a Bushel* (1968), dedicated to Denise and Nik, was written the previous winter.

In the summer of 1968, having been declared “a criminal and a traitor in the U.S. Federal Court in Boston,” Mitch had the idea of assembling an anthology that would reflect the cumulative experience of the resistance. The book was to be a “revolution kit” for those who wanted to join the “Movement Toward a New America,” as he titled it, calling himself a “charter member of the great conspiracy.” It included selections from a wide range of mostly underground sources, including writings by people of color, campus rebels, liberated women, radical poets and playwrights, rock musicians, and revolutionary professionals. Accompanying these messages, and providing a sophisticated defense of moral adventure, were excerpts from cultural theorists such as Paul Goodman, Norman O. Brown, and Herbert Marcuse, who stressed the need to counteract the repressive character of American society in pursuit of personal, cultural, and political freedom. Thus the book also documented the utopian, romantic, religious strain at the heart of the push for political change. Most important, Mitch was inspired by the energy of the young, whose primitive (counter)culture, he felt, was essential. He placed Peter Marin’s essay, “The Open Truth and Fiery Vehemence of Youth,”
first, and explained the movement as follows: “It begins with action (protest, demonstration, confrontation, etc.), moves through reflection to interpretation and invention, and returns to action.” In the beginning its members “had the energy of outrage and the hope of reform”; now they have “the energy of anguish” and hope “for transformation, for revolution; a hope that comes... on the other side of despair. ... A sharing, a communion, a community.”

Denise responded with mixed feelings to the ongoing public spectacle of ant-war resistance that had climaxed in the trial. First there was exhaustion. As she explained to Larry Eigner, the trial wasn’t “painful” or “boring,” but she felt “exhausted because when one concentrates on one single thing that way one’s inner life goes to hell and one’s imagination aches from disuse.” When they finally got to Maine, after months of political activity and reading tours, she didn’t read a paper for weeks. She felt better after she wrote some poems and returned to herself. In one of these poems, “Keeping Track,” dated July 2, 1968, on the manuscript, she succinctly expresses her psychic depletion:

Between chores—
hulling strawberries.
answering letters—
or between poems,
returning to the mirror
to see if I’m there.

In mid-August, Denise went to Oaxaca for an overdue visit to her mother, whom she hadn’t seen since the onset of Mitch’s legal problems over a year ago.

Then there was inner turmoil. One of the hallmarks of the deeper revolution in feelings and mores that accompanied political rebellion in the 1960s was greater sexual freedom. Marital infidelity was incompatible with Denise’s ideas about virtue and honor, but she was attracted to this new ethos. She felt intensely loyal to Mitch and was proud of his antiwar mobilizations, but she lamented in her diary that “sexual feeling in both of us seems in abeyance.” Also, Mitch’s lack of interest contributed to her self-consciousness about aging. Anxious that she was becoming “old and ugly,” she dreaded the prospect of turning forty-five, she wrote.

The previous winter at SUNY Stony Brook, Denise had met George Quasha, a handsome poet and editor, eighteen years her junior, who seemed attracted to her. Quasha was also a graduate student and teacher, whose comprehension of Ezra Pound’s poetry impressed Levertov, and they were both friends of Jim Harrison, whose first book Levertov had selected for publication when she was poetry editor at W. W. Norton. Quasha admired Levertov’s poetry and sent poems for
her perusal, which she read and commented on. She also sent him poems for *Stonybrook*, a fledgling literary magazine he edited. (These included “A Tree Telling of Orpheus,” which was first published there in the autumn 1968 issue.) In the course of their friendship, a kiss was exchanged. Denise was smitten, but she later became defensive and critical when it turned out that Quasha did not return her feelings and she had misunderstood his intentions. She was particularly hurt when, having invited her to Stony Brook again in November, George did not meet the train, and she accused him angrily of callousness to herself and others.

This experience inspired a flurry of overwrought letters, a rallying of creative energy, and several poems. In two of these poems, titled “Wanting the Moon,” I and II, she places her infatuation in the context of mythic regeneration represented by the new moon. She wants “Not the moon,” but “a young man walking / under the trees,” she writes in the first version. “Not the moon,” she continues, in the second:

> To lie down in the dreams of a young man whose hair is the color of mahogany.

In “Dialogue,” she responds to Quasha’s accusation that he is merely an object to her, not a real person, with denials—“No! No!”—and resignation:

> The god, the light, the fire, live in his body she may not touch. It does not want to touch hers.

And in “July 1968,” she describes herself as “a woman foolish with desire.”

Commenting on Levertov’s characterization of herself in this poem, Quasha remembered not only her desire, which he respected as a “sign of life” and found “touching,” but also the uncomfortable situation she put him in: “Ultimately I think it was possibly her aggressive intransigence—her stubbornness and self-importance . . . that in the context of desire made her rather blind to the realities around her. She was trying to make up for lost time, and felt she had no time left to do it. . . . There was no clarity there. Least of all my own.”

When her infatuation with Quasha had waned, Levertov saw herself in similar terms. She realized that the “inhibitions and difficulties” suffered in her marriage had left in her “a capacity for passion” that had never developed. Thus, her feelings for Quasha were understandable and should not cause guilt. Nor did she feel as humiliated by his rejection as she once would have. She wanted “the inner freedom to make a complete ass of [herself] as far as reckless honesty is concerned,” to follow her impulses to their logical conclusion, “short of injuring others.” That, of course, was the essential problem: measuring one’s own needs
against those of others. It is why “we bind ourselves into systems—religious / ethical,” she mused.

But Denise was grateful for the burst in creative energy that accompanied this turmoil. Since no real harm had come—“no action, except a kiss and those foolish letters”—perhaps it had been “a trick of the gods,” who simultaneously “returned [her] to poetry and punished [her] for her neglect.” Perhaps this chastening experience clarified the faulty psychological basis of her Protestant heritage. She had always thought of the latter as a strength, giving her “more probity,” but now she saw that it had often been “only a refuge, a place to feel safe in.” She needs “to acknowledge [her] own dark, Dionysian, irrational side” and not seek retreat from it in a moralism that is founded not in conviction but only in the need to feel in the right.

The language Levertov uses above is reminiscent of that in Norman O. Brown’s 1959 *Life Against Death*, a staple of counterculture sensibility. Brown was a personal friend, and his view of liberation as the achievement of a “Dionysian ego,” or “an erotic sense of reality,” informed her thinking. Denise would soon have the opportunity to explore the Dionysian side of herself further, when she and Mitch arrived at the University of California, Berkeley, where they would spend the next six months.

Denise and Mitch arrived in Berkeley in 1969, just before the winter term began. Their teaching positions had been arranged by an old friend on the faculty, poet and critic Tom Parkinson, who first suggested the idea in 1967, when Mitch was at Stanford. Another poet, Josephine Miles, was also eager for them to come. The initial plan was to be there for the whole 1968–1969 academic year, but they missed the fall quarter because of uncertainty about Mitch’s trial date. They taught two courses each during the winter and spring terms and shared an office. Denise taught a poetry workshop that lasted from January to June, a reading course on selected modern poets, and a course in expository writing for freshmen. Mitch taught a fiction workshop, a reading course that focused on important books in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and a course in expository writing aimed at teachers in training. In the freshman courses they had teaching assistants who read 75 percent of the papers. David Bromige, a young Canadian poet who had attended her reading at the Vancouver Poetry Conference, was Denise’s teaching assistant. Having lived in London as a child, Bromige shared with her a sense of disorientation in America, to which she alluded in part 4 of “Staying Alive.”

Denise and Mitch rented a place in the Danforth Apartments on Derby Street and College Avenue, within walking distance of the campus and close to Telegraph
Avenue, the heart of the bohemian community. Berkeley drew restless people, and by the time Denise and Mitch lived there, it had become a haven for the burgeoning hippie subculture that had drifted across the bay from Haight-Ashbury to occupy the south campus area. The hippie ethic of sharing made panhandling an honorable calling, and panhandlers were so numerous by 1966 that the city adopted a policy of intense law enforcement in order to drive them away. Identity checks were frequent along Telegraph Avenue, and because both hippies and students had long hair and wore jeans, police frequently stopped Berkeley students, who resented the harassment.

Also, since 1964, when defiant activists in the free speech movement had rebelled against the university’s attempt to ban political activity, the campus had become synonymous with student protest. This was the first of many campus revolts, as the Vietnam War provided issues for confrontation, but the roots of the tension lay elsewhere. “The large size of the baby boom generation, the loss of unskilled jobs, and racial conflict all played a role,” observed historian W. J. Rorabaugh. While blacks had more influence in Berkeley than in any other mostly white city in the country, racial tension increased when the Black Panther Party, which originated in the Berkeley-Oakland ghetto, achieved national recognition. Throughout 1967 and 1968, relations between the Panthers and the Bay Area police deteriorated: there were shoot-outs, police raids, jail sentences, and after the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. on April 4, 1968, the threat of a major riot.

Yet some Panther leaders managed to move among both black militants and white radicals. In 1968, Eldridge Cleaver’s Soul On Ice topped the best-seller lists, and in the fall, a group of students invited Cleaver to the Berkeley campus to teach a course on racism. This was a controversial appointment and came amid rising racial tension: racially motivated fights within the university’s basketball and football teams, the university’s refusal to join Cesar Chavez’s boycott against nonunion produce. Sit-ins were organized, arrests were made, students were suspended and put on probation. In Rorabaugh’s words, “These incidents bonded radical whites and militant minorities.”

In February 1969, about a month after Denise and Mitch arrived, that bond was reinforced when militant black students at San Francisco State College held a strike over the issue of a black studies program at that school. Support for the strike spread to the Berkeley campus, where militant black students joined Chicanos, Asian Americans, and Native Americans to form the Third World Liberation Front (TWLF). They presented a list of demands to the administration, including the establishment of student-controlled minority programs. When these were rejected, the TWLF leaders joined white radicals to declare a student strike. “Get our asses out of classes—join the masses,” they shouted, and when words failed, they blocked entry to the campus at Sather Gate with “a closely formed picket line, threats, and blows.”
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David Shaddock, a Berkeley poet and therapist who was a student in Denise's poetry workshop that winter, remembered her reaction to the strike. “She wasn’t going to cross any picket lines, so the solution was to meet in each other’s apartments.” This meant that everyone got to know each other more personally than they would have otherwise: “We became more than a class; we became a kind of community,” he said. Much of the class consisted of reading poems in progress, and Denise would “take her turn.” This egalitarian class structure leveled the usual teacher-student hierarchy to some extent. Also, Denise hated grades, and she told at least one student in a screening interview that, if admitted into the class, she would be guaranteed an “A.” Yet, although Denise didn’t claim much privilege for herself, “her authority was fierce when it needed to be.” She would “insist on things” and try to get students “to clarify what they meant.” For example, Shaddock remembered that, in those days, when he was “getting too far out with revolution and craziness,” he used to bring a “little blonde rabbit” to his classes. During the first meeting of the poetry workshop, when the rabbit poked its nose out of his pea coat, “Denise laughed uproariously,” apparently enchanted. He thought, “Oh my God, this person is really hip.” Then, after class, she took him aside and said, “No more rabbit in this class.”

Levertov’s teaching style enabled a transformative experience in some people. “It’s hard to recall the depths of alienation that existed for a Berkeley student,” Shaddock mused. “We were in a state of incredible despair for the world and also in a mystical, drug-filled ecstasy, too.” It meant a great deal to find someone on their own wavelength, who was “eager to participate in our search for direct spiritual experience in new forms.” When he went to Denise’s office hours, she would also challenge him intellectually. We would often “have a battle,” he remembered, but out of the encounter “something got forged that was meaningful.” Denise continued to play an important role in Shaddock’s life after the class ended. Other class members who remained close include Carlene Carrasco, who later became Denise’s secretary, and Rae Armantrout, who stayed in touch through letters. Forming in that class was the aesthetic of the language poets, which would take a different direction from Levertov. Students like Armantrout and Shelley Silliman, who was married to future language poet Ron Silliman, had questions even then about Levertov’s “insistence on a content-based poetry,” Shaddock remembered. They were all enamored of Donald Allen’s anthology, The New American Poetry, however, because it included poets who dispensed with the formal qualities of “academic verse,” preferring it to Donald Hall’s more traditionally oriented New Poets of England and America. As Shaddock said, “The two American poetries fit quite well with the two American worlds: i.e. Nixon or the revolution.”

While at Berkeley, Denise also befriended two brothers, Jeff and Aaron Shurin. Jeff Shurin, who changed his name to Isak Lindenauer, was in her poetry
workshop, and Aaron was in her class on modern poetry. As Isak Lindenauer put it, “Denise and I were soul mates despite the age difference.” (He was twenty-four at the time.) He “saw through the front” she was trying to put up that winter and realized that she was in pain. Levertov gratefully acknowledged Isak’s solicitude in one of the epigraphs to “Relearning the Alphabet,” a poem of retrospection, written after a period marked by losses, in the course of which the poet reconsiders the sources of poetic vision. The first epigraph reads: “For G. who could not help it, I. who saw me, R. who read me, and M. for everything.” The other men’s names encoded here are George Quasha, who “could not help” being the object of her “ardor” and “anguish”; Robert Duncan, to whom she showed the poem in process; and Mitch Goodman, to whom she returned, “humbled.” She was still emotionally attached to her husband and hoped that their marriage would improve.

In “Relearning the Alphabet,” Levertov’s recovery of poetic vision takes the form of a journey in which each stop is a letter of the alphabet, as if she were recovering an Ur-language already present in ancient myth. (Her second epigraph is from Heinrich Zimmer, the scholar of Indian religions.) This abcdiary form suggests a primer that teaches the reader to attend to particularly resonant concrete experience. The poem announces a need for reassessment based on such attention. The “U” section states:

Relearn the alphabet,
relearn the world, the world
understood anew only in doing, under-
stood only as
looked-up-into out of earth,
the heart an eye looking
the heart a root
planted in earth
Transmutation is not
under the will’s rule.

Under-standing, or relearning, is achieved by the heart, not by the will, by a pas-
sional life rooted in “doing,” in participation in daily life. This stance may tem-
porarily entangle one (conveyed in the poem by the clotted prepositions “looked-
up-into out of”), but eventually it enables “the grace of transformed continuance”
the poet seeks.

The “earth” imagery in the above passage was probably inspired quite literally
by a second upheaval on the Berkeley campus. “Relearning the Alphabet” is
dated “June 1968–April 1969,” an interval that covers not only the Third World
Strike but the battle for People’s Park, which began quite peacefully in April
when, as historian Terry Anderson has written, “about 200 students, hippies, and
community activists brought shovels, rakes, and topsoil to an area about the size of a football field situated south of campus and began planting.” The university owned the land but had postponed its development, so “the area had become home to street people, stray cats, and mud.”\(^{75}\) Planting trees, grass, and flowers could change all that, and during the next month, the park became symbolic of the community’s hope for the future. To hippies, residents, and student radicals alike, it promised a green space that seemed missing from the dense urban setting and a place for community gatherings. On April 18, 1969, a notice in the Berkeley Barb called for a public rally on the following Sunday in support of the park. In Anderson’s words, “Hippies, radicals, activists, and other park enthusiasts were invited to come to the site with shovels, picks, and hoes to engage in the creative act of building a park out of the University’s muddy ruins. ‘Nobody supervises, promised this libertarian and anarchist Manifesto,’ and the trip belongs to whoever dreams.”\(^{76}\) There was a huge response from the whole community, including professors, students, and curious neighborhood residents.

Levertov was no exception. As David Shaddock remembered, “When the notice came out, she said to both her classes, ‘Let’s do this.’” They went as a group, but when they got to the “vacant lot at Telegraph and Haste the morning of the park’s creation, all of the groovy jobs were taken, so [they] spent the day hauling trash out of a deep foundation hole, a task Denise characteristically lent herself to with gusto and a word of instruction to her students about the importance of doing grunt work.” Levertov felt that no one should be above doing the hardest manual labor. The grandson of Supreme Court Justice Earl Warren, who was in her freshman writing class, went to get his pickup truck. They hauled bag after bag of garbage.\(^{77}\)

The project to transform the park snowballed the next week, when even more people showed up to work. But while the community felt the park was common ground, the university said the park builders were trespassers. The chancellor announced that construction would begin for a playing field and parking lot and that a fence would be built to exclude unauthorized persons from the site. As Anderson wrote, “Activists held a large campus rally, but to no avail, and on the early morning of May 15 police entered the park, dispersed about 50 people, and within hours workers had constructed an eight-foot cyclone fence” that provoked the inevitable reaction.\(^{78}\) After that, all hell broke loose. Thousands met on Sproul Plaza, where speakers compared the university’s “thoughtless and wanton destruction in Berkeley . . . to the United States government’s in Viet Nam.”\(^{79}\) The crowd began marching to retake the park, confronting police along the way. Street fighting. Rocks and bottles. Tear gas. Police fired buckshot into the crowd, hitting many protestors and fatally wounding one. As David Shaddock remembered, “That night, at the urging of the sheriff and the mayor . . . Governor Reagan called upon the National Guard to restore order.”\(^{80}\) They made random
arrests and took over the campus. Historian Todd Gitlin wrote, “Berkeley was converted from a liberated zone into an occupied territory under martial law: streets blocked off to all but proven residents: bayonets fixed; public gatherings of more than three people prohibited; a nightly curfew.”

At that point, some professors who were sympathetic to students became more actively involved, Levertov among them. On May 16, in The Daily Californian, she wrote an “open letter” to her colleagues in the humanities, calling on them to remember their own humanity. “Do we believe in humane values, in constructive, creative life, or don’t we? Or does the average professor . . . consider property as sacred, and people and their needs as dispensable?” she asked. She implored her colleagues to join with others “in outraged resistance” and suggested a faculty strike. While they might not be able to restore the park to the people, at least they would signal that “all those books, all those poems, all that philosophy, all that body of civilized knowledge we are paid to transmit MEANS something to US; that we believe in the ‘values’ we are supposed to convey.”

Levertov also acted in support of individual students. When David Shaddock got arrested at a mill-in (a non-violent amassing of protesters), and was “badly mistreated by the Alameda County Sheriffs, . . . Denise bailed [him] out and spent a morning helping [him] overcome the trauma.”

In “From a Notebook: October ’68–May ’69,” Levertov records in poetry the sense of fellowship at People’s Park, as well as the grim political awakening when, after the police move in, “The War / comes home to us.” In solidarity with youthful activists half her age, she felt compelled to choose between “Revolution or death,” she wrote, and of course, she chose “revolution.” In this poem, which was later incorporated into “Staying Alive,” the chiseled lyric style associated with her work—“obstinately precise,” as she put it in an early poem—began to change radically, becoming more provisional to reflect risks she was taking that were both terrifying and exhilarating. At stake is nothing less than the poet-speaker’s heritage, upbringing, and very soul, as we see in her reference to the Passover seder, in which the biblical story of the exodus from slavery is retold at home. Levertov quotes from the text used during the ritual, within the following passage, to indicate its ties with her liberated state of mind:

Revolution or death. Revolution or death.

This revolution has no blueprints, and
("What makes this night different
from all other nights?")
is the first that laughter and pleasure aren’t shot down in.

A poignant unsent letter to George Quasha provides further insight into Levertov’s psyche at this time, particularly the personal insecurity from which she
felt liberated. Having written that Berkeley has given her a new perspective, Levertov explains that she feels “progressively freer of some hang ups,” especially “embarrassment at feeling as young as I do.” People there accept her for herself and seem not to care about her age. The tragedy of aging for her has been the fear of losing sexual attractiveness, “the body changing, deteriorating, while the person inside it remains young and full of desires—so that they don’t fit each other any more, some horrible medieval torture device.” The people she has been seeing in Berkeley, “though quite physical kinds of people, have a much broader conception of what is beautiful and attractive, so that if one is alive and responsive one is on an equal basis with them irrespective of age.” This has given her a new self-confidence, elusive before, that she could just be herself for better or worse. A doctor has told her that her physical condition is that of a woman ten years younger, she writes, and “as a person, emotionally,” she feels “retarded at about 25.” She realizes now that she doesn’t have to choose between behaving with middle-aged decorum or else appearing contemptible, “‘mutton dressed as lamb’ as they say in England.”

The students in her poetry workshop are teaching her this, Levertov continues, by the way they include her in their interactions. “A curious thing” is that a lot of them “have taken LSD and are probably influenced . . . by that in their relations with other people.” While she has not taken the drug and doesn’t intend to, they accept her “as though [she’d] shared that experience . . . as if they granted that if one is a poet and a person not locked in defenses but pretty vulnerable,” one may have arrived at the same place by another road. Perhaps most important, she has moved recently from a “dubious sense of political alliance with ‘faculty’ to a full commitment to the side of the students.” She has come to feel “infinitely more at home with students, and with revolutionaries of various ages, than at the candle-lit dinner tables of agreeable liberal professors.” Here was a chance to return to her youth, for repair and renewal.

When Denise and Mitch left California in June, they were still moved by their experience at Berkeley. Denise gave the commencement address at Bennington College that spring. Quoting a Berkeley student who had called her a “serendipitous woman,” she spoke at length about the virtues of serendipity, applying them both to her imaginative life and to the impulse behind the creation of People’s Park, which she described as a “spontaneous expression of the impulse to be joyful.” She extolled the condition of “freedom” and “compassion” she associated with the egalitarian ethos at Berkeley, and she urged students to turn Bennington into a commune. “The uptight people have the guns, the gasses, the napalm, the bombs and the prisons, and they are polluting the sea and the earth and all the creatures that walk and swim and fly therein with their atomic waste,” she declaimed. Bennington’s alumnae magazine did not publish this speech.
Denise and Mitch were in Maine on July 11, 1969, when the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit in Boston dismissed the charges against Spock and Ferber, but not those against Coffin and Goodman. A retrial was proposed, but the case against the latter two was not renewed. After the invigorating experience of Berkeley, Denise’s love for Mitch was rekindled. That summer, she noted in her diary that his “fineness,” “depth,” “warmth,” and “beauty” filled her with “a kind of fervor.” In contrast with the previous summer, when she burned with longing and illusion, she felt a “kind of acceptance of happiness, without anxiety,” that was new to her. These feelings lie behind such poems as “Time to Breathe,” “M.C. 5” (titled after the rock group associated with the White Panthers), and “Love Poem,” dedicated to Mitch. The latter, dreamily erotic, is an extended metaphor of mutuality and self-acceptance:

Swimming through dark, slow, breaststroke—
not to startle
walls or chairs and
wake you—
I almost sundered the
full to the brim with moonlight
mirror

This renewed assurance is also reflected in comments about books she read that summer, which included Eudora Welty’s story collection *The Golden Apples*, Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s novel *Cancer Ward*, poems by Francis Ponge, and Erich Kahler’s essays on Thomas Mann. Reading the latter, she realized that the love for Mann’s novel *Tonio Kröger* that she had felt since first reading it at twelve or thirteen was not, as she had imagined, from identification with the hero, but from pride in “being part of the creative elite.” Here is where she differs with such young poets as “Ron and Michelle [Silliman],” who have been willing to give up “the concept of genius for the sake of a shared and accessible creative life,” she mused. Although she risks being obsolete, she clings “both in personal pride” and in her preferences to “the individual” artist and pays only “intellectual/moral homage to the spirit of communal art.” The hope of her position is that the artistic products of “our individuality will transcend it,” and that, in some future time, “after a period of anonymity and generous communality . . . the prime justification of the post-Renaissance individual artist, his production of a lifetime’s oeuvre, will again be felt as an indispensable value.”

Levertov was thinking about the role of the artist in preparation for a lecture to be delivered the following January at the Society for the Arts, Religion, and Contemporary Life in New York. “At last a theme emerges,” she wrote in her diary,
citing Proust’s definition of the artist as a translator. In her lecture, “Great Possessions,” she elaborated on Proust’s definition. He was speaking not of translation from one language to another, “but of the translation of experience and the translation of the reader into other worlds,” she wrote. Differentiating between contemporary poetry she admires and that which she thinks inadequate, she distinguished between a flat “documentary realism,” a poetry of mere notation, and a poetry in which there is “the implicit presence of an interpreting spirit.” It is like the difference between ordinary speech and song, she concludes. The latter requires “an ecstasy of attention, a passion for the thing known, . . . which by its intensity shall lead the writer into a deeper more vibrant language: and so translate the reader too into the heavens and hells that lie about us in all seemingly ordinary objects and experiences: a supernatural poetry.”

Such poetry also requires a commitment to change, a willingness to take risks, a less suppressive relationship to one’s own inner life and to the language, she continues, citing Thoreau and Rilke. “It is above all the young who are hungry” for it. Calling for “revolution, both cultural and political,” Levertov concludes that “the poet in our time, ‘moved by great forces,’ must live in the body as actively as he lives in his head; he must learn to extend himself into whatever actions he can perform. . . . If he does not struggle against war and oppression, he will negate whatever his words may say, and will soon have no world to say them in.” Levertov completed this lecture in the fall of 1969, after she had joined the faculty at MIT as the Abby Rockefeller Mauze Professor in the Humanities. Her ardor as well as her insights were intensified during her experience there as she became even more militant.

By the autumn of 1969, as the Vietnam War accelerated under President Nixon, the New Left was in disarray over how to effect change. As Todd Gitlin wrote, “There was ‘growing militancy, growing isolation, growing commitment to The Revolution,’” as well as “growing vulnerability to repression.” Denise continued to participate in national political protests, although by then the antiwar protesters had become accustomed to defeat. “Staying Alive” meant being in the thick of it. As she wrote in the segment “At the Justice Department, November 15, 1969,” a memorial to the day when half a million citizens marched up Pennsylvania Avenue to the National Mall in Washington, she wanted to “stumble / hand in hand” in solidarity with anguished kindred spirits:

Nothing will do but to taste the bitter taste. No life other, apart from.
Denise also participated in a variety of political activities with her students at MIT, where she taught a poetry workshop one evening a week during the 1969–1970 academic year. The atmosphere on college campuses in and around Boston was very tense by then, as students worried about the impending draft lottery that would follow the abolition of student deferment. One flashpoint had been the strike at Harvard in April 1969, during which a student occupation of University Hall had been “busted” by Cambridge police. This had been followed by a vigil at MIT for a missing GI who had taken sanctuary in the Stratton Student Center. Although the police were not called in, the MIT campus was similarly polarized. By the following winter, radical student representatives from campuses on both sides of the Charles River established an office in Cambridge to coordinate rallies and demonstrations on the Boston Common, as well as a series of “actions” at area schools including Harvard, MIT, Boston University, and Northeastern. Any demonstration on one campus drew student radicals from other campuses, who joined in acts of revolutionary solidarity.

Poet Mark Pawlak, who was a student in Levertov’s poetry workshop at MIT that year, recalled her participation in one such action, a demonstration at Northeastern University on January 22, 1970, against a speech given by S.I. Hayakawa, president of San Francisco State College. “Hayakawa was a lightning rod who attracted student protesters wherever he spoke,” because he had been widely praised by Richard Nixon, Spiro Agnew, and Ronald Reagan for refusing to negotiate with student activists and their supporters. Denise was scheduled to give a poetry reading at the Old Cambridge Baptist Church on the evening of Hayakawa’s speech, a commitment she wanted to keep, but she also wanted very much to participate in the demonstration. With Pawlak and Margo Taft, another student in her class, she devised a plan “to mollify her disappointment that she could not be at two places at once.” She would go to the church as planned, and they would go across town to the demonstration. They would telephone what was happening there to a church staffer, who would pass the messages to her and, through her, to her audience. After the reading, “she and any audience members she could persuade to accompany her, would cross the river and add their voices to the protest against Hayakawa.”

This sounded like a good idea to Mark and Margo, who knew Denise’s considerable powers of persuasion. They proceeded to the Northeastern campus, where police and demonstrators were battling near the auditorium where Hayakawa was speaking. Twice they left the skirmish to find a telephone booth, reporting back to the church and encouraging Denise to join them with as many people as she could bring. Owing to a flaw in their plan, however, Denise did not arrive at the expected T stop. Instead, having taken another line, she emerged from the subway at a spot where a melee prevented Mark and Margo from reaching her. With “shock and horror,” over “the heads of police,” they saw Denise in the dis-
tance accompanied “by half a dozen young men, who were immediately grabbed by police, clubbed, handcuffed, and dragged away to waiting vans.” Denise was following her young comrades, her arms flailing, and she was shouting at the police.93 She was not arrested, but she spent the night arranging for bail for those who were.

Like most students at MIT, Mark Pawlak had planned to be a scientist, not a writer. When he joined Levertov’s poetry workshop that fall, he was a rising senior majoring in physics, and though interested in literature and folk music, he knew very little about contemporary poetry and was not familiar with Levertov’s work or her reputation as a poet and political activist. Enrollment in the poetry workshop was by permission of the instructor, which meant submitting poems and having an interview with Levertov, whom Pawlak remembered as very intense, with dark circles under her eyes. The interview felt “like a gentle interrogation by an intelligence agent from an alien culture,” and he was surprised to find his name included in the class list. The first evening the class met on the second floor of the humanities building in a poorly lit, cave-like room with walls painted flat black. Levertov had the students sit in a circle, some on stools, some on the floor. Most smoked cigarettes, and the atmosphere resembled “that of the dimly lit coffee houses which were popular in Boston in those days.” After some introductory remarks, Denise asked the students to introduce themselves by saying something about who they were, where they were from, and what their relationship was to poetry, and then to conclude by reading one of their poems aloud. She also read a poem, taking part, as she would later, in other exercises she had them do. Pawlak remembers thinking, “These people have a lot to teach me,” but he did not foresee the “profound influence” Levertov would have on his subsequent life work.

Denise was not the sole agent responsible for turning his ambition to be a research physicist on its head. Like many other students, Pawlak was increasingly distracted by daily newspaper accounts of military skirmishes in Southeast Asian jungles, ghetto riots in American cities, student strikes, and increasingly violent demonstrations against the draft and against defense research on campuses. Gradually, his “romanticized idea of a physicist as the selfless explorer of rarified, fundamental truths about the universe” was tarnished by revelations about Defense Department funding for so-called “pure” research, a matter of painful contention at MIT, where it had been revealed that “scientists and engineers, working in secrecy at MIT’s Instrumentation and Lincoln Labs, were applying their expertise to aid in the extermination of Vietnamese peasants and the defoliation of the countryside.” Over the course of that year, Pawlak “progressed from being a curious onlooker to being an eager participant in the actions.” He turned down a graduate fellowship from the physics department, “packed a few essentials in a backpack, and then stood with [his] thumb out at the edge of a highway heading
west, bound for adventure—any adventure.” His purpose was “a new direction
for [his] life.”94

In addition to Denise, who was the main catalyst, many other people influ-
enced Pawlak, not least the other students in the poetry workshop, some of
whom would become lifelong friends. The class often met at 177 Webster Street in
East Boston, an old bay-fronted brick house on three floors where Denise and
Mitch lived for the next two years. Their landlords, Robbie and Eric Pfeufer, lived
on the ground floor, and Denise and Mitch rented the two floors above them.
Robbie, a book designer, designed Mitch’s anthology, which was published by
Pilgrim Press in the spring of 1970. Class members would sometimes be invited
to join other friends on Webster Street when Denise and Mitch hosted gatherings
in honor of visiting draft resisters, such as Chuck Matthei and Dennis Riordan.
After an informal supper, conversation would often continue well into the night.
As Denise wrote to a friend, explaining why she was out of touch, “My social life
seems to consist of making huge pots of soup with my students.”95

This made for strong bonds within the group, which came to think of itself as
a community of poets committed to mutual aid and constructive criticism rather
than competition. Levertov paid tribute to this class in her poem “A New Year’s
Garland for My Students / MIT: 1969–70,” in which she devoted a section to each
person, selecting attributes that she felt were particularly characteristic or en-
dearing. The thirteen students memorialized here are Arthur Sze, Barry Levine,
Bill Rastetter, Don Krieger, Ernie Brooks, Judy Katz, Luci Marx, Margo Taft,
Others joined the class later, including Aaron Shurin, who came from Berkeley
to live in Boston, and Kevin O’Leary, a carpenter and free spirit who practiced
yoga and Zen. In her poem “To Kevin O’Leary, Wherever He Is,” Levertov
responds to a letter from him with no return address, wherein he wrote that her
name, which begins with the letter “Daleth” in Hebrew, signifies

> entrance, exit,
way through of
giving and receiving
which are one.

After the class officially disbanded in May, many others also stayed in touch with
Denise as well as with one another, and the class published a pamphlet of poems
by its members, which included Denise’s own poem “Joie de Vivre.”

Judy Katz was a student in that group to whom Denise felt particularly close.
Perhaps because she was musical and interested in mysticism, Judy reminded
Denise of herself as a child who had seen “visions on Ilford High Road.”96 Judy
and a classmate, Barry Levine, were dating at that time, and Denise encouraged
the romance.97 When Judy visited Denise at home one day, Denise playfully re-
cited from memory lines from García Lorca’s poem “Song of the Barren Orange Tree,” to ward off infertility in the future. And when Judy and Barry married in 1973, Denise “blessed” the union in an inscription to the Hovey Street Press edition of her poem “A Conversation in Moscow.” Judy also remembered Denise supporting her work, both during the class and after, when Judy was her secretary in 1973. Denise frequently used her web of connections to help students place poems in poetry magazines, Judy recalled gratefully.

Just as Denise profoundly affected the lives of some of her students, some students made a very strong impression on her. This was particularly true of Richard Edelman, who was the student from whom she “learned the most,” she declared in an introduction to his first book, The Wedding Feast. Although only twenty-one when he took her class in the fall of 1969, Edelman had been writing poetry for some time. The previous summer he had traveled to the West Coast with the idea of being a writer, and he had returned with a manuscript of poems, entitled “Summerfull,” that he felt represented a big step forward. Thus he came to the class already committed to writing, and Denise liked his work, which empowered him further. A double major in philosophy and electrical engineering at MIT, Edelman was also a leader in the protest movement. He participated in an attempted takeover of MIT president Howard Johnson’s office to protest the university’s backing of war-related research. While many faculty supported the occupation of Johnson’s office, “Denise was the only one to stay through the night with the students as ‘protection’ against police violence in the event of an early morning bust,” Mark Pawlak remembered. There was a sense of Richard “taking time off” from these important revolutionary activities to come to class. In fact, he graduated from MIT in January 1970, earlier than planned, in order to avoid the possibility of expulsion.

Edelman was the grandson of left-wing Russian immigrants who had settled in Wisconsin, where he grew up. In The Wedding Feast, his grandfather, a revolutionary in Russia in his own youth, speaks with a mixture of empathy and disillusionment to his grandson, the young American revolutionary of the present. Edelman’s close emotional ties with his family’s Eastern European past must have been very attractive to Levertov, who herself felt “straddled” between places and generations. This is the context in which she placed him in “A New Year’s Garland for My Students,” where, in the first section devoted to “Richard,” an old poet, “overhearing / lovers telling one another poems,” is reminded of his youth and hungers for a world they “can / live in forever.”

Levertov also admired the work Edelman had undertaken as a community organizer. He was a member of the Juche Collective in Cambridge, the largest group of young white radicals in the country apart from the Weathermen. The collective’s members lived in two group houses in the Boston area, each with fifteen or twenty people, and they provided a variety of community services: a food
cooperative, a newspaper, and the Red Cellar Book Store, where poetry readings took place. (Denise celebrated this venue in her poem “At the ‘Mass. Ave Poetry Hawkers’ Reading in the Red Cellar Book Store.”) They were also watched by the Cambridge police, who raided the Franklin Street house in November 1970 and charged several people, including Edelman, with “being in the presence of narcotics” and in “possession of illegal firearms.” When the case went to trial, on December 18, 1970, the charges were dismissed and the judge ordered the police to return the money, books, and suitcases they had seized. Not only did Levertov appear in court as a material witness for Richard Edelman, she also successfully persuaded her friend Allen Ginsberg to give a reading to raise money for the defendants.

Denise sharpened her thinking about revolution by talking to Richard Edelman. As he pointed out, she and Mitch had come from the tradition of nonviolent protest à la A. J. Muste, but by the time she got to MIT, the situation had changed. “People realized it was going to take disruption, raised to a level that was unpleasant, to end the war. What would this involve? Bodies thrown in front of trains? Throwing a bomb? She longed for a world she could live in forever, a peaceful world, but at the same time she saw descent into chaos, where people she loved could be hurt or killed.” On one level, Levertov’s long poem “Staying Alive” is about coming to grips with the possibility of violent protest as a means both of stopping the war and of changing the social system. On April 15, 1970, during the period in which “Staying Alive” was written, Levertov spoke at a rally at the University of Massachusetts. She stopped short of fomenting violence but declared that people “must be prepared to act militantly”: “The days of mere protest are over, and the days of separating war, and racism, and pollution of natural resources, and social injustice, and male chauvinism, into neat little compartments are over.” And her poem “The Day the Audience Walked Out on Me, and Why,” dated “May 8, 1970, Goucher College, Maryland,” is at once a memorial to the (white) students killed by the National Guard at Kent State University four days earlier and an indictment of those in mainstream American society who refused to remember the dead blacks among them, or to hear her plea for “actions of militant resistance.”

Richard Edelman appears in “Staying Alive” several times: In the entr’acte following part 2, he is the angry young man who is absent from a class retreat at “Casa Felice” on Cape Cod, the “Revolutionary” whose words, “Your struggle is my struggle,” open up new vistas to the poet. In part 3, he is one of the young friends with whom Levertov remembers enjoying the movie Rock Around the Clock, on a cold March night in Boston during a respite from protesting. In the entr’acte following part 3, titled “Let Us Sing Unto the Lord A New Song” (from Psalms), she associates his energy, his “pulse,” with the meshing of revolution
and poetry necessary for spiritual renewal. And at the end of part 4, as the news of the invasion of Laos becomes official, she quotes him, along with older poet-activists Dan Berrigan and Etheridge Knight, in the poem’s final apostrophe:

O holy innocents! I have no virtue but to praise you who believe life is possible . . .

As indicated in the passage above, the concept of “revolution” in “Staying Alive” is cultural and religious as well as political. The poem appears in To Stay Alive, published in 1971. In this volume, Levertov was continuing to rethink her relation to language and subjectivity, as well as, more broadly, the connection between poetry and politics, and between art and life. As she put it later, these times called for a poetry of “political anguish” that was both “didactic and lyrical.” Deliberately carrying over poems from The Sorrow Dance and Relearning the Alphabet, Levertov was very aware of themes recurring, transposed into a new key, and of reconsidering the lyric genre. She hoped that the volume would be seen as “having some value not as mere ‘confessional’ autobiography, but as a document of some historical value, a record of one person’s inner/outer experience in America during the 60’s and the beginning of the 70’s.”

As is common with many experimental works of art, however, reviewers and critics did not fully appreciate her achievement. In an extreme case, Tom Maschler at Cape, Levertov’s second English publisher, refused to publish the book, finding “the Berkeley riot poems . . . too political.” Even sympathetic critics, like Marie Boroff, felt “irritated” by “being made to switch back and forth between poetic and moral response,” and James Mersmann found “a note of something too hard, too intransigent in these poems.”

Since then, To Stay Alive has received more responsive critical readings, but the full extent of its richness and scope has yet to be appreciated. At a distance from the 1960s and 1970s, we can look back at its central poem, “Staying Alive,” and read it anew. First, consider the implications of its overall structure. The poem consists of “Prologue: An Interim,” written in Puerto Rico in February and March 1968, while Mitch was awaiting trial for aiding draft resisters. The prologue is followed by four untitled main parts, numbered sequentially, of which three are subdivided further. Despite the sequential numbering, Levertov’s emphasis is not only on moving forward, but also on digging down, reexamining. After her initial meditation, in part 1, on the options of “Revolution or death,” at the beginning of part 2 she writes,
Can’t go further.  
If there’s to be a  
second part, it’s not  
a going beyond, I’m  
still here.

Part 3, dated “summer of 1970,” chronicles Levertov’s return to England and Eu- 
rope, where, delving deep into the well of dream, she recovers estranged aspects  
of herself before “report[ing]” in part 4, after returning to America, that  
“When the pulse rhythms  
of revolution and poetry  
mesh,  
then the singing begins.”  

In the prologue, Levertov raises several concerns, starting with the erosion of  
language in wartime. To “repossess” their souls and regain perspective, she and  
Mitch have flown to the sea, but they continue to feel the pressure of current  
events, and one of Levertov’s main strategies is the juxtaposition of passages from  
the news with passages of lyric reflection. An implicit question is raised about  
the value of the lyric in the face of the intolerable political situation. Levertov’s  
desire to reanimate language from a position on the seashore is reminiscent of  
Nathaniel Mackey’s concept of “coastal poetics,” a stoic way of knowing in re- 
response to social distress that acknowledges “erosion, oscillation, drift.”  
Her frus- 
tration also underlies the desire “Not to forget but to remember better,” which  
drives the long poem to follow. 

The desire “to remember better” indicates that the poem is a kind of elegy. But  
what kind is it? Like classic elegies, it mourns a loss, but Levertov also addresses  
a contemporary crisis that she and her audience do not understand as a fait ac- 
compili, and the poem praises the actions of living people as well as the dead. So  
it is also an ode. We might also call the poem a spiritual-cultural autobiography,  
or a lyric-epic after the manner of Pound, H. D., William Carlos Williams, and  
Olson, since it fuses the political and the internal. With its emphasis on historical  
truth claims and filmic strategies, it is also a documentary poem, and one critic  
has called it a verse drama. 

Levertov’s early exposure to the documentary poetry  
of W. H. Auden is evident here, as is her admiration for that of Muriel Rukeyser,  
whose work fused lyricism with political and social concern.  

A major aspect of the poem’s structure is thus far unaddressed: the function  
of the interludes after each major part, which Levertov titles with the resonant  
French word entr’ acte. An entr’ actes music played between acts of a drama, as in  
the Nutcracker ballet, for example. In “Staying Alive,” Levertov alludes to two  
popular rock albums that captured the period’s emotional upheaval: the Rolling  
Stones’ hit “Sympathy for the Devil,” in the section “Looking for the Devil Poems,”
and the Grateful Dead album *Workingman’s Dead* in part 4. *Entr’acte* is also the title of a 1924 silent film (with musical score) by René Clair, one of Levertov’s favorite filmmakers, in which Clair experiments with cinematic special effects: fast and slow motion, split screens, superimpositions. The entr’acte after part 2 is nine sections long, with one of these sections itself subdivided into four parts, making the total number of lines much longer than part 2 itself. The entr’acte is the part of the whole most concerned with the antiwar activities of Denise and her youthful compatriots. These crosscurrents enrich the poem in ways yet to be explored.

The same enrichment is true of the way in which Levertov incorporates phrases from Keats and Swinburne into her reflections. Having posed the problem of “Revolution or death” in the opening section, where death is associated both with Chicago’s Mayor Daley (evoking the violent riots during the 1968 Democratic Convention) and with Rilke’s “unlived life / of which one can die,” favorite lines that evoke a death of the soul worse than physical cessation, Levertov then turns to a deeper meditation on death. Considering the death “that’s not the obscene sellout,” she continues:

```
Death lovely,
Whispering,
a drowsy numbness . . .
‘tis not
from envy of thy happy lot
lightwingéd dryad . . .
Even the longest river . . .
Revolution or death. Love
aches me. . . .river
winds somewhere to the sea.
```

The italicized words are from Keats’s “Ode to a Nightingale,” which she says, later in part 1, was “the first and only poem [she] ever learned by heart,” and from Swinburne’s “The Garden of Proserpine.” In both cases Levertov takes liberties with the original texts, combining phrases in new ways, disturbing the original rhythms, and misremembering words, particularly Swinburne’s words, which are, “That even the weariest river / Winds somewhere safe to sea.” Beyond the allusions to Keats and Swinburne, the implications of her improvisations are worth reconsidering. Although her first love was classical music, Levertov discovered jazz in the United States (as well as rock music) and, through her associations with Black Mountain College, knew the work of several avant-garde composers. In these improvisations she implies that the given is only the beginning. In concert with these Romantic predecessors, in re-membering their words, she tests the limits of her own voice. “Love / aches me,” she writes, before returning to
Swinburne’s lines. The inverted syntax of that statement—is it a variation of Keats’s “negative capability”?—suggests a deep knowledge of human vulnerability, a posture of abjection reminiscent of that in The Sorrow Dance. It also implies passionate desire in the mode of the decadent-Romantic’s underworld garden. This is death as intensity of life or as “sleep eternal” (in Swinburne’s words). After a space on the page, Levertov returns to “the river,” the fecund flow of consciousness, but she is less sure of its sublime power than her Romantic predecessors were.

The desolate struggle against the Vietnam War, a group struggle, necessitates a new relationship with the numinous. “Revolution” is the wrong word because it “implies the circular,” as Robert Duncan has reminded her, but “it’s the only word / we have.” To convey her meaning more accurately, she adduces three powerful images of revolution that seem to be superimposed upon each other cinematically. The first is of the crown of a tree raising itself out of “the heavy / flood,” lifting a branch to the sky; the second is of an arm raised in the crawl stroke, in water suddenly alive with other swimmers; in the last, the “evanescent” is made “solid”: “Islands / step out of the waves on rock feet.” This is consciousness deliberately and purposefully extending itself, as Levertov, in touch with many others, young and old, on two continents—average citizens as well as leading intellectual and literary figures—dramatizes the advance. “Staying Alive” is passionately engaged, formally innovative, and rich in social and cultural allusions. It is the centerpiece of a volume that speaks for and to its time, as Levertov hoped, and also beyond its time, and it addresses the ordeals and joys of a life committed to a process of spiritual growth and social change.
In the summer of 1970, when Levertov went abroad to recuperate, America was in turmoil. On April 30, President Richard Nixon had sent troops into Cambodia. Two days later, a meeting of student leaders at Yale called for a national student strike. Desperate to effect change, students flung themselves into the revolutionary maelstrom. There were demonstrations at over half of the nation’s campuses, many of which closed. Then, on May 4, at Kent State University in Ohio, armed National Guard units were mobilized to stop militant war protestors and four students were killed, a tragedy repeated at Jackson State College in Mississippi. On May 9, the mobilization brought over one hundred thousand people to rally in Washington on only ten days’ notice. Reaction from the Right was just as quick and angry, with helmeted construction workers assaulting student demonstrators in the Wall Street area in New York. Yet the war in Indochina continued, seemingly impervious to protest. Denise shared the students’ distress but had reservations about what could and should be done. She had not returned to England for twenty years and sorely missed the company of her old friends there, whom she felt could help her to understand more fully the implications of that prevalent term revolution. The court case against Mitch had been dropped, so she felt free to go, but since she and Mitch continued to quarrel, she decided to go alone.

She arrived in London in July; was greeted by her friend Betty Mitchell, with whom she stayed for several weeks; was reunited with Betty’s younger brother, David; and met his partner, David Hass. The four visited Keats’s house in Hampstead, a favorite childhood haunt. Denise also met Olga’s partner, Harry Green, who had accompanied Olga at the end of her life, and visited with Iris, the eldest
of Olga’s four children, who had been estranged from her mother. She was struck by the difference between Harry’s happy memories of Olga and Iris’s anguished account of severing relations with her. This disparity reconfirmed Denise’s sense of Olga’s tragic duality.

While in London, Denise called her old boyfriend Norman Potter and went to see jazz pianist Race Newton and his wife, who now lived in Yorkshire. Both men were glad to hear from her. “People seem more relaxed in England” than in America, she noted in her diary; perhaps they are less engaged with the “historical present.” Later that month, she went with David Mitchell to her old neighborhood in Ilford, which seemed to her unaltered, as if Mansfield Road had been frozen in the Edwardian era. The red brick houses, each with its neat garden plot, exuded an air of calm and order. They picnicked in “unchanged Valentines Park” and revisited the historic mansion in Wanstead Park, in which she had wandered as a child. Then they took the bus to Barkingside, where they visited her father’s grave. She found herself shedding tears at being absent at his funeral to support her mother.

At the end of July, Denise spent a week with Betty at her cottage in Netherbury, near the seashore in Dorset, with its breathtaking view of the church high up on the hillside. The pace of life seemed set by the slow movement of the Hereford cattle, grazing in the valley below. This was Thomas Hardy country, conducive to deep reflection on mankind’s indifference to human suffering, and the two women exchanged memories of their girlhood during the war, their years of greatest growth. Denise also confided to her old friend her troubled feelings about her marriage. She felt guilty that she wasn’t happier with Mitch and that she expressed her rage caustically. Betty reassured Denise that, far from harmful, acknowledging these negative feelings was beneficial and would lead to creative release.

Like Denise, Betty had been in therapy with a Jungian therapist, and the two women explored the meanings of their dreams together. They shared a similar recurring nightmare in which the world ends in fiery darkness and holocaust. (Denise had recounted it earlier in a letter to Robert Duncan.) In Bet’s version of this nightmare, which Levertov incorporated into part 3 of her poem “Staying Alive,” she is trapped in a tunnel whose ends are blocked by “great dogs.” In the poem, Bet passes on to the poet her therapist’s advice about how to cope with this anxiety. Since she can’t escape from the tunnel, she has been advised to sit quietly in it:

Make a place for yourself
in the darkness
and wait there. Be there.
The dogs
will not go away.
They must be transformed.
Dream it that way.
Imagine.
Your being, a fiery stillness,
is needed to TRANSFORM
the dogs.
And Bet said to me:
Get down into your well,
it’s your well
go deep into it
into your own depth as into a poem.²

When she read this passage, Betty Mitchell was moved by Denise’s profound recognition of their mutual terror, and by her emphasis upon the transformative possibilities of the imagination.³ Betty wrote, referring to its correlatives in fairytale and myth, that it was like Beauty and the Beast or the Eumenides, Greek deities of vengeance, who, when accepted, “changed from the Furies to the Kindly Ones.”⁴

At the beginning of August, Denise set off alone for Europe, stopping first in Italy at Riva del Garda, where she mingled in the outdoor cafés with young people who seemed untouched by the cultural revolution occurring in America. When she recorded this adventure in “Staying Alive,” she noted that there is still “No sexual revolution here, no Women’s Lib.” Men “still prowl as they used to,” she observes, and she is reminded of waiting alone for Mitch in Florence after the war, when she was warned to “watch out” for male predators. The difference now is that she isn’t frightened anymore; she finds these men “only foolish” and obstructive. In Rijeka, now part of Croatia, the situation is more politicized, at least among Arabic-speaking blacks. She exchanges international news about “Revolutionary Achievements” with Abubakar, a young Sudanese man to whom she gives her Panther button, an international symbol of black freedom, and she is reminded of the “easy-going goodness of people” noted by José Yglesias in his book about the Cuban revolution. The fellowship she feels is like that among members of the youth collectives in Boston, except that the latter are “more frantic,” reflecting the pace and tension of American life.⁵

Levertov’s destination on this trip was Brunnenburg Castle in the Italian Alps, where she spent several days with Mary de Rachewiltz, Ezra Pound’s daughter. The two women had met in 1963 in New York at the home of H. D.’s daughter, Perdita Schaffner, and had become good friends, seeing each other often when Mary was in the United States. Mary remembered Denise relaxing on the terrace of the castle with her cross-stitching in hand, and taking long walks by herself on the surrounding mountain paths. There was one “lively evening” with the British novelist and translator Christine Brooke-Rose and the Italian publisher Vanni Scheiwiller, during which “Denise translated impromptu the Tonino Guerra poem: mio nonno faceva i mattoni / mio padre facevo i mattoni / . . . com’ è che io
non ho una casa. [My grandfather made bricks, my father made bricks . . . and yet I have no house.]” Denise loved this poem by the well-known Italian screen-writer and promised to send her translation to Scheiwiller, but she never did.⁶

Levertov noted in her diary that she took a long walk with Brooke-Rose (who had been divorced twice), during which they discussed marriage, and that Brooke-Rose read to her from her 1970 book of stories, Go When You See the Green Man Walking. Levertov also read Pound’s autobiography, Indiscretions, which she found “amusing” but also “crudely prejudiced.”⁷ So restorative was the ambience at Brunnenburg Castle that Denise returned the following summer and wrote two poems, “In Silence,” and “To Antonio Machado,” both of which praise the inspiring beauty of the mountainside. As she put it in the second poem, she wished that Machado, who had been against Franco in the Spanish Civil War, was still alive “to drink of the cold, earhtasting, faithful spring,” and

to receive the many voices
of this one brook,
to see its dances
of fury and gentleness, . . . ⁸

Denise then proceeded to France in mid-August. She met Betty Mitchell in Chartres and returned with her to England before flying back to Boston. On the plane home, Denise wrote in her diary, “I leave Europe with an extraordinary sense of confirmation in my being, if not in what to do next. Aside from Barbara [Fussiner] (and of course M[itch] himself) there is no one comparable to my old friends.” That she was recommitted to the cultural revolution upon her return is emphasized in the fourth part of “Staying Alive.” It is also evident in an unpublished poem, narrower in scope, titled “A Question from Denise Levertov—London—Summer 1970,” where she explicitly connects racism in America with the history of England and Europe. “Who are the dreamers?” the poet asks, thinking about the politics of nationhood. She muses that, given the bitter truths of power, the dream of “freedom,” though bestowed by England upon America, cannot really be safeguarded by any state. Americans “thought / they could not move in wrong / directions” and there was “some weight to support this dream.” Schoolchildren everywhere were excited by the words “Give me liberty or give me death,” except those to whom they did not apply:

Others, whose lives
ingrained them with the experience
of wakefulness
—like the blacks—
knew it for a blind
sleep.⁹
These concluding lines suggest that, to the vulnerable and disenfranchised, the dream of freedom is an empty delusion.

When she returned to Boston, Denise continued to struggle with the personal dimensions of the revolution she had undertaken. In the fall of 1970, she invited Dennis Riordan and his girlfriend, Linda Falstein, to live with her and Mitch rent free for a year on Webster Street, in exchange for housekeeping duties. Denise had booked several readings for 1970 and 1971, fearing she wouldn’t be able to find a teaching job because of her protest activity. (MIT did not renew her contract.) But then, before the semester began, she obtained a position as artist-in-residence at Kirkland College, which involved a commute to Clinton, New York. Because she would often be away, she asked Linda to help Mitch with the cooking.10 The offer of a place to stay was an act of generosity that was typical of Denise, Falstein remembered. However, one had to take care not to disturb Mitch when he was working or resting.

Denise and Mitch tried again to repair their marriage, but their problems continued. Denise felt that Mitch made no attempt to woo her, a sign that she was no longer attractive to him. By this time, she also may have known that he was in a relationship with a younger woman. Her diary reveals, as early as 1968, that she knew of an affair, but she seems to have thought that it occurred when Mitch was on the West Coast, and she even appeared to sanction it, worrying rather at her lack of jealousy. It seemed “unnatural” that she had been “perfectly happy with no sex at all while he was gone.” Her suspicions led her to consider separation, but she quickly rejected this as “too disruptive of Nik’s sense of security.”11

In fact, Mitch had become romantically involved with the writer Jean Stewart, his former student at Drew University. They had met in the fall of 1966, when Jean took Mitch’s creative writing class, and become intimate in 1967, after her marriage ended. She remembered him as a “terrific teacher, very committed to the students, enthusiastic, focused, and passionate about life, about social justice, and about good writing.” Perhaps most important to a fledgling writer, he recognized the distinctiveness of her voice. The relationship was “a closely guarded secret” until Mitch and Denise separated. By 1970, Jean was living in Maine, and when she and Mitch were together at the farmhouse he and Denise had bought in Temple as a rural retreat, Mitch was very discrete: “He would frequently disappear into the phone- &-mail room off the kitchen, closing the door behind him,” to have, she guessed, “long, low-voiced conversations with Denise.” At these times, Jean would decamp to another part of the house.

Mitch also worried that the neighbors would find out about his affair, and that his and Denise’s reputation in Temple would be ruined by gossip and public condemnation. So great was Mitch’s concern for secrecy that he had Jean “wear a
disguise (his old felt hat pulled down low, coat collar turned up, etc.) when riding with him in his Volvo.” She felt “ridiculous” and the secrecy made her “queasy,” but she was young, and “he—[her] adored mentor as well as [her] lover—knew best.” Even in the midst of this love affair, however, Mitch spoke often about Denise, with “admiration for her brilliant writing and her passionate political grounding,” and he “considered her the greatest living poet of the twentieth century.”

Mitch’s concern for secrecy about his relationship with Jean Stewart may have contributed to friction with Nikolai during this period. As Linda Falstein recalled, Mitch was worried that someone he didn’t like would buy the property abutting theirs in Maine. To prevent this and to amass more woodland, he and Denise bought the adjoining parcel containing a house and they gave it to Nikolai in 1966, for his seventeenth birthday. Later, Nikolai and his girlfriend, Day Gleeson, had plans to live there, but as Day approached graduation from the Rhode Island School of Design, these plans changed. The young couple decided they would prefer to live in the Greenwich Street apartment in New York City, where Nikolai apprenticed himself to a lithographer. There was tension around his decision not to live in Maine, Nikolai confided to Linda; she thought that Mitch offered the house to protect himself rather than to help his son. Falstein felt that this kind of disingenuousness reflected a contradiction in Mitch’s character: here was this movement leader, who believed in “community” as an ideal, who was so interested in protecting his personal privacy. Yet Mitch wasn’t honest with himself or with his own son, who may well have suspected something amiss.

In the fall of 1970, Denise and Mitch had begun to consult a therapist, Dr. Pearlman, about their sexual difficulties, but Denise was not satisfied with their sessions with him. She was annoyed that they always talked about “the man’s humiliation and psychic castration” and “never the woman’s shame and psychic numbing.” She also confided to Pearlman that, at their country house in Maine, she was dependent on Mitch because she didn’t drive. She thought Mitch enjoyed her dependency and wondered if he would feel the same about their life there if she drove and could leave at will. Reflecting in her diary upon why she never learned to drive, she associated it with having never made a definitive break with her parents, with not feeling like “a real grown up person.” At the same time, she added, in “reaching out towards others,” she “sought . . . pleasure and reassurance.” She recasts this sense of Mitch’s preference for the dependent wife, “the one in homespun,” over the wayfaring woman, “the one in crazy feathers,” in her poem “The Woman.” Here the poet wearily insists, “Alas / they are not two but one,” and concludes plaintively, “Can you endure / life with two brides, bridegroom?”

The hurt and pain indicated above form part of the context for Denise’s continuing attraction to younger men. Earlier, she had been infatuated with George
Quasha, and now she did not deny the strong erotic aspect of her feelings for Richard Edelman, expressed in several poems in *Footprints* (1972) and *The Freeing of the Dust* (1975). With his mop of curly blond hair and lively blue eyes, Richard had the mischievous look of a young man open to experimentation. He is the one, in “The Poem Unwritten” and “What She Could Not Tell Him,” for whom Levertov longs, attracted to his physical presence, revolutionary fervor, sensitivity, and unabashed affection for her. In “A Time Past,” she remembers, wistfully, a moment on the front steps in Maine when he openly returned her declaration of love for him: “that one instant, / your cheerful, unafraid, youthful, ‘I love you too.’” He was much too young for her, of course—about the same age as her son—and he had been her student. In “The Needles,” she conveys twinges of conscience related to that relationship. Richard has told her about a poem he is writing for her that, in its imagery, suggests that he felt he had hurt her unintentionally.

Many weeks later, when he confessed, looking away, that he had been unable to finish the poem, the meaning of his writing block sunk in:

Needles paused
for an instant on my skin
before they drew blood.
Some may view Levertov’s infatuation with Richard Edelman, her student, as an abuse of power, since a word from her—positive or negative—could affect him professionally as well as personally. In fact, she herself had similar concerns that she expressed in an unsent letter to him. The context was an invitation to dinner, extended to her and Mitch, which she had refused, not wanting to put Richard to the expense. His disappointed reaction made her realize that perhaps he was really saying, “How can I relate to this powerful older person who refuses to receive, who insists on maintaining the upper hand by only giving?”20 She continues, “Of course it is not entirely true, because in fact . . . before long I was desperately wanting you to love me as I loved you. But I was asking for what I wanted rather than just being receptive to whatever you could give me.”

Richard Edelman denied feeling pressured as a student by Levertov. He had more important things to worry about than whether he was in her good graces, he remembered, like whether he would be expelled from MIT for his leadership role in the protests on that campus.21 One must understand Levertov’s interactions with him in their social context, he pointed out. This was a period when sexual politics were changing. The class considered itself a “circle of artists” for whom conventional teacher-student behavioral norms did not apply. Further, Denise’s feelings for him (and for others), he thought, had as much to do with her own nature as with the problems in her relationship with Mitch. “She was a person who purposely kept herself attuned to every aspect of life; it was part of being an artist. She was extremely sensitive and alive and so fell in love easily.”

Edelman’s observations about the role of eros in the lives of artists, as perceived by Levertov, are borne out in her poem “Goethe’s Blues,” which is based on Goethe’s “Trilogie der Leidenschaft,” a poem inspired by his unsuccessful marriage proposal to young Ulrike von Levetzow. In her poem, dated 1970, and placed after several poems about her longings for Edelman, Levertov empathizes with the elderly Goethe, whose heart still tears at him like a “young animal, its fur / curly and legs too long.” In the face of this unrequited love, she imagines, his fame seems to him irrelevant at best or, ruefully, “a box / in which he is kept.” Yet this love for a young woman in his old age is “not unkind”; it kindles in him something of the fire and passion of his younger days.22 That Levertov’s infatuation with Edelman may have served a similar purpose was further attested to by Mark Pawlak. When he and Richard visited Beatrice Levertoff in Mexico in the mid-1970s, Mark was struck by how much Richard resembled an old photograph of the young Mitch Goodman he saw on Beatrice’s bureau, despite the difference in their coloring.23

In the winter of 1971, Denise was involved in a PEN prison writing program. The program was premised on the rehabilitative powers of writing and provided in-
mates across the country with the attention of skilled writing teachers. She had been mentoring Tommy Gene Grato, an inmate in a Washington State penitentiary whose work showed merit, and with customary enthusiasm, she wanted to assist with his life after prison as well. As she wrote to Robert Duncan, she wanted to help a “convict friend,” incarcerated on McNeil Island, to find a halfway house after his release, which could be as early as the next year. Her good intentions with respect to Grato backfired when, on drugs and in possession of a gun, he began to suffer attacks of paranoia in Seattle in April. Denise was teaching at Denison University in Granville, Ohio, when this happened. Her class was interrupted almost every hour by calls from Grato and from a mutual friend, a Catholic radical who was monitoring Grato’s behavior. At the same time, a thunderstorm was raging outside. Denise relished the ironies of the impassioned scene that ensued: “There was a wild rainstorm with thunder & lightning & kids running out shirtless to enjoy it & running back in to the Baudelaire/Rilke discussion, dripping & joyful, & meanwhile a girl had rescued a tiny baby rabbit . . . from the mouth of a Siamese cat . . . & I had it on my lap & eventually it unfroze from its fear & I was feeding it warm milk off a teaspoon . . . Life!” Jean Stewart remembered that, later, the prospect of rescuing Grato seemed less appealing to Denise and Mitch, both of whom became fearful. Mitch was concerned that, since he knew their Temple address, Grato would seek them out when he came east in the summer.

By this time, Denise had had a brief experience of imprisonment herself. On May Day 1971, she participated in the attempt by a coalition of antiwar groups to shut down the federal government. The plan was to combine massive traffic disruptions with marches on the Pentagon, the Justice Department, and the Capitol, over a period of three days. Police made arrests on an unusually broad scale, and on May 4, Denise was jailed overnight. In her poem “The Distance,” she draws on this experience, but her emphasis is not on the discomfort of protestors like herself, who “wait and sing in ugly but not uninhabitable cells,” and are able to “refuse the standard prison liverwurst sandwiches” because they know they’ll soon eat decent food. Rather, she focuses on the distance between their temporary inconvenience and the untenable situation of the Vietnamese, who manage to keep their spirits alive amid carnage and death. Many have been imprisoned in “tiger cages,” with only “a few grains of rice” to eat. Levertov imagines them crowned by fire, “their spirits / visible,” and wonders if, in the same situation, American antiwar protesters could find “in ourselves / that steady courage.”

At the end of May 1971, Denise and Mitch moved from East Boston to Brookline, where they lived in a large Victorian house with two younger couples at 19 Brook Street, near Fenway Park. Denise loved both this area of greater Boston—“full of little parks and gardens,” she wrote to Hayden Carruth—and the fact that
she and Mitch each had a workroom in addition to their bedroom. The group shared the kitchen and living area as well as the household tasks. She found the young people “easy to live with.”

This communal household had been started in 1970 by three young women—Nicole Symons, Felice Merritt, and Thea Tenenbaum—who moved in with their husbands or “significant others,” Arnie Reisman, Yoram Gelman, and Michael Radetsky. They called it “the smash monogamy commune,” Reisman said, remembering the sexually liberated, countercultural ethos of the place.

Denise wasn’t too upset that, when they moved in, Mitch spent only two nights there before going up to Temple by himself for a week, because she recognized his state of general uncertainty. They were leaving for England in June, in any case, and they hoped time together there would aid in resolving their growing differences. (Mitch had ended his relationship with Jean Stewart by then with this intention.)

In England they stayed first with David Mitchell and David Hass in London, where Denise was reunited with Olga’s two middle children, Richard and Julia, whom she hadn’t seen since their childhood. She and Mitch also visited the poet and publisher Jonathan Williams, an old friend of theirs, in the Yorkshire Dales, and they undertook a tour of the English countryside, walking from village to village and stopping overnight in little inns and farmhouses in a manner reminiscent of their marriage’s early days. To some extent, this worked for Mitch, who wrote to Hayden Carruth that, although he would rather have been in Temple, it was “good to be alone, the two of us, sharing it intensely.”

Mitch returned to Boston in August, but Denise stayed on by herself for several weeks. She went to Italy to visit Mary de Rachewiltz and took the train to Wales, visiting her aunt Dora, who lived in Holywell, the region of her mother’s childhood. Levertov’s poem “By Rail through the Earthly Paradise, Perhaps Bedfordshire,” was probably inspired by this trip. Its title refers to William Morris’s poem The Earthly Paradise, as does its subdued, melancholy tone. (Morris was drawn into political action soon after he conceived of the compensatory paradise of art depicted in his poem.) As she travels through the English countryside, “looking and naming,” Levertov wishes the train would slow down. Although traveling alone, she is “not hungry / not lonely” for human interchange; she is troubled only by her happiness without it. She wishes the train would halt for her “at a station in the fields,” and that she could become

> a carved stone
  set in the gates of the earthly paradise,
  an angler’s fly
  lost in the sedge to watch the centuries.

Art is only a momentary escape from the pain of mortality in this deft pair of lines: the carved stone’s Edenic setting is undercut by the fisherman’s lost lure.
In December 1971, Denise took another solo trip, this time to Russia, where she attended an international writers’ conference. An avid reader of Russian literature since childhood, she was very excited about the trip and sought advice from her friends Estelle and Wassily Leontief. (The latter had spent his early life in Saint Petersburg.) Denise left for Moscow on December 8 and stayed at the Hotel Minsk on Gorky Street, the famed center of the city’s cultural life. It was thrilling to pass the statue of poet Vladimir Mayakovsky on the way to the hotel and, later, at the Writers Club, to find that several Russian poets knew her work. Andrei Voznesensky greeted her warmly, inviting her to his home, and she also met Victor Ourin, who had translated some of her poems into Russian. She felt a bond with Ourin, who had been severely injured in World War II, and when she returned to the United States, she praised his “genial hospitality” in an introductory note to his work. She was also particularly pleased to meet, at the conference, the Vietnamese novelist Nguyen Cong Hoan, who said to her, “We are of one heart.” She would later dedicate her poem “Modes of Being” to him.

People in Moscow looked well dressed, Denise noted in her diary, but what did it mean that the street sweepers were women? She enjoyed one evening of Romanian folk dances and another evening at the Moscow Art Theater, where she saw a performance of Chekhov’s *The Seagull*. Denise was also taken to Novodevichye Cemetery, where she was impressed by Chekhov’s tomb. She noted having visited the Dostoevsky Museum and the Bolshoi Ballet, and toward the end of the trip, she took the Moscow subway by herself. “People in Russia push awfully,” she wrote, reflecting later that this belligerent Russian atmosphere was probably due to “the cataclysmic experiences” they have undergone: “serfdom . . . WW I, civil war and revolution, privations, Stalin terror, WW II.” In the middle of the trip she spent a few days in Leningrad, where she especially enjoyed the Kirov Ballet, in its “elegant old theater,” and the Hermitage Museum, with its fine collection of impressionist paintings. Upon her return to Moscow, she spoke to Russian students about form in American and Russian poetry. Perhaps the highlight of Denise’s trip to Russia was a visit, on Christmas Day, to Yasnaya Polyana, Tolstoy’s estate outside Moscow, where she saw “the very table, & pens . . . with which *War and Peace* & A.K. & *Resurrection* . . . were written.” Elated, she flew home the next day.

Back in Brookline, Levertov expressed amazement about the amount of alcohol she had seen consumed in Russia. While she customarily enjoyed a short bourbon and water at the end of each day, this was drinking of another magnitude. She wittily captures the intemperate texture of Russian intellectual life in her poem “Conversation in Moscow,” a meditation on modern culture. Set in a Russian tavern, where glasses are “filled and refilled” with red wine after dinner, the poem records a wide-ranging conversation between five “members of the tribe of the word”: four Russians (a poet, a biologist, a historian, and an interpreter) and
Levertov herself. They talk intensely about the various mysteries and paradoxes of cell biology, of revolutionary politics (Lenin, Kropotkin, and Nechaev are referenced) and of art: why is Dostoevsky, the reactionary, still the most beloved writer in the Soviet Union? And they arrive, at midnight, at a shared insight about the human condition. “The Poet / never must lose despair,” says the Russian poet, whereupon the eyes of the group “meet and hold.” They agree that despair and joy coexist at a source in the “mineshaft of passion,” that “grief and delight” are “entwined in the dark down there.”

•••

“Conversation in Moscow” was first published as a fundraising endeavor by the Hovey Street Press, which printed leaflets and posters. It was founded in 1971 when Richard Edelman saw that there was only one underground press in the region, the New England Free Press. Edelman worked there first, learned how to print, and then decided to focus on direct action printing for progressive organizations. He gathered a few people together, raised money, and bought a printing press and other equipment. The group operated first on Hovey Street in Cambridge and then in Inman Square; besides doing printing jobs for the community, it aspired to publish books as well. The press’s first book was an investigation into the murder of George Jackson that analyzed the role of white people in the black liberation struggle. The press operated for about four years; the employees paid themselves very little and worked additional jobs to meet other costs.

Hovey Street Press was one of several small presses and little magazines that Levertov supported by sending poems and eliciting financial support from her network. Another was Hanging Loose Press and the magazine of the same name, still active, whose founders included Levertov’s former students Richard Lourie and Emmett Jarrett. Hanging Loose magazine was an outgrowth of things, which lasted only three issues. For the latter, Levertov had written her essay “An Admonition,” correcting the editors’ understanding of Williams’ “no ideas but in things,” which informed a manifesto they had sent her. The first issue of Hanging Loose magazine contained work by Levertov and other well-known writers, but the magazine also featured work by writers, both new and older, who deserved a wider audience.

Levertov also contributed to movement leaflets more directly. In April 1972, having returned from an antiwar protest in Chicago where she had seen an exhibition of powerful photographs of Vietnam by Don Luce, she wrote to her politically active friends, suggesting that publication of these photos might energize people. She thought the time had come when, dulled to violence though the public might be, a “confrontation with visual materials . . . might have a shock
She suggested that all the movement presses in the country cooperate in printing a leaflet that would show graphically what the U.S. air strikes “actually DO” and then saturate the country with it in a mass mailing. If those on her list (sixty-seven individuals and organizations) thought this was a good idea, she offered to help raise the money necessary to implement it.

Richard Edelman was a recipient of this letter. He and Mark Pawlak, as well as others from Levertov’s MIT class, were her frequent companions in the early 1970s. Richard worked as her secretary for a while, and she nurtured both his and Mark’s careers as poets, inviting them to read with her in the Boston area and sharing with them the fees from these readings. On such occasions, she would sometimes embarrass them by saying, “These are my poet geniuses.” In fact, in her poem “The Quality of Genius,” Levertov alludes to various past students, and her poem “Growth of a Poet” is drawn from impressions of young men like Richard and Mark. They are prototypes of “the wild moonbull” who

grazes alone
a field of infinite, dewdrenched,
drops of red clover,
sharp spears of grass

which are words.

By then, Mark Pawlak was teaching at the Group School in Cambridge, a school for children in housing projects that espoused a progressive, nonauthoritarian philosophy of education, like that of the Summerhill School, founded in England by A. S. Neill. Levertov was interested in education, Mark remembered, and he invited her to visit him at the school, some of whose students came from poor, immigrant families like his own. Pawlak’s first book, The Buffalo Sequence (1977), contained poems drawn from his childhood among Polish immigrants in a working-class neighborhood in Buffalo, New York. In her introduction to it, Levertov wrote that she admired Pawlak’s “concept of an oral tradition that would respect and incorporate ethnic speech-ways,” and that this was not simply a theory, “but rather a description of process” that had been intuitively explored. Pawlak remembered that, in fact, the project of getting back his “real voice” after having acquired an educated voice, to which he alluded in that book, was partially derived from conversations with Levertov about the poetry of William Carlos Williams. While Mark was writing these poems, he and Denise also had many conversations about his family, which inspired Levertov’s 1974 poem “A Letter to Mark About a Photograph.” She had seen a photo by Nina Howell Starr of a care-worn, middle-aged woman in a housedress and was reminded of these conversations. Dedicated to Mark, this poem emphasizes “the quality of
compassion” that Levertov found in Pawlak’s work. She carefully distinguishes compassion from pity, which holds itself aloof. In her poem, she addresses Mark as follows:

Your gift is to reveal
poetry in the cries caught in nameless throats,
in eyes gazing into the streets of trouble,
and foolish tender joys suspended
in half-light of memory; . . .

At the same time, Mitch also maintained close connections with students, but the combination of his relative lack of accomplishment as a writer and his political notoriety made him less in demand as a teacher than Denise. Mitch had short-term teaching jobs followed by extended stays at Temple. Mark Pawlak came to think of him as “an itinerant scholar/provocateur,” noting that wherever he taught, Mitch tended to hold teach-ins to raise awareness about the war, which were often followed by disruptions. In the spring and fall of 1971, Mitch taught a course on “Anarchism, Counter-Institutions, and Local Community” at Tufts’s Experimental College, and in the spring of 1972, he was invited to Mankato State College in Minnesota to be the Chair of Ideas in the Department of Political Science. This was a particularly tense period in American involvement in the Vietnam War. In response to the Vietnamese spring offensive, Nixon had authorized massive bombing campaigns, and napalm bombs were dropped on civilians, including children. (A photo of a badly burned young South Vietnamese villager fleeing from her hamlet became an enduring image of these bombings.) Throughout April and May, protests erupted on many campuses, including Mankato State. Mitch supported the protesters, of course, and he organized a symbolic act of civil disobedience, the closing of the interstate highway that ran through Mankato. The community became so polarized that there were threats against Mitch’s life. Mankato State’s president, James Nickerson, and the political science department chair advised Mitch to leave the university campus earlier than planned. He stayed on until June 12, however, in response to the requests of some students. One of these was the twenty-two-year-old Sandra Gregor, with whom he would fall in love.

By the summer of 1972, Denise was spending most of her time in Brookline while Mitch was in Maine. In her diary, along with entries about such political activities as putting together a leaflet with activists Noam Chomsky and Roz Zinn, she mentions Mitch’s ongoing writer’s block on his novel and his fatigued voice on the telephone. She wonders, sadly, about the sources of his desire to write. Had he transferred to her “his sense of obliging his mother by succeeding in school?” She denies feeling competitive with him (or anyone) as a writer, but recognizes that she competes in other ways. She has to be “the kindest” to her “protégés,”
for example. She also recognizes that she struggles against Mitch’s “protective paternalism” out of a need for independence. In these reflections, Denise tried hard to understand her role in Mitch’s difficulties, and although somewhat defensive, she was honest about her own flaws and failures.

That summer, Mitch was rethinking the state of their marriage more radically. He disliked being alone in Maine so much and asked himself why Denise wasn’t there. However, being alone, “often close to despair, caused certain recognitions to emerge.” One of them was the need to restructure their lives, if they were to stay together. Another was his “realization that the old style—where we had long quiet months in Temple together—is gone and may not return.”

He acknowledged that Denise had mixed feelings about the place and needed her friends and activities in Boston, while he felt that Temple was the only way of life that had substance for him now.

It was not that life at Temple was totally without pleasure for Denise. Mark Pawlak remembers happy afternoon walks with her there, when she told him stories about her childhood in Ilford: “As she bent to pick wildflowers, she called each by its name: Dutchman’s Breaches, Butter-and-eggs, Cowslip, Forget-me-not . . . names she had first learned from her mother.” She also led Mark on mushroom-hunting forays in the Temple woods, where they found edible boletes and chanterelles, and she showed him “how she made spore prints of the gilled mushrooms by placing individual caps on slips of notepaper, leaving them overnight, each covered by a teacup.” Then they would “pore over her well-thumbed copy of Kaufman’s Mushrooms of North America.”

There were also neighbors whose company Denise enjoyed. The poet Ted Enslin lived in Temple, as did novelist George Dennison. Bob and Rita Kimber, German translators, lived near Temple Stream, and for a period, Denise took German lessons from Bob Kimber. Poet Henry Braun, from Philadelphia, and other city writers summered in the area. Pawlak remembers attending a lamb roast party at Dennison’s farm, which was a Temple summer tradition, with entertainment and dancing for adults and children: “It was a feast out of Brueghel.” Yet, as a steady diet, especially in the winter months, life in Maine was too isolating for Denise.

Mitch’s pressing need to live in Maine full time was not the whole truth of his situation that summer. Although he did not mention her to Hayden Carruth or to others, Sandra Gregor had come to live with him. Mitch did not tell Denise either, but she found out from mutual friends. On a visit to Maine, the Pfeufers chanced upon Mitch and “a young girl” together in the house at Temple; dismayed by this finding, they told Suzy Groden, Denise’s secretary and friend. Not long after, when Denise confided to Suzy that she thought her marriage would succeed despite its problems, Suzy thought it best to tell Denise what she had learned. Denise was deeply hurt and angered by this news. She resolved to confront Mitch
and tell him that, if things were as they appeared, from her perspective there was little hope of saving the marriage.

Mark Pawlak remembered a corroborating incident. One August day in 1972, while Mitch was in Maine, Mark sat with a dejected Denise on the front steps of the Brook Street house. She told Mark, very deliberately, that she had a new poem she wished to read to him. It was called “Crosspurposes,” an acknowledgment of the fact that, despite continuing efforts to communicate—the poem is based on two letters passing each other in the mail—she and Mitch had grown further and further apart. As she put it in the poem,

They are two songs
each in a different key
two fables told
in different countries,
two pairs of eyes looking past each other
to different distances.

Although Denise and Mitch would stay together until 1974, this was perhaps the first sad expression on Denise’s part of an eventual determination to pursue separate lives.

... In November 1972, just before Nixon’s reelection, Denise traveled to Hanoi with Muriel Rukeyser, a fellow poet, and Jane Hart, war resister and wife of U.S. senator Philip Hart (D-Mich.). Denise was deeply moved by the “grace and gentleness” of the Vietnamese people, as well as by “their genuine revolutionary solidarity,” she wrote in an essay. The mix of bicyclists, water buffaloes, and oxen on the road reminded her of Mexico, and she found it strange, strolling by the shore of one of the lakes within the city, to experience “so much peace here.” This was “the peace at the heart of the storm,” she realized. Not only was the “atmosphere of good fellowship” laudable, so were other aspects of Vietnamese culture, particularly the view of death. Unlike the American fear of death, which, she thinks, results in endemic violence, the Vietnamese “don’t court death but they accept it, and thereby are able to truly ‘cherish life.’” When this essay appeared in her 1973 collection, *The Poet in the World*, some reviewers were discomfited by the single-mindedness Levertov exhibited, which seemed more suitable for a crusader than a poet.

While Levertov expressed some of the same impressions of Vietnam in such poems as “In Thai Binh (Peace) Province,” and “Fragrance of Life, Odor of Death,” in her poetry the tone is more modulated. She is abashed by the physical and spiritual beauty of the Vietnamese, as in these lines from “In Thai Binh (Peace) Province”:
It is that life, unhurried, sure, persistent,
I must bring home when I try to bring
the war home.

Child, river, light.\(^{55}\)

When in Hanoi, she visited a silk-screen artists’ collective; impressed with their art depicting heroic Vietnamese men and women fighting the U.S. military, as well their street scenes of Hanoi, she commissioned the Hovey Street Press to reproduce these works, which were then auctioned to raise money to help fund the Bach Mai Hospital, among other causes.\(^{56}\)

Upon her return from Hanoi, Levertov gave a press conference at the Arlington Street Church in Boston. Since she and her two companions were among the first American visitors to go inside a prisoner-of-war compound, the reporters were particularly interested in the living conditions of the American servicemen there. In her replies to their questions, she sounded like a lobbyist. She reported that the POWs she saw were in excellent health and living in what had formerly been officers’ quarters, emphasizing the cleanliness and utility of their camp. She said that she and her companions were surprised by the kindness with which they were treated in captivity. As soldiers in the field, the servicemen had heard that the bombings were going to bring home the POWs, and they were therefore supportive. Once they arrived at the POW compound, however, they found that the other prisoners were not in favor of the bombings, which were not hastening the end of the war but rather adding to the numbers of POWs. Denise reflected more deeply upon the experience of meeting these POWs in her poem “The Pilots,” in which she incorporates the challenge they represent to her own worldview. She sees them as “victims of the middle America they come from,” who did not “understand precisely / what they were doing.” For if they did understand, and “would do it again,” then she must “learn to distrust” her own preference for trusting and liking people.\(^{57}\)

Shortly after she returned from Vietnam, Denise invited some friends over to Brook Street for dinner and a “show-and-tell” about the trip. Richard Edelman, Mark Pawlak, and Denise’s son, Nikolai, were among those seated at the table. She showed photos she had taken, posters, and silk screens, and she told her guests about concerns the Vietnamese wanted to convey to people in the antiwar movement. “They had told her about the antipersonnel weapons that the United States were producing,” Edelman remembered, “weapons to maim people, made of shrapnel.”\(^{58}\) “Oh,” she said, jumping up in the midst of her account, “I’ve got to show you the most incredible thing I found.” She brought out a round object, about the size of a softball. Having had an engineering background, Richard Edelman was taken aback. After a moment, he said, incredulously: “Denise, that’s a bomb. Why did you bring it back?”
Somewhat chastened, she replied, “It was there. They showed it to me. It was supposed to be a dud, and I just picked it up and put in my purse, and I brought it back in my suitcase on the airplane.”

But Richard persisted, “Did they clear this? Did they tell you it was okay? How do you know?”

By now everyone in the room was getting tense just looking at this object, which they realized could be deadly. Richard said, “Listen, we’ve got to get rid of it. You can’t have a bomb lying around your house,” and he suggested that they go to the Boston University Bridge and throw it into the Charles River.

Denise would have none of it. “No,” she said, her voice quivering. “I am responsible. I will go alone. I will risk my life. No one else should risk his life . . .” Finally, to everyone’s relief, Richard convinced her to let him drive her over to the river, and the group piled into the car. They stopped in the middle of the bridge, jumped out of the car, and threw the bomb over the side.

This incident is typical of Levertov’s political naïveté. Although intellectually brilliant, she could sometimes be uncritical, even credulous, when caught up emotionally. At the same time, she was also practical. With material she provided from this trip, the Hovey Street Press published a pamphlet on antipersonnel weapons in Indochina that was distributed nationally by antiwar groups as an organizational tool.

Shortly after Levertov’s return from Vietnam, Nixon ordered the terror bombing of the very landscape she had seen. Denise, Mitch, Nik, and Mark Pawlak were stranded in the farmhouse in Maine when they heard about the Christmas bombing of Hanoi. Luckily, despite a severe winter storm, the phone lines were working. As Pawlak observed, Denise and Mitch “took turns making calls to the outside world . . . trying desperately to mobilize friends, poets, and Movement activists to stage demonstrations against what they viewed as an atrocity. Denise was inconsolable. . . . Mitch was calmer, methodical, wearing his organizer’s hat.”

This was the context for Levertov’s poem “A Poem at Christmas, 1972, during the Terror-Bombing of North Vietnam,” in which the poet imagines herself an assassin whose targets are Kissinger, Nixon, and their associates. She feels driven “to this extremity” by “the infection of their evil.” Intense and prone to fits of frustration and rage, Levertov was aware of the latent ferocity in herself and others. In this poem, she acknowledges a capacity for murder.

The bombing also led Levertov to sever ties with some poets she had long considered friends. As early as 1970, she had adopted a policy of refusing to participate in readings because she felt that something more than reading poetry as a form of protest needed to be done. She believed that poets differed from other people only in having “a specially intimate relation to words,” and thus that they needed to participate in demonstrations and rallies along with others if they were committed to ending the war. In her poem “Goodbye to Tolerance,” dated
January 1973, she parts company with “Genial poets, pink-faced / earnest wits” who are able to remain neutral while her “brothers” and “sisters” are dying. She prefers imbalance and “fanatic tears” to the “jovial, murderous / wry-humored balanced judgment” of such people. The ground has “split” between them and herself. While it is hard not to sympathize with Levertov’s impassioned stance against the war, an unattractive inflection of contempt toward any deviants is suggested in this poem. Sometimes Levertov carried the righteousness of her cause too far.

The escalating war in Vietnam also affected Levertov’s view of poets from abroad. In 1973, she became embroiled in a controversy over the Russian poet Joseph Brodsky, who had defected from the Soviet Union to live in America and teach at the University of Michigan. In a letter to the editors of The American Poetry Review, she objected to the attention devoted to him there. As she later reiterated, she could understand how people, especially Jews, would want to leave Russia. But she felt critical of them coming to America when it was engaged “in a particularly heinous war,” because their doing so “was always used by professional anti-communists, even anti-socialists, as an opportunity for sounding off.” She felt that a sophisticated writer like Brodsky, who knew his decision would be construed as a political act, could have chosen a more “neutral” country. She also found reprehensible statements by Brodsky “admiring Richard Nixon.”

Although Robert Duncan was neither a “pink-faced” wit nor a right-leaning émigré, the ground between him and Levertov was also splitting. By the fall of 1971, the religious and political differences that underlay their friendship had erupted in an exchange of increasingly heated letters. From Duncan’s gnostic, anarchist viewpoint, war was a function of the inescapable dualism of mortal existence and the artist’s task was to sublimate the evil of America’s imperial violence in the transfiguring harmonies of the poem. Since he thought this required disengagement from political action, he feared for Levertov’s poetic soul. For her part, Levertov drew on her Christian upbringing to assert a vision and ethic based on a concept of man’s potential goodness. “The concept of the Incarnation is the concept of Man’s redeemability, however fallen into corruption, for man was made in God’s image,” she reminded Duncan. Fidelity to these convictions required her to oppose the war by speaking out and joining with others in protest. To Duncan’s charge that her political involvement was naive, she retorted that she’d sooner take that chance “than wait inactively until [she] was perfectly sure all [she] did . . . was morally, intellectually . . . correct and justified.” For her, the need for beauty was now inseparable from the desire for social justice and repair. Poetry was a social practice.

Most galling to Levertov, however, were not Duncan’s ideological differences but his tendency to respond to her poems as psychological documents. He used
the psychoanalytical language of projection to pinpoint what he regarded as her personal pathology and thus put himself in a position of authority. This reductive stance had begun earlier, when Duncan had imputed to a personal source the violent image (“implosion of skinned penises”) in her poem “Advent 1966,” and it was also evident in his depiction of her as Kali in his “Santa Cruz Propositions.” It climaxed in a letter on October 19, 1971. In his critique of To Stay Alive, Duncan accused Levertov of adhering to “a political etiquette, or approved moral stand,” and of not going far enough in plumbing what he sensed was personal anger beneath the political slogans. Poems like “Life at War,” “What Were They Like,” “Tenebrae,” and “Enquiry,” he wrote, “are not to be read properly in relation to Vietnam . . . but in relation to the deep underlying consciousness of the woman as a victim in war with the Man,” the source of which was “the deep well of [Levertov’s] own life.”

In a long response to this letter, written over the course of a week, Levertov expressed her hurt at this criticism vividly: “You say my poems which talk about Vietnam aren’t at bottom about Vietnam at all but about the sex war. That is unmitigated bullshit, Robert.” She went on to question his assumptions about her political affiliations, pointing out that although now more sympathetic to women’s problems than she had been earlier, she was not a member of a women’s liberation group, nor did she hate men. She also pointed out that she had every right to write about the war as part of her imaginative experience. Citing a Christian tenet as support, she wrote, “We are members one of another.” Further, she addressed the insulting imbalance of power his psychoanalytic language implied, pointing out that she would never say something like that about his poetry. In her view, it was “double talk and evasion” to “reduce every piece of artistic work to something dealing with inner conflicts, under the guise of the overt subject whatever it may be.” Shortly after this exchange, Levertov suggested that Duncan put aside his commentary on her book, and they agreed to stop writing to each other for a year and a day.

In November 1972, that time was almost up, but Denise felt disinclined to engage in the old intense relationship with Robert, who had been an important mentor. As she put it, she had outgrown her emotional dependency on him and no longer sought his approval. This was part of a social trend, she noted, “when reassessments of many relationships have become . . . necessary and unavoidable.” Sometimes the only way to forge new relationships with old friends was through such “painful reassessments.” Denise probably would have engaged in such a reevaluation, because Duncan wrote that he regretted the ferocity of his earlier attack on her, but an episode occurred that revived her earlier objections and destroyed the friendship.

James Mersmann’s Out of the Vietnam Vortex: A Study of Poets and Poetry (1974) contained major chapters on both Levertov and Duncan. Although Mers-
mann’s discussion of Levertov’s antiwar poetry was mostly sympathetic, he referenced in the book Duncan’s judgment that, for Levertov, “the war is only an irritant that knocks the scabs from already present psychological sores”; in an extended footnote, he cited Duncan’s words from an interview conducted in 1969. Well before Mersmann’s book was published, Duncan had reassured Levertov that he had justly reevaluated her work. She was shocked, therefore, to find in Mersmann’s book the footnote in which Duncan derides her poems as displacements of her sexual neuroses, and she made it clear to Duncan “that such an unwarranted attack, personal and public, went unpardonably beyond their legitimate disputes and required his disavowal or rescission.”

Yet despite this affront, Levertov responded to an invitation to contribute to a collection of essays about Duncan’s work, Scales of the Marvelous (1979). “Some Duncan Letters—A Memoir and a Critical Tribute,” written in 1975, is both a generous tribute to her old mentor and a reflection on the limits of their friendship. Levertov traces the “riches Duncan’s friendship gave [her] and the flaws in mutual confidence which by the 1970s impoverished that friendship.” Alluding to their recent antagonism, she concludes that their conflict “is still unresolved,” as if there were still hope of a resolution. But, to the eventual regret of both parties, Levertov and Duncan were never reconciled.

It was three years before Duncan responded to Levertov, and although he intended a rapprochement, he made no apology. In fact, he made no reference to the Mersmann interview at all, choosing instead to praise Levertov’s 1978 book, Life in the Forest. Reading these new poems had enabled Duncan to reassess his feelings for her, he wrote, and to recognize that the “range of sentiments” in her recent work had been “won in just those ‘War poems’ ” he had disparaged earlier. But while she was appreciative of his comments about Life in the Forest, Levertov could not respond as he wished. His letter came too late, she wrote: “I don’t find it in me to respond with the warmth & gladness you expected. There can be a statute of limitations on emotional commitments.”

There are indications in an unsent letter to Duncan that Levertov hoped to resume their friendship spontaneously, if they met by chance. That never occurred, at least not in life. When Duncan died, Levertov wrote an elegy to him, “To R.D., March 4th, 1988,” that recounts a dream she had exactly a month after his death. In the poem he appears to her in a cathedral. They clasp hands wordlessly and listen together as “strong harmonies rise / and begin to fill the ancient stone.” Later, she wrote that the dream left her “with a strong feeling that we were, in fact, truly reconnected.” Further, about a year before her own death, Levertov wrote to Albert Gelpi about the falling-out with Duncan: “Retrospectively, I feel I was too stubborn & should have forgiven him when I received the word about Life in the Forest—it was unChristianly stiff-necked of me. But at that time I was not able to think that way.”
In the midseventies, Levertov’s rift with Duncan, in addition to her disaffection from some earlier poet-colleagues, left her somewhat isolated from the contemporary poetry scene. As she wrote to Kathleen Fraser, who had invited her to San Francisco State University for a reading, she couldn’t face a visit to San Francisco. The place “is almost synonymous” with Duncan for her, and she was repelled by the “thought of a poetry scene out there.” She had “dropped out of the NYC one” and didn’t know of any in Boston. She prefers the company of “very young unknowns” who are “not part of a scene,” and when she reads in Boston, it is “always for some political/humanitarian cause.” Of her own generation, “Galway Kinnell and Hayden Carruth and Muriel Rukeyser are virtually the only famous ones” she sees voluntarily, and among the less famous, Henry Braun and Jane Cooper. She thinks it’s healthier to spend as much time as possible with people who do other things, and mentions the biologist Ruth Hubbard as a new friend her own age, as well as old friends, like the Fussiners.

This self-imposed isolation did not affect Levertov’s standing in the literary world. She continued to be invited to teach and read at colleges around the country. She was poet-in-residence at Wells College in Aurora, New York, during the month of January 1973, and then the Elliston Poet-in-Residence at the University of Cincinnati for the spring quarter, beginning at the end of March. The University of Cincinnati paid Levertov and also awarded her an honorary degree. While at Wells, Levertov resided at the historic Paul Jones House, named after the eighteenth-century naval commander, and she enjoyed this connection with American Revolutionary history immensely. In a whimsical thank-you letter to the dean, she sent “a tiny poem addressed to the antique clock in the Paul Jones House,” suggesting that they “put the typescript inside the little cupboard with the key, to be found, perchance, by some other temporary resident there who takes it into his or her head to wind the clock as I did!” Perhaps most gratifying of all, she was hired to teach at Tufts University the following academic year (1973–1974), and she would soon become tenured there as a professor.

Levertov’s position at Tufts was particularly fortuitous because, in the winter of 1973, she and Mitch bought a house at 4 Glover Circle in West Somerville, within walking distance of the campus. It was a modest, two-story Victorian house on a lane between two streets, with no traffic. There was a living room, dining room, and kitchen on the first floor. Denise’s study was on the second floor, taking up the entire north side of the building. Across the hall from her study were the master bedroom and a guest room, and at the top of the stairs, a former sewing room had been converted into a small library. The large mahogany table that Denise worked at was placed against the back wall of her study, where a window faced onto her tiny backyard and beyond to Davis Square. This is the view depicted in the photograph on the cover of her 1973 essay collection,
Davis Square was a quiet working-class enclave then, and Denise had several friends in the neighborhood. Robbie Pfeufer, now divorced from her husband, lived across the street, and Mark Pawlak and Richard Edelman were within walking distance. As Denise wrote to James Laughlin, she looked forward to teaching so near to where she lived. Not only would transportation be easy, but she’d also have the “moral support of some permanent friends . . . after a bad day.”

The plan was for Mitch to spend the autumn in Maine, and for her to visit him there on weekends.

Although Denise and Mitch bought the Somerville house together, Mitch never lived there. Instead, it became a symbol of the different directions their lives had taken and a means of easily dividing their property when they decided to divorce, an inevitability that was rapidly becoming clearer. In the summer of 1973, with Denise away, Mitch confided to Hayden Carruth “the strain” they had been living with “for so long now.” They had come to feel that there was “nothing more to say” to one another. As her world had become larger, his had shrunk: “City vs. country. There are so many parts to it, dove-tailing. What it leaves us with is uncertainty.”

By December of 1973, however, Mitch was ambivalent. He went to visit Denise in Somerville for the winter months, writing that he and Denise “have their problems,” but “do enjoy being together, most of the time.” Also, he realizes he has been depressed and doesn’t want to live alone in Maine through another winter. From his workroom at the top of the Somerville house, as he looks out over an urban scene reminiscent of their early days in New York, he writes, nostalgic for “the acid of it, the edge, the crazy energy, the bitter grinding surfaces.” Also, he has had an idea for some political action in Washington in early May, having to do with amnesty for draft resisters, that would repeat “the very successful May Day demonstrations in ’71” with important variations in tactics and targets.

Despite such efforts at renewal, the marriage came to an end during the next year. Although earlier Denise had been concerned about the effect of a divorce upon Nikolai, he had become independent, and though still anxious not to hurt him, she felt he was sturdy enough now to accept it. He was twenty-five, and she was proud of the man he had become, noting in her diary his “charm, kindness, & courage.” In December 1974, Denise wrote to Mitch that she had removed her wedding ring, having heard that his friend, Sandy, was now living with him in Maine. She had waited until he had someone else before removing it, she wrote, but while she was the “verbal initiator” of the divorce process, she was finding the finality of it difficult. Unlike Mitch, she doesn’t have someone special, she continued. She thinks it best if she doesn’t see Mitch for a while, and she asks him to remove his belongings from the Somerville house over the winter break when she visits her mother in Mexico.
A little later, she writes again, reviewing their relationship in response to an accusatory letter from him. She says that she wouldn’t have turned her attention to younger men if she and Mitch had had a decent sex life, that she felt the conflict between them grew as she became more successful, and that she needed “soothing and love as much as he did.” She doesn’t feel she has been “ruthless” in relation to him, and indeed, she “lost [her] feeling of affection for Adrienne [Rich] precisely because [she] felt [Adrienne] was.” (Rich had left her husband, Alfred Conrad, in the sixties, but she did not behave ruthlessly to him, as Denise thought.) She writes that she will start legal proceedings, commenting that it is easier for her than for him “because of the social stigma of a man leaving a marriage.”

Denise also felt that she was starting a new life with more in hand than Mitch: more money, more security, more self-confidence, and “no backlog of depression.” Her need to justify herself, her steely side, takes precedence over sadness, regret, or self-pity in these letters to her husband of twenty-seven years.

Denise’s allusion to an earlier rift with her former close friend Adrienne Rich in the context of her divorce from Mitch is revealing, given the divergent political trajectories of the two women. Both were driven by the confluence of sexuality and politics, but in different ways. Like Levertov, Rich protested vigorously against the Vietnam War, but soon after she moved with her family to New York City in 1966, she separated from her husband, who later committed suicide, despite her having urged him to seek psychiatric help for his depression. Unlike Levertov, by the seventies Rich had become increasingly identified with the feminist and lesbian movements. An exchange of letters between them in the spring of 1966, when Levertov stayed with Rich in Cambridge during one of her trips to the Radcliffe Institute, refers to a clash that sprang from differences that simmered below the surface even then.

It appears that when Rich confided her feelings, perhaps about the tensions in her marriage, Levertov did not respond sympathetically. Instead, she departed in tears and did not say good-bye or thank you. Trying to explain the outburst that had occurred, Levertov wrote: “I seem not to have given the sympathy which you said was the one thing you asked of me as a friend. We talked more or less rationally. But I think perhaps my feeling that possibly you were not on the right track was based not on any of the things we spoke of but on my feeling of your mood, which was unfamiliar to me and which, like a yellowish light among massing clouds, just made me feel (Not think) ‘this bodes no good.’” She felt confused and sad, Denise continued, and thinks “there were . . . factors in that conversation of which [they] were both unconscious.” Since she values the friendship, she hopes for the “restoration of communion.” Rich’s reply is reassuring, but it contains a caveat. Agreeing that what occurred was perhaps “a bringing out into the open of many unconscious or rather unworded matters,” she added that what
Levertov heard from her and saw in her “was nothing really new, only the fact of being able to say it aloud was new.” She told Levertov not to worry but asked for psychological space: “I am very grim at present but I’ve been grim before and have struggled through and done what I had to. I haven’t become a Golden Notebook woman, or a heartless woman, or an intellectual Emma Bovary. But don’t now, just now, expect—well, don’t expect.”

In retrospect, when her own marriage was over, Levertov realized that her earlier outburst at Rich had reflected nascent concerns about the direction of her own life as well as that of her friend. A nerve had been touched, and the two remained out of contact for many years, despite the efforts of mutual friends. As poet Marge Piercy remembered, she “tried unsuccessfully to patch up things between them” in the early 1970s, but Denise was “judgmental about Alfred Conrad’s suicide and hurt Adrienne’s feelings very deeply.”

Levertov’s poems about divorcing express the ambivalence of the process more fully than her letters to Mitch. In the short series, “Cloud Poems,” which are dedicated to Mitch, she captures the inherent sadness of the divorce and tries to imagine a sunnier future landscape in which they resume their friendship. In “Don’t You Hear That Whistle Blowin’ . . .” (dated September 1974), referencing the Blues tradition, she conveys the strangeness of awakening from a dream where a train has passed to remember that Mitch will soon be gone from her life. In “Divorcing,” she depicts Mitch and herself as “Siamese twins” who are not sure if they can survive separated from each other. And in the three-part sequence “Living Alone,” she chronicles, first, the stirring of renewed life within; then, on other days, complete silence. Finally, since the flowers she planted blossomed despite her denial that they were ready, she asks wryly: “What magic denial / shall my life utter / to bring itself forth?” James Laughlin particularly liked this last sequence. He found it “direct and personal,” but yet objective and strong, “with no trace of self pity, or self indulgence, that one sometimes finds in ‘confessional’ poetry.” He also felt reassured that she seemed active and happy and was “getting along alright.”

By February 1975, Denise and Mitch had both accepted the new status quo and were able to sign an amicable divorce agreement. Mitch spent two evenings with Denise in Somerville, during which they reviewed their material affairs and remembered better days. They were even able to wish each other deeper happiness with someone else than they had had together. This wish inspired Levertov’s poem “Libation,” in which she celebrates their new agreement. They wish each other “the luck not to need luck” and they “smile”: “After these months of pain we begin / to admit our new lives have begun.” Denise continued to correspond with Mitch and remained attached to him. She confided in him about her life alone, as if he were her brother. It was important to her that the divorce not be acrimonious.
Although there were minor frictions at first, Denise would also come to accept and like Mitch’s second wife, Sandy Gregor, who returned these feelings. Sandy remembered Denise as “never otherwise than kind to me.”

Mitch and Sandy married and had a son, Matthew, in 1980, and Denise developed a fond, avuncular relationship with the child. In a 1983 interview conducted in her Somerville home, she pointed to a photo of two-year-old Matthew on her refrigerator, and said, “See that toy turtle he’s sitting on? . . . I bought him that.” She would also, over the years, be responsive to Mitch’s requests for money, continuing to help him when he needed it, as she would other friends. And she came to see their living arrangements in the country and city ironically. As she put it, “Mitch and I sort of switched our relationship to nature: he didn’t used to care what the names of flowers or trees were. He was a real city person. Now he’s the country boy, and here I am in Somerville.”

Levertov could be fierce when angry, but she had a capacity to forgive human frailty in herself and those close to her. This aspect of her character is perhaps best represented in the title poem of her prizewinning 1975 volume, *The Freeing of the Dust.* First published in 1972, before the decision to divorce, the title poem expresses a desire for regeneration well beyond the poet’s present turmoil. Levertov does not refer to her life explicitly, but there is an intimated autobiographical pressure behind image and scene here, especially when this poem is read in connection with the other, more confessional poems in the volume. Appropriately, for a poem about restoration, she chooses as interlocutor Shakespeare’s tragicomedy *The Tempest,* a play beloved for its lighthearted profundity. Her poem is both an imaginative commentary on Shakespeare’s play and an artful expression of deep self-acceptance.

Shakespeare’s critics have connected the theme of freedom in *The Tempest* with ancient Roman comedies, but in her opening line, Levertov situates the play in an even older context. “Unwrap the dust from its mummycloths,” she writes, alluding to the Egyptian rite of embalmment, first practiced by the goddess Isis to restore the dead body of her husband, Osiris, to eternal life. Replacing Prospero as magician, the poet imagines a reverse rite of disembalmment, of freeing the remains, of letting go. She then forgoes those parts of the drama that are rooted in revenge tragedy (the usurpation and restoration of a kingdom), to focus on Ariel and Caliban, characters who dramatize contrasting aspects of human nature.

In Levertov’s poem, as in Shakespeare, Ariel represents “the fluid elements of water and air and also those bodiless energies of nature that strike us as ‘spiritual,’ ” and Caliban, “the earthy and earthbound, low, material.” But differing with Shakespeare’s Prospero, who acknowledges Caliban but banishes him to a cell at the end of the play, Levertov reconciles these two aspects of the self. In
the following lines, she carries through the Egyptian motif to accomplish this end, since virtually all Egyptian goddess forms were symbolized by the lotus:

Let Ariel learn
a blessing for Caliban
and Caliban drink dew from the lotus
open upon the waters.

In Shakespeare’s play, where the sea is pervasive, restoration is accomplished by the future marriage of Miranda and Ferdinand, but in Levertov’s poem, the “bitter” river water does not accomplish the reconciliation of Ariel with Caliban. Rather, the “dew” on the lotus is instrumental. It brings about a metamorphosis in the atmosphere, which changes, languorously, from water into air. As the “ashes” of death are transmuted into “seeds” of life, the sexuality of the imagery becomes more pronounced, but this reconciliation of body with soul is not associated with marriage or any other social institution. In the following passage, even language is ultimately eschewed:

Bitter the slow
river water: dew
shall wet his lips with light.
Let the dust
float, the wrappings too
are dust.

Drift upon the stir
of air, of dark
river: ashes of what had lived,
or seeds
of ancient sesame,
or namelessly
pure dust that is all
in all.

After a significant pause, Levertov’s poem ends with paired commands to Ariel and Caliban, and its concluding image is strongly sexual:

Bless,
weightless Spirit. Drink,
Caliban, push your tongue
heavy into the calyx.⁹³

As in Shakespeare’s play, a transformation of perception has occurred. In the “freeing of the dust,” more is restored than has been lost. Levertov proceeded, reawakened, into her new life freely and without bitterness.
PART FOUR

Sleepers Awake (1975–1988)
There is a note of bravado in Levertov’s claim, during her divorce, that she has more assets than her husband of twenty-seven years, but she would have been the first to admit that professional success and financial security do not easily replace emotional attachment or even sexual self-confidence. She deplored the loneliness of not being most important to anyone, but she vowed not to take refuge in any new romantic relationship until she had learned to be more independent. Yet the flow of energy within her remained strong, and she felt reassured of her desirability after a visit in the autumn of 1974 from the British documentary maker Stephen Peet, her old friend and former lover, who made her feel like a young woman again. Stephen offered “a lighthearted, un-fearful, unsentimental erotic happiness” that she had not experienced since before her marriage. He was committed to his wife, Olive, however, so his relationship with Denise was limited.

Beginning again as a single woman was both exhilarating and dejecting on several fronts. Levertov relished her freedom and did not deny her desire for intimacy, but she became increasingly vulnerable in the aftermath of each failed romance. A strong desire for justice and mercy informed her political activism, but she became more despairing about the fate of the earth. As her mother’s health began to fail and her son grew away from her, her losses increased, as did her attempts to compensate for them. The resultant emotional volatility was both a symptom of her struggle and a sign of her resilient spirit; yet the old adage that there is no growth without pain was not immediately applicable. The titles of the two books Levertov published in this period, *Life in the Forest* (1978) and *Candles in Babylon* (1982), reflect her sense of being lost in the dark and of burning. She would eventually find consolation in a turn toward religious faith, but in 1975 it
was human love and companionship she craved. As she writes in “A Woman Alone,” “She feels / so much younger and more beautiful / than she looks,” lines that undercut that poem’s hyperbolic praise of solitude.2

Then, into her loneliness came an Australian writer, twenty years her junior, with whom she fell in love. In the early 1970s, Ian Reid was teaching American literature at the University of Adelaide and coediting the Australian journal Southern Review, which had begun to publish poetry. Reid was eager to attract contributions from American poets whom he admired, so in early 1972 he wrote to Denise Levertov and Robert Bly, inviting them to send poems. Levertov responded with her poem “In Silence,” which struck Reid as “a wonderful lyric, imagistic in its economy and sensuous in its fluid rhythms.”3 When he replied, thanking her, he asked whether he could interview her by mail and publish the transcription alongside her poem. She agreed, and thus a conversation began that included such topics of mutual interest as neo-Romanticism in contemporary American poetry and Robert Duncan’s poetry, which Reid was studying. A rapport was established, and on that basis Reid wrote Levertov again in 1974 to tell her that he was about to spend a fellowship year with his family at Cornell University, that he’d be visiting Boston, and that he hoped to meet both her and Robert Duncan.4 She replied in friendly terms, gave him her home address and Duncan’s, and said she hoped to see him.

Reid had intended to be in Boston in April 1975 to run in the annual marathon, but he went there earlier, specifically to see Levertov. This was encouraged by the poet and musician Dick Lourie, a former student of Levertov’s, who had met Reid at a poetry and music festival in Ithaca and urged him to contact her. Thus Reid arrived at Denise’s Somerville home in November 1974, after a bus ride from New York, where he had examined Jess Collins’s series of paintings, “Translations,” at the Museum of Modern Art in order to appreciate the formal analogies between them and Robert Duncan’s poems. Reid had intended to stay in a cheap hotel in Boston, but Levertov was insistently hospitable, so he stayed three nights with her.

Looking back, Reid described himself at that time as “gauche, with very little social and amorous experience.” He had not sought a physical relationship with Levertov and—“though not exactly reluctant”—was confused about what it meant and apprehensive about its consequences, since he was married with two small children. He was “excited by the intellectual relationship,” he remembered, but Denise’s intense idealization of him as “the most congenial human being I could ever have imagined” became overwhelming and led him to draw away.5 Inevitably his labile emotions caused problems for Denise, but initially she was totally caught up in the romance of their relationship, writing in her diary that the age difference and the necessity of his absence was nothing compared with “the amazing reality in the eternal moment of his reciprocal love.”6 His affection for
her seemed to compensate for her earlier disappointments. They engaged in an intense correspondence over the next six months and saw each other again three times before he and his family returned to Australia.

Levertov recorded her romance with Ian Reid in “Modulations for Solo Voice,” a sequence of twelve poems written during the period of their correspondence and then published in *Life in the Forest*, where she noted that they might be subtitled “Historia de un amor.” While the emphasis is on her perspective—the sequence describes the waxing and waning of her ardor—the subtitle is certainly fitting, given the letters and shared literary interests between the two. In addition to his work on Duncan, Reid was writing an essay on Wordsworth, a favorite of Levertov’s, as well as translating Valéry, whom she often quoted in her essays. Perhaps most pertinent, given Levertov’s allusion to Carson McCullers in the epigraph to this poetic sequence and her admiration of Chekhov, were Reid’s thoughts about the formal qualities of short fiction for his 1977 book, *The Short Story*. The two exchanged ideas about the structural and tonal affinities between short fiction and lyric poetry in relation to such Romantic preoccupations as spots of time and birds of passage, as well as the “recurrence in modern short fiction of ‘wanderers, lonely dreamers and outcast or scapegoat figures’ similar to those encounters in Wordsworth, Nerval, Byron, etc.” Thoughts about Frank O’Connor’s *The Lonely Voice* and Robert Creeley’s preface to *The Gold Diggers* also occur in their letters, as do comments about Christina Stead’s collection *Salzburg Tales*, which Reid gave to Levertov in 1974. Levertov also read Stead’s novel *For Love Alone*. Levertov notes that section 6 of her poem “Modulations” “owes something to [the heroine] Teresa’s train journey back to London in the last chapter, [titled] *I am thinking I am free*, even though its experiential source was different.”

Reid remembered that the extended metaphor of “wayfaring” that links the first poem of Levertov’s sequence, “From Afar,” with the penultimate one, “From Afar (II),” traces an elliptical journey that had its source not only in exchanges about their personal travels (he had migrated from New Zealand to Australia before this sojourn in the United States) but also in the first verse of an old folk song (new to her) that he had sung to her their first evening together: “I’m just a poor wayfaring stranger.” The letter she wrote in December, right after his departure, mentions “wayfaring” explicitly with reference to his journey back to Ithaca through a fierce snowstorm. Reid was interested in how various kinds of journey shape narrative fictions as much as they shape one’s sense of direction in life: the quest, the exile’s wanderings, the peregrination, the pilgrimage. Levertov’s elliptical journey reflects an exchange they were having about the “rounding or circling impulse in lyrical forms,” and the imagery of round objects is repeated and modulated throughout the sequence (the globular world, beads, tears, nectarines).

In the sequence’s third poem, “Psyche in Somerville,” in which the speaker is tormented by her lover’s absence, Levertov alludes to the tale of Eros and Psyche,
an allegory of the suffering of the soul that must precede happiness and immortality. Unlike Psyche of ancient myth, the poem’s subject knows in advance the “travails” her gaze will bring:

*She* did not even know! She dreaded
a beast and discovered
a god. But I
know, and hunger
to witness again the form
of mortal love itself.¹⁰

Levertov probably also recalled Robert Duncan’s “Poem Beginning with a Line from Pindar,” which Reid had discussed in an essay he sent to her. Duncan alludes to Goya’s painting of Cupid and Psyche in his poem, noting that they have “a hurt voluptuous grace / bruised by redemption.”¹¹ The diffuse, nostalgic rapture of Duncan’s vision appears in two poems in Levertov’s sequence “Fantasiestück,” in which the speaker, addressing Shakespeare’s Ariel, imagines that Caliban has an “earthbound half-sibling” who understands “weight of body” better than he does. Levertov’s annotation on Reid’s manuscript copy of her poem indicates that it is about him, “Virgo and runner,” who she thinks has “less bodily passionateness than [she], Scorpio.”¹² Reid was revising a prose poem, “Cursive Script,” in which Ariel also appears. This rapturous vision also appears in “Dream: Château de Galais,” the sixth poem in Levertov’s sequence, which describes a dream of replacing Reid’s wife as the mother of one of his children. In the dream, Levertov and Reid are in a chateau that is infused with the nostalgic atmosphere of Henri Alain-Fournier’s novel, *Le Grand Meaulnes*, about an adolescent boy’s search to recover a lost love, an imaginary place, and a mood of wonderment.

This “Dream” poem follows “A Woman Pacing Her Room, Rereading a Letter, Returning Again and Again to Her Mirror,” a two-part response to Reid’s fraught letters of January 1975 about the difficulties around their future meetings. As a sop, he invites Denise to stay with him and his family in Ithaca and also, in the coming years, in Adelaide. He insists upon secrecy as a necessary part of his situation, since his wife and children are dependent on him: “So if secrecy is an undeniable fact, and if some guilt is involved . . . then I hope you won’t expect me to avoid all mention of those facts to you.”¹³ Reid also responds to Levertov’s fears that the pressure of furtiveness will make him grow to dislike her and that he will soon forget her, fears she also expressed in an anguished unsent letter to him in which she bemoans the fact that, although people are attracted to her, the ones she wants eventually turn away: she feels that no one truly loves her. “They all want other things—encouragement, supportiveness, or sex—but not the mixture of these things along with passion and devotion that is what I call ‘love.’”¹⁴
Perhaps she seems “too much of a handful,” she continues, “too much ‘Denise Levertov’ in quotes, too much of a Scorpio, too verbal—too what?”

In the first part of “A Woman Pacing,” Levertov reiterates these fears, comparing herself to an aging flower, “turning brown,” who cannot wait to see her lover:

In two years I may be richly
gone into compost—juice and fiber
absorbed in the dark of
time past, my fever
a flame remembered,
    old candle,
    old shadow.
Or in two years I may be straw.

In the second part, she stops pacing, reconsiders, and accepts the situation, asserting that risking oneself is part of living. “We can’t save / our tears in precious vi-
  als,” she writes, nor can we prevent whatever ephemeral “rays / of sun or star hom-
age” we receive, “from falling, from leaving.”15 As Levertov had written to Reid, “though it hurts like hell [she] would 1000 times rather be alive than numb.”16 This acceptance of life’s vicissitudes anticipates the ninth poem in the sequence, the six-part “Modulations,” written in May, after Reid’s return to Australia. Here the central metaphor is based on musical harmony, in which the formation and progression of chords, seemingly heterogeneous, results from inner necessity, a concept Levertov applies to the asymmetrical course of her love affair. She con-
cludes, in the poem’s last two sections, that she has recovered her balance, wel-
comed her imperfections, and freed herself from self-inflicted pain, quoting Emerson on the need for intellectual abandonment and trust. The entire se-
quence concludes with an “Epilogue” that again recalls Reid. Its opening image of a “migrating snow-goose” echoes the geese in flight on the cover of his 1975 chapbook *Rhumbs*, poems dedicated to her.

Levertov’s allusion, in “Modulations,” to “pain self-imposed,” which she es-
chews, refers to an important distinction in the sequence as a whole—the distinc-
tion between “pride-pain” and the true passion of victims of injustice. The latter, political in a broader sense, haunts her in the third poem, “The Phone Call,” which she wrote in Mexico while visiting her mother for Christmas in 1974. In the poem, she feels “ashamed” that only “lonely private sorrows” keep her awake. We also find political pain in the seventh poem, “Like Loving Chekhov,” in which Levertov praises Chekhov’s humanitarian journey to Sakhalin, a desolate penal colony off the coast of Siberia. Like Chekhov, the man she loves has admirable scrupulosity. And again, we find this kind of pain in the tenth poem, “Elle est Dèbrouillarde” (She is Resourceful), a poem in which she questions her emo-
tional state in the aftermath of the romance, asking if she really suffered, or if her
pain was merely hurt pride. She compares her relative lack of suffering at receiving few letters from her beloved with her tears at writing about her mother’s frailty in old age and at Professor Li’Li Chen’s essay about growing up in Peking during the struggle against Chiang Kai-Shek during which comrades risked their lives. Chen, who taught Chinese language and literature at Tufts, had been deeply involved as a teenager in left-wing politics, her “lost first love,” until her parents stopped her. Gently chiding herself, Levertov quotes William Morris’s phrase, “the fine art of unhappiness,” asking if it is really “losing its allure.”17 The close of Levertov’s sequence contains a subtle insight into the way in which neurotic suffering can provide a defense against both true passion and compassion.

The intensity of Levertov’s love affair with Ian Reid suggests a hunger for intimacy. She continued to strive energetically for justice and mercy as well. Although the Vietnam War was over by 1975, when she was awarded tenure at Tufts, the university was alive with political activity. Stephen Amberg, of the Tufts Political Action Group, remembered that many felt that the Vietnam War had not been an isolated mistake, but one instance of a pattern of policies that frustrated democracy.18 The group organized protests against other injustices, such as the U.S.-promoted coup d’état against the government of Chile, the American-supported Greek junta, the Franco regime, and Portuguese colonialism in Africa, and it protested military recruiting on campus. The group also promoted grassroots education, including a rally on prisoner rights at which Levertov spoke. In essays in this period, Levertov championed the work of Kim Chi Ha, a South Korean poet whose dissident views led to his imprisonment and torture. She also deplored the conditions in U.S. jails and lauded the poetry of prisoners such as Jimmy Santiago Baca, whose first book was written in a jail in New Mexico.

After living on the streets of Santa Fe as a teenager, Baca had been convicted on charges of drug possession and served six years in prison. During this time he taught himself to read and write, and he began to compose poetry. A fellow inmate convinced him to submit his poems to Mother Jones, a strong voice for social justice. Levertov was then the journal’s poetry editor. She printed Baca’s poems, corresponded with him, and helped him to publish his book, Immigrants in Our Own Land in 1979, the year he was released from prison. “He’s a volcanic force,” she wrote, comparing Baca’s imagination and language sense with that of Neruda and Dylan Thomas.19 Her own manuscript paled in comparison.

Levertov’s work on Mother Jones in 1977 and 1978 also reflected her increased interest in the concerns of feminist poets. In 1975, she had introduced a group of poems by women with the recognition that, while she did not think that such a grouping comprised a valid literary category, it did describe a social classification, especially for “the new Black poets, because most of them are, by avowed
intention, far more concerned with Black culture and struggle as subject than are most women poets with the nature or the oppression of women as subject.”

This insight was probably the result of conversations with novelist Alice Walker, who stayed with Levertov in Somerville in the spring of 1975. In a letter to Ian Reid, Levertov reports that Walker talked about her life in the South, particularly about feelings of “prickliness with white people, of being on the alert.” In Levertov’s three-part poem “The Long Way Round,” dedicated to Alice Walker and Carolyn Taylor, she claims that, despite being a hybrid of Celt and Semite herself, it wasn’t until she empathized with “the far-away daughters and sons of Vietnamese struggle” that she awakened to the meaning of being “Black in White America.” Even then, she still needed to acknowledge her own privilege, to recognize that she could never really feel the pain of “otherness” her black friends had to face daily. In the poem’s conclusion, she pictures women of all races swimming in the “rectangular indoor claustrophobic pool” of their lives, relieved to find themselves “not alone in the water.” When one touches an “Other” in the attempt to right herself and a “fool of a coach” attempts to give white women the right of way, she is reminded of British poet Stevie Smith’s feminist classic, “Not Waving But Drowning, to which she alludes:

While we
swim for dear life, all of us—“not,”
as it has been said, “not waving,
but drowning.”

In the autumn of 1977, Levertov protested with many students and a few other faculty when Tufts accepted a million-dollar gift from the Marcos Foundation of the Philippines. The university had cited the wife of the dictator, Imelda Marcos, who presented the gift in person, as a great humanitarian. This was a breach of truth worthy of objection, of course, but Levertov’s keen sense of moral responsibility could occasionally make her seem like a wet blanket. The poet X. J. Kennedy, her colleague, remembered an end-of-the-year celebration as follows: “I had brought several gallons of red wine to the party,” he said, his eyes twinkling, “and she objected to the Gallo label.” “Didn’t I know their history of exploiting workers?” she asked reproachfully. He was silent. Then her sense of humor won out: “We drank the wine anyway,” he said.

Beginning in the midseventies, Levertov was especially active in the antinuclear movement, an important paradigm for political action in the period because it linked the issue of nuclear energy with a “vision of society in which policy would be democratically decided, people would treat the environment and one another with respect, and technology would be appropriately scaled to its tasks.” In August 1976, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a license to the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant in New Hampshire for the
construction of two 1,150-megawatt nuclear reactors in the town. Immediately, two hundred New England residents rallied in protest on the seacoast salt marsh at the edge of the future site. They organized into affinity groups under the banner of the Clamshell Alliance, and although a number were arrested for trespassing and sentenced to jail, a week later their numbers increased. The anti-nuclear protestors were held in five National Guard armories for up to two weeks. The movement intensified in those armories, as detention gave time for educational seminars on the dangers of nuclear power and the need to replace it with some kind of safe and affordable energy. By the spring of 1977, two thousand “Clams,” as they were known, had returned to the site to nonviolently reclaim the land and declare the oceanfront nuclear-free. Levertov participated in this educational endeavor on the Tufts campus, organizing a nuclear teach-in with Mobilization for Survival in the fall.

The members of Levertov’s affinity group, named “Genesis” because it was the first in the Boston area, were all connected to Tufts, and Levertov was very active in their protest activities, both in Boston and when members of their group joined with others in New England. During the summer of 1978, two hundred demonstrators calling themselves the “Seabrook Natural Guard” traveled from New Hampshire to Washington to sit in at the NRC for three days while the commission considered a vote to stop construction of a plant. Levertov thought the Clamshell Alliance’s significance extended beyond its topicality. Its meaning, she wrote, was related to “the mood and potential of the antinuclear movement.” She loved the peaceful procedures of the affinity group structure (twelve to fifteen individuals), in which decisions were made by consensus; people didn’t flounce out of meetings in frustration, followed by their entourage. And she loved the sharing. “We shared everything—every apple went around five or six people . . . ; every plastic bottle of juice or water belonged to anyone, everyone.” The atmosphere was one of mutual concern and individual restraint; “no one smoked dope or drank liquor,” or provoked the police, “or trashed anything.” How different from the violent “‘off-the-pig’-shouting demonstrations of the late 60s and early 70s!” She regretted, in retrospect, having been caught up in that kind of behavior herself, saw the present peaceful mode as more effective, and returned to her original belief that “for anything of value to evolve, the means must be consonant with the ends.” When the decision to stop construction was taken on June 30, 1978, she felt “forceful joy” without parallel.25

Two poems inspired by Levertov’s political activities, “For Chile, 1977” and “On the 32nd Anniversary of the Bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,” appear in the second section of Life in the Forest, titled “Continuum.” In the first poem, Levertov mourns the existence of the military dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet, who outlawed the Christian Democratic Party, advocates of the poor in Chile. The second poem is particularly poignant because it is more personal. In it, Le-
vertov recalls the overwhelming sense of relief that she and her friends felt at the end of World War II, a relief that did not quite obliterate “the human shadowgraph sinking itself / indelibly on stone at Hiroshima” after nuclear bombs were dropped there and at Nagasaki. The voice of that human shadow continues to cry out to her thirty years later to “try, try to survive / try to redeem / the human vision.” It is part of a “continuum” with small creatures with whom she identifies in the last poem in the section (“beetle,” “scarabee,” “dungroller”) who continue to trill at “midnight.” When she returns each year from voyages abroad, she finds the “same blind face upturned to the light,” singing “the one song.”

In her divorce from Mitch, Denise had lost regular access to the countryside, to the abundant trees and flowers she craved. Now that the country house in Maine was the property of Mitch and his new wife, she sought respite from the hectic pace of her urban life at rural communities for artists, such as Yaddo, in Saratoga Springs, New York. She was in residence there for a month in May 1975, a visit she memorialized in “For Li Po Admiring a Waterfall,” a poem about enchantment. As her friend the poet Sam Hamill pointed out, this poem pays tribute not to a particular poem by the ancient Chinese poet, but to “a particular sensibility.” Levertov had been interested in Asian literature ever since the decade of the Vietnam War, when she translated a book of Bengali songs. Now she was demonstrating what she had learned from Chinese poetics, “adapting or translating the rhythms of perception.” In the synesthesia of its opening image, where sight and hearing are fused, the poem also pays tribute to the music of composer David del Tredici, whom Levertov met at Yaddo. The poem was written on a Christmas card to him.

In the midst of her teaching responsibilities and political activities, Levertov found time in the midseventies to attend conferences on a variety of topics. Several essays, later published in *Light Up the Cave* (1981), were written as lectures first: “Rilke as Mentor,” for a conference on religion in Chicago in 1975; “Dying and Living,” for an audience of health care professionals at the University of Delaware the same year; “Talking to Doctors,” for a symposium on “Healing Arts: Literature and Medicine,” in 1975 and 1976; and “On Chekhov,” for the Chekhov Festival at Cornell in the spring of 1977. Perhaps the conference in which she was most invested, because it took place on five weekends over the course of eighteen months, was the symposium on literature and medicine, sponsored by the Institute on Human Values in Medicine. This group of nine people—writers, professors of literature, and doctors—met at the Sugar Loaf Conference Center in Philadelphia to conduct a dialogue on conceptual matters of mutual concern. The entire proceedings were published, so we can follow the interactions between the participants as well as read the papers they presented. Reading between
the lines, it is not difficult to detect the loneliness beneath Levertov’s spirited interactions with members of the group.

Levertov was present at four of the meetings, taking the lead at the first one, on May 23, 1975, by encouraging the group to openly share “our feelings, tensions, and expectations.” Early in the discussion, she established her concern that “doing literature” not be considered a form of therapy, that art be distinguished from self-expression. Art was not a matter of getting rid of feelings, she insisted, but of articulating them, absorbing them, and transforming them. This concern, as well as the potential conflict between responsibility to self versus responsibility to the community, and the nature of objectivity in medicine and literature, became central to the formal paper she presented to the group at the last meeting, on September 17, 1976. “The self will surely suffer if egotism leads a person away from the experience of the Human Communion,” she wrote. She suspected that “cold objectivity, in art” and “in medicine or other sciences—is self-defeating.”

Within the group, the person Levertov engaged with most intensely was the surgeon and writer Richard Selzer. In fact, the attraction was so strong that she invited him to visit her at home in Somerville before the group’s next meeting, or perhaps later in Ireland. (At the conference in May, the two had spent an evening together and he had confided marital problems to her.) She’d like “to ride about in Irish lanes she has seen only from a plane,” she wrote, and thinks he’d be “delightful” company, assuring him that she has “no designs” upon him. Not only did Selzer reject her invitation, he must have feared that his earlier confidence had created a serious misunderstanding, because he offered to resign from the meetings, a suggestion Levertov rejected vehemently. She insisted that there were no ill feelings, that she had never had more than a “casual, affectionate, erotic extension of friendship in mind” and was not in love with him or “anything dramatic or exclusive.” At this point, she felt free to indulge her “natural tendency to take risks ... and have adventures, as [she] did when she was a young girl.” Their friendship continued as before and they both continued to participate in the conference.

Selzer presented his essay “The Surgeon as Priest” at the second meeting. The human body is capable of “an encounter with the divine in the natural miracle of healing,” he asserted, basing his claim on several dramatic encounters with patients. When others in the group reacted with skepticism to this claim, Levertov came to his rescue with the comment, “You are hearing an embattled panic against the very idea that the unexplainable or ‘supernatural’ might exist.” Both she and Selzer favored bridging the gap in perception between medical scientists and religious philosophers. Thinking about Anne Sexton’s recent suicide, Levertov had circulated her essay “Anne Sexton: Light Up the Cave” at this meeting. In the essay she distinguished between genuine creativity and self-destruction, claiming that the latter had been romanticized “by a public greedy for emotion at
second hand because starved of the experience of community.” Some artists internalized this exploitation, “unwittingly becoming self-exploitive.” Anne Sexton should be remembered “even though she had so hard a struggle against her desire for death. . . . To identify her love of death with her love of poetry is to insult that struggle.”

Several people in the group disagreed, arguing that Levertov minimized the real pain of mental illness and the problem of self-destructiveness in artists, but Selzer’s voice was not among them.

Levertov and Selzer were at odds, however, for a charged moment during the third meeting. The weekend had begun on a high note on the morning of January 29, 1976. A paper on the need for accuracy in medical record keeping had prompted Levertov to draft her poem “Artist to Intellectual (Poet to Explainer),” in which she rejected measurement as a goal, preferring to be “the worm slithering wholebodied,” and praised the “ever present, constantly vanishing, / carnal enigma!”

Everyone seemed delighted that they had aided in the creation of a poem in their midst, and Richard Selzer was the first to respond. He said, “I don’t think you, Denise, should measure or be measured. It would never enhance; it could only detract from what is already there.” Then, later in the weekend, Selzer circulated an essay called “What I Saw at the Abortion.” He had seen an operation to remove a six-month fetus, and during the procedure, the fetus had jumped. Selzer was horrified and recorded his horror, only to become, when the essay was published, an unwilling champion of the right-to-life groups. He claimed, during the discussion, that as an artist he had an obligation to only observe, and that he couldn’t control his audience’s response. Levertov, pro-choice, was deeply upset by this essay, she later told her old friend Barbara Fussiner. Even though she agreed with Selzer that the artist couldn’t right all communal wrongs, his description brought back her own pain. Selzer’s essay may have prompted Levertov, a few years later, to write “Recoveries,” a story based on her own illegal abortion many years earlier.

Travel abroad was usually an important avenue of renewal for Levertov. So it was in this period, with the exception of her trip to Mexico, where she would soon face the reality of her mother’s deterioration. Levertov set off for Europe in the summer of 1976. She left in late May, flying first to Rome, where she visited Jehanne Marchesi. The two drove out into the countryside, where Denise particularly enjoyed the little towns, the banks full of flowers, the quality of the light, and the company of her childhood friend. As she wrote in a letter of thanks, “The passionate little girl of long ago has become a wise, serene, beautiful woman without losing that passionate intensity—and that humor.” From there Denise went to Paris and was met by Maureen Smith, an Englishwoman who had settled in France, studying and teaching at a university in Angers. Maureen was a relatively
new friend, who had discovered Levertov’s poetry in a graduate seminar and been invited by Denise to join a workshop she gave in the summer of 1973 at Southampton College on Long Island, New York. The two women shared a passion for painting as well as poetry, and they would visit museums and galleries together when they met again on several occasions in the 1970s and 1980s, in Oxford, London, and Dublin, as well as in Paris and Angers.

Another highlight of this trip was a reading tour of England with fellow American poets Galway Kinnell and Michael Harper. Sponsored jointly by the Arts Council of Great Britain and several American institutions, the idea was an exchange of British and American poets in honor of the bicentennial. Between June 17 and 29, they traveled by train around the English countryside, stopping at various towns, where they were met by local dignitaries. Soon this formality became rather tiresome so, for fun, Kinnell wondered aloud if they might exit otherwise from the train. With a glint in her eye, Denise took this as a signal. She unlatched the door to their compartment before the next stop, while the train was still moving, and the three poets tumbled out and down a grassy hill. Brushing themselves off, they arrived at the bottom unhurt, to the surprise and laughter of their British hosts.

Denise also visited London and met with friends and relatives in the area, including Olga’s daughter Iris. She stayed with David Mitchell and David Hass, who hosted a dinner party in her honor. The guest list included her other old friends Betty Mitchell and Caroline Potter, as well as Caroline’s daughter, Sally Potter. In the midseventies, Sally was just beginning to make experimental films while also working as a dancer, choreographer, and musician. She “admired” Denise both as a person and as an artist, she remembered. In Denise’s family, there was a “strong feeling of being driven by principles. . . . These were not materially acquisitive people . . . not looking for worldly status. They were trying for a better world, trying to make sense of it in their work and always searching for a kind of truth in what they did.” Potter was grateful for the rigorous critique Levertov gave her art. It was not a question of her being “supportive,” the cliché often used by feminists in that period, Potter explained, but rather of understanding the true artist’s commitment to excellence. And Denise traveled to Wales, where she was warmly received by the literary community in Barry when she read to a Welsh audience. Levertov’s poem “Nightingale Road” pays tribute to the musicality and beauty of the Welsh spirit, and was inspired by her first visit to Abercanaid, her mother’s birthplace. The speaker in this poem is an old Welshman who reminisces about his childhood in South Wales, very much a part of her mother’s world. Levertov read the poem aloud with a Welsh accent.

From Europe she then traveled to Mexico to visit her mother, as was her custom every summer. Beatrice Levertoff, who had always been a source of strength, had been failing. Her hearing and sight were diminished, and Denise
felt heartsick at her mother’s resultant isolation and loneliness. As she wrote in her poem “The 90th Year,” Denise could no longer share with her mother, who taught her to name the birds and flowers, the pleasures of observation they once savored together. Beatrice had always been an avid reader, devouring everything from Trollope to Teilhard de Chardin, but she now had to use a magnifying glass to read and had difficulty doing simple domestic chores. Denise had tried to visit her more often, sometimes with friends, and she enlisted Nikolai in an attempt to alleviate her situation. Knowing how important books and papers were to his grandmother, Nikolai had custom built a special type of visual aid designed to enable her to read ordinary type, to write, and to view pictures and photographs.

Shortly before Denise arrived on August 9, Beatrice fell and cracked a rib. Denise was glad to be there to look after her, and she busied herself with housekeeping and grooming tasks. As she put it in her poem “A Visit,” it was a relief to be useful to one she loved, to put her own desires in perspective, even to laugh at herself. Her mother laughed, too, courageously making light of her frailty and her injury:

“Skin and bones” she says.
“The bandage is like
a knight’s armour,” she says.
“What dragons
are to be vanquished?”

Nevertheless, it was painful to return to Boston on August 24, for the fall semester, with her mother’s security still uncertain.

Fortunately, Denise had taken a leave of absence from teaching the following spring, for her mother’s health continued to deteriorate. At the beginning of May 1977, Beatrice fell in the bathtub, hit her head, and was taken to the hospital in Oaxaca. Elvira Abascal immediately contacted Denise, who flew to Mexico. When Denise saw her mother in the hospital, short of breath, groaning, with tubes in place, she was overwhelmed. She pleaded with her mother’s doctor, Dr. Alfredo Jimenez Orozco: “My mother is suffering so much. Take out the tubes. It would be better if she died. Don’t let her suffer more.” It was a moment of truth for the young doctor, who insisted gently that he could not do that, since his function was to extend life. “If you want to,” he said, “you take out the tubes.” Denise then calmed down and apologized, he remembered. Levertov expressed her grief at what seemed her mother’s gratuitous suffering in her poem “Death Psalm: O Lord of Mysteries.” Here she contemplates the beauty of “sudden death / when the spirit vanishes / boldly.” It is much to be preferred to “laggard death,” which seems to disregard “the dignity of welcome—.”

Although she returned to the Abascal household, Beatrice Levertoff never fully recuperated. She died a month later, on June 8, 1977, at age ninety-three, and was buried after a simple funeral at San Felipe Neri Church, in the Panteon del
Jardin in Oaxaca. Her gravestone is across from that of the Abascal family, with whom she had lived. Denise attended the funeral accompanied by her old friend Howard Fussiner, who, “truly a brother to her,” provided support and comfort. He also helped to dispatch her mother’s large library. Before she returned home, Denise left money to assist the Abascal family, who had been so kind to her mother over the twenty years she had lived in their midst. She also donated the reading machine Nikolai had built for Beatrice to a medical institution in Oaxaca, where she hoped it would serve the visually handicapped, and she set up a memorial fund in her mother’s honor.

Life in the Forest contains eight poems about Beatrice Levertoff’s old age and death distributed over the book’s first two sections, “Homage to Pavese” and “Continuum.” Levertov’s introductory comment stresses the thematic fluidity she intended between the two groups as well as her debt to Cesare Pavese’s Lavorare Stanca, which she had been reading. A novelist as well as a poet, Pavese invented the form of the poesia-racconta (poem-story) in the 1930s. He insisted on stylistic austerity and rejected the conventional imagery and rhetorical devices of his
Italian contemporaries. As documentary poetry had done earlier, his work offered Levertov another way to avoid a lyric poetry purely of the self, a major concern of many poets in the latter part of the century who searched for new ways to mirror ongoing historical cataclysms. “Pavese’s beautiful poems are about various persons other than himself; though he is a presence in them also, their focus is definitely not autobiographical and egocentric,” she wrote, explaining her attraction. She also admired his accompanying essays, in which he speaks of “suggesting a narrative through the depiction of a scene, a landscape, rather than through direct recounting of events as such.”

We can see Pavese’s influence in Levertov’s poem “Death in Mexico,” where she conveys the pathos of her mother’s death far from home by describing the neglect of Beatrice’s carefully tended English garden. Once an “ordered, / thought-out oasis,” a generation in the making, it took only a month “to undo itself” and become overrun with weeds and litter. Sadly, those around her “did nothing to hold it”; they did not believe that “the garden-maker would live.” This obdurate attitude toward her mother’s garden—“the flowerless rosebushes, broken / stems of the canna lilies and amaryllis, all / a jungle green”—seems embedded in Mexican culture. Levertov has seen in museums the “stone masks of the gods and victims.” The landscape of her mother’s vanished garden becomes an emblem of Beatrice’s alienation from a cosmos in which nostalgia has no part: “Her death / was not Mexico’s business . . . Old gods / took back their own.” Beatrice’s death was, of course, Denise’s business. Part of the pathos of this poem is her pained recognition that she did not do enough.

Pavese’s ability to convey the universal in the individual in his portraits of people is evident in Levertov’s poems “A Daughter (I)” and “A Daughter (II). In these poems, she plunges her own profound loss and alienation as her mother slips away. At the same time, her use of the third person singular gives the mother-daughter bond universality. We identify with the daughter’s ambivalence described in the first poem: heart aching, the wish to flee as well as the desire to help; the pain of role reversal. Not only is her mother now a helpless child, no longer strong enough to “hold her, rock her,” but now she has become like a forbidding parent, a “looming figure—huge—a / tower / of iron and ice.” We understand the guilt the daughter feels at leaving—“should she have left?”—and the desire to be blessed by the parent and sent on one’s way. We also empathize with the feelings of futility, anger, and bereavement expressed in the second poem about her mother’s final hours. As days go by, Levertov sits by her mother’s bed, listening “to hiss of oxygen,” knowing the breathing will eventually “change rhythm” and “stop.” She can’t help wondering if “some force roaming the universe, / malicious and stupid” has affixed “this postscript to so vivid a life.” There is finally no help for the longing for one more “minute / of communion” with her mother. Despite all the years of it, “something / went unsaid.”
The first four poems in “Continuum” extend the mourning process until, after Levertov fully acknowledges her grief, she begins to move forward. As she puts it, in “Talking to Grief,” she must not treat grief like “a homeless dog” who begs at the back door, but “trust” it, accept it, name it, and give it a place inside her house. Levertov received many letters praising these poems. Among the most gratifying was one from her old friend Adrienne Rich, who wrote that she “stopped everything” to read Life in the Forest. Rich remembered envying Denise her good relationship with her mother, and she admired the “complexity” of these poems, praising especially “Death in Mexico” and “Talking to Grief.” She found the latter “useful in the deepest sense” and knew she would return to it someday to remind herself of its truth. Rich was also moved by “A Soul-Cake,” a poem about Beatrice’s unfulfilled aspirations, both scholarly and artistic, of which her daughter, Denise, was a beneficiary. Rich’s own mother, eighty that year, was still in excellent health, played the piano, studied Italian, and, like Beatrice, kept “study notes in her books too.” Yet although Rich admired and respected her mother, she could not love her. Levertov’s poems reminded her of “the things we used to talk about and did not talk about.” Rich wishes she and Levertov could spend an evening with one another, as in the past.

In “Continuum,” Levertov moves from grieving her mother’s death, through bleak thoughts about her own mortality, to poems about events outside of herself, such as the plight of black women in America, the dictatorship in Chile, and the depredations of the nuclear bomb. This is a process her mother would have applauded. As Levertov wrote in August, when she began to feel more energetic, if her mother were alive now, she would not want her to “continue moping.” Denise had, she felt, “a duty to cheer up,” and she determined to be more active in her work and to attend antinuclear vigils again. Thinking about the chaos caused by a recent power failure in New York and a speech she heard about the horrors of radioactivity, together with her recent personal losses, she muses in her diary that “concurrent recognitions of a personal and public nature,” such as bereavements and natural or manmade disasters, “seem at times to coalesce,” as if they are of equal importance. The human mind is “not really capable of recognizing the various magnitudes and distinguishing between them. Reason and its statistics attempt to do so, but provide only a very partial, largely non-affective comprehension.” Levertov’s effort to be analytical and obediently cheerful seemed to have serious limitations.

During her mother’s last illness and death, Levertov sought comfort from various friends and lovers. Playwright Jon Lipsky was both and more, as she noted in an epigraph to the last section of Life in the Forest, dedicated to him. Lipsky first met Denise and Mitch when he was invited to attend the lively group that fre-
quented the large dining table at Brooks Street in Brookline. (He was then working on a play with Arnie Reisman, a member of the household.) His friendship with Denise blossomed after she moved to Somerville. By this time they were both divorced, and despite the age difference—he was in his thirties—they were both improvising their relationships with the opposite sex. The ending of her romance with Ian Reid did not deter Denise from seeking intimacy with other young men. Similarly, Jon was dating a much younger woman at the same time that he was seeing Denise. Though he didn’t tell her this, he thinks she sensed it. Denise retained a romantic, rather naive view of relationships, he remembered. She was “young in her thinking,” and after a long, unsatisfying marriage to Mitch Goodman, she felt sexually liberated. She did not want any longer to be “anyone else’s center / of gravity,” as she put it in “Movement,” the first poem in the group dedicated to Lipsky.

There was also a strong imaginative connection between Levertov and Lipsky. Even when far apart, Levertov felt it as a “red thread” winding from her heart to his. By this time, Lipsky was the in-house dramatist of Theater Works, which began in 1977 at Massachusetts College of Art. He was in close communication with Levertov when he was writing Beginner’s Luck (1978), a play based on the story of King Saul in the Hebrew Bible. In it, one of the characters, the Witch of Endor, is a healer to whom Saul turns for advice when everything goes wrong. She’s a dealer in nightmares, and at one point she speaks lines that begin, “Incubus, succubus and the beast nightmare,” the three night visitors. Lipsky remembers that he wrote part of the play while at Levertov’s house in Somerville and that together they looked up the word incubus.

This was typical of Denise. Excited by an idea or a word, she would jump up from the kitchen table and rush to her library to find out more about it. Levertov acknowledges these moments of mutual inspiration, as well as a shared mood of existential angst, in her poem “Letter.” Imagining Jon, “lonely,” a few blocks away in his apartment, she records a search in her library for “the Grey ones,” mythical figures they had talked about. In the course of her search, she also found, in Stevenson’s A Child’s Garden of Verses, “Babylon, and candles, / and the long night.” Lipsky remembered that, in fact, they talked about their respective childhoods at some length and that she recited for him the children’s rhyme “How many miles to Babylon / Four score and ten.” In his play, when Saul is going to his doom, the chorus recites a version of this children’s poem, which became the source text for Levertov’s “Candles in Babylon,” the title poem of her next book. Finally, at the end of “Letter,” Levertov acknowledges that, like her young friend, she is “alone.” The concluding image of the “heart’s core” is from Yeats’s “The Lake Isle of Innisfree,” a poem Lipsky recited from memory. Theirs was a romance of the imagination as much or more than a physical relationship.
Levertov and Lipsky were also both interested in the role of dreams in the making of art. From early childhood, Levertov had associated dreaming with writing, but she became more sophisticated in interpreting dream language and writing down what she remembered after working with a Jungian therapist in the early sixties, during a period of pain and growth in her marriage. Now, since she was despondent and in mourning, Jon Lipsky suggested that she consult Robert Bosnak, a Jungian therapist practicing in Cambridge. Lipsky had himself been in therapy with Bosnak and had worked in dream groups, where members shared reactions to the image worlds presented in each other’s dreams. Levertov conveys a sense of being involved in two dreams, her own and Jon Lipsky’s, in “A Pilgrim Dreaming,” a poem that “derived its rhythm and diction partly from the feeling tone of the dream itself and partly from [her] waking feelings—rather awestruck—about having dreamed something” from his viewpoint instead of her own, “almost as if [she] had dreamed his dream.”

In the poem, the pilgrim, like Lipsky, is a man in search of himself who gazes into a pool of water, where he encounters the female “tutelary spirit of this place.” This image reappears in Lipsky’s play Living in Exile, a retelling of The Iliad, where Achilles listens for his mother’s voice in pools of water.

Written over a period of five months, Levertov’s poem “Metamorphic Journal” records a process of imaginative development that arose, similarly, out of the intimacy and trust gained from sharing one’s dreams. Beginning with memories of her childhood (tree imagery is central), the poet exchanges identities with a beloved friend (Lipsky), speaking of him “as of a river,” then recognizes that the river is herself. It also draws on confluences in their family backgrounds. Lipsky had grown up in New York City in an intellectual Jewish family, where ideas were floated and then debated. He remembered that, although Denise wasn’t Jewish, from the way she talked, she might as well have been. She loved vigorous conversation and would range from philosophy to poetry to gossip, laughing and arguing. In one part of this poem, she dreams of delivering a message to an imaginary member of his family:

You had a sister,
who resembled you—
tall, curly-haired, with an aquiline, questing nose,
a sharp-edged presence, restless, charged
with some half-concealed wistful desire—
but resembled me too,
as if she and I were sisters: I knew this

Most important, Lipsky’s imaginative flame kindled Levertov’s, even when he was absent. During a confrontation, when Levertov accused him of not being attentive enough, it became clear that this was the aspect of their relationship she valued most, and their friendship continued after the quarrel ended. As she
put it in “Life in the Forest,” a poem that acknowledges Lipsky’s recent emergence from the “chrysalis” of youth, she treasured the “quick hearts” of young friends such as he, whose energy she internalized: “She was marked / by the smile within her. Its teeth / bit and bit at her sense of loss.”

“Life in the Forest” became the title poem of a volume in which Levertov chose, as epigraph, the following passage from Henry James’s story “The Middle Years,” about a novelist who has been seriously ill and is convalescing at an English seaside town: “We work in the dark. We do what we can. We give what we have. Our doubt is our passion. Our passion is our task. The rest is the madness of art.” It is a confession of the artist’s anxiety over the worth of his art and the terrifying aloneness to which the demands of his art have brought him. Though fully cognizant of distress, this state of mind is heroic—that is, courageous.

Levertov’s distress was exacerbated when her relations with her son, Nikolai, became strained in the period after her mother’s death. In 1975, after working at a variety of jobs in New York City, Nikolai returned to the Rhode Island School of Design to complete his degree in printmaking, a move Denise approved heartily. Denise was very proud of him, admiring both his accomplishments as an artist and his humanity. As she put it in her poem “A Son”:

He and compassion
were not master and servant,
servant and master,
but comrades in pilgrimage.

The problems began later. While at RISD, Nikolai met and fell in love with Nefertiti (née Cynthia Freeman), a beautiful, talented African American artist from a distinguished family. Nefertiti’s childhood and early adulthood had been troubled, however, and when she met Nikolai she was in the process of leaving an unhappy marriage. She and Nikolai began living together in 1976. At first, Denise was pleased by her son’s new love. She was glad that he had found a relationship that made him happy, reporting to James Laughlin that “Nik has a beautiful Black artist girlfriend named Nefertiti. They are living in Providence (she is doing grad work at RISD) and he’s looking for a job and thinking about doing an MFA somewhere.” The three spent a happy Thanksgiving together in 1977 at the Rhode Island farmhouse of Betty Kray and her husband, Vladimir Ussachevsky. A show of Nefertiti’s work had just closed, and one by Nikolai was about to open. The couple seemed mutually supportive. There was slight tension when Nikolai turned down a position at Alfred University, an opportunity that would have furthered his career as a ceramic sculpture artist. As he wrote, “I had found Nefertiti by that time, and she was my choice.” Since Nikolai had years of experience doing
lithographic work for well-known artists, he had much to offer Nefertiti, who learned quickly. After he taught her color lithography, for example, she created a suite of many colored stone-printed editions of the people of Amarna. He also assisted her in printing her very large linocut prints, taking on the role of the technical problem solver. Denise began to be concerned that Nikolai was spending too much time promoting Nefertiti’s work and not enough developing his own, a variation on a pattern she had suffered through with Mitch.

Estrangement occurred during this period. The couple had moved to the suburbs of Providence, where there was a delay in the installation of their phone. Mitch had lost touch with Nikolai, began to worry, and called Denise to get his phone number. Instead of simply giving Mitch the number, Denise called Nikolai and berated him, accusing him of being inconsiderate and neglectful. As he recalled, she “screamed at [me] hysterically until [I] was forced to hang up.” Nikolai then struck back angrily. Couldn’t they assume that he was having some difficulties, since he and Nefertiti were moving house? Did he really need to be screamed at on the phone? He felt his parents showed an utter lack of common consideration and told each so in long letters. He was shocked to realize that they had gone “square,” had betrayed their earlier understanding of appropriate behavior towards fellow human beings. Nefertiti, a strong young woman who could challenge Denise, played an enabling role, backing Nikolai in his insistence that his parents were behaving unreasonably. In a conversation twenty-three years later, Nikolai looked back and saw his anger then in this context. His mother would never have called him to scream about a phone number when she was her “sixties liberated self.”

Never one to back down in a fight, Denise became very defensive. In a long return letter, she admitted that she had not been a good mother in some respects when Nikolai was a child (a source of bitter regret), but she was certain that she did not deserve his accusations. He had, after all, grown up strong and creative despite her mistakes, and for years her thoughts and feelings about him were mainly admiration for his achievements as an artist and love for his thoughtful behavior. Worry about him had only been “the inevitable worry one has for those they love.” She did not, she assured him, want to know every detail of his life any more than she wanted him to know every detail of hers. She deplored the withdrawal of his “love and concern,” insisting that it was not like him to be “hard and selfish.”

Not surprisingly, Denise attributed Nikolai’s new, cold behavior to Nefertiti’s influence. Nefertiti had a hard shell, she speculated, “understandably, if one realizes the survival problem of a Black woman artist.” In an imperious if somewhat melodramatic gesture, Denise signed her letter “with love,” bidding her only child “farewell” until “some impulse of love and concern” stirred in him again. We read not self-righteous disdain but rather intense sadness at this estrangement in
“The Passing Bell,” a poem written at this time. Levertov mourns the falling away, eventually, of all one’s beloved things and people, even one’s children:

The child is grown,
the child is gone,
the child has said,
Don’t touch me, don’t call me,
your lights have gone out,
I don’t love you.
No more.\(^61\)

Nikolai and Nefertiti moved to Boston, but it would be several years before mother and son were reconciled. Until he became ill in the early 1980s, Nikolai continued to support Nefertiti while she made her name as an artist.

Denise gained a measure of relief from the pain of her estrangement from Nikolai from an unexpected source. One of his old school friends had moved to Somerville with her family and lived within walking distance. Levertov had known the artist, Liebe Coolidge, since she was a seventeen-year-old schoolgirl with a guinea pig in her pocket. In 1978, with great pleasure, she collaborated with Liebe on a book about Sylvia, a Hampshire pig who had lived with Liebe in northeastern Vermont when she was a young piglet. Levertov’s original intention had been to write captions for Liebe’s paintings of Sylvia so that they could be reproduced as a children’s book, but she was eventually inspired to write a group of poems that, although playful, were not for children. Denise would ask her to set up the pastels of Sylvia, Liebe remembered. Then she would fly in, look around, choose one, and ask Liebe to tell her its story.\(^62\) Liebe saw the pastels as a diary of Sylvia’s life. For her part, Denise was inspired to translate Sylvia’s outlook on life into poems partly by Liebe’s pastels, and partly by a lifelong interest in the pigs of fiction, myth, and history.

As Levertov wrote on the back cover of \textit{Pig Dreams: Scenes from the Life of Sylvia}, Sylvia was “a brilliant animal, in the tradition of the Learned Pigs of the 18th and early 19th centuries.” She was not only housebroken herself, but she housebroke her own piglets. Athletic and philosophical, she took brisk cross-country walks with her human and canine friends, and she shared a devotion to the goddess Isis with Kaya, the cow, rather than worshipping Ishtar, the more usual goddess of pigs. “It was only with old age that Sylvia was obliged to curtail her outdoor expeditions and also (due to regrettable inconvenient dimensions) the amount of time she spent in the human indoor environment which she was so interested in studying and to which her presence added such charm.”\(^63\) These poems contain both self-parody and a lighthearted appreciation of Levertov’s own predicament, her own feelings of rejection. They were eventually reprinted in \textit{Candles in Babylon}, where the predominant tone is darker. Levertov takes up
“so much space” in the lives of the young people she attracts, she writes in “Poet and Person”: “When I leave, I leave / alone, as I came.”

Despite the security it offered, Levertov did not find respite from her losses in her job at Tufts. In fact, her estrangement from Nikolai may have contributed to a dispute in the English department that would ultimately lead to her resignation. In the fall of 1978, the department sought an assistant professor to teach twentieth-century poetry, a position of concern to Denise, who hoped to develop a harmonious reciprocity with this new colleague. Because she was on leave in the spring semester, however, she declined to be on the search committee. Then, when the finalists were selected, she disapproved of the committee’s top choice, Lee Edelman. When he came to the campus in January to meet the department and to give a talk, it was held in a small lounge, where everyone was identifiable. Denise arrived a bit late, one department member remembered. “She sat down and made a big fuss of taking off her coat and of putting in her contact lenses, physical activities that were distracting both for him and for the candidate.”

Later, when members of the department met to discuss the candidate, Levertov told them that she was violently opposed to Edelman’s appointment, arguing that he represented everything that was wrong with the academic approach to poetry. While the head of the search committee extolled Edelman’s brilliance, academic success, and ambition, she objected to his coolness and smoothness—signs of his professionalism, which she took to be signs of excessive intellectualism. Defending the honor of Poetry in a passionate speech, she deplored the inadequacy of the academically prevalent “problem-solving approach,” which regards poems as intellectual experiences that are designed primarily to be raw material for exegesis. Poetry was holy to her, she insisted, and must be experienced as fully as possible, with the senses and emotions as well as the reasoning faculty. She felt this interaction of the faculties was of the utmost importance in other aspects of life, too, and that many of our troubles stem from the divorce between thinking and feeling. She would have to resign, she concluded, if he were appointed.

Levertov’s objections did not go unheeded—the department voted six to four to hire Edelman—and she was prevailed upon to reconsider her decision by the chairman, Martin Green, and others. She agreed to do so, on the condition that the untenured faculty, who were not included in the vote, be given a voice in the hiring process. If that were to happen, she felt, some lasting good would have been done and she would stay on to help implement a new, more democratic dispensation. Given the intransigence of academic institutions and their procedures, Levertov’s terms seem highly unrealistic, even quixotic. When she returned in April from a trip abroad, she found that, although Martin Green had stepped down as chair in solidarity with her, the departmental structure remained the same. Thus, she resigned. As she wrote in a letter placed in faculty mailboxes, her resignation was not only a matter of principle. She had also realized that regular
teaching (as distinct from brief residencies) was no longer possible for her to combine with her work as a poet, her political obligations, and her private life. Surely the extremity of this decision—a riddance response—was informed partially by her depression.

I was one of a small group of students in Levertov’s “Poets on Poetry” graduate seminar in 1978, when her problems at Tufts began. In retrospect, it is obvious from Levertov’s behavior in the seminar that she was under duress, but I didn’t then know of her personal and professional problems. The class met once a week for three hours in her office in the English department, where we would sit in a semicircle next to her desk. Students took turns leading the discussion of one of the poets on the syllabus, about whom they would later write their term papers. Levertov would spend the first part of the seminar presenting her view of the poetry under discussion before turning to the student whose turn it was. I had been her teaching assistant in a large undergraduate class the previous year, where she had been both animated and carefully controlled, choosing her words responsibly and advising us to do the same.

This semester, however, she seemed different. There were tensions, particularly with mature women graduate students. In one class session, the tensions exploded. That afternoon, as usual, Denise sat very straight in her chair and listened intently to the graduate student’s class report. The student was writing a paper on the poetry of Robert Bly, with whom she took issue. In class Denise chose to defend her fellow poet, a decision that would later prove ironic. Usually Denise’s comments were astute and useful, but this time she berated the student for no apparent reason. In front of the group, she said, “You should not be in graduate school.” In the silence that followed, the student turned crimson, and the rest of us blanched. What could possibly have prompted this outburst, we wondered, but no one dared to ask. The moment passed, but not the memory. This former student, then a young married women with small children and now a grandmother, told me that Denise was angry because she had missed the previous class. A major snowstorm had clogged the highways near her home, and when she called to explain her absence, Denise (who never learned to drive) told her she had three hours to get there. After that episode, many of us felt relieved when Denise resigned from teaching.

Perhaps as a distraction from her sorrows, Levertov traveled more than usual in 1979. Invited to an arts festival in Perth, she visited Australia in February, stopping in New South Wales along the way. She then spent the month of March resting in the South Pacific before returning to Somerville in mid-April, but the problem for Levertov was that her sadness would not pass. On the beach in Tonga, the unceasing sound of the surf, “infinite azure” of the sky, and “green shallows”
promised a degree of tranquility that was not borne out by “the vast, / ironic dark Pacific,” she mused. Nor were the lives of her fellow tourists peaceful. The hodgepodge of Europeans, Asians, and Australians in whose midst she traveled were disconnected from one another. Many were refugees from personal or political disaster, anxious and deracinated. Levertov was moved to shudder with dismay at the fragmentation of the human species, remarking at “how odd it is to hold . . . some kind of unity of perception, individuals so mutually unaware.” Also, though their lives are not hard, the natives on the island seem listless and depressed, a legacy of imperial rule, she surmised, which “eroded the traditional culture and substituted for it the values of the mid nineteenth-century at its English worst.”

Guilt, in the form of anxiety dreams, continued to haunt Levertov. She felt she ought to have been with her mother during her last weeks and she longed for forgiveness. As she put it in her poem “Visitant,” no amount of rationalization alleviated this pain. Even though her mother (in dream), reassured her that “There is nothing to forgive,” and even after another dream meeting was joyful, her “perplexed grief / did not lift away.” The miasma of bereavement pervades the tone of other poems in _Candles in Babylon_. For example, in “Talking to Oneself,” one overhears the poet attempting to comfort herself, now that her mother is gone. She reminds herself that, although she lives “this April’s pain / now,” she will gather strength and come to “other Aprils.” But she is not quite successful. As she puts it in “Wanderer’s Daysong,” when both parents are gone, we feel like “ancient orphans.” We continue to “leap” and “plunge” but cannot escape an awareness of our own mortality, “the arc of / our vanishing.” Yet she did not want to “cultivate guilt,” she wrote, and was actively searching for inspiration to “redress the balance.”

At the end of May 1979, Levertov visited Port Townsend, Washington, for the Centrum Poetry Symposium, a two-week workshop featuring prominent contemporary poets and students who wished to work with them. On the Sunday between the weekly meetings, there was usually a gathering of faculty and friends at the Marrowstone Island cabin of a local doctor. Normally, such a gathering would have given Denise pleasure, but this time an attack by Robert Bly exacerbated her sadness. People were milling about when Denise came through the door. She hadn’t walked more than a few feet into the cabin when Bly remarked, almost offhandedly, “Well, Denise, I hear you’ve been abusing your students again.” (Denise had made a comment in her workshop about a student’s poem that Bly thought was too harsh. It isn’t clear how he heard about it.) Denise started back as though Bly had slapped her. She was completely blindsided. Others looked upset at Bly’s casually cruel outburst and Denise’s disoriented response and drifted toward her, leaving Bly alone.

Despite the severity of this attack, Denise showed characteristic resilience. In a letter to James Laughlin shortly after the symposium, she refused the role of
victim: there were “too many egos all wanting attention,” she wrote, plus “an inflated Robert Bly, yelling at everyone.” By August, when she attended the Banff Summer Arts Festival in Alberta, her spirits had improved. She stayed at a ranch in the Canadian Rockies and went trail riding. Although she was frightened at first, she told Laughlin, she loved it by the second day. There was something bracing about the perspective she gained in Canada that made the weight of the United States less oppressive, “an idea / of mind, of space, of less, dense flesh,” as she put it in her poem “Continent.” She dedicated the poem to Canadian poet Dennis Lee, whom she met in Banff. After reading his 1972 book, Civil Elegies, she was delighted to meet a new poet whom she could “respect and learn from.”

Later, her remarks were more specific. Responding to Lee’s 1978 chapbook, The Gods, she praised his understanding of “how lay-out works sonically, a score,” something she had given years of thought to but encountered rarely in others, and she was impressed by the “epiphanies” he reached and shared. “There’s no contemporary poet whose work grips me more,” she enthused. Later, she urged Laughlin to become Lee’s American publisher. In turn, Lee introduced Levertov to Margaret Laurence’s novel The Stone Angel and the fiction of Robertson Davies, which she loved, as well as to the work of several Canadian poets. Levertov would return to the Banff Centre briefly in August 1982 to give a reading to an audience that included twenty-four writers in residence.

Levertov’s political activities helped her to recover from her losses. Not long after her return from Banff, in September 1979, she spoke at a rally on the Boston Common to protest a bill to reintroduce the draft. “The martial drums are rumbling again,” she warned; only this time in the distance you can begin to hear the words “Limited Nuclear War.” They represent a mad, deadly war machine, immensely profitable to big business, that requires “a great firewall of refusal” before it succeeds in annihilating life on the planet. In bold words that revive the resolve of the sixties, Levertov tries to alert her compatriots to the unprecedented danger: “STOP THE DRAFT. STOP THE ARMS RACE. STOP NUCLEAR POWER.” But the poems in the section of Candles in Babylon titled “Age of Terror” are divided between poems that urge us to join “our solitudes in the communion of struggle” and poems that teeter close to desperation. Images of night and varying degrees of darkness abound, as Levertov reflects the abraded psyches of those around her, who alternate between “the fear / of the horror of Afterwards / and the despair / in the thought of no Afterwards.”

Sometimes the result is a “split mind,” as imagined in an eponymous poem Levertov wrote after an antinuclear demonstration at Seabrook, New Hampshire, where a friend met the governor in a local diner. Sometimes it induced a potentially deadly form of psychic paralysis. In “Engraved,” a man and a woman, frozen in a state of suspension, are oblivious to the night that has advanced upon
them. This poem was inspired by an old engraving advertising a local bookstore
that Levertov had seen in The Boston Phoenix. In many poems here, grief after
her mother’s death merged with an apocalyptic anxiety that is not unfounded.

Ultimately, consolation came in a religious context. Especially since her
mother’s death, Levertov had been moved to attend church services regularly.
She felt closer to her parents there and yearned to move beyond the “regretful
skepticism” of her young adulthood.79 As she wrote in 1977, explaining her feel-
ings after attending Mass on Christmas Eve in Rome, for the first time since her
mother’s funeral in Oaxaca, “I wish I could take communion and yet feel it might
be hypocrisy only. I can’t even truthfully say, Lord, I believe, help thou my
unbelief—but at best, ‘Some pray because they believe, some pray in order to
believe.’ ”80 When she was at home in Somerville, she often attended the Sun-
day service at Emmanuel Church in Boston, where she admired the commitment
to the arts and the social conscience of the rector, Rev. Alvin Kershaw. Though a
southerner by birth, Kershaw had been active in the fight against segregation,
and he was also an expert on jazz and classical music. Beginning in 1970, he in-
corporated a complete J.S. Bach cantata into the weekly worship services.

Literary critic Joan Hallisey, a close friend who often accompanied Levertov
at Emmanuel, remembered that Denise loved the music performed, as Bach in-
tended, within a liturgical setting.81 Reminded of her childhood, Levertov incor-
porated the cry “Sleepers Awake!” from Bach’s cantata no. 140 into the title poem
of Candles in Babylon. The poem draws on the activist conscience she had inher-
ited from her parents as well as on the traditional nursery rhyme from Mother
Goose, “How many miles is it to Babylon?” In its central metaphor, the speaker
runs with her flickering candle through the midnight streets of Babylon—today
south of Baghdad, a place of oppression, torture, and nuclear danger—trying to
awaken sleepers from fear so deep it has become psychic numbing. Levertov also
loved the rhythms of the King James Bible and the Book of Common Prayer. De-
spite being “liberated” in other respects, Hallisey remembered, Levertov was
impatient with the non-sexist versions of the Bible that changed the pronouns.

As Levertov explained, the “Creative Source” should not be thought of “in nar-
row human terms” as either masculine or feminine, but in the sense of a “diale-
tical correspondence.” To believe otherwise is “to posit dualism of some kind.” In
the case of the Incarnation, Mary, it seemed to her, “is the manifestation of the
human, earthly perception of receptivity, of cooperation with God’s creativity.”
Levertov was thus not bothered by the use of the masculine pronoun for God. To
speak of God as “she” is “surely just as exclusive,” she argued, and “it” would be
“demeaning and absurd, smacking of science fiction.” The neologism “herstory”
in the place of “history” or the spelling of “woman” as “womyn” displayed, in
her opinion, an “ignorance or disregard for etymology.” Levertov found the
equation of darkness with evil—and, by extension, a negative attitude to dark skin—more bothersome. She understood it as follows: First, “the cluster of experiences, darkness/night/unknown/unknowable/dangers/fears is real and universal. Yet we don’t extend our reactions to a dislike of dark blue or green . . . and a preference for light colors.” Second, there is a parallel between the fear of an unfamiliar “dark-skinned person” by a “light-skinned population” and the “equal fear among many dark-skinned people at the apparition of a ‘white devil.’ Concepts of racial superiority and inferiority only use skin color prejudice.” They stemmed from economic factors and accompanying cultural prejudices. These conditions have to be emphasized and changed instead of putting inappropriate effort into changing metaphors about darkness in the sense of night, blindness, ignorance, and fear. Third, we “should remember and cherish all images of the beauty of darkness.” The most striking that came immediately to mind was Henry Vaughan’s line, “There is in God, some say, a deep / yet dazzling darkness.”

It was a choral recital that inspired Levertov’s long poem “Mass for the Day of St. Thomas Didymus” (the “doubting Thomas” who required physical proof in order to believe), which was written over several months in 1979 and 1980. As she wrote in a later essay, the poem began as an “experiment in structure.” The choir director “had put together parts of Masses from many periods—medieval, renaissance, baroque, classical, modern, not in chronological order,” and yet the program had a striking unity. It was the “traditional liturgical framework that not only enabled such a variety of styles to avoid clashing, but provided a cohesive overall effect, so that the concert was itself a work, a composed entity.” Thinking that it might be possible to adapt this framework to the creation of a poem, she began what she thought of as “an agnostic Mass,” using the word merely as a formal description. She based “each part on what seemed to be its formal character: the Kyrie a cry for mercy, the Gloria a praise-song, the Credo an individual assertion, and so on: each a personal, secular meditation.” To her surprise, when she arrived at the “Agnus Dei,” she “discovered herself to be in a different relationship to the material and to the liturgical form from that in which she had begun. The experience of writing the poem—that long swim through water of unknown depth—had also been a conversion process.”

Levertov’s inner shift began from the profound ambivalence that preceded it. We find in her version of the “Kyrie” and “Gloria” both the ache of chronic anxiety about the human potential to destroy the world and a persistent hope, rooted in a sense of mystery, that the “god or gods” that “imagined us” would ultimately stay our murderous hands. Levertov inherited her father’s Hasidic
belief in hallowing the everyday and her mother’s Welsh intensity and lyric feeling for nature, both of which are deeply influential in the “Credo.” This spiritual inheritance bolstered her own long-standing struggle to formulate a sacramental realism. We find here, stated with plain conviction, the belief that the sacred is not behind but within the simplest manifestation of the material world:

I believe the earth
exists, and
in each minim mote
of its dust the holy
glow of thy candle.

Like William Blake, who finds a world in a grain of sand, she calls on the beloved dust of the earth to help with her unbelief. In the “Sanctus,” naming the “unknown” in its multiform otherness, she achieves an appreciation of prayer as ecstatic song uttered in the throes of mortal neediness: “sanctus, hosanna, sanctus.” Yet she cannot name the “unknown” God.

The major stumbling block becomes evident in the “Benedictus,” when Lever-
tov wrestles with the problem of evil. As she considers the infliction upon the earth and the innocent “of hell by human hands” and the “gross / cacophony of malevolence,” questions occur about the audibility of the divine word, about the meaning of apparent divine nonintervention. The animal and mineral worlds provide a brief respite from her doubt about the presence of spirit, but perplexity persists:

The word
chose to become
flesh. In the blur of flesh
we bow, baffled.

She is unable to grasp the union of divinity and humanity central to the doctrine of the Incarnation.

Some time later, this very bafflement, faced honestly and actively, led to a new perspective, dramatized in the last section of Levertov’s poem. In the “Agn-
us Dei,” Levertov grapples with the concept of the “lamb of God,” Christ as an atoning sacrificial victim, in a process of passionate reasoning worthy of a metaphysical poet in its direct, sensuous apprehension of thought. In fact, Levertov mentions Henry Vaughan as a favorite among the seventeenth-century poets who inspired her religious poetry, preferring his poems, with their concrete imagery, to those dependent on conceits. She is sure, she says, that the image of “God’s silent searching flight,” in Vaughan’s “Night,” came from his close obser-
vation of owls: “It’s an amazing thing to see these big birds in flight in the moonlight.”

The lamb is, of course, a crucial image in the poetry of William Blake, whose *Songs of Innocence* is introduced by “a song about a Lamb,” which makes its hearers “weep with joy” (“Piping down the valleys wild”). Also, in Blake’s famous poem “Little Lamb, who made thee?” the lamb is a figure for childhood innocence rather than an atoning sacrificial offering. Levertov makes the same psychological shift as Blake, but her tone is more worldly-wise and ironic. In an extended series of rhetorical questions, she invites us to consider the lamb of God as an “infant sheep,” with all of that earthly creature’s guilelessness, vulnerability, playfulness, and even uncleanness. (If we brought it into our houses, “it would soil the floor with its droppings.”) In her poetic scherzo, God is “defenseless,” even comic:

Omnipotence
has been tossed away, reduced
to a wisp of damp wool?

Here we see Beatrice Levertoff’s influence. Though pious, she was not dogmatic, and Denise remembered her laughing at such “quaint discrepancies.”

This spirited venting of incredulity reminds Levertov of the role of human choice and compassion in the imagination of divinity. We are “frightened, bored, wanting / only to sleep,” unresponsive and inadequate in the face of “catastrophe” and “agony.” Is it then implied, she asks plaintively, that we

must protect this perversely weak
animal, whose muzzle’s nudgings
suppose there is milk to be found in us?

Given Levertov’s struggle with the demands of motherhood, the metaphor of lactation hints at a muted confession. Levertov’s deep conviction of our human responsibility to nurture each other, the relation between spiritual need and social justice, led her to stress the moral universe in which the sacrament of the Eucharist belongs, rather than the Messianic one. She accepts responsibility to protect this tender creature, but she does not see him as the person of Jesus or as a salvific figure. Levertov’s “shivering God” needs Man, as Man needs God, and in this communion there is hope:

So be it.

Come, rag of pungent
quiverings,
   dim star.
Let’s try
if something human still
can shield you,

spark
of remote light. 89

More broadly, Levertov’s turn toward Christianity here is related to the panthe-
ism of her early poetry. Even at this stage in her craving, she did not expect to
make great progress, only to keep her soul alive by regular prayer. Whether she
would go further in the religious life remained a question.
The shift toward religious faith dramatized in “Mass for the Day of St. Thomas Didymus” did not relieve Levertov’s anxiety. She continued to regret the lack of any sustained intimacy in her life. None of her love affairs had lasted, except for the romantic friendship with Stephen Peet, and Nikolai’s estrangement was increasingly painful, particularly after he became seriously ill in 1982. At the political level, increased U.S. involvement in the civil war in El Salvador seemed a continuation of American foreign policy in Vietnam, which she had bitterly opposed, and the nuclear threat persisted. She deplored the denial of the unprecedented nature of this danger, widespread even among fellow poets. These sources of unrest contributed to the prevailing mood of uncertainty, despair, and longing in *Oblique Prayers* (1984), a mood that gradually modulated to a tentative sense of possibility, as implied in “The Task,” a poem wherein she imagines God working absorbedly in the wilderness, intent on creating harmony. Levertov increasingly turned to people within the church and elsewhere who were vigorously engaged in work for peace and justice and in passionate thinking about the moral imagination. By the mideighties, despite a keener sense of the tenuousness of human life, these influences helped Levertov to renew the joyous aspects of her spirituality. Some sources of inspiration were historical avatars of Christian piety, such as the medieval mystic Julian of Norwich, whom Levertov honored in a significant poetic sequence.

The decade began murderously. Levertov was horrified when Archbishop Oscar Romero, an advocate for the poor, was shot in March 1980 by a right-wing death squad in El Salvador. Ronald Reagan’s election to the presidency in November had promised to exacerbate this conflict as well as to continue the arms
race, so the majority of Americans did not share her concern. Their indifference to Reagan’s policies appalled Levertov. She wrote, comparing Nixon’s administration with Reagan’s, that “hypocrisy” had changed into “flagrant, blatant cynicism.” They were equal morally, she thought. The only difference was their new confidence in public apathy. By comparison, the ineptitude of Carter’s administration paled, since he “kept us out of war and did not openly support regimes of torture.”

As in the past, Levertov’s antinuclear activism, both in the United States and abroad, helped to assuage these feelings of anxiety. In September 1980, she traveled to the World Parliament of Peoples for Peace in Sofia, Bulgaria, where she addressed the Commission on the Environment and Energy. Three thousand people—peace activists, trade unionists, ecologists, politicians, teachers—attended this gathering, sponsored by the Bulgarian government. Levertov introduced information on the “hazards of ‘peaceful’ nuclear use,” emphasizing that just as “American radicals must struggle against our own government’s provocative and ever-growing arsenal, the people of other countries—including the U.S.S.R.—should be doing so as well.” She conveyed this message in several radio and television interviews while in Sofia.

In her prescient speech, Levertov placed her concern about nuclear power in the context of three forms of war that she saw as interrelated: conventional military warfare; the assault on human potential by economic, social, and racial injustice; and the attack on natural resources. The last, though less acknowledged, promised to be the most harmful, since it is a war against “our own genetic future as well as elements (air, water, earth) we need for life” that is carried out worldwide, by both capitalist and socialist countries. This war against nature had encouraged the creation of weapons that could destroy everything on the planet; it also produced chemicals and insecticides that deplete the soil, under the guise of raising material standards. Similarly, “consumer goods of high-energy-use societies, which are desired by non-affluent societies, offer quick gratifications at suicidal expense” if one considers such risks as overexposure to radiation and radioactive dust. Levertov concluded her speech with a plea to save the planet by collectively repudiating the arms race and the rape of the earth: we must, she insisted, recognize ourselves as “part of a global ecosystem.”

A three-day international meeting of writers followed the Peace Parliament. Again Levertov spoke, focusing this time on the writer’s role in the struggle to stop the spread of nuclear power. She felt heartened by the appeal for action launched by the Peace Parliament, and she urged her fellow writers to use their gifts and access to the public to disseminate knowledge of the consequences of technological warfare in ways that enter the imagination of others, so that they would take action. People everywhere have “one great nonviolent recourse—the general strike,” she reminded them. “An international general strike for
disarmament—what a magnificent vision!” And she reiterated her point that we must regard ourselves as “one part . . . of a global ecosystem.” We must develop renewable sources of energy and learn from ancient tribal peoples, whose wisdom we have ignored.

Levertov followed her own advice, addressing the linked horrors of political imperialism and nuclear devastation in many poems in the eighties. The second section of *Oblique Prayers* (1984), “Prisoners,” contains ten poems about this subject, most of them laments. In the title poem, she employs familiar tropes—life as a pilgrimage and the expulsion from the Garden of Eden—to mourn the self-inflicted punishment of living in a contaminated world. Technological knowledge has outstripped wisdom by so far that we are like prisoners in chains, who come to death’s door “fed on knowledge-apples / acrid and riddled with grubs,” our mouths “puckered, / a taint of ash on the tongue.” This section opens with “Silent Spring,” a tribute to Rachel Carson’s 1962 ecological treatise, which had alerted a large audience to the environmental and human dangers of the indiscriminate use of pesticides, and it closes with “The Cry,” dedicated to Jonathan Schell, who had argued that total nuclear disarmament is the only life-preserving choice. Levertov was deeply moved by Schell’s essays in *The Fate of the Earth* (1982). In “The Cry,” her spare three-stepped lines create an adagio effect, dramatizing the precariousness of the historical moment Schell had documented:

```
in dense fog
groping
  groping or simply standing
by mere luck balanced
  still
  on the
swaying
  aerial catwalk of
survival
we've approached
  the last
the last choice:
```

In his book, Schell also warns against psychic numbness and apathy, which, weakening our hold on life, enable an alliance with death and extinction. These ideas inform three poems in “Prisoners”: “Deathly Diversions,” “Rocky Flats,” and “Watching Dark Circle.” In the first, she depicts an American public diverted by the glare of spotlights on “dead phantasmal presidents” or “innocuous dead singers” from seeing the catastrophe of present world hunger while even “vaster catastrophes / are planned” by their government. “Rocky Flats” is named for the nuclear weapons facility in Colorado where workers died and nearby soil and
water were contaminated because of safety lapses in the containment of plutonium. She depicts people working in these “nuclear mushroom sheds,” where men shield “their minds from horror” even as they “shield their hands / with rubber.” Yet they cannot help breathing in the deadly radioactive dust and spreading “throughout the world, / spores of the Destroying Angel.” “Watching Dark Circle” refers to the 1982 documentary film, by Chris Beaver and Judy Irving, about the nuclear weapons industry and its opponents, such as Mothers for Peace. The film connects the unsafe practices of early nuclear tests, during and after World War II, with more recent experiments at nuclear weapons sites, and it critiques the rationale of the nuclear deterrence policy of mutually assured destruction. Levertov implies in her epigraph, from Marlowe’s Dr. Faustus, that the industry has made a bargain with the devil. She focuses on the psychic death underlying the implementation of “the pig test” conducted by the Pentagon, during which live pigs were locked in pens and subjected to the blast of an atomic bomb, their “agony” dismissed as the result of “a simulation of certain conditions.” The “simulation of hell” these men have constructed is actually “hell itself,” she writes, and “they in it, dead in their lives.” She concludes by repeating a sorrowful rhetorical question: “What can redeem them?”

Other poems in this section document Levertov’s determination to continue to fuse lyricism with overt social and political concerns, a combination she praised in a tribute to the poetry of her recently deceased friend Muriel Rukeyser. In “Vocation,” she recommits herself to conveying to others the words of “martyrs dying / passionately,” sounds that have become linked in her imagination with the “hum” of falling leaves and the silence of melting candles. In “Thinking About El Salvador,” words seem inadequate in light of the murder “of priests and peasants, / teachers and children,” all of whom have been silenced forever. And in “Perhaps No Poem But All I Can Say And I Cannot Be Silent,” her choked, anguished protest against the massacre of Palestinians in refugee camps in southern Lebanon by a Christian Lebanese militia, a massacre the Israelis apparently did nothing to stop, is informed not only by her response to this foul news but also by the added pain of her Jewish Christian heritage. Although she misses her dead parents, she is glad they are spared this new “weight / of shame” which they could not have borne, given their own “days and years of / tragic History.”

On one hand, Levertov was appalled by the indiscriminate bombing by Israeli forces of civilians fleeing this invasion; on the other hand, she could not sign a group letter protesting it because the letter lacked acknowledgment that Palestinians had also committed terrorist acts against equally innocent civilians, that one act of terrorism never justifies another, and that there is in Israel a considerable opposition to the politics of vengeance and aggression. As a person of half-Jewish ancestry, she felt “deeply ashamed of, and angry at, the state of Israel for its militaristic, racist, neo-fascistic character”; yet as a lifelong leftist, she was also
Levertov expressed her feelings about U.S. policy in Central America more fully when, in 1982, she was invited by the composer Newell Hendricks to write the libretto for an oratorio. Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra had commissioned Hendricks to write an oratorio with no text specified. Levertov’s friends Karen and Tom Henry, founders of the Boston Theater Group, introduced her to the composer. After some discussion, Levertov and Hendricks chose the subject of El Salvador, which was on everyone’s minds since Archbishop Romero and four churchwomen had been murdered, he at the altar while saying mass. The subject had become a tragic paradigm of oppression and the struggle against oppression. “The murder of an archbishop never loses its significance,” Levertov pointed out. “Think of [T.S. Eliot’s] Murder in the Cathedral.”5 “El Salvador: Requiem and Invocation” premiered on May 21, 1983, at the Sanders Theater in Cambridge, with Larry Hill conducting the Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra, the Back Bay Chorale, and soloists.

At first, Levertov thought of modeling her libretto after Gerard Manley Hopkins’s The Wreck of the Deutschland, which was inspired by the tale of five nuns who were drowned aboard ship in 1875 while fleeing Germany’s anti-Catholic legislation. (Hopkins had been an important early influence.) She relinquished that idea because she realized she was not writing a poem, but rather a text to be used by a composer. The real models in her listening experience were “the Bach Passions and various Handel and Haydn oratorios.” There was a narrator, parts for Romero and the four Catholic women, and a large chorus, divided antiphonally. “The Narrator, then, plays a role equivalent to that of the Evangelist in the St. Matthew or St. John Passion music. The Chorus represents the people of El Salvador. Occasionally, a solo voice emerges from the chorus as an unspecified Questioner. And then there are the solo voices of the Archbishop and the four women.”6

Levertov’s foray into writing libretto corresponded with her love of classical music. She was familiar with technical musical terms and with the work of many composers, and in the early eighties, she had resumed piano lessons. Asked about her desert-island luggage, she replied that it would include “some Beethoven quartets, some Schubert, and The Magic Flute. Or maybe Der Rosenkavalier. Every older woman identifies with the Marschallin.” Newell Hendricks was impressed with Levertov’s musical understanding. She sent the text of the oratorio
to him in three parts over the course of fifteen months, and he found it exciting. “Generally she left the music to me and I left the text to her,” he said. “The few times she crossed into my territory were with the sorts of suggestions a musician might make.”7 These observations are borne out in a letter to Levertov, written after the first installment, in which Hendricks expressed musical ideas she evoked that were eventually carried out in the production. He imagines the opening as a “reenactment of a massacre”:

The piece moves from a brief uneasy sleep to distant rumbles to loud sporadic cries . . . to inner panic . . . to full scaled constant horror followed by the cries of the aftermath. I am thinking of the chorus divided and spread out throughout the hall. The various sections would proceed to their concert positions while singing independently a dirge like ostinato—“We have seen too much, too many dead”—and perhaps a few other phrases.8

Soon, Michael Mazur, the distinguished painter and printmaker, joined the project. Like Levertov, he and his wife, poet Gail Mazur, had protested against the Vietnam War and continued to be politically active. They were friends of Levertov and he sang in the Back Bay Chorale. Mazur designed an elaborate stage set for the oratorio, which added powerfully to the event’s aura. It was based on Francisco Goya’s series of etchings The Disasters of War, which depict the sufferings of the Spanish people during and after the Napoleonic occupation in scenes of torture, rape, and death. Inspired by Goya’s “prisoners,” Mazur made cutouts of very large images of human figures, some in chains, whose bodies and faces were contorted in pain. These were placed at key points on stage behind the chorus. Also on stage were two funerary statues (longtime fixtures at Sanders Theater), which Mazur wrapped in sheets that were painted with “blood stains” to emphasize the oratorio’s murderous subject.

In her libretto, Levertov quoted from public statements by Archbishop Romero and from the letters of the four churchwomen, given to her by the Maryknoll Sisters. In the second part, Romero intones the names of civilians known to have been killed the previous week, an authentic sampling of listings of weekly murders done by right-wing death squads, which he had had the courage to announce. In the first part, Levertov also draws upon a Mayan prayer. As she notes, “The narrative line—after the initial outburst of violent words and sounds representing the extremity of El Salvador’s present condition—moves from pre-Columbian times through a condensed history of the intervening centuries . . . to very recent events.”9 The libretto had a threefold determinative structure. Since it was a performance piece written for an audience, not for solitary readers, Levertov wanted to convey, first, “the horror” of what was happening there. Second, she wanted to question its derivation and thereby make a “political point about imperialism and the economics of imperialism.” Third, she wanted to try to convey
that these deaths were martyrdoms, in the sense that “martyrdom does not just mean victimization but stands for something, has a message.” The message was embodied especially in the utterances she quoted from Romero, which were summed up and paraphrased in a passage sung by the half chorus at the end:

Those who were martyred
bequeathed, a gift to the living,
their vision;
they saw, they told in their lives that violence
is not justice, that merciless justice
is not justice, that mercy
does not bind up
festering wounds,
but scrapes out the poison.
That “no one has to comply
with immoral laws,”
that power abused is powerless to crush
the spirit.

Levertov explained her use of the words requiem and invocation in the oratorio’s title. A requiem is, of course, a prayer or service for the dead. An invocation is “the act of invoking assistance, especially, but not exclusively, from a higher power.” It also implies “making a demand in justification of one’s cause,” as when Romero invokes the humanity of the soldiers and police by asking them not to comply with immoral orders. By bequeathing a vision to us, Romero and the nuns are also enjoining upon us, which is why we see them as “useful martyrs and not pitiful victims.” The deaths themselves become an “incantation, a conjuring up of something—the making of an ‘icon,’ . . . an image which is in itself an appeal.”

Levertov also distinguished between the church’s early history of conspiring with opportunists, who exploited the people and raped the land, and “new voices” in the church: “voices of mercy / voices of pity / voices of love for the poor.” While she was writing the libretto she was reading deeply in liberation theology, a view of Christian faith that regards the Bible as a revolutionary text. In this view, Yahweh liberated his people not only from sin but also from unjust social structures, and Jesus stood in the tradition of the Old Testament prophets who inveighed against the rich for exploiting the poor. “His story of the Last Judgment indicates that the nations (and not just individuals) are held accountable to God for whether or not they have . . . taken sides with the oppressed.” Liberation theology had gained support across the Third World, especially in Latin America, where its proponents believed that the break with the status quo could be nonviolent. The process of achieving change involved teaching peasants that they need not be at the mercy of their overlords; rather, by acting together they could change the system. Educator Paulo Freire, an important lay figure in
the liberation theology movement, called this “the pedagogy of the oppressed.” He was exiled from Brazil and Chile for the revolutionary practice of teaching people to read and write, but his ideas spread to other leaders, such as Bishop Dom Helder Camara of Brazil and poet and priest Ernesto Cardenal of Nicaragua.

Levertov was heartened by hearing the oratorio performed with live music in May 1983. During the preceding winter she had felt increasingly “the meaning of Grace,” and she was becoming more confident in her own beliefs and in her own “experience of God’s goodness to [her].” At the same time, she was aware of how “untransformed” she was, still unwilling to act, “but rather feeling the impulse to live in and for art and nature and not think about all the horrors.” When she thought about Romero’s exemplary love of the poor, she had to admit that she didn’t truly share it. With characteristic integrity, she wrote, “I really am an intellectual snob, I guess, and I like to be with people of refined manners and developed minds.” Yet she wished to “try to earn some of the goodness” she received, while acknowledging that “Grace is by definition un-earnable.”

The goodness Levertov had received included recent honors and prizes. She had been elected to the Academy of American Poets in the spring of 1980. On October 25, 1983, she received the Elmer Holmes Bobst award for poetry at New York University. On that occasion she stayed overnight in Manhattan with her friend Estelle Leontief, who gathered a group of friends to celebrate. The next morning, perhaps reflecting her productivity and happiness, she recorded the following dream in her diary. A young girl, only eleven, gives birth to a beautiful kitten that turns into an equally beautiful baby boy, who is precocious and able to walk. Everyone is surprised and pleased.

Wishing to encourage other writers to attend to the travails of oppressed people around the world, Levertov praised the work of younger American poets who wrote politically engaged poetry. One such poet was Carolyn Forché, whose second book, The Country Between Us (1981), contained a sequence of poems, dedicated to Cardinal Romero, that grew out of her human rights work as a journalist in El Salvador. Levertov did not know Forché personally at that time, but she wrote: “Here’s a poet who’s doing what I want to do . . . creating poems in which there is no seam between personal and political, lyrical and engaged. And she’s doing it magnificently, with intelligence and musicality, with passion and precision.” Levertov also praised Marjorie Agosín’s Zones of Pain (1988), poems about the human devastation that resulted from the violent political machinery of fascist dictator Augusto Pinochet in Chile.

Levertov vigorously defended politically engaged young poets against attack by critics who were suspicious of such work. Although Forché’s book was honored by the Academy of American Poets as the Lamont Selection, some didn’t like it and cast aspersions upon her, implying that writing about the ongoing po-
itical struggle in El Salvador and its attendant suffering was a form of grandstanding. As William Jay Smith wrote, “Is there, one wonders, a bit of radical chic involved here, of the poet’s striving to be in the right place at the right time?” In strong letters, responding to this personal attack, both Levertov and poet Terrence Des Pres came to Forché’s defense. Des Pres pointed out that, through her translations of the poetry of Claribel Alegria, the Salvadoran poet in exile, Forché had been writing about events in Central America since 1977, well before those events became “hot news,” and he castigated Smith for damning the integrity of Forché’s poems. Levertov’s response was even more heated. She wrote, “To accuse of ‘radical chic’ someone who has risked her life to investigate, on behalf of Amnesty International, the violation of human rights amid the extreme and horrifying violence of a Central American civil war is, to my mind, unforgivably insulting.”

A year later, Levertov took Forché to dinner in Palo Alto, and the two women talked for hours. Forché remembered Levertov asking questions about El Salvador with an intensity that was almost intimidating. She was moved by the “moral beauty” of the radical Catholic ministry and wanted to know as much as she could about Forché’s experience there. They also talked about literary politics. Denise didn’t want Carolyn to be crushed by hostile factions in the poetry world and warned her against them.

By 1986, Levertov had experienced a new fellowship with those branches of the church, both Catholic and Protestant, that had increased their activity in the peace and justice movement, stimulated by liberation theology. However, her diary in the early 1980s indicates that her spiritual and psychological state was still fraught. One way she coped was by keeping busy professionally. Since her divorce from Mitch, Denise had traveled a great deal, but after her resignation from full-time teaching in 1979, the number of trips increased. Usually they involved poetry readings or other kinds of professional activities as well as visits with friends. For example, in March 1981, along with E. L. Doctorow, Philip Levine, Robert Nichols, Grace Paley, and Mark Strand, she read at a benefit for “Writers for Peace” at the Martin Luther King Labor Center in New York City. Back in New York City only a month later, she introduced Jimmy Santiago Baca at the PEN New Writers’ Evening and was pleased to meet Ernesto Cardenal on that occasion. In May, she attended an International Arts Festival in Toronto and visited the McMichael Canadian Gallery, where she enjoyed the paintings of the “Group of Seven,” before moving on to Galesburg, Illinois, for a reading at Knox College. She had plans to visit Europe and Australia that summer and also to teach at the University of Sydney in July and August, after she participated in
the Sydney International Poetry Reading, where the program included the Australian poet Rosemary Dobson and the Canadian poet and novelist Michael Ondaatje.

When she returned from Galesburg to Boston in May, she discussed several dreams she had had in Toronto with Robert Bosnak, her therapist, noting in her diary that in one dream she was at a “place of the past” with a male “friend of the past.” Although both the place and the man are very attractive, “intimate friendship is not a thing of the present.” She is wearing “too-big shoes,” perhaps an indication of outsized “self-expectations,” and the agreeable friend provides her with “shoes that fit.” “But what expectations?” she asks, reflecting on the dream’s meaning. She answers, “About intimacy as such, perhaps,” not in the sense of “abjuring it forever but of coming, in the last year, to an acceptance that I am alone in the world.” Other dreams seemed to confirm her ambivalence. In another, her “red bag,” which holds “poems and other special things” and is thus associated with her sexuality and personal identity, is “found safely” in the care of a person who resembles the man in the earlier dream. These men are “sensitive, poetic, yet definitely masculine. . . . They are academics, fairly square and secure, without being stuffy.”21 Ambivalent though it was, this appreciation of safety in her choice of male companions was new to Levertov. Her eagerness for romantic love, so pronounced in the years after her divorce, was becoming redirected.

We find an example of Levertov’s ambivalence about intimacy in the four-part poem “Holiday,” published in Candles in Babylon. Originally titled “Love Letters,” it documents missing a lover, the “K” to whom it is dedicated, whom the speaker no longer sees. (This was poet and critic John Kenneth Atchity, who was then a professor at Occidental College and head of the Occidental Poets series.)22 Levertov remembers their holiday at Nepenthe, a Big Sur restaurant on the California coast, where they determined to be “best friends.” The birds, the sea, the trees, the food, and the wine conspire to welcome eros on this unforgettable occasion, so that their bed becomes “a ground of miracles.” Most important, out of their respective strong centers, they are able to give each other true companionship, the sense that each isn’t “travelling alone.” As Levertov writes in the third part of “Holiday,”

No one confirms
an other unless
he himself rays forth
from a center . . .

In the last part, subtitled “Postcard,” which suggests both distance and a desire for further contact, she can “divine no messages” in the images she visualizes:
The roses have no scent. The sea here is a landlocked Sound.
It says I miss you, breaking quiet upon the dark sand.

In the poem that follows, “She and the Muse,” the poet accepts the fleeting nature of this affair with renewed self-possession and a note of irony. After the “hero” rides off “in the dustcloud of his own / story,” she returns to solitude eagerly, to her “lectern,” to her “writing desk.” “She picks a quill, / dips it, begins to write. But not of him.” For the first time, there is a salutary clarity about the limits of her love life and a glad detachment.

En route to Australia in June 1981, Levertov stopped in Paris, where she had been invited to attend the “Rencontres Franco-anglo-américaines de Poésies,” organized by Jacques Rancourt. She met the French poet and novelist Jean Joubert at this conference, during which they spent three days translating poems in workshops and giving poetry readings in the Pompidou Center. At the meeting’s end, Levertov told Joubert that she wished to translate some of his poetry. Since she was planning to travel in the south of France, Joubert invited her to stay with him and his wife in their village, near Montpellier. Levertov spent three days at their home and Joubert remembered her as very friendly and open. She spoke with him freely about “her childhood, the war, her marriage, her son, her mother, her political struggles.”

Levertov and Joubert were the same age, shared left-wing political sympathies, and had corresponding memories of growing up in Europe during World War II. They both were also deeply interested in the relationship between painting and poetry. Joubert remembered Levertov’s “spontaneity, her simplicity, the interest she manifested in everything she saw and heard.” She admired the landscape and the towns and monuments they visited together. One of these was Saint-Guilhem-le-Desert, the medieval monastery in Languedoc, not far from his village. Joubert described himself as “an agnostic with a strong interest in the religious phenomenon and its variety of forms, its myths, its symbols and poetic dimensions.” In the church at the monastery, he and Levertov “experienced a feeling of ‘spiritual communion,’ being conscious of the beauty and simplicity of the monument,” and he continued to follow her spiritual evolution with interest.

Levertov included her translations of fourteen of Joubert’s poems in Oblique Prayers, where they compose the book’s third section. In “Wind Script,” the first poem in this group, we find Joubert grappling with a problem that continued to vex Levertov, the effect of historical catastrophe on poetic language and lyric form. As he puts it,
Words are vulnerable:
Rain, fire, the errant hand,
confusion—all can assail them.

Levertov also arranged to translate his 1988 book of poems, *Black Iris*, and a 1990 children’s book, *White Owl and Blue Mouse*. Joubert returned the compliment. The result was the publication of *Un Jour Commence* (A Day Begins), his 1988 translation of a selection of Levertov’s poems. After they decided to translate each other, they exchanged a number of letters in which the original version of each poem was discussed, annotated, and modified. Joubert wrote that there was no conflict in this collaboration. “On certain occasions, [they] both felt that [they] had *written* a specific poem instead of having translated it. A fascinating experience!” The two met again in Paris on several occasions, and in 1989 they both participated in a conference of French and American poets in Grenoble.

Like Levertov’s poetry, Joubert’s work offers a celebration of the natural world and an appreciation of silence and humility. Levertov also felt an affinity with Joubert’s need to acknowledge, albeit regretfully, the age-old threat of cruelty. Her decision to include Joubert’s poem “Ancient Cat” in *Oblique Prayers* is an example. In it, the poet asks what the cat stretched on his chest sees in the distant haze. In his answer, he muses wryly upon his kinship with the bloodthirsty instincts of the animal:

```
My blood
pleases you, your claws
read me.
On your scrawny spine I place
this hand
which knows and
wants not to know.25
```

The discrepancy between human cruelty and the suffering of the innocent, on one hand, and the claim that God is just and merciful, on the other, had been a major barrier in Levertov’s earlier religious development. Recently she had claimed that an avowal of Christian faith was not incompatible with her aesthetic and political stance, but her diary indicates that she still felt conflicted about some aspects of Christian belief. She attended Mass in Sydney, Australia, for example, but felt uncomfortable taking communion. “Here I am taking communion,” she wrote, “and nothing felt but the difficulty of swallowing and self consciousness about perhaps making a mistake of some kind.” A week later, she still wrestled with the theology of transubstantiation. In chapel she had the following insights:
When Jesus says “this bread is my body,” he may have meant “Nature is the body of god.” So that it’s not a matter of transubstantiation but of recognition. The sacramental—the sanctification of the “ordinary” bread (or wine) is in the recognition at the moment of sharing that no “fruits of the earth” are “ordinary.” The transformation is in the mind’s focus. Thus any reverent and joyful consumption of natural good . . . is a communion service. And looking, touching, listening, breathing in fragrance or freshness of clean air—they too are sacraments, ways in which to express “remembrance.”

The connections between Levertov’s recent turn toward Christianity and the pantheism of her early poetry is evident here, just as it is in “Of God and of the Gods,” the last section of poems in *Oblique Prayers*. Levertov mentioned a passage from an essay by John Ruskin that explains what she means by “the gods” in these poems: “the totality of spiritual powers delegated by the lord of the universe to do, in their several heights or offices, parts of his will respecting men or the world that man is imprisoned in.” Levertov did not adhere to conventional religious dogma. She defined herself as a Christian, but unorthodox, and she saw Christian faith as “involving the cooperation of man.” As she wrote in her essay “A Poet’s Faith,” as an artist she could not enter a “ready-made structure” but had “to find components and construct her own.” Occasionally her unorthodoxy verged upon scorn. In “The Task,” she dismisses a vulgar, weak-hearted anthropomorphism:

As if God were an old man
always upstairs, sitting about
in sleeveless undershirt, asleep,
arms folded, stomach rumbling,
his breath from open mouth
strident, presaging death . . .

Instead, she locates God in the wilderness next door, “busy at the loom,” absorbed in the work of weaving the “great garment” of creation. God hears “the spacious hum of bees” amid the “clacking and whirring” of the loom, and “far-off / our screams” and “terrible beseeching.” When the task is finished, the “loom idle, / the weaver at rest,” this clamor will be “sifted through, at last, to music.” In the other poems in this section, the divine spirit is also present among “earth gods,” be they rivers, trees, flowers, or simply the dust, as well as in the teachings of the Bible. Levertov does not experience the “profound dark / night of the soul” felt by Saint John of the Cross, or Dante and Eliot. In “Oblique Prayer,” the volume’s title poem, she does not undergo an underworld journey in which she summons the dead. She finds herself in a gray no-man’s-land, “a place / without clear outlines.” There, with the help of a living “you,” who includes the reader, she can remember
the blessed light that caressed the world
before I stumbled into
this place of mere
not darkness.\textsuperscript{29}

\ldots

By the time \textit{Oblique Prayers} was published, Levertov was teaching regularly at Stanford University. After resigning from Tufts in the spring of 1979, she had stopped teaching, determined to earn her living solely from royalties and reading fees. Later that year she was invited by W. W. Norton to write an introduction to poetry textbook, which she hoped would be profitable. She sent an outline and two chapters to Norton but was disappointed with the editor’s response and dropped the whole idea. She then taught a weekly class at the University of Massachusetts in the spring of 1981, but the salary was insufficient. A more lucrative invitation by Brandeis University in the fall of 1981 and succeeding fall semesters, to be the Fannie Hurst Poet-in-Residence, was thus very welcome. On their faculty she joined fellow poets J. V. Cunningham and Allen Grossman. At the same time, she negotiated with Stanford University to teach there in the winter quarter. While she preferred not to return to teaching full time, the idea of spending the winter in the California sunshine among friends in the Bay Area, combined with the prospect of teaching graduate as well as undergraduate students, was too attractive to reject. She began teaching at Stanford in the winter of 1982.

While teaching there, Levertov lived in a comfortable apartment on the second floor of a Spanish-style mansion at 264 Mayfield Avenue, next to the Palo Alto campus. It had large windows with good light in the spacious living room and adjacent dining area and kitchen. Denise rode a bike to class in the morning past deep-green eucalyptus and red-furrowed conifers, savoring the beauty of the trees and flowers on the campus grounds. She also attended workshops in the area, some of which aided her life as a poet, teacher, and activist. In her diary she noted a stimulating workshop with socialist activist Danilo Dolci in the winter of 1982. A big man, Dolci reminded her of Charles Olson, but he was “warmer and more modest.” Listening to him pace himself, she was reminded of watching a large man “dance very well.” Both at the lecture and at the workshop following, she felt “in the presence of greatness” and took detailed notes.

Levertov particularly liked the way Dolci taught by telling stories. This method irritated others in the group who seemed unfamiliar with the “tradition of teaching by parable,” and Levertov thought it a shame that many people were “conditioned to . . . dull exposition” as the sole teaching methodology. She also respected some of Dolci’s ideas, particularly about how activists could employ “man’s innate resourcefulness.”\textsuperscript{30} Hailed as the “Sicilian Gandhi,” Dolci was famous for having helped the poor of Sicily confront the Mafia by investigating
corruption and creating public works programs, such as the Jato Dam. Levertov was impressed with how he engaged Sicilian peasants in such projects through his educational centers, where their imaginations were stimulated and they decided together how to proceed. She thought that Dolci’s ideas and methods, like those of Paulo Freire, were applicable to the antinuclear and environmentalist movements.

Occasionally, events within the university proved stimulating. One such occasion was a conference, hosted by the Center for Research on Women, on “Women Writing Poetry in America,” held at Stanford in April 1982. The poetry of Sylvia Plath, who would have been fifty years old that year, was the central focus, but there were also papers on other topics, and a number of contemporary poets read their work. Among the critics on the program were Sandra Gilbert (also a poet), Albert and Barbara Gelpi, Susan Friedman, Marjorie Perloff, Marilyn Yalom, and John Felstiner. The poets invited included Audre Lorde, Judy Grahn, Bernice Zamora, Colleen McElroy, Carolyn Kizer, Kathleen Fraser, Alicia Ostriker, and of course, Denise. Not only did Levertov give a reading on Friday evening, she also appeared on a panel on “Poetry and Political Life,” along with Audre Lorde and Sandra Gilbert, on Saturday morning, and she was in the audience at other panels, including one on “The Lesbian Writer.” Denise had had reservations about feminism, and when lesbian feminists became prominent, it was too much for her to bear quietly. The discussion heated up when, in response to the claim that heterosexual sex is “oppressive,” an idea then current in some lesbian feminist circles, Denise objected from the audience: “There are many women who love having sex with men, who think this is natural. They [lesbians] are angry at being told that their predilections are not natural. So okay. Why should they oppress other women by taking that attitude toward them?”

Although Adrienne Rich was not present at this conference, she was by then a major poet and lesbian feminist theorist and papers were presented on her work. Levertov did not agree with Rich’s position on lesbian feminism, but she did not object when, a few years later, Rich was also invited to teach at Stanford. By this time, Albert Gelpi was chairman of the department. When asked how she would feel about such an appointment, Levertov wrote that it would be good for the department, both because of Rich’s name and “because she is learned, conscientious, and brilliant.” She must also be an excellent teacher, Levertov thought. Her only concern was that they not be there concurrently, because they were two women poets of “about equal fame and of the same generation,” not because of the earlier break in their friendship.

Levertov continued that she disagreed with Rich’s reputation for pushing lesbianism as if it were the “most worthy form of feminism.” She thought this was “potentially not a good influence for young women eager to be good feminists” and insecure in their sexual identities. “If people are biologically and psychologically
authentic homosexuals, ok,” she continued, “but to make sexual decisions for ideological reasons is sad—and it’s a lot easier to get in than get out once such a self-definition has been made.” Levertov didn’t think male homosexuality presented the same problem because there was no male equivalent of the feminist movement, so the ideological element was absent. On the other hand, regarding Rich as an influence on undergraduates, she stood back and laughed at herself for a moment. “If Al and Barbara, good Catholics and such old and close friends of Adrienne’s, are not perturbed,” she wrote, “why the hell should I be? Come on Denise, don’t be so prissy!” By the time Rich arrived on campus, Levertov’s reservations had dissipated; the Gelpis remembered the pleasure they had bringing them together for lunch. When Rich won the Ruth Lilly Award in 1986 for Your Native Land, Your Life, Levertov applauded, commenting to Gelpi, “I see . . . a parallel between her movement towards, or evolution into, her own Jewish identity and my movement into the Christian faith I was born into but from which I long kept my distance.”

She also mentioned her pleasure at being friends again with Rich in a letter to fellow poet Carolyn Kizer. She had written Rich, whose oldest son was battling cancer, a disease Nikolai also suffered by then, and she felt that the letter “had paved the way.”

Levertov would continue to teach at Stanford until 1994, but she would remain at Brandeis for only three years, resigning her position there in 1983. Again, the ostensible reason for her resignation was that she needed more time for writing, but this time her decision was also partly due to depression, an emotional state she confided to her therapist, Robert Bosnak, and also to Mitch on one occasion. As she put it in her diary, she felt “acute anxiety” about herself and “about the world.” She wanted to “crawl into [her] shell,” but knew that she felt more melancholy when too much alone. It was puzzling to her that the “euphoria of grace and gratitude and faith” that she had experienced earlier in the year was gone, and she resolved to “attempt some disciplined contemplation and recognize the value of the desert.” Concerned about her health, Mitch wrote to James Laughlin that Denise considers herself a trouper, putting on a “brave, even cheerful face” because she feels that people depend on her strength. But, he thought, the cost of that effort had become excessive. “She’s very shaky,” he continued, “often on the edge of despair, scraping the bottom of the barrel. She feels a need to retreat.”

Levertov’s poetry indicates that her estrangement from Nikolai during his dangerous illness was an important factor in her depression. Although there were phone calls and occasional visits, Nikolai and Nefertiti avoided contact with Denise even though they lived relatively nearby, in Boston. Mother and son were united briefly after Howard Goodman’s son, Peter—Nikolai’s cousin—was killed at age fifteen in a car accident in April 1981. Mitch, who flew to Saint Louis to be at his younger brother’s side, wrote that he appreciated the full humanity of his brother for the first time. On this sad occasion, they confronted each other
“openly, even nakedly.” Nikolai’s reappearance was precipitated by this family tragedy, and Denise noted that he looked much “older.” To her relief, the meeting was “curiously easy and low-toned—after so much sturm and drang.” Nefertiti was hardly mentioned.

Denise’s rapprochement with Nikolai was short lived. By the early 1980s, the relationship between Nikolai and Nefertiti was stressful; in part, the problem was money. Unlike Nefertiti, who was building a reputation as an artist, selling and renting her work to big corporations in New York and New Jersey, Nikolai was doing little art work. He spent most of his time at odd jobs—carpentry, truck driving—to cover their expenses. Nefertiti was supposed to alternate with him on these “day jobs,” but this never happened, even though their expenses increased. So there was already considerable resentment when Nikolai took a job at In Company Publishing, a subdivision of Xerox, where he pasted together course books for professors. He was subject to polluted air in his workplace and a great deal of pressure. Something reduced his resistance to the fumes, he thought, and in the spring of 1982 he came down with what at first seemed like the flu. Upon medical consultation, however, it turned out to be a rare type of brain tumor that caused symptoms of dizziness and nausea. When this diagnosis was confirmed, he was admitted to Beth Israel Hospital, where the neurosurgery was performed by Dr. Richard Bergland.

Both Nikolai and Nefertiti feared that the potentially panicky behavior of Denise and Mitch could be a threat to Nikolai’s survival, so they did not contact either parent until after Nikolai came out of surgery. Further, they married in the hospital so that, should the need arise, Nefertiti would be next of kin. The wedding took place while Nikolai lay in bed in the intensive care unit, on Bastille Day 1982, with the assistance of a judge and clergyman. Several friends were in attendance, but neither set of parents. Nikolai remembered that, later, when his parents were informed and came to visit, they behaved “with a complete lack of maturity.” Mitch, who refused to park in the hospital parking lot, had to keep running out to feed a meter, and they both pestered the doctors, recommending poet-doctors they knew in an effort to impress them. Nikolai and Nefertiti got them out of his room as quickly as possible.

Looking back at his surgery twenty years later, Nikolai felt that he was fortunate that the tumor was benign; in some ways, it had even saved his life, he thought, because he had been under such stress before it was discovered. Nefertiti stayed with him for ten years after the surgery, until he could live by himself, a loyalty for which he was grateful. In 1992, when she wanted to move to Montclair, New Jersey, despite his wish to remain in Boston, the couple separated amicably. Throughout the ten-year interval that they were together, however, their relationship with Denise and Mitch continued to be stormy, and for Denise, a source of pain and worry.
Levertov recorded her anguish about Nikolai’s illness and their damaged relationship in the first two poems in the opening section of *Oblique Prayers*. In “Decipherings,” the first poem, she conveys her discomfiture by means of a series of analogies, all of which suggest profound disorientation. (In manuscript, this poem was titled “Utterance,” a word that once meant “bitter end or limit.”) In this poem’s third section, she compares her feelings to the confusion of a newly postpartum woman, whose nerves still “twist and pinch” after the baby—“that otherness”—has drifted “up and / over / the horizon’s ramparts.” In “Broken Ghazals,” the second poem, she returns to this subject. A Persian lyric form, the ghazal traditionally invokes love and longing from a philosophical or mystical standpoint. Levertov clearly welcomed this distancing, for her poem is a meditation on the ultimate singularity of each life despite close relationships between people: “Each life spins / into its own orbit . . . Being / is not referential.” Halfway through, we realize that she is coming to terms with the distance between herself and her son in the context of his critical illness: “a shadow/ threatens my son’s life.” The continuing stabs of pain she feels, which belie her attempts at philosophical equanimity, are reflected stylistically in the poem’s unevenly spaced stanzas. At the end, by means of oblique images and increasing silence, she expresses her frustration at their inability to communicate:

Squinting toward light:
A tree has filled it
with green diamonds. Or there’s the air, bemused:
newfallen snow.

Shock waves of a music
I don’t hear
As you
don’t hear mine.
How they beat on the sea wall!!

In an earlier draft, this poem was titled “Sighing Assertions,” and it began more directly and personally:

Being is not / referential. Only child,
who cannot be dearest, only
uniquely dear,
my being goes on in the absence
of your understanding . . .

The hurt and petulance in the last two lines are more fully evident in “Denise’s Blues,” another poem Levertov wrote in July 1982 but did not publish. In it she employs the blues form, associated with black popular culture, to express raw frustration at Nikolai’s bond with Nefertiti, whom she felt had slighted her. Since
the blues form is by definition repetitive, it is well chosen to demonstrate the working through of feelings, but in a successful blues lyric, the last line functions like the “turn” of a sonnet, providing a humorous or ironic shift, questionable here. These are the first and last stanzas:

Soft-voiced woman, she put me down,
Soft-voiced woman, she put me down.
Seemed to think I was some kind of clown

Soft-voiced woman, she’ll never read my mind,
Soft-voiced woman, she’ll never read my mind.
She has her ways but I’ve got depths she’ll never find.39

Barbara Fussiner, a close family friend, thinks that Nefertiti’s competitive feelings about Denise in this period were equally intense. “There was a mythic quality about their relationship,” she said.40 Though talented, Nefertiti was young and still relatively unknown compared with her mother-in-law. She, too, probably felt threatened.

In a note on the manuscript of “Denise’s Blues,” Levertov wrote that by August 1982, her feelings had changed, and her diary entries also indicate that the sting was diminishing. By the fall of 1983, with psychiatric help, Nikolai had begun to come to a new, more loving, understanding of both parents. On November 30, in response to a Thanksgiving call from him, Denise and Mitch (who was visiting) “sobbed and hugged” each other in relief.41 By Nikolai’s thirty-fifth birthday, Denise’s earlier anger at him was gone. She noted his “sweetness, a will to . . . live and create,” but she continued to worry about his health, wondering if he still suffered aftereffects from his illness. Was his memory intact? Would he be able to fulfill his considerable potential? While she mentioned several benign phone conversations with Nefertiti in her diary, the three were not fully reconciled until the beginning of the next decade.

Denise confided her troubles with Nikolai to friends and she received many sympathetic letters in return, but none was more sagacious than Murray Bodo, a poet and Franciscan priest, with whom she had corresponded since the early seventies. Bodo understood both Levertov’s anxiety and ambivalence when, after Nikolai and she had drawn together on his return from the hospital, she had to let go once more as she saw him move away. He understood that, although Denise had reached within and forgiven Nikolai, real reconciliation was not yet possible. Distinguishing between the two, he pointed out that reconciliation is much more complicated than forgiveness because it involves both parties. “All we can do sometimes is forgive, forgive life, others, ourselves,” he continued.
“Forgive, while we long for real reconciliation between the opposites in ourselves and in the world outside.”

Bodo had first seen Levertov in 1973 in Cincinnati, when she was giving a lecture. “She wore a frumpy flowered dress that reminded [him] of something Queen Elizabeth II would wear,” as though she represented another, distant generation. He was too in awe on that occasion to approach the person behind the poems he admired, but he came to realize, six years later, when they first met, that the reserve in her manner was characteristic. As he wrote, she “seemed to hold herself poised in the knowledge that any exchange would not happen with the body but with the mind and heart. Her arms crossed before her, her hands tucked primly into them, looked somehow at odds with her hair that fell in loose curls, almost in disarray.” He sensed an “inner tension between formality and informality,” which, he realized, made her “both formidable and vulnerable.” She was “formidable in her assurances, which came from carefully thought-out convictions, but vulnerable in her outward persona which gave the impression of . . . one who probed and prodded from some inaccessible place, preventing the personal communion with people that she found with nature.”

Bodo shared Levertov’s abhorrence of war and her concerns about America’s policy regarding nuclear weapons. In his opinion, American leaders justify “horrible deeds and decisions” by vilifying their opponents. “In the process, we deny our own evil and either consciously or unconsciously project our own evil “out there.” He wanted to believe nuclear weapons were too terrible to use again, but he acknowledged that we’ve never had a weapon that hasn’t been used eventually. Lest he sound too pessimistic, he sent her “The Journey Inward,” an essay from his book The Threefold Way of Saint Francis, as a “partial response” to her questions. Here he wrote that the journey inward was necessary for survival: “For at the center of that journey is the Bomb we thought was going to fall from the sky. It is ticking and burning within us and can only be de-fused by a personal and collective journey into the heart.”

Levertov discussed matters of religious faith with Bodo, and they commented on each other’s poetry. Bodo was particularly moved by Levertov’s poem “St. Peter and the Angel,” one of the few in Oblique Prayers on an explicitly Christian subject, a passage in Acts 12:1–11. He wrote that the final lines, “towards which the whole poem builds unexpectedly, moved [him] in some profound, unconscious way,” so that he could only repeat them as if they were an incantation. Referring to the aftermath of Peter’s deliverance from imprisonment by an angel of the Lord, Levertov had written:

No one had missed him, no one was in pursuit.
He himself must be
the key, now, to the next door,
the next terrors of freedom and joy.
Reacting to this poem, Bodo enthused: “That is so perfectly what happens inside when God leads, that I stand in awe to see articulated what I have experienced without knowing that I experienced it until I saw it rendered on the page.”

Levertov must have shared with Bodo some of the barriers to her belief in God when she visited his Cincinnati friary in November 1984. (She came to read her poetry at the Environmental Protection Agency there.) She noted that they had discussed finding God not by ascent but by descent. After that visit, he wrote that he would send her “some reflections on suffering . . . and the helplessness of God,” and he thanked her for giving him her childhood copy of *The Little Flowers of Saint Francis*. Bodo felt “privileged” to witness her “breakthrough to faith,” which “occurred slowly: word by word, line by line,” he wrote after her death, citing her poem “The Avowal” as an example of her longing for the “surrender to God’s deep embrace.”

Concerns about Nikolai’s health did not prevent Denise from undertaking complicated travel plans in the spring and summer of 1983. In mid-March she read at California State College in Chico before traveling to Earlham College in Indiana, where she visited with literary critic Paul Lacey and his family. She then continued on to read at the University of North Carolina and Missouri Western State College. Fortunately, she had some respite from this grueling schedule via a grant from the Djerassi Foundation, in Woodside, California, where she spent three weeks in April. Then she traveled to Washington, D.C., in May, where she read and spoke at the Folger Shakespeare Library before returning to Boston.

The day after the premiere of the oratorio on El Salvador, on May 22, 1983, she flew to Paris, where she attended an arts festival with her friend Maureen Smith and visited with other old friends. As was their custom, the two women visited several art galleries together. Denise commented about visits to the Petit Palais, where they saw paintings by Vuillard and Courbet, and to the Place des Vosges, where they saw an exhibit of Monets. She was particularly struck by the way in which the large scale of one of Vuillard’s paintings in no way lessened its sense of intimacy. Denise also met in Paris with the economic historian John Day, with whom she’d been in love in the fifties. With some disappointment, she found herself shy and reluctant with him now. Day was lost in nostalgia, she thought, a barrier to living in the present. After the first evening, she felt no attraction toward him at all, and was only perplexed about how to avoid hurting his feelings. A visit with the poet Eugène Guillevic and his wife, Lucie, was much more satisfying. Levertov considered him “an old sweetie” and continued to thoroughly admire his poetry, commenting: “It is amazing that those austerely mysterious poems emerge from that little old Christmas gnome.”
Levertov flew back to Boston in June with regret. “Paris, Paris, Paris! I love it,” she wrote in her diary. She was excited at the prospect of returning to Europe later that month, when she would attend a poetry festival in Rotterdam, followed by trips to Amsterdam, Salzburg, Lambrecht, Bologna, Rome, Nice, Paris, and London. In Rotterdam, she particularly enjoyed meeting Breyten Breytenbach, the Dutch South African poet who had been jailed for seven years. While in Salzburg with Stephen Peet, she wrote that it was hard to think of the Austrians having been active Nazis—“to know such a profound mass hysteria had seized a whole generation.”

She had a feast of painting and architecture in these cities and towns all across Europe and pleasurable visits with her old friends Gisela and Jehanne Marchesi in Rome and Betty and David Mitchell in Paris.

In all of these places, Levertov made detailed notes about works of art she had seen. Had she not been a poet, she might well have become an art historian, so discriminating are her comments. For example, after visiting Bologna and seeing works by Vitale da Bologna, the Italian Gothic painter, she articulated the difference between the Byzantine tradition, which didn’t appeal to her, and the Giottesque, which did, pointing out that “the former is hierarchic—stylized archetypes—and the latter is illustrative.” She loves the illustrative in any period, she continues. “It must be formally, compositionally satisfying, yes; but the narrative or atmospheric, or metaphoric element is very very important to me—and is one of things I find in Vuillard . . . or Rouault.” Similarly, when she really likes an abstract painting, “e.g. a Soulage, or a Tapies, or a Rothko,” it is because she feels the painting conveys a quality beyond itself: “of rich definiteness and somber sensuality in Soulage, of occult mysteries in Tapies, of silence and stillness in Rothko.” She wonders how people could “respectfully appreciate the old masters without comprehending . . . their iconography or their ‘subjects.’” It is this illustrative element she finds missing from the geometries of Mondrian.

One of the reasons for Levertov’s return to Boston from Paris in early June 1983 was an invitation to participate in the conference “Facing Apocalypse” at Salve Regina College in Newport, Rhode Island. Organized by Robert Bosnak, Levertov’s therapist, and James Hersh, a professor in the college’s philosophy department, the conference addressed the problems for the human imagination of our capacity for nuclear warfare. Levertov read her poetry at the conference; other participants included her friends Norman O. Brown and Danilo Dolci, as well as Robert Jay Lifton, James Hillman, Mary Watkins, David Miller, and Wolfgang Giegerich.

The talks by Lifton and Watkins particularly resonated with Levertov. A professor of psychiatry at Yale University Medical School, Lifton was the first psychiatrist to write about the psychological effects of the nuclear threat and of
the arms race, and one of the first to visit Hiroshima after the atomic bomb. His 1968 book *Death in Life: Survivors of Hiroshima* was based on his work there, and his talk included the idea that, just as we must imagine our own death so that we may live more fully and creatively, so we must imagine the world’s death. Levertov noted this idea in her diary, commenting that it reminded her of one of Buber’s insights, “Imagine the real.” Mary Watkins, a faculty member at Clark University, was working on *Invisible Guests: The Development of Imaginal Dialogues* (1986), a study of the function and development of our conversations with imaginal others, and her talk, Levertov noted, focused on the development of the moral imagination. Levertov read poems related to the conference theme, and in her introduction, she discredited Senator Claiborne Pell’s comment that American nuclear sufficiency was a safeguard to peace, claiming that we cannot use this argument for something that shouldn’t exist at all.

Written after the conference, several of the poems in *Breathing the Water* (1987) are informed by the ideas of Lifton and Watkins. In Hiroshima, Lifton had come to understand that, in order to reconstitute their immediate lives, survivors of the atomic bomb had to reconstruct a larger psychological universe—had to reimagine a relationship to human connection, to historical process, or to what he came to call their “symbolization of immortality.” This adjustment was necessary in response to imagery of extermination other than nuclear weapons, too, including depletion of the world’s resources, especially food and energy. We find his influence in “During a Son’s Dangerous Illness,” in which Levertov comes to terms with her fear and grief by placing them in the context of global concerns about the survival of “the menaced world.” The poem ponders “the dreaded worst” possibility—that her son could predecease her like her sister Philippa had predeceased her mother. The death of a child disrupts the natural order, changing our relation to historical process:

```plaintext
What becomes
of the past if the future
snaps off, brittle,
the present left as a jagged edge
opening on nothing?
```

Her thoughts then open to “the menaced world—lost rivers, / poisoned lakes,” and creatures “to be fireblasted” off the earth. She concludes that the grief she’d know if she lived with her son’s “unthinkable death” is a splinter

```plaintext
of that selfsame grief,
ininitely smaller but
the same in kind:
```
It would be a form of the “desolation of / survival.”

Watkins’s ideas also inform several poems in *Breathing the Water*. An adherent of what came to be called “liberation psychologies,” Watkins’s basic orientation is dialogical. She holds that human beings live in a cocreated world in which many levels of order interconnect: “Psyche, culture, and nature continuously unfold in communication through language, symbol, and image.” The psychological can be understood as part of this wider web, and liberation psychologies seek “to repair the fragmentation” in oppressive relationships through reconciliatory and transgressive practices. They recognize the importance of giving priority to what or who has been marginalized in the psyche and in society, to what we express intrapsychically in imaginal dialogues with ourselves or with others. Again, Levertov was reminded of Martin Buber, who had deepened the concept of dialogue to include that kind of relating—often felt as spiritual—that preserves the integrity of self and other.

We find this orientation in Levertov’s poem “From the Image-Flow—South Africa 1986,” where increasing Western opposition to the inhumanity of apartheid sets in motion the imaginal scene of a slave ship that is “not anchored yet not moving.” In the ship’s “vast hold, / vinelike hands reach out from crowded souls” and “sparks,” struck from chains, “light fires in what space they make between their bodies.” Not only does this exchange of energy light fires, so that the ship “begins to burn,” it also causes “the viscous depths” beneath the ship to “smoulder.” The two poems that follow are also in this vein. In “Making Peace,” the speaker is inspired by a “voice from the dark” that challenges poets to “give us / imagination of peace,” to counter the “familiar / imagination of disaster.” Her response to this voice stresses the continuum between the imagination and action. Like a poem, peace

is not there ahead of itself,
can’t be imagined before it is made,
can’t be known except
in the words of its making,
grammar of justice,
syntax of mutual aid.

Thus continuum reappears from a different perspective in “From the Image-Flow—Summer of 1986,” where an inspirational image comes from the myth of Pandora, quoted in an epigraph: “‘Only Hope remained there within the rim of the great jar’ (after Pandora had let loose disaster and affliction).” Levertov compares “Hope” to “a golden fly” circling around under the rim of the jar. Although “it can’t fly free / among our heavy hearts,” it does not die. It keeps its pace, “pausing only as if to meditate / a saving strategy.” In “From the Image-Flow—
Death of Chausson, 1899,” a poem about the Romantic composer’s final days just as his career was beginning to thrive, the “flow” increases in intensity within the composer’s mind, a movement Levertov conveys by means of synesthesia. She merges sight and hearing, color and sound until, at the end, “he is flying through green and violet / to the unseen wall, the silence.”57 In these poems, the world is charged with a boundless energy that the poet beholds, celebrates, and transfers.

It would be simplistic to attribute to any one influence the relative inner peace Levertov had achieved by 1987, when Breathing the Water was published. Lifton and Watkins offered new versions of the thinking of Buber and Niebuhr, whom she already admired, and other contemporaries were more important to her personally in this interval. Among these was ecophilosopher Joanna Macy, whose work addresses psychological and spiritual issues around nuclear power and whose 1983 book, Despair and Personal Power in the Nuclear Age, Levertov cites in the notes to Breathing the Water. Levertov and Macy met in 1978, when they both rallied against the Seabrook nuclear reactor, and they were close friends throughout the 1980s, when Macy began giving workshops that helped people to transform despair and apathy into constructive, collaborative action. While Levertov did not attend any of Macy’s workshops, they had several conversations in Levertov’s home about them, and about the poetry of Rilke, another mutual interest.58

Levertov’s poem “A Blessing,” dedicated to Macy, draws on one of these conversations and on Macy’s work with “the council of all beings,” a gathering concerned with deep ecology, an environmental movement that believes in the interrelatedness of all systems of life and that regards healthy human self-realization as ecocentric rather than anthropocentric. Levertov employs images from nature and from cultural traditions bound to nature—“river,” “man’s totem tree,” “the woman’s chosen lichen”—to convey the energy of their exchange. Macy had praised as life-giving several poems Levertov had just written, assuring the poet, “Your river is in full flood . . . Work on,” when Levertov felt “not so sure of the river.”59 This emphasis on the river’s flow may also derive from Macy’s knowledge of the work of general systems theorists Ludwig von Bertalanffy and Norbert Wiener, both of whom she refers to in her book cited by Levertov. According to their way of seeing, instead of “beholding random separate entities, we become aware of interconnected flows—flows of energy, matter, information—and see life forms as patterns in these flows.” As systems-cybernetician Wiener put it, “We are individual pools in a river of everflowing water; we are not stuff that abides but patterns that perpetuate themselves.”60

These ideas about flow and pattern were consistent with Levertov’s earlier views
about organic form in poetry. They may also be behind Levertov’s choice of a passage from Eudora Welty’s story “Music from Spain” for her epigraph to *Breathing the Water*. Welty questions the strangeness of certain felicitous sequences of events, the way “things are flung out at us, like the apples of Atalanta perhaps, once we have begun a certain onrush.”

The poems Macy praised may have included those Levertov based on Rilke’s *Book of Hours*, a book Macy also loved and would translate with Anita Barrows. Levertov placed one of her three variations on themes by Rilke at the beginning of *Breathing the Water*, and another at the end, thus framing the volume with this connection. The opening poem depicts empowerment within the present moment. Based on *The Book of Hours*, book 1, poem 1, stanza 1, it describes how “a certain day” anointed the poet with a new sense of power and obligation, as if she were a knight in a royal court: “sky, air, light: / a being” had “descended from the height of noon” and “struck her on the shoulder,” “granting [her] / honor and a task.” She was like “a bell awakened” and felt herself “saying and singing what it knew: I can.” In an earlier essay, Levertov had outlined the history of Rilke’s influence upon her artistic development: his ability to see the holy in the ordinary had inspired her poetry for forty years and his attitude to his craft had informed her “aesthetic ethics.” In these poetic variations, she adduces Rilke’s poems as models for deep contemplation and prayer.

The last poem in *Breathing the Water* is a good example. Titled “Variation and Reflection on a Theme by Rilke,” it references *The Book of Hours*, book 1, poem 7, Rilke’s expression of the desire to sanctify time by simply being in God’s presence. Levertov’s interpretation is a prayer to God in two parts. In the first part, wishing to free herself from the repetitive “swing of cause and effect,” she takes a deep breath, focuses her attention, and attempts to fill herself with the eternal. Then, “at that timeless moment of possession, / fleeting as a smile,” she lets the life force “flow back into all creation.” Here her poem enacts a process of “contemplation,” which she described in an early essay on organic form, mentioning the root of the word, as standing “open-mouthed in the temple of life” and in the presence of a god. In the second part, she reflects upon this desire for divine communion, realizing that the “stillness” she craves can never be achieved “Within the pulse of flesh.” In words that indicate an acquaintance with Buddhist (as well as Christian) teachings about the connection between desire and suffering, she writes, “What we desire travels with us. / We must breathe time as fishes breathe water. / God’s flight circles us.”

Levertov’s third variation on a poem by Rilke, in the last section of *Breathing the Water*, differs with its source. In book 1, poem 4, Rilke eschews the painter’s depiction of the divine “in king’s robes,” or in other pious images that become “like a thousand walls” and hide a true apprehension of the divine. The context for Rilke’s poem is the iconoclastic controversy incited by Emperor Leo III,
who demanded the destruction of a revered icon of Christ in Constantinople because he feared the people were worshipping it as an idol. Levertov, on the other hand, imagines an old monk telling her that “all these images,” “these inspired depictions”—by Giotto, Van Eyck, Rembrandt, Rouault—are “true” and not simply “fancy, a willed fiction.” Each of these artists shows us “the manifold countenance / of the Holy One, Blessed be He.” “Each, at work in his art,” is part of a spiritual community through which “the Infinite / plays, and in grace / gives us clues to His mystery.”67 This poem deftly expresses ideas central in Levertov’s 1984 essay “A Poet’s View,” in which she discusses the relation between her religious and her intellectual position. She allies herself with artists in all media who adhere to “‘vision, to the inspired experience,’ . . . who live with a door of one’s life open to the transcendent, the numinous.” Not every artist acknowledges this fact, she continues, “yet all, in the creative act, experience mystery.”68 The recognition and celebration of mystery had been a consistent theme in her poetry from the beginning. Now Levertov was able to find within it the presence of God.

•••

Another important dimension of Levertov’s inner revolution in this period was her active involvement in the Christian community on the West Coast. Just as she continued to attend services at several churches in Boston with active social justice programs, such as Emmanuel Church (Episcopal) and the Paulist Center (Roman Catholic), she regularly attended services at First Presbyterian in Palo Alto, another church well known for its social justice work, as well as several Episcopal churches in the Palo Alto area and the Catholic chapel at the Stanford student union. Judith Dunbar, a literature professor at Santa Clara University, often accompanied Levertov to these church services. The two would often engage in deep conversations about their spiritual lives—“word wine,” Dunbar called it.69 Dunbar also understood Levertov’s special appreciation of ritual, which, like poetic art, could engage one deeply, “not only to participate with heart and mind in the liturgy itself,” Dunbar said, but also to take action in the world.

Dunbar was part of a circle of people in Palo Alto who became important to Levertov. While a graduate student at Stanford, she had been the teaching assistant of Professor Robert McAfee Brown, whose work for justice she and Levertov deeply admired. Brown was very active in protest against U.S. policies in Central America, and he wrote and taught about liberation theology. When Levertov began to teach at Stanford, the Browns invited both women for dinner, along with others from the Stanford English Department. Judith and Denise soon discovered other mutual friends, like Carolyn Mitchell, Judith’s colleague at Santa Clara University, who had taught at Tufts (under the name Carolyn Taylor) when Denise was there.
Over the years, Dunbar became part of a group of friends who welcomed Levertov to California each winter. She assisted Denise in her moves in and out of her Stanford apartment, taking care of her plants and her manual typewriter when she left. Each term Denise would rent a piano, and Judith remembered that often when she came to her apartment, as she walked up the stairs she would hear Denise playing. Dunbar also invited Levertov to read at Santa Clara University on three occasions. In 1983 Dunbar conceived of and edited a birthday book in honor of Levertov’s sixtieth birthday. In Celebration: Anemos was designed by Kathy Walkup, another old friend, and contained the work of thirteen poets: Margaret Avison, Robert Creeley, Carolyn Forché, Sam Hamill, Michael Harper, Robert Hass, Galway Kinnell, Carolyn Kizer, James Laughlin, Dennis Lee, Hilda Morley, Alice Walker, and Al Young.

Dunbar was assisted in arranging this book by Carolyn Mitchell and Abby Niebauer, a younger poet friend of Denise’s, whose life would end prematurely only a couple of years later. Niebauer was killed by her husband, a former marine, in 1985, although he was not charged and convicted until many years later. Her loss was a terrible blow to the poetry community, who established a memorial chapbook award in her honor. Levertov’s poem “In Memory: After a Friend’s Sudden Death” is dedicated to Abby Niebauer. Perhaps to counter the brutality of her murder, Levertov chose to remember “her body’s unexpected beauty / seen in the fragrant redwood sauna,” and her deep pleasure as she entered “the welcoming whirlpool.” Abby’s body had “a 15th century widehipped grace,” she thought. It seemed “young, vestal, though she was nearing fifty.”

This poem is in a section of elegies in Breathing the Water. “Missing Beatrice” is dedicated to Beatrice Hawley, another poet and activist who died prematurely—in this case, of lung cancer in 1985. Of Hawley’s generous spirit, Levertov wrote, “Goodness was / a fever in you,” and she later introduced a book of Hawley’s collected poems. The premature deaths of both of these women must have reminded Denise of her sister Olga’s early death, for she included in this group of elegies the poem “To Olga,” a reassessment of her relationship with her sister. While in the “Olga Poems” in The Sorrow Dance, written shortly after Olga’s death, the anguished poet calls her older sister “black one, incubus,” now, some twenty years later, she remembers the benefit of being the youngest in the family. As the sky grew increasingly dark on the late afternoon treks they took together, when their home was still “miles and hours away,” Denise knew their parents would be anxious. But she was never afraid for herself and Olga:

we were benighted but not lost, and I trusted
utterly that at last,
however late, we’d get home.
No owl, no lights, the dun ridges
of ploughland fading. No matter.
I trusted you.

In the mideighties, Levertov also wrote “Monkey, 25 Years Later,” another poem (never published) reassessing a loss Levertov felt she could never express adequately. Unlike her grief after the deaths of her father, sister, and mother—grief that is part of “the communion crust / of mortal life”—this “secret grief,” the loss of Monkey, is different. She can’t admit it to the world, lest she be considered mad, and because her “words shrink it, distort it.” Monkey’s foolish name does not do him justice, she writes. Made of leather, his hair of black fur pieced from her mother’s pony coat, “He was part of my— / call it soul, mind, / heart, what you will.” If she were “not whole / by virtue of needing him,” she feels “less whole ever since he / vanished.” When she wakes from a dream of him,

it’s a waking to emptiness,
to a loss in which Nature
had no part,
for which there exist no analogues,
nothing and no one to heal it,
nothing but pain
pulsing out of that empty place
I’ve known ever since.

Of course, in her earlier essay “The Pardoner,” Levertov had tried to express the meaning of losing Monkey. “Homunculus,” she called him there, implying an ancient spirituality. He was handed down to her from her mother via her sister, who gave him to her immediately, with no qualms. “Did her mana pass to me as she let him go?” she wondered then. Now, the connection with her sister is elided, and that with her mother downplayed. The loss is recognized more fully as her own.

Although Monkey is not mentioned in it, Levertov may have had him in mind when she wrote “Zeroing In,” the first poem in this section of elegies. In the poem the speaker is walking with a male friend and conversing about the “places of sudden terror” within each of us, which sometimes appear “without warning” as we wander in our psychic landscapes. He is reminded of an old dog with an “injured spot / on his head,” which caused him to “jump up yelping” until he bit a young child once and had to be destroyed. No one else knows where such a spot is, she says, and no one other than oneself can touch it. When we do inadvertently, we leap up at ourselves or “flinch back / just in time.” They come to realize that it’s not terror but “pain we’re talking about,” places in us that are “bruised forever, that time / never assuages, never.”
In fact, the loss of Monkey was at least partially assuaged when Levertov confided her “madness” to literary critic Paul Lacey, a friend whose family she visited several times in the 1980s, and with whom she felt at home. He made her a second monkey out of a Rockford sock (gray with a red heel) and sent it in the mail as a Christmas present. Denise thanked Paul effusively for this gift, assuring him that “it veritably carries the spirit of the Monkey,” and that “no one who didn’t understand my madness could have done it.”

At first she considered calling it “Hanuman,” after the popular Hindu monkey god, who, in the Ramayana, leads a monkey army to rescue a kidnapped princess, but she soon decided to call it by its original name.

Levertov took Monkey II with her everywhere and, always able to laugh at herself, made clothing for him out of the hoods given to her when she was awarded honorary degrees. By the late eighties one feels a new peace regarding Monkey II’s forebear in Levertov’s poem “Midnight Gladness,” probably written on a trip to the British Isles, in which Levertov lists her “sock-monkey on the pillow, tail and limbs asprawl,” among the “gifts” she sees in her room before falling asleep.

Lacey remembered that on his last visit to her, when she was deathly ill in Seattle, Levertov “had brought Monkey II out to sit in the sunlit window, as she apparently did everyday.” She told Lacey that she had said to Monkey, “Prepare to meet thy maker!” and that neither she nor he seemed worried about that prospect.

Although Levertov may have had more insight into the nature of her inner landscape by the mideighties, this did not make her less formidable. Her formidability was evident in a conference of poets and critics that took place at the University of Alabama in October 1984. Called “What Is a Poet?” and organized by Hank Lazer, the meeting brought together nine speakers—Charles Altieri, Charles Bernstein, Kenneth Burke, David Ignatow, Denise, Marjorie Perloff, Louis Simpson, Gerald Stern, and Helen Vendler—to present a lecture (and, in the case of poets, give a reading), which was later published in a volume of proceedings together with the transcript of a panel discussion. The conference’s purposes were to provide a forum for the various approaches of poets and critics to poetic practice, and to bring together people with differing aesthetics and allow them to clarify and compare their points of view. While the transcript of the discussion shows mostly amity and good fellowship, one point of contention between the factions was the inaccessibility of much contemporary language poetry, which, some felt, did not serve the common reader.

In support of Charles Bernstein, both a language poet and a critic, Marjorie Perloff offered that she found this group interesting because they were “trying in
their own way to capture precisely the experience of what it’s like to be alive today.” When the talk became more specific, Bernstein claimed to defamiliarize language so as to resist historical forces and prevent language from being taken for granted. This practice was unacceptable to Levertov. She reminded everyone that language is “common property, part of the commonweal made by all people with different manifestations,” and that there’s a “consensus about individual words and about syntax.”

It is wrong, Levertov argued, to “take language to oneself as private property,” for it is “part of the very nature of human beings . . . to have communion with one another,” and the deliberate violation of traditional syntax, in making that difficult, is “arrogant” and “pernicious.” While she allowed that new uses of language that respected etymology and traditions were fine, she thought some others were “misuses.” A champion of the avant-garde, Marjorie Perloff stepped forward in rebuttal. What about the small group of people, like herself, with whom those who break the rules of syntax do commune? Would Levertov say that was “a false communion”? Denise responded that she doubted that could really happen, that Marjorie was being “fanciful.” Other voices intervened on both sides, but when Marjorie implied again that Denise was being unduly prescriptive, Hank Lazer, the moderator, abruptly ended the discussion.

The respective lectures by Levertov and Perloff represent their different viewpoints beautifully. Levertov’s essay “Horses With Wings,” about the sources of poetic inspiration, focuses on Pegasus’s parentage and foregrounds the depth and eternity of myth. In Perloff’s essay “Lucent and Inescapable Rhythms: Metrical ‘Choice’ and Historical Formation,” she compares the handling of similar subject matter by four poets—Goethe, Rimbaud, Williams, and Beckett—from different historical moments, thus demonstrating that metrical choice becomes an “important indicator of the historical and cultural formation in which it takes place.” Less attractive was Levertov’s opposition to Perloff’s appointment to the English department at Stanford, which may have informed their confrontation at the conference. In a letter to her colleagues, Levertov responded to Perloff’s job talk at Stanford much as she had responded to Lee Edelman’s at Tufts five years before. Perloff, she felt, responded to poems the way one would respond to crossword puzzles—cerebrally. Her view wasn’t holistic enough, didn’t acknowledge the relationship poetry has to one’s whole life, and thus might have a negative influence on students who, Levertov felt, usually “come out of culturally and emotionally shallow . . . backgrounds and desperately need to be helped towards a more feeling, more intense, profound, vivid and encompassing sense of life.” As at Tufts, Levertov was outvoted on this matter, and Perloff became a distinguished colleague.
Formidability to the point of intransigence. Levertov recognized this quality in herself, and as she grew older, she regretted deeply the “pride and hardheartedness” that too often over the years had driven people away. The result was profound loneliness, a feeling of not being cherished by anyone. As she wrote in her diary in 1984, Mitch had made her feel cherished in the beginning, as had her mother before him, but before long criticism became the prevailing tone of their marriage. When it increased after the desiccation of their erotic life, “she reached out blindly,” seeking the cherishing she craved. She did not find it in lovers, however, but rather in friends and in her public. As she reads the spiritual literature, she realizes that what is sought there is the experience of the love of God, which is similar. That is, there is not only “the attempt to love God, to serve God . . . to be the actor,” but also “to really believe that God loves you, to feel it, to experience it.”

A letter from her childhood friend Betty Mitchell illuminates the intransigent aspect of Denise’s personality. By the mideighties, despite the distance between them, Denise would often spend Christmas in England with Bet and also travel with her in the summer. They quarreled bitterly in 1985, and in January 1986, in the process of reconciliation, Bet wrote that what had happened was “very sad.” Denise must have confided to her the feeling of not being cherished, because Bet responded vigorously and caringly that she thought Denise was worth cherishing; however, Denise didn’t appreciate the impression she sometimes made on people: “You frighten them, by your intelligence, your ‘scholarship,’ your enthusiasms,” she wrote, so “strong people have to escape . . . you admit you’re ‘bossy’ but you can’t see what effect that has. . . . People can’t stand being told what to do, they can’t live up to your demands.” Denise had “wonderful loving, giving qualities as well,” she continued, and could be “such fun.” To Bet she was still “the same argumentative girl (timid and unsure as well).” Most insightfully, she pointed out that Denise had had to grow as a woman in the limelight—“a very hard thing to do”—and had been surrounded by other strong-minded, creative people with whom she’d had to remain firm.

The comfort Bet offered may well have inspired Levertov’s two-part poem “Girls,” a fond reminiscence in which she distinguishes between “ignorance” and “innocence” in the behavior of girls and (young) women. In the first part, “The Cherry Orchard,” she recalls her and Bet’s mischievous behavior as children in the village, where, with neither “mercy” nor “malice,” they stole cherries to eat and adorned themselves with blossoms. (The poem was originally titled “Thieves.”) They had “chattering hoyden voices” then, lifted by “ignorance,” not “innocence.” In the second part, “Vineyards,” they are old enough to have “suffered—a little,” but are still young. On the road south, while not impelled “to trespass far into the serried vine,” they felt entitled to eat the “fruit nearest the verge,” and they pressed the grapes to their lips “in passionate clusters.” This was still a time of unadulterated happiness; their ignorance had grown “only a
little more shallow. There was something now / of innocence in us perhaps.” They would not even ask themselves that until they were “almost old,” a time, one feels, that is forever in the future.

Both sorrow and the comfort of women friends is a theme of the section of poems titled “Spin-Offs Two,” whose titles are sentences, taken out of context, from what Levertov was reading. She names as sources the novelists Ernst Weichert and James Salter, but gives us the exact source of only the last poem, “I learned that her name was Proverb,” from a dream recounted by Thomas Merton in a letter to Boris Pasternak. This poem is about the promises offered by the secret names of all we meet “who lead us deeper / into our labyrinth.” Though we may meet such people, “gaze to gaze,” for only a moment, that is enough for them to draw us onward later “towards the time and the unknown place / where we shall know / what it is to arrive.”

That the sorrow and spiritual hunger here is driven not only by Levertov’s own life but also by the weight of family history is conveyed in several poems. The deft poem with the long title “‘The Holy One, blessed be he, wanders again,’ said Jacob, ‘He is wandering and looks for a place where he can rest,’” begins with the poet finding a wren’s feather in one of her old books, probably Ernst Weichert’s novel Tidings, about the alienation of a Holocaust survivor upon his return to Germany, which she read soon after her father’s death. “To mark what passage?” she asks, loading the word “passage” with its full weight of meaning and mystery. “Blood, not dry, / beaded scarlet on beaded stones.” Whose blood? What had “they” seen? “Traces” is the answer, as the wanderer continues his search for “a stable’s warmth / a birthplace.” By alluding to Christian history in this imagined destination, Levertov fuses her own quest with that of her father.

Family history is also the subject of the opening poem in “Spin-Offs One,” a group of five poems in Breathing the Water inspired by the photographs of Peter McAfee Brown. Levertov had been asked to write an introduction to Brown’s 1988 book, Seasons of Light: Photographs and Stories. Peter was the son of Robert McAfee Brown and his wife, Sydney, whom Levertov saw often at Stanford. She very much admired Peter’s photographs and enjoyed the prose pieces he wrote about them, but she had misgivings at first about his invitation to write an introduction, fearing that her comments might be superfluous. After she put the portfolio aside for several weeks, she began to look at the photographs again without the text, and she established a relationship with the visual images that began to stimulate in her not the prose of an essay, as expected, but poems instead. These poems were not explicitly descriptive of the photographs, but rather “span off [sic]” from discovering within them associations or revelations. As she wrote in an introductory note to her poems when they appeared in his book,
“What excited [her] was both the pleasure of that experience itself—an unforeseen tapping of dormant recognitions, a bouquet of small epiphanies—and the evidence it provided of the peculiar way in which the art of photography can provide that experience for a poet, can act, that is, as a sort of divining rod . . . in a manner subtly different from paintings.”

She was well aware, she continued, of the many poems by a wide range of poets that were inspired by visual artworks of all kinds, and she wanted to understand the nature of “the words-out-of-visual-image phenomenon” in different types of visual sources. In both cases—words from photo, words from painting—“the visual source is an already mediated one, obviously, as distinct from the encounter with the rest of visual experience,” but in the case of painting, “materials are used which are less common to the non-practitioner than is the camera.” Levertov was no longer as certain as she had been years ago of the significance of this. In an early essay, “Looking at Photographs,” she had claimed that photographs were connected at a deep level with poetic activity because of the relative availability of the medium. She had argued there that photographs teach the poet “to renew his seeing, in ways closer to the kind of seeing he needs to do for his own work,” more than paintings; “while the stimulus of paintings for the poet . . . may have more to do with his compositional gesture-sense (as music may) than with the visualization itself.”

Now she realized that there was as much difference between an amateur’s snapshot and a photographic print by an artist like Peter Brown as “between applying a fresh coat of paint to your front door and creating ‘The Birth Of Venus.'” Yet she continued to feel a distinction between these two media. Even for her, “a haunter of museums, mad about paintings,” paintings had not thus far been a direct stimulus to her work because they seemed “self-enclosed.” “They let you in, yes; but they don’t urge you out on a train of subjective associations.” In comparison, she continues (commenting that photographers might find this “heresy”), however excellent the abstract qualities of the composition, a photograph seems to her “open-ended.” Levertov’s mention of “heresy” is telling here, not only when applied, as she meant it, to the work of photographers who might be offended by this notion of their art, but also when we consider the many ekphrastic poems—poems about paintings—that she would soon write, some inspired by religious subjects. As late as 1987, she dismissed any verbal response to paintings as “presumptuously redundant.”

Levertov had been impressed by the luminescence of Brown’s photographs: “the intense quietness of objects in a space, in a place, the sense of a consciousness in what is supposed to be inanimate” was very evocative for her. After she completed “Spinoffs,” she realized that like his collection of pictures, Seasons of Light, each of her poems set in motion by them “was essentially, in its underlying theme, about light too; subjective, nondescriptive, and only remotely referential
though they may seem." The first poem in this group, “A Doorkey for Cordova,” is particularly striking, not only because of its subtheme of light, but also because of its main theme of preconscious memory, or “renewable déjà vu.” By this time Levertov had begun writing the short autobiographical prose pieces collected in Tesserae, one of which, “Cordova,” is directly related to this poem. In it she remembers a scene from early childhood, when, helping her mother with the ironing, she imagined the exotic Moorish world from which her father’s ancestors came, long before she understood what she had pictured. She muses, “At what age did I take in the fact that my father’s family came from Cordova . . . ? I may have heard it in infancy, but it could not have evoked any picture until long afterward.” She imagined the place long before she knew its name or its history of the peaceable coexistence of Jews, Moors, and Christians. Although she had still never been to Cordova in adulthood, gazing at a photo by Brown brought back her childhood, enabling her to smell “scorched cloth” and to hear “the sizzle of a drop of spit and the clank of iron on trivet.” Her poem “A Doorkey for Cordova” is a marvel of compression on the same subject. As if caught amid a flow of memory beginning long before she was born, she conveys how the photograph restored “Moorish atavistic imprints almost / to memory.”

Levertov’s love of the visual arts had always been a constant. Since early adolescence, motivated by weekly drawing lessons in London, she had frequented the Victoria and Albert Museum and the National Gallery. She continued to draw throughout her life, had many artist friends, and from early on, turned in her poetry to the materiality of the visual arts to express spiritual energy and force. In the mid-1980s, when she was returning to Christian faith, the ekphrastic impulse, the desire to write poems about specific paintings, began to manifest itself, as we see in her poem “The Servant-Girl at Emmaus (A Painting by Velazquez).” As Levertov tells us in a note, when she saw it, this painting was in the collection at Russborough House, County Wicklow, Ireland. Catherine Boylan (Kato), a young Irish friend who lived in Dublin, accompanied Levertov there in 1985, and she remembered Levertov’s fascination with the cleaning of the painting that made the servant girl visible.

Murray Bodo cited this poem as an example of the Christian tradition of “kataphonic prayer,” or “praying with images.” Rooted in the historicity of biblical events, this prayer tradition “activates the power of the soul so that we draw our spiritual energy from a past event by meditating on scenes in salvation history.” The scene in the poem is from a painting by Velazquez of the meal at Emmaus during which Christ is revealed to his disciples in the breaking of the bread. Levertov focuses on the young black servant girl in the periphery of the painting. Listening intently and humbly, the girl recognizes Christ’s voice.
“before those who had brought this stranger home to their table” do, and although unable to express herself in words, she is enlightened. What Bodo finds striking in this poem is that “Christ revealed himself to the Serving Girl in much the same way he did to the disciples, even though she is peripheral to partaking in the breaking of the bread—she is the one who serves at table.” This inclusion becomes a revelation for us, who, like the girl not present in the scene, are simply observers. Ekphrastic poems on Christian subjects, such as this one, would become more prevalent in *A Door in the Hive* (1989) as Levertov turned toward Roman Catholicism.

Although not strictly in the kataphonic prayer tradition, because it is not about a biblical event, Levertov’s “Caedmon” is a similar kind of meditation. It was written in 1983, for Canadian poet Margaret Avison, in honor of their twenty-five-year friendship, and was first titled “Caedmon: for Margaret Avison, poet.” (Avison had sent her poem “Known” to Levertov for her birthday book.) Although Avison, like Levertov, was the daughter of a Christian clergyman and had been agnostic when young, she had had a conversion experience in 1963. She recorded the internal drama of this experience in *The Dumbfounding* (1966), a book of poems that Levertov, then poetry editor at W. W. Norton, had solicited and admired. Because Avison had been writing from a position of Christian faith since then, Levertov saw her as a mentor in her own religious path. When asked to comment on Levertov’s journey, Avison remembered Levertov as “a beautiful listener.”

Levertov’s poem “Caedmon” is based on the legend of the first English poet, whose “Hymn,” written in Anglo-Saxon and found in Bede’s *Historia Ecclesiastia*, dates back to the eighth century. (In an annotation, Levertov says she read the story first as a child in Richard Green’s *History of the English People.* Caedmon was a simple husbandman who cared for the animals in a monastery, reporting to the reeve who superintended the abbesses’ estates. When the workers ate together in the hall, they entertained one another by singing lyrics to a handheld harp, which they passed around the table. Before Caedmon’s turn to sing came, he would repair to the stable where he kept the livestock overnight. One evening he dreamed that a man called him by name and told him to sing. When Caedmon explained that he could not sing to the others, the man asked him to sing to him instead. When Caedmon said that he did not know what to sing about, the man told him, “the Creation of all things.” In the dream, Caedmon did so spontaneously, and his contemporaries understood his singing to be a gift from God. Since then, in world mythology, he has become a figure of hope for all aspiring poets.

Levertov’s dramatic monologue is written from Caedmon’s perspective. She revises Bede’s story of this first hymn, turning Caedmon’s dream into an angelic visitation. (“St. Peter and the Angel,” based on a Scriptural story, was a companion poem written the same year.) Her “Caedmon” is both a revealing portrait of
her subject and a dramatization of the passion of inspiration. In the course of the poem, Caedmon describes his transformation from insecurity and alienation, “Clodhopper I, with clumsy feet... at home and lonely,” to utterance and community. At the end he speaks in the passionate language of divine inspiration: his lips burn and his tongue is “scorched,” as his voice is “pulled,” “into the ring of the dance.”

The synesthesia of Caedmon’s response is characteristic of Levertov, whose early ballet training is apparent in many poems that fuse song and dance. Also, the ring of dancers reminds us of her father’s Hasidic background, where a dance of praise is part of the group ritual of worship. The sensuousness of Levertov’s poetry, most evident in the phrase “body sounds” to describe the “warm beasts,” is everywhere in the poem’s freedom of movement and ease of gesture, recorded in the flow of lineation across syntax.

Further, as Avison suggests, Levertov accomplishes a feat of beautiful listening in “Caedmon,” when her subject sees the “motes / of gold moving” in the wake of the “untroubled sighs” of the cows. This fusion of sight and hearing takes place before Caedmon is “affrighted” by God’s messenger. That archaic word, with its suggestion of terror, precedes effacement and the glory of illumination: “a forest of torches, feathers of flame, sparks uplifting.” In Levertov’s conception of it, Caedmon’s spiritual awakening both frees him and takes him beyond himself. In the process, in which words become music, Caedmon is “drawn into the ring of a dance that pre-existed his own singing, into a tradition of singers... who were drawn into the ring because of their own listening, their own desire to join the dance.”

It would not be long before Levertov’s voice would find a home in just such a liturgical community.

Although Levertov respected the social justice programs of the radical ministry within the Roman Catholic Church, she continued to be concerned about its history of persecution and to have reservations about such doctrines as papal infallibility and opposition to abortion. Before the 1984 presidential election, she was distressed that the Roman Catholic bishops had picked that moment to address abortion, which they linked with nuclear arms in a way she feared would influence the vote. She could understand the church’s “seamless fabric” argument—the view that society should use its power consistently to protect human life, not to destroy it—but she felt no remorse for her own abortion and thought that option necessary in a world of so much oppression and hunger. She wished the church would “recognize the value and dignity of non-procreative sex, and promote sex education and birth control,” she wrote. “To condemn the latter and abortion leaves only abstinence, which is unnatural.” Such doctrines hindered her “secret flirtation with the RC Church!—unless really strong spokespeople for the other view emerge.”
Denise sought reinforcement of her views about abortion and papal infallibility from various women friends. Eileen Egan, an activist and devout Catholic, tried to reassure her that she accepted the “seamless garment” argument but didn’t take part in pro-life demonstrations or judge anyone. She didn’t think about papal infallibility or focus on past crimes committed by the church; instead she was an active member of Pax Christi, the Catholic Peace movement.\(^{95}\) (Levertov would later found a chapter at Stanford.) Denise also confided in her old friend Virginia Barrett, who had herself joined the Catholic Church in the early 1980s and whose spiritual journey, detailed in letters to Denise, took many turns. Mary Luke Tobin, the distinguished Sister of Loretto, who wrote and spoke widely on the rights of women in the Catholic Church, was another important influence. Like Denise, Sister Luke had been a close friend of Thomas Merton’s and had protested energetically against nuclear weapons. Denise considered her a “spiritual guide” and her household in Denver “another home.”

Denise missed her mother as a sounding board for spiritual matters. She continued to regret having been absent when her mother was dying, but increasingly felt flashes of forgiveness. When she recalled some of the good deeds she had done, Denise felt on a more equal basis with her mother, feelings that suggested that her mother would have seen Denise’s absences in the context of her broader experience, “woman to woman, in full understanding and forgiveness.” She hoped to retain this equanimity.

Given the empathy of her women friends and these feelings of maternal forgiveness, it is fitting that Levertov’s poems about Julian of Norwich, in the last section of *Breathing the Water*, mark another revolution in her spiritual development. Considered one of the greatest English mystics and the first English woman to be identified as an author, Julian had a series of intense visions while ill that she recorded and interpreted after her illness ended. Levertov had known of Julian for many years and had read her “Showings” in the early eighties. In June 1985, when she was invited to read at Norwich, Levertov arrived early in order to visit the site of Julian’s anchorage. This visit was a welcome respite in the middle of an otherwise hectic reading tour of England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales that had begun in early May. She had taken a side trip to Belgium with Bet, and after that she arrived in Norwich for a “rich couple of days of solitude.”\(^{96}\) Levertov must have relished this “tear-shaped eastern capital,” with its “many-towered flint walls” lying on the south bank of the Wensum River.\(^{97}\) She noted the Norwich Cathedral and the cultivated grounds surrounding it, the town, the river, the city museum, sitting in the choir at evensong, and of course, Julian’s cell. She was moved by “the cheery looks of the meditators as they rose and left after how long?—an hour’s stillness and kneeling.” Her poetry reading there, which followed this experience, was especially well received.
In July, having returned to Somerville, Denise considered the problem of writing “engaged” poems that were also lyrical. She noted in her diary that, unlike such friends as Adrienne Rich, who continued to address political issues directly, for her “the issues h[ad] in some ways gone inward.” This change was caused partly by the “sheer magnitude of the world’s problems,” partly by her growing interest in theology, and partly by her new appreciation of the “simple intensity of everyday wonders, whether of friendship or of art or of nature.” The first morning glory of the year, magenta, had appeared on the front fence that morning. Was it a sign that she was growing “vilely hard hearted and selfish, that today this affect[ed] [her] more than the awful knowledge that at this very moment the amount of human suffering—of torture, of extremes of pain—is unchangingly enormous?” It was almost as if “that were at all times the same heavy pressure . . . and the daily wonders come and go irregularly and always gracefully surprising.”

Ten days later, she expressed thanks for new poems, which included the first four Julian poems, part of a series of six later titled “The Showings: Lady Julian of Norwich, 1342–1416.”

In these poems, Levertov focuses on the relevance of Julian’s message for the nuclear age reader. For just as we live with an unprecedented possibility of annihilation, Julian’s world was threatened by the Black Death and the Hundred Years’ War and the Peasants’ Revolt. Still, anchored by her vocation, Julian was able to write that “all shall be well.” Her theology was optimistic, speaking of God’s love in terms of compassion and joy as opposed to law and duty, but she did not have a pat solution to the problem of the suffering of the innocent. Rather, as Levertov wrote in an essay that accompanied the poems’ first publication, Julian reminds “herself and us of our smallness, our finite capacities, and of the existence of mysteries beyond our arrogant intellect.”

In Levertov’s opening poem, a series of rhetorical questions convey the wonder of Julian’s message regarding the celebrated image of a hazelnut as God’s perfectly finished, perfectly love-encompassed creation:

And you ask us to turn our gaze
inside out, and see
a little thing, the size of a hazelnut, and believe
it is our world? Ask us to see it lying
in God’s pierced palm? That it encompasses
every awareness our minds contain? All Time?
All limitless space given form in this
medieval enigma?

The hazelnut was the second thing Julian saw during the sequence of showings, as death receded from her. Levertov foregrounds this rather than the first
showing, which had been of “the cruelly garlanded head of the dying Jesus, and of the Virgin looking like an ordinary simple girl, literally ‘the handmaid of the Lord,’ instead of the Mother of God.” In her poem’s second section, Levertov attempts to understand, in a nonreductive manner, Julian’s petition, before her illness, for three wounds (of contrition, compassion, and longing for God). This desire is “audacity,” not “neurosis,” not a substitute for human love. Although she had not married, Julian was “no starveling.” Rather, she had probably “travelled through and beyond” the loss of her lover until

one longing
outstripped all others: that reality,
supreme reality,
be witnessed.

The desire for wounds is “the desire to enact metaphor, for flesh to make known / to intellect . . . God’s agony.”

In the third section, inspired by images from her own childhood (particularly a visit to a fourteenth-century farm in Wales), Levertov imagines the childhood in the lush English countryside that enabled the development of this vivid woman: the “dairy’s bowls of clabber,” the “humming of dandelions,” “a cake of butter / set on a green leaf,” the “swinging gate.” In “her father’s hall, her mother’s bower, / nothing was dull.” Julian would have seen also, in the colored glass of the nearby church, Christ, his mother, his cross, as well as his blood and the throne of God. In section 4, Levertov imagines the hazelnut revelation in this context, comparing it with a “newlaid egg,” warm from the hen, that Julian’s mother might have placed into her “two cupped palms.” Julian’s sanity and spiritual energy, Levertov suggests, her ability to recognize the “brown hazelnut of All That Is,” emerged from the remembered pleasures of her childhood. She is not the kind of mystic who suppresses the splendors of this life for the life to come. In the last two sections, Levertov considers Julian’s laughter in the face of her brush with death and with “the very / spirit of evil” to be a turning point for her attendants, then and now. The example of Julian’s “most high inward happiness,” unfazed by “dismissive judgments / flung backward down the centuries,” remains salutary and the poet longs to share her vision of “infinite mercy” and her “untrammeled spirit.”

In her 1985 essay about this sequence, Levertov implies that the core of Julian’s message is the humility to accept paradox as the condition of human life, but Levertov’s diary reveals that she continued to consider this medieval mystic. In 1986, she mentions having read essays on Julian that remind her of familiar aspects of Hasidic mysticism: when one essayist speaks of Julian’s third wound as the longing of the exiled soul for God, Levertov thinks of “one of the exiled ‘sparks,’ or the Shekinah herself. She also notes Julian’s emphasis on “Jesus as
Mother—his pains labor pains, that we might be born anew” and wonders how much her father knew about Julian’s thinking.\(^{104}\)

Later she notes having talked with her friend Virginia Barrett about “the feminine in theology,” and in February, she copied out passages from a 1901 translation of the “Showings,” among them a passage from chapter XX that would inspire another poem, and a passage from chapter LI on the nature of sin that she recognized as very important. The latter chapter contains the extended allegory of the Lord and the servant, in which Julian rewrites the story of the Fall by identifying the servant as both the first Adam and the second Adam (Christ), and omitting Eve’s role entirely, challenges the doctrine of original sin. As Denise Baker summarizes, “By linking Adam’s fall to Christ’s incarnation, Julian’s theodicy focuses on God’s overwhelming love for sinners rather than divine wrath.”\(^{105}\) Levertov notes excitedly that this chapter “has the character of a Talmudic tractate on the Zohar!”\(^{106}\)

Levertov’s poem “On a Theme from Julian’s Chapter XX,” written in June 1986, focuses on the distinction Julian saw between ordinary human suffering and Christ’s agony on the Cross. The latter is distinguished by Christ’s “oneing / with the Godhead,” Levertov writes, which “opened Him utterly / to the pain of all minds, all bodies.”\(^{107}\) Levertov repeats the word oneing in the poem, to stress the impact upon her of Julian’s word choice. Implicit in this emphasis is the rejected word, atonement, with its connotation of making amends. Rather, the emphasis is on empathy and on the inextricable bond between humanity and the three persons of the Trinity, conceived of as a totality. As Jean Leclercq points out, Julian “conceives the idea of a mother as present in the Trinity, as well as that of a Father, a Son and their Spirit. . . .  She works for an integration of all that is best of what we can conceive and experience of God.”\(^{108}\) It is a wonder, Levertov muses, that

\[
\text{the human cells of His flesh and bone} \\
\text{didn’t explode} \\
\text{when utmost Imagination rose} \\
\text{in that flood of Knowledge . . .}
\]

Christ was “unique in agony,” but equally important, “Infinite strength, Incarnate, empowered him to endure / inside of history.” He was able to take to himself “the sum total of anguish” and at the same time to see it whole. This was the meaning of Julian’s message, “Every sorrow and desolation / He saw, and sorrowed in kinship.”

It is noteworthy that, although it was composed later, Levertov placed this meditation on the meaning of Christ’s agony before her sequence on “The Showings” in Breathing the Water. In sections 3 and 4, the longer poem contains imagery implicitly related to Julian’s perception that motherhood and fatherhood are
complementary within the Godhead, which Levertov noted later. It concludes with a graphic image of Julian clinging, “like an acrobat,” by her “teeth, fiercely” to the insight that enabled her to reconcile what she had seen of sin and suffering with what she had been shown of “infinite mercy,” the certainty that “Love was his meaning.” When pressed to describe her intensity and integrity, “fierce” is an adjective that many of her friends applied to Levertov herself. Judith Dunbar was alert to Levertov’s growing spiritual strength here, writing that this poem culminates “in that fruit of struggle, that disclosure—Love was his meaning—in a way that makes one feel both the enigma and the revelatory force of the words.” As the decade ended, Levertov, like Julian, would remain open to contradictions that, though never fully synthesized rationally, she joyfully dared to take on trust.
PART FIVE

We see Levertov now in chiaroscuro. In her sixties, she gradually became immersed in shadow and darkness as she began to feel intimations of mortality, heightened by the death of close friends and by her own deteriorating health and fading physical attractiveness. Levertov remained a fighter, however, who drew upon powerful spiritual resources honed over a lifetime. In her seasoned heart and hand, shadow and darkness yielded new depths unavailable to a younger person, giving her poetry a radiant glow.

Again, Levertov reevaluated the role of the poet in society. It is thus not surprising that she framed her 1989 book, *A Door in the Hive*, with two poems inspired by her beloved Rilke, or that she included in it several important poems about paintings, always a source of spiritual support, as if to counterbalance her oratorio about the murders in El Salvador, written earlier but included here. In the years that follow, although she continued her political activism, protesting against nuclear testing and the Gulf War, her political consciousness is often embedded in her poems in ways that do not reference specific events but are contiguous with other aspects of her spiritual life.

Levertov also continued to explore questions of religious faith, a process strengthened by her conversion to Roman Catholicism in 1990, shortly after her move to Seattle. Both of these moves—formal reception into a new faith community and resettlement in the Pacific Northwest, a climate reminiscent of England—were part of a return to the past, reshaped in her imagination, as we see in *Evening Train* (1992). Implicit in this book is the view that remembrance offers re-cognition, a ratification of identity and purpose in the face of loss. (At the book’s heart Levertov placed poems that revive her youth or a link with her
This insight applies to dreams as well. As she writes in “Dream Instruction,” a poem that tacitly acknowledges the bridge between her life’s trajectory and her love for her family, her next task is

to arrive at being
as she the Old Mother has done
in the root place, the hewn
wooden cave, home
of shadow and flame, of
language, gradual stillness,
blessing.

In 1987 Levertov reflects on her growing mellowness over the past decade as she moved from “regretful” skepticism toward religious belief. She finds re-reading Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov freshly meaningful, and she looks back with contrition at the acrimony she once directed at her immediate family. Her stormy, youthful love affairs also seem immature in retrospect. She feels “more conscious” now and “quicker to evaluate.” This is consistent with her present life: writing, teaching, praying, practicing the piano, and enjoying the company of friends. “Life is so rich,” she enthuses, feeling the stir of a new poem about Saint Thomas Didymus in which she would emphasize his gratitude and astonished joy: “The pleasures of a chaste, well ordered life seem much superior to all the turmoil of my sexually active years, I must say! But I suppose I wouldn’t feel the one if I hadn’t had the other.”

Levertov also records in her diary thoughts about Christian theology, stimulated by the work of Jaroslav Pelikan, a historian of Christianity, as well as by close reading of the New Testament itself. Levertov thoroughly enjoyed theological disquisition, a legacy from her father. She descants upon Christ as a symbol of the reconciliation of “opposites or polarities: the Divine and the Human, both man and God; Jewish and universal; dying and living; mortal and immortal; temptable and pure; historical—within Time—and timeless.” She ponders whether the cup Jesus prayed to pass from him was “not just the cup of physical suffering”; perhaps he had “foreknowledge of having to go, conscious, into the land of the dead,” before resurrecting himself. Unlike Lazarus, who had been resurrected by Christ and was thus a passive subject of his intervention, “He—man and God—had to face making the huge effort himself, in himself.” This idea would inform her poem “Ikon: The Harrowing of Hell,” which she wrote in 1988 during Lent, about the tradition of devotional painting in the Eastern Orthodox Church. Here she interprets Christ’s descent into the realm of the dead between the time of his crucifixion and his resurrection when he brought salvation to the souls held captive. Levertov extends this religious idea, imagining the difficulty of Christ’s task to be not only the rescue of the souls in Limbo, but also
the struggle of his return to life, where he must “walk / the world again” and patiently await the acts of human generosity that indicate communion and humble repentance. Denise sent this poem to the Reverend Alvin Kershaw, who invited her to read it in the Easter celebration at Emmanuel Church in Boston.

She continues theological questioning in her diary, wondering if the Incarnation couldn’t have been “as Woman not Man,” and why “the culture of Israel” was chosen. Her answers—that in Incarnation God voluntarily entered history at a specific place, time, and ( patriarchal) cultural milieu to a people who had previously demonstrated “the need of entering into dialogue with God”—show interest in the psychology of religion as well as in religious history. She is curious about the state of God-consciousness among people on other continents—“Africa, America, the ‘Ultimate Thule of Europe,’ Celtic tribes, Australia—at the Year 1,” and suspects that they related to the earth in ways that “made them less in need of an Incarnate theophany than the . . . sophisticated people of the Roman world.” She considers God as an engendering principle and prefers to think of the entire material universe “as the Bride of God, the voluntary projection of the Creator’s fulfillment, the Yin of his Yang, feminine and receptive.”

In her essay “Work That Enfaiths,” Levertov would explain such “do-it-yourself theology” as a way of clarification, pointing out that this process, an “interaction . . . between the journey of art and the journey of faith,” had occurred in poems as well, and that the writing of her poems on religious subjects had brought her “closer to faith as distinct from mere shaky belief.”

In 1987, Levertov spent Easter in El Paso, Texas, with Mexican poet and writer Pat Mora, who had invited her to read at the University of Texas. Denise appreciated the generosity of her host, who had arranged a party following the reading and had given her a tour of the area. She found the desert landscape starkly beautiful, noting the “flat high plateau horizon with distant rim of rugged peaks” and the “green, irrigated back road to Las Cruces at sundown.” On Good Friday, she and Mora visited Mexico, Denise’s first visit in ten years, and Denise was moved by the contrast between this natural beauty and the “terrible poverty” of Mexican families, exposed to the intense heat. They had lunch in a quiet, cool restaurant and attended Anglican Mass in a tiny chapel, where the priests stumbled over the words as if they had been badly taught to read. That hot Easter weekend evoked a contrasting memory from Denise’s own childhood, when the weather, in its passage from cool on Good Friday to “brilliant and sunny” on Easter Sunday, seemed to support the celebration of Christ’s resurrection.

This contrast, between the wealth of the landscape and the poverty of the people, was apparent again at the end of May, when Denise visited the island of Iona, where she had been invited to give a poetry reading. Regarded as the symbolic center of Scottish Christianity, Iona is the site of a Benedictine abbey built from archaic rock strata that is among the oldest on the planet. Thus it carries a
primeval energy and is revered as a holy place, and Denise looked forward to spiritual replenishment there. She was not disappointed. As she sat in the sun, “blissfully alone” among the ruins of the nunnery, she relished the aroma of toadflax, a favorite flower, the sounds of the rooks and jackdaws, and the sight of white doves at the abbey. But she had felt alienated en route by the “supposedly educated” Americans with whom she traveled, who knew little about Scottish history and whose vocabularies were limited. Their ignorance of British or Scottish locutions depressed her in relation to her own poetry. She worried that many words would have no resonance for American readers, who, she felt, had no sense of history compared with Europeans. The “presence of a past . . . in America” is either very recent “or Native American.”

Although Levertov’s view of her companions softened after their warm response to her reading proved her fears unfounded, she conveys—perhaps as a follow-up—a determined appreciation of the island’s sacred history in her poem “A Stone from Iona,” written two months later. She deftly limns the journey of Saint Columba and his followers, who, having renounced their former lives in Ireland, had built a small monastery there. The stone that they brought to safety, “almost a sea bird’s egg in form,” has a luster “worn down by fourteen more centuries” and is thus unique as a symbol of steadfast faith. Levertov gently admonishes her reader in the final stanza,

Hold the stone in your palm:
   it fills it, warm when your need is for warmth.
cool when you seek the touch of shadow. Its weight
gives pleasure. One stone is not like another.

The poems “A Stone from Iona” and “Two Threnodies and a Psalm” were also indirectly inspired by the 1983 film The Death of Mario Ricci, which Denise reflected upon in her diary. It follows a week in the lives of two journalists visiting a small Swiss village, one of whom, Bernard Fontana, is a somber, reflective television journalist, recently crippled in an accident. He is there to interview a distinguished expert on world hunger, whose studies of that problem have caused Fontana to despair. While in the village, Fontana overhears several important exchanges pertaining to the title event, a collision between a car and a motorcycle that killed the cyclist, an immigrant Italian worker. Fontana learns of Ricci’s clandestine affairs with two women; he hears Ricci’s colleagues complain angrily about the driver of the auto. The chain of evidence leads to the hunger expert. Levertov’s notes on the film reveal that she was particularly interested in the way it handles the “relation of the big question—world famine, or what world hunger stands for . . . to the relatively minor problem of the feud between the villagers and the guest workers.” Fontana is “exemplary,” she continues, because he is observant and because he acts benevolently in response to what he learns, de-
spite being in constant pain. The message, with respect to both problems, global or local, seems to be “take care of details, act when you can, do not be . . . a coward but admit what you are responsible for.”

Attention to detail is evident in Levertov’s focus on a particular stone in “A Stone from Iona,” and the felt connections between world problems and local events is at the center of “Two Threnodies and a Psalm.” In the latter poem, a destructive, unspecified “it,” which the speaker laments as damaging “other” ears and eyes, is gradually recognized and then owned: “The body being savaged / is alive. / It is our own.” The first problem, Levertov implies, is one of consciousness, of “unacknowledged extremis,” our refusal to connect the plight of the earth and the world’s poor with ourselves. In the last section, the speaker prays for a deeper appreciation of the felt reality of the words “we are one.” Repeating the words our and one almost as a mantra, she prays that we be lifted out of our spiritual stasis so that we may “seize the present” and “wrench it / out of its down-spin.”

This poem exemplifies the way in which Levertov’s political consciousness becomes seamlessly embedded into her spiritual journey in this period. When she was preparing A Door in the Hive for publication, she placed it in the second of six sections, along with other poems about “world pain” from a variety of perspectives. In her notes on the book’s organization, she conceived of its emotional curve as beginning in artistic quest and modulating into life journey and religious quest.

Since Levertov often turned to Rilke to renew herself, this volume begins with her poem “To Rilke,” which is based on a dream of the poet, who appears to her as an “enabling voice.” In the notes to this poem, she references Rilke’s essay “Concerning the Poet” as particularly inspiring. Here Rilke offers a parable to explain the poet’s position in the world. He describes being on board a large sailing vessel that proceeds upstream off the island of Philae. Focusing on the gaze and sound of the oarsmen, who count aloud as they row, he notes that, when their voices fail, “an unpredictable intervention” helps them, so that they bring “fresh, still untouched sources of strength into play.” Rilke then describes the voice of a man sitting in the bow, who seems responsive to the crew behind him and, even more, to the “open distance” before him. “In him the forward thrust of our vessel and the force opposed to us were continually held in counterpoise—from time to time a surplus accumulated: then he sang.” Most of the time the boat overcame the opposing current, but what could not be overcome, the singer “transmuted into a series of long floating sounds, detached in space, which each [listener] appropriated to himself.” While those around him were focused on the “most immediate actuality and the overcoming of it, his voice maintained contact with the farthest distance, linking us with it until we felt its power of attraction.” In this phenomenon, Rilke understands the poet’s position, place, and temporal effect.
Levertov had Rilke in mind when she attended a workshop at the Kirkridge Retreat in Bangor, Pennsylvania, during the summer of 1987. Her notes on this workshop begin with thoughts about catching the eyes of others as part of being awake to the here and now. She also wonders about the image of herself in others’ eyes and the meaning of mutual reflection. Her thoughts then turn to “the gift of silence—inward eye—listening” as a way of connecting with the physical world. She feels the need to give “attention, love, forgiveness to something that has lain in the dark . . . ‘that it may shine,’” and she notes that the “power to let other things be comes from letting self be.” Some of these thoughts about sight and insight, the desire to see into “the elusive deep horizon,” to bridge the gap between one’s inward gaze and “the vast enigma,” inform “The Blind Man’s House at the Edge of a Cliff” as well as other poems in the first section of *A Door in the Hive*. Rilke’s words have a new and different meaning for her now. As she writes in “Entering Another Chapter,” where the speaker compares remembered nightly dream voyages with her present state of “awakening,” Levertov has less the sense than she did in the fifties of “every step an arrival,” but feels rather “No sense of arrival; / a sense of approach.” At this advanced age, destination is less important to her; she is more open to “unrecognized” features of the present—“a color of ocean,” “birds of new species”; that is, she emphasizes the wonders of the journey itself.

To convey her awakening, in “Entering Another Chapter,” Levertov also compares it to the morning, in childhood, when we see our first snowfall. She had been thinking of childhood as a particularly generative time for the imagination in connection with an anthology of reminiscences about books important to her when she was a child that she began preparing in the autumn of 1987 in Lynchburg, Virginia, where she was the Thornton Writer-in-Residence at Lynchburg College. Denise worked hard at this anthology, selecting and introducing forty-three pieces from the memoirs of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century authors she loved, from Louisa May Alcott to Eudora Welty, and including both men and women. She did not dwell on “the miseries infancy often endures—deprivation, starvation, abuse—but of what childhood can be, a time when life is open to wonder and the imagination is in its pristine state.” She envisioned the book as providing an antidote to the “emotional anemia” of so many children in late twentieth-century America, who, she thinks, suffer from a lack of solitude necessary to develop “imagination and resourcefulness.” The project brought to mind many memories of her own childhood, of course, and of hearing her mother’s stories about growing up in Wales in the 1890s. She credited this early experience with giving her a perspective that downplayed battles and monarchic succession and emphasized the “concrete details that make history alive.” She was very disappointed in 1990 when New Directions rejected the book, citing the cost of production and lack of selections from minority writers.
Levertov enjoyed her two-month residency at Lynchburg College, where she taught one poetry course. It began shortly before her sixty-fourth birthday, when “golden October” was at its best. The birthday itself brought pangs of anxiety over the prospect of getting old, however, the first of many she would experience. When reading Robert Browning’s comment that he felt an odd fear at having achieved everything he had ever wished for, Levertov notes in her diary that she, too, experiences this fear, having herself enjoyed the friends and jobs she wanted, despite her many personal failures. These failures were not the result of lack of focus or will, she muses; on the contrary, she has the uncomfortable feeling that “too much of [her good luck] comes from will.” With the exception of her marriage, she fears that she willed some of her closest friends to love her and is concerned that she has grown used to being treated as a person of consequence. “Watch out, Denny,” she warns herself, fearing arrogance. As her anxiety deepens, she begins to note a sharp “sense of mortality” like never before. She finds herself fearfully facing the fact of approaching old age, and that she may not have time “to do, redo, undo.” She also feels “the terror of the unknown,” which she imagines as either a “grief-laden idea of nothingness,” or a purgatory. This terror is accompanied by renewed grief about her mother’s last days.

Denise’s sadness deepened further when, in November, her old friend Betty Kray died. Although Betty had been very ill—Denise had made a special trip to New York City in September to visit her and her husband, composer Vladimir Ussachevsky—this was nevertheless a blow. She couldn’t attend the funeral, but she dictated a eulogy that Annie Wright read at the service at the Cathedral of Saint John the Divine. “Muriel [Rukeyser] gone, now Betty,” Denise lamented, but at the same time she felt strangely impervious. She could not shed the feeling of being “armored—against the stabs of remembrance,” and on Thanksgiving eve, her frustration gave rise to the poem “Where is the Angel?”

Adducing the biblical story of Jacob, who—having wrestled with the angel—is wounded, then blessed, Levertov cries out in this poem against her own inadequacy of feeling: “Where is the angel for me to wrestle?” She deplores “the glass bubble” in which she sits, protected but partially stifled, breathing “tepid air,” and unable to hear or see clearly. (The poem was titled “The Bubble” in manuscript.) A “band of iron, / like they put around a split tree,” circles her heart, preventing passionate expression. She longs for an angel to “wound” her throat, “so curses and blessings flow storming out,” sundering its iron grip. For Levertov, the dark night of the soul implied by this biblical story is far preferable to emotional numbness. She continues to seek and welcome spiritual challenge.

Back in Palo Alto during the winter of 1988, Levertov recorded in her diary, with no comment, the death in February of Robert Duncan. Here the issue was not blocked pain, but rather a long estrangement following their quarrel. Not long after Duncan’s death, she visited the poet William Everson at his cabin.
north of Santa Cruz. Their conversation about Duncan, a mutual friend; about Robinson Jeffers, whom Everson admired; and about Everson’s “union of pantheism and Christianity” inspired Levertov to compose two poems. The following month, Levertov wrote “To R. D., March 4th 1988,” a poem of reconciliation with her former friend and mentor. In this poem, having awakened from a dream in which she met Duncan in a church aisle and greeted him warmly, she realizes she has outgrown both “the need for a mentor” and the bitterness of their earlier quarrel. She also wrote “Kin and Kin,” dedicated to Everson, a poem in which she differentiates between the “criminal” aspect of “kin” Robinson Jeffers had in mind in his philosophy of “inhumanism,” when he compared man unfavorably with animals and natural objects, and the “kin” represented by “earthen elders / humble before the grass,” who still offer us “a chance to evolve.” Everson had never accepted Jeffers’s inhumanism, but rather had responded to his pantheism, rooted in the landscape of Big Sur, which Everson allied with an erotic mysticism he found in D. H. Lawrence. “As Everson’s pantheism gave way to Christianity, his erotic mysticism became Christian erotic mysticism.” The exploration of the erotic-mystical dimensions of the Incarnation became the defining purpose of the Roman Catholic phase of his life and work.

Levertov’s conversation with Everson about the erotic-mystical dimension of the Incarnation, as well as his poems based on biblical stories, may have indirectly inspired her poem “Annunciation,” which she outlined that winter. Dissatisfied with the conventional tale of Mary’s “meek obedience,” Levertov wanted to write about Mary’s courage in consenting to the “engendering Spirit.” She considered a possible structure, outlining four parts labeled “Annunciation,” “Advent,” “Delivery,” and “Presentation.” The finished poem also has four sections, but they are unnumbered and untitled, and rather than a physical childbirth scene, the long third part emphasizes Mary’s understanding of what is being asked of her, the moment of choice. The fourth part then celebrates the spiritual effect of Mary’s bravery:

Consent,
courage unparalleled,
opened her utterly.

Lucille Clifton’s poems challenging Christian myths were undoubtedly another indirect influence on this poem. Clifton had visited Denise the previous April and Denise considered her a “role model.”

Although she had had a productive winter semester at Stanford, writing several poems in March, Levertov felt her creative powers waning when she returned to Boston. In her diary, she complains of mild depression and of the need to simplify her life in order to make more time to write. She hopes she will accomplish this, and also alleviate some “money worry,” by selling her papers to Stanford. In
this “semi-depression,” her devotional life has also declined. The “fountain of gratitude” that had been her starting point is now obscured by “fatigue,” “anxiety,” and “laziness.” She feels like François Mauriac’s hero in his novel Young Man in Chains, although, unlike him, she does exert herself to do some things “for people and causes.” Other important recent reading includes Pig Earth and Once in Europa, the first two novels in John Berger’s trilogy about the history of the European peasant experience from its farming roots to contemporary economic displacement and urban poverty, and Peter Handke’s Across. (Levertov was an avid reader of Handke’s fiction.) She is currently reading Anatoli Rybakov’s novel Children of the Arbat, a devastating critique of Stalinism in the early 1930s, along with André Malraux’s Museum Without Walls, which she finds irritating but stimulating, and art historian Kenneth Clark’s autobiography, which is pure pleasure.

Alvin Kershaw’s sermons at Emmanuel Church helped with Levertov’s spiritual aridity. In early June, she noted possible connections between Saint Teresa of Avila’s concept of “God within the Self,” in her Interior Castle, and daily readings from the fourteenth-century spiritual guidebook The Cloud of Unknowing, which she had undertaken. She wondered if her craving for the past was, in fact, a craving for “the room of [her own] Interior Castle where the Holy Spirit dwells.” In a sermon, Kershaw had mentioned two ways of faith, a “way of quest” and a “way of waiting.” In her diary, Levertov quoted the following passage from The Cloud of Unknowing: “Smite upon that thick cloud of unknowing with a sharp dart of longing love. Come what may, do not give up.” Inspired by the synthesis of love and will in this text, she imagined substituting the words poetry and poem for God in the readings, as a “little way” that might stimulate poetry within her and lead her to “a surer faith.”

Talking with Murray Bodo also helped, as did reading about the practice of Eastern religions. Since her return to the church, Denise had felt reconnected with her mother, and earlier in the spring, Bodo had validated her sense of being forgiven for her absence during her mother’s decline. He explained that because Communion is in eternity, “we are joined in it with all other Communicants, living and dead.” Thus, though in her mother’s lifetime Denise was still “an
unbeliever and had never taken the Sacrament, yet now when [she] does so,” it is as if she and her mother “exchange the kiss of Peace first.” “How happy she would have been to kneel at my side,” Denise muses, remembering that her mother had read Francis Thompson’s poem of restored faith, “Hound of Heaven,” to her when she was a child. Levertov also particularly enjoyed art critic Eleanor Munro’s On Glory Roads, about her spiritual pilgrimages in India and Indonesia, commenting that, since Banaras, Borobudur, and Jerusalem are each regarded as the axis of the cosmos, then instead of choosing one, “perhaps there can be multiple axes.”

A couple of weeks later, on the anniversary of her mother’s birthday, she wrote “A Surrogate,” a poem about the light visible in green leaves at a remove; they are “filled with ecstatic green,” the moral light of illumination. Earlier titles for this poem were “The Buddha of the Hour” and “Green Boddhisatva.”

Levertov’s meditations upon her childhood in Europe continued throughout the summer of 1988. In mid-July, she watched Wim Wenders’s film “Wings of Desire,” from a screenplay by Peter Handke. Set in post–World War II Berlin, the film reminds her of Rilke’s encounter with angels in his Duino Elegies and, once again, of the lasting imaginative importance of childhood. “[The film’s] angels—witnesses rather than guardians—have a grave patience that makes them . . . worthy of relationship with Rilke’s angels,” she notes. She views the film as “a paean of rueful praise to incarnation—to its mortality, yes, but to the inseparability of its beauty from that perishability.” She wishes she could read the script in order to reflect upon how the refrain “The child, when he was a child” relates to the protagonist’s joyful sacrifice of his immortality and imperviousness, and how the trapeze artist’s fulfilled desire, too, relates to that inner child.

The film also prompts an extended meditation on love, an example of Levertov’s scrupulosity and talent for nuance. Her close friends the Fussiners were going to Europe on holiday and had made arrangements with their children in case of death. She wonders if they are dear to her because she is dear to them, and if she has ever loved anyone for themselves alone or only responsively. Is all of love thus “narcissistic, self-referential”? And what of the love of God? “Don’t all the writers who speak of it emphasize its basis in God’s love for us? Few speak of it as a phenomenon that could arise purely out of admiration and awe.” While the contemplation of God’s power gives rise to awe, “it is the idea that we, as a class, and every I as a unique creature, matter to God that gives rise to love.” Since this is what binds gratitude and love, and gratitude for her life is what she feels, along with amazement at the existence of anything at all, perhaps her gratitude to God will in time lead her to experience “that love for God (for Christ)” in which she feels lacking. However, this way of construing the love of God does not seem to apply to love for persons, she continues, “or we would not have been adjudged to love our enemies.” She discusses these and other matters at a “Praying the Scriptures” group at the Paulist Center in Boston.
In mid-July, preparing to send her papers to Stanford University, Denise read her mother’s diaries and wept at her mother’s “loneliness and frequent sense of being unneeded” and her own “dreadful selfishness.” If only she had conveyed how much she loved and needed her mother, instead of keeping an “embarrassed stiff upper lip” each time they parted. She dreaded the arrival, from Stanford, of librarian Margaret Kimball, who was coming to help her decide what to send. This exercise aroused Denise’s own fears of old age, and the daily news—with Michael Dukakis and Jesse Jackson at odds, the Democrats would probably lose the election—made her “writhe with fear.” Even the weather seemed affected by “human vileness—the rain forests deteriorating and the greenhouse effect.” She did not know where to turn, finding the Psalms full of self-pity and rage, not of repentance, and resolved to seek help in Thomas Merton. Saint Augustine also offered some comfort, “despite his male chauvinism,” as did her readings in The Cloud of Unknowing, but she found these hard to do nonanalytically.

Gradually, with the help of her secretary, Yarrow Cleave, who packed her mother’s diaries, Denise began to realize that she was not sending them out of her life, but to an archive where they would be safe and where she (and others) could see them. They would provide evidence of her selfishness in contrast to all the admiring letters from people who know her poems “but not [her] worst self.” An early draft of Levertov’s poem “Web” was inspired by reading these diaries, as well as by Psalm 150, and by Bill Moyers’s third television interview with mythographer Joseph Campbell, who spoke about the duality of creation myths. An early draft contains the rejected lines,

My cruel selfishness I cannot praise.

......
But I can praise
the hour of contrition
the hour of self-witness
the grace given me
to know my ingratitude.28

The finished poem is shorter and not self-lacerating. It praises the web’s ongoing capacity to interweave “dark strand with light,” and thereby to transform such opposites as “elation, grief, joy, contrition” in order “to link, not to entrap.”29 Levertov continued to grapple with her neglect of her mother as well as with other crimes of cruelty and inadequacy she had committed while a fledgling nurse during the Second World War, and she wondered about “others who carry crimes around with them, hidden from view.” Heartened by a visit from New Mexican activist Priscilla Bunker, an old friend, during which both women unburdened themselves, Levertov came to the conclusion that atonement consists
of “continuing consciousness of what one has done,” along with ongoing compensatory behavior.\textsuperscript{30}

\ldots

In 1988 Levertov succeeded in blocking the construction of an apartment building in Davis Square behind her house that would have overshadowed it. Yarrow Cleaves remembered that she “demanded a chemical test of the soil, which proved to be still so severely contaminated from the past operations of a chemical company . . . that the digging would have released untenable levels of toxicity.”\textsuperscript{31} Yet she continued to feel a lack of privacy in the close confines of this Somerville neighborhood, where she could overhear the conversations of her neighbors outdoors on warm summer evenings. Thus she relished the prospect of an extended visit in September to the mountainside house of a friend, artist Nell Blaine, in the hamlet of Haderlehn in the Austrian Tyrol. The two-story farmhouse, with a double-height library and French doors opening onto a terrace, had a commanding view of the valley and a tributary of the Inn River far below. On all sides, mountains rose steeply, and each of “the facing mountains, Scherkogel with its sharp point, Tschirgant with its aged folds and wrinkles, was a distinct presence, challenging the artist to deal with their personas as well as with . . . the drama of changing light.”\textsuperscript{32} Crippled with polio, Blaine could no longer use the house, and she generously offered it to Levertov, suggesting that she bring along a friend who could help with practical matters of upkeep and transportation. Levertov invited literary critic Edward Zlotkowski, who was on sabbatical leave from Bentley College.

A poet as well as a critic, Zlotkowski had been an informal participant in Levertov’s poetry workshop at Brandeis in the early eighties, where the two found shared interests in classical music, Rilke and Chekhov, progressive politics, and the natural world.\textsuperscript{33} Zlotkowski’s fluent German would also prove helpful on this trip, as Denise’s was minimal. They arrived in Haderlehn on September 15, after a few enjoyable days in Munich. The highlight was a service at the Frauenkirche, where, while listening to the singing of the Russian choir, Denise had “a flash of knowledge that all is prayer.” Upon arriving at Haderlehn, she noted that the grand mountains were veiled and that all was “less dramatic than the postcards,” but nevertheless it was “quiet” and welcoming. The house was a comfortable place to work. “Upstairs there were three bedrooms,” Zlotkowski remembered. They each took one and Denise used the third as a study. Downstairs was a large kitchen, where they spent a lot of time; Denise did the cooking and he cleaned up.

Zlotkowski remembers that they spent “almost every evening together, usually reading aloud.” They talked about her poetry, her childhood, and how her childhood experiences shaped her as a writer. “Edward’s presence seems a help not a hindrance,” she wrote a few days after their arrival. He provides “just the
right amount of stimulus and companionship.” This mixture of daily solitude and good company in a beautiful environment proved fruitful for Levertov. She noted how, as at Yaddo or the Djerassi ranch, “being in an undisturbed place releases creative work” in her. She worked steadily every day, and within the first few days, she completed “Distanced,” a poem she had begun on the plane about the numbing effect of catastrophe, as well as the “Annunciation” poem that had been brewing. She also started the poem “Homage to Chillida,” which emerged “unexpectedly from notes she took” the previous fall while watching Reiner Moritz’s television film about the Spanish sculptor. She enjoyed her first walk alone, delighting in “woods, moss, streams” and the inspiring presence of mountains. Of the latter, she commented that “the biggest rockiest one . . . is more simply a great mass of rock, a geological phenomenon, than the wooded ones behind the house, which seem more like beings.” Their humanness is not because they are wooded, per se, but “because of the way they crowd together as if looking cautiously at us, at the valley.”

We see this anthropopathic response developed in Levertov’s poem “Two Mountains,” in which she comes to accept the stony silence of the rockier mountain, which seems to look, “implacable,” past her, as well as her “complete insignificance” to the forested mountain, which seems rapt in pleasure. An epigraph, with Walter Benjamin’s definition of “the aura of an object,” helps to explain the second, wooded mountain’s “quite different silence.” Benjamin’s concept suggests “a world in which everything is in communication, each expressing itself in its own language which is in turn a manifestation of pure language, the Divine Word.” There were shrines scattered across the Alpine slopes, and Zlotkowski remembers a rustic stations of the cross that may have inspired Levertov’s poem “A Calvary Path.”

Levertov also visited the museums in the vicinity with Zlotkowski, although their taste in art differed. In her diary, she records having found a treasure of Gothic art at the Innsbruck Museum, which he didn’t like. This had happened in Munich as well, when they had reacted differently to “Deposition,” the great work by Botticelli. She thought it “deeply felt and expressive,” but he found it “theatrical.” In art, she comments, she combines “a long-trained sense of purely compositional and other aesthetic component elements with a reverence for the emotion, belief, and symbolism . . . and an additional pleasure in the illustrative which can be at odds with [her] sense of ‘significant form’ (but consciously so).” On another note, modern German paintings by Albert Müller and Ernst Kirchner seemed to Levertov to prefigure the best of American painting that combined abstract expressionism with figurative elements. In Kirchner’s woodcut “The Big Cow,” she felt “a strong sense of how the cow’s back and the mountain ridge sing in close harmony. That all of Nature is one.” Kirchner’s woodcut inspired Levertov’s poem “At One,” which conveys this harmony between aspects of the animal and natural world, “valley air / between them, and / nothing else.”
In addition to reading aloud with Edward stories by a range of authors (Tolstoy, Jewett, Dostoevsky, and Pushkin are mentioned in her diary), Denise refers to other books that were important to her on this trip. On September 24, sitting on the terrace with the afternoon sun on her back, she read Pilgrim of the Clouds: Poems and Essays from Ming China. And two days later, reading Czeslaw Milosz’s poetry, she found the epigraph for her poem “The Past II,” in which she distinguishes between the past measured in “aeons” and the past measured in “centuries.” She prefers “history” to “years in billions,” she writes; she needs “that human trace” to burn her palm.38 Hannah Arendt’s Men in Dark Times answered that need. In the essays collected in this book, Arendt considers the lives and work of eleven exemplary men and women, in the first half of the twentieth century, who illuminated these “dark times,” which she construes not only in terms of terrifying historical events but also as the camouflaging of those events by degraded public discourse. Levertov feels particularly “simpatico” with Arendt’s essay on Pope John XXIII, who convened the Second Vatican Council, a watershed in the history of Christian and Jewish relations.39 Arendt stresses Pope John’s previous unimportance in the papal hierarchy and the refreshing simplicity of his faith.

Levertov also enjoyed Arendt’s memories of the poet Randall Jarrell, who had translated her work from German into English. Quoting Jarrell’s line “The country I like best of all is German,” Arendt emphasizes Jarrell’s distinction between Germany, the country, and the German language, which he read with trust and love. Levertov commented that Jarrell’s relation to the German language reminds her of her own, an assessment that was validated recently by Barbara Hyams, a German literature scholar and friend with whom Levertov spent many hours “Rilke-ing.”40 (They did literal translations from German to English of poems from Rilke’s Book of Hours.) Hyams remembered that Levertov’s sentimental view of the German language stemmed from childhood: “She had learned ‘kuechendutsch,’ rudimentary German, as a child,” and had a good working knowledge of Old English, which deepened her understanding of Rilke’s German.

Arendt’s essays may have indirectly inspired Levertov’s poem about the painter Chaim Soutine, which she drafted shortly after. This Lithuanian-born Jewish artist was one of the group who settled in Paris at the beginning of the twentieth century, in flight from the menace of racial hatred that was increasing. During World War II, like many Jews in occupied France, Soutine hid as long as he could. Severely ill, he made his way from his hiding place in the French countryside to a Paris hospital, where he died in 1943. He became known for his ability to depict the pathos of everyday life and for the intensity of his religious longing. Levertov’s poem reflects both these facets. Titled “Soutine (Two Paintings),” it is a verbal composite of two paintings: “Still Life With Herrings” (1916) and “Red Stairway at Cagnes” (1923–1924), which, in Levertov’s view, epitomize the artist’s
interior drama, the essence of which is an implied link between the abject and the sacred. Moving back and forth between Soutine’s boldly expressive images of hunger, loss, desperation, and unbridled desire in each painting, she dramatizes their connection. In the Austrian Tyrol, it must have been impossible for Lever- tov to avoid confronting the racial hatred that had plagued her father’s family history. Soutine’s paintings offered a way to do this through the medium of artistic communion. In her notes on the organization of The Door in the Hive, Lever- tov explicitly recognizes the religiosity of his art, placing this poem in a third section that is “overtly religious” and commenting that it reintroduces the theme of artistic quest in that context.

The highlight of Denise’s stay in Haderlehn was a weeklong drive with Edward, via Merano, to Verona, Italy, which Zlotkowksi remembered as “magical.” They set off on October 1, crossing the Alps on back roads. He recalled “the hairpin turns, sheer drops, and remote green valleys,” and also the old-world romance of Verona itself. That warm October, “the yellow leaves of the trees along the avenues seemed to fill the air with gold light . . . as if the ghost of some impossibly romantic Europe haunted the city, a Europe that no longer existed except in the imagination. . . . Keats’s ‘Ode to Autumn’ realized in a city of brick and stone.” Soon after they arrived, Denise set off alone to the Piazza San Zeno Maggiore in search of the Romanesque church’s famous doors. San Zeno itself was all she desired—“the great amplitude of the curved space, the . . . tonality of the mediated light,” the paintings, the “perfect grace” of the cloister. Seeing it, she suddenly missed Mitch and realized how much he had contributed to her appreciation of Italy, with its leisurely, relaxed ethos. This longing informs her poem “The Past,” where she remembers being “married and in love” on streets that were now “history,” both a bit of her life and “a bit of the life of Europe.” And she found a Modigliani exhibit very moving, noting the artist’s friendship with the many Jewish immigrants in Paris, most notably Chaim Soutine.

Denise felt deeply the spirituality of medieval art, and she was frustrated that Edward’s sensibility was “too twentieth century” to appreciate it. This difference in sensibility, along with unacknowledged sexual tension, was a source of occasional friction between them. Edward’s apparent lack of sympathy, in a person obviously responsive but whose proclivities and preferences were different, also attracted her. (She later realized that she had hoped their friendship would become romantic, despite his being twenty years younger.) Upon their return to Haderlehn, they quarreled bitterly. Zlotkowski remembers that the quarrel followed a visit to a restaurant: he thought the waiter was rude and said so; she was embarrassed that he had made a scene. Noting the “half-suppressed anger in him,” Levertov was reminded of a trip to France with Betty Mitchell, with whom she also quarreled, but she felt this was different. The following day, after an apology, a long talk cleared the air: Edward explained the effect on him of his
difficult father, reminding Denise of Nikolai’s feelings about Mitch. By the time they returned home on October 14, the anniversary of her own father’s birthday, Levertov noted that in the last weeks their friendship had deepened with “mutual respect and affection.”

While packing for the trip home, Levertov reflected upon sermons she had heard regarding the problem of evil—the question is not why there is evil (a mystery) but how we deal with it—and the Holy Spirit’s role in the course of events. If the Holy Spirit can enter history “through whatever chinks in human beings allow entrance,” she muses, is that “the same as grace? What is the Hebrew or Aramaic word for Holy Spirit, she wonders, wishing she could ask her father. Perhaps as a substitute, during the last week at Haderlehn she reread Martin Buber’s The Way of Man According to the Teachings of Hasidism, noting in particular the passage from “Here Where One Stands” in which Rabbi Pinchas, when told about the great misery among the needy, responds as follows: “He listened sunk in grief. Then he raised his head. ‘Let us draw God into the world,’ he cried, ‘and all will be quenched.’ God’s grace . . . consists in this . . . that he wants Himself to be won by man . . . that he places Himself in man’s hands. This is the mystery of our existence, the superhuman chance of mankind.” Levertov then drafted her poem “To Rilke.” Here she implies that Rilke, like the Hasidim, believes that the creative power of human beings lies in their receptivity to the divine spirit. As in the Hasidic tale, she had come back home to her original treasure and task in a new relationship, such as only the fact of distancing made possible.

Denise was back in Boston for her birthday, which she celebrated at the home of her friends Richard Lourie and Abby Friedman, but she soon began to feel low again. The presidential election was approaching, and it appeared likely that George H. W. Bush would win. She felt “contempt for the intelligence and good will of the people” who would elect him, as she had during the Reagan years. Early in November, in New York City, she saw a show of paintings by the German artist Anselm Kiefer, and upon her return home, she worked on a poem inspired by his work, noting in her diary that it seemed “very appropriate to Election Day.” Levertov described her admiration for Kiefer’s work in a letter to James Laughlin: “Kiefer is very impressive—the link with Paul Celan is more than superficial, I feel . . . the images he creates are powerful and convey something about the 20th century as no other visual art has done.” She refers here to Kiefer’s Margarethe and Shulamith paintings, which draw on Celan’s poetic evocation of the Holocaust and the death camps in his poem “Fugue of Death.” She also respected Kiefer’s view of the dilemma of the artist in the twentieth century in such paintings as “The Book (1979–85),” the inspiration for her own poem, “The Book Without Words.”
Born in Germany in 1945, Kiefer is driven not only by explorations of German identity in the postwar world, but also by the question of what it means to create in the aftermath of Fascism and genocide. Levertov was interested in the critique of European culture that Kiefer’s painting depicts, and she was probably also drawn to his reinvention of traditional forms, particularly landscape and history painting. He had turned away from abstraction and back to German expressionism, “for the raw texture, the gritty materiality, of historical truth.” His paintings returned compositional lines back to their narrative function. This formal position is analogous to Levertov’s rejection of the captious wit of language poetry, notwithstanding the related political goals of its advocates. In her poem “The Book Without Words,” she responds to Kiefer’s compression of form and narrative, subtly employing point of view to interpret his use of perspective and the ways in which his image symbolizes an empty, failed civilization.

Levertov placed “The Book Without Words” in section 2 of A Door in the Hive. As if to distinguish human potential from the shame of the historical record, at the end of this section she placed “On the Mystery of the Incarnation,” a contrasting poem about the word of God incorporated in the life of Christ. In fact, her many poems about paintings in this volume—there are more here than in any other—can be read in the context of how political resistance is to be expressed in lyric poetry without being propagandistic or self-exploitative. Other poems in the volume refer to attributes of the artist’s vision, desire, and perceptual process. In “Wings in the Pedlar’s Pack,” Levertov contrasts her father’s vision of the “magic pedlar,” whose hidden wings enable a flight from Judaism to Christianity, with that of Marc Chagall, his contemporary, whose “wingless” pedlar floats high over Vitebsk. In “Nativity: An Altarpiece,” referring to an anonymous church artifact, Levertov posits that the “wondering animals” recognized the spiritual significance of Christ’s birth before the wise men or the sleeping shepherds did.

In “The Life of Art,” perhaps the strongest of her poems about the artist’s perceptual process, Levertov analyzes the ecstasy of even a momentary change in perspective. Using the medium of “carnal paint” to stand for all artistic media, she claims that “the borderland” between one’s medium and “fictive truth: a room, a vase, an open door / giving upon the clouds” is the desired place to live. It is an “elusive” psychological state—an “equilibrium” attainable only sometimes, “when the attention’s rightly poised”—during which one feels “opulently received” into the world of the painting. In this state, one can almost see “what lies beyond the window, past the frame, beyond . . .” Levertov’s understanding here was probably influenced by Peter Handke’s novel Across, which she cited twice in her diary in 1988. Its hero, a classics teacher who is fascinated by thresholds, comes to see the threshold not merely as a boundary but as a place in its own right, a psychological state between realms suggesting the possibility of
transformation. As he realizes at the end, “The storyteller is the threshold. He must therefore stop and collect himself.”

After the election, Levertov continued to feel gloomy. She regretted having made plans to read in Montreal, Houston, and Philadelphia the next week, followed by a trip to New Jersey and then another to New Orleans after Christmas, where she was to participate in the Modern Language Association meeting. If she hadn’t made these plans, she would spend more time “getting rid of things—extra clothes, books,” she noted in her diary. With this impulse to simplify her life came thoughts about selling her house in Somerville and finding another place to live, “somewhere remote and beautiful.” Perhaps she could live on the shores of Lake Garda for four months of the year, she mused. Perhaps she could find something in Seattle near the lake. Reviewing her ties to the Boston area, she mentions her piano lessons and various close friends she would miss—Joan Hallisey, Richard Lourie and his wife Abby, Robbie Bosnak, and Yarrow Cleaves—but she doesn’t see them enough to make them good reasons for staying. Yarrow is the exception, but even she plans to move to England soon. In “Letter to a Friend,” a poem inspired by correspondence from Yarrow, who was abroad in 1991, Levertov praises the direct, “open” quality of her former secretary’s “solitude.” In an observation that we could apply to Levertov as well as to Cleaves, Levertov construes this openness as a form of “courage” that knows “the price of living” yet continues to have faith in future possibilities. She would also miss services at Emmanuel Church, but even here, her tie is loosening as the liturgy is changing and Rev. Alvin Kershaw is retiring.

Denise revived in the process of actually taking the trips she had planned. In Montreal, at the Musée des Beaux Arts, she saw the Emmanuel de Witte masterpiece “Woman at the Harpsichord,” which would later inspire her poem “The Composition.” In Houston, she appreciated the work of Andy Warhol for the first time, remarking of his Death and Disaster series that it reminds her of Kiefer in “its strong statement about our violent age, where the kinds of disaster—the ‘electric’ chair, auto smashes, mushroom cloud—were peculiar to our technology and its mad speed.” In Philadelphia, she enjoyed a Quaker meeting with poet David Ray and the company of Stephen Berg, the editor of American Poetry Review, and she gave “one of the best readings of [her] life” at nearby Williamsport Community College. She also had a salutary dream about Nikolai at age thirteen. He has taught himself cello and is able to improvise wonderful music, which she actually hears and somehow sees in the dream. This dream—about “the wonders of improvisation/inspiration”—inspired her poem “Dream ‘Cello.” Levertov returned home dejected, however. Again she deplored her full calendar, praying for help in doing not many things, but more of a few: “poems above all, and seeing and feeling beauty and some peace.”
Levertov’s decision to change her life by moving to Seattle had crystallized by the time she returned to Palo Alto in the winter of 1989, she noted in her diary. Now that she was back at Stanford, she was determined to be more disciplined. Although it couldn’t be like Haderlehn, she reminded herself that she had written a lot here and that she could, at the very least, teach her students well. Quoting a favorite passage from Pascal’s *Pensées*, she wrote, “Do small things as if they were great, because of the majesty of Christ, who does them in us and lives our life, and great things as if they were small and easy, because of his almighty power.” She particularly liked the first part of the passage, the thought of “Christ in us, accomplishing a million little victories, working ceaselessly for our redemption,” but she was not sure she understood the second part. With typical incisiveness, she wonders if Pascal means “remember that if you have faith you will find you can do what is difficult,” or “act as if it were easy as a sort of memorial/tribute to His almighty power”? The latter seems “an impossible task, i.e. to pretend to oneself that a task is easy.” Her discipline bore fruit almost immediately: a few days later she reported working on two poems, “Flying High,” which she began en route to Montreal, and “In California: Morning, Evening, Late January.”

Levertov was pleased with the body of poems in the book, but she was in a quandary about its organization and title. David Shaddock helped her to divide it into sections, but finding a satisfying title proved more difficult. She first proposed “Upstream to the Sea,” harking back to Rilke’s essay, but she ultimately chose “Invisible Hive,” a phrase from “Dream ‘Cello,” her poem about the mysterious source of inspiration. Its musical context underscores Levertov’s awareness, at this point in her life, of the limits of language, her own medium. As in her poems about paintings, she takes us to the frontiers between conceptualization of a rational, logical sort and more intuitive modes of internal experience. As George Steiner points out in *Real Presences*, a book Levertov admired, “More than any other act of intelligibility and executive form, music entails differentiations between that which can be understood, this is to say, paraphrased, and that which can be thought and lived in categories which are, rigorously considered, transcendent to such understanding.”

While thinking about the title, she completed two more poems, “On the Parables of the Mustard Seed” and “Complicity,” a poem in which the speaker feels complicit with “a hummingbird, / tranquil, at rest, taking time off” from its “world of swift intensities.”

The tension in “Complicity,” between personal tranquility and a “world of swift intensities” (felt as compassion for others), had been troubling Levertov, who noted comments by several thinkers on this subject during the winter of 1989. Among them was Catholic priest and author Jean Sullivan, from whose memoir, *Morning Light*, she copied the following passage: “Solitude is not necessarily a
retreat from communion. The deepening of subjectivity can be liberating for others. A day can come when you will belong totally to yourself—that is, to what created you, when alleluia breaks forth. Then you’ll no longer want to wall yourself in, and in communion with all things you’ll rejoin the universal in a vital experience.” In February, after reading Marguerite Yourcenar’s novel *The Abyss*, a fictitious life of Zeno, she had the insight that directly inspired “Complicity.” She saw that there could be “a moral right to serenity” and understood how “true compassion (and even indignation) could issue from a serene center.”

Levertov concludes *A Door in the Hive* with “Variation on a Theme by Rilke,” referring to *The Book of Hours*, book 1, poem 15, where Rilke conveys his hunger for the divine in the face of human destruction by means of an extended metaphor about building a cathedral. Levertov’s postmodern sensibility is less sanguine about the compensatory capacity of words: “Metaphors shatter, mirrors of poverty.” She offers only “specks of life as fragile tesserae / towards the vast mosaic—temple, eidolon.” Yet her hunger to be “imbedded” in a “divine fabric” persists. The book was well received by reviewers such as Donald Revell, who recognized “an ache as well as a freedom in Levertov’s desire.” *A Door in the Hive* won the Paterson Poetry Prize in 1990.

One feels Levertov’s anticipatory desire for serenity with regard to the coming change in her life in “On the Eve,” a poem dedicated to the visual artist Melanie Peter. In 1985, Melanie, then living in San Francisco, had asked if she could audit Denise’s poetry class at Stanford, and Denise had welcomed her immediately. The two women became friends, visiting art galleries and attending readings, and they often took walks on campus. Denise’s furnished apartment had “motel room” art, so Melanie gave her a couple of her own paintings. One of these—an abstract pastel—Denise unwittingly hung upside down in her breakfast nook, an occasion for much shared laughter. The two women remained close over the years and both decided to move away from California at the same time, a difficult decision for each of them, since it meant leaving behind friends and family. They shared concerns about their respective decisions, Melanie remembered. Then, one evening in February, “with the sun setting on one side of [them] and the full moon rising on the other, [they] walked on a hill near the Stanford campus and everything seemed somehow ‘set’ for these changes.” Levertov deftly conveys this destined sense of permission in her poem: “The moon tuned its whiteness a tone higher.”

Plans for her move to Seattle began in earnest when Denise made a special house-hunting trip in early June 1989. She was no stranger to the area, having participated regularly in the city’s Bumbershoot Festival of Music and the Arts earlier in the 1980s. On one of these occasions, the poet Emily Warn had wel-
comed Denise at the airport and given her a tour of the city, showing Denise her home, the drive along Lake Washington, the sound, and the greenbelts. It was before the housing market boomed, and Denise felt she could afford something there, so Emily encouraged her, recommending a real estate agent. Like Denise, Emily had both Jewish and Christian roots, having been raised in Detroit as an Orthodox Jew by her maternal grandparents after her Irish Catholic father could not support the family, and she was also involved in the environmental movement. She was one of a group in Seattle with whom Denise felt comfortable, people “involved in spiritual quest, as well as having good politics,” so that when she found “an ideally located house,” walking distance from Seward Park, on the very first day of looking, she felt blessed. She also loved the house itself: it was brick, with a fireplace and working chimney, and it rose steeply from the street, providing her with views of the park’s vast expanse of trees in the middle distance, and most important, views of the Cascade Range in the far distance. (She could see Mount Rainier from her workroom and her kitchen window.) There was also a grocery store close by, important since she didn’t drive. That Sunday, a morning Mass confirmed for Denise these feelings of good fortune, as did finding a book, *The Findhorn Garden: Pioneering a New Vision of Humanity and Nature in Cooperation*, published by the Findhorn spiritual community. Levertov thought that its foreword summed up what she had been learning from Father Thomas Berry and Miriam McGillis about the relation between man and nature.

Denise spent the next month packing, and in mid-August, instead of hiring a moving van, she rode across the country in a Ryder truck containing her belongings, with two friends who did the driving, Saul Fussiner (son of Barbara and Howard) and Richard Sugg, a professor at the University of Florida who had recently interviewed her about Jung’s influence on her poetry. The trip took about ten days, Fussiner remembered. They took a northern route, avoided all the big cities, and drove eight hours every day, except when they stopped to relax for two days in Grand Teton National Park, where they rented bicycles and took a boat trip on the Snake River. Denise was fond of the quirky places, like Valentine, Nebraska (the “heart city”), and insisted that they get out to pose for snapshots in front of signs like “What Cheer.” Saul had just read Dee Brown’s *Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee*, so they talked a lot about Native American history, stopping at Fort Robinson, Nebraska, where Crazy Horse was killed. They also listened to music on the truck’s cassette deck. Saul tried to interest Denise in the music he liked. She loved Bob Dylan and showed some interest in the Pogues, but he couldn’t get her to embrace Public Enemy. “She thought rap was just noise and she worried about the new genre of gangster rap and how it made drug dealing romantic.” When he, playing devil’s advocate, defended kids who saw drug dealing as the only way to get by, she said that anyone who considered getting rich in a way that destroyed their community “didn’t have soul.”
Only three days after her arrival in Seattle at the end of August, Denise flew to London for the funeral of her friend Betty Mitchell. She arrived in time to have dinner on Sunday with a small group of old friends: Caroline Potter, David Mitchell (Betty’s brother), and David Hass. The funeral was held on Monday, September 4. In memory of Betty, David Mitchell read Thomas Hardy’s poem “In the Seventies,” and Denise read an abbreviated version of her poem “Chekhov on the West Heath.” There was also music and a “lovely piece of writing of Bet’s own.” The burial was at the Hampstead Cemetery at Fortune Green that afternoon. The next day, Denise and David Mitchell went for a walk on the Heath, which, she felt, remained “undiminished” despite Margaret Thatcher’s policy of privatization.

“What do I feel?” Denise asked herself on her return home on the plane, remembering various remarks made by people at the funeral. Bet had “known rapture,” her brother, David, had said. Having not seen Bet for four years, she acknowledged the stab she felt at seeing the coffin lowered, knowing there would be no more letters, no more meetings, no more “seeing something together in harmony.” Then she remembered a recent phone call, and Bet’s familiar voice saying, “Look after yourself, Denny,” which meant “Be well, thrive, be all that you can be.” That caring reassurance is what she retained most essentially.

Bet’s death had more of an impact on Denise than that of any other friend, because Bet had been part of her life since girlhood and was almost like a sister. Her passing, immediately upon Denise’s move to Seattle, must also have resonated deeply: Denise would now live, in reality, farther from her original home, even though she had chosen that locale in part because its green landscape and mild climate reminded her of England.

After she returned to Seattle, Denise reexamined the meaning of David Mitchell’s sense of his sister’s “rapture,” noting in her diary that even Bet’s occasional writing provided little glimpses into it. Levertov conveys this zest for life, as well as regret, in her elegy “For Bet,” written a couple of weeks later. Recalling their early years in ballet school, she notes that, in the end, her friend “danced ahead,” even when her “enchainement” led “uphill to the hospital,” and perhaps also before that, “when language / twirled round and tripped” her voice. As young dancers, they had learned to walk “slowly across a stage, unfaltering.” Bet had faltered momentarily “that week when timor mortis” lunged at her, but more importantly, she had held up her head, straightened her back, and “moved in grace . . . into the light of that last stage, / a hospice garden.” Living her life fully right until the end, she could say with characteristic rapture, “yes, and evenings too are beautiful.”

Perhaps Bet’s death, followed by a visit with Nikolai and then with the ailing poet Eve Triem, prompted Denise to reconsider, in Seattle, troubled aspects of her earlier family life—for example, her fraught relationship with her daughter—
in-law, Nefertiti. Eve had confided to Denise her successful struggle to overcome hatred of an intrusive stepson, whereupon she felt “at last a flood of bliss.” While Denise’s negative feelings about Nefertiti were not hatred but “resentment and a sense of bafflement,” she nevertheless realized that “certainly I haven’t loved her, or forgiven the hurt she has inflicted on me.” Thinking of Nefertiti’s images, which often seemed to her “lovely,” she thought also of her “hard work” and realized that “she is a person trying—trying to do her ‘personal best,’” and that she had made Nikolai happy. Following Eve Triem’s example, then, she began to have compassion for Nefertiti, even wishing her divine joy, and she did not feel hypocritical doing so. The result was an odd dream, in which an Egyptian goddess, a “young woman a bit like Manet’s Olympia, is lying on an altar which slowly rises to be a little higher than the continuity of whatever surrounds it,” which Denise interpreted as a sign of this new esteem. A few days later she wrote to Nefertiti, saying she appreciated all she had done for Nikolai’s happiness and well-being, and that she felt much more at peace.

Denise’s visit with Eve Triem was one of several during her first years in Seattle. The aging poet, then in her late eighties, was a mother figure on whom Denise could bestow the loving care she could not give her own mother. Denise invited Eve to spend Thanksgiving with her, hosted a birthday party for her, and helped her move into an assisted living facility when she could no longer live alone. In her poem “In Love,” which is based on Triem’s fifty-year marriage to her husband, Paul, Levertov distinguishes between “the ancient poet[s]” detailed memory of her husband’s death fifteen years ago, which is “wrapped, flawless,” and the disarray of her other belongings, which are “jumbled / in plastic bags—poems, old letters, ribbons.”

Levertov was still mourning Bet when she heard a moving sermon on “forgiveness and unconditional love,” which seemed relevant to her move to Seattle. Using the story of the prodigal son as his text, the priest discussed being lost and then found, and “trying to find others who are lost, as God seeks and finds us.” Denise felt that Seattle, this place she had found, was as beautiful and calm as she had dreamed, even though she was still unpacking and not yet fully part of it. Perhaps settling here would help her cope with the dread she continued to feel about environmental blight. She had recently read a “chilling” article in The New Yorker, by Bill McKibben, about global warming, which was worse than “violence, war, torture, injustice, nuclear threat” because “human interference with nature has already gone so far that the best we can hope for is only a partial alleviation of irreversible damage already done.” She prayed to God that McKibben was wrong. Both moods are evident in two poems, “Tragic Error” and “Effacement,” that Levertov drafted in September 1989. In the first poem, remembering “The earth is the Lord’s,” a line from Psalm 24, prompts an indignant outcry against human pillaging, which the poet attributes to a willful misreading, on
our part, of the biblical concept of “dominion.” Softer in tone, “Effacement” is a quiet meditation on the mountain, today hidden by clouds. Levertov compares its “majestic presence,” become “humble vapor,” to the “archangel walking / with Tobias on dusty roads,” Tobias being a paradigm of piety and perfect resignation to the will of God. Levertov thought of concluding “Effacement” with a quotation from Chief Joseph of the Nez Perce Indians, “The air shares its spirit [with us],” which she admired.

Though the weather turned gray and chilly, the first weeks after her move were eased by a visit from Boston friends Richard Lourie and Abby Friedman, and by beginning piano lessons again with an agreeable new teacher, Suzanne Szekely. On September 27, Levertov drafted three poems, in addition to the poem about Bet, that reflect feelings about her new home: “Settling,” “Abruptly,” and “Daily Bread.” In her 1992 book, Evening Train, these appear in the first section, “Lake Mountain Moon,” with others about the distinctive landscape and prominent birds of the area. “Settling” sets the tone for the entire book, deftly connecting this new environment with the English landscape of her childhood, part of its attraction. She writes that she was “welcomed here” in the “clear gold / of late summer” by the “dawn eagle” and the mountain, and now she has been given “a taste of the grey foretold by all and sundry.” But no matter. She does not care. She is “London-born,” and “having come here to live, not to visit,” she knows

Grey is the price
of neighboring with eagles, of knowing
a mountain’s vast presence, seen or unseen.

Levertov was equally intrigued by the large blue herons she saw near the lake, and adopting one as a favorite, she admired its elegant poise and patient determination. Naming it “St. Simon Heron,” in the first of two “Heron” poems in this section, she alludes to Saint Simon Stylites, famous for remaining on the top of a pillar and not moving. Admiring this capacity for stillness, she pictures the bird “standing, standing, standing” upon its “offshore pillar.” “Hunger, / thirst, fulfillment” are all the same to this heron:

Time does not pass, for him:
it is the lake, and full, and still,
and he has all of it, and wades to strike
when he will upon his fish.

Among the treasures of Seward Park, Levertov loved the fish hatchery; her artist’s eye relished the “mysterious colors” of the salmon—“within a slate gray, tints or glows of green, blue, pink”—and their “muscular swiftness.”

Levertov continued to muse about her childhood on a flight in early October to a reading at Fort Lewis College in Durango, Colorado. She remembered the
ritual walk with her mother in Wanstead Park on her birthday “to celebrate and drink in Octoberness.” Her mother would buy “tawny chrysanthemums” and a “bottle of Chablis,” and Denise would kick fallen leaves and admire those still on the trees. Together they would luxuriate in the air’s “crispness” and feel that it was her day. The dreamy mood of these memories is caught and transmuted in the poem “River,” begun in Durango and completed a month later at the Rockefeller Foundation’s Villa Serbelloni, at Bellagio, Lake Como, where Levertov was in residence for five weeks, from late October 1989 until early December. Levertov was grateful for the peace, beauty, and stimulating company in Bellagio, and she dedicated the poems in the second section of Evening Train to the memory of Roberto Celli, the center’s director. Titled “The Two Magnets,” these poems pay tribute to her dual allegiance to Europe and America. (Even in the 1980s, she said she had “a trans-Atlantic voice.”) As she writes in the section’s title poem, addressing the ironies of this duality, when she’s on the continent of “broken gods” and “faded saints,” she thinks of “young salmon in round ponds at the hatchery,” and when she’s on the “western edge of America,” her new home, she dreams of “the worn stone of human centuries.”

In Bellagio she loved her spacious room in the villa, her walks to the town, and her visits to the Church of San Fedele, where she enjoyed the music of a baroque chamber group, but she could not help wondering how, in view of the threats to the world’s existence, she could experience the luxury of the center without guilt. Perhaps this was one of the perquisites of being merely a temporary resident there. This sense of being “in remission” from knowing the “malady . . . the earth endures” is evident in Levertov’s poem “The Reminder,” set in Lake Como, only here it is accompanied by a warning that she and we ignore at our peril: “Deep underneath remission’s fragile peace / the misshaped cells remain.”

Levertov also enjoyed the other guests at the center and noted useful responses to her work from poets whose residencies overlapped with hers. She dedicated her poem “A Little Visit to Doves and Chickens” to historian and community activist Charles Page Smith, another guest. Here Levertov contrasts the “Demure and peaceful” demeanor of doves in a poultry yard with the frantic behavior of their cousins, “the city pigeons,” who seem “obsessed by sex or food.” It is a witty response to The Chicken Book, a social history of the use and abuse of chickens, which Smith cowrote with Charles Daniels.

While in Italy that November, Levertov also traveled to France for a week to participate in a conference, in Grenoble, of poets from France and the United States. (Her poem “Stele” was inspired by an ancient stone relief seen at the Musée de Grenoble.) The company included the American poets Marilyn Hacker, Galway Kinnell, Maxine Kumin, and Diane Wakoski, as well as the French poet Jean
Joubert, whose work Levertov had translated. After this meeting, Levertov completed her poem “The Composition,” which she had begun after seeing Emmanuel de Witte’s painting “Woman at the Harpsichord” earlier in Montreal. Dedicated to Joubert and to the American artist Howard Fussiner, “The Composition” prompts us to see the links, important to Levertov, between pictorial and poetic structure, and between larger issues of form, aesthetic ethics, social justice, and religious faith. As Levertov knew, “Woman at the Harpsichord” is a famous example of Dutch genre painting in the mid-seventeenth century by an artist associated with the Delft School who specialized in painting church interiors. It depicts domestic life during what is often considered a “golden age” of Dutch culture, the period after the United Provinces of the Netherlands had become a major power and intellectual center, despite its small size. While the other states of Europe remained primarily rural, the Netherlands was becoming a nation of townspeople, predominantly middle class. Yet the particular nature of Dutch society was significant because at its center was a burgher, not a bourgeois, “the obligation of civism conditioned the opportunities of prosperity.”

In a note to the poem, Levertov distinguished her interpretation of the depicted scene from that of the art historian Witold Rybcznski, whose book Home: A Short History of an Idea she had read. Rybcznski focuses on the figures in the foreground of the “story” de Witte depicts, the woman playing the harpsichord and the man listening in the curtained bed beside her, and detects a hint of adultery in this domestic scene. He posits that the woman is not playing for herself alone, but also for the man on the bed behind the curtains, whose clothing is fully visible on the chair. Since marital infidelity was frowned on in Holland, he sees the other figure in the painting, the maid sweeping the floor in the distance, as part of a cautionary allegory, suggesting that “cleanliness is next to godliness.”

Levertov’s poem conveys a different, equally valid, point of view. She begins with the view “Two rooms away, seen through the open door,” where she imagines that the servant girl also listens to the music the young wife plays. Levertov calls attention to de Witte’s skillful use of perspective, and she is also attuned to the evocative contrasts between light and shadow in his work, to the meanings of the wife’s music making, and to the significance of the color red. In fact, she underlines the predominance of this color, “red, / red is the lord of color here.” This color often connotes violence and bloodshed as well as fire and passion, but in Levertov’s interpretation, although Dutch colonies in the Americas are suggested by the phrase “Indian red,” Levertov stresses domesticity. The man’s sword is cast on the chair; he is “snug” in bed listening, not hunting and killing. De Witte’s use of this “brave resplendent red” is related to the “twang and trill” of the music “ringing forth” from under the wife’s fingers. In fact, with such words as “an-
tiphonal” and “counterpoint,” words that refer both to the compositional lines in the painting and to the musical qualities of a harpsichord composition, Levertov turns the painting’s reference to music to her own meta-artistic purpose. Through de Witte’s “austere counterpoint of forms,” the sentimental content of the painting is purified and sublimated by its transposition to the world of music; space and sound commingle.74

Levertov clarified the salutary aspects of the Dutch golden age she perceived in this painting in a letter to Howard Fussiner and David Eberly, defending it against their observations that de Witte’s handling of the servant girl could imply elitism. She wrote: “Just as it is easy to sentimentalize a situation by idealizing it, so it is easy to sentimentalize by placing it in a negative light, such as assuming . . . that all labor is alienated.” At this time in Holland, general prosperity combined with “liberality of social atmosphere made the lives of servants, and of women in general, much less oppressive.” Most important, she points out that in her poem, she does not portray this society as utopia, but rather as a representation of “a historical moment that was ‘an apex of civilized joy,’ i.e. different from an exclusively personal moment of joy . . . in being a part of, a historical, economic, architectural, material context.” She continues, “The painting records (but not merely as anecdote!—records in the character of its composition) a joyful scene involving primarily a couple, but participated in to some extent by the maid.” In her view, this was “European civilization at a peak which has not been surpassed.”75

That Levertov was interested in the linkage between issues of power and social governance and issues of aesthetic ethics and form not only in Holland in 1660 but in contemporary America is clear when we consider that Evening Train also includes a section of poems titled “Witnessing From Afar,” several of which respond to America’s involvement in the Gulf War. The achievement of “peaceful joy” shown in de Witte’s painting reflects a dream of social justice partially realized in the Dutch golden age, but always and everywhere a desideratum. Levertov’s comment, in the letter above, that this joyful scene is recorded not only in the content of the painting but in “the character of its composition,” reminds us that she employs ekphrasis, the genre of poems about paintings, in the service of a similar dream. The awareness of difference inherent in this genre, particularly the desire to connect with an “other,” informs her poem’s theme and structure.

Levertov’s emphasis on the act of composition itself, in which matter is transsubstantiated by artistic form, is important to her, especially during this period in her life, because it is analogous to and derived from the Roman Catholic belief in the “real presence” of incarnate divinity in the Eucharist. Earlier she had based her ideas about “organic form” on “an intuition of an order, a form beyond forms, in which forms partake, and of which man’s creative works are analogies, resemblances, natural allegories.”76 Although she had drawn on Gerard Manley Hopkins’s concepts of “inscape” and “instress” to formulate this concept, she had
couched this Catholic poet’s sacramental view of the world in Platonic language. However, by the time “The Composition” was published, she was herself a practicing Catholic, and though still often wracked by doubt, she had written many poems inspired by passages of the Gospel or the lives of saints.

Levertov concluded her residency in Italy with three days in Venice, where, besides enjoying the beauty of the city, she visited the Gallerie dell’Academia, the Greek Ikon Museum, and the Museo Correr, and took detailed notes on the works of art she saw there. On her last day in Europe, looking back at all she had seen and accomplished, she feels blessed by her good fortune. Surely a “beneficent force is looking after me, saving me, from my just deserts,” she mused. This must be for “the exercise of [her] vocation as a poet,” she supposes, expressing a deep feeling of gratitude.

This feeling of beatitude did not last, however. Back at Stanford in 1990 for the winter quarter, Levertov felt “resistance” to being there. She remembered her time at Bellagio with nostalgia and wished she were at home in Seattle. In part, she was heartsick after hearing that a hurricane had hit southern England, damaging the trees in her beloved Kew Gardens as well as the homes of many people. It seemed as if “a specifically malicious conscious force of evil were acting” upon the environment, and perhaps to counter this feeling, at the end of March, she participated with Murray Bodo in a demonstration at the Nevada Test Site against the government’s continued nuclear weapons work. Her poem “Protesters” expresses her limited satisfaction at this act of civil disobedience. While it was better “to speak” than “not to speak,” this form of witness alone could not compensate for the enforced silence of those who “suffered in the flesh.” We feel a growing frustration at the limited effectiveness of social protest in other poems in Evening Train, such as “Hoping,” where she hopes that the recurrent nightmare she’s had since childhood is not prophetic. (In it, “all the animals / seated in peaceful council by candleglow” are suddenly burned to death.) Her hope is qualified by the admission that it has been a necessity “because decades brought no reassurance.”

Yet Levertov’s frustration is not without energy; she imagines a way of reframing social protest so that it is more effective. There is the sense in these poems that peace as a positive condition of society is so unknown that “it casts no images on the mind’s screen,” as she put it in a 1989 lecture, “Poetry and Peace: Some Broader Dimensions.” Rather, “terror is what we know most intimately.” In addition to a poetry of protest, which can “reinforce a necessary recognition of urgency,” she says, we need “a poetry of preparation for peace,” which includes poems that contain the new awareness “that we humans are not just walking around on this planet but that we and all things are all truly . . . part of one living organism; and that our human role on earth is as the consciousness and self-awareness
of that organism.” If this consciousness spreads, “it could be the key to survival.” In addition to referencing many exemplary poems in this essay, and several ecologically minded Christian thinkers, Levertov concludes with a psalm, titled “Invoking the Powers,” from the Native American Hako tradition “(Pawnee, Osage, Omaha),” which she learned in her new home.

Levertov’s return to belief in Christianity had been ongoing since the late 1970s, but she remained eclectic in denominational affiliation until after her move to Seattle. In the spring of 1990, she decided to prepare for reception into the Roman Catholic Church. At this time, she began to regularly attend Saint Edward’s Church, which was walking distance from her house. She felt that she received spiritual nourishment there from Father Gerald Stanley, as well as from catechism classes with Sister Jean Hunter, and that, through the church’s social action program, she could do more for the poor than simply write checks. In her diary, she questions taking this formal step into the church, despite her “dislike of the hierarchy and its attitudes to various things and [her] knowledge of the hypocrisy involved in many priest’s lives.” In her answer she cites the following reasons: First, to her knowledge, the Roman Catholic Church has “the largest number . . . of really inspiring people, living and (recently) dead.” Second, its “liturgy and mystical and sacramental traditions appeal to [her] as no others do,” compared with the American version of Anglicanism and the ethnic limitations of Russian Orthodoxy. Third, she sees the church as a great power for good in the world, which needs much reform, and believes that “reform must come from within.” She admired those inside the church who bravely pursued their critique of oppression and corruption, the “unbroken chain” that includes Romero, Helder Camara, Hunthausen, Day, Merton, and their like in other times and places. As well as creative work in the mornings, Levertov’s life now includes daily prayer and devotional study, undertaken in a small, private oratory containing a few devotional objects. In this period, she also read German theologian Karl Rahner, a major influence upon twentieth-century Catholic thought.

Levertov was received into the Roman Catholic Church on November 18, 1990. Writing in her diary after the service, she noted that “the moment when the people, standing, all stretched out their arms to [her] in blessing, was the peak of the experience.” Also, Sister Jean, as sponsor, had “walked with [her] joyfully”; “Father Gerry . . . added special words of welcome to her as a poet”; and members of the congregation introduced themselves to her. However, she thought that for others (people like Sister Luke or Eileen Egan), the experience must have been a more “dramatic event.” For her, “it was not so much a conversion (that had all happened gradually and was to belief in Christianity itself, not to Catholicism in particular) but an act of solidarity with that part of the church that seemed to [her] the most socially active among all the denominations and at the same time has a sacramental and spiritual tradition . . . [she] can connect with aesthetically
and therefore spiritually.” She understood her experience as a culmination, rather than as a radical change, and as a gesture of commitment to her new community.

That autumn, Levertov met actor Mark Jenkins, a young drama professor at the University of Washington who shared her interests in theater, film, and music, and to whom she was attracted, noting that she was sad at the fact of meeting him “too late.” The twenty-year age difference might not have been an impediment ten or fifteen years ago, but now it was “too late for [her] physically,” she felt, for neither her body nor her libido felt able to handle a lover. Denise was flattered that the attraction was mutual, however, and she wondered how it would evolve over time, since it had begun “with this romantic element of tension and a kind of wistfulness.” After her sixty-seventh birthday, she felt she was “adjusted to the situation” and had “really accepted” that it was “a friendship,” not a love affair, somewhat like her relationship with Edward Zlotkowski. When Mark spoke of seeing another woman, she realized that if she let herself fall in love with him, she would once more “suffer agonies of jealousy,” whereas as a loving friend Mark was “a great treasure.” Moreover, to allow herself to feel more than friendship, she chided herself, given that she was genuinely happy in her celibacy and “peopled solitude,” would be superfluous, a kind of greed.

Despite these admonishments, Denise continued to feel the pull of sexual attraction. Three days after her confirmation, she spent Thanksgiving with Mark and his friends on Harstine Island in Puget Sound, and she could not sleep for longing. There they were, in her mind’s eye, both in her bed, “naked between the sheets,” and this despite her “so-recent spiritual commitment.” She did not see this fantasy as sinful. It was merely “painful and perhaps absurd,” given her decision to liberate herself from “just such misplaced, mistimed, doomed-to-frustration longings and sentiments.” She also realized, since Mark was involved with someone else, that “jealousy . . . was what underlay her insomnia more than true passion. Memories of being in bed with a warm man’s body played a part.”

For his part, although Mark felt “dazzled” at first by Denise’s “affection and respect” for him, and by her “unfiltered access to deep experience,” his feelings did not go “beyond the love generated by a meeting of the minds and spirits.” When he learned that he had inadvertently encouraged her sexual feelings (and had thus embarrassed her), he assured her that he did not think her romantic feelings absurd. His continuing rapport, despite this misunderstanding, prompted Denise to write a letter of explanation in which, absolving him from all blame, she concluded that what he felt was not an attraction to her personally, “but to the glamour of poetry,” for which she is an instrument. “It is hard to distinguish that glamour . . . from personal romantic-erotic feelings.” With a depth of perspective new to her, she absolved herself as well, suggesting that she should have
tried from the start to blend her romantic feelings for him into their friendship, which she trusted was strong enough to absorb them.

A sense of wry exasperation at this latter-day sexual turmoil lies behind Levertov’s poem “Ancient Airs and Dances,” which takes its title from Respighi’s familiar suite. (An earlier title was “The Failed Hermit Describes Her Symptoms.”) In the poem’s second part, the speaker castigates her “shameless heart” as if it were a separate entity. Have you “forgotten already” your “vow to learn / stillness from the heron”? Here you are, clamoring again, “like an obstinate child demanding attention, / interrupting study and contemplation.”

Other poems in this section address the discrepancy she feels, as she ages, between her failing body and her still vigorous heart and mind. In “Broken Pact,” this discrepancy is expressed as a betrayal by the body, which leaves the speaker “unsure how to proceed.” In “Diptych,” feelings of ambivalence are projected onto the lake in the evening and the mountain in midwinter, and the working title of “Time for Rivets,” which is humorous in tone, was “No Fool Like an Old Fool.” Perhaps the most enigmatic poem in this section is “Arrived,” in which places and persons are subject to the passage of time, and within that process, a new space is created between the distant past and the distant future. As Levertov writes, “I seem to have landed / upon this now / as if on a mid-ocean island.”

A few years later, in a conversation with Seattle poet Colleen McElroy, Levertov clarified these thoughts and feelings about the ways in which the discrepantly aging body and mind affect one’s sense of time. “You learn to count the decades,” she told McElroy, “not because ten years have passed but you’ve made leaps inside your head. . . . Love and sex stay with you a long time.” The two women remembered together how turning thirty had seemed so final after the endless possibilities of being twenty, when “everything was possible and sex was absolute.” By comparison, the time between thirty and forty was “more like sleep-walking.” Then, time begins to play tricks, as “in your forties, your body seems more urgent and more unpredictable.” It seemed to Levertov that between fifty and sixty, those same ten years were more like twelve or fifteen: “While the body accelerates, using up its energy and resilience at a faster pace, the mind seems to regenerate. We know more, we think, but we have less time to use it.” Between sixty and seventy, the “ten years seem more like fifteen or twenty . . . and after seventy you stop calculating time in the same way. It finally makes sense that what you are is not just the physical self.”

Levertov conveys more new insights about the deepening of perspective in her poems in the section “Flowers of Sophia,” several of which were written on airplanes en route to readings around the country. In this section’s title poem, the flowers of Sophia are the ones with “ugly names”—“Flax, chicory, scabious”—that grow in “waste ground.” Yet each has a “delicate form,” worth drawing, and
all “are a dreamy blue . . . wise beyond comprehension.” In “Eye Mask,” feeling “unready for the light which dawns / day after day,” the poet treasures the dark shelter provided by her eye mask’s black silk as an essential prelude to further growth. This poem gains in poignancy when we consider that Levertov actually used such a mask. She suffered from Sjögren’s syndrome, which causes dry mouth, lips, and eyes, and by this time her eyes were often a torture to her. Night and the dark are, of course, traditional metaphors for the soul’s gestation period.

A few years later, during a visit to the home of her friends (and former students) David Shaddock and Toby Furash, Denise had the unexpected pleasure of hearing Czeslaw Milosz read “Eye Mask” in an intimate setting. Ever since the early eighties, when she began teaching at Stanford, Denise had welcomed the new year in California with David and Toby. They would pick her up from the airport, and she would spend a few days with them in Berkeley before going on to Palo Alto, a custom that continued after she moved to Seattle. Typically, they would hold court for her and her friends at their home on New Year’s Day, but this time poet Robert Hass took Shaddock and Levertov to Milosz’s house instead. Levertov had written letters to Milosz with the salutation “My dear master”; she considered him the greatest living poet. He also admired her work, but they had not expressed these feelings to each other directly. At this gathering, Shaddock remembers, Milosz stood up with a twinkle in his eye and began to read some poems in Polish. After a few minutes of this, Denise interrupted: “Czeslaw, those are my poems you’re reading, aren’t they? You’ve translated them.” He replied that yes, he had been translating her, and he showed her a sheaf of poems, including “Eye Mask,” a tribute she found very moving.

“Great poetry is animate with the rites of recognition,” as George Steiner has written. Perhaps the poem that best captures Levertov’s new insights about aging is “Evening Train,” the title poem of her 1992 volume. Seated across from an “old man sleeping” on a train in Italy, the poet begins to observe him closely, to identify with him, and to experience a revelatory slippage in time. She gleans from his hands that the “old man” is “a peasant / in city clothes . . . rich by the standards of his youth,” and from “his sleeping features” that he is “tired . . . tired.” Then, acknowledging that “he’s likely / no older” than herself, she realizes that the subjective experience of time is different from any “known age” or chronology. For just as she, at her center, is still “fourteen, watching the faces [she] saw each day / on the train going in to London,” this man could also still experience himself in his dreams as a schoolboy: “Everyone has an unchanging age (or sometimes two) / carried within them, beyond expression,” she writes. This is “not a point of arrest but a core / around which the mind develops, reflections circle, / events accrue—a center.” Levertov’s acknowledgment here that she is fourteen at her core, that the sturm und drang of adolescence is still alive within
her, gives a different complexion to the ironic love poems discussed above. From this perspective, they represent generous impulses from the most energetic period of her life. She is able to see her old age not as an inversion or curtailment of these forces but as a harmonious consequence.

By the time Levertov returned to Stanford in 1991, the Gulf War dominated the headlines and the television news. This was a repetition of savagery that Levertov could not integrate. As she put it in “The Certainty,” a poem dated January 1991 on the manuscript, she was particularly disturbed by the increased refinement of modern warfare, which seemed designed to make war abstract and thus less real. Soldiers deploy “Immaterial weapons” that are not handheld and aim at “targets that are concepts,” but this does not obviate an “ancient certainty” that she feels compelled to reiterate: “war / means blood spilling from living bodies . . . means death, death, death and death.” Levertov responded to the war by organizing a series of poetry read-ins for peace at Stanford that winter. Further, although she had determined not to reference discrete political events anymore in her poetry, Levertov does so in several poems. In “News Report, September 1991,” her last documentary poem, she dramatizes the newspaper headline “U.S. Buried Iraqi Soldiers Alive in Gulf War” in a series of quotations from the story. And in “Witnessing from Afar the New Escalation of Savage Power,” dated “January–March 1991,” she shows the war’s devastating effect upon her spiritual life. She feels “shock” and “shame” that “no memory, no knowledge / nor dark imagination / had prepared her for.”

In other poems, Levertov connects the war in Iraq with ecological disaster and other, gender-related, misuses of power, such as wife beating and the noxious “programming” of children who are encouraged to play war games on their computers. In “Mid-American Tragedy,” she addresses the inadequacy of a pair of American parents whose gay son is dying during Christmas. These parents love their son and think they have accepted his sexual preference, but their behavior indicates that subconsciously they wish he were “eight years old again, not a gay man, / not dying.” While he struggles for breath, they insist on chattering meaninglessly and playing “Jingle Bells,” instead of giving him “the healing silence” in which they could have heard “his life at last.” Despite her earlier lack of sympathy with lesbian feminism, Levertov’s circle had always included gay men. Now Levertov was close friends with two gay men who were ill with AIDS—poet Arturo Islas, her colleague at Stanford, and poet Steven Blevins, her former student—and this poem was probably inspired by them. Levertov had known Blevins since the midseventies, and she stayed in close contact with him during his treatment in the early nineties, urging him “to share bad news.” Unlike the parents in her
poem, she wanted “to participate in the truth” and felt that “troubles shared are troubles lessened.” Later, her elegy “For Steve” would both celebrate his life with a male partner and memorialize his death.

Upon returning to Seattle in the spring of 1991, Levertov started a Pax Christi group at Saint Edward’s Church and returned to the Nevada Test Site in the desert for an antinuclear demonstration. This time she visited with Sister Luke there and had “the privilege of seeing and hearing . . . Dom Helder Camara,” the distinguished Brazilian religious populist. She also renewed her efforts to integrate the war spiritually, recording in her diary a meditative technique from Zen master Thich Nhat Hanh, passed on to her by Melanie Peter. Although Levertov taught an advanced poetry workshop at the University of Washington in the spring of 1991, she found time to travel in May to New York City to give a lecture at Poets House. While there, she visited the Catholic activist Eileen Egan and went to see Nikolai and Nefertiti in New Jersey. She felt gratified and cheered by the loving reception she received all around, noting half-seriously that Egan had told her that the bed she slept in was “the only bed that has been slept in by Mother Teresa, Dorothy Day, and you!!”

Levertov returned to Seattle in time for the Ascension Day service at Saint Edward’s, where Father Gerry’s sermon gave her an idea for a poem. As with her other “theological” poems, Levertov had a prior knowledge of this poem’s subject, but she still had to wait for it to crystallize into language. On the manuscript of the finished poem, “Ascension,” she noted that the first several lines allude to her earlier poem “Ikon: The Harrowing of Hell,” in which she “attempted to describe Christ’s return after descending into limbo to release the souls of the innocent, to the lifeless Body in the tomb, in order to undergo the labor of Resurrection.” In trying here to imagine the Ascension, she “perceived an analogy between the arduous return from Hell to Earth, and the further movement from Earth—that is, from Incarnation—to the wholly spiritual, infinite and eternal.” Her poem dramatizes the arduousness of Christ’s “last / self-enjoined task” in terse, three-stepped lines, presenting it to us as a form of parthenogenesis:

Fathering Himself  
Seed-case  
Splitting,  

He again  
Mothering His birth:  
torture and bliss.

Yet even as she continued to write poems inspired by Christian subjects, Levertov’s spiritual life and relationship to nature continued to grow and change in Seattle. In her lecture at Poets House, she distinguishes between what the word nature evokes in the Northeast and in the Northwest. In the Northeast it suggests
a landscape “of farms . . . of barns and cows and tidy village greens . . . a humanly populated landscape.” In the Northwest, it evokes wilderness. Poets of the Northwest, with whom she now feels an affinity, often have “a working . . . relationship to wild nature,” which leads to poems “seldom frequented by other humans” that emphasize the thing seen more than the poet’s reaction to it. This kind of introspection reflects “the strong influence of Chinese and Japanese poetry and of Buddhism on a people dwelling in a landscape which, with its mists and snowy mountains, often seems to resemble one of those great scroll paintings of Asian art,” as well as the influence of Native American beliefs. Levertov mentions the poets Sam Hamill, John Haines, Emily Warn, Sam Green, and Tim McNulty as exemplars from the Northwest. In these poets’ “conscious attentiveness to the non-human,” she finds a “desire to immerse the self in that larger whole.”

Levertov’s affinity with these poets is found in many poems in Evening Train. In “Open Secret,” for example, one of several about Mount Rainier, she writes about not wanting to get too close to the mountain lest she spoil it in some way, as other people have done with the “scarring roads” they have “carved in its flanks.” Unlike other mountains, this one is not “to be known / by close scrutiny.” Rather, its power lies “in the open secret of its remote / apparition,” which comes and goes “moonlike at the horizon, / always loftier, lonelier” than she ever remembers. The tone here is reminiscent of the Taoist tradition, where mountains represent “places from which to survey not the panorama of the earth but the mysterious immaterial essence of its spirit.” While the Judaic, Christian, and Muslim traditions are full of mountain epiphanies and transfigurations, these are often depicted by artists in scenes of “hulking great patriarchs and saviors bestriding absurdly shrunken peaks,” unlike in China, “where the human presence is minimized.”

Levertov’s appreciation of Mount Rainier from a distance is closer to the latter.

During the summer of 1991, mourning the death of her piano teacher and exhausted after visits from Mitch and his family, as well as from Nikolai and several former students, Denise took a two–week trip to a hotel in Tokeland, on the southwest coast of Washington, in order to rest. In her diary, she distinguishes between the quality of the silence on the sand flats and that felt in Seward Park among the Douglas firs, spruce, and cedars—a silence composed of a “close weave of woodland sounds.” She is pleased that she now has a better relationship with Nikolai, who has written movingly about their family life, and she decides to write a family history for him while she is in Tokeland, a task that proves challenging. She is reading Conversations with Milosz at the same time, and in response to Milosz’s comments on the therapeutic value of happy moments in his childhood, she wonders why, though she regards her own childhood as happy, so many of the moments she remembers are painful. She recalls a rebuff from her father, a quarrel with her mother, and in particular, “Olga’s scorn—to me it was
as if the sun had gone out.” When she thinks back, it seems as if “every act of outstanding lovingness is accompanied by my sharp remorse at not having better appreciated it. The happiness is a continuum—the sofa, reading aloud, etc.—the outstanding moments are a painful contrast to it.” To counter these stabs of remorse, she recalls conversations with Sister Jean Hunter, who had helped her to put remembered sins of omission into perspective. Denise’s memory of Hunter’s counsel was salutary. Although she found the chapter on Olga’s life difficult to write, she finished the family history without further self-reproach.

Levertov returned to Seattle from Tokeland in mid-August to find that Stanford University had made a substantial offer to purchase her papers. Her financial future thus secured, she planned a celebratory trip to Europe during the winter of 1992. (Having been awarded a Senior Fellowship from the National Endowment of the Arts, she would be relieved from teaching.) She sent the manuscript of her New and Selected Essays to New Directions and spent the autumn months writing more poems, so that there would be enough for another book of poetry as well. As usual, walks in Seward Park were her inspiration. Despite continuing bad news about the Gulf War, her perceptions seemed heightened in the park; her “awareness of nature’s likely doom lifted” there, and she felt “exhilarated.” Jan Wallace, a former student, sometimes accompanied her. She remembered that Denise preferred the “rabbit trails to the main thoroughfare,” and that she taught Jan to “stay quiet.” They would “look at the shapes of trees and clouds the way children do, with all seriousness.”

Levertov pays tribute to Seward Park’s meaning to her in the section of poems in Evening Train titled “The Almost-Island.” Close attention to this landscape leads to a view of herself and the land in which the two become one, and her concerns about social justice, although present, are subsumed. Of the several mountain poems here, perhaps the most haunting is “Looking Through,” which Levertov wrote while sitting in the fish hatchery in the park on Labor Day. Diary in hand, she notes how good it is to see “people of all kinds enjoying themselves on this fine holiday” and speculates that open housing policies are one of the biggest keys to ending racism. Then we have this poem, in which she celebrates an illusion of endless possibility, conveyed as a sensation of looking up and through the “luminous mountain” to a “real, unreal sky.” Levertov had recently enjoyed John Haines’s memoir, The Stars, The Snow, The Fire, commenting that his youth in the Alaskan wilderness had an effect on him that paralleled her own immersion in nature. In the section’s title poem, “The Almost-Island,” she differentiates her experience from that of Haines and places both in a broader perspective. The woods of Seward Park “are not the wilderness,” she writes. “They’re contained / in the two-mile circumference of an almost-island, / a park in city limits.” Referring to Thoreau’s and Wordsworth’s understanding of nature, twin touchstones of “a never-failing principle / of joy and purest passion,” she notes that “Thoreau’s
own pond / was bounded by the railroad.” Seward Park reminds her of the En-
lish parks of her childhood, and as such, it signifies “dread,” “hope,” and “reca-
pitulations of joy and awe.” She concludes by implying the distance between
conceptualizations of nature and wilderness, then and now. The “terrestrial
globe” she loved to spin as a child seems now

small as an apple
afloat in the wilderness we name
so casually, as if we knew it
or ever could know it, “Space.”

Levertov’s ironic reference above to the “wilderness we name . . . ‘Space’” is
where she begins the last section in Evening Train, a series of poems about dif-
ferent aspects of “the tide” of faith. In the first poem, “After Mindwalk,” her response
to Bernt Capra’s film is one long, tortured sentence, a bitterly ironic response to
the ascendancy of “process” as the way we understand the world today. Set at the
medieval abbey of Mont Saint-Michel in France, the film consists of a conversa-
tion between three alienated American characters: a physicist, a politician, and a
poet. (Each is suffering misgivings about pivotal life choices.) The film also serves
as an introduction to systems theory, a way of thinking about living systems as
interconnected, which the physicist—a woman—presents to the others as heal-
ing even as, in her private life, she is disconnected from her teenage daughter. In
the film, the usefulness of this theory as a guide for the future is called into ques-
tion by Capra, who gives the poet a final summation. He confronts the physicist
with the question “Where are the other people in it, the ones you love?” Then,
reciting from Neruda’s poem “Enigmas,” he points out that “life feels itself dif-
ferently” from any such theories and that “healing the universe is an inside job.”

Levertov had been attracted earlier to systems theory through her contact
with Joanna Macy and others, but here her poem extends Mindwalk’s skepticism
about its implications. As she puts it, this world of quantum physics—in which
“not matter but process, process only” is “knowable”—leaves her with “a new
twist of Pascal’s dread.” Like the seventeenth-century philosopher, who dreaded
the insignificance of his own place in a universe that had been decentralized by
the postulation of infinity, she despairs at a scientific paradigm that has shifted
its scrutiny even further away from our “mortal selves” to “bits of the Void left
over from before / the Fiat Lux.” A worldview that strives to cast off the bodily
limitations of human understanding is also, she fears, a threat to the soul. As she
said, when asked about the effect of “virtual reality” on language, she is con-
cerned “that the whole concept of virtual experience as it has developed and is
being manifested is absolutely anti-incarnational.”

In the remaining poems in this last section, Levertov attempts to counter the
existential dread expressed here. In “The Tide,” the section’s title poem, she
accepts the evanescence of God’s presence, concluding that “Faith’s a tide, it seems, ebbs and flows responsive / to action and inaction.” In the spiritual context, action consists of clearing away “resistance,” so that “waters flow inward.” When they do, “emptiness / is a cup, and holds / the ocean.”102 Levertov concludes the book by expressing trust in the existence of God, aided by a memory of her sister. This final poem, “Suspended,” may well have been inspired by a dream, noted in her diary, in which Olga comes up the stairs in advance of her parents and Denise feels a “pleasure” in her arrival that persists after she awakens.103 In the poem, despite having lost her grasp of “God’s garment in the void,” she is “suspended”—that is, prevented from falling from God’s embrace—by recalling “everlasting arms,” words from a hymn beloved by her sister. Levertov appears to concur with the poet in Mindwalk in this poem; the connections of human love quicken the continuum between temporality and eternity, matter and spirit, man and God.

In this spirit, and with the feeling that the nucleus of her next book was nascent, she sent the manuscript of Evening Train to New Directions before leaving for Europe.
Levertov continued to travel and write in the last five years of her life, even as the embrace of darkness tightened. Memories of beloved people and places brought spiritual sustenance, and as she began to face death, she sought an increasingly structured devotional life, pursued with the aid of spiritual advisers and friends, some of whom also helped her to strengthen her relationship with her son. The landscape of the Pacific Northwest also continued to sustain her. Earlier, Levertov’s view of Mount Rainier and proximity to Seward Park had inspired among the most enduring symbols of her late poetry, in the mountain and bird poems of *Evening Train*. In the face of death, this landscape took on a greater salvific quality, a perspective enabled by her friendship with the photographer Mary Randlett, as well as with other artists and writers in the region. Levertov continued to deplore the despoliation of the earth and to be politically active, but there were fewer outcries of acute anguish and anger. While uncertainty and threat govern the mood of the opening poems of *Sands of the Well* (1996), the last book Levertov published before her death, its emotional curve reaches toward “primary wonder” as she seeks a deeper clarity based on the acceptance of mystery. As she writes in the opening of her poem “Hymns to the Darkness,”

Beauty growls from the fertile dark.
Don’t disturb
the glow. Shadows
are not contrivances devised
for your confusion. They grow
in subtle simplicity from the root silence.

“Beauty Growls from the Fertile Dark”

*Facing Death (1992–1997)*
Just as the month in Bellagio in 1989 had intensified Levertov’s memories of her childhood, the five weeks she spent in Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Italy in the winter of 1991 to 1992 evoked the ghosts of her parents. She arrived in Frankfurt in December, having dreamed of her mother, who seemed to bless her with spiritual kinship. In the dream she recognized the similarities between the “eager,” “kind” faces of her maternal grandmother, her mother, and herself, each of whom is clad in Welsh cap and bonnet. This dream inspired the poem “The Sea Inland,” in which Levertov compares her mother, sitting amid “Scotch Firs” on a Welsh mountain and listening to the wind and the sea, to herself, among “Douglas Firs” in the Pacific Northwest. The merging of her mother’s past with her own present yields a sense of timeless continuity that is reassuring. They “intermingled as vision and sound / mingle, and what is fleeting and what remains / outside of time.”

Levertov stopped in Frankfurt before traveling to Prague for Christmas. One rainy, windy day, while browsing at the Christmas Fair in the Römer Platz next to Saint Paul’s Church, she realized that it must have been at just such a fair (in Leipzig) that her father found Monkey. She also visited Goethe’s house, where the carved furniture and inlaid chess table made her nostalgic, prompting her to wonder, “What is it about the things of one’s original home that have such power? . . . Is it that one’s parents chose them?” In her poem “The Cult of Relics,” Levertov reconsiders this matter, mentioning other cherished objects in her possession—her “father’s serviette ring,” her mother’s “German kitchen knives”—and she extends her questions to encompass the desire for religious relics, common in the Middle Ages and now disparaged as superstition. Given the link it provides with what hands “belov’d or venerated / were accustomed to hold,” “who wouldn’t want / to put their lips to the true chalice,” she asks. She also discovered that some portraits of Goethe at Goethe House resembled her former lover, Jon Lipsky. This observation may have inspired the poem “The Trace,” about the lasting “fragrance” of some romantic friendships.

Levertov also attended a concert of Bach cantatas in Frankfurt, and she looked forward to hearing more music throughout the Christmas holiday after her arrival in Prague. She arrived in time to attend midnight Mass on Christmas Eve. After Christmas, she visited the castle district and attended a concert by the famed Bambini di Praga (Children’s Choir), composed of girls aged twelve to twenty; she found the youngest girl especially enchanting. She also visited the “Golden Lane” of artisans’ houses, as well as the Jewish synagogue and cemetery, en route to Saint Agnes Convent, where she relished the medieval art collection and a chamber music concert by the Talich Quartet. While in Prague, Denise met Hana Zantovska, her translator; the sculptor and designer Olbram Zoubek; and the poet and scientist Miroslav Holub, one of the Czech intellectuals who had attempted to liberalize the Communist system from within. Holub’s comment that “the oppressive system had in fact prepared people for the vicious as-
pects of capitalism” amused Denise. He later took her to the Semafor Theater to see a popular “Jacques Brel–type” revue. Levertov was asked to sign the wall there alongside such other American luminaries as Louis Armstrong and Allen Ginsberg. She spent New Year’s Eve in Prague with friends, and on New Year’s Day, attended another chamber music concert at the Mozart Museum before departing by train for Berlin.

Denise had been invited to Berlin by her friend Barbara Hyams, who was directing a study abroad program there for American students, and she stayed in a bed-and-breakfast a few blocks from Hyams’s apartment. One of Levertov’s favorite destinations in Berlin was the Dahlem Museum Center, where she took detailed notes on sculpture and paintings in the European collections. She also enjoyed attending a chamber music concert of works by the Bach family and simply walking around the city with Hyams, who conveyed her love of the “contemporary . . . intellectual and social tone of Berlin.” Levertov continued on to Rome, and as she waited en route in the Frankfort airport, the cumulative effect of the art and music in Prague and Berlin inspired her to draft three poems, which she initially called “Concerts.” Eventually condensed to two poems and separately titled “The Visual Element” and “Unaccompanied,” they were later published in *Sands of the Well*.

In Rome, Levertov visited with her childhood friends Jehanne Marchesi and Gisele Waldman and attended an exhibition at the Vatican Library on January 13. She visited Florence the next day, exclaiming, “The Uffizi at last!” In Florence, she was also deeply moved by Fra Angelico’s frescoes on the walls of the monks’ cells in the church of San Marco, a monastery. At the end of the visit, after she and Jehanne had spent a few days together in the quiet Roman countryside, Levertov wrote how sad it was to say good-bye this time. Noting that they were all getting older, she feared that this might be their last meeting. “Once we hit our 70’s I suppose the losses will begin,” she mused.

Earlier on this trip, Levertov had been thinking about biography and autobiography as it relates to poetry, in preparation for a talk on “Biography and the Poet” at Ohio University in May. The key for her in autobiographical poetry and prose was the distinction between what is “selectively biographical and thus maintains a sense of privacy and self-respect” and “the confessional with its deliberately nonselective approach,” which could become exhibitionistic. Personal revelations in poetry should be motivated by artistic need and integrity rather than by psychological insistence, she thought. She continued to refine these ideas while she and Marchesi traveled in the Roman countryside. Considering Proust’s autobiographical reminiscences, she wrote, “We read his ‘I’ for the concrete, palpable, fictive reality of ‘I,’ not to know about Proust himself.”

The relationship between biographer and subject should be guided by the exercise of courtesy and consideration, she thought. There should be “frankness”
but not “public gluttony.” Although she had sent her personal papers to Stanford with a future biography of herself in mind, Levertov feared one that might focus on the most scandalous of her personal peculiarities instead of making her work central. Yet she greatly admired such literary biographies as Jackson Bates’s *Life of Keats*, which aid in our appreciation of the context of Keats’s work. Levertov’s fears were assuaged by conversations with Marchesi, who had assisted the biographer Iris Origo in researching her many books. Quoting Origo, Levertov commented on the good biographer’s “enthusiasm and veracity” and warned against his or her “insidious temptations . . . to suppress, to invent, or to sit in judgment.”

Levertov spent February and March 1992 at home in Seattle, but soon she began traveling again. In April, Carolyn Taylor invited her to read at Indiana University. From there she went to visit with her friends Melanie Peter and Murray Bodo in Ohio, where she attended the Spring Literary Festival at Ohio University, giving both a poetry reading and the talk on “Biography and the Poet” mentioned above. She then traveled to Chicago for a visit to the Terra Museum of American Art, where she noted paintings by Prendergast and Whistler as well as several minor impressionists. Among the latter was an “outstanding, dark painting (with pale sky) of St. Owen, 1884, by Dennis Miller Bunker.” Its somber glow, “with the shine on a couple of slate roofs and on the figure in the foreground . . . the torch of red—the shadows of the chimneys,” drew her across the room, and its melancholic tone is imbued in her poem “As the Moon was Waning,” partially drafted at this time. Probably writing on the plane home, Levertov feels that “intimations of destiny” had woven a “hammock” about her of “steel gossamer swaying / calmly in chaos.” She knows she needs to examine this hammock more carefully, to discover whether it is “shelter or prison,” but instead she is “evasive, / imagining mortal weariness that it’s not yet time for.” Only her Seattle neighbor’s “new, very delicate, distant, / mercurial windbells” promise to “recall” her “to that scrutiny, that obligation deferred,” that will in time prove irrepressible.

Levertov was not yet ready to follow the admonishments of her psyche expressed above, which suggested rest and self-scrutiny. She wanted to utilize fully her NEA fellowship year, and she traveled abroad again, this time to Ireland and England for five weeks, during May and June. She was met at the Shannon Airport by Professor Paul Lacey and his wife, Margie. They had traveled there before—Paul was an avid admirer of W.B. Yeats’s poetry—so they agreed to be Denise’s guides for a week. She stayed with them in their rented farmhouse, and they drove her through Yeats country. In her diary, Denise mentions visiting Coole Park, the home of Yeats’s friend Lady Gregory, as well other places resonant to readers of Yeats’s poetry: Thoor Ballylee, Ben Bulben, and Yeats’s grave in Drumcliffe Churchyard. Paul also arranged for her to visit Kenny’s Bookshop
and Art Galleries, a four-story literary haunt in Galway with photos throughout of famous writers who had visited. “They knew we were coming,” Paul remembered, “and had ‘Welcome Denise Levertov’ in Irish in their window and a nice exhibit of her work.” In addition, Denise was invited to participate in the Galway Poetry Festival, which she did in 1994. From Galway, Denise went to Dublin, where she was welcomed by poet John Deane, founder of Dedalus Press and of the organization Poetry Ireland, who gave a dinner party in her honor. She then traveled to England, visiting her childhood friend Margaret Cornwell in Norwich; Olga’s former boyfriend Stan Robertson in Saint Albans; her old friend Race Newton and his wife, Liz, at their goat farm in North Yorkshire; and David Mitchell and David Hass in London, before flying home to Seattle.

This itinerary would have challenged a young person. Thus it is not surprising that, when she stopped to rest at the goat farm in North Yorkshire, Denise felt ragged. On one hand, seeing old friends and visiting old haunts meant more to her than ever; on the other hand, she found it hard to relax with people always around and to keep changing accommodations. As she put it, even at the farm with Race and Liz, easy people and a low-key place, “the diet, the early hour noises, the chilliness at times, . . . are more tiring to me . . . and the steep roads intimidate me . . . so that I don’t feel like taking my walks as I used to.” Considering the relinquishment of such trips, she realized that she has become happier with “a more solitary life,” with meals and sleep arranged to please herself. This tension between having company and being alone, and between the present and the past, as experienced by an older person who feels the future to be foreshortened, is explored in Levertov’s poem “The Past III,” which she wrote during her stay in Yorkshire.

Addressing herself and her reader in the second person to afford a modicum of objectivity, the poet explains how even though “You try to keep the present / uppermost in your mind, counting its blessings,” this attempt at equilibrium grows increasingly difficult. The present’s considerable blessings—“fresh, ornate blossoms”—go the way of your old shrunken hopes and options, such as “the notion of a not impossible love,” or things you planned to do and didn’t, “all those sparks of future / winked out behind you, forgettable.” No matter how many blessings the present offers, “perversely it’s not what you crave. You want / the past.” But it’s not the personal past she means, she continues; it’s “no reliving of anything.” Rather, it is something more fictive, a historical past accessed through memories:

```
its surface a mosaic
of infinitely fragile, lacy, tenacious
skeleton leaves. When you put your ear
to that odorous ground you can catch the unmusical, undefeated
```
belling note, as of a wounded stag escaped triumphant, of lives long gone.¹³

In context, there is a note of loneliness here that differs from the solitude a poet typically craves. It is as if Levertov’s visit with these old friends, who love her but for whom she is not Number One, reawakened memories of loved ones from a distant past to fill her depleted present existence; as if her acute sense of their shared natural world could somehow restore them to her. Fittingly, when this poem was published in Sands of the Well, Levertov placed it in the section titled “Anamnesis” (Recollection), a Greek word replete with a range of psychological, philosophical, and religious meanings, reflecting one’s origins.

Levertov spent the remaining summer and autumn of 1992 in Seattle, with the exception of occasional weekend trips to locations nearby to give readings, visit friends, or go on spiritual retreats. As before, her walks in Seward Park inspired several poems about both the fear of aging and losing her poetic gift and the reassurance offered by her natural surroundings. “The Lyre Tree,” with its plaintive apostrophe to Orpheus to “lend me power to sing,”¹⁴ is one of these. Levertov wrote it in her diary on a park walk in July after she saw a dead tree, once in the shape of a lyre, with a lone remaining live branch. Immediately after, she drafted “Creature to Creature,” also while walking in the woods that day. (Its working title was “At Sundown.”) Here she steps “aside for a moment / from the shadowy path to enter / darker shadow, a favorite circle of fir trees.” The result of her courage is “a gift from the dusk” in the form of a bird associated in world myth with wisdom and prosperity. She sees “a small owl, not affrighted,” who exchanges her gaze fully and is “steady, acknowledging, unbiased.”¹⁵

In August, Nikolai visited for several weeks, and Denise found the experience emotionally complicated. As she confided to Steve Blevins, her former student and friend, there were “marvelous moments of shared laughter or of pride in hearing him read some very good (prose) writing,” or when he was affectionate, but other moments, when he seemed “arrogant” or “moody,” were “very difficult.”¹⁶ Denise enjoyed taking Nikolai to visit various poet friends in the area, among them Sam Green, at his home on Waldron Island, and Sam Hamill, at his home in Port Townsend. (Green would later regard Levertov as a mentor during the process of his own conversion to Roman Catholicism.) Hamill had built his home himself in a clearing in the woods, and Denise wanted Nikolai to experience the openness of the house, with its large windows and lawn bordered by stones, Asian-style. On a later visit, when Denise stayed overnight with Hamill and his wife, Gray Foster, she wrote “A Clearing,” a paean to their friendship and to a shared regard for art and the environment.¹⁷ She describes feeling “sheltered here / from the assaultive world / as if escaped from it.” Their home is “paradise / as a paradigm for how / to live on earth.”¹⁸
Denise’s struggle with depression and doubt recurred in the autumn. She alleviated her anxiety by going to a Merton retreat center in Santa Fe for four days in mid-October. After she returned, she determined to remember what she’d experienced: there was “so much evidence of God’s love.” These feelings inspired her poem “A Blessing,” which bears the working title “October Morning” in her diary. The poem records “a change in perception” Levertov felt during the retreat: “Waking and sleeping, there was grace, reassurance,” feelings that continued when she returned to Seattle. Upon her return, she heard a talk by artist Barbara Thomas at the Seattle Art Museum, in connection with Thomas’s installation “What is Found, What is Lost, What is Remembered,” which had been commissioned by the museum for an exhibition commemorating the five hundredth anniversary of Columbus’s landing in America. As art historian Vicki Halper has written, the curators chose five artists to address the “sometimes contradictory, political and emotional issues surrounding this anniversary—discovery, conquest, awe, plunder, enslavement, and hope.”

To convey the resonance of the event, Thomas created a backlit house, ten feet high and painted black. This house . . . was fronted by a field of stones dotted with markers or spirit poles; turned wooden balustrades on which she mounted flat cardboard cutouts of houses, crosses, and crows, and house-like boxes made of papier-mâché. The cutouts and boxes served as surfaces for paintings that expressed a sense of deep crisis in community (houses), belief (crosses), and environmental stewardship (crows)—all endangered, engulfed by fire and waves. The looming silhouette enclosed it all, intimating that we are all under the same large roof.

But Thomas did not regard this memorial as simply a critique of Spanish imperialism. To accompany her installation, she wrote, “We come to the table after 500 years . . . to honor the purpose of memory. In remembering we remake, put back together in the present something that has been rendered asunder.”

Thomas’s installation inspired Levertov’s three-part poem “Anamnesis at the Faultline.” As her title indicates, like Thomas she is primarily interested in the healing aspects of recollection; at the same time, she is aware of the “faultline,” with its multiple moral and geological meanings. (A major faultline runs through Seattle, and the city had experienced a small earthquake the preceding year.) The body of the poem is set on the page in two vertical columns, as if echoing the spirit poles in the foreground of Thomas’s work, and Levertov references images from the installation in the poem’s imagery. For example, from part 1:

Columns
of turned wood placed
among broken stones,
perches for companion
In part 2, the openness to the landscape of the large house in the background overtakes the foreground in thematic importance: it seems an “open / shell of stillness,” which encourages “passage / through . . . to sky.” Levertov repeats the word “doorway” twice and gives the scene a specific religious interpretation by alluding to John 3:8, to convey the implicit presence here of a divine spirit beyond human understanding: “The wind / where it listeth.” She returns to this overarching divine context in part 3, where she portrays the “storm-voyage” of each bird, or the loss represented by “each grave,” as part of a larger, inscrutable movement or emanation that envelopes the whole. Her poem concludes:

In each stasis,
impetus. Dark
edifice, backlit, bigger
than house or grave. White
gold of its aura.21

Denise also sought spiritual direction from Sister Jane Comerford during the autumn of 1992. Comerford was director of the Stillpoint Spirituality Center in Seattle and remembered Levertov as a person “of great longing for the Beloved.” They met once a month, but Comerford had no idea that Levertov was famous “until she gave [her] one of her books as a parting gift.”22 One of their meetings made a particularly strong impression on Levertov. In November, Denise noted that Sister Jane had assigned her the discipline of being “attentive to the epiphanies”—that is, to glimpses of God in her daily life. Denise found this particularly challenging because now she would have to distinguish between blessings that were true epiphanies, or manifestations of the sacred, and other kinds.23 The discipline of ongoing attentiveness to the sacred inspired Levertov’s poem “Sands of the Well,” which was drafted shortly thereafter. With its focus on the trajectory of minute particles of sand in an hourglass, the poem replaces her concerns about the distinction between a blessing and an epiphany with an extended image of receptivity to mystery, achieved during the meditative process of prayer. Levertov conjoins “sands,” an image associated with the passage of time (and thus with death), with “the well,” an image associated with the water of salvation and, in her early work, with the Muse, the wellspring of her art. Instead of representing time running out when the measure is full, the sands of the well “traverse the water’s / depth” and “come to rest / on the level bed / of the well,” leaving the water perfectly transparent. Here is “Transparency seen for itself,” absent the wish to see through it to something else. To indicate the boundlessness of this perspective, the poem ends with a rhetorical question:
The equanimity expressed in the poem above did not last. Rather, Levertov experienced a period of volatility. Less than two weeks later, she noted, with chagrin, “a decline in health and energy” despite having felt “strong and excited” during her meeting with Jane Comerford. Her fatigue persisted when she returned to Stanford to teach in the winter of 1993 and influenced her decision to resign at the end of the quarter. She was treated successfully for a gastric ulcer, enabling her to enjoy a weeklong retreat with Brother David Steindl-Rast at New Camaldoli Hermitage in Big Sur, California, in early April, and trips to New York City and Toronto soon after. (She would employ a quotation from Steindl-Rast’s book, *Gratefulness: The Heart of Prayer*, as an epigraph to her poem “Wondering.”) In New York, in April, Levertov gave a reading at the Dia Center for the Arts, which she felt was the apex of her career. Lucille Clifton introduced her, and many of her East Coast friends attended: the Fussiners, Catherine Maldonado, Estelle Leontieff, Eileen Egan, Al and Pat Kresch, Annie Wright, and Denise’s editor at New Directions, Barbara Epler. There was a dinner after. Wearing her “new dress (gray) felt good and [she] didn’t mind having [her] photo taken for once.” In Toronto, she visited Margaret Avison and read at the Harborfest Festival, where she met the Irish poet Paul Muldoon. Then, soon after she returned to Seattle in May, she received a phone call that recast in more serious terms her recurrent fatigue. Dr. William Putnam, her gastroenterologist, informed her that she might have lymphoma and advised her to have another test.

Denise responded to this news with mixed feelings. Having attended a conference on Sjögren’s syndrome in 1992, she knew of the increased incidence of lymphoma in people with this disease, but this was not the same as discovering that she was one of those who had contracted it. In her diary that evening, beginning with the phrase “Very Odd Day,” she described the vector of her feelings. At first she felt “very calm” and, since she had been feeling well on the medication for the ulcer, thought, “It can’t be.” (Dr. Putnam had agreed that her general well-being was “a good sign.”) Then, later in the day, when she considered that he said that “chemotherapy can cure this but doesn’t necessarily do so,” she began to face the possibility of death. She was surprised that she didn’t “feel scared” but was rather “curiously energized all day.” She finished the essay she was writing, “The Discovery of Voice,” walked around the park, and practiced the piano—all her usual pursuits. She considered that she’d had “a rich life” and didn’t “feel cheated of anything.” Her regrets all concerned things long past, for which she had been
forgiven. She would be able to provide for Nikolai, and through her writing and teaching, she had helped many people, which, she hoped, would “outweigh [her] shortcomings.” She didn’t know if she would continue to feel “this calm at the prospect of dying sooner than [she] expected,” but that’s how she felt today. She concluded this diary entry ambivalently: the diagnosis was “likely a mistake,” she wrote, but she felt “the impulse to make the most of [her] time.”

By June, Denise had undergone more medical investigation and been told by Dr. Putnam that although “lymphoma looks likely,” it is “low grade and localized.” She did not confide this diagnosis to many of her old friends, probably out of a mixture of denial and a wish to protect them. But in mid-June, perhaps because he, too, was ill with a life-threatening disease (AIDS), she wrote to Steven Blevins that she’d had many doctor’s appointments with regard to “an ulcer and a non-life-threatening very low-grade lymphoma.” She had told few others yet, she continued, not even Nikolai, implying that this news was confidential. This secrecy was an only partially effective defense mechanism: she noted that even though “the lymphoma is symptomless and not dangerous,” her Sjögren’s is “so definitely worse” that she “can’t really consider herself well.”

Levertov’s desire to make the most of her time in the face of a potentially life-threatening illness was much more than an impulse; it was a resolve that affected her inner life and her relationships with loved ones. Since the late 1980s she had wished for more structure in her religious life, and now that desire grew. She had by now become a congregant at Saint Joseph’s Church on Capitol Hill, where she felt more at home than she had at Saint Edward’s. As she put it, “The two priests [at St. Joe’s], one young, one old,” are very impressive human beings whose “political outlook” she respects. At the end of June, just three weeks after the diagnosis of lymphoma, she met with Father Craig Boley, the younger of the two priests, in whom she confided a desire to deepen her faith by practicing the Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius of Loyola, a program of meditations, prayers, and contemplative practices intended to help Catholic faith become more fully alive within the exercitant. Father Lee Kapfer, the older priest at Saint Joseph’s, became Denise’s spiritual guide when she began the exercises a few months later. Making that decision lifted Denise’s spirits; just a day later, she noted having had several happy dreams about her mother: She is back in her childhood home on Mansfield Road, and her mother is tucking various beloved animals into her bed. Best of all, “hidden at the foot of the bed is Monkey Tunks himself. What Joy!”

The next morning, while waiting for a taxi to take her to Saint Joseph’s, she had an experience that validated the joy in her dreams. Looking at the play of light on the leaves and the park’s shore, she had the “familiar thought, ‘I wish Mother could see this too,’” and then she felt that “she was seeing it through me—not in the old style of vicarious appreciation of my travels . . . but as if she had taken my place for a moment inside my head and were looking through my
eyes.” Later in the day, she thought this experience gave her an insight into what Saint Paul meant when he said, “Not I but Christ in me.” That is, if one can integrate “something, almost viscerally, of a loved person’s presence, into one’s perceptions,” this is analogous to how a holy person, a Mother Teresa, for example, might come to see people and events “in Christ’s way, not merely a human way. . . . Their compassion isn’t only their own.”

Two days later, on June 29, the anniversary of her mother’s birthday, these thoughts and feelings, generalized and extended, inspired Levertov’s poem “The Change.” Here “the dead,” who were once the “terrible weight of their absence, / the weight of what had not been put in their hands,” become internalized in a new way. Not only is any burden of guilt associated with them lifted, but one feels united with them, and in this sense, they seem to be looking through one’s own eyes:

Just now,  
the shift of light, arpeggio  
on ocean’s harp—  
not the accustomed bearer  
of heavy absence saw it, it was perceived  
by the long-dead, long absent, looking  
out from within one’s wideopen eyes.

There is a difference between envisioning her mother and father in loving memory, which Denise had experienced before, and this feeling of seeing with their eyes at a time of her own mortal threat. Implicit here besides love, since both parents were people of deep faith and would appreciate her decision to strengthen her religious practice, was the desire for help and consolation from God.

Levertov began the spiritual exercises in September 1993 and continued to do them regularly until April 1994. In their original form, as a preparation undertaken by Jesuit priests, the exercises were extended over thirty days of silent retreat. They have since been made available to laymen, who often undertake them in the midst of daily life, as Denise did, over a period of several months, committing to an hour of prayer daily. Set out in a brief manual, the exercises are divided into a series of four “weeks”—that is, movements or stages—with accompanying prayer, visualizations, reflections, and spiritual exercises for each week, including consideration of God’s generosity and mercy and the complex reality of human sin, as well as an imagining of the life and public ministry of Jesus. Denise was particularly struck by the similarities between the latter—the imaginative “seeing the place,” where the exercitant makes herself part of the mystery of the events in Jesus’s earthly and risen life—and the process of writing a poem. This “putting oneself into the picture,” which Saint Ignatius wished exercitants to accomplish by means of relating scenes in the Bible to one’s existential situation, was a process she had already undergone during the composition of many poems.
Doing this contemplative work in a prescribed manner was new, however. She was diligent and enjoyed discussing her experiences with Father Kapfer, whom she found “gentle, modest,” and very “reassuring” when questions arose. She kept an extensive journal in which she recorded her thoughts about the assigned readings and occasionally noted her spiritual progress. Her problems tended to be in three areas: First, she felt a tension between the church’s emphasis on community service and her present need for solitude (enhanced by her waning energy). In this regard she found Father Kapfer’s advice—that her aid to individual friends was a form of service commensurate with her earlier peace and justice work—salutary. Second, she felt that her penchant for analysis and scholarly tendency to check several translations of the assigned biblical passages were often in conflict with a more visceral response to the exercises. Again, Father Kapfer supported her effort to seek a balance between research and feeling, and after meeting with him, she prayed to “keep her intellect sharp and yet not be a vehicle of ‘the spirit that denies.’” Third, while she felt “a sense of God the Father and the Holy Spirit,” she had difficulty feeling the presence of Jesus Christ in her life, except during the relatively fleeting imaginative process of writing poems, and thus she did not feel able to enter sincerely into the “Colloquy with Jesus Crucified,” which is part of the exercises. After meeting with Father Kapfer about this, Levertov felt enlightened rather than relieved. Father Kapfer shared his own experience with her and told her not to worry about the contemporary reality of Jesus. “Charismatic and other very emotional temperaments feel that sometimes,” Levertov noted in her journal, “but he did not.”

Levertov composed her poem “On Belief in the Physical Resurrection of Jesus” not long after completing the exercises. In it she continues to explore the abstract versus direct ways of experiencing Christ that were raised in her meetings with Kapfer, realizing that—intellectual though she is—she is sometimes like one of the “charismatics” he mentioned. Borrowing a famous quotation from Marianne Moore, she writes,

> It is for all
> “literalists of the imagination,”
> poets or not,
> that miracle
> is possible,
> possible and essential.

People like herself “can’t open / to symbol’s power / unless convinced of its ground.” To feel the presence of Jesus and thus know that “with God / all things / are possible,” they “must feel / the pulse in the wound” and

> taste
> bread at Emmaus
that warm hands
broke and blessed.37

Denise recorded her spiritual progress during the exercises in her journal as follows. As early as the fifteenth day, when contemplating Psalm 103, she commented that she felt “upheld” by the praise of God’s sovereignty, and while this was not new, she thought the “daily focusing” was making her “feel it in a more sustained way.” On day 20, she wrote that this practice was changing her life. She felt “anchored more firmly” and knew she had new “resources,” so that she could now understand “the idea of ‘a new Creation.’” By day 46, she acknowledged that her parents provided “examples” that influenced “even her most faithless years.” She now sees her once-secular sense of having a destiny, of “being led” (as in her early poem “The Thread”), in a religious context, as indeed “‘bindings’ in the religare [sic] sense,” and she praised God for this insight. There were lapses, of course, but by the last day of the exercises, in April 1994, she felt that she had gained “a habit of daily prayer,” so that when she lapses, she misses it. Most important, she felt a “greater degree of faith and trust.”38

Since Levertov had already written many poems in which she had reimagined biblical stories and the lives of religious seekers before she undertook the exercises, it would be mistaken to regard such poems as “The Conversion of Brother Lawrence” and “The Poetics of Faith,” written after she completed them, as new subject matter for her. Rather, the difference here is one of emphasis and tone. As Edward Zlotkowski has noted, Levertov’s view of the purpose of language and speech in “The Conversion of Brother Lawrence” differs from the spiritual awakenings Levertov had imagined earlier.39 Unlike her poem about Caedmon, for example, whose enlightenment turns on finding a voice with which to join in the communal circle, in Levertov’s poem about Brother Lawrence, who “practiced the presence of God,” she stresses the transformative power of an “unending ‘silent secret conversation,’ / the life of steadfast attention.”40 Language and speech here have become private and internal; their goal is a state of inner joy. Similarly, the increase in “faith and trust” Levertov felt after completing the exercises, again expressed as an inward restructuring, is evident in her poem “Poetics of Faith.” In this poem (earlier titled “Aesthetics of Miracle”), she first dismisses logic and then parable as a means to knowledge of the divine. Then she imagines the “lightning” experience of “plain / unheralded miracle” as it was felt by the disciple Peter, who, seeing Jesus walk on water toward him, tried to do the same, rushing “on wave tip” to meet him:

Sustaining those light and swift
steps was more than Peter
could manage. Still,
years later,
his toes and insteps, just before sleep, would remember their passage.\textsuperscript{41}

In Levertov’s view, Peter’s remembered sense of being temporarily “empowered” is itself a miracle, now available to her own imagination.

While she was doing the exercises, Denise fought with and then became closer to her son, Nikolai, who visited with her for several months in Seattle before moving there in the spring of 1994. Denise was ambivalent about Nikolai’s plans. Remembering her previous parental difficulties, she feared she would lack the energy to help him, and while he was staying in her house, that ambivalence intensified. On one hand, she was used to living alone and felt “disoriented” by his presence. On the other hand, she thanked God for giving her a second chance. Her son now confided in and trusted her, and as she grew accustomed to his company, she accepted being “taken over by motherhood again.” Denise also felt that Nikolai’s presence offered her “consolations” in the Ignatian sense—she could strive to be oriented to the love of God and the service of others. As she became “less self-protective,” she felt drawn out of herself and nearer to God.\textsuperscript{42} As time passed, however, these tensions were exacerbated by fears about her medical condition, from which she was still trying to protect Nikolai even while she continued to seek medical care. At the beginning of February, she was unable to focus on her daily prayers because of disquieting news regarding a mass behind her ear, fatigue, and annoyance with “Nik overstaying here.” By the end of the month, the two had quarreled bitterly. Nikolai stormed out of the house and stayed with a friend.

Denise took full responsibility for this explosion, which was followed by a week of misery when she did not hear from Nikolai. In early March, she wrote, “It was all my fault, [caused] by an angry, unjust, untrue, irrational retort.” Nikolai, who was struggling with depression, had not been well and was “ready to explode if pushed,” and she had pushed him inexplicably. She then recognized that her anger was not really impulsive, but rather came out of a combination of “repressed/suppressed friction,” familiar in her relationship with her son, and anxiety about an upcoming biopsy.

Fortunately, this painful situation was resolved. Denise soon viewed Nikolai’s departure and silence as a necessary move forward, and on March 11, after they had a good talk on the phone, she went up to her oratory, lit a candle, and thanked God. Denise and Nikolai were fully reconciled when Nikolai returned, stayed the night, and promised to keep in touch. (He kept his promise, calling and visiting often while living in a studio apartment in a building with other artists.) That day Denise prayed that her biopsy would have a “benign result.” She was not afraid for herself, but she didn’t want “Nik to have to deal with [her] being seriously at risk.” A few days later, she was thankful that the medical report
had indicated “only another low level MALT lymphoma” and that several good friends had helped her and Nikolai resolve their differences.

Among the friends in Seattle who aided her during this crisis were the writer Valerie Trueblood and her husband, Dr. Richard Rapport, a neurosurgeon, who understood the implications of both Nikolai’s depression and Denise’s struggles with her own health issues. Valerie comforted Denise, telling her not to blame herself so much for Nikolai’s problems, and “Dr. Rick” put Nikolai in touch with a psychologist who helped him with his feelings. They and Father Kapfer were among those who helped Denise come to see that Nikolai’s pain and problems were complex; that his brain surgery in 1982 and his later breakup with Nefertiti were at least as significant as any bad parenting. Denise felt blessed by the love of such friends, writing, “God certainly sent me Rick and Valerie and all the others.”

That Denise felt her friendship with Valerie Trueblood to be a blessing is understandable considering the circumstances and timing of their meeting, in early May 1993, about the time Denise got the call from Dr. Putnam. For several years, Denise had offered a private lesson as a prize for an aspiring writer in an auction run by Women Act for Peace, and in 1993 Valerie made the winning bid. She sent Denise some stories to read, and Denise responded in April with a letter of astute criticisms, questions, and much praise. “You really write awfully well,” she wrote, looking forward to their meeting. That meeting was the first of many in what became a close attachment based on emotional support, common interests, and trust. That Valerie had converted from Protestantism to Catholicism as an adult was probably also a factor, indicating a seriousness and independence in matters of religion important to Denise. Also, her husband, Rick, was Jewish, “one of the things [Denise] liked best about him.” They also both loved classical music and attended many concerts together. Valerie was one of the few in whom Denise confided about her worsening health, and because Rick was a doctor, she confided in both of them. She was “very much a non-complainer,” Valerie remembered. Later, Levertov also discussed her will with Valerie and Rick, and she appointed Valerie a cotrustee of her estate along with Paul Lacey, who had been her literary executor since 1981.

Levertov’s impulse to benefit, despite her illness, also affected her plans. She traveled more rather than less after hearing the diagnosis, with a determination that could be seen as denial. (She had lived with Sjögren’s syndrome for a long time, so she focused on it and on the fact that the lymphoma was low-level.) She also felt some financial pressure. Although the sale of her papers to Stanford replaced a pension, her financial adviser told her to do “as many readings and short-term jobs as she could for two years” to make up for leaving her regular teaching job.
(Her commitment to the Ignatian exercises did not deter these activities; she felt she could do them on the road.) Her international reputation was enhanced by winning a Lannan Literary Award for Poetry in the fall of 1993, which included a fifty thousand dollar honorarium. The citation honored Levertov for her “integrity and moral presence as a writer and citizen of the world.” In early November 1993, she crossed the country to be an A. D. White Fellow at Cornell for two weeks and then continued on to London for a week to give a reading.

This energetic level of activity continued into 1994 as well, since her lymphoma remained stable. She traveled to Ireland and England in mid-April and did not return to Seattle until early June. In Ireland she participated in the first A. T. Cross Cúirt Festival of Literature presented by the Galway Arts Center, on a program with the Irish poet Eavan Boland, whose “forthrightness” she especially appreciated. (Levertov recommended that Boland succeed her at Stanford University.) And she gave additional readings in Dublin, where she enjoyed visiting with her friends Catherine Boylan and Maureen Smith. Then she went to England, visiting in London with “the Davids” and making a side trip to North Yorkshire to visit Race Newton. In mid-May she traveled alone to Oxford and its environs for ten days, before returning to London and then flying home. At Oxford she visited the Ashmolean Museum for the first time, particularly enjoying its collection of paintings by Samuel Palmer. Stopping to eat alone by candlelight in the nearby town of Cheltenham the next day, Levertov mused about her motivation in taking this trip alone. “Am I looking for inspiration?” she wondered. “Am I looking for a sense of the past? Of roots?” She didn’t think her search for the past was particularly acute, she continued. “Perhaps I’m simply intent on taking a holiday—on pleasure and relaxation and freedom from anyone’s personality,” even the personalities of her friends. She found the countryside around Wells particularly beautiful and the city itself unusually musical. Even the street musicians included “excellent windplayers, a duo; an a capella female quartet; and a flutist.” She heard a performance of Haydn’s “Creation” there that inspired her poem “The Mystery of Deep Candor.”

In mid-May, in a rare complaint about her illness, she noted in her diary that her eyes were particularly painful. Perhaps this is when she drafted her poem “In Question,” which is set at Race Newton’s home in North Yorkshire. Its title in manuscript was “Farewell,” and it contains an evocative description of an evening at a beloved place—a sunset of “subdued / opaline gleamings,” richly colorful, flowering trees, a “pulsing” wind, the “wistful” sound of a saxophone in the distance—as well as a poignant admission that she can no longer assume that she will see this place again. Her return is “in question.” As she writes in the last stanza:

For the first time, the certainty of return
to this imprinted scene, unchanging but for the height
of green thicket, rising year by year
beyond the cobwebbed windowpanes,
can not be assumed.49

When Race Newton saw this poem in print the following year, he realized what it meant and bought a plane ticket to Seattle.50

... 

Levertov’s reading on the trip to Ireland and England included Jean Rouaud’s autobiographical novel, Fields of Glory. Having been a child between the two world wars, Rouaud employs childhood memories reworked to render detailed portraits of dead family members and the enduring impact of the Great War. There is no linear plot: past and present are interlaced, and direct memories are mixed with later reconstructions. Levertov admired the effect this created: “Rather than a journey along from point to point . . . this one’s like a sort of corkscrew boring down and down in narrowly circumscribed spirals.”51 Levertov herself was doing something similar in the autobiographical prose pieces, mostly about her childhood, collected in Tesserae: Memories and Suppositions. She had begun writing these pieces in the early 1980s but had not completed and organized them into a book until 1994. When conceptualizing the book’s rationale, she realized that many of the stories were “remote” from her by “the distance of many persons.” She was “a link” between them, but “only because she was the only person who knew them all.” Further, most of what she is calling “stories are hardly that—they are chips or splinters fragmented from lives.” A second consideration in these initial musings was whether it is sentimental to say that “there are no dull lives.” She decides that “the apparent dullness of a life can not be judged, for who can know what inner heights and depths may be experienced and never expressed.” Just as there is in the “‘subject’ of a poem, an inherent ‘inscape’ to be revealed by the poet,” so too is there in human lives “a mobile patterning.” It is too “complex to be grasped except in small samples,” but into it “all that we call ‘chance,’ ‘coincidence,’ ‘happenstance’ . . . provides sometimes awesome, and to [her] almost sensually pleasurable glimpses.”52

Levertov would later condense the first insight in her “author’s note” at the beginning of Tesserae, the only part written in poetic form. These prose pieces do not pretend to be “an entire mosaic,” she writes. “They are merely fragments, / composed from time to time / in between poems.” An example of her second insight—a “memory” or “supposition” of what might have seemed, outwardly, a mundane life—is “The Gardener,” a piece about an old man who tended the gardens of all the families on her block in her childhood. In her mind’s eye now, this man’s life is anything but mundane. For Tesserae is not only about the linkages between people or about a “patterning” within the gists of lives but also about the
power of memory and imagination to redeem loss. As she puts it in the excerpt “Lost Books”: “How much of what I feel impelled to write (in prose, though not in poetry) has to do with loss! It’s the universal impulse . . . to set up memorials.” In fact, of the twenty-seven autobiographical essays in the book, sixteen are about dead family members or childhood friends (and animals) with whom she has lost touch except in memory. Others reinterpret childhood experiences that she’d never fully comprehended. In “Janus,” for example, she conveys both a vivid adventure she had with two childhood friends and a new understanding of its lasting effect. As children they had scaled a wall surrounding an abandoned property and seen, for the first time, a magnolia tree in bloom; its beauty was such that it seemed “transcendent.” Then, after momentary ecstasy, they had been scared away by a “purple-faced” old man who burst out of the house, “shouting,” and “waving a stick.” This experience seemed at the time like something “out of a fairy tale or poem”: perhaps the old man was “the devil in paradise!” Now, however, the recurring memory took on new meaning. “Wasn’t it one of the earliest intimations [in her life] of how close to one another are beauty and terror, how intimately related?” This is the Janus face of existence (acknowledged in her first book, The Double Image, and elsewhere), but understood here anew sixty years later. Thus Levertov acknowledges the potential benefits of the memory process itself, wherein each memory is reshaped by one’s current psychic condition.

The power of memory to redeem loss would impact Levertov’s present life in an unexpectedly fateful way in the case of another piece in Tesserae, “The Last of Childhood—For Jean, in This Life or the Next.” Written in the hope that Jean Rankin Parker would read it, the essay was an apologia for an aspect of Denise’s personality—outbursts of passionate anger—that she knew many would recognize. Denise wanted her childhood “kindred spirit” to know the “regret” and “shame” she had long felt about a hurtful episode, fueled by her “intransigent pride and hardheartedness,” that had driven them apart when Denise was “between nine and ten,” and Jean, “a year younger.” Since Jean was “the first friend [she] chose herself,” the breached friendship had hurt Denise as well. The episode had occurred during a customary Saturday in Wanstead Park, where they often played a “pretend game” called “The Adventure Seekers.” On this occasion, the game involved taking off one’s socks and shoes, tucking one’s skirt into one’s knickers, and splashing around in the shallow of the river. Jean refused to play this time; she said that now that they were older, it was “not ladylike to mess about in the stream.” This evoked a diatribe from Denise about the absurdity of that concept of womanhood followed by the insistence that Jean “retract her silly announcement” and “get into the stream” or Denise would “never speak to her again.” Later, when Jean’s mother tried to intervene on behalf of her bereft daughter, Denise refused to relent, even though she, too, was “sad and lonely.”
Since Jean was younger and thus like a little sister to her, perhaps Denise was unconsciously playing the role of Olga, her own passionate, bossy older sister.

Denise realized, in retrospect, that they were each on “the threshold of change,” with Jean headed in a more conventional direction than herself, but although she and Jean both married Americans and saw each other occasionally over the years, they never discussed this episode. The opportunity came in the spring of 1996, when Denise received an unexpected telephone call in Seattle from one of Jean’s daughters. Jean was then in intensive care and wanted to talk to Denise before she died. Denise faxed Jean’s daughter the above essay, and after Jean read it, the two old friends spoke by telephone and made amends. Later, when she received the news of Jean’s death, Denise wrote, “What a bonny little lass she was.” Perhaps their childhood quarrel was as consequential for Jean as it had been for Denise because, as her six daughters indicated, Jean chose the conventional path the rest of her life, “albeit with courage and integrity.”

Of course, by this time Denise knew that she herself was mortally ill, and she was trying, in small ways, to conserve her energy. She had never liked communicating by telephone, for example; except in the case of emergency, she felt it to be impersonal and intrusive. (In her Seattle kitchen, she had a red phone with its own small table and chair, set apart as if it were an “installation.”) When possible, she preferred visiting her friends or writing letters. In Seattle, Lou Oma Durand, a young neighbor, provided both types of contact. The two met and became friends in 1991, when Lou Oma produced a public radio program called “Poetry Minutes,” which Denise helped her to shape. At Denise’s behest, they devised a system of leaving notes in each other’s mailboxes, which Denise called “the rabbit hole,” reconstituting an aspect of the playful system of communication she and Jean Rankin had as children in Wanstead Park. “When the flag was up on my mailbox, I’d get excited,” Lou Oma remembered, “because that meant there was a message from Denise.” Denise enjoyed many outings with Lou Oma, but unlike with Jean, there was no angry ultimatum or breach. In her playful, loving relationship with Lou Oma, Denise took the opportunity, well before Jean’s death (and her own), to replay and repair an important female connection.

In the context of loss, restoration, and the possibilities of the memory process, the last piece in Tesserae, “A Lost Poem,” is particularly poignant given Levertov’s awareness of her potentially lethal illness in 1994 (when the book was completed) and her increasing devotion to religious practice. The piece is only two paragraphs long, but it is like a prose poem in its compression, layers of meaning, and the feeling of discovery its rhythms invoke. In it Levertov recalls her poem “Cathedral of Pearls,” written thirty years earlier, published in “some fugitive magazine,” and subsequently lost; she wonders if finding it would tell her anything she has forgotten. This lost poem was based on a dream of several majestic cathedrals she had actually seen in the centers of cities in Italy and Latin
America. They were located in the midst of the poor, whose impoverishment seemed a reproach to the venerability of such exalted church architecture. In her dream and in her poem, these church structures were “reassembled” into “the fabled Cathedral of Pearls,” whose “entire façade was a cliff encrusted with pearls” of every size, shape, and color. Although Levertov’s imagery alludes to the “pearl of great price” that symbolizes the kingdom of heaven (Matthew 13:45, 46), what mystified her then was not simply the church’s spiritual authority or its apparent imperviousness to human need, but also that the poor seemed unconditionally to accept it. She remembers thinking that through years and centuries, although this treasure was surrounded by “the brown hands of the poor,” there were never any pearls missing. They “reached out to touch them; not to take them but only to touch them, caressively, with awe and affection.”

What remained with her now was a subtle refinement of this insight, one that further comprehended and elaborated the complexity of human material, spiritual, and aesthetic needs, emphasizing their “darkness” and mystery. In a long, virtuosic concluding sentence, her earlier reservations about the church’s role in society are both sharpened and superseded. What stays with her is “the sense of the murky darkness of the city even in daylight, the darkness of the stone in which the pearls were embedded, the glimmering beauty of the pearls—magical barnacles upon a great vessel risen from the sea—and the deep pleasure that beauty was to those who passed and repassed.” Perhaps at this point, when she knew she was nearing the end of her creative life, Levertov concluded Tesserae with this piece because she wanted to underscore the inaccessibility of what is most deeply human (such as poetry itself) to reason alone. Like Saint Augustine in the Confessions, to whom she often turned, she felt that the ultimate function of memory was to recall those crucial episodes and events, among them this lost poem, in which one can “see and celebrate the mysterious actions of God’s preventive and provident grace.”

In October 1994, Levertov spent a propitious seventy-first birthday with Barbara and Howard Fussiner, who had traveled to Seattle for the occasion. On the day itself, the weather was beautiful, so she took them and Nikolai to Guemes Island to enjoy the ocean venue and, of course, the birds and animals. While waiting for the ferry, Barbara pointed out “a lovely snake,” knowing Denise would enjoy it. The snake was having difficulty “getting up a sandy, very steep place,” so Denise “picked it up,” held it for awhile, and then put it where it “apparently wished to go.” This was “a good omen,” she felt, and in fact, her digestive problems seemed to be correcting themselves without medication, although she still had some ulcer pain. While on the island, the group spent a day with the
sculptor Philip McCracken, a recent friend. Denise had a high regard for McCracken’s work. Her 1995 poem “Southern Cross” was inspired by his 1994 sculpture, made of apple wood, gold, and epoxy, one of a number of pieces he made based on aspects of the night sky. (The Southern Cross is the most recognizable constellation in the Southern Hemisphere as well as a symbol of human brutality and suffering. McCracken alludes to both aspects of its symbolism in his sculpture’s form.) In her poem, Levertov responds to the complexity and power of the work in such descriptive phrases as “dense abyss of planes and angles” and “celestial stigmata,” and in her recognition that McCracken had revealed the “bright blood of the wounded wood.”

Among the artists she came to know in the Seattle area, Levertov became especially close, in the mid-1990s, with the photographer Mary Randlett. Randlett had admired Levertov’s poetry since the sixties, having been introduced to it by their mutual friend, the poet Eve Triem. When Denise moved to Seattle in 1989, she and Mary began to visit regularly and to correspond. (Mary lived on Bainbridge Island). As the friendship developed, professional admiration also became mutual. Randlett was well known for her photographs of Seattle public art and architecture, and her portraits of writers and artists, but it was her landscapes of the Pacific Northwest that Levertov loved most, calling them Randlett’s “essential creations” in an essay on her work. Levertov found in these images a deeply sympathetic, visionary, lyrical attunement to the special qualities of light and dark in the region. The “camera is to Randlett what the pencil is to the poet,” she wrote. Randlett’s photos capture “light on water, light in forests, light on mountains, on ice, on snow, on clouds, on mist.” Like a poet’s, her concern is less with simply reproducing what she sees than with “capturing values, the spectrum of tones.” Randlett combines a “vigilantly alert visual attention” with expert craft and a “highly conscious enthusiasm for the beauty” she sees and feels, which Levertov illustrates by quoting passages from Randlett’s letters to her. She admires in particular her friend’s “ebullient energy” and “capacity for joy,” which doesn’t “confine its distinctive look to . . . a simplistic celebration of self-evident beauty.” Rather, “there is an austerity and often somber quality” in many of Randlett’s images.

Levertov’s essay on Randlett’s art is particularly poignant when we consider that it was drafted in August 1996, near the end of Levertov’s life. It was part of the introduction to Mary Randlett: Landscapes (2007), which also included seven poems, inspired by corresponding photographs, that Levertov had published earlier in Sands of the Well. Randlett’s inspirational role had begun in 1993, when Levertov suggested writing poems prompted by her friend’s photos, like the “spin-offs” she had written earlier from photographs by Peter Brown. Randlett welcomed this prospect. The project began in earnest in the summer of 1994, when Levertov composed “Swan in Falling Snow,” inspired by Randlett’s 1984
FIGURE 13. Photograph by Mary Randlett, “Swan in Falling Snow,” courtesy of Randlett.
photograph of that name. In July, she asked Mary to send her more photographs, seeking further inspiration. She hoped Mary would understand that her choices might not necessarily reflect her favorites, that her responses would be “subjective—I’ll have associations spinning off an image which aren’t descriptive of it.” In fact, “Swan in Falling Snow” was more descriptive than some later poems Levertov would write based on Randlett’s photographs.

Of these seven poems, perhaps the one that most clearly surpasses simple description is “Agon,” which was inspired by Randlett’s 1996 photo “Guemes Island Sunrise.” (Levertov’s new title is our first cue.) When we look at the photograph with only Randlett’s factual title in mind, we see an early morning seascape dominated by a gray sky streaked with light from the sun beginning to rise. Levertov’s title, “Agon,” an ancient Greek word meaning a “contest” or “challenge” held in connection with a religious festival, introduces an intense register of meaning and feeling, particularly telling given Levertov’s failing health. Levertov both describes and interprets Randlett’s photograph in the two stanzas of her poem, which are organized as a progression of feeling.

In the first stanza, Levertov honors the aspect of gravitas in Randlett’s photo as it might be seen by a viewer under less stress than herself. Beginning with the lower part of the photo, she registers the “calm” sea, the “pure” darkness of islands and shore, and the “immobile” grasses at the water’s edge, commenting:

“All of this
a visible gravity,
not sad but serious.

Then, after a significant pause, the poet directs us “above” to the larger, more exciting drama she depicts in the second stanza. Here an intense struggle takes place as she compares the sunrise to one who “fights sometimes / to break out of fearful dreams / unable to shout or move.” But the psychic battle depicted in Levertov’s simile is not carried out in the sound pattern. Rather, the “agon” is overcome in the one five-beat line in the poem (line 17). (The predominant pattern is four beats.) The agon becomes a source of “delicate” and “sweeping” movement, as the clouds dance “wild arabesques / across the east.” Most significantly, Levertov rhymes “fight” with “light,” a word she repeats three times in this stanza. The “agon” is also a source of celebratory insight. There’s a sense of ecstasy at the end of the poem, in the “rising / light, light” streaming out from the “mortal struggle.” In the context of facing death, Levertov dramatizes a process of spiritual restructuring that has been sparked by Randlett’s aesthetic practice. She leaves the mortal struggle behind in the experience of “playing with light, form and movement in space.”

Levertov and Randlett discussed their health problems as well as their aesthetics, and Levertov was heartened again by Randlett’s example. In 1996, shortly
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after “Agon” was written, Levertov began to receive chemotherapy for her lymphoma, which had spread. Denise knew that Mary had been treated with chemotherapy, had benefited from it, and had continued working as vigorously as ever. Mary’s response to treatment encouraged Denise. More deeply, the two shared a lifelong trust in the salvific effects of attention to the larger, natural world, which each in her own way found numinous and timeless. Thus it is not surprising that Levertov inscribed Randlett’s copy of the poem “Sojourns in the Parallel World” with the words “Love from Denise to Mary (who lives in that world more than most of us).” When Levertov organized the poems in *Sands of the Well* into a book, she chose “Sojourns in the Parallel World” as the title poem of the second and longest section.

Levertov divided *Sands of the Well* into eight sections containing elements of the process of dying documented by Elisabeth Kübler-Ross and other thanatologists, who describe five psychological stages: denial and isolation, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. These stages do not always progress linearly. Levertov’s book begins with insights and feelings akin to the first stages: uncertainty, “threat,” “wondering.” In the title poem of the first section, “Crow Spring,”
she notices the “crows . . . tossing themselves / recklessly in the random winds,” and considers the meaning of friends dying or disappearing in what is usually a season of growth. Perhaps denial prevents her from directly referencing her own waning health, but her question—“Is it a message about relinquishment?”—could as easily be asked about herself. And the book ends with poems of psychological clarity indicating acceptance. Several poems in the last section, “Close to a Lake,” evince a state of mind not unlike the “degree of quiet expectation” that Kübler-Ross found in many patients near death. In “What One Receives from Living Close to a Lake,” Levertov describes

a clearing amid the entangled forest of forms and voices, anxious intentions, urgent memories: a deep, clear breath to fill the soul, an internal gesture, arms flung wide to echo that mute generous outstretching we call lake.

Reading the poems in their order of publication in the book is emotionally and aesthetically satisfying. It is as if Levertov is transforming her life into an aesthetic phenomenon.

Understandably, however, while the emotional curve of the poems, as Levertov organized them into a book, may correspond to the sequence of the stages described above, their order of composition often does not. For example, the book’s title poem, one of those expressing “clarity” and boundlessness that she placed in the last section, was written in the autumn of 1992, before the diagnosis of lymphoma was clear to her, while “Crow Spring,” the title poem of the book’s first section, was composed in March 1995. Like many others, Levertov lived through a complicated “clustering of intellectual and affective states, some fleeting,” all of which must also be seen in relation to her belief structure, philosophy of life, and strong spirit.

Levertov continued to draw strength from the work of writing and reading poetry, from seeing friends, from travel abroad, and from formal spiritual practice throughout the remainder of 1995 and after she began chemotherapy in 1996. We are reminded of her observation, drawn from Rilke, of the importance “to human dignity and fruition to die one’s own death”—that is, to die in a way appropriate to the inner life of the individual. To make her illness her main priority would have violated that tenet. Levertov’s reading and teaching schedule in
the spring of 1995 included a week at Cornell in March and several weeks in the Midwest in April. She also visited New Haven in May, where she was awarded an honorary degree by Southern Connecticut State University; this delighted the Fussiners, who attended the ceremony. In Seattle during the summer, she entertained a succession of guests, among them Joan Hallisey and Maureen Smith, with whom she traveled around the Olympic Peninsula, staying at Lake Quinault Lodge and walking in the rain forest. Hallisey remembered that, although Denise did not mention her illness that August, they could see that she tired easily. Yet, with respect to her poetic productivity, this sign of herwaning health seemed irrelevant.

During this trip, Levertov was inspired to write one of her most subtle political poems, “In the Woods.” Immersion in the peace of the forest reminded her of the strength and durability, despite continuing threat, of the entire natural world, represented in this poem primarily by various species of trees. “Everything is threatened, but meanwhile / everything presents itself,” the poem begins. In the course of the poem, as she enumerates instances of the steadfastness of particular trees, she is brought also to consider human beings, who continue to live on in memory. At the end of the poem, the word present acquires political overtones as Levertov alludes to the Latin American ritual of remembering dead martyrs of military regimes by reading their names in a roll call, followed by the response, presente. This living, spoken testament is implicit in the forest’s silence:

Everything answers the rollcall,
and even, as is the custom,
 speaks for those that are gone.
—Clearly, beyond sound:
That revolutionary “Presente!”

In the autumn of 1995 Levertov undertook poetry readings in Virginia, Illinois, and California, in addition to Seattle Pacific University. In November she traveled abroad to a conference organized by the Welsh Union of Writers, where she gave a reading in the town of Pontypridd, near Cardiff. While in Wales, she spent a few days in Rhossili, where she walked on the sandy beach at Rhossili Bay, before continuing on to London to give a second reading and see friends there. Unfortunately, probably because her untreated lymphoma predisposed her to infection, Levertov contracted pneumonia on this trip. This illness helped her to accept her doctors’ advice to begin chemotherapy early in 1996 after the infection was treated.

During the winter of 1996, Levertov’s responses to books she is reading indicate a another period of depression and self-criticism. In February we find her seated by the lake, with Mount Rainier towering above “in silvery splendor,” reading Jean Sullivan’s autobiography, Morning Light. She compares this Catholic
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priest’s “active and passionate doubt,” itself “a form of love,” with her own present spiritual condition, which is “depressing, negating, discouraging, a malaise.” She is also reading the novelist and philosopher Elias Canetti, whose views about religion, morality, and art absorb her. Canetti raises interesting questions about “whether we attempt to do good only because we believe we can’t get away with being bad,” she notes. Canetti also speaks of “living in despair” as “the only selfless way to live,” a feeling tone that corresponds with that of Sullivan and with the “cheerful bleakness” of her friend Dan Berrigan. Noting Canetti’s view that “pain makes the poet, pain fully felt, in no way evaded, pain perceived, grasped, and sustained,” she finds this quality “lacking” in her own work. “I am too buoyant, too quick to recover,” she writes, unlike such “great ones” as “Celan, Ritsos, Machado, Milosz, Guillevic, Neruda. It is not that darkness must be their theme,” she continues, “but it must be within them. It’s a question of weight.” Levertov sets her standard very high in this list of her contemporaries (two are Nobel Prize winners), but the basis for this negative comparison with them is misguided, as she is hardly a lightweight. She does not consider that, like Seamus Heaney, for example, she is a religious as well as a political poet and that the capacity to “recover” that she disparages in herself has its own value and distinguished tradition.

In March, upset by news of a breakthrough in sheep cloning that she considered an ethical and religious offense, Levertov searched for new ways to express her indignation. She noted that unlike in 1968, when, in “Staying Alive,” she had praised “the great savage saints of outrage” (who killed themselves in protest against the Vietnam War), she feels now that our heroes are those who maintain their anger at “injustice and the destruction of the planet.” Reading Ivan Klíma’s novel My Golden Trades added to this sense of the late twentieth-century hero. He or she is an “obstinately angry person whose testimony . . . is their awareness, their unshaking mental uncomplicity.” She was not completely happy with this attitude either, however. A few days later, seeking help with feelings of spiritual “numbness,” she mused that perhaps it was not salutary to have been reading, all at once, “Canetti’s and Sullivan’s bleakness . . . plus Klíma.” After attending Mass and conferring with Father Boly, she decided to contend with her “depressing loss of faith” by nourishing her “gratitude for the blessings in [her] life,” and “let everything else go at the moment.”

By Easter 1996, Levertov was feeling better, both physically and emotionally. During the Holy Thursday service she had an inspiration (not pursued) for an essay on Saint John, wherein she would reexamine his story “with a sense of the smiles, humor, and expression that the evangelists left out,” and on Easter Sunday, warm and blossoming, she went for a walk in Martha Washington Park, where she lingered at the lakefront and dangled her feet in the water. Upon her return she began a whimsical poem about experiencing the lake as a “beneficent” bridegroom who offers betrothal. It begins, “The Lake gave me a ring—a silver or
Resettling silverfish band . . . was it only a tag from a soft-drink can?”75 (We are reminded
of the “subtle stirring” she had expressed in her earlier poem “What One Receives from Living Close to a Lake.”) This energy continued a week later, when, after a rainy walk in the woods, she wrote two poems, “Elephant Ears” and “That Day,” which were later published posthumously in This Great Unknowing (1999). Both these celebratory poems were inspired by memories of her mother. In the first, she compares her mother’s wisdom with her own at the same age, playfully adducing as evidence of her mother’s greater “éclat” the different ways they view their large ears; and in the second, she glories in a moment of “astonishment” and “joy” they shared fifty years ago in Switzerland.

Levertov’s good spirits continued well into the next month when, in late May, she led a poetry retreat at the Santa Sabina Center in San Rafael, California. This was her second visit to the center, whose monastic heritage Denise appreciated.76 This time her topic was “Practising Attention,” and she incorporated art and music as well as poetry into the program, which also customarily included “shared reflection times interspersed with long periods of quiet and individual reflection.”77 Afterward, she felt heartened by being able to inspire valuable spiritual experience in others “while [she] herself was far from having it,” except through “leaps of language and intuition” in her work.78 Her poem “A Gift” is imbued with gratitude, this time to her audience.79

In mid-June, with the anniversary of her mother’s birthday approaching, Levertov drafted an outline of the six-part poem “Feet.”80 Originally, this sequence began with a memory of her mother’s tears when, in her eighties, she felt too tired to walk home, and it ended with a reference to Neruda’s “Apogee to Celery,” a peasant who trudges the Andes with “poor frayed feet.” In the finished poem, the allusion to Neruda’s poem is developed first, and that to her aged mother’s tired feet appears in section 4, part of a long meditation about her mother’s lifelong love of walking “in all weathers” and her sad end as “an accidental pilgrim / in a strange land.” The six-part sequence concludes with “peasant celery,” as originally planned, but now we see him within the context of the symbolic power of the “humble ritual” of foot washing in the Roman Catholic service before Easter, wherein the heart is stirred via “a sanctification of the flesh,” and parishioners are reminded not only of how grimy “the apostles’ feet would have been,” but of the worse condition of “anyone homeless” who “must know / week by week an accretion of weariness.”81

Memories of her mother also invoked in Levertov an upsurge of righteous indignation. When her mother’s birthday arrived on June 29, Levertov was feeling “under siege” by the potentially noxious ways in which technology was beginning to affect her world. In her diary, added to familiar concerns about the increase of racism, population growth, and the blight of the environment, she listed as particularly upsetting the concept of “cyberspace,” the “decay of lan-
guage,” and the “commercialization of poetry.” (She had read Sven Birkerts’s *The Gutenberg Elegies*, a defense of print culture compared with electronic media.) Although learning about the popularity of the new media disturbed Levertov, the memory of her mother helped her to counter this malaise. On her mother’s birthday, she copied into her diary “Animal Spirits,” a poem about the persistent “force” within herself (from childhood until now) of physical and intellectual energy.

Levertov did not moderate her work as a writer and editor despite her waning strength. She had been associated with the journal *Religion and Intellectual Life* from its beginnings in 1983, and when that publication merged with *Crosscurrents* in 1990, she remained on the advisory board. In 1996, she also became poetry editor of *Cisterian Studies*, an international review of the Christian monastic and contemplative tradition. She did travel less, however. She stayed at home in Seattle during the summer months, writing, visiting with friends, and preparing to teach a two-week poetry workshop in September at Beloit College, a longstanding commitment. She had the energy to enjoy her colleagues and students at Beloit, as well as to give readings at Marquette University and Mount Mary College in Milwaukee after, but she canceled a planned trip to New York City in November. Then, in mid-December, the news came that her former husband, Mitchell Goodman, had become ill on his seventy-third birthday and was hospitalized. When Denise learned that Mitch had pancreatic cancer that had spread to his spine, she called him, and found his attitude toward death “far more spiritually open” than she would have guessed. She thought, tenderly, of their youth together and the “mutual influence” in their shared past. Although they had behaved “ clumsily” sometimes, there were also “moments of glory and of results in the world.”

Denise was very proud of Nikolai, who flew to Maine on Christmas Eve to be with his father, but she could not face that prospect herself. At the end of December, she listed in her diary all the problems such a trip would entail: seeing Temple again; the cold; interacting with strangers; saying good-bye to Mitch on his deathbed. She also mentioned her own poor health. She’d remember the past year, she continued, “mostly for health problems”: Mitch’s decline, and an increasing awareness of aging and mortality. She also felt that her faith had been “fitful” and once again sought remedies. She was grateful for the attentiveness of her friends in Seattle and for “daily moments of joy” received in letters.

Adding to her sadness, a snowstorm prevented Denise from celebrating the new year with David Shaddock and his family in Berkeley, a custom she enjoyed and missed keenly during this painful period. Nikolai called her regularly from Maine throughout January, but his calls were not very reassuring. He had difficulty, at first, accepting his father’s rapid decline, and Denise worried about his relationship with Sandy, Mitch’s second wife. Denise received the news of Mitch’s
death, on the morning of February 1, 1997, by telephone. A memorial service for him was held soon after in Farmington, Maine, but she did not attend. As she explained to her friends, the Gelpis, she was “sad but in a subdued way,” having gone through “the sharp stabs of ‘nevermore’” in the 1970s, when they agreed to divorce. It is “much harder for Nik,” she continued, for whom it has been “a painful yet in some ways a satisfying experience . . . in the sense of having the opportunity for some good talks with Mitch and of facing . . . his conflicts about his father.”

She would be satisfied to hear about the memorial when Nikolai returned from Maine.

Denise’s health improved briefly but was unstable throughout February and March of 1997. The chemotherapy with Leukeran had a “strong effect,” she noted on Ash Wednesday. Most of the lymphoma was eliminated from her lungs and she felt better than she had since 1995, but her blood count was very low; thus she couldn’t take more of the drug for fear of infection. She vowed to return to her old pattern of writing to God every day as her way of keeping Lent. She has “slipped” in her understanding of the atonement and redemption, she noted, partly because “death does not, never has, seemed so terrible” to her: “either it is oblivion . . . or it is the passing of the soul to another state of being.” She thanked God for Mitch’s “relatively painless death” and for Nikolai’s reconciliation with his father. She felt well enough to travel to Portland in mid-February, where she enjoyed visiting the Portland Art Museum, and to plan another vacation in England and France in March. However, at the end of February, she reported several days of illness, commenting ruefully that, unlike the saints, who “maintained their prayers . . . throughout horrible illnesses,” she couldn’t even maintain her notebook. She canceled the trip abroad and, more seriously, a previously undertaken professional commitment to lead a writing workshop at Beloit. In March, when she was offered the position of poet laureate by Dr. Prosser Gifford of the Library of Congress, she explained to him (doubtless considering her health) that she was the wrong person for that taxing position. She was also very glad to have Nikolai’s support when he returned from Maine in March, a change from her earlier protectiveness of him, if not a role reversal. In fact, during Easter, after a long meditation on the failures of their earlier family life, she thanked God for letting her see Nikolai “so much more clearly, in his sweetness and his struggle, sensitivity and vision.”

While her physical health was variable in these months, Levertov’s increased spiritual focus resulted in a burst of creativity. She wrote six new poems in the week before Good Friday, among them a “small moon poem, [a] medium mountain poem, [and a] more experimental ‘visitation’ poem.” (The latter is probably “Visitation, Overflow,” which appears in This Great Unknowing.) This writing
was also stimulated by Charles Wright’s poetry book, *Chickamauga*, she noted. Further, she had been sent an obituary of the New York artist Peter Kahn, a friend from her youth, which served to remind her of what lay ahead. Strangely, it had arrived “concurrently with the new sense of redeemed life” she had felt after Father Boley’s “Lazarus sermon,” delivered just before Easter. “The priest quoted Eugene O’Neill’s ‘Lazarus Laughed’ and . . . he talked about the significance of the resurrection not just being a matter of the assurance of the afterlife, but about being salvation in the here and now.”

Boley’s sermon inspired Levertov’s poem “Translucence,” drafted that Sunday, in which she comprehends “the immediacy of new life, Vita Nuova,” as “the source / of unconscious light” in the faces of certain ordinary individuals who are, in a sense, “already resurrected.” Each is a Lazarus of a sort, but a Lazarus “without the memory of tomb or of any swaddling bands.” Perhaps such men or women know only the comfort of “their first / infant hours, the warm receiving blanket . . . ,” she posits.

This great unknowing is part of their holiness. They are always trying to share out joy as if it were cake or water, something ordinary, not rare at all.

Levertov may have had her mother in mind when she wrote this poem; the Latin origin of the name Beatrice is “joy-giver.” Or she could have been thinking of her neighbor, Lou Oma Durand, who had accompanied Denise to services at Saint Joe’s on that Easter weekend. Although not Roman Catholic herself, Lou Oma found the occasion stimulating. Denise discussed the liturgy with her, as well as related spiritual issues derived from her wide reading in world theology, such as “God—the intimate other, existential free fall, and [dream] visitations,” Lou Oma remembered. During their conversation, she continued, Denise was “so lit from within.” Lou Oma loved watching her kneel, rise, and cross herself, and sing “in a voice octaves higher than when she spoke the liturgy.” After receiving communion, when the priest invited congregants to greet each other, Denise shook hands “warmly with the people around her.” Next she turned to Lou Oma, paused, and really gazed at her. The two then embraced.

Levertov continued to work on new poems the following month, drafting another mountain poem and “Noblesse Oblige” in early April, but the month’s greatest gratifications came later. First, in Eugene, Oregon, on April 23, as a special guest of the University of Oregon’s Humanities Center, she attended the Oregon Symphony Orchestra’s première of Robert Kyr’s Symphony No. 7, “The Sound of Light,” which was inspired by four poems from *Sands of the Well*. Levertov read her poems in the afternoon and then again before the concert, where they were sung by mezzo-soprano Milagro Vargas. Kyr was not the only composer
whom Levertov’s poetry inspired. (Others include George Rochberg, Chester Biscardi, and Hayes Biggs.) But he is perhaps the one who has documented Levertov’s influence on his work most clearly. As Kyr wrote in the program notes, when commissioned to compose a work in collaboration with a poet, he immediately thought of Levertov’s work, which had inspired him since he first encountered it over thirty years earlier. He had already set her poetry to music in several earlier pieces and had become acquainted with Levertov herself when they both lived in Boston.

In his seventh symphony, Kyr “wanted to create a musical work that would relate sound to light, and in particular, to the progression of light as it transforms from the dawn of one day to the next.” After Levertov sent him the manuscript of Sands of the Well, he was thrilled to find there “the ideal texts” for the symphony: her poems “Agon,” “Bearing the Light,” “In Summer,” and “Flowers Before Dark” form the basis for his first four movements—“The Breaking of Light,” “Morning,” “Late Afternoon,” and “Dusk”—respectively. (The fifth movement, “Beyond Deep Night,” was without text.) After selecting these poems, Kyr met with Denise at her home in Seattle, where they discussed the journey of physical light in her texts, particularly their “outward ‘picturing’ of an inner journey of spiritual light,” and she repeated each one to him so that he could absorb her rhythm, phrasing, and inflection, which influenced his composition.

From Oregon, Denise traveled to California, where the Stanford University English department sponsored a double poetry reading by Denise and Eavan Boland in April. The event was held in Kresge Auditorium to accommodate the large audience and was followed by a reception at the Faculty Club. Albert Gelpi introduced the reading, emphasizing the groundbreaking contribution to Stanford’s creative writing program made by a succession of distinguished contemporary women poets in the past decades, a period that began with Levertov, who taught there for over a dozen years, overlapping with Adrienne Rich for part of that period. Now, since Levertov’s retirement, Eavan Boland had joined the program. Levertov must have been pleased to hear Gelpi say that the three poets had “served to open the way for other women’s voices and perspectives.”

Denise’s health continued to be variable in May and June and worsened in July, but this decline did not prevent her from receiving visitors or engaging in limited travel and further spiritual exploration. In May, she read at Noel House in Seattle and hosted her former secretary Yarrow Cleaves, who visited her for two weeks. In mid-June she traveled to Santa Barbara, where she saw her friend Virginia Barrett. The two women visited the Vedanta Temple, a peaceful meditation site set amid lushly landscaped hills with a view of the Pacific Ocean. Throughout much of her life, Levertov had been attracted to interfaith encounters between Buddhism, Judaism, and Christianity, and in recent years, she had become interested in ancient Indian philosophical and cultural traditions too.
Her personal library contained several books about Buddhism (and many about Judaism and Christianity), as well as a copy of the Rigveda, a collection of Sanskrit hymns. In Sands of the Well, she chose “Raga,” a word referring to melodic modes used in Indian classical music, as the title of a section of poems about musical experiences that included such favorite Western composers of hers as Bach, Haydn, Bruckner, and Henze. In this section’s title poem, “Raga,” Levertov focuses on the mysterious effortlessness of the Indian flute player, who “can’t be seen to draw breath,” but from whose wooden flute “music flows . . . a river of honey over- / flowing the honeycomb.” Music and religious feeling have been inseparable throughout history. Perhaps the classical Indian musical tradition attracted Levertov at this time because it conveys an ancient sonic theology: God is experienced by her Indian flute player as divine sound.

Back in Seattle for the summer, Levertov admitted feeling fatigue, nausea, and continuing eye strain, yet she continued to read, to compose poems, and to rail at political injustice. In particular, she enjoyed reading Robert Hellenga’s novel The Sixteen Pleasures and a volume of Edward Hirsch’s poems, and rereading Thornton Wilder’s novel The Cabala. In July, she composed “Enduring Love,” which dramatizes the reappearance and “complete / comforting embrace” of her parents: “the long-dead / visiting time from eternity.” Other poems Levertov wrote that summer include “Moments of Joy,” which can be read in the context of Karl Rahner’s concept of the “abba experience,” whereby Christians feel revitalized by connecting with God as a loving father (abba in Hebrew), and “Thinking about Paul Celan,” which was originally titled “St. Celan.”

In mid-August, Levertov wrote passionately in her diary about the connections between the “evil of globalization” and the “conscienceless domination of multinational corporations,” which she saw leading to further exploitation of the poor and to cultural genocide. She saw the web of the “Information Highway” as a potential instrument of these corporations. In her view, “the positive uses of the new technologies (e.g. in medicine) are the attractive front which seduces . . . people into the system. The other compulsion is that the vast majority will not be able to earn a living wage unless they conform and learn the technology.” More broadly, she saw advances in technology as “a menace to other species . . . and to the environment.” Perhaps worst of all, she saw “virtual reality” looming over the materially privileged “as a (sickeningly) protective cloud screening them from primary knowledge.” They were “stuffed like geese with ‘information’ instead of increasing their capacity for understanding.” Strong opinions such as these lie behind such late political poems as “Fugitives,” “Roast Potatoes,” and “A Hundred a Day,” where her fear of increasing dehumanization and despoliation is palatable and the past seems preferable to the future.

As summer turned to fall, Denise began work on an essay, “The Migrant Muse: Roots and Airplants,” that she delivered in October at Goshen College in
Indian. Although she could not know it then, this was to be her last public lecture, which makes it particularly poignant. She discusses the advantages (and disadvantages) to the creative person of having roots in a landscape or in a culture and, conversely, those of being a migrant poet or “airplant”—that is, of having no such roots. The essay undertakes a fairly broad survey, considering such “rooted” artists and writers as Cézanne, William Carlos Williams, and Wendell Berry, and such “airplants” as Rilke, Conrad, Henry James, and those forced by “our century’s convulsive history” into involuntary exile. Although not an involuntary exile herself, she too is an “airplant,” she reminds us, referring back to a 1984 autobiographical sketch in which she construed herself as an “outsider” with respect to national identity and religion. Given self-confidence by her family, however, she drew strength from this “sense of difference” and considered it an “honor,” not a source of shame. In the second half of her essay, she builds upon that motif, exploring advantages migrant poets might enjoy, such as “a necessary reliance on language itself as their ‘one home,’” or a greater sense of freedom and adventure. She urges us not to think too literally of migration, however, since “the inner world is where the most profound adventures . . . take place, whether or not . . . the pilgrim undertakes migrations in the outer world.” Further, religious poets, like Hopkins or Herbert, have faith as “their cultural, emotional, intellectual root,” though it may not bring them within a social fold. Her essay concludes by emphasizing the necessary tension, in any artist’s life, between “the claims of the collective and the claims of art,” and she thinks, on balance, that the advantages and disadvantages of “airplants,” compared with artists with roots, are equal. The “depth” either kind will reach in artistic works depends rather on “the individual’s unique gifts” and his or her persistence.

Levertov had, of course, addressed the concept of the “migrant muse” before, most notably in her 1967 essay “The Sense of Pilgrimage,” in which she identifies the theme of “a spiritual journey” as a governing personal myth. Compared with this earlier piece, the essay above is less cogent, undercutting itself in its attempt to achieve breadth and objectivity. Fittingly, the work in which she expresses the subject of rootedness most deeply is not an essay but the poem “First Love,” a masterful minidrama of apperception also composed during her last year. In only forty-two lines, Levertov brings our attention to dimensions of her early history that we recognize as fundamental to her: the ongoing power of the life force, here symbolized by a flower, the small but sturdy “Convolvulus,” a “chalice” growing in “poor soil”; the primary bond between mother and child as the paradigm of empathy, a “secret communion”; the gift of language, connected here with the transmission and transformation of a grave loss, her parents’ first child, “this other”; and temporality experienced as eternity in time, “before,” “past,” “now,” “forever,” “endlessness.” As in the greatest poetry, she makes these personal dimensions universal. Here is the poem’s final stanza:
It looked at me, I looked back, delight filled me as if I, not the flower, were a flower and were brimful of rain. *And there was endlessness.* Perhaps through a lifetime what I’ve desired has always been to return to that endless giving and receiving, the wholeness of that attention, that once-in-a-lifetime secret communion.  

Although paradoxical, it is emotionally justified that, at the end of life, Levertov saw in her bond with her mother—in whose loving company she first learned to appreciate the natural world—a key feature of her ultimate revolution as a person and as a poet. Apotheosized in this poem, Beatrice becomes a primordial source of transformation, agency, and psychic “wholeness.” She was the one who taught Denise in early childhood to name the trees and flowers in which she delighted—in this case, “Convolvulus.” At first glance, Levertov seems a long way here, in both diction and tone, from the fiery documentary poet who, protesting against the Vietnam War, had spoken for a generation that embraced violent political change as necessary for survival in her cry “Revolution or death.” In those years, although she agreed with Robert Duncan that *revolution* was the wrong word because it “implies the circular” (and not progress), Levertov embraced it as “the only word / we have.” How far is she here from that earlier self? The heat of revolutionary fire is gone from her voice, but its intensity and power of illumination is greater than ever. In the poem above, as in many poems at the end of her life, Levertov takes a different approach to history and temporality than she did earlier.

Like mythic thinkers before her, Levertov is more comfortable now with the circularity implied in the word *revolution*. In fact, a cyclical view of time, which lies behind the power of religious ritual, is a way of reducing anxiety around the linear, historical record. (In “First Love” she alludes to the depredations of that record by locating her enchanting scene along “the sandy sweep of the Roman Road.”) True to the sixties’ “flower child” that is part of her still, in “First Love,” she introduces another word with the same root: both the nouns *revolution* and *convolvulus* contain within them the verb *volvere*, to roll. Both contain movement: the differences stem from whether one rolls back or around, *re*, or whether one rolls with or together, *con*. Given Levertov’s emphasis on the transformative power of love and memory in this poem, it is also noteworthy that the convolvulus is commonly called “bindweed” or “morning glory.” The connotations
of restoration and recovery implicit in these adjacent names must also have attracted her.

Denise managed the trip to Indiana without incident, and she seemed excited about a seventy-fourth birthday dinner party held in her honor upon her return. Her neighbor, Lou Oma, cooked a lavish meal, “including a chocolate cake with large chocolate leaves,” not realizing the state of Denise’s digestive system, and Denise tried to carry herself with spirit and aplomb. Sadly, however, “she could eat practically nothing by that time,” Valerie Trueblood remembered, “except custard and the dietary supplement Ensure.” Denise was sick most of November, reporting fever and chills, stomach pain, and further appointments for chemotherapy. Melanie Peter, who visited for a few days, recalled the severity of her stomach pain, and that Denise had received another strong emotional blow by then. James Laughlin, her longtime friend and publisher, had died on November 12. As Denise put it to Lou Oma, his death seemed like an omen: he was the third important man in her life to die recently. Denise was still feeling Mitch’s death, of course, but first in this threesome had been the death, two years ago, of her early love, Norman Potter.

As her physical health deteriorated, Levertov’s “theological confusion” increased. In November her uncertainty about her faith was so great that she wanted to take “a leave of absence from St. Joe’s,” where she had been serving as a lector. She planned to talk to Father Craig Boley about this and also about her impulse to attend the Vedanta Center in Seattle, “just to see . . . .” She worried that such a departure might “scandalize” Sam Green, her godson, and “others who were so glad [sh] became a Catholic. Am I still, and will I be in the future?” she wondered in her last journal entry. These questions are “not about God,” she continued, but “about the specifically Christian with its exclusivity.” Always open and searching, her spiritual quest seemed to her, quite suddenly, to have reached a crisis.

Valerie Trueblood remembered that Denise “talked about death but couldn’t face illness,” like Tolstoy’s hero in The Death of Ivan Ilych. Denise stopped taking steroids, according to Valerie, because they made her more agitated and out of control, more likely to lash out at people. She had undergone a “softening” at the end of her life and truly wanted to be “good.” Controlling her temper was part of her religious passion and the medicine seemed to prevent that.

At this point, when Denise stopped keeping a diary, the biographical record becomes fainter. It picks up again in December, when Carlene Carrasco Laughlin, who had been Denise’s student at Berkeley and subsequently her secretary and friend, flew from San Francisco on a planned visit. The two hadn’t seen each other for a year and both were looking forward to it. Weak as she was, Denise
dressed carefully for Carlene’s arrival, wearing a new green bathrobe under a Japanese kimono. Her colorful costume did not have the desired effect, however. When Carlene arrived, she was shocked to find her old friend “lying listless on her couch in the living room.” Hearing that she had stopped taking her medicine and that nothing was being done, Carlene insisted that Denise must have tests she was avoiding. Although she doted on Denise, Carlene was the one among Denise’s younger friends who, when necessary, could most readily confront her. “Look at you,” she said. “Do you want to die on your living room couch?” Then she started calling Denise’s doctors. She took Denise by taxi to the imaging center, where she had an MRI and was admitted directly to Swedish Hospital.

Denise was in the hospital for ten days before she died. She responded to treatment at first and seemed to improve. Lou Oma remembered that, even with a feeding tube, Denise planned to start a group upon her return home in which people read aloud to each other. She also decided to buy Christmas gifts for her friends, made a list, and asked Marlene Muller and Jan Wallace to purchase, wrap, and send the items. Then her condition gradually deteriorated, dramatically worsening on the night of December 19. The next morning, she was taken to the operating room for exploratory surgery, which revealed such extensive lymphomatous infiltration of her gastrointestinal tract that the operation was aborted. Denise was returned to a room in the intensive care unit, but she never regained consciousness. She remained comatose until she died at 6:18 P.M. that same evening, the eve of the winter solstice. As David Shaddock pointed out, in Levertov’s poem “Hymns to Darkness,” she had written of “embracing the dark . . . and now, on the darkest night of the year she died.”

Denise did not pass her last hours alone in her hospital room, however. David Shaddock and his wife, Toby, who had flown to Seattle from Berkeley, were there with her to say good-bye, and so were seven Seattle friends who had attended regularly throughout her hospitalization. At her bedside, Nikolai held one hand and Jan Wallace, who was like a daughter to Denise, held the other. “Her passing was accompanied by poetry: psalms from the Tenakh and the King James Bible, W.S. Merwin, Eliot’s ‘Little Gidding,’ her own poems of faith and affirmation . . . read by this group of close friends,” Shaddock recalled. He continued, “In one extraordinary moment, Nikolai broke into a spontaneous chant, alternating phrases that began ‘This is the mother who . . . ’ with the antiphonal ‘And now she is dying.’” With help from Father Boley and others, Jan Wallace organized the funeral Mass at Saint Joseph’s Church on December 26.

If you were to visit Levertov’s grave today, you would find, marking it, a black-and-white granite sculpture by Philip McCracken mounted on a large, black granite slab, with Denise’s name and dates engraved upon it in simple lettering.
This beautiful monument, originally titled “Stone Poem,” was not erected until 2001, after much effort by Mark Jenkins, head of “the gravestone committee,” which consisted of several of Denise’s close friends. Levertov had been an admired and generous member of the international poetry community for many years, but the communal effort that went into the raising of her gravestone signifies something else as well. Levertov’s passion stemmed from a spirit that was always ready to engage the vicissitudes of life and the possibilities of relationship. As she wrote in a late poem, “Beyond the Field,” speaking of looking at light on the “surface tension of ocean”: “The mind’s far edges twitch, sensing / kinships beyond reach.” Her poetry enables us to see, to feel, to touch, to change, to grow.
I conducted interviews with many of Levertov’s family members and friends, which I cite here by name and date.
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